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FEbERAL OVERSIGHT OF PRIVAHIL NtHROPY
,Z7avid Ginsburg,4 Lee R' Marks t and Ronald P. Wertheiml

Introduction

American philanthropy disposes of more than $25 billion annually. It generates
-countless hours of volunteer. manpower. It encompasses all religious, activity. His-
torically it has assured major responsibilities in areas such as.ctucation, health, the

performing arts, poverty, and medical research.- Professional Rind raising is big
business:Nevertheless, little thought has been given to the, role of the federal
government in regulating and assisting philanthropy,' or in regulating interstate
charitable solicitations. As with many other private activities, the roll. of the federal
government has eatted Afrom the underlying premises of laissez faire and the
efficacy of action by tl)4 states.

With the adoption of the first federll income tax law-in 1894, it became neces-
sary to specify whaf organizations would be exempt from the tax.-2 ;The tax law's

,having provided the original nexus between the federal government and philah-
.thropy, the Internal Revenue Codes has become more by accretion that by design

the principal vehitle failfederal oversight of philanthropy.
It is against this background that the Commission on Privke Philanthropy and

Publk Needs commissioned this study ofthe present relationships trtween the
federal government and private philanthropy and what clip' :s, if any, might be
made. The study is especially timely Because we hive n d five years, of ex-
perience _with. the Tax Reform Act 'if 1969; the fedltI,Viv. prnent is now giving
consideration to federal legislation to 'regulate inters to charitable solicitations;
legislation has recently been enacted to create within the; ernal Revenue Service a
new Assistant Commissioner for Employee Plans. and Exempt Organizations; ,and
proposals have been made to transfer responsibility' for philanthropy from the
Internal Reyenue Service to a new agency.

Over 20 categories of organizations are exempt from federal income tax, but
only one is considered here3 organizations that areexempt under section 501(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code, which exempts from federal income taxation.

.;

Corporations, and apy community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and
operated exc.lusively, for religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public
safety, literAry, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty td
children pr animals,no part of -the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
of any private shareholder or in'dividual, no substantial part of the activities of
which is carrying on propaganda,,or otherwise attempting to influence legisla-
tiOn, and which does ntlt participate in, or intervene in (including the publish:
ing or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf of any
candidate for public office.

The distiifguishing and critical characterisitc of 501(c)(3) organiz,ations is that
contLibutions to them are deductible by the donor, on the donor's income, estate or
gift tax return, as charitable contributions.4 This characteflqic gives rise to the
special opportunities to accumulate-private wealth that these 4rganizatiotts enjoy, in
recognition of special obligatiqns attached to the use of thatAbajth:

The rationale for'the special role of philanthropy in society, and fork federal
oversight of philanthrOpy, is dealt with in Chapter 'I. Weralso sqmmarize our
principal recOmmendaitions in Chapter I: .

C..-
tGinsburg, Feldman and' tress, WeRigiunl DC. .
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Since the federal government's oversight of charitable organizations,5 is exercised
almost exclusively t rough administration of the Internal Revenue Code, a study of
that oversight must ' egm with the Code and the Internal Revenue Service. In
Chapter II, we exami e how the Internal Revenue Service functions. We study the
Service in some detail, in part to document how we have derived our conclusions
and in part because it ;illustrates the issues that would have to be dealt with -I, of
policy and administrati`on if a new agency were created to assume the Service's
present responsibilities fir charitable organizations.

In December of 1974 the Internal Revenue Code was amended to establish,
within the .internal Revenue Service, an Office of Employee Plans and Exempt
Organizations under an 'Assistant Commissioner. In Chapter III, we examine the
likely impact of philanthropy of the new office and assistant Commissioner, and the
reorganization of reRsonsibilities within the Internal Revenue Service.

The federal government also bears on charitable organizations in other ways. The
Civil Service Commission authorizes participation in annual solicitation campaigns

a
among federal employees, the Postal Service grants special mailing privileges to
certain charitable organizations, organizations registered with the Advisory Com-
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid are eligible for certain federal benefits. These
activities we describe in Chapter IV.6

Chapter V considers alternatives. whether, for example, a new agency shouild be
established to perform for charitable organizations the functions now entrusted to
the Internal Revenuk Service.

In Chapter VI, we consider whether there' is a need for federal oversight, and if
so, what kind and b'y what agency, in an area that is not now regulated by the
federal government. interstate charitable solicitations. Our relommendations in this
regard appear in that Chapter.

Chapter VII contains our recommendations on enfOreement powers for the
Service and judicial review of adverse determinations of exempt status, both Aof

yy
which would %quire legislation. Our recommendations for administrative actions

ziwithin the ServiCe appear in Chapter VIII.

OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

2

The Rationale for Government Oversight of Philanthropy

Philanthropy -has a special character. although designed to serve public ends, it is
a private activity tarried out with private funds.

The assets.of private philanthropy are sometimes characterized as "public funds,"
the exRendittve of which has been delegated to private persons by virture of the
charitable deduction and tax, exemption. We find this characterization troublesome
and misleading.

first, the-a_fraernakeRevenue Code contains numerous credits, deductions, exemp-
tions, and so forth, designed to stimulate activities regarded as socially desirable.
Insofar as it affects the private or public character of the funds, the deduction for
Charitable contributions is difficult to distingukh from other provisions of-the Code.

Asa leading jurist has noted, "[Ilf the tax exemption given to charitable founda-
tions converts their giving into government action, I see no really tenable basis for
distinguishing the tax deductions allowed individuals and corporations.?

Second, private philanthropy is an important part of this nation's historic com-
mitment to the diffusion of power, to the belief that numerous sources of private
and 'governmental authority stimulate experimentation, test ideas in competition
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with each other, and provide flexibility in meeting 'our needs. To regard philan
thropic funds as public undermines this commitment. In his Report of the President
of theCarnegie Corporation, 1968, Alan Pifer observed:

Throughout our history we have believed in pluralism and have practiced it.
We have recognized that the nation's public purposes are considerably more
extensive in scope than its governmental purposes, and, through the aegis of
the state, we have enabled a% wide variety of private institutions, including
foundations, to be chartered to accomplish certain public, though non-
governmental, purposes. We have also, through the aegis of the state, given tax
exemption to these institutions to facilitate their work and have regarded this
as being eminently in the public interest. Therefore, to attribute the public-
stake in the foundation to its tax-exempt status or to regard this status as a
'!privilege" is wholly erroneous. It is, in Professor Milton Katz's pithy phrase,
"to mistake ap effect for a cause."

Third, to-credit the tax system with deterniining the character of charitable
funds reinforces the tendency to attribute the public stake in philanthropy solely to
its tax-exempt status. Ifact, that stake is much broader.

As the volume and public importance of philanthropic activity has increased, the
legitimate interest of government in that activity has also increased. At one time,
the objects and concerns of philanthropy and government were largely separate. In

-this century they have increasingly coalesced as.a result of changing concepts of the
government's social ,responsibilities ancrof the proper goals of philanthropy. Philan-
thropy and government now share. -responsibility in areas such as health, social
welfare, education, pert rming arts, minority lights, pOverty programs, and en-
vironmental and consu r interests. Government's interest in how philanthropy
conducts itself in these rea has understandably, and inevitably, increased. Moreover,
the economic magnitude of philanthropic activity, stimulated in part by higher
federal income tax rates since World War II, has attracted the interest of gover-
nment in the social and economic impact of such tax-free activity, and in the fund-
raising practices that contribute to its support.

Finally, for much the same reasons that led to increased federal regulation in
other areas an increasingly complex, interdependent society; large institutions
whose activities have national impact; the potential for abuse in the absence of
sypervision; and the failure or, inability of state governments to regulate effective
it has become apparent that in many cases the only practical source of supervision
is the'federal government. . , ..

Historically, the federal governinent's increasing interest in how philanthropy
conducts itself found a convenient vehicle in, the tax requirement that philanthropic
organizations be "organized, and operated exausively"8 for charitable purposei. This
provided a nexus between the federal tax laws'and philanthropy, and the Internal
Revenue Service provided an administrative capability to implement new statutory
controls. But the fact that the Internal Revenue Code became the statutory vehicle
should not obscure the fact that many provisions concerning philanthropy have
regulatory rather than revenue collection objectives.. Thus, the tax on unrelated
business income of exempt organizations was designed primarily to prevent unfair
competition with bUsiness enterprises. Similarly, the Tax Reform Act of 1969
affecting private foundations were intended to regulate perceived abuses among
donors and managers of private foundations.

Touchstones in Considering the Federal Owsight Role

Several experienced and thoughtful observers have called for °a new federal
agency or commission to regulate phitanthropy and for the transfer- to this agency
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of many functions presently performed by the Internal Revenue:Service. It has,been
suggested, fur example, that the determination of What ciinstitu4s charity should be
made by such arcagency rather Than by the Service. Both in -evaluating 'this,alter-
native and in considering generally the desirable federal role in' oversight of philan-
thropy, it is useful to identify at the outset certain touchstones against which both
the Internal Revenue Service's performance and other proposals may be measured

1. Federal oversight of philanthropy should be objective, nonpartisan, non-
ideological. Recognition of charitable status is a license to operate frequently in
areas affecting free speech and expression and should be granted or withheld,,
without regard to political party. Not only must application of standards be
objective, nonpartisan, and non-ideological, but it must be understood and perceived
as such by the Congress, by charitable organizations, by the public, and by the
regulatory agency itself. The government's role in this area should be characterized
by legal and institutional self - restraint.

2. Philanthropy should not be overregulated. The flexibility, creativity, and
initiative of private institutions are among the principal justifications for the special
role of philanthropic organffations in our society and their tax-free status. Regula-
tion should thus be designed to preserve and enhance the private character of
charitable activity as well as to ensure that it serves public purposes. The govern-
ment's primary role in regulating philanthropy should be procedurally oriented
the government should focus on seeing that procedures are followed to assure the
integrity of philanthropy, without regulating the specific ends of objectives of
philanthrogic activity.

3. The regulation of 501(0(3) organizations, other exempt organizations, and
nonexempt taxpayers must be coordinated, in view of the interrelationship of Code
provisions affecting 501(0(3) organizations and other provisions of the Code.

4. The administrative magnitude of the oversight effort affects the nature of the
structure. We now have some 230,000 active 501 (c)(3) organizations not includ-
ing numerous churches or public charities with gross receipts normally below $5,000
per year, which have not been required to seek an exemption determination and
have not done so.' About 1,000 IRS emplOyees.administer the exempt organkation
provisIns of the Internal Revenue Code, many more devote some time to the
effort. The administrative tasks of overseeing such a universe of charitable organiza-
tions could not be undertaken by a small,_ organizationally simple, federal oversight
agency.

Summary of Recommendations 71

Our conclusions and recommendations from this sway are presented-in Chapter:
through VIII. For conveniecne we proyide here a Ommary of the principal

recommendations, with cross-references to more detailed discussion on some points.

The Internal Revenue Service Should Continue 'to
Supervise Charitable Organizations (page 2640-44).

It has been suggested that a new commission be established to assume the
present, responsibilities of the Service for charitable' organizations. We think' i
pre%rable to leave these responsilitiliti s with the Service. The Service has a-traditio
df nonpartisanship and independen e that seems especially important for, phila
thropy. The Service's adherence to t is tradition, although not perfect, has been good
(pages. 2613.19).; ii is uncertain w thdi- a new commission could establish a similar
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tradition. Some criticisms of the Service have merit. attitudes toward charitable
organiptions sometimes seem to be conditioned by the primary emphasis of the
Servi on collecting revenue; procedural delays are frequently troublesome, until
recently, exempt organization matters have not had a high priority for assignment
of the Service's ablest personnel. But the ,Service has been sensitive to changing
concepts of philanthropy (Ages 2594-98), and the caliber of personnel working on
exempt organization matters has improved in ricent years (at least in the Service's
National Office). Le islation creating the Office of Employee Plans and Exempt
Organizations, and Assistant Commissioner to head the office, provides an
opportunity for .fur er progress. There are indications that this opportunity will be
used for substantial improvements, although it remains uncertain whether the new
office will have adequate funding (pages 2620-31). Proposals to establish a new corn-

, mission should at least be held in abeyance until the performance of the new office
can be evaluated.

2579

Exempt Organizations Should Be Authorized by Statute to
Appeal to the Tax Court for Judicial- Review of Any Exemption
Application That Is Not Granted Within a Reasonable Time
(pages 2660-61).

Judicial review of Service decisions is generally available only when taxes are
assessed. This works no unusual hardship on most taxpayers, but it creates a major
problem .for exempt organizations. Since the denial or revocation of tax exemption

or failure to act on an exemption application are not assessments, these actions
are not judicially reviewable, even though they may effectively destroy an -r-Cempt

organization. Moreover,. the lack of judicial rev iew,deprives the Service of a growing
body of judicial precedents to guide it in deciding novel exemption issues. We
therefore recommend legislation authorizing an exempt organization to appeal to
the Tax Court if an exemption application is denied, if exempt status is revoked, or
if the Service fails to act on an application within a reasonable time.

The Service, Directly or through the Jusiice Department, Should
Be Authorized to Obtain Equitable Remedies For Violations of
Code Provisions Relating .to Exempt Organizations (pages 2658-60).

The only sanction provided by the Internal Revenue Code for a violation of
section 501(c)(3) is revocation of exempt status. The remedy is not only drastic,
but frequently harms charitable beneficiaries without remedying the violation or
affecting the persons responsible for it. Under Chapter 42 of the Code, penalty
taxes provide remedies other than revocation for specified transgressions by private
foundations only. Essentially, however, the Service lacks flexibility to fashiop `relief
appropriate to the problem; such flexibility should be available in light of the
Service's regulatory responsibilities. We recommend that the Service (directly or
through the Justice Department) be authorized by statute to obtain equitable
remedies in the federal courts for violations of the exempt organization provisions
of the Code.

To further cooperation with the states, the authorizing legislation might require
ithat if parallel state action is commenced, the federil equitable relief would be
stayed until the state action was resolved and would thereafter have to be consistant
with the outcome in the state courts, much as the Treasury Department proposed in
1969. '

1:
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The Internal Revenue Service Should Undertake a Majot Program
of Collecting, Analyzing, andPublishing Statistical Data About
Philanthropy (pages 2661-64).

Surprisingly, little data are available about philanthropy. who provides charitable
funds, who spends them, and what they are sperft for. No government agency now
collects, analyzes, and publishes such data, private efforts must rely on information
provided voluntarily; such information is fragmentary and cannot be verified. The
S.exvicg already has much of the data that should be analyzed and published; it has,
computer facilities, data wIlectr procedures, and a statistical publications
program. Additional funding and staffing would be required, but the Service could
conduct such a program under its existing authority. We believe the need for

-information is critical and that the Service is best equipped to meet this need.
(Suggested;eategories of data needed are set forth at pages 2661-64.)

A New Federal Agency Should Be Established, Within an Existing
Department (such as Treasury, Justice or under the Federal Trade
Commission) or as an Independent Agency, to Regulate Interstate
Charitable Solicitations By.Requiring Disclosure of Information
and Prohibiting Fraudulent or Deceptive Practices (pages 2644.58).

Interstate charitable solicitations have become a big business, with potentialvfor
abuse. It is difficult to determine to what extent abuses occur, or to- quantify the
amounts involved, but there are at least some indications that abuses may be wide-
spread: fund-raising expenditures sometimes consume as much as 80 percent of
contributions received through direct mail solicitations; an incentive for false or
misleading statements is created by the 'practice of compensating fund-raising
promoters with a percentage of receipts, little information is conveniently available
to the potential donor for evaluating solicitation statements. There seems to be a
need for federal regulation, neither state regulation nor self-regulation can deal
adequately with large interstate solicitations.

We believe the need to protect donors and retain their confidence in the integrity
of philanthropy can be met by requiring disclosure of material information rather
than by substantively regulating solicitations or arrangements between soliciting
organizations and professional fund raisers. We recommend that a new agenCy be
established for this purpose, either as a bureau or service within an existing Depart
ment (our pre ert\nce) such as Treasury, Justice, or under the Federal Trade 'Com-
mission, or as n i dependent regulatory agehcy.

Subject to are ully framed exemptions related to factors such as size, religious
activities, and amembership or essentially private solicitations, all interstate
charitable solicitations would be required to include material information pertaining
to the solicitation aryl to the program and finances of the solicitating organization.
The proposed text of such solicitation statements-*41 be submitted to the new
agency for advance review, to be used unless the agyney, requires changes within a
reasonably prompt itimey The agency would_ receive annual reports containing
financial statements of soliciting organizations and .Mould have authority to
prescribe uniform a counting standards, to .conduct investigations, and to obtain
injunctive and othe equitable relief through thc.p federal courts for material.mis-
statements or fraud lent solicitation practices.
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The Internal Revenue Service's Administration
of Exempt Organizati s ns Should Be Improved and
Strengthened, inSpeci c Respects (pages 2664-66).

Our major recomm ndations for improved Service procedures, under the existing
legal framework, are th- following:
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fvublic comments
exemption qualif
have wide impac
with the views of

Training program
should be update
side the Service;

The new Office o
its own planning
commission and 'p
outside the Service

should be reguested by the Service on novel questions of
cation or major modifications of previous rulings that

to permit the Service to supplement its own expertise
nterested persons;

for the Service's exempt organization field personnel
and imprbved, with participation by experts from out-

The Service shoul
the country to f
applicable legal r
Service issues, rela

The Seryice's
concentrated so

The Interopretat
Exempt an

Employee Plans and-Exempt Organizations should have
d research staff, with a capacity and readiness also_to
blish studies relating to philanthropy by experts from

sponsor seminars and' educational programs throughout
miliarize the interested public and professsionals,with
quirements and procedures, and the status of current
mg to philanthropy;

exempt organization' audit program should not be
isproporlionately on private foundations;

ye Division ofrthe Chief Counsel's Office should include an
ations Branch, with increased staff at the review level.

H '\ .

THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Statutory Framework

The responsi ility of the Internal Revenue Service, acting under statutory powers
delegated by he .Secretary of the Treasury to the Coreitsioner of Internal,_
Revenue, is provide "administration and enforcement of the internal revenue.
laws."" The rincipal mission of the Service's, 71,000 employees is to achieve "the
highest possibl; degree of voluntary compliance with the tax laws."' ' For persons
covered by all ut about 70 of the Internal Revenue Code's more than 2,500 pages,
compliance means the payment of taxes. Within an organikational structure designed
to achieve this mission, the Service collected over $237 billion of tax revenues in
fiscal 1973.

Within "that-same organizational structure, about 1,000 of the Service's employees
administer the exempt organizations provisions (some ,70 pages) of the Internal
Revenue Code. The Service is organized to perform essentially the same functions

for all taxpayers, including exempt organizations: it determines the status of the
taxpayer, prescribes the forin of 'returns, monitors compliance, issues regulations and
rulings interpreting the Code's requirements, and collects taxes due. The basic differ-
ence is that, in the exempt organizattOns area, corhpliance, is established by showing
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freedom from tax liability. The Service has acknowledged that this difference
creates an "ambivalence in, our posture" which, for many years; gave, to exempt
organizations a "relatively\ low order of priority" in the Service's planning.' 2

The substantive provisions of the tai law affecting exempt organizations appear
in-about 20 sections of the Internal Revenue Code.

Section 170 specifies the charitable. contributions that may be deducted for k
federal income tax purposes by individual and corporate givers. The ceiling on
.dedqCtions for contributions to public charities (and tA private operating founda-
tions, npnoperating. foundations that distribute all their income, and community
foundations) is higher than that allowable for contributions 'to private foundations
generally. Section 170's Lomple5v rules defining organizationk to which contributions,
qualify for the higher deductibility ceiling become, by doss-reference in section
509, part of the definition of public charities. While section 17G relates directly to
the taxes of donors rather than of exempt organizations, it has an important impact
on exempt organizations both indirectly through its effect on donors and through
its definitional role in distiaguishing between public charities and the organizations
to which the Code's private -foundations rules apply.

Section 501, exempting certain organizations from tax, contains the definition of
exempt organizations qualifying under section 501(c)(3.) quoted above. This defini-
tion,in addition to enumerating the purposes for which such organizations must be
organized and operated, also forbids "private inurement" from the organization's
net earnings and restricts attempts by exempt organizations to influence legislation
or participate in .politieal campaigns. waits

Section 502 denies exemption to "feeder organizations." Section 511-515 tax the
"unrelated business imume" of exempt organizations. These'provisions are designed
to place exempt organizations in the same tax position as nonexempt businesses
with respect to trade Dr business activities which, while generating income for the
exempt. organization, are not themselves "substantially related" to the organization's
exempt purpose or function.

Alt of these provisions antedate( the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and apply to all
501(c)(3) organizations. The 06, provisions adopteda new and more restrictive
regulatory regime for "private foundations," defined in section 509 as all 501(0)
organizations that do not qualify for public chariti status either by meeting the
tests of section 170 for maximum deductibility of donor's contributions or by
meetihg certain other tesls.of public support.

Under section 508, enacted in 1969, with limited exceptions no charitable or-
ganization is exempt from taxation unless it, applies to the Internal Revenue Service
for recognition of 5014c)(3) status, and those that do, not expressly apply for public
charity status will be treated as private foundations." In order for a private
foundation to receive 501(c)(3) exemption, its charter must contain restrictions
prohibiting it from engaging in various activities prescribed by chapter 42 (sections
4940-4948) of the Code, enacted ih 1969.

Chapter 42 df the Code, applying only to private foundations, imposes an excise
.tax on the net investment income of foundations (section 4940) and, in addition,
taxes a variety of foundation activities found by Congress to be undesirable.

Section 4941 taxes acts or-self-dealing between foundations and "disqualified
persons" (defined in section 4946 to include foundation managers, substantial con-
tributors and related persons, and government officials).

Section 4942 taxes foundations that fail to distribute a minimum level of income
in a qualifying manner each year.

Section 4943 taxes foundations that fail to reducc\ their stock holdings in any
single business corporafidn in a prescribed.manner.

Section 4944 taxes investments of a foundation that thpardize,e carrying out
of any of its exempt purposes. r

ortv
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A number of "taxable expenditures" are smcified by section 4945, including any
expenditure for a noncharitable purpose and hny grant to another private founda-
tion for which the granting foundation does not exercise prescribed "expenditure
responsibility."

The excise taxes specified by sections 4944.and 4945 are imposed not only upon
the foundation but also upon the responsible foundation managers personally, in the
case of section 4941, the excise tax is imposed upon the self-dealer and upon the
responsible foundation manager.

Recently the Service has acknowledged that in the exempt organizations area it
fulfills a regulatory rather than tax-collecting role.'4 While troubled by Ithe breadth
of its responsibility in this area, in which the Service admits that "the tax collector
has never been entirely comfortable,"' 5 those within the Service who specialize in

exempt organizations (especially at the National Office) take this responsibility
seriously and attempt to meet it fairly. In doing so, these officials are somewhat
handicappechby (a) cumbersome procedures which were designed generally to meet
the needs of- the tax-collecting branches of the Service; (b) inadequate authority in
relation to other officials near the top of the Service's hierarchy; (c) the under-
standable emphasis of the Service on its role as tax collector rather than as overseer
of a non-revenue-producing activity; and (d) the generally weaker qualifications and
training of the Service's field staff as compared with the National Office.staff.

Noticeable improvements have occurred in recent years. The creation of a new
Assistant Commissioner for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations provides the
opportunity for still further improvement.

Organization of Internal Revenue Service

General
..

Since 1952 the Service has been organized along functional lines, with operations
conducted in thelield under a nationwide system of regional and distrjct adminis-
trators receiving'eceiving supervision from a National Office in Washington, D.C. ' 6 The geld

Organization consists of 58 Internal Revenue districts, each headed by a district
director who reports for administrative purposes to one of seven Regional Com-
missioners, who report in turn to the Deputy Commissioner. The National Office
consists of the Office of the Conimissioner, the Office of the Chief Counsel, and
offices of Assistant Commissioners who provide functional supervision to the field
organization in areas such as Compliance; Technical, Planning and Research;
Accounts, Collections and Taxpayer Service; Administration; and Inspection.

The district and regional offices each have their own audit staffs, which are
furnished functional guidance by the National Office's Audit Division under the
AssiStant Conimissioner (Compliance). However, there is no technical staff in theqrfield. Consequently, the field may not resolve technical questions as t at the
Internal Revenue Code requires or permits unless the questions are s ecifically
answered by the Code, by published Treasury Regulations, or by precedents.
published as Revenue Rulings. All such matters are referred by the District Directors
to the National Office for "technical advice."

If a tax question relates to a transaction that has already been completed, and
the answer can be provided by clearly established rules," a atria Director may
decide the question by issuing a :determination letter." If a taxpayer formally
requests advance _assurance from the Service as to the tax effects of a proposed

the Serytransaction, thice's ."ruling" letter will be Issued by the National Office.' '5
Treasury Regulations, which interpret particutar provisions of the Internal

Revenue Code for general application, are preparedby the Office of Chief Counsel
in consultation with the Assistant Commissioner (Technical and with the Treasury
Department's Office ,of Tax Legislative Counsel under the Deputy Assistant

. - . ..
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Secretary for 'i,,Tax ,-,Policy (Tax Analysis).These regulatio'
Commissioner's statutory auth6rity to "piiicribe all needful
for the enforcement" of the Code,',4 have the force of law
reversal by the courts if found,to be inconsistent with the C
authority, rulings on the tax consequences of specific type
activities are periodically published by the National Office
which constitute precedents," in contrast to the much I

published "rulings" letters issued each year to particular taxpa
To inform the public of the Code's requirements, the'Tech

Services Division under the Assistant Commissioner (Technical)
publications and forms as well as form letters and other m
Service personnel. Computer programs for processing retu
maintained by the Accounts and Data Processing Division un
missioner (Accounts, Collection and Taxpayer Service).

Judicial review of Service decisions is generally available
assessed. Once any technical questions have been resolved a
National Office, a deficiency notice for taxes due may be se
the District Director. Only then may the assessed taxpaye
organization- or otherwise, obtain a judicial determination
sessment in the Tax Court or by paying the tax and suing fo
taxpayers,,this works no unusual hardship since the taxpayer
judicial determination before the tax has been assessed. For c
the procedure is a major problem since a denial or revocati

'effectively a death sentence. Not constituting an assessme
revocation of exempt status is not judicially reviewable. See p
disission of pis issue.

Exempt Organizations

The administrative structure for dealing with Oenip
gradually engrafted onto the general framework described a
keep pace with increasing responsibilities over the past 20
accommodate the Service's overall structure with the le
existing lines of authority. As a result, the system has gro
"like Topsy," in Commissioner Alexanders words.23 All
dealt with alike; no separate provision is made for, or sp
501(c)(3) organizations.

Until 1954, all applications for recognition of exem
Washington, no matter how routine. Initial review of s
ducted as recently as 1950 by a Grade 3 clerk in the I

audits of exempt orgapizations were conducted except u
In 1954 District Directors received authority to iss

routine exemption qualification cases not presentin
issues,25 but another 15 years elapsed before any fie
pecialize in exempt organization matters.

The Service's present organization id the exempt o
ically in 1969.1970, was shapelprimarily to meet
d for a more adequate audit program. 6 The Se

empt organizations from 2,000 in,1962 to 13,000 i
ter decreased steadily to a 1970 level of only 8,5

ommissioner Thrower has since noted that a more
the years receding the-Tax Reform Act of 1969 mi
epablj Service_to appraise criticisms of founda

2
hanged the congressional climate that I
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In 1969, Commissionfr Thrower committed the Service to audit all large founda-
tions at least once every two years and other private foundations every five years.

,?he number of revehue,agents and tax auditors assigned to exempt organizations
matters was doubled and they were given special training;29 all exempt organiza-
Lions matters in the field were centralized under specialists in 16 "key districts."
The key district specialists handle applications for recognition of exempt status,
which continue to be sled with local District Directors but are assigned to a key
district for review, as well as audits of exempt organizations within each key district
area.

The key district specialists remain part of the audit staff; their training and
functional supervision are provided by the Exempt "Organizatiol Examination
Branch established in 1970 in the National Office's Audit Division under the
Assistant Commissioner (Compliance).30 But substantive questions not clearly
covered by established precedents are referred by the key district to the Office of
the Assistant Commissiorrer (Technical) in the National Office.

The Audit Division,-Eafempt Organization Examination Branch also maintains and
deterthines uses to beffrade of the computerized Exempt Organization Master File .

(EOMF), which is the Service's principal tool for storage and retrieval of data con-
cerning exempt organizations. Data maintained in the EOMF are transcribed period-
ically from returns and forms filed with the Service by exempt organizations; com-
puter programs for processing the returns and forms are written and maintained by
the National Office's Accounts & Data Processing Division under the Assistants.,
Commissioner (Accounts, Collection, and Taxpayer Service)..

4lrtv
Special procedures for exempt, organizations permit key District Directors,

factually acting through Key district specialists) to issue "determination letters"
recognizing the exempt status of new organizations and classifying them as private
foundations,..operating foundations or public charities under section 501(c)(3). But
applications that present novel questions must be referred to the National Office'for
a ruling, and any adverse ,determination by 'a District Director (including modifica-
tion or rey_ocation of exempt status) is subject to review and "technical arivict" by
the NationalfOffice.31 Within the National Office, Such ,rulings and technical.advice
are issued by, the Exempt Organizations Branch of the Miscellaneous and Special
Provisions Tax Division under the Assistant Commissiioner (Technical). The 110
professional staff members of this branch, and a few individuals in the Office of th'e
Chief Counsel (plusa few former members of the Technical staff serving in the
Audit Division's Exempt Organization Examination Branch), comprise the Service's
experts in substantive_ matters affecting exempt organizations.

The Service's functions with respect to exempt organizations thus include initial
determinations and modifications or _revocations of tax-exempt status; issuance of
regulations, rulings and published Revenue Rulings; audits; gathering and publication
of data;. application of sanctions; and coordination with branches of the Service
administering other provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and with other agencies
of the Executive Branch, the Congress and state regulatory bodies.

We turn now to a closer examination of ho the Service Performs these func-
tions, and to related questions, of institutional outlook and professional objectivity.
We then consider the potential impact on these matters of the legislative enactment
creating ,,,04 new Assistant Commissioner for employee Plans and Exempt
Organizaticios. 1

Determinations of Exempt Status

Most 5 ) ) organizations must apply to the IRS for'recognition of 50,1(c)(3)
exempt tus.32 Even the excepted organizations must apply 'in order to estab-
lish" with IRS their exemption from income taxg generally, only organizations
that have received an 112 'determination letter" or ruling recognizing 501(c)(3)- 1,71,9

t
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status are listed in the, Treasury Department's Cumulative List of Organization; to
which contributions are assured deductibility under §170(c) 34 Moreover:without
application to IRS for recognition of pOblic-chanty status, any 501(c)(3) orgAza-
tion except a church (or church affiliate) is subject to the Code's restrictions on
private foundations.3 5

Thus, the Service's first significant function with respect to_charitabletforganiza-
tioils is determining whether the .applicant qualifies under 5'01(c)(3), and, if so,
whether it is to be treated. as a private foundation or public charity.3,6 The de-
termination is made on the basis of the organization's application, subject to review
whenever information developed during audit (or from other sources) suggests that
modification or revocation of a previous determination' may be warranted. In either
case, the matter is first handled by audit personnel of the Sirvice's field staff; the
suktantive experts of the National Office's Technical staff enter, the picture only if
the Servicese field personnel find that a National Office ruling or technical advice is
necessary or if the organization; protesting an adverse determination by Service field
personnel, requests that the matter be referred to the National Office for technical
advice.3

Substantive Analysis - .
. '. . , . . .

The Service's procedures for determining applicants' qualifications for 501(c)(3)
status do not exist in a substantive vacuum, they have been devised to implement a
standard prescribed by Congress. To provide the context in which the Service's
procedures must thus be considered, and some perspective on the Service's re-
sponsiveness to new charitable concepts, we first review briefly the substantive
resultslchieved under the Service's procedures. . .

Without regard to the merits of any particular decision, the record of the
Service's 501(c)(3) determinations rulings over the past several years provides a basis
for analyzing the degree to which the Service appears to have been responsive to
changing conceptions of what constitutes a "charitable" purpose While the public
record is largely limited to published Revenue Rulings,' which address generalize
factual situations without identifying any particular applicants for recognition, these
rulings are followed as precedents by Service officials in all cases that .tall within
their terms and thus would seem a fair indication of the actual results achieved in
the thousands of unpublished determinations letters and rulings issued to applicanti
each year.3 5 ..-

Statutory limits. Beforeponsidering the actual results of the Service's Revenue '''
Rulings, it is important to observe the statutory limits within which the Service

must act in determining whether newly developing types of charity qualify for
exemption under (501)(c)(3). The standard prescribed by Congress in 501(c)(3),
employs broad and inherently ambiguous terms/ "Organized, and operated ex-
clusively for religious, charitable, scientific, ... literary, or education purposes ... "
None of these terms is defined by the,Code.

The Treasury's Regulations construe "charitable as a discrete term, embracing
"an exempt purpose in itself," separate 'and .istinct from the other exempt pur-
poses enumerated in 501(c)(3).39 Since Congry ss has never indicated any intent to
adopt a novel or specialized tax concept of / "charitable" purposes," the Regula-
tions also state that the term is used in it "generally accepted legal sense ... as
developed by Judicial decisions.''' The corn on law of charities, however, originat-
ing with the Statute of Charitable Uses ink 1601 under Queen Elizabeth'', defines
charitable purposes largely in terms of the other exempt purposes (religious, educa-
tional, and so forth) that are, enumerated in 501(c)(3), plus the broad purposes of
relief of poverty ancidistress, lessening t e burdens of government, or promotion of
social welfare, all of which purposes ar modified by the notion of "broad public
benefit."4 2 . / 44.' :. ."
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This vague and somewhat circular, amt guity is compounded' lbY, the Jack of
, .

judicial case law on new typess of/charities a lack which, ironically, resu'ts largely
from the absence of any Opportunity for new organizations to obtain judicial review ,
of Service determinations 50110(3) recognition."

The ambiguity of the statutory standard results in uncertainty and delay for
protracted consideration by the Service of the relatively small number of difficult or'
"cutting edge" -cases each year.44 It alsOs accords to the Service a breadth of in-
terpretative discretion that is relatively untrammeled in the absence of judicial
review. Much of this delay might be avoided-and discretion narrowed if Congress
were to adopt more precise standards for 5,01(c)(3) qualification that would elim-
inate or at le,astoreduce substantially the uncertainties created by the present statu-
tory ambiguity. Indeed, legislation to define more precisely the requirements for
charitable exemption is advocated by Some observers who are critical of the
Service's performance in this area, including a former IRS Chief Counsel." How-
ever, even assuming that Congress could be induced to grasp this nettle (whic it
has, avoided *since 1894), it is by no means clear that the interests of philanthropy
would be served by transferring to the halls of Congress the periodic struggles at .
would still ',ensue over charitable concepts that depart from the prescribed norms.
Wi, more precise statutory standards the Internal Revenue Se ice would very
lilsel have even greater reluctance than at present to depg from established
patter s, thus relegating proponents of "cutting edgeturprop als to a quest for
legislative remedies in the political arena an arena in which the advocates of
inaction have a powerful edge, and in which philanthropy could become embroiled
in ideological controversy. ". .

/- , .

Proposals (see pages 2660.-61 below) to provide apOlicants for exemption recognition.
with judicial reviewmin a proceeding before the Tax Court for declaratory judgment
whenever a favorable determination has not been issued by the Tervice within niile
months (or ,some other reasonable period), could improve present conditions sub-
stangally. Not only would judicial review provide a remedy against-Undue delay by
the Service, but the Service would have available a 'growing body of judicia prec- /
edents. We believe that within limits established., by judicial review, ,t e crit. Oa for
exemption should ,remain sufficiently broad anCflexible to permierp ,th cfpy to
experiment in addressing new social needs as they aris.46 -1/47 ''''

Service rulings. Despite the relative lack of judicial case I w oN newryt pes of
charitable activity, the Service's concern for ,consistept guidelinesAl for, reference ,
to the common law of charities has producid, as one persistenT ten ency, the view,
that some basis must be fount( in judicial precedent for'recog itio Of new "char-
itable" purposes or concepts.47 At the same time, the Treasu ' gylations and
the Service's Manual support a countervailing apd perhap ally persistent
tendency to construe "charitable' purpose as embracing- t those designed to
produce "benefit to the community at large.48 , To a siderable extent the
Service's response to new charitable concepts reflects the outcome of an inevitable
tension between these tendencies.,

An examination of Revenue Rulings issued over the past 10 yeajs discloses a
considerable number addressed, -to' types of charitable activity that are, or were at
the time;'controversial or innovative, A sumaary of the rulings that seem pertinent
in this respect is set forth below, with more detailed attention then given to the
two exemption questions that attracted greatest publit attention during this period,

racially segregated private schools and public interest law firms.

WOmen'S rights and abortion:
. 1

Providing free counng and referral°services. to women on methods of
resolving unwantedegnancies, including lawful ,abortion, qual!fies for..

. 501(c)(3) exemption as educational in "instructing the public on a subje'c't
,

8.1
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useful to the individual and beneficial to the community.". Rev. Rul.
73-569, 1.11t.B. 1973-51, 12. s 0

Investigating employment prktices that discriminate againsi women, pub-
lishing guidelines for employers and haAlbooks on wameFk_zights, and
educating women about "common problems they face 8 women with
respect to their soci-economic image in society," qualifies under 501(c)(3).
Rev. Rul. 72-228, 1972-1"Cum. Bull. 148:

Subsidized professional services:

Erecting a medical building and facilities for rental at lower than normal
rates to a doctor, to attract a doctor to serve an isolated rural community,.
is not disqualified for 501(0{3) exemption by the personal financial'
benefit thereby derived by the doctor. Rev. Rul. 73-313, I.R,B. 1973-30,
16.

go,

Subsidizing y oung lawyers for three years while they establish a practice, in
which they provide free legal services to low-income clients but charge fees
to others in an economically, depressed community which has a shortage of
available legal services, qualifies for 501(c)(3) exemption. Rev. Rul 72-559, .
1972-2 Cum. Bull. 247.

Public interest law firms conducting litigation "upop.any subject of public
interest as determined 'by the applicant" may qualify under 501(0(3) if
they present positions on behalf of the public at large, do not normally

,take cases in which the private financial interests at stake would warrant
private legal representation, do not accept fees except in accordance with
procedures approved by the Service, are responsible for policies and pro-
grams to a board representative of the firm's staff or I iga ors or by any
non-501(c)(3) Organization, and, are not Operated in manner creating
identification or confusion with any private law firm. ev. Proc, 71-39,
071-/ Cum. Bull. 575. , ,

Vocation training and
i
related business enterpiises:-.

'

Providing jOb, training for unskilled residents oc.depressed communities
qualifies for 501(c)(3) exemption where -the manufacture and sale of
commercial products_is merely th means of accomplishing this purpose, :
the scale of the commercial ciperaM. ) is not larger than reasonably neces-
sary for provision 'of such training,and income from the commercial
operation is used to finance other community service 1973-11, 11,-

. ,Providing a low-cost retail grocery oddkin a poverty area does not qualify
"under the basic common law, concept of charity" even if a portion Of the
store's, earnings is allocated or on-Asa -job vocational training of the hard-
core unemployed, where the purpose of providing such a store is an end in
itself

,..

and., the store is conducted on, a scale larger than is reasonably neces-
sary,for its trainil r gram. Rev. Rul. 73-127, I.R.B. 1973-11, 10.

d
J :, Providing equity fi *ng and Loans to business -enterprises in disad-

i,-
,,,

vantaged urban areas, where fun are not available from conventional..i
commercial sources, qualifies under 501(0(3) as lessening prejudice and

,..,. ...

discrimination, helping to relieve poverty and combatting community
deterioration; the fact that individuals recei such financial assistance in
their business endeavors do not themselveyiwalify for charitable assistance

1.. ..*
t-if.,

.
t.'7.....Pi

-,..,.!
,. -`. ' -,' -
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does not detract from the program's charitable character, as they are
merely the instruments by which the charitable purposes are sought to be
accomplished. Rev. Rul. 74-587, 1974 -2 Cum. Bull. 12.

Private racial discrimination:

. A private school that does not have a racially nondiscriminating policy as
to students does not qualify for exemption, because a charitable purpose,
educational or otherwise, may.not be contrary to pyblic policy. Rev. Rul.
71-447:1971:2 Cum. Bull. 230.

Providing free recreational facilities to community residents does not
qualify under 501(c)(3) where tWe use of the facilities is restricted to less
than the entire community, on the basis of race. Rev. Rul. 67-325, 1967-2
Cum. Bull. 113.

Promotingininority.rights and viewpoints:

. See, Rev. Rul. 72-228 above (women's rights organizations).

*Investigating discrimination against minority'groups in housing and public
accommodations, publiMing the results and providing speakers and dis-
cussion' leaders, on 0,e,.s' ubject matter of such investigations, and en-
couraging prOprietors of discriminatory establishments and trade associa-
tions to comply with civil rights laws, without engaging in boycotts, re-

(prisals, or picketing, qualifies under 501(c)(3). Rev. Rul. 68-438, 196 &2,
Cum. Bull. 209.

7'

Providing funds for legal defense of members of a religious sect froin
prosecutions for state law violations, in cases involvingstibstantial constitu-
tional issues oereligious freedom, where the tenets of the sect forbid its
members from defending themselves in court, qualifies under 501(c)(3) as
"promotin$ social welfare by defending human and civil rights secured by
I "Rev. Rul.,73-285, I.R.B. 1973-27, 11.

catinglthe public on the dangers of an extreme political doctrine does
ft; under 501(c)(3) where a substantial part ,of. the activity is

_dg, of, presenting materials that attack identified- individuals and
utionsggithobt asufficiently full and fair exposition of the pertinent

a,enWe the ptibliC to forth independent opinions or judgments. Rev.
Rul. 68-263, 1968-1 Cu Bull. 256.

Low- income atcl integrate housing:

S

Building and renovating homes for sale to low-income families, a pro-
viding financial aid to such purchasers, qualifies under 501(c)(3) as r [eying
the poor an distressed; building and selling low-cost, housing units on an
open occu cy basis to both low-and moderate -into e- mem rs- of
mintkity ,g ups qualifies under 501(c)(3) as elimin ng prejudi ei-and
Skcsimination and lessening neighborhood teisions; nd rehabilitating an
apartment house for rental, o both low-and rt&ler e-incorne families in an
old and run-down residential area qualified under 561(c)(3.1 as combatting
community deterioration. However, erecting hoursim for rental tQ moderate
income families in an area suffering a shortage of such housing, btcause of,
the high cost of land, intreased interest rates and growing populati n v es
twit quali as a charitable purpose under 501(c)(3}k Rev. "Rt,11
1970-2 Bull. 115. \ \ $ i'-',.

8,3
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Promoting racial integration in housing by educational programs and b\
assisting white families to obtain homes in 'integrated neighborhoods,,
making mortgage loans to such families at prevailing ba rates or purchas:',
ing and reselling homes to such families at no pr fit, qualifies under

\......_501(c)(3). Rev. Rul. 68-655, 1968-'2 Cum. Bull. 213.

Conducting a model demonstration housing program for low-income or
displaced families, by rehabilitating and felling br leasing homes to such
families on a nonprofit basis, utilizing funds received from sale of interest-
bearing dbligations as well as from grants and contributions, qualifies under
501(c)(3). Rev. Rul. 68-17, 1968-1 Cum. Bull. 247.

Free schools and day care:

Acting as a clearinghouse and course coordinator by bringing together
instructors and interested students, with no regular curriculum, open en-
rollment and courses on subjects'ranging from handicrafts to philosophy
and economics, taught at various locations and without salary by anyone
who considers himself qualifies to teach, qualified for 501(c)(3) exemption
as advancing, education. Rev, Rul. 71-413, 1971,2 Cum. Bull. 229.

SG educational day care center operated adjacent to the premises of an
induWial .company, for preschool children selected on the basis of need
from among children of the company's employees, of parents eroplOyed in
other nearby factories and of other parents recommended by antipoverty
and welfare agencies, with medical assistance available from the company's
staff, participation of parents during the working daX and tpur of the
company for the children as parts of the program, qualifies under 501(c)(3)
as advancing e'ducation; "any private benefits derived by the company or
the parents of enrolled children is incidental to the public benefits resulting
from the organization's operations." Rev.' Rul. 70-533, 1970.2 Cum. Bull.
112.

Environment and pollution:

Educating the public on environmental detertioration due to solid waste
pollution and collecting material
recycling, with net income from
tionil program, qualifies under 501
t e waste materials Ato .recycling
a complishing th exempt pur

for sale to commercial companies for
ch sales used to help finance the educa-

)(3); theXncome derive from sale of
ompanies is "rnerely i cidental" to
Rev. Rul. 72-5610, 197 , Cum. Bull.

Th Service's treatment of the racial diicrimination question private schools
illustr tes the interaction between cone n for judicial p,receden and for broader
concepts of the public interest. It coul be 'argued that segregat d private schools
did not benefit the community as a h e, but it seemed harder argde that racial
discrimination prevented them from b i "-educational," an appa ently independent
criterion under 501(c)(3). Many per n , including no doubt many in the Service,
thought that Congress should resole such a far-reaching and controversial policy
issue. But Congress did not, and the Service continued until 1970 to accord exempt ,

status to segregated private schools, because there was no court decision holding that
such school were not "c11 itable."49 Litigation on the issue was commenced

---..
against the ryice." The i passewas broken when the highest Service officials
concluded at a charity ca not be created for a purpose whose accomplishment
"would tend to frustrate some well-settled public policy."' ' 'In formally ;articulating__

.
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this conclusion, Revenue Ruling 71.447 relied in part 'on'the comment of the-t
Restatement (Second) of Trusts that, "A trust for a,purpose the accomplishment of.

- which. is contrary to public policy, although, not forbidden by law, is invalid," as
did the federal court which reached the sat* cortclusion in the Green case.52

The question how far the Service should go in requiring affirmative anti-
discrimination steps by private charitable organizations has remained troublesome.
In 1972 the Service required affirmative steps only by private schools that "have
not clearly established" their racially nondiscriminatory policy as to students." Not
until February 1975 did the Service propose to require all private schools to show
affirmative steps to establish A racially nondiscriminatory policy, effectively extend
that policy to faculty and staff, and require maintenance of records showing the
reasons for rejection of all applicants for admission, financial aid or employment" ..
Such requirements have not yet been applied by the Service to exempt organiza-
tions other than schools, although the trend of court decisions may in due course
produce that result:" Nor has the Service yet adopted a similar policy with respect
-to sex -.discrimination, although there ittio the counts may be leading the way." '

' The sheer administrative task of undertaking to polite some 230,0`00 exempt
orlanizations..in these respects, and concern for imposing burdensome record-
keeping reqUirements'on all such organizations to the Service's own adminis-
trative *task, are clearly among the factors that have cause the Service to *move
slowing in this -area. There is also concern to, observe the distinction between
assisting in the formulation ,of broad 'public policy, which the Service does not
regard as its proper role, and implementing public policies that have been firmly and
indisputably established elsewhere.

The question of public interest law firms was controversial and.difficult for the
Service both, because there were no guidelines as to the permissible objects o' the
litigation to' be conducted by such firms and because the firms frequently purport
to act bn behalf of majority interests rather than disadvantaged minorities. In early

"1970 the Service undertook to study the question, meanwhile holding up numerous
pending applications." After several months the Service announced publiCly its

'special study and cautioned that during the intelim it was unable to provide
assurance of the deductibility of contributions. A'flurry ofpublic and 'congressional
protests ensued; among the suggestions and comments received by the Service were
many from professional -and public interest groups, including the Tax Section of the
American Bar Association. Shortly thereafter the Service issued Revenue Procedure
71.39 (summarized at page 2588 above) setting forth guidelines under which public, ^

interest law firms would receive 501(c)(3) recognitiOn.
. xlr-Those guidelines, it can be observed, avoided any criteria that would.requjap.the

Service to judge whether the applicant'; proposed objectives were favored .b' the
Congres, or he pbblic., In xplaining the Service's conclu ions, ComirosSioner .
Throw 4 state , " ... we show d not have and we would not w nt the responsilAility
of m ing su a determinati n ... [whiekj would exclude re ognition of litigation
on 1) alf of unpopular cau not having Congressiortal proval, even though .
thoug t b9 the proponents t be in the public interesb." T e Commissioner also
ob ed that, "... we receiv d a,-number of submissions th seemed prepared to

ncede to us the role of arbiter of the public good ... do not believe that
2ngress ishes Internal 'Revenue to make such wholl 'subjective, ad hoc.
ecisions." 9 i.

4
1

Di ion. In resolving -these questions and the others summarized at pages 1587-90
abcive, i oes not appear that the Service frustrated the recognition of innovative or
controversial new charitable concepts. In some cases the Service has set conditions

. or drawn distinctions that may be more restrictive than proponents of the activity
believe appropriate, for example, on receipt of fees by public interest law firms,"
limitation of business enterprises associated with vocational training, to a size

reasonably for the training Program, qualification of housing programs for

85 '11
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moderate-incom families only to promote racial integration or prevent community
deterioration b t not as an end in itself. Others regard such restrictions and distinc-

tions as reaso ble, and in virtually no case has the Service refused any foothold to

a newly eme ing charitable concept; indeed, in the great majority of cases re-

viewed, new aritable programs have been permitted to develop into full operation

on a generally unrestricted basis. .

As long as the statutory standards remain broad enough to accommodate mean-
ings that ch nge and expand as the needs of society change and expand, as we
believe they. should and must, a balance of cautionary and innovative viewpoints
seems prefe :ble to any monolithic or doctrinaire approach to the question of what

constitutes "charitable" purpose. The interaction between caution and inspiraticin

which has haratterized the Service's approach to this q6estion, although un-
doubtedly elaying recognition of some new charitable concepts longer than their
proponents believe desirable and resulting in tax-subsidized social innovation more
than other believe to be appropriate, seems on the whole to have been healthy.

Initial Det rminations

District L6vel

4 Proce re. Applications for recognition of exempt status are initially filed in the

Internal evenue district in which the organization's principal office is located, but
they are eferred to the District Director of the nearest "key district." Within each
of the 1 key di§trict offices," the Audit Division staff includes an average. of 20
to 30 re enue agents ind tax auditors designated as "key district spedialists" who
handle only ex mpt organization matters. In most key districts, about two thirds of
these special are assigned to an Examination Group and one third to a De-
termination Let er Activity Group, each headed by a group manager.62 A Regional

Exempt Organ! tion Program Coordinator in each of the seven Internal Revenue

regions coordin tes audit programs and monitors the workload of all key district
specialist groups within the region, reporting to the Assistant Regional Commis-

. sioner (Audit). These are the only field personnel who concentrates, full time on
exempt organization matters. , .

Each application is first reviewed,by the\' manager of the key district Determina-
tion Letter Activity Group for completeness and to ascertain whetherthe applica=
tion should be referred to the National Office for further processing. Me published
Revenue Procedure requires referral to the National Office only dr applications
"which present questions the answers to which are not specific4iy covered by
statute, Treasury Decision or regulation, or by a ruli g, opinion, or court decision
published in the Internal Reilenue Bulletin."63 H wever the official Internal
Revenue Manual for guidance of IRS employees further ricts field a thority by
providing that key district offices must also refer to the National Office all applica.
tibns for exemption which involve "matters,of extensive public intere t," that is,
"those in which the orgahization, its officers, or its activities are likely to generate A

Congressional, mass media, or other wide-spread public interest."64 In addition,
A whenever a key district finds that at any one time it has two or more applications

from organizations of the following types, instead of referring the applications for a
National Office iuling.on an individual basis, it is to request technical on the

common issues without identifying the organizations by name (a)-utban economic
development organizations; (b) homeowners' association; (c) low-ind moderate-
income housing organizations; (d) fund-raising events fOr charity; (e) organizations:
.providing administrative services for charities (except IRC 501(e) organizations); and
(f) public, interest law firms.65 .

About 20,00 determination letters are issued each year by key District Directors
upon applications for all types of exemption under sections 501 and 521 (farmers'

. 4
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coOperatives).66 In recent years the National Office has issued about 1,700 rulings
. annually on 501(c)(3) applications'referred to it by key districts.67 The Service
'reportedly forecast in 196841114 by 1970 substantially all problems raised by ap-
plicants would be covered by published Revenue Rulings so that all applications
coul remain under field jurisdiction." The complexities introduced by the Tax
Ref m Act of 1969 and the steady increase in volume69 are among the factors
that ave led the National Office to assume jurisdiction over so many 501(c)(3)
determinations.

If an application is not forwarded to the National Office for a ruling, it is
assigned to one of the key district specialists, for preparation of acletermination
letter in the-name of the key District Director.

All unfavorable determinations (plus a sampling of 10 to 30 percent offaverable,r
oneg) are reviewed by the group manager of the key district's Determination Letter

_ Activity Group. If the group manager agrees plat the requested exemption should
not be recognized,, an ackerse determination fetter is sent to the applicant Con-

a concise statemeht of the facts on which the determination is based, the
pertinent law and regulations, and their application, to the facts. The letter also
provides notice of the applicant's right, to protest the determination by submitting
within30...days a written statement of, the facts, laW and argument in support of its
application, and of the applicant's right to request a conference in the key district
office.7° If no protest is received within 30 days,, the deterinination becomes final
and the applicant's local District Director is so notified.7!

Upon submitting a written protest, the applicant may-proceed to a key district,
office conference,'Awith automatic referral of the base thereafter to the Nati6nal
Office if the key district's position remains unchanged and the organization con-
tinues to disagree." Altern tively, the applicant has the right to waive a district
level conference and have the adverse determination referred immediately to the
National Office*" specifying also whether a National Office conference is desired in
the event an adver?e decision is indicated.

No data are aval4b,lp on either the total number of district conferences In
501(0(3) determination -loses or the number in which such conferences result in
issuance or a favoraple determination letter. Experienced observers estimate that
properly protested denial letter which are reviewed by the National Office are
reversed in a substantial percentage of the cases" but that the outcome of district
conference is much_ less often faibragle to the applicant. In considering whether to,
waive a district conference,76 the applicant thus must weigh the delay and expense
of representation before the National Office and of a possible trip to Washington
fOr a Noitional Office conference against the greater likelihood a success in the
National Office and the additional time required (during which potential donors
have no assurance that contributions will be deductible),if an unsuccessful district
conference precedes eventual National Office review.

Distrlict conferencel are condu ted by a "specialist conferee" from the Con-
ference Staff ,of .the key district's udit Division who typically is familiar.with, but
does not devote full time to, exe pt organization matters. Both the conferee and
the manager of the Determinaton Letter Activity Group of keylistrict specialistS
,report to other Service officials Min the key district's Audit. Division, but the
responsibAty of such higher officials extends only to wrokload management and

, administration; they do not participate in .determining whether exempt status. should
be recognized.

Processing time and workload. The Service's Exempt Organizations Audit
- Procedures specify that determin

feceipt of the application by tl
lays beyond their control."77

- which this objective is met; t
cieterminati n letters in cases

/

N

tion letters "will be issued within60-90 days after
e key district' unless this is Snot possible due to
No specific data are availible on the extent to

e National Office, Audit Division estimates that
refdrred for National Office-rulings ar isssued to
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most applicants within 30 days after key distrjs receipt of the application, to 80
percent of applicants within 60 days, and to 99 percent within 120 days. Since
approximAtely 20,000 exemption determination letters are issued by key,,District.v.
Directors each year, this would indicate that about 4,000 take more Than t "L

months to issue and about 200ttake more than four months; it seems reasonable to
assume that nearly an of theseAe 501(c)(3) determinations. ,

The , Service believes that a'principaLreason for delay is the time it takes,for *=.
applicants to respond to key district requests for further information, particularly if'''.
an amendment to the licant's charter is required. Some attorneys who regularly
represent applicants fe , however, that at the district level the Service is reqtriring
unnecessary paperwo sometimes requiring, for ek4mple, that copies of the
applicant's bylaws supplemented by a certificate stating that the' copies are
accurate.78 Unnecessary delays are also attributed to inadequate familiarity by some
key district personnel with pertinent Revenue Rulings and regulations, from an
overly literal application of rulings, or regulations in clearly distinguishable cir-

/-c'mstinces, and from reluctance to exercise judgment. At the same tide, the
omplex requirements of the pertinent law and aregulations, especially since tbe, TaX

eform Act of 1969, are often not adequately understood by applicants or their
attorneys. ,

, 1.,

About 580 professionals are assigned to the exempt organization program hi the
field, but there are not avaiable data indicating how,much time of Service personnel
is devoted to determining the status of applicants for exemption. Since the Service
reports and budgets man-years by organizational component rather than by fund
tion, and since the determination function is performed by personnel of both the
Audit and the Technical component who perfrom other functions as well, neither
the Audit nor the Tec cal man-year devoted,to exempt organization matters (nor
both combined) will y(eld this inform tion.

Personnel and training,. All of the Service's field personnel assigned as key -district
specialists are revenue agents or tax auditors, both of which are job classifications
established by the Civil Service Commission fot accountants. Tax auditors, with
lesser formal accounting training,. may reach Grade 9 (currently $12,841 per year);
revenue agents may reach Grade 14 in supervisory position (currently $25,581 per
year). There is no separate Civil Service job classification for exempt organization
specialists, much less for charitable organization specialists. ,

The normal career ladder for tax auditors is to become revenue agents through
additional account' . training; the Audit Division's field staff as a whole is

comprised largel of revenue agents.' However, most of the key district specialists
assigned to De rmination Letter Activity Groups are the lower-graded tax auditors,
many of them with Jong years of service at that level. This difference is reflected,
also in supervisory grade levels; the managers of Determination Letter Activity
Group (while themselves revenue agents) are all at Grade 12 or 13, whereas half the/
supervisors of Examination Groups are at Grade 14. ,

The grade structure for key Oistrict specialists lwas so ewhat improved in 1969,
but there has lingereld an inclipation (privately ticknowl dgel within the Service as
well as outside ) not to regard exempt organizations spe ialists in the field with the
sathe esteem as thosei ,engaged in "productive;' activities. However unjust this may
be to abl individuals, the evitible consequence has been a tendency for ambitious
field per nnel to seek as ments outside the exempt orgallizations,a:rea,, consistent
with the predominant Oasis. of the Service as a whol% On tevenue-collecting
productivity. It is not ual to find a key district specialist at Grade 9 after 20
years service.

Training of key district specialists for the determinations function consists of a
four-week course based on the Exempt OrganizationsHandbook (initially isssue'd by

.the National Office's Technical staff in January 1970 and updated concerning
501(c)(3) organizations as of Aprik 1972)," plus a one-week course on Private
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Foundations Under the Tax Reform Act of 1969. The latter course is based oa_
study materials current' as of the end of 1971, before final Treasury 'Regulations
Were issued on most of the lesson topics. The basic four-week course; using the
Exempt Organizations Handbook as a guide, is built arouhd six case problems, of
which two involve 501(c).(3) organizations and the remaining for involve applicants
under otherexemption provisions of the Code.

The written materials for both courses deal with the technical requirements of
the law, Treasury Regulations and Revenue Rulings, or with the Service's internal
procedures for processing exemption applications. None of the material deals with
the purposel, functions, or values of private philanthropy in,our ciety, nor does it
include any "refresher courses in fields such as sociology, political science, eco-
nomics, philosophy and the like" anticipated by Commissioner ThrowAr when he
first established the training program in 1969.80

These courses are given in each of, the seven Internal Revenue regions (occa-
sionally on. an interregional basis) whbever there re enough newly, assigned key
district specialists to justify it, usually a total of three or four times each year
throughout the country. Each course is-given by two instructors, one a senior key
istrict specialist and the Other from the National Office Audit Division's Exempt

Organization Examination Branch. New key, district specialists receive on- job
training within their districts while awaiting an, opportunity to take these course

-0 i

-NationahOffke: Exempt OiYanizations Branch,, Technical

Determination issues and ail. Zithek substantive questions forwarded to the
. National .Office for rulings, or fOr technical advice are referred to the Exempt
Organizations Branch of the Miscellaneous and Special Provisions Tax Division under
the Assistant-Commissioner (tichnicli). The Technical exempt organization experts
have neither authority nor responsibility for the.selection, training, or management
of the key district field personnel whose decisions they are reviewing,8t since these

iripersonnel, as noted above, are members .of the audit staff, under the Assistant
Commiioner (Compliance).

Prodedure. Whether an issue is presented to the National Office for a ruling or
for_technical advice to a District Director, and whether the issue arises through an
exemption application, as a result of an audit or upon a request for an advance
ruling,- the procedure in the National Office is essentially the same. Normally the
case will be handled and the issue resolved entirely within the T'echnical's Exempt
Organizations Branch, after being reviewed at successive levels within that Branch
according to the degree of difficulty, novelty, or sensitivity. If the caseis,unusually
important, complex, or sensitive, the Interpretative Division of the Chief Counsel's
Office will be consulted for legal advice. ';',

The Exempt Organizations Branch, consisting-of about 110 professional and 40
clerical employees, is .divid d into four sections plUs a small service unit that le ps
trackof each case and its elevantfiles. ,The Branch Assignment Officer deter nes

.. the specific group within sine of the Rulings Sections to which each case is ttc be
assigned; the group supervisor then determines the order in which cases -should be
handled." There are two Rulings Section, each .broken down into three groups

-i with etch group consisting of approximately 15 tax laws specialists, a conferee-
_reviewer and a grou supervisor who also acts as a conferee:reviewer. All six rulings'
groups Wail& 501(c1(3) platters and other exemption cases as well; assignments are

... made between the two sections and among the group primarily with a view to
:-.evenness of workload.

The remaining two sections of the Branch ari essentially companions to the, .

rulings funs n. The Conference and Review Staff conducts conferences with
representativesV die affected organization when the ruling or technical advice

89
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indicated by the Rulings Section is adverse, assists in resolving differences between
the Chief Counsel's Office and the Exempt Organizations'Branch, and draft Revenue
Rulings. The Technical, Research and Coordination Section conducts studies in
depth to formulate a Branch position on particular problems.. This section 'also
maintains liaison with other branches of the. Service and Treasury, reviews draft
Treasury Regulations, and is responsible for portions of the Internal Revenue
Manual. Since 1972 it' has been the policy of the Branch to move its personnel
periodically among the Rulings, Conference and Review, and Technical Research
and Coordination Sections, to improve perspective and deepen expertise. These
sections work closely together and confer on difficult issues.

An exemption ruling or technical advice request upon an adverse deterTination
letter is first assigned to a tai -law specialist in one of the rulings groups.(His pro-
posed dispi:4ition of the case is reviwed. by a conferee-reviewer at groupllevel. If
they agree and the case does not raise difficult issues, a letter ruling is issued; if the

_proposed disposition is unfavorablg the applicant will first be invited to a National
Office conference,

and
eittlf by the rulings grotip conferee-reviewer or by

the Conference and Review Staff, depending on the diffidulty of the case.83 If the
rulings group reviewer does not agree with the specialist on a proposed ruling, or if
the issue is new or bstantial, the supervisor of the rulings group will be consulted;
he in turn may bring e- case to the Rulings Section Chief. If the Section Clitef
feels that the problem is ntial or involves a major policy question, he will
consult the Conference and Review Staff; if they disagree, the matter will be con-
sidered at a "technical issue meeting" of the Section Chiefs and the Branch Chief. If

4 the case involves a new position or a major modification of an old position, or is
unusually sensitive, it may be forwarded by the Chief of the Conference and Review
Staff (acting for the Director of the Miscellaneous and Special Provisions Tax
Division) to the Interpretative Division of the Chief Counsel's Office.

Upon receipt of the Chief Counsel's opinion (General_ Counsel Meniorandum or
"GCM"), the original rulings group will normally dispose of the case in accordance
with that opinion. However, such opinions are advisory only; if the Chief Counsel's
Interpretative Division disagrees with the Exempt Organizations Branch's proposed
action, and the Branch adheres to its view, a "reconciliation conference" will be
held between Technical's Miscellaneous and Special ProvisioN4Tax Division (acting
through the Chief of the Exempt Organizations Branch's Conference and Review
Staff) and Chief Counsel's Interpretative Divisioh.,lf the reconciliation conference
does not produce agreement, the issue will be resolved between the Assistant
Commissioner (Technical) and the Associate Chief Coonsel (Technical) or the Chief
Counsel (or his Deputy).84 In rare cases it'may go to the Commissioner.85

Thus, within the Exempt Organizations Branch-alone, the may be as many as
six successive levels of consideration in difficult cases, with a Minimum of two levels
even in routine cases: (1) Rulings group: tax-law specialist; (2) Rulings group:
conferee-revieWer; (3) Rulings group supervisor; (4) Rulings Section Chief; (5)

Conference and Review Staff; (6) Branch Chief (technical issue metting).
(To these s of review must be added those polentially'resulting from con-

sultation wit the 'Chief Counsel's Office: (7) Chief Counsel's Interpretative
Division; (8) Miscellaneous and Special Provisions Tax Division (Technical) and
Chief Coun Interpretative Division (reconciliation) conference; (9) Assistant
Commission Technical) and Assoc4teChief Counsel; (10) Assistant ommissioner
(Technical) and Chief Counsel.

. Perhops 100 tO 200 exempt organization cases per year e refer' ed to the Chief
Counsel's Office. Such referral, of course, adds considerably to th amdunt of time
required for ultimate disposition. About an equal number of cases, although not so
referred, are held, in the Exempt Organizations Branch pending resolution of con-
trolling questions that are awaiting disposition in Similar cases that have been re-
ferr6d to the Chief Counsel's Office.

1 4
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World' e profeisional staff of the Exempt' Organizations Branch, most of
w$om are attorneys, has approximately doubled in size since 1968, primarily
because of the increased complexity and sophistication of the issues presented under
We Tax Refoim Act of 1969: Although the volume of work has not-changed much
in jecent years, thee normal 4,0_4,1 for an experienced tax law specialist has de-
creased from abaft 40 cases 96886 to between 10 -and 20 cases today. The
Branch believeS it is staffed for its present functions at its currently
authorized level

In'1968 the estimated "norms)" time spans for processing cases were as-follows:
four months from the initial unfavorable determination to an invitation to a
National Office conference (including about 30-days for submission of the appli-
cant's brief), another 30 to 60 'Clays until,' the'conference,42" three weeks\ for the
applicant's post-conference brief, and then additional\time for Consideration of the
case at appropriate levels within the Exempt Organizations Branch or

'
if necessary,

in the Chief Counsel's Interpretative
These delays have been a source of complaint because they can result in the

financial- death of a ixew charitable organization.88 In recent years, the Exempt'
Organizations Branch has tried to reduce the number of protracted cases. Monthly
status reports required by the Bfanch Chief have shown a sharp and steady decline
since 19701 the number of cases pending for more than six months:

Total E:O. Cases
Pending over 8 Technical

Months in National Rulings Advice
Office Requests Requests

December 1970 788 649 139
December 1971 ". 435 331 104
December 1972 269 209 60
December 1973 279 232 47
December 1974 234 1911 43

a. About 65 of these are requests for advance rulings on private foundation
scholarship programs; although advance Service approval of grant pro-
cedures is required by Code §4945, the Service has not yet issued a
Revenue Procedure specifying the criteria for approval of such procedures.
See page 2603 below. ..

As of December 31, 1974, the majority of .National Office cases were being
closed within two months and about 90 percent within six months, as shown by the
following data:

-Percentage of E.O. Cases Closed Within Two Months and
Within Six Months of 'Receipt in National Offtcb

Rulings Requests
Technical Advice Requests

Within 2 Months Within 6 Months

64% 94%
4 63 -90

Organizations (and' their a torneys) proposing new for s or conceplts of char-
itable activity more likely than others tq. experience r lings delays, particularly
if:the proposed ctivity is con roversial.89

.

Stopff and trainipg. Unlike he-k-e-Y district specPalists in the field, most of whom
served in other Internal R Venue Service capacities (typically as income tax
auditors) before becoming exempt organization specialists, the professional staff of
the Technical Office's Exempt Organizations Branch is comprised largely of people
iv* entered that Branch from outside the Service. Is reflects a deliberate policy
6r.th4 Blanch, adopted sevgral years ago, to provide ne perspectives.
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Most staff members hired recently sy the Exempt Organizations Branch have
been young lawyers just admitted to the Bar, the balance are accountants. The
Branch deliberately seeks applicants with a broader liberal arts background or
experience than the usual Service e ployee. Recently added staff members have
experience with legal aid societies, blic defenders and public interest law firms;
with the Peace Corps, Federal Trad Commission, public housing, and drug abuse
programs, othet federal agencies, unicipal governments and state conservation
programs; two previously served-rwit Nader Groups; one is a physicist.

Although exempt organizations expertise may not lead to the same potentially
lucrative post-Service opportunitie that have traditionally attracted able personnel

lep.t.--0--to, for example, the Corporate eorganizations Branch, the Ex rganizations
Branch believes that an offsetti g factor enabling it to comp successfully for
quality personnel in recent yea s has been the increased interest of younger pro-
fessionals in public7service occu tions.

Entry -level for tax-law spec alists in The Branch is GS-9 (currently $12,841 per
year); new attorneys enter the Chief Counsel's Office or the Department of Justice
at GS-11. Journeyvan level in the Branch is GS-12 (at $18,463), with senior Special

t. GS-13 ($21,816). Group supervisors are at GS-14,,
he Branch Chief at GS-16. -

s entering the Exempt Organizations Branch ndergo a'
fining program which occupies about half of their time.
materials ,covered by the key district specialist training

nizatjons Branch training includes a 6-to. 8-week seminar
o.,or three 2 -hour, sessions per week, covering some 26

f the seminar meetings are conducted by Branch personnel;
members of the Chief Counsel's Office, and recently one

conducted by a staff member of the Joint Committee on
ation and by the chairman of the Exempt Organizations
erican Bar Association Tax Section. Twelve of the 26 seminar
c)(3). The Chief of one of the Rulings Sections is in charge of
assisted by a Branch training officer who reviews and evaluates
trainee. The training program is presented whenever there are

merEbers ready Tor it, usually twice a year; in the last few years,
rain& per year has transferred to other parts of the Service upon
training program. - _ 4

erienced in practising before the Service generally agree that the
as improved considerably over recent years, but opinion varies on
s with other Technical branches in the National Office. If there is
it seems to be that Exempt Organizations Branch personnel are

er Service personnel concerned with exempt organizatiorrmattsprs but
ains a need for further improvement. One criticism is that, as in arty

racy, work is so subdivided that few individuals can acquire adequate
This tendency may be aggravated 6y the number of review levels and

e officers as ell, are not themselves exempt organ zations experts.
t that the S rvice officials who exercise ultimate authority, and some

ists and conferee-reviewers
Section Chiefs ,at.GS--15 and

New professional employ
three-month, on-the-job tr
In addition to subjects an
courses, the Exempt Org
program, meeting for t
specialized toils. Most
two are gongdcted by
session eaTh has been
Internal. Revenue T
Committee of the A
topics related to 501

. the training program
the progress of eac
10 to 12 new staff
an average of one
washing out of t

Attorneys ex
Branch's staff
how it Compar
any consensus
superior to o
that there re
large bureau
perspective.
by the fa
intermedi

Mitiona Office: Office of the Chief Counsel
.

Ev ry,exemption tdeterminaton (like every ax question) presents a "legal" issue
in th sense that it requires a decision on w ther and hOw the statutory words of
the 1, ternal -Re 'enue Code apply to a p icular organization or activity. The
dis notion betw en cases referred for Chic Counsel opinions, and those not K
ref rred, therefo e, depends on the importance, complexity, and sensitivity of the

not on wh ther a "legal" issue is involved:4°-.
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The Interpretative Division is one of, two divisiqns under the Associate Chief
Counsel (Technical)," serving under the Chief Counsel who is the "chief law
officer" for the Service as an Assistant General, Codsel of the Treasury De-
partment.92 The 'Division reviews interpretations of the Code and regulations, and
preparesformal.opinions of the Chief Counsel. The Division has about 50 attorneys,
including a Director and Sltanch Chiefs. 'The five Branches are simply adminis-
trative units for distributing -The Division's workland. r

.. Although The Division has no formally designated areas of specialization," three
docket attorneys work exclusively on exempt organization matters andAtout three

1

others devote half their time to such cases. All opinions on exempt rganization
matters are reviewed by one of fouribdividuals iiiiBranch 5 the Branch Chief,
two Assistant Branch Chiefs, and recently one additional attorney-reviewers."

We have no data on the annual volume or.disposition of exempt organization
4matters in the Chief Counsel's Office, or on the time required to dispose of indi-
vidual cased. Recently the Chief Counsel's office began maintaining a repord of the

vp number' of cases pending. As of fnly 31, 1974, there were 98 exempt Organization
matters pending* the Chief Counsel's office, of which 43 were particular exemii-:

_tion qualification cases including some arising under provisions other than 501(c)(3).
'The_ other 55 matters were proposed Revenue Rulings on issues that had already
been decided in individual cases. Pending issuance of Chief Counsel opinions, 50 jo
100 additional, cases involving similar questions were being held in Technical's
Exempt Organizations Branch." .

The staff of the Chief Cowit's office is gen Ily well regarded professionally.
However, within the Service as well as out e there is frustration with 'the time,
required for interpretative Division opinions. A principal factor producing delays in
the Division has been a staff shortage at the reviewing level. Docket attorneys with
several years experience are typically at GS-13 or 14; just when they are qualified
to become reviewers, the competition of Tate firms for tax lawyers becomes most
attractive. The resulting shatage creates a review bottleneck in all areas, not Metely
exempt organization matters. In recent .years about 500 pending cases of all types
have bn carried _over by the Interpretative Division from one fiscal year to the
next; nearly 40 percent of these are typically pending at the review level. ,

The apparent volume of exempt -ciitaniiairon cases, and theunusual breadth of
judgment required for their disposition, would seem to justify a specialized legal .

staff foil exempt_ organization matters. Increased staff at thg revieweNev'el.,4Iso ..

seems appropriate few such cases, in view of the severe effects on new charitable
organizations from protracted recognition delay:There are indications that the Chief
Counsel's office, may now be considering an exempt organizations Unit; as noted
earlier, the office has recently begun identifying the portion of ifs workload con-
sisting of .exempt organization cases. Consideration ii being given to' the creation or
a new Assistant Director of the Interpretative Divislon for Employee Plans and
Exempt Organizations, paralleling the responsibilities_of the new Assistant Com-
missioner, but apparently no decision has yet been made on establishment pf an

I Exempt Organizations Branch of docket attorneys. 1

t
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Revocation and Modif tion '' ,,

..
'1,, q.

.. , 11 t..--.

"NA determination let r or ruling recognizing 501,(c)(3) exeili ition may be revokedri;r
or modified (for am le by according the organization 50I(c) 4) status!which is tax : 1,:. :
exempt but not eligi le to receive deductible contributions if the Service finds

k.
eithereither that 501(c (3) status should never have_ been recognized or that as a result of .,,,

factual .or legal changes the organization no longer qualifies for $01(c)(3) exemp-
tion. The organizatioh may not challenge the revocation or modification in court i
unless and until it (or a dpnor) is assessed-for taxes. ,

l.
e
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Procedure.' evocation or modification of exempt status is initiated by a letter to
the arganiza on from the key District Director advising of the proposed action and
the reasons herefor. Except when the action results from a change in the applicable
legal requ ments (for example a statutory change or -lished Revenue Ruling
altering t exemption qualification standards previously a. s lied), it is normally a
conseque .ce of information developed during an audit. Th rganization generally
has an ppOrtunity to discuss the problem with the revenue agent conducting the
audit d to submit further information -to him.96

On the key District Director notifies the organization of a proposed revocation
or m dification of its status, the procedure and the organization's rights to protest
are e same as those _following a District Director's determination letterdenying
501 c)(3) status upon an initial application for recognition, with automatic referral
to the National Office for technical advice if agreement is not reached at the
D strict leve1.97 Within the National OffiPe, the case is reviewed as described earlier.

he only significant difference is that revocation or modification, unlike an adverse
/initial determination of status, also presents the issue of retroactivity. In addition, in
some instances there may be an alternative to revocation or modification that is not
available in the/ case of an initial-application, that is, assessment of an unrelated
business tax.

-,-2

then up the organization to protest.' the retroactivity as a separate issue in the
course ofl iti'-adminthrative appeals. If the organization does not itself raise the
issue, it will be resolved without the organizatipn's assistance; a second referral for
technical advice or, a section National Office conference will not be permitted on
the issue of retroactivity alone.'°' ' . .

Since the deductibility of contributions by donors also depends on an organiza-
tion*' 501(c)(3) status, any. change in that status will affect the'donorp as 'ell as

the organization itself. Contributors_end grantor foundations thus have I substantial
interest in any revocation or modification of any organization's 501(c)(3) status,
including particularly any retroactive application of such change.

5-

Retroacti ity. Section 7805(b) of the Internal Revenue Code permits the
Secretary a the Treasury or his delegate to prescribe the extent, if any, to which
any tax ling, or regulation shall be applied without retroactive- effect. This
authority/ has been successively delegated, with exceptions not pertinent here, to the
Assistant Commissioner (Technical), whose personal approval is necessary for each
case of/relief from retroactivity undersection 7805(b).981

In/exempt organization cases, the Service provides that revocation or modified-
tion ,'may be retroactive if the organization omitted or misstated a material fact,
op ated in-_a manner materially different from that originally represented, or
e ged in. a prohibited transaction with the purpose of diverting corpus or income

the organization frani. its exempt purposes, and such transaction involved a
/Substantial part of the corpus or income of such_organization.9 If ffje exemption is
no longer appropriate due to changes in the organization's character, he revocation
or modification may be retro tive to the year in which the changedonditions or

"activities began, depending onhether the organization notified the Service of such
changes at the time. 'A revocation or modification due to changes,gin the
applicable law or Revenue Rulings is normally effective a _pf the year in Which the
law changed."' In any event, revocatiov or modification -will ordinarily takkeffect
no later than the time at which the oNanization received written notice 6f the
proposed action.1°2

If the key District Director believes that a proposed revocation or modification
should not have complete retroactive effect, he must submit hi recommendation
with supporting reasons through the,Exempt Organizatio s Branch of the National
Office's T chnical staff to the Assistant Commissioner (Technical) for approva,1
regardless f whether the affected organization agrees wit the proposed action."'
On the-t er hand, the organilation must be notified by t e key District Director if
the action is proposed to be applied retroactively, and h reasons thereor'" It is'

94
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Generally, contributions to an organization by persons unaware that the recipient
.

has ceased to qualify under 501`(c)(3) continue to be deductible if made before the
Service has published an announcement in the Internal Revenue Bulletin that
contributions are no longer deductible.'" This require,s careful contributors to
monitor issues of that bulletin, without waiting for the periodic, updating of IRS
Publication No. 78, Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section T70(c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Advance assurance of deductibility may be suspended in some cases without
awaiting final revocation or modification of 501(c)(3) status. If the District Director
upon preliminary information has "serious doubt concerning the continued )

qualification" of an organization, he may afford the organization an opportunity for
a written piotest and district conference within 10 days before recommending to
the National Office that advince assurance to contributors be. suspended. Upon such
a recommendation the National Office will provide an immediate conference to The
organization. If it then concurs with The District Director's recommendation, the
National Office will publish in the Internal Revenue Bulletin a notice that assurance
of deductibility of contributions has been suspended and notify the district office

' to publish a local press release to the same effect. In "extraordinary circumstances
for good cause shown'," the Assistant Commissioner (Technical) may take such
action without preliminary notice to the organization or any opportunity for
protest and conference.'" $uspension of advance assurance of deductibility was
utilized by the Service in numerous cases of racially segregated private schools

'during the period 1971-1972.108

Unrelated business activities and 501(c)(3) status. A proposed revocation in. a
close or difficult case, in which a substantial part of an organization's activity is the
conduct of a business that is arguably unrelated to its exempt purpose, can
sometimes be resolved by leaving the organization's 501(c)(3) status undistributed
but assessing an unrelated business tax under section 511 on the income from the .

,particular aCtivities that gave rise to concern. Tire broad 'mirage of section
501(c)(3). and 91 the unrelated business tax provisions (sections 511-515), and.
particularly the amorphous language of the pertinent Treasury regulations, facilitate
ii .a resolution in some cases.109 . _.

Section 501(c)(3),, requires that an organization be "organized and operated
exclusively" for charitable purPoses. Prior to the Revenue Act of 1950, t t Service
took the position that in otherwise exempt organization could not qu ly for
exemption if it engaged in business, even if it also carried on a charitable p gram
or ,if the business activity was merely- a "feeder" for such a, program. In 1950
Congress provided that such activities were to be subject to an unrelated business
tax if not "substantlallyjelated" to the performance of the organization's exempt.

_ purpose,'" but were not to affect exempt status." The Service reflected the
change by a Treasury Regulation specifying that such business activities, even
though bstantial, do not d'squali y an organization for 501(c)(3)-statasirthe
business tivities are "in furs eranc of" the organization's exempt pu pose and are 1

.not the selves the organizati n's " rimary purpqse.""2 However, ere lations
also pro, ide that aq organ zation is not "organized. exclusively" f4r pt
purposes, as required by 501(c)(3) if it is empowered by its charte to engage in
butessf"othenvise than as an insubstantial part of its activides,"11 and that an
organization is "operated exclusively" for exempt purposes as require by 501(c)(3)

ionly if ;engaged "primarily" in activities "which accomplish" such urposes with
"not more than an Insubstantial part of its activities" in further me:of other,.,
purposes.,

The application of these regulations' requires the fihest semantic distinctions
between activities that are "substantially related to," those "in furtheranCe of" apd

riOse '"W accifinp1ish" exempt purposes, as well as between an organization's
ose/and its other purposes. The Service advises its own empldyees

/". 95
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that, ''The regulations' terms 'exclusively,' primarily: and 'insubstantial' present
diffidult Lonceptual proaems," and that questions involving application of these
terms "can more readily be resolved on the basis of the facts of a particular
case.' s There aro no published Revenue ,Rulings construing these terms, and
virtually no, Judicial irecedents,"6 thus leaving the Service free in some cases to
find that a business activity, though a substantial part of An organizattem's
operations, has not become the organization's "primary" purpose (which would
require revocation) bdt insteid is merely taxable as not being "substantly rela'ted"
to'an exempt purpose:, w
. It would,ise: Misf4ading, however, to assume that seich a "compromise" is readily
resorted to whenevbr a difficult 501(c)(3) revocation case involves business
activities. The unrelated business tax is.applicable to numerous' other categories of
exempt organizations. The service is well aware that efforts to rationalize the
requirements of the unrelated husiness tax provisions with those of Section
501(0(3) must be applicable also, on ,a basis, to similar activities
conductdd by other categories of-exempt drga 'zations.117

Frequency of revocations and modifiCations. There are no data available on
modifications of status, but the Service has furnished figures on final revocations
posted to the Exempt.'Organization Master File (EOMF) as foltows:

FY 19711 FY 1972 FY 1973

30 1(e)git organtzatio s 220 7, 117
,,

Other exempt organiztions b29 .. 236 233

rotatt ,19 334 .350

, .
. 10

.t. The FY 1971 figures repAsent LtIllIlklati% e data trust the tone the EONIF was '
establistaarin 1964-1963.

,...
The Commissioner's Annual keport for FY 1969 reported 167 revocations

recommended by examiners (auditors) that year, or less tharrf1."5 percent of the
11,845 exempt,organization returns examined. S,imil'ar figures were 'hot provided b
subsequent annual reports until FY 1973, for which the Commissioner reported 251
revocations recommended, or less than 1.2 percent of the 22,028 exempt organiza-
tion returns examined that,year.' I 8 Neither report identifies how many 501(c)(3)

e organizations are included in thos, figures or how man' recommendatAns. led to
actual revocations, and there appears to be no reliable way to relate those figures to
the final revocation figures shown above. In the absence of additional information,
the only available data suggest that annually between 1 percent and 2 percent of
exempt organization audits lead to proposed revocations, with obviously some lesser
percentage resulting,. in actual revocatio019 and an, unknown mix of status
modifications.

.
A' Advance Rulings on Proposed Transactions

. , v
At the written request of any taxpayer, the Service will issue a-ruling on th

effec8 of particular _transactions proposed to be entered into by the taxp
Requests for such "private letter rulings" must be submitted to the Nat al
Office's Technical staff with .4 statement of facts, copies of relevant documents, nd
the requesting taxpayer's analysis of the tax issues involved. ,Intended 'to'provide-
reliable guidance when the tax consequences of in imminent transaction may have
ari ,important effect on the consummation or shaping of the transactiontypically
where the stakes.are too high for the parties to proceed without such assurance, as

96
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in a corporate, sale or merger such advance rulings are. issued directly to the
taxpayer. If the transaction is then consummated, a copy of the ruling letter must
be attached to the taxpayer's return Tor the year involved.120 About 30,000 such
advance rulings are issued by the Service each year.' 21

This procedure applies also to exempt organizations. Indeed, determination
rulings on exemption qualification are regarded by the Service aY merely a particular
variety of such advance.rulings, aliNit an unusual one in volume.

No informationis available on advance rulings (other thIT f9r exemption
determinations) requested. byor !wed to exempt organizations generally. However,
the Service has made publk the knowing data on the number of requests by
private foundations for advance rulings under the Tax ,Reform Act of 1969 (not
including foundation status classification rulings):.

fax RefOrra \di
Period \thance ItultnIt ftetitlebts

Month of December 190a0

Vlen4ar 1971

Calendar 1972

Calendar 1973

January - March 1974 314

The recent increase primarily reflects requests for Sbrvice approval of private
foundation procedures for makir.4g grants and scholarships to individuals.' 22 These
rulings requests encounter an organizational problem within the Service. although
foundations are required by section 4945 to obtain adv,ance "Service approval ,of
such procedures, and these requests must be submitted fOr approval to the Exempt
Organizations Branch (Technical), that Branch has referred such rulings requests to
the Individual Income Tax Branch (Technical) for review in light of Code section
117, which excludes from an individual taxpayer's "gross income" amounts received
as scholarships or fellowship grants. The IndividUal Income TaX. Branch, piimarly
concerned that company-sponsored foundations may be used as a device for
compepsating corhpany employees by granting scholarships to their children, has
taken a imuch more restrictive approach to such grants than those concerned with
philanthropy feel is necessary or appropriatF. ,The inability thus far of Technical's
Individual Income Tax Branch and Exempt Organizations Branch to resolve their
differences of approach has delayed approval of dozens of foundation scholarship,

N programs whose rulings requests have continued for many months to remain
pencfing.123 In the meantime, ahy foundation grant or scholarship made to
individuals without advance Service approval of the grant- making procedures would
subject the foundation and its managers to penalty taxes under section 4945.

Such protracted delay, due to an intra-Servicy organizational impasse seems an
. unduly high price for philantfiropy to pay in the name of ideally coordinated

interpretations of related Code provisions. We believe the Se/vice should establis' a
more effective. mechanism for resolving such internal differences, and that when the
differences arise from a rulings request that is required to be submitted under the
Code's exempt organization provisions, as in this instance, final responsibility should . li
be accordedithe Service unit charged with interpreting those provisions.

The Service has generally applied to philanthropy, ,the same policy against issuing
advance rulings on questions of fact that it applies under other areas of the Code,
this includes determinations of fair market' value. Several provisions of the Code
relating to valuation of f6ndation-owned property and to transactions between
foundations 'and their *disqualified persons (who may, constitute the only practical,
market for Code-mandated disposition of a foundation's excess business holdings)
turn on determinations of fair market value.' 2 4 Without an advance ruling, severe

9 7
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penalties may result from good faitp transactions if the Service subsequently
disagrees on valuations. We understand that the Service is currently attempting to
develop criteria for approval of such determinations.' 25

Compliance Furictiorks

About 72 percent of the Service4s budget, for exempt organizations matters is
expended in performing compliance functions, that is, monitoring and enforcing

compliance by exempt organizations with the Code's 'requiremen'ts.' 26 These

resources have been concentrated overwhelmingly on private foundations For'
example, in FY 1973 the Service, audited 14,958 private foundations, 2,046' other
501(c)(3) organizations, and 1,976 organizations in all other exempt categories,'"
even though the 25,133 prate foundations constituted less than 12 percent of the
420,014 active 5010)(3) organizations and less than 4 percent of the total 643,586
active exempt organizations known to the ,Service,' 28 and foundation grants
accounted for only 9.6 percent of private charitable.contributions in 1973.'"

We first review the organization and conduct of the Service's exempt organza
tion audit program, and then its results.

Organization of Compliance Activities

As noted earlier, the Service's field organization in the exempt organization area
consists of about 580 revenue agents and tax auditors who- are members of the
audit staff at the district level, serving under the managerial direction of the Audit
Division Director in each of the 16 key districts, with a-Regional Exempt Organiza-
tion Program Coordinator under the Assistant Regional Conimissioner (Audit)
coordinating audit programs and monitoring key-distriCt worlcloads 'in each of the
seven Internal Revenue regions. Approximately two thirds of the key district
specialists are assigned to Examination Groups performing the audit function; the
balance are assigned to Determination Letter Activity Groups, Consistent )vith the
Service general organizational structure separating administrative supervision in the
field from functional supervision by the National Office in Washington, all exempt
organization field personnel are subject to the functional supervision of the Nation'al
Office's Audit Division under the Assistant Commissioner.(Compliahce).

National Office Audit Ditusiot

Both the Peterson ComMission and congressional hearings on the Tax Reform
Act of 1969,focused attention on the need for a more vigorous exempt organiiatiOn

audit program by the Service. As 4, result, Commissioner Thrower in 1969
established' for the first time an Exempt Qjganization Examination' Branch. in the
National Office's Audit Division. Staffed by about 20 profe5sionals, the Branch was
divided in 1972 into a Procedures Section and an Examination Section, With the
latter then being assigned.responsibility also for the Audit Division's pension trust
program.

The Examination Section,' comprised of about 10 people (of whom three handle
only pension trust matters), perform two main runctions: first, it designs and
monitors an annual exempt organization audit plan to be implemented by the field
staff, which includes subject areas' to be examined and predetermined audit cycles
for various types, of exempt organizations; and second, it prescribes uses to be made
of the computerized Exempt Organization Master File (EOMF) data in determining
selection of exempt organization returns for audit and for other purposes.
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The Procedures Section also has two main functions. (1) conducting pre-closing
reviews of all 4udits of exempt organizations- that are on the "National Office
Controlled case list; and (2) maintaining liaisOn with other Service branches in
matters affecting the exempt organization audit program and responding to inquiries
on such matters from persons outside the Service. £

The NationalfOffice Controlled Case (NOCC) list was established in 1969 to
designate_ particular exempt organizations which, for reasons of sensitivity,
complexity of issues, and asset and income Size, were to be. audited every two years
under a closely monitored procedure. With felt' exceptions only large private
foundations were selected for the,NOCC list, which grew from 582 foundations in
SepteMber 1969 to 673 in December 1971. As experience indicated that the
operation's of many 'foundations on the list were relatively simple and trouble-free,
the list was thereafter reduced to 369 foundations. In 1973 the Service altered its
concept of the NOCC program by-eliminating sensitivity and income level from the
factors determining, selection, for the list, .limiting the list to "private foundations
with substantial tcital assets and presenting a degree of complexity in 'their
operations.'" There are currently 102 foundations on the NOCC list.

The Service destribes the purpose of National Office pre-closing reviews of NOCC
audits as being "to ensure national uniformity-and to identify And assist in resolving'
real or potential problems," with the expectation that such review "will result in
improved quality of examinations; uniformity in application of law, regulations,
etc.; identification, of needs for legislation, regulations, rulings, a.; identification of
training needs; and other similar benefits."' 31 No data are-available on how often
such National Office preclosing review results in disagreement with the key district's

lionclusion Or in a return of the case to the district for further development, butthe
Service estimates that there is cause for National Office coriiment in about 20
percent of the NOCC cases reviewed. Reyenue agents conducting audits, while
permitted to discuss all facets of the audit with an organizaticin on the NOCC list,

, are directed not to "volunteer information th'at the case is subject to National
Office review."' 32 o

In addition,to foundations on the NOCC list, the National Office also controls
audits'of."nationally known" churches (or conventions or,asspciations of churches).
No such audit may be commenced without prior approval_ of theNational Office,
and then only after the district office has twice made unsuccessful efforts to obtain
the desired information without an audit. Upon National Office approval, the
RegionarCommissioner must give the church. 30 days advance notice of the audit,
specifying the reason for, scope and 'extent of the audit. If the church is not
"nationally known," National Office approval, is not required but the procedure is
otherwise the sathe.'33 While such advance notice is required: by Code section
7605(c) for audits of a church's unrelated trade_or business

required,';
the

. Servicerqquires`these for any audit of a church.
The Service, also req es that advance approval from the National Office be

obtained before commencing ari audit in any other "highly sensitive" case. These
cases are described as including not any "nationally kno*n church or religious
organization," butealso."`a large college or university, or an organization whose
examination would probably involve a legal issue fOr which.no Service position has

,' been adopted, e.g., a labdr union, hospital, Blue Cross-Blue Shield type organization,
etc."135-

Advance- concurrence by the Assistant Com missioner (Compliance) is required
before issuance by local district offices of any press release warning the general
public that potential patrons of a fund-raising event may not rely on misleading
solicitations or advertisements. Such a press release is xecommenpq whenever "the
solicitation or advertisements are a flagrant disregard of the law or regulations or
sponsors of 'fund-raising affairs have lefused to cooperate with the Service and
persist, in misleading qie public." Hpwiver, the Service's instruction to field offices
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on this subject is set forth only in 'the context of erroneous or misleading
statements -oncernsing the deductible portion of amounts paid fdr tickets (or other
privileges or benefitS) in connection With charitable fund-raising affairs.' 36.

Field Level

Under the .audit plans and the procedures prescribed by the National Office
Audit Division, the exempt organization specialists in each key district's Audit
Division designate the particular exempt orgaization returns to be selected for
audit, organize and wiacluct the audits, and hold district conferences with affected
exempt organizations in unagreed cases. We consider below the basis for selecting
returns to be audited, tht objectives and techniques of exempt organization audits,
review and protest procejdures, and the training of field personnel for exempt.
organization auditing.

Selection of return1,. While the Servic e's. specific criteria for selecti ng returns to
be audit-ea are not publicisyt7availabley--the -getwatcateriaamindicatedby-
Sery ice's Manual Cr Exempt Organizations Audit Pro.cedures. The manual
acknowledges that the audit program places "particular emphasis" on audits of
private foundations and only a "sampling" of other types of exempt organizations.
Nonfoundation returns selet_teij for audit are "those returns which indicate that the
organization may be engaged in activities not in furtherance of its exempt purposes
or in violation of defined restrictions and requirements.'" Exempt organizations
(other than foundations) whose returns do not on their fats raise questions. of
possible noncompliance, and abou't which no complaints have been'received by the
Service,'38k ire thus almost sure to remain unaudited.
0°, The selection procedure relies heavily on computer processing. Based on the
annual audit program suggested by the National Office udit Division, each of the
seven regions plans the number of audits and man-d o be applied in examining
returns to be selected from various categoriesof exempt 'organizations within the
region. Under procedures adopted in 1974, each key district then submits montlily
orders" to the Service's Philadelphia computer center for a number of returns
designated .by category according to nine optional selection criteria. The criteria
include type of return (unrelated business income, foundatiOn excise tax, etc.), asset
size, income size, type of ruling (individual or group), Code subsection for(
exemption qualification, activity (private school, museum, etc.), foundation
classification (private operating on nonoperating foundation, public charity',.
undetermined, etc.), and percentage of contributions spent un_solicitation expenses.
The computer center then assembles and ships to the key district the desired
number of returns meeting the specified criteria, together with appropriate audit
forms, 'Re-addressed Mailing labels, and so forth.139

As an additional source (and until 1974 the principal source) for selecting returns
for examination, the Exempt Organization Master File ,(EOMF) prints out for each
key district a quarterly Audit Classification Register (ACR) in two parts, one for
private foundations and on or -nonfoundations, listing all exempt organizations for
which an entry has been it sted in the EOMF showing a return' filed during the
preceding calendar quarter. Key district specialists designate ("classify") the returns
to be audited by marking the ACR accordingly and sending it to the computer
center in Philadelphia, which then ships back a package including each of the
designated returns. The' ACR contains data for each organization listed "that are
generally of prirriary interest to c4ssifiers" in designating returns to be audited,
including the latest year of return audited (if applicable), the year the audit result
was posted to the EOMF,.codes,for the. final result and "principal issues" in .such
previous audit, the found;tion classification,. and whether corrective action was
reported by the organization if° Form 4720 was filed (Return of Initial Excise
Taxes on Private Fouridations, Fou ation Managers, and Disqualified Persons). 140
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Audit objectives and techniques. The typical audit of a business enterprise
consists primarily of verifying financial statements. The audit of a 501(c)(3) return
is different since it requires substantive determinations (that is, that 5 given activity
qualifies 'as charitable) ps well as quantitative verification. The audit unction is thus
more sensitive than might first appear. The Service's manual for its employees
includes Tax Audit Guidelines issued in 1965 to revenue agents who regularly audit
exempt organizations."' Supplemented by audit technique guidelines on require-
ments of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which were developed for the Service's
training purposes but were made optional for on-the-job 'use as well,"2 the 1965
Tax Audit Guidelines remain officially the basic directive for audits of exempt
organizations.

The Tax Audit Guidelines specify techniques ernphasizing. (1) possible applica-
tion of ,section 501(e) (Communist organizations),"3 section 502 (feeder
organizations), section 503 (prohibited transactions), 144 section 504 (unreasonable
accumulation of income),145 and sections 511-514 (unrelated' business income), (2)
determination of whether the organization meets ' both the organizational and
operational tests for exemption qualification, (3) detecting inurement to private
benefit, (4) compliance with filing requirements for Form 990_and information
..returns and withholding tax statements, and (5) review of expenditures indicating_
legal expenses and propaganda or political activities. Additional steps are suggested

',thea business activity is found and in auditing hospitals, clinics, homes for
',he aged, and scientific or educational organizations. The extent of the examination

is to vary with the situation, with office or correspondence audits permitted when
appropriate. Every audit, however, must at a minimum verify conformance with the
terms and conditions specified in the exemption application and determination
letter, inquire into any wage and excise tax liability, and check compliance with
filing requirements for information returns and withholding tax statements.' 46

The Audit Technique Guidelines developed for training purposeS after enactment
of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 aremore tletalled-ithan- the 1965 Tax Audit
Guidelines but focus on the identical issues, alerting examining agents particularly to ,
"any possible areas in which income or corpuk is being directed toward' private .
interests as investments in closely held corporations, scholarship .and fellowship
grants, or financial transactions between the ` organiiation and' its founders,
substantial contributors, or persons related to them, etc.""7. The following
"objectives" are specified for 4e audit of 501(c)(3) organizations, in addition to
those emphasized byothe 1965.Tax /kWh Guidelines:

Tb evaluate the prprocedures followed by the organization in accounting for
funds disbursed to other organizations, to assure that these funds are
properly used by the recipient.

, 4-4

To determine whether all compensation, fees, allowances, and taxablo
benefits paid directly or indirectly by the organization are properly
reflected on the individual tax returns of the recipients.

To determine, whether the organization qualifies ash. s,
A/ate foundation

under the Tax Reform Act of 1969. This determinatio involves:

(Ooundation status under IRC 509(a). -.-

(b)Whether required notification has been made as to such status under
IRC .08.

(c)Possibility of disqualified persons as defined in IRC 4946.

(d)Applidability of taxes under IRC 4940 (net Investment Income).

.(e)Applicability of taxes under IRC 4942 (undistributed income); and IRC
4943 (excess business holdings).
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(f)Applicability of taxes under IRC 4941 (self-dealings); IRC 4944
(investment. which jeopardize charitable purposes); and IRC 4945
(ta,4-able expenditures).

(g)Charitable and split-interest trusts treated as private foundation under
IRC 4947.

(h)Applicability of taxes and special rules for foreign private foundations
under IRC 4948..

The emphasis on chapter 42 excise taxes'in pAvite foundation audits should be
read, however, together with the Service's 1972 directive on Private Foundation
Examination 'Reports and Procedures, which is a "companion document" to the
Audit Technique Guidelines. That directive specifies:

As eniisioned by the Congress, effective enforcement of the chapter 42
pro' isions is not measured by the amount of tax dollars assessed against. and
collected from private foundations. Indeed, IRC 507(g) provides for the entire
abatement of IRC 507(c) tax where it is shown the assets of an involuntarily
terminated private foundation will be used for charitable purposes.
Appropriate correction' and the preservation of assets for charity are the
ultimate goals set by Congress in enacting these provisions.'"

Formal audit plans for each large foundation on the NOCC list must be prepared
in advance by the key district specialist and his ,sueervisor,.occasionally"with advice
and assistance from the National Office. Such plans are to emphasize the oriantza
tion's activities, they are not to be limited to verification of financial staterhents.
Minute books and project files, for examples are to be reviewed for leads to
"questionable activities and problem areas not apparent on the re rns." As
indications of such problem areas, revenue agents are to be alert to "dubio s
financial transactions indicative of self dealing or activities presumably n
questionable statements or assertions on or with the return, ,appare ssive
accumulations, indications of the conduct of unrelated business, feeder' ities, or
control of non-exempt businesses where the exempt organization may be -a
tax-dodge; sUbversive connections, etc."149

Review and protest procedures. Before any audit is closed, the revenue agees
work is subject to review by a key district specialist reviewer. Howeverj in practice
the only audiets receiving such reviews are those involving proposed modificatio pr
revocation of exempt status, change in liability for chapter 42 excise,
private foundation audits, NOCC (large private foundation) cases,Iave'S cases,

/technical advice or assistance requests, and a sampling of all others...E
If a proposed change in the organization's tax liability results from the audit

(after pre-closing review by tthe National Office Audit Division in NOCc cases), the
organization is given a copy of the, revenue agent's examination report and advised
of its appeal rights. Protests in cases other than adverse determinations of status are
screened by the Chief bf the key district's Conference Staff only if chapter 42
excise taxes or adjustments to unrelated business income taxes are involved.ts

When taxes are unrelated business income or chapter 42 excise taxes are found
due, the affected foundations and iridividuel managers 'or self-dealers have the same
conference and appeal .rights as in

`regional
income' tax casesdistrict conference

and appellate conference at the regional level followed by 90-day notice of
deficiency and right of Tax Court appearor refund suit.'" There is no automatic
right of refdrral for technical advice to the National Office's Technical staff as there
is when exempt status is denied or proposed to be revoked or modified, although
the key districv'may request technical advice as in any other tax case if the
examining revenue agent or a key district reviewer believes it warranted.'56 (A few

u
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regional appellate divisiOn ,Cdnferets have reaaptli.started taking the Service's exempt
. organization training cour9es 4

ad
Tor suc,h;cases.) These procedures apply

to chapter 42 ei#cise* taxes ass against foundation managers and selfcle'alers,
whose liability 'for suck) taxes iS utletermiried in conjunction .with the private
fouruiation audit, even if the founption!s. own !liability f6r returns or tax is not
affected; a copy of the examination report asserting tax against such individuals is
furnished -to the founclatien as well as,to the affected individuals upon completion
of district review.' to

No protest .right or technical review is.accorded when an audit. leads to a±No
Change AdvisOry Letter.," These are ussued.wffen the audit results in a finding that
the organization remains entitled for the present to its exempt 'status but that it has
engaged-in activities.Which, if continued or increased, may jeopardize its exempt
,status in the future. StriCe no change is made in the organization's tax liability or
status,, the organization does not receive a,copy Of the revenue agent's examination

r report on which such finding is based and is notaccorded an opportunity to protest
,1elther the-factull or flie legal premises for the cautionary advice.'

Except 'in cases where a "No Change Advisa4 'Letter" i the ultimate outcome
of a proOsed,cevacation or modification that has been taken to the National Office
for technical advice, the issuance of such a letter will hot have been reviewed by the
substantive exempt organization experts of the National Office's Technical 'Staff.

4" Consequently, the in terrorem effect of such a letter can discourage exempt
organizations from pursuing activities which, though perhIps controversial, may be

, entirely permissible by the more sophisticated standards of the National Office's
4. Technical staff; without any opportunity for testing the issue unless the affected

organization risks continuing the activity in reliance upon the,anticipated favorable
outcome of kfuture revocation proceeding. No specific data are available mil the
number and ribs of "Nothange Advisory Letters" issued, but the Service estimates
that about 100 to 150 such letters were issued during 1973.

Audit personnel and 'training. Field personnel assigned to exempt organization
matters 'are generally .revenue agents or tax auditors experienced in income tax
auditing, with the higher-grade, revenue agents performing the examination (audit)
function while the tax auditors are. assigned largely to processing exemption
applications.'" Training fop, exempt organization audits consists of a four-week
examinations course cavering,all types'of exempt organizations, with one .third of
the course lessons devoted to'501(c)(3) organizations.

'The course is conducted by senior exempt organization field specialists, with
materials on 501.(c)(3)vprganizations based on (1) extracts from Revenue Ruling
issued 'during the period 1956-1970 and from judicial decisions of the period
1945-1969; (2) references to Treasury Regulations under.section 50(c)(3) and to
the Exempt Organizations Handbook issued by the National Office's Technical staff;
and (3) the Audit Technique Guidelines discussed at pages 2601-02 above. These Audit
Technique Guidelines include 34 pages relating to 501(1)(3) organizations, focusing-
primarily on whether the 'organizational and Operational tests for exemption
qualification continue to be,met, with particular emphasis on private inurement and
legislative or political ,activities, and whether any taxes are due from the organiza-

, tion (unrelated businesS incoMe,.emple:yee withholding and chapter 42 excise taxes)
or from individuals (for example, "Determine whether any assets are being used
for personal pdrposes. This may. be incorrie to the user").

With regard to charitable fund-railsing activities, the Audit Technique Guidelines
'observe that, "Professional, fund-raisers` usually get a percentage of the gross
depending on their experience and ability," without advi9ing that this practice is
unanimously condemned and prohibited by the ethical standards of the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, the National Society of Fund Raisers, the
National Information Bureau, and the Council of Better Business Bureaus. 156

S. 4
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The examinations tIalning course also include' eight case problems, of'which two
concern 501 ('c)(3) grganstationsb4h based on data from hypothetical audits of
1970 returns. One involves an orgdizat'ion promoting open occupancy housing and

the other involves a hospital..,
Subjective opinions expressed inYormally both by Service personnel and by

experienced private attorneys'have tended to be critical of the qualifications and
training of the Service's exempt organization field staff. In a survey of 2,247 private
foundations conducted by the Council on Foundations in March 1974, 78 of the
484 respondents on the question reported that agents auditing them did not seem
knowledgeable in foundation law and practice.15 7 (The very recent introduction of
tax-law specialists intq the flak staft.under the new Assistant Commissioner for
Employee Plans and Txempt Organizations, should produce improvement; see pages

2623 and 2630 below.)-

Incidence and Results pf Exempt Organization Audits

Incidence

Since 1969 the Service has audited more than three times as many private

foundations as 'public charities, and, twice asmany 501(c)(3) organizations as all

other categories of exempt organizations combined. Indeed, -this emphasis so
increased over the period 1969-1973 that, in FY 1973, private foundation audits
accounted for 88 percent of all 501(c)(3) audits and for 79 percent of all exempt

organization audits. (To place his emphasis in perspective, private foundations
constituted less than 12 percent of all active 501(c).(3) organizations inFY 1973

and less than 4 percent of all exempt organizations known to the Service; thi.A,
about two thirds of the private foundations and about 2.9 percent of all exempt
organizations were audited in FY 1973.) The following data were supplied by the

SCR/

'4k
I. 01 '1)

F1 199

UrgailllatlOn Milts Completed

Fl 1470 WI 1971 Fl 1972 FY 1973

-5

rut,t1
FY 69-'11

Prvate
foundation? 96 2, ;,20 3,3113 7, 004Ik 14,0 , 711,391

Other -on (e03)
org3miation,
(publle

traies) '1,11, 1,721 1 4,007 3,116 2, 016 11,011

Su btot,0,1. 4,01i 4, -,71 --,, lo 10,920 17, 004 11, s02

Other. exempt
organizations

"Total

4, 101

":41.h

3,901

h, ;4.1

3,003

o, 993

7,379

16,299

1,97f

.16,000

9,131

61,333

,1 F. igurejor FY 1970 1, tears (returns) rather than cases (eptItres)

During FY 1974 *the. tervice budgeted, for private foundation audits, 63.9
percent of the total man-hours to be devoted to the exempt organizktion examina-
tion program.'" Apparently, however, with the fulfillmEnt in December 1974 of
the Service's 1969 commitment to Congress to audit alf foundations within kfive

I 1 0 4
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years, greater attention to other exempt organizations may gow be expected. At
least for the near term thii is'reflecte4 in the Service's selection of exempt organiza-
tions to be included in.the Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TCMP), in
which the Service analyzes data from special and unusually' thorough audits
conducted on a scientifically selected' sample basis to evaluate taxpayer compliance
`characteristics.. a

Although Jong utilized by the Service in the income tax area, the TCMP program
has not previously, been applied to exempt organization returns. It is now beirig
applied to 11,500 of the exempt organization returns filed during the 18-month
period that commenced August 1974. These include returns of 3,500 private
foundations (other than those on the NOCC list), 3,50P public charities and 3,500
organizations exempt under section 501(c)(4)each 'elected to jrovide stratified
samples based on asset and, income_ range. The Service expects data from the
TCMP-Exempt Organization, prograM to identify tax administration gaps in
formulating the Service's long-term enforcement policies and to lead to improved
selection of returns for audit, identify alternative methods of operatiT, and achieve
greater operating economies:Is 9

Results

The results of the exempt organization audit program cannot be measured in
statistical terms alone. The fact that there is a program is,-itself a powerful incentive
for exempt'organizations to keep their houses in order. Byt since the audit prograin
is intended to disclose whether exempt status has been maintained and whether
taxes -are due, it can be assessed preliminarily, at least, in terms of exemption
revocations and tax collections. If the available information on 501(c)(3) anal other
final revocations (see .page 2602 above) are related to the comparable data shovin
above on completed audits, the results are as follows:

4...kt-

All 501(c)(3)
organizations

All other ex-
empt organi-
zations 5,379 256 1,976 233 7,355 489

Not all revocations become final in the same fiscal year in which the audit is
completed, but the totals for 1972 and 1973 suggest that revocation of exempt
status results from less than 1 percent of 501(c)(3) organization audits and from
about 6 percent of audits of other exempt organizations.

Data furnished by the Service shows that about $7 million of net tax deficiencies
Were assessed in the returns of public-charities, and about $1.2 million in those of
private foundations, for the, year 1970 through 1972. Net tax deficiencies for
private foundations and public charities for the years 1970 through 1973 are as
follows:'. '

FY 1972
Total

FY 1973 - FY 72-73

Audits Final Audits Final Audits Final
Corn- Revoca- Corn- Revoca- Corn- Revoca-

pleted none pleted dons pleted tions

10,920 78 17,004 117 27,924 '195

q
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4

-4

No. Audits
Completed

FY 1970
Private foundations 2,830
Other 501(c)(3)

Net Tax
Deficiencies Assessed
No. Amount

56 $ 455,149

Organizations 1,724 47 1,225, 3

FY 1971
_Private.fotuxiations 3,003
Other 501(c)(3)
Organizations 2,007

"'FY 1972
'Private fop 7,804
Other 501(033
Organizations 3,116

/W#'

Private faUndatlabs.4 14,958 .
Other 501(c)(3)
Organjzations 2,04

a. Wesare adyisedlu the Service that this figtre,includes a limited number of
tag* unusual cages of a nonrecurring natua, including a 'multiplier effect

-.%of,first. level, second level,and penalty taxes, and that the figure is there-
. foredistort anon to the figures for prior yeii. Published reports
indicate that one cas alone involved Jeopardy assessment of such penalties
multiplied to $2.6 mi ion. Note also that these figures represent
assessments, not col mils.

'124

89 , ,45,5,151

403,150

'139 3519,377

e
181 3,309,399 s

635 9,506,359a

, 336 '1,771,966

It seems clear that the' concentration of audits on private foundations has not led
to substantial penalt4, tax collections under' the chaptei 42 provisiohs. Only
7419,000 of such, penalty taxes have been collected through Jurie 30, 1974,

although more than 26,000 private foundation audits were completed during FY
1971-1,973:

Private Fohndatton Penalty Tax Collect;onsa

- (in thousands

FY 1971

of dollars)

FY 1972 FY 1973

Sec. I941 Self-dealing $ 8 ? ,1 45 $ 78

Sec. 4942 Failure to
distribute' income 94

Set 943 Excess;
business
holdings 271 51. 13/

Sec. 4944 Investments
Jeopardizing
charitable
purposes

,
, 16

Sec. 4945 Taxable ex-
peAtIlturesi, 7 , 11.

.1

Total $36 $103 _ $202

'

FY 1974' Total

$229 $360

160 254

3 94.
4

8 24

8 17,
..........

$408 $749
0

a. These figures dAnot take account of aftsessm4nts not collected, including the
I

1973 assessment digcussed4mthe note to the premkng table. For the
reasons explained in that note, Ne do not believe that the 1973 assessment
will affect the trend of the figures discussed above. 1974 data are from
News Release IR-1453, December 9, 1974, all other data from Annual Re -
porteol the Commissioner throtigh FY 1973.

4 1.06
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Tht foregoing data i?ate plainly that by the Service's traditional audit criteria,
the concentrated focus on auditing private foundations has not been rewarding.
However, the Service itself recognizes that traditional cost-benefit measurements are
illappropriate-for exempt organization matters. Official policy in this respect was
stated as. follows in a 1972 Treasury Department memorandum that was formally
endorsed by the Commissioner and incorporated generally.in instructions to the
Service'sfield staff:16° .

These private foundation provisions must be interpreted and administered
in light of their special purpose and theft individual structure as a group i^ the
Code. Their purpose is not to raise revenue; they are designed to act as a
guardian to, insure that foundation assets will be put to charitable uses. In
interpreting and administering these .provisions, a strict adversary position
should not ,automatically be taken. They call for an extraordinary degree of
care and judgment i their application. We should not assume that private
foundations are Sublet' to a presumption ct impropriety in their dealings or
that it is the role of the Treasury Departinerrt to discourage their existence.

Sanctions should .be imposed .dniy where appropriate, and every effort
should be made to carry Out the Congressional intent to benefit, rather than
impede, charity. Each factual situatibfi must be examined on its own merits
.and a threshold detision made whether it violates the basic,intent and spirit of

Vthe provisions. it does not, then the purportedly charitable activity should
be allowed to continue, and we should not-attempt to prosciibe such activity
by creating formalistic, unworkable, orunrpasonable rules, through strained
interpretations of the Code prov.isions.1 6 I

Apart from revenCi considerations, and,whether or not justified 6y the Service's
1969 commitment to Congress, the concentration of the Services exempt organiza-

.ticin audit program on private foundations has been accompanied by a concomitant
neglect of public.charities. We discuss at.pages 264447 ancr2661-621 below some of
the byproducts of this relative neglect of public charities. e

Independence and Objectivity

The programs of philanthropic organizations are diverse; they reflect priorities
that range, across a wide economic and political spectrum. It is the very diversity
assured by private decision making that constitutes the publics protection against
use of philanthropic fundS to imbalance the social dialogue. The maintenance of this
diversity gives a constitutional dimension to the determination o?591(c)(3). status,'
which for practical purposes is a license to operate:

Thetax jaws relating to charities are unique in 'their impact on First
Amendment activity. In practice,_ exercise of .the right of association to
advance commop interests freqbently depends on qualification of the

"association for, section 501(0(3) exemption. -Moreover, speech and speech-
Mated activities are a primary means and 'often the only meanswhereby the
"religious," "charitable," and "educational" purposes specified in the statute
car( be advanced. The Revenue Service, whose task it is in the first instance to
interpret_ and apply the statutory classifications, is continually charged with
the delicate task of determining whether particular forms of First Amendment
activities qualify for the statutory'beriefits.162-

It IS' therefore essential that government 'oversight of philanthropy be 'non-
-partisan, objective, and non-ideological. We turn now to an examination of the. ,
Intertial. Revenue Service's record in this respect .and some factors that appear
pertinent in shaping that record.

107
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The Service's Recor4-
_ ......

The 1952 reorganization of the Service was prompted 'largely by the scandals of
the Truman administration.' 63 One result of the scandals was A hypersensitivity to
''Political- in uence among the employees who survived the SeNice's thorough house-
cleans

i 4 --
.

_P 'de, i nonpartisan professionalism,,elihanced by placing all Service positions
er G1,411, service except for theSommissioner himself,' 65 thus became an

organizational. tradition and an imponant part of the Service's institutional
character. "The -'IRS has .spent the last 22 years since its reorganization was
approved by Congress- trying to ensure a non political, pon-partisan, career service

approach to tax administration....
..166 This objectively professional approach was

formulated into a "Statement of Principles of Internal Revenue Tax Adininistra-

tio'n" which was formally issued as a Revenue Procedure in, 1964'67 and is

republished in each issue of the Internal Revenue Bulletin: . .
...

, .. : The function of the Internal Revenue Service is to Administer the InternAl
. Revenue Code. Tax policy for raising revenue is determined by.Congres

1. - , With-this in mind, it is the duty of the Service to carry out that policy by
correctly applying the laws enacted by.Congress, tb determineihe reasonable

. .
meaning Of various-Code -provisions in light of the Congressional purpose in
enacting them, and to perform this work in a fair and impartial manner, with
neither a government nor a taxpayer point of view.

. .

At the hear?- of administration is interpretation of- the Code. It is the
responsibility of each person in the Service, charged with the 'duty of inter-
preting the law, Co try to fincrthe true meaning of the statutory provision and
hot to adopt a strained construction in the belief that he is "protecting the
revenue." The revenue is properly protected only when we ascertain and apply

) the true meaning of the statute.
i

1 The Service also has the responsibility of applying and administering the law
in a reasonable, practical manner. Issues should only be raised by examining

-- Offrcers.when they have merit, never arbitrarily or for trading purposes. At the

`$r
- same time, the examining. office( should never hesitate to raise a meritorious

. issue. It is Also important that care be exercised not to raise an issue or to ask
.

- a court to adopt a position inconsistent with.an established Service position.
f

.
.

), ,,,t,.JA,.,,.A.clrhinistiation stould be both reasonable and vigorous. It should be
_., copducted with as little delay as 'possible and with great courtesy and--.......

considerateness, It should never try' to overreach, and should be reasonable i

'%.._
within the bounds of law and sound adeninistratiorr It should, however, be 1

-/ _ vigorous In requiring compliance with law and it should, be ielentless in its
attack on. unreal t. ax devices\and fraud. ---

- In judging how well the Service adheres to these principles, we look first to its
record prior .to 1969 ir) applying the restrictions of section 501(0(3) concerning
legislative and political activities of exempt organizations, and then to the results of-
recent congressional investigations into attempted misuse of the Service for political
and ideological purposes since that time,

Political activities cases, prior to 1969. Any organization is disqualified for
501 Cc)(3) status if a "substantial part of its 'activities consists of "propaganda, or
otherwise attempting,. to influence legislation," or if it participates in an election
"on behalf of any candidate."' 68 Regardless of the merits of these, restrictions
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(which are considered by another study undertaken for this Commission),169_,,and
of the similar restrictions imposed on private foundations by the Tax Reform Act
of 1969 without regard to whether the proscribed activity is substantial,'" h is
apparent ttiat-the statutory language is susceptible of wide latitude in interpreta-
tion.'" Since 1934 when this langtrage first became part of the Internal Revenue,
Code, the Service's administration of these provisions seems to have fluctuated --in
some periods more strict, in others more relaxed. But whether right or wrong on
the legal issues involved (such as whether an organization may, be disqualified
merely for having objectives whose ultimate-achievement would require legisla-
6°0,172 the Service's handling of such cases does not appear to have reflected any
particular partisan or ideological bias, with relatively few exception's)."

A principal exception seems to have been the Service's treatment of "subversive"
organizations during' the height of the. Cold War. On February 4, '1.948, the
Commissioner announced: "The tax laws do not contemplate and it has never been
our policytto grant tax, exemption or other tax privileges to subversive,organiza-
tions." A year earlier the Service had begun summary revocations of exempt
organizations on the Attorney General's List. During 1947 and 1948 alone, 35 such
revocation rulings were issued. Some of the affected organizations had been
recognized as exempt for over 15 years; one had received a favorable ruling only 6
months before its revocition) 74 At no time was the teriir"subversive" defined by
any Revenue Ruling, Revenue Procedure, or Treasury Regulation.'" Instead the
Service relied upon its unilat:Sral determination that a "subversive", (undefined),
'Organization coulf`not be "educational."' 76 . -r

In'1955. the Service revoked the exemption of the Institute of Pacific Relations
on the ground that it was engaged in disseminating partisan 'propaganda. When
subsequently challenged in court, the Service's onty,supporting evidence was
,report and hearings of the Senate Internal`Security Subcommittee; whiff' had been
transmitted, to the Service by, Senator' McCarran with the request that the Service
reconsider the institute's exempt status. The federal court found that the institute
had neither disseminated propaganda nor attempted to_influence any governmental
policies or' actions, and that the revocation was unjustified.' 7'7 i

The Service's' performance in these Cold War "subversive" cases seems to have
reflected the political climate of the period. Under the circumstances of the time,
however, the Service was not less objective than other federal agencies, state and.,,

local governinenti, many private institutions, and much of the public at large. The
SerVice's posture on political ideologies at the close of that period may ha4 been
best described by Elias Clark in 1960: ,

The factors which have shaped the political activities.restrictPon come into
focus when the problem is viewed from the perspective of the Treasury. To
the collector of the taxes and the guardian of the tax law, political theorizing..,
is irrelevant. It is concerned on two counts with tax support of controversial
issues. First, it does not want the unenviable task of selecting those political
purposes which are compatible with charitable principles and rejecting those

.which are not. Within the last decade tWo congressional committees [the
Reece Committee and thek..Cox Committee] have ljemonstrated particular.. ,

interest in the political outlocik of tax-free charities. Understandably, there is
no desire to provoke the sleeping lion once again. Secondly, the Treasury
must replace those tam losies resulting from deductions out of other taxes

.without destroying public confidence in the system. It is obviously difficult.to
justify-a-tax subsidy for a political purpose with which a considerable segment
of, 'Iation is out of 'sympathy.'"

areindications that during the 1960s the Service occasionally cut corners
hest of the White House-179 The Service was reportedly asked by the

use in 1961 to investigate car:right hate groups that were tax exempt.18°

,.4
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It may not be coincidence that in April 1962 the Service commenced an audit of
Christian Echoes National Ministry, Inc., a 501(c)(3) organization headed by the
Rev. Dr, Billy James Hargis, which had.attacked President Kennedy and endorsed
conservative candidates in 1961. Although the resulting revocation was eventually
upheld K the court of appeals,181 a federal district court first found that the
Service's decision to revoke was ,made by the National Office before sufficient
evidence had been accumulated, withfiut. formal legal advice from the Chief
Counsel's office, and was arbitrary, discriminatory, and a denial of due process.182
In reversing the district court, the court of appeals on this point held only that
Christian Ecty Les had not "shown any prejudice by [the Service'sj,deviation from
normal, procedures" and that theService's failure to proceed against other similar
organizations did not amount to a denial of due process.' 83

1969 to. present. Three recent congressional investigations into attempted misuse
of the,SeFvice for political and ideological purposes provide a basis for judging how
well the Service has maintained nonpartisan professionalism since 1969.

In 197 the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
investigated charges that-the White Haase had used the Service's audit Procedures
for partisan political purposes during the period 1969-1972. The charges related to
treatment of exempt organizations as well as individual taxpayers, but thus far the
committee staff has reported only on its investigation into the alleged harassment of
individuals.. That report, issued December 20, 1973, after examination of the
Service's files on over 700 individuals whose names appeared on variods_White
House lists of political opponents, found no evidence that the Service screened any
.returns as a result of White House pressure, no,evidence that audits of people on
those lists were on the average colucted more harshly than normal, and no
evidence that particular individuals were treated in a different manner from
taxpayers generally.'"

The alleged harassment of exempt organizations related to a Special Service Staff
(SSS) established in 1969 as a result of inquiries made of the Service by the
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of, the Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations. The Joint.Committee ,staff found that the function of the SSS
was to "gather informatiOn on the finances and activities of extremist organizations'
... and make this information, along with recommendations on what to do with it,
available to the appropriate division of the IRS .....The.SSS did not engage
in Its recommendations were rather that a certain tat return should be examined
by the Audit Division." By June 1972 the SSS had information files obi 2,500
organizations! 85

Whip the Joint Committee staff has not yet, reported on its investigation of the
SSS,"° information op this subject from other congressional inquiries indicates
that the Service did not produce the partisan results apparently sought by the White
He se. Documents made public by the ImpeachMent Inquiry of the House Judiciary
Committee and by the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights include an
internal White House memo dated September 21, 1970, translnitting a report on *le
activities of the "Special Service Group" and observing: "Nearly 18 months ago, the
President indicated a desire for IRS to move against leftist organizations taking
advantage of tax shelters. I have been pressing IRS since that time to no avail."187
The accompanying status report from Commissioner Thrower showed that of the
1,025 organizations on which the'SSS had then collected information, 26 had been
referred to the field for audits, and 8 applications for exempt status_ had been
denied. The Commissioner's report emphasized that "only informatiop' relating to
tax -status" was recorded and disseehinated to field* offices and that the "sole
objPctive" of the 555 was "to provide a, greater degree of assurance of maximum
compliance. with the Internal Revenue laWs by those invoried'in extremist activities
and those providing finagf* support to these activities!' He notpd that in the view

4.*
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of Service officials the SSS's actilvity and field enforcement "is necessary to avoid,
allegatidn that extremist organi2ations ignore taxing statutes with immunity:Vs

More than a year later, a White House memorandum prepared for dse at a
meeting with the Secretary,of the Treasury concerning White House efforts to
"make IRS politically respvisive" stated. "We have been unable to crack down on

\,,the multitude of tax exempt fo ations that feed left wing political causes," and
" at "(plractically every effort t oceed in sensitive areas is Met with resistance,,

lay and the threat of derogato exposure.'.' The administration's successive
ap intees as Commissioner were spectively described in the memorandum as
"act ly fighting both Treasury and the Whitt House" and "oversensitive in his 1
conce that IRS might be labeled 'political' if he moves in. sensitive areas (e.g., r
audits, x exemptions).0" Other documents made public by the Impeachment
Inquiry i flicate that Commissioners Thrower and Walter' responded to such White
House preksures by threatening to resign and expres--iing 'concern' to the Attorney
General.' 99 t , ..

The December 1974 staff report of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights amplifies considerably the Impeachment Inquiry's evidence concerning the
Special Service, Staff. s' With regard. to exempt organizations, the SSS was to
recomtnend th tdcal district Audit Divisions an audit if inforMation collected by the
SSS (largely from other federal agerkcies, newspapers and militant publicatickis)
indicated that the organization was bngaged in activities inconsistent with its
tax-exempt statvi.'s2 Prior to 1972, district-level Service employees -"tended not to
take Special Seice Staff referrals seriously," treating them as "courtesyinvestiga-

, tions.."193 In e y 1972 the Service shifted the primanc interest of the SSS away
from "dissident,, ctivist and extremist" groups generally to refoci. Ipecifically upon
groups and indi iduals "actively urging noncompliance with the tax laws";194
thereafter SSS re errals to the field were treated more seriously.' "

During the t ,Oe years ended June 30, 1972, only 182, individual or organiza-
tional cases out of the then 9,800 SSS files had been referred to the field, oT which
79 were still ,finding. The nuri\ber of exempt Organizations among the 103
completed cases s not identified, but the consequences in those 103'cases included
one exempt status revocation and 124 delinquent tax returns secured. By a year ,
later, just before the SSS was disbanded by Commissioner Alexander, the total field
referrals by tie SSS since its 1969 inception amounted to 554, of which 320 Were
"identified tilc resisters," and the consequences included three exempt status/ revocations and 203 delinquent returns secured.'" :.

The other, principal function of the SSS affecting wibmpt organi2ation was to
review cases referred to it by the Exempt Organizations Branch (Technical) in which
a ruling or technical advice was pending involving "ideological, militant, subversive,
or ,radical dements." In such cases the SSS was to furnish the Branch with any
available ,jriformation from SSS file's, to 4minimize the possibility of issuing°
erroneoust advice or rulings due to lack of inforniation." As of June 30, 1973, the
SSS had a total of 146 such cases
.unfavot c rulings, 32 received favorable rulings, the SSS he

Branch; 29 received
had no interest in 59,

terred by di

and 26 were stilt pending. The Constitutional Rights Subcommittee Staff was unable
to ascertain whether and how often SSS review actually prevented the issuance of a
favorable exemption ruling but noted that the delay .occasioned by the'SSS review
"Could stifle an organization before it really( got started."' 9 7

Commissioner Alexander disbanded the Special Service Staff in 1973, explaining
that he had found it to be unnecessary bin that the IRS ,..ill "continue to pay close
attention to tax rebels tax resistance organizations and those individuals who
publicly advocate noncompliance with the tax laws but political or social views,

' -`extremiSe or otherwise, are irrelevant to taxation."' 9 8
I .

e
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Relevant Organizational Factors
.. ?

The foregoing review indicates that the Service has not been totally immune to
improper political or partisan influences199 but that on the whole its resistance to
such influences even from the White House seems to be unusually strong.itPerfection cannot realistically be expected of any government agen in the face of
powerful congressional or White House pressures. However, apart the aberra-
tions of the early Cold War era which affected the Service equally with the rest of
the nation, the instances in which the Service may fairly be regarded as having
succumbed to partisan or ideological bias appear to be few. Moreover, the Service's
pride in the public evidence from the Watergate-related investigations that successive
Commissioners adhered to the tradition of nonpartisan objectivity despite strong
contrar..y_ptessures, can only have reinforced the institutional strength of that
tradjiton. One cntkal observer of the Service's performance commented that in
resisting White House moves to tighten control, "no agency gave the palace guard a
harder time than the I.R.S.," and conclilded. "Except for a few singular and
spectacular breaches, the campaign to politicize the I.R.S. foundered on pridcipled

` commissioners and a stubbornly independent bureaucracy = to. be sure, a

.13"ureaucracy capable of its own excesses, but one that served, basically for reasons
of its own self-interest, as a sort of latter-day check and balance the Founding
Fathers didn't think of.200

Certain organizational features of the Internal Revenue Service seem to
contribute to its relative unsusceptibility to paytisan influences. (Some of these

, features may, from another viewpoint, be seen as weaknesses.) ta.

First, the Service is a large bureaucracy preoccupied with collecting money rather
than with ideological concerns, and deliberately decentralized to minimize political
influence. The. dichotomy between administrative line authority in the field and
functional staff authority in Washington may not be analytically neat, but it
increases the.difficulty of making, political influence in Washington felt at the
operating leVel in the field. 'The fact that all of the Service's field personnel
(including District Dire.ctors) and virtually all of its National Office personnel are
career civil servants also militates against effective partiSan influence.

Second, the Service's complex internal procedures and numerous levels of review
provide checks and balances that impede partisan intervention in any. particular case.
As the Commissioner recently observed, ".... our procedures, which involve
frequent reviews and a diffusion of managerial authority-, almost defy abuse."2"
(Unfortunately, they also leql frequently to substantial delay.) ,

The same point was stated in less bureaucratic terms by a ijournalist who recently
examined the Service's response to improper political pressure: "Given its size and
cumbersome procedures, IRS is not necessarily teivanized by an event like a

telephone call from the White House."2°2 One lawyer with a laj-ge IRS practice was
quoted by that journalist as remarking. "Lots of us have complained over the years
about how glacially IRS moves, and the number of people and the absurdity of jts
proyedures requiring .so many tiers of approval, for example. Well, I still think
IRS .is cumbersome. )tat had it been any other way, the Nixon people well might
have succeeded. That ,the virtue,t9ta bureaucracy."

Third, while difficult to measulle, the vocational backgrounds and training of
Service. personnel probably reinforce to some extent the Service's official
indifference tojideological questions.

Two additional fac ors, arising out of the fact that exempt organization matters
comprise only a min r part of the Service's responsibilities, seem pertinent as well.
Since the Services wideleived as -a cumbersome but non- ideological --
bureaucracy, not much attention is given by the general public to specific detisions)
in the exempt organization area,203 e3/en though such decisions often are politically
sensitive. This might not be the case if exempt organization matters were regulated
in a more prominent or isolated fashion. , ,-

112
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Furthermore, the one Service official who is, polticially appointed' the
Commissioner = is not likely to be chosen for reasons Which give much weight to
his ideological views on exempt organizations.

Coordination ivith State Authorities ii
Code section 6104(c), adopted in 1969, requires the Service`to:

(A) notify the appropriate State officer of a refusal to recognize such
organization as an organization described *in section 5014)(3); or of the
operation of such organization in a manner which does not meet, or no longer
meets, the requirements of its exemption, .

(B) notify the appropriate .State 'officer of the mailing of a 'notice of
deficiency of tax imposed under section 507 or chapter 42, and

,;-

(C) at the request_ of such appropriate State officer, make available for
inspection and copying, such retugns, filed statements, records, reports, and
other information, relating to a determination under subparagraph .(A) or (3)
as are relevant to any determination under State law.

(2) APPROPRIATE STATE OFFICER, For purposes this subsection, the
term "appropriate State officer" means the State att ey general, State tax
officer, or any State official charged with overseeing anizations of the type
`described in section 501(c)(3).

The Service has read section 6104(c) narrowly, insisting that only after 'a -
final Service determination denying or revoking 501(c)(3),, status, after' all
administrative reviews have been -completed, is the state entitled to nolice under
61.04(o)(1)(A).204 Similarly, in chapter 42 excise tax cases or section 507 termina-
tion tax cases, notice to State Attorneys General is given only upon issuance of a-
90-day fetter (if the tax is disputed) or upon acceptance by the key district review'
staff of a signed waiver of restrictions on assessment, and collection (if the tax is,
agreed to) Since it can take years for an audi,t and review, by the Service to
reach these stages of finality, some state officialtharm complained that the Service's
failure to share, information sooner requires expensive duplication of effort, and
further that the Service"has provided only limited information in response to state,
requests even after such final determination.2°6 As of April 4, 1973, the Service.
had sent a total of 3,069 notices to state officials under section 6104(42°1

E ently as a result of complaints by state officials, the Service modified its
uctions in 1973 to field examination personilel to allow early notification to

state, authorities "in special situations where notice to State officers in advance of
an issuance of a final determination seems appropriate," provided approval by the
National Office Audit Division is first obtained. However, since the new instruction
is' explained as reflecting "the regulatory nature of the provisions of Chapter 42," it
would appear applicable only in private foundation cases.2°,8

In addition to section 6104(c), Congress adopted three other measures in 1919
to improlk coordination between the Service and state authorities, all relating to
private foundations. .

-o,
.4

.First, section 508(e) denies exempt status to private foundations whose charters
not include provisions prohibiting the organization from' carrying on activities

would subject it to penalty taxes undef SeCtions 4941-4945. This provision,
in e ct giving the states parallel enforcement rights to compel observance of such
charter restrictions, was requested by the National Association of Attorneys
General. . '
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Second, section 6056(d)(3) requires that state officials be furnished copies'Of the
annual, reports of private foundations.

Third, sedion 507(g) provides for abatement of the private fOundation termina-
tion tax if state, officials, after notice that the'Service has issued a deficiency notice

tfor the tax, ,initial corrective action uncle; `te law And thereafter certify to the
Commissioner that such action has resulte n preservation of the foundaticin's
assets for chaiitable purposes. (The private foundation tdrvnination tax, equal to the
aggregate tax hehefits of exempt status or the foundatioh:s total net asset value, is
imposed by section 507 in cases of wilful, and repeated or flagrant violations of
chapter 42.) , .

Impro'ved coordination by the Sprvice with state authorities may require further
changes in the Service's administrative practices or amendment of section 6104(c).
It is, however, not clear that states are presently making the most use of the
information that is available. In 1973 the Service increased the number of section
6104(c) notices to state authorities to more than 7,800; only three states exercised
theiright to request inspection of the Service's material, in 118 cases.2°9

III

EFFECT ,OF THE NEW ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

)
The Internal Revenue Service is presently reorganizing in the exempt organization

area as a result of amendments to the Internal Revenue Code contained in the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of--1974, effective December 2, 1974.
The basic amendment is the establishment of 5 nAlt- Office of Employee Plans and
Exempt Organizations, headed by an Assistant Cominissioner,with responsibility for
exempt organization matters and for employee pension and profit-sharing plans. At
the National Office level, both the Exempt Organizations Branch (Technical) and

,the Exempt Organization Examination Branch (Audit) described 'in Chapter II above
have just recently been transferred to the new Assistant Commissioner's office;
other changes are now being made at the district and regional levels.

This reorganization gives the Service a special opportunity to improve the
iirocedures.for dealing with charitable organizations, to reduce delays in processing,
to upgrade the caliber of the personnel in this area, and generally to remedy
existing problems. We review here the organizational changes in prospect and, to the
extent possible at this early stage, the potential effect of such changes on how the
Service deals with exempt organizations.

A The Statutory Changes

c, The 1974 amendments, although relating primarily to pensiofi and profit-sharing
plans, include exempt organizations in a statutory reorganization of the Service's
administration of tax exempt matters, Under new Code section 7802(b):

,:There is established within the. Internal Revenue Service an office to be
known as the "Office a Erree Plan; and Exempt Organizations" to be
under the supervision and dir ion of an Assistant Commissioner, of Internal
Revenue. As head of the Office, the Assistant Commissioner shall be
responsible for carrying out such functions as the Secretary [of thevTreasury]
or his delegate [the Commissioner) may prescribe with respect to organiza-
tions exempt from tax under section 5010) and with respect to [pension and
profit-sharing plans] 210

11 4
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r In addition to sits statutory establishment, the Office of Employee Plans and
EXempt Organizations, unlike any other part of the Service, has its own
appropriations authorization, established permanently at a level equal to the
revenues from° the private foundation investment income tax Code section 4940) if
the rate of such tax wail' 2 percent plus an amount equal to that 2 percent figure or
$30 million, whichever is larger211 The Service currently budgets.'about .4;20
million for exempt organizations and $40 million for employee plans. AA, recent
le 5,,,z,of section 4940 collections, the new formula will authorize approxjry the

amount of money, although presumably the Service is to have at I st some
increased responsibilities. In any case, .the authorization limit hasdpractical
significance only if the executive branch seeks actual appropriation of the full
amount so authorized. At the present time, there are indications that projected
funding for the new office is being routinely included in the executive branch's
total budget request for the Service, without regard to the separate authorization,
and that the funding so projected is below the authorized level.

The authorization formula is unlikely to produce sufficient funds for the new
office. More serious, the formula is, we believe, conceptually deficient. The section
4940 tax on private foundations was intended to defray the cost of enforcing
chapter 42 and auditing private foundations; there was thus a nexus between the
tax and the activities it was supposed to finance?' 2 As a partial measuring rod of
the cost of dealing with all exempt organizations and employee plans, however, the

' tax makes no sense. Moreover, revenues raised by the section 4940 tax may be
affected by general economic factors bearing no relatio'nship to the appropriate level
of funding for the new office.2'3 It seems to us p'referable, in lieu of the section
4940 tax, to impose a modest fee on employee Mans and on a larger portion of the
501(0(3) universe to provide adequate funding for the new office, equitably borne
by the majority of organizations subject to it.

The legislative history, to which the Service can be expected to pay close
attention in implementing these provisions, amplifies the purpose and the intended
authority of the new Assistant Commissioner's office. Both the Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee stated:

Concern has been expressed in the case of the administration of ,employee
benefit plans (and also tax exempt organizations) as to whether the Internal
Revenue Service with its primary concern with the collection of revenues is
giving sufficient consideration to the 'purposes for which these organizations
are exempt. Many believe that the-present organization of the Service causes it
to subordinate concern for the protection of the interests of the plan
participants (or the educational, charitable, etc., purposes for which the
exemptions are provided) . . .

...it must be recognized that the natural tendency is for the Service to
:emphasize those areas that produce revenue rather than those areas primarily

,concerned with maintaining the integrity and carrying out the purposes of
exemption provisions. Similav concern has been expressed in the past over the
'Service's administration of the provisions of the tax law relating to exempt
organi2ations.

The committee believes that in the employee benefit plan and tax exempt
organization area it should be easier to emphasize the basic objectives involved
if the activities relating to these plans and exempt orgaftiritions were more
closely coordinated, if the activities in theseareas relating to auditing, rulings,
etc. whether In the field or in the national Office are brought together and if
the top direction for these activities also has specialized In them. For the
reasvtlined, the bill establishes a separate office in the Internal Revenue
Sery eadee by an Assistant Commissioner for Employee Plans and
Exempt Organizations to deal primarily with plans that are (or claim to be)

,
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qualified under section 4101 of the code and organizations that are (or clai
to be) exempt from income taxes under section 501(a) of the .code. This
includes pensicin, profit-sharing and stock bonus trusts and plans, religious,
educational, and charitable organizations and foundatiOns, as well as the
various other exempt organizations described in section 501(c) of the code.
Similar units are to be established in the various regional and !Ways and
Meens*Committee says "and /or "! district offices...

.
In connection with organizations exempt from tax (under sec,. 501(a) of the
code) it is intended that this office have the responsibilities as to an organiza-
tion's exempt qualification, the taxes on unrelated business income of an
organization exempt from tax, and the rules 'relating to the private foundation-
provisions of the Internal Revenue Cede.

To carry out the provisions of this. bill, it is intended that the principal
activities referred to above will be transferred from the vatious Assistant
Commissioners' offices to the new Office of the Assistant COmmissioner
(Employee Plans and Exempt,Organizations). With these transfers it is

intended that the Assistant Commissioner (Employee Plans and Exempt
Organizations), under_ the direction and supervision of the Secretary, or his
delegate, will have the authority to direct national and field office policy in
connection with the basic activities of the Service relating to employee plans
and exempt organizatiovs.2 t 4

The statutory amendment thus creates for the first time ahigh official within the
Service whose principal function is not tax collection. The new Assistant Commis-
sioner is clearly charged with carrying out the congressionally enacted public policy
with regard to the management of what are basically trust funds, of both employee
benefit and charitable varieties. The bifurcation of exempt organizati administra-
tion between the Assistant Commissioners for Compliance and for Tech al matters
is to be eliminated; all these activities are to be under 'the new Assista t Commis-
sioner who will have authority to direct bdth "national and field off e policy in
connection with the basic activities of the Service relating to ...ex pt organiza-
tions." Although he will be a career officer subject tope directlorr nd supervision
of the Cummissioner, this new official is to hold the only assistant co missionershiR
expressly created by statute and head the only Service office h ving its own
statutory budget authOfization.

Effect on theOrg,anizational Structure
of Exempt Organization Administratio

The basic organizational changes resulting from the ew statutory provision
already seem fairly clear, although it is still too early to 'udge their effects. By
amendments to the Internal Revenue Manual issued Febru ry 19p i 975,2 s the

Commissioner implemented structural changes planned by a rvice tasjc force that'
had been at work for several months after enactment of the w law first appeared
imminent. We summarize below the changes that are alread definite, others that
may also be under consideration, and their likely'implicatioh

,

National Level . . I!e P. l
The office headed by the ne)w Assistant Commissioner includes three divisions:

an Exempt Organizations Division, an Employee Plans Division, and an Actuarial
Division (the latter two concerned with pension and profit.sharing matters). The
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..0 tExempt Organizations iyisjon has a Technical Branch performing the functions
heretofore performed,b the Exempt Organizations Branch of the Miscellaneous and
,Special ProvisionsTax ivision under the Assistant Commissioner (Technical), an0
an Operations Branch performing the functions heretofore performed by the Exempt
Organization Examination Branch of the Audit Division under the Assistant Commis-'
sioner (Compliance). See the prganizational charts reprinted at pages 2624-25 below.
F.toth new Branches are'staffed largely by.erhployees transferred from 'the respective
predecessor branches, which have been moved virtually intact to the new Exempt
Organizations Division.'' 6

t
Thus all exempt organization status determinatiONs, rulings and technical advice,

and all compliance functions and prescription of uses to .be made of the Exempt
Organizatidh Master File, have now been brought together in a single Division under

'the.new Assistant Commissioner.

Compliance Functions. Combining compliance functions and EOMF supervision
under the office that is also responsible for technic I questions should help pp
strengthen the expertise of exempt organization audit p rsonnel and focus the audit
program on non-revenue objectives. Under the dire ion of a single Assistant
ComMisiioner,.the training programs of field personn and technical personnel can
be. be rdinated and improved. Greater concern for and sensitivity to 'the.

substantive objteti-tres of the audit program should also reserfriatn, combining
supetrvision of compliaice and technical functions in one divisioiyof the National
Office.

A significant step in these directions bas already been takefily the decision to
introduce tax-law specialists, previously assigned only to the National Offitb tinder
the Assistant.Commissioner (Technical), into the exempt :organization field stafr.(see
page 2630 below).

.4
Some 'consideration has been given to the odvisability of dividing the. new

Operations Branch, which will supervise field Aga' rnination activities, into separate
sections for audits of private foundations and audits of public charities and other
exempl organizations. This would depart somewhat from the Service's typicaP
structure in which organizational units are identified by administratiOe function
rather thcan iby program relationship, but the distinct and complex requirements and
excise taxes applicable to private, foundations seems to justify such separate
sections. The result should be improved .supervision of private foundation audit
Activities and greater attention to audit matters units t to public charities, SkiCtl as
fund-raising practices. Apparently no final decision has yet been made on whether
to adopt this structure.

,

R dings procedures. Authority to issue rulings and technical advice, and to
approve relief from retroaaNitf in revocation case$, has been transferred to the new

'Assistant Commissiober from, the Assistant Commissioner (Technical). with "resptot
to exempt organization and pension, matters. This may make it easier to adapt the
Service's advance rulings policy in exempt organization cases to the particular
Interests and needs of philanthropy, for example in ruling on proposed transactions
involving questions of fact '(see pages 2603-04 above), although major departures
from trfeService's overall rulings policy are unlikely.

It is not yet cleat whether the new Assistant Commissioner's ruling authority will
make it easier Or more difficult to resolve intra-Service differences over interpreta-
tion of exempt organization Code provisions that are interrelated with other
provisioris of the Code, such as'sections 4945 and 117 concerning scholarship and
fellowship.grants to individuals (see page 2603 above).. It was difficult to reconcile
differences of approach when the branches responsible for technical interpretation
"Of such related provisions were both under the Assistant Commissioner '(Technical)!
It may be even more difficult now that exempt organization rulings are under the
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new Assistant Commissioner while rulings of the Individuil Income Sax Bra
remain under the Assistant Commissioner (Technical).

In anticipation of the improved technical expertise likely to result from assign-
Ment of tax-law specialistslo key district and regional offices, the absokite right of
organizations to have unfavorable exemption determinatons reviewed by the
National Office is apparently now to be eliminated, Instead, the right of appeal
from denials, r .evocations and modifications of, 501(c)(3) status by key District Di-,
rectors will apparently be only to the'regional level, where decisions by the new
Assistant Regional Commissioners ( Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations) will
generally be final, with National Office review to be granted only on a discretionary
basis." ' This change has not yet been irnplemented, and the circumstances under
which National Office review will III ISe available have not yet been specified, but
pres,umably the criteria forigiscreanary review by the new Exempt Organizations
Technical Branch will be similar to those now governing if a taxpayer requests that a
district office refer a disputed issue to the National Office for technical adviCe, that is,
"that a lack of uniformity exists as to the disposition of the issueqr that the issue is so
urAual or complex as to warrant consideration by the National Office."2' 8

The Service undoubtedly expects this revised appellate procedure to reduce the
number of cases involving protracted delay, by reducing the National 'Office
.caseload and enabling appeals from district determinations to be heard at a regional
office located closer to the affected organization's 'own headquarters; each ofseyen
regional offices will have an appeal caseload Itmited to cases arising within its,own
region. With due allowance for -a breaking-in period for --the new regional- review
function, the Service's expectation of more rapid case dispositions may well be
borne out. In this respect much may depend on whether there is also substantial'
change in the present criteria for initially referring new exemption applications to
the National Office for a ruling rather than for processing by determination letter at

the district level (see pages 2592-93 above), under the new appeal prodedule this initial
decision- will essentaally establish the division between cases resolved by the National
Officeand those resolved, by the district and regional offices.219

Th new appeal procedure seems likely to create a risk of inconsistent results
among e seven regional tiffices.22° This problem, already familiar to practitioners
experienc in other areas of the tax laws, has not previously been severe in the
exempt or izatioris area blouse of the assurance of National Office review. The
elimination, that assurance places a high premium on the quality of regional
reviewers and care,ful, monitoring of regional decisions by the National Office.,

Chief Counse s office. The effect of the reorganization upoin the handling of
exempt organiza on matters by, the Chief Counsel's-office remains uncertain. r

Consideration is OA given to creating a new Assistant Director of Chief Counsel's
Interpretative (Xvi' on, for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations. If this occurs,
it will probably lecompanied by establishing formal branches for each of these
subject areas under him. Such a branch for exempt organization matters would
likely4jg- staffed by thesame docket attoNeys and reviewers who noW handle these
mattes in the, Interpretative Division.

Apart from ,arty reorganization of the Chief Counsel's office, the statutory
changes are likely to affect relationships with that office. The personal expertise of
any particular Assistant Commissioner (Technical) and of his immediate staff has
affected the referral of exenip organization questions to the Chief Counsel's office,
since the formal criteria for referrals are vague (see page 2599 above). Generally,
when, the incumbents of these top, technical positions have been less familiar with
exempt organization matters, the Chief Counsel's concurrence has been sought more
frequently. Since the new Assistant Commissioner and his Deputy can be expected
to halirsubstantial expertise in exempt organization matters, the volume of referrals
to the Chief Counsel's office may, diminish. In additi,on, in cases of disagreement

1 r -#
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between the, technical staff and the Chief Counses office, it-eater exeinpt
organization expertise alothe assistant cominissioner level ma% reduce the inclination
to-defer .to the Chief Counsel's position. The result in both these respects should-be
to accord greater Weight to judgrhents of the Technical Branch's professipnal staff,
which seems generally receptive to broad concepts of charitable purpose.

Planning, research, a?Id publications. At least for the present, The new Assistant
Commissioner's office will apparently not have its own Planning and Research, staff, A
but there remains a possibility that such .a staff capacity may be acquired in the
futureThe Assistant CommiSgioner (Planning and Research) is now responsibly for
these functions for the Service as a whole.Under his supervision, the Planning and
Analysis' Division develops and administers system "for analyzing all Service
programs with the aim of optimizing the collection of internal revenue taxes;"
the Research Division conducts "advanced research into the Federal tax system to
develop new approaches to improve the Service's operatibris," furnishes "leadership

' and coordination for the program of Federal-Slate cooperation in the field of tax
administration," and participates in preparing "legislative proposals and regulation

.reVisions resulting from the research conducted;" the' Statistics Division prepares
statistics "to provide basic information for tax studies and legislation" and "for the
Federal benchmark statistical programs on income, wealth and finance."211

These analytical futictions are essential in' the exempt organization area. In view
of the differendes between the objectives, in this area and those of...revenue
collection, it seems desirable that the new Assistant .Commissioner's office have its
'own Planning and Research capacity.. This would be consistent with the
congressional' intent that the new office assume'coordinateci resOnsibility for the
Service's, functions with respect to the exemption area in lieu of.dther offices whose
"natural tendency is . ,i.to emphasize those ,areas that produce reveiiue," and that
the new Assistant COrrunissioner direct Serv4e policy "in connection with the basid
activities of the Seriice relating to.. ..`exempt organizations."222

it appears less likely that the new EXprnOt Organizations Division will acquir
own publications, data processing or tax talleetions capability). These fqnctions are
not inherently related to substantilve electives. It may be uneconomical to
duplicate existing capabilities. If the ServiCe's publications program in the exempt
.organization area is substantially expanded..(see discussion at pages 2661-64 below), it

-.may well become appropriate for the new Assistant Commissionerts office to have
its own Publications capacity.2 23

District and Regional Levels , ,. \--41

"The new structure of the Service's field organization in this.area consists basically
of the establishment, at both regional and "key district levels, of new Employee
Plans and Exempt Organizations (EPEO) offices with administrative line authority
running\ directly to the key District Directors and Regional jlommissioners, and of
the transfer to these new EPE9 offices of all pertinent 44ponsibilities that have
heretofore been administered through Audit personnel. Each of the seven regionst
now has an Assistant Regional ,Commissioner (EPEO); each of the key districts now
has an EPEO Division headed by a Division ,Chief. (See the new organizational
Charts, reprinted at pages 2628-29 below.), Functional sup8rvision of field offices in
exempt organization matters is now provided by the National Office's Exempt

"Organizations Division under the new Assistant Commissioner.

2,

The exempt organization responsibilities of the Assistant Regional Commissioner
(EPEO) are essentiallythe,sarne as those of the previous, Regional ExemptOrganiza,,
don-N.6gram Coordinators (see page 2592 above), but with increased administrative
authority and with the important additional responsibility of managing the appeals
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program for the region.224 Tax-law specialists are to be assigned to conduct
regional office conferences with the affected organizations in such appeals. Some of
the new regional (as well as keydistrict) taX law specialist positions are already-- -
being filled by transfer o4. experienced staff from the Exempt Organizations
Technical Branch in the Nauonal Office; others are to be, filled by new recruitment
(largely of law school graduates) and, in a few selected cases, by reclassification of
experienced key district specialist reviewers.

At the key district level, the new EPEO Divisions will typically have an
Examination Branch processing aus145 and applications for determinations
(substantially asthe key district specialists have previously done), a Technical Staff
reviewing determination letters, audit,4reports, and protests, and a Service Branch
performing clerical and record-tk-epiOf functions.225 Tire Technical staff, to be
comprisethof_tax-law_specialists, is 0:3 have. "primary responsibility for maintaining
quality standards in determination letters, examinatons, and reports, and the
technical accuracy, of all matters subject to review," and to act as technical adviser

-To the Chief-of the District EPEO Division.226
Distrifi directors of the key' districts, to whom authority has been delegated to

issue, modify, or revoke determination letters involving tax-exempt organizations in
cases clearly governed by established precedents that have been published in the
Internal Revenue Bulletin, are now authorizecl, .to re-delegate that, authority. For
issuance of...determination letters, redelegailon permitted not below Internal
Revenue Agent and Tax taw Specialist, GS;71-2, provided such individual _is a person
other than the initiator. For revocation or modification of determination letters,
redelegation is permitted not below the Chief, EVE° ,

At both the district and regional levels, employee-plan specialists are integrated
into the EPEO offices. The relent expansion of key districts from 16 to 19
facilitates this. However, it is not expected that the same personnel will handle
both employee plan and exempt organization matters, in most qapt i c t and regional
EPEO-offices specialized units are established for the two responsibilities.2"

It may take some time for loyalties of field personhel to shift to the new
Assistant Commissioner's office after the long-established relationships with the
Techrii6a1 and Audit Divisions of the National OffiCe. But this shift should be
facilitated, by the upgraded status of both the new field and new National Office
organizations and by the effect of introducing tax-law specialists into the Service's
field structure for the first time. These changes augur -a substantial improvement
over time in the esprit as well as the qualifications of exempt organization field
personnel.

As we indicated at the outset of this chapter, the. creation df the Office 4, f
Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations, and of the new Assistani Commissioner,
provides the Service with an opportu,nity to remedy its present weaknesses in
dealing with exempt organizations, inGluding philanthropic organizations. The
orwiptional changes discussed above will be helpful but only the erkthusias'm and
competaitu, git. the new Assistant Commissioner and the support he reteivas from
the COninlgitnief and other high Service officials can determine whether the Service

fact caeitalize on its opportunity.
'One New teal-concern is the, apparent level of funding for the new office, and

The fact that the formula for funding places the primary burden for suppoaag the
office on a relatively small part-of its constituency. A second concern is that the
office may devote ifself primarily to the needs of employee plans and neglect the
problems of exempt organizations.

Given these concerns, it is only prudent for the appropriate congressional :
committees and the organizations affected to follow the development of the new
office closely and to evaluate its performance periodically. A thorough review of the,
new office should be undertaken after it has had an adequate chance to become

f, d,
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stablished, for example; in five years. By that, time the effects of the present
reorganization, of the now imminent applicability of the unrelated business income
tax to churches (see page 2601 above), and of the Service's response to improved
knowledge of charitable operations through data to be produced by theTCMP- Exempt
Organizations Program (see pages 2610-11 above and 2660 below), should be sub-
stantially clear.

IV

PHILkNTHROPY AND THE CIVIL SERVICE
, COMMISSION, POSTAL SERVICE, AND

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Although the principal federal oversight role in philanthropy is exercised by the
Internal Revenue Service, certain other federal agencies also have . an indirect
supervisory impact by setting eligibility requirements for access to privileges and
benefits made available to philanthropy by the federal government. The Civil Service
COmmission determines which charitable organizations may participate in on-the-job
solicitation of federal employees for contributions. The Postal Service determines
eligibility' of exempt organizations for special second- and third-class mailing
privileges. The Agency for International Development (through the Advisory
Committee oneoluntary Foreign Aid) determines which charities are eligible for ,
federal benefits made available to volunteer agencies operating overseas. We
smnmarize below The federal role in each of these areas, with some comments.

Civil Service Commission

The federal government -has long encourakeiffiederal employees to contribute to
Worthy charities through Coordinated solicitation campaigns conducted on the job in
federal, offices and military ti1 stallations. Responsibility for this program is vested in
the, Chairman die Civil Service Commission under a 1961 Executive Order of the
President?" The program includes endorsement of each campaign by agency
'heads, assignment of federal personnel to coordinate and conduct the campaigns
(with peesonto-person solicitation conducted by a "keyman" selected for each.25
employees), and authorizition of payroll deductions for contributions to the annual
Combined Federal Campaign.2 3 °

'bout 3.8 million federal employees and military personnel, at 493 loC-ations
'.. throughout the country, were covered by the 4973, program, which raised over $55

for the charitable organizations that shared its benefits. Half the
contributors, and three quarters of the contributions, were by the payroll deduction
method?" In 1974, contributions through the program, increased to..$65 million-

Eligibility Standards

Eligibility of ch;ritable organizations i4 participate in this federally sponsored
fund-raisiiig program is controlled by hairman of the Civil Service Commission
Under broad authority granted him by the 19,61 Executive Order. The original 1957
Eiecutive Order on this subject limited pa icipating chSrities to "national voluntary

_health and welfare organizations,"2" but the President's 1961 order authorized
participation ,by "such other national volun ry agencies as may be appropriate."

'Threrit* Piiscribed by the Civil Service Commission's Chairman for determining

I
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appropriate participants are 'set forth in the Manual on Fund-Raising Within' the
Federal Service, issued by the Chairman in 1963 and republished without change in
1973. The' Chairman's manual declares that 'only ... agencies having specific
functions in the fields of health, welfare or recreational services, or in the provision
of international services consistent with the Policies of the U.S. Government may be
approved."2 3 3

Although the manual has never been published in the Federal Register, proposed
amendments to the manual were published inIthe Register in pecember 1974.234
These amendments, expected shortly to become final, redefine the general standard
of eligibility as follows:

Only nonprofit, tax-exempt agencies, supported by voluntary cdntribution
from the general public, rproviding direct services to persons in the fields of
health and welfare services, or in the provision of international services consistent
with the policies of the United States Government are eligible for approval.

that more specificallyNo change, however, is pending in the manual provisions
limit eligible participants to these four categories:

focal community chests, .united funds and other federated groups which
are members of, or recognized by, the United Way of America (about $00
articipate);

National health agencies providing research and public education on a
national basis in addition to localservices-csuch as the AFnerican Cabcer
Society and-American Heart Association (a total of 14 agencies have been
approved);'

International service agencies providing a function which involves health,
welfare or "freedom building programs" in foreign countries, such as CARE
and Project HOPE (a total of 10 haVe been approved);

The American Red Cross.235

Since the four categories of eligible participants remain unchanged, the effect of
the manual's current redefinition limiting participating organizations to those
providing ."direct se=rvices to persons" is not clear. Nor does it seem clear that all
four of the presently approyed categories meet that criterion.

In recent years, asvmore charitable groups have become aware of the Combined
Federal Campaign and applied to /participate, the question has arisen within the
Chairman's office whether the presently acceptable categories should be expanded
to include organizations conducting other types of charitable programs in fields
such as education and the arts. Thus far the CSC Chairman's Eligibility Committee
has dealt with--this question by encouraging local organizations. that apply, to seek
qualification through admission to a United Way affiliate; national agencies can
qualify under the Chairman's present criteria only in the fields of health or intern
tional service.

The CSC Chairman's authority to limit local participant agencies to those
included through a Community Chest or United Fund (in locations having such

federated umbrella groups) has been upheld by a federal district court as a

reasonable means of permitting local health and welfare agencies to participate in
the Combined Federal Campaign without unduly burdening the normal operations
of the federal government Otherwise, federal officials would have to pass on every
application of thousands of local health and welfare agencies in communities across
the nation.237 Although observing 'that it would be an abuse of discretion if the
Chairman were entirelytto re-delegate his authority to e United Way and its
member United Funds and Chest, the court found that thairman had not done
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so. The Chairman's manual requires all agencies participating as members of a
United, Fund or Community Chest in the Combined Federal Campaign to meet
independent federal standards regarding such important matters as nondiscrimina--

ti -lion ;38 e
Under the Chairman's current application of the Executive-Order, charitable

organizations that az not members of local United,Way federations are eligible only
if they quilifY. as "riItialialyolu-ntary agencies," in the fields of health or interna-
tional service.239 The Chairman's manual requires such an applicant to demonstrate
"national scope" by showing that it is organized on a national scale, that it has
tamed "good will and acceptabilily throughout. the United States," that it has
enough fund-raising representatives at, decentralizes& locations to be able to enter
fully into Coca' campaigns throughout the country, and, if a natioilal hedtth -agency,
that it has sufficiently developed local chapter .or affiliate coverage to_implement its
local 'program in locations where there-are-large numbers of fede}al personnel. The .

manual expressly provides:

Good will and acceptability Ustially be shown by operating chapters
Providing service in all or most of the states, with contributor support from

-;311-Or -Most parts of the nation. 600ct will and acceptability throughout the
United States' will also be demonstrated by other means, such as the extent of
support received from the public, the number and location of contributors,
the national character of campaigning directed to the public, the reputation of

'the organization on a national basis, and the proportionate effect on total
income of the organization's participation in the Federal program. In the case

( of internationa: agencies, chapter or affiliate coverage in all or most states
need not exist 240
Failure to meet these "national scope" rewirements is one of the most common

reasons for rejection of application's. However, since international service agencies
are expressly exempted from

`of
requirement that chapters exist in all or most of

the states, the requirement of widespread chapters effectively applies only to
nationat health agencies (the only remaining eligibility category).

An additional factor limiting participants is the manual's rule on "Avoidance of
Competition." Under this rule, participation is limited to not more than 'one,
national health agency within a single field which deals with physical handicap or
disea.Se. The currently proposed amendmentss,to the manual also limit approval of
international servicesagencies to not more than one meeting a particular human need
in -the same geographic area, unless there is ba "demonstrated need for such
additional service."2"

Specific Requirenients

The nqrldiscrimination requirements specified.by the Chairman's manual apply_ to
al participating-organizations, including member agencies of local United Funds or

. Community Chests. Adherence to the "Standards of Accounting and Financial
Reporting ffor Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations"242 N also required of
each particIpint except the Red Cross (which is "recognized as operating an
accounting and financial system in substantial coinpliance \vith" those standards).
Art annual certification by an independent accountant of compliance -with those
standards is required of each participating national agency except the Red Cross;243"
the United Way of America is relied upon to certify such compliance on the part of
itslocal affiliates and their member agencies.244

Other specific requirements relating to fund raising and financial reporting are
appliCable only to national voluntary agencies (it being assumed that the United
Way will adequately screen local participating members in these respects):

1` 7
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Administrative and Fund-Raising Expense. Administrative and fund-raising
expenses which are reasonable. Expenditure for administration and fund raising
not exceeding 25 percent of total support and revenue will be considered reason-
able. Where administrative and fund-raising expense exceeds this percentage, the
burden is on the voluntary organization to demonstrate the reasonableness of its
fund-raising expenses under all the circumstances.

Fund-Raising Practice. Publicity and promotional activities basedupon the
actual program and operations of the agency and which is truthful and
nondeceptive and which includes all Material facts, protection afforded against
unauthorized use of agency contributors' lists, no payment of commissions,
kickbacks, finder fees, percentages, bonuses or overrides for fund raising; no
mailing of unordered tickets or commercial merchandise' withc`a requett for
money in return,; and no general telephone solicitation of the public.

Source of Funds and ,Costs Report. Filing of special report with Chairman
of the Civil Service Commission which discloses on a consolidated basis the

-agency's (including its chapters and affiliates) source of funds, fund-raising ex-
penses, and use of net funds in its most recent fiscal year.

All-participating national voluntary agencies except the Red Cross and the United
Way must file annually the Source of Funds and Costs Report and a statement that
the fund-raising practice requirements have been complied with. No par=ticular
mechanism is prescribed for assuring compliance with the requirements concerning
administrativeand fund-raising expense.245

ComMents

Federal sponsorship of this program illustrates the government's recognition of
the important role of private philanthropy in our society. The program seems to
have been well conducted, the specific requirements concerning financial and fund
raising pdctices of participants have encouraged adherence to those requirements by
a large segment qf volun ary effort in the United States, and contributions obtained
through the) go'gram ( ost recently at an annual level of $65 million) have
provided imPprtailt supp rt for the participating charities:

The question of acre s to participation by a wider range of charitable organiza-

tions is a difficUlt one. a eliance upon 500 local affiliates of the United Way to
screen thousands of local participating agencies relieves federal officials- of an
enormous administrative bdrden, it also avoids what could be an undesirable degree
of governmental interference in private charitable activity.246 Nevertheless, in view
of ..wide variation in local requirements and practices affecting access to membership'

s in United Way affiliates, it wh4d seem desirable to expldre possible means for
achieving, greater flexibility , in this respect without unduly increasing the federal
administrative burden. W/herg voluntary agencies in fields such as educatiorr and the
arts are not admitted to local United Way affiliates, access to participation might be
considered through other umbrella- organizations that could similarly undertake
screening and administrative responsibilities under the manual's standards.

The limitation of eligible national .agencies to the Red Cross and to health and
international service agencies, while grounded in the history of this program, appears
anomalous. The President authorized participation of any "appropriate" national
voluntary agency. Although the Chairman)ostandard of "national scope" has
generally required chapters or affiliates in all or most of the 50 states, the r an

has exempted intemational service agencies from this requirement; iT may be
appropriate similarly to recognize national character, by criteria other' t state
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chapters, in other areas of charitable activity as well. We believ_e_the Chairman
should consider methods of broadening eligible program categories beyond their
historical narrow limits, recognizing the ?wed to avoid undur-adininistrative burdens:

We also believe the Chairman should consider eliminating the-exemptions enjoyed
by some present national agency participants from the specific requirements of
independently certified compliance with the Standards of Accounting and Financial
Reporting, and of an annual Source of Funds and Costs Report, that apply to other.
participants, and applicants. Similarly, the manual's rules on "Avoidance of.
Competition" would seem to warrant reconsideration in light of the objectives of
the Combined Federal Campaign. Elimination of the exemptions and anti-
competitive rules would avoid aoy appearanCe, however unjustified in fact, of a
preferred position accorded to the status quo.34'7-

Postal Service

RedUCed Rate Classes

Congress has since 1917 prescribed that reduced postal rates should be accorded
for publications of nonprofit religious, eclucalional, scientific, and philanthropic
organizations (and for thoie of certain othe'r 'nonprofit organizations as well). The
reasons for the policy have most recently been stated as fellows:

Historically., the rate for theses clalses of mail have been kept low to
encourage the free flow of ideas throughout the country and to help promote
charitable causes. In the days when the printed word was the only source of
universal communication, this policy was of paramount importance to the
functioning of our democracy. Today, other forms of communication such as
radio and television are on the ascendency. This in no way reduces the crucial
importance of the material affected by this legislation to our educatioal,
cultural, and eleemosynary N.,

Congress historically provided lower rates for [these] classes of mail ...
to provide, at reasonable cost, the means for wide dissemination of educa-
tional, cultural, literary, and charitable materials.

.. This legislation will strengthen the policy, already intrinsic in the Act,
that certain types of mail have intrinsic value because of their contribution to
the flow of opinion and information essential, to the functioning of our
democracy.248

Until 1970 the classes of mail entitled to reduced rates and the rates themselves
were specified by statute.249 The Postal Reorganization Act of 1970 omitted the
previous statutory provisions mandating the reduced rate classes, instead authorizing
the Postal Service generally to establish "reasonable and equitable," mail classes and
rates. In principle, rates for all classes of mail were fully to cover costs. However,
the 1970 act (a) directed that previous statutory 'provision* such as those specifying
reduced rate classes, remain in force as "rules or.regulatibiis" of the Postal Service
until revoked or modified by the Postal Service? 50 and (b) provided that increases

'in the reduced rates, to bring them to a level that would cover costs, be phased over
10 years (5 years for commercial mailers) 251 In 1974, the phase-in period -was
extended t+6 16 years (8 years for commercial mailers).252

Charitable organizations receive several types of preferential rates. Their publica-
tions are accorded a special second-class (newspapers and periodicals) rate that is
lower than that available to. other second-class mailers; in addition, unlike
commercial mailers of:second-class mail, they may qualify for this rate in many
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without having a paid subscription list, so long as they do not carry general
vertising. Simi Idly, charitable organizations receive a special thirid-class (bulk

mailings of printed matter) rate thatis lower than that available to other third-class
mailers. Fourth-class mail includes a special "library rate" for books and other
educational materials when loaned or exchanged between charitable organizations
and for films, records, museum materials, and scientific devices when sent to or
from,such organizations.251-

Eligibility Standards

Until 1973, no postal law or regulation specified what charitable organizations
. were eligible for the preferential rates. Local postmasters exercised administrative

discretion under a broad statutory standard, originally enacted in establishing the
4second-class nonprofit Mailing rate in 1917, which provided simply for preferential

rates to "religious, educational, scientific, philanthropic, agricultural,, labor, or
fraternal organizations" (later extended' also to veterans organizations and certain
others) that were "not organized for profit and none of ... [the] net income [of
which) inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual."254
Significantly, it was in the same 1917 statute that Congress first provided an income
tax deduction for contributions to charitable ,organizations, ,described Stmost
identical language. It thus seems clear that these terms were intended to have the

"same meanings in the postal laws as in the revenue laws:
Postal regulations defining these terms were first issued in 1973. In announcing,

those regulations (described as based on long-standing administrative interpretations ie
-made through the years), the Postal, Service noted that its definitions "parallel
similar definitions in use by other Gstvernment agencies," that the word "philan-
thropic" has been historically interpreted by the Postal Service as synonymous with
"charitable," and that generally an organization will qualify for the preferential mail,
rates if tax exempt under Internal Revenue Code sections 501(c)(3) as charitable,
501(c)(5) asan agricultural or labor orginization, 501(c)(8) as fraternal, or
501(c)(19) as a veterans organization.255 The postal regulations adopt verbatim the
language of the parallel Treasury Regulations that define "educational" and
"charitable" organizations under section ,501(c)(3), and also define "scientific" in
substantially the same way as 'under the Internal Revenue Coq. Unake any
Treasury' Regulation, the Postal Service also provides a definition .of "religious"
organizations.256

The 1971 postal laws providing for preferential rates were never amended, as sec-
tions 501,(c)(3) and 170(c) of the internal Revenue Code were in 1934, to exclude
philanthropic organizations that engage in substantial attempts to influence legislation
(see pages 2614-15 above). Nevertheless, the Postal Servite has construed the term
"philanthropic" in the postal laws as though it had been similarly amended. TIis,
the 1973 postak regulations include verbatim the Iahguage adopted by Treasury

- -Regulations in 1959 disqualifying for 501(c)(3) status all "action". organizatickris,!

that is, those devoting a substantial part of their activities to attempting to
influence legislation, participating in any political campaign on behalf of or in
oppositioq to any darrdidate, or advocating a primary objective that may be attained

only ly legislation. All such "action" organizations are equally disqualified by the
Postal Service for the preferential mail rates otherwise available to religious,
educational, scientific, or philanthropic organizations."

This exclusion seems difficult to rationalize under existing law; the issue arises..

sharply for organizations exempt from income tax under Internal Revenue Codof
section 501(c)(4). Both t e Postal Service and the Internal Revenue Service
acknowledge that charitable rposes include the "promotion.of social yvelfare."257

Under the Internal, Revenu Code, the essential differences between 501(c)(3)
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..charitiet and'501(c)(4) "social welfare" organizations are that thelatter remain free
to engage in substantial legislative activities and are not eligible to receive deductible
contributions under section 170(c).2" The distinction 4rawn by Treasury Regula-
tions httween 501(c)(3) organizations and those promoting social welfare lay

"action" has a statutory basis in the 1934 amendmettits to the Internal RevenTe
Code. However, the Postal Service's insistence that organizations promoting social
welfare by "action"- are 'not "philanthropic," as that term has been used in the
postal laws since 1917, has, as noted, no equivalent statutory basis. The validity of
the postal regulation disqualifying "action" organi2ations may be tested in two
currently pending court cases involving Ile Postal Service's 4evocgion of preferential
mail rates of the Sierra Club and the- National Rifle Association, both 501(c)(4)
organizations.'S 9

2637

Eligibility Deterfnination and Appeal Procedure.

Eligibility of applicants for special nonprofit second-class rates is decided by die
Director, Mail Classification Division, of the Postal Service's Finance Department,
who also issues suspeniion or revocation rulings. 260 Although IRS recognition of
501(c)(3) status is usually regarded as, sufficient to establish an applicant's qualifica-,
tions, in some cases the Mail Classification Director rejects apPlications ofr501(c)(3)
organizations for special second-class permits upon concluding, after reviewing
copies of the organizaticw's periodical, that the objectives of the organization'differ
from those stated in itsvcharter. We, believe it anomalous for the Postal Service,
applying the same statutory standard as the Internal Revenue Service (see page 2636
above), to conclude independently that an organkation whose.501(c)(3) status is
recognized by IRS is .nevertheless not qualified as ''philanthropic." At the least, if
the Postal Service does not defer entirely to a favorable IRS determination of an
organization's basic qualification, the Ppstal Service should afford ,the affected
organization full procedural rights before reaching a contrary conclusion.

An evidentiary hearing before an Administrative Law Jude is now available upon
appeal from the ,Mail Classification Director's ruling only if both the speCial non-
profit second-class privileges and the higher commercial second-class privileges
available to publishers are denied or revoked.'" If only the special nonprofit
privileges are denied, however, no such appeal or hearing is provided. Nor in such
cases (whether upon initial application or revocation) do the postal,regutations
provide the disqualified organization with any right to notice of the grounds for
disqualification, to submit a written appeal, to present evidence on issues of
disqualification or to test contrary evidence relied upon by the Mail Classification
Director.,The regulations do not require that the decision be bised upon matters of
FecoM and provide no review of the decision for errors of fact or of law.'"

Apart from constitutional questions about the ,basic fairness of this procedure,
there seems to be no reason,for granting procedural rights lo commercial publishers
and denying them to organizations claiming eligibility- for special nonprofit rates 263
The difference between regular second-class rates and the special nonprofit second-
class rates is substantia1.264 Since only about 600 determinations .of eligibility for
the special nonprofit second-class rates are made annually, of which typically not
more than 25 are adverse,265 there would seem, relatively little administrative,
burden to be incurred in providing the same appeal and hearing rights uponl,adverse
.determinations as the Postal Service .110%,/ provides for commercial second -class
mailers. We believe they should be provided.

The Postal Service also requires nonprofit organizations to file an applicaton to
qualify for the special third-class bulk rates. These applications, including evidence
of tax-exempt status, are filed at the local post office where. mailings will be
deposited and are approved or disapproved by the postmaster at the nearest postal
services center. An adverse decision may be appealed inY, writing tb the same
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postmaster and reviewed by the Mail Classification* Director, who is also the

reviewing authority upon written appeals from revocation of such special third-class
permits.U6 No hearing or further appeal is provided; as in the case of adverse--
determinations of eligibility for the special second-class rates, there is no require-
ment that the decision be based on the,record before the Mail Classification

'sDirectOr, no opportunity for the disqualified organization to challenge the hifcrtnia-

bon relied upon by that official, and no restriction against that official serving as
the reviewing authority upon revocations that he initiated.

Anrjally about 250 to 300 nonprofit organizations appeal to the Mail Classifica-

tion Director for review oE adverse local decision on special third-class permits.267

Some others may not exercise this right of appeal, although all rejected applicants

are advised of their right to do so.
In view of the clear intention of Congress that the statutory terms describing

charitable organizations and those describing organizations entitled to preferential
mail rates !cave the same meaning in the postal laws as in the revenue laws (see page
2636 above),we believe that when an applicant for special third-class rates'has been
recognized by the Internal Revenue Service as tax exempt the Postal Service should
provide the same opportunity for an evidentiary hearing upon adverse *determina-

tions before an impartial reviewing authority as we have recommended above for
adverse, determinations of special second-class eligibility.

Agency for international Development's Advisory
Committee oh Voluntary Foreign Aid

- A u bs ta ntia I share of American fore.ign aid activity is conducted by private

charitable organizations undd grants from and contracts with the Agency for
International Development (AID). Liaison between AIL and private agencies is
effected lit. the Advisory Committee oil Voluntary Foreign Aid, attached to the

Office of Private and Voluntary Cooperation of AID' Bureau for Population nd

Humanitarian Assistance.268 Apart from providing Vsuch liaison, the advisory
committee's major function is to determine which charitable organizations will lie
eligible to apply for three kinds of government benefits commonly called "subven-

tions" receipt of P.L. 480 food for distribution abroad, reimbursement of ocean

freight charges on repeLsupplies and equipment sent overseas, and receipt of govern-
ment-owned excess property for use abroad. By statute, the only private agencies
eligible for these subventiotis are those "registered with and approved by" the
advisory committee.' 6 9

Established by Presidential request in 1946,2 70 the advisory committee consists

of eleven citizens appointed by the AID Administrator. It meets 5 to 10 times a
year, with three staff members provided by ArD'sp,OffiCe of Private and Voluntary
Cooperation.2" Although registration with the advisory committee is necessary for

organizations /applying for any of the three, subventions, it is not a prerequisite for

receipt of D grants or contracts. According to one recent tabulation, there are

116 private rganizations rendering overseas services under AID grants or contracts,
of which only 21 artkregistered agencies. Contractors and, grantees are subjected to

far more elaborate screening and supervision than attaches to advisory committee

registration.2"
, - ,- ,

AID. regulations require any organization applying for registration with the
advisory committee to be recognized by the Internal Revenue Service under section

501(c)(3) and, in addition, to show that ,

(a) Its "primary purpose" is to further or engage in voluntary fOreign aid";
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(b) u is controlled by an uncompensated board of difiktors who "will
exercise satisfactory 'control to assure that its services and resources are
administered competently in thqi,public interest";

(c) Its funds are obtained, expended, and distributed "in ways which
conform to accepted ethical standards without unreasonable cost fOr
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promotion, publicity, fund raising, and administration at home sand
abroad";

(d) Fund-raising' campaigns are timed to avoid conflict with similar appeals
of the American National Red Cross, the Community Chests, savings .
bond drives by, the U.S. Treasury, or similar "campaigns of accepted
general rational interest.'-'273

Registered agencies must file with the advisory committee an annual program
report -and certified, financial audit; all records related to activities as a registrant
must be ivailable for official inspecfos, and information on registration, organiza-
tion and 'reports on programs and finances must be available for public inspec-
tion.274 -

Actually, about two thirds of 'the registered agencies have never participated in
any of the material benefits for which registration makes them eligible. In 1973, 62
out of the 91 registrants participated in none of the subventions; in 1972, 59 out of
89 did not participate. Among those that do participate, more than 90 percent of
tht benefits ,(in dollar value) are received by only two agencies (Catholic Relief
Services And CARE). Moreover, although the primary purpose of registered ageAcies
is purportedly to- further or engage in overseas aid, eight of the registered agencies
in 1 972 and seven- of them in° 1973 reported no overseas program costs what-
eVer.2 75

Since the material benefits of registration with the advisory committee are
evidently not a factor for most of the registered organizations, the question arises
why they bother to register. AID anti the General Accounting Office seem to agree
that forimany charitable organizations the principle reason for registering is to use
AID% name, and the fact of such registration, as "a Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval" in public solicitations for funds.276 The advisory committee does not
have the means to screen or monitor regiltrants effectively; hence registration
provides no reliable assurance to the solicited public of an agency's credibility,
efficiency, or effectiveness.277

To avoid misleading the solicited public as to the import of registration with the
advisory committee, the General Accounting Office concluded from its recent study
that either the advisory committee thould adopt an effective monitoring system
(including management audits) or the agencies should not be permitted to advertise
that they are registered.278 AID is_appge_ntly,sonsidering_ the alternatives,of
registering only ihose.agencles which actually apply for the statutory subventions or

, abolishing registration entirely, with the latter alternative regarded as preferable if
there were established "a larger, possibly domestically oriented regulatory watch dog
syste9 which also then has an arm that looks at the foreign aspects of U.S.
voluntary.groups."2" Proposed legislation recently introduced would prohibit any
organization registered with the advisory committee from stating that it is so
registered in solicitation material distributed to the public:2"

Regardles
use

whether registration is limited to charitable organizatibris that
actually seeVuse of the statutory subventions, the potential for misleading the
public seems too great if registration with the advisory committee is advertised by

, registrants in fund-raising solicitations. We recommend that AID by regulation
require any registrant to agree not to engage in such advertising as a condition of its
continued registration, if registration is not abolished entirely .281
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V

ALTERNATIVES TO THE INTERNAL, REVENUE SERVICE
AS THE FEDERAL OVERSIGHT AGENCY

Proposals for a National Commission on Philanthropy

Several experienced and highly respected observers have urged that present '
arrangements for federal oversight of philanthropy have such serious weakndses th
the Internal Revenue Service should be displaced for this purpose by a new federal
agency. This view has been effectively articulated, and a proposal for a National
Commission on Philanthropy put forward, by several experts who reviewed the
subject following a 1972 conference on Anglo-America Philanthropy held at
DItthley,Park, England.2 We refer to this as the "post-Ditchley" proposal.283

The principal reasons for transferring the regulatory .functions of the Internal
Revenue Service to a new agency or Commission, as articulated by proponents of
the post-Ditchley proposal, may be summarized as follows:

1. The Service's/basic mission is to produce revenues by collecting taxes. Since
supervision of exempt organizations is nonproductive in these terms, .it will always
be a "stepchild" within the Service. The highest priorities of personnel and budget
must always lie elsewhere; charities cannot compete With income tax collections for

-the 'attention pf high officials within the Service.

2. The Service is not staffed professionals with the broad backgrounds
required to evaluate the activities of c tztrte-4organizations and to deal with such
basic issues as what constitutes charity. The lack of qualified persOnnel requires that
every issue, other than the most routine, be referred to the National Office. The
caliber of personnel is better in the National 'Office, but most professionals
specialize in law or accounting; any master's degrees are in business or public
administration. Moreover, the hest people are apt to prefer areas other than exempt
organizations the Audit Division or corporate reorganizations because those
areas offer greater opportunity for prOmotion or post-Service careers. Traditionally,
specialization in exempt organizations has not been. a preferred route for a
successful career in the Service. -

3. Instittitionally the Service will never be inclined to administer the law
governing exempt orgti'izations vigorously. Only pressure from an outside source
can induce the Service (or the Treasury Department) to examine a particular
problem in the exempt organization area. The Service thus cannot be a sourqe of
leadership and affirmative support for improved administration of charitable
activities. Moreover, inattention can lead to legislative over-reactions that impede
philanthropy; the Tax Reform Act of 1969 is an example. -

----
4; The procedu es and rules developed for revenue collection do not meet the

special needs of exempt organizations. The Service has lacked the flexibility to
adapt these rules and procedures to exempt organizations. The supervision of
charities requires greater responsiveness_and, perhaps, informality in providing advice
(general as well as legal) to charitable organizations, such as,4hat provided by the
British Charities Commission.

5. The Service does not fill the vacuum left by the failure of the states to
supervise charities. The need for uniformity among 'the states and the overriding
national interest in the proper administration of charity requires establishmehral
new federal agency.
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The postDitchley proposal. calls for a new and independent federal agency,
modeled upon the Securities and Exchange Commission, with responsibility for the
essential regulatory functions which the Service now performs for 501(c)(3)
organizations.284 Perhaps to be called the National Commission on Philanthropy,
the new agency would be 'supervised by commissioners appointed by the President
and confirmed by the Senate.285 Its statutory mandate would rest on the
assumption that the public interest is served as much by charity as by governmental
action; the commission would therefore have affirmative responsibility to promote,
encourage, and advance private philanthropy. This ,Would include reports to
Congress, the executive branch, and the public upoythatters pertaining,to philan-
thropy and philanthropic organizations, and flexible sanctions against ,abuse that
would not deplete charity itself.

The proposed commission would have these characteristics and functions.

The commission would he responsible for boththe ruling And audit functions
now performed by the Service; its, determination that an organization meets the
standards of section 501(c)(3) would be conclusive upon the'Service for exemption
and deduction purposes. Applicant organizations would have a statutory right of
prompt access to the Tax Court for review of adverse determinations. However, the
Service would continue to administer the unrelated business income tax for
501(0(3) organizations;

The commission would issue advance rulings on proposed transactions, receive
arfnual information returns, and have several regional offices from which field-level
itriflit personnel would operate;'

.

In accordance with its duties to promote philanthropy, the commissionmould
annually compile and publish data on philanthropic organizations and their receipts
and activities, maintain a publicly available register of all exempt charities, and
advise Congress and the executive branch on charitable matters;

The commission would have the duty to enforc,e substantive standards
established by statute for the various classes of 501(c)(3) organizations. These
standards might continue much of the substantive content of the 1969 legislation

for private foundations and might also direct the commission to establish rules for
. the uniform disclosure to the public of financial information by organizations

making public solicitatiops for fuhds;

. Sanctions for enforcing the standards would include civil actions before the
lt.S. District Courts to invoke broad equity powers of the kind possessed by the
state courts enforcing'state fiduciary law. In recognition of the states' powers and
responsibilities in regard to charity, the statute, confirritig such powers upon the
federal courts would provide:for stay .of the federal equity action brought by the

_ commission if state officials. initiate parallel state, court action,,with the federal,
court then authorized only to take action consistent, with any final state court
action, much as the Treasury Department proposed to the,. Ways and Means
Committee in 1969;

The commission shbuld be nonpartisan, objective, fair-minded, and
independent in its operations;

The commission should be manned both at policy and staff levels by
well-trairied individuals with the necessary educational baCkground and experience
to deal competently with the needs and problems of the charitable field.'

Many of the specific functions suggested for the proposed commission should be
carried out, whether by a new -commission or Otherwise. We address below the
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collection and publication of data un philanthropy (pages 2661-64), equity enforce
ment powers (pages 2658 60), judicial review of adverse stgus determinations (pages
2660-61), and disclosure requirements for fund-raising solicitations (pages 2644-58).

Evaluation
-#1

There is obvious merit, in Ahe proosal to establish a National Commission on
Philanthropy. The supervisory functions of the Service with respect to philanthropy
result from history nd convenience, rrot'rational design. Although we believe that
these functions are discharged with greater sgsitivity glan is attributed to
the Service, many of The points made above gft valid.

Perhaps the nest important factor in our thinking has been the first touckstone
14 listed in the Introduction. Federal regulation should be objective, nonpartisan, and

non-ideological. The record of the Service in this respect has been good (if not
perfect), and it is known. Thefe is no way to assure that the record of a new
commission will be as good, the defects of the Service do not seem to us solarge,
on balance, as to justify the risk.

One can- of course attempt to insulate a. new commission from improper
influence through organizational devices, and checks and balances, The history of
federal agencies, however, demonstrates that organizational arrangement is only one
factor in shaping the life of an organization. Some federal agencies discharge their
tasks with creativity and independence, others are docile captives of the Congress,
the industries they regulate, or the executive branch. The result seems to depend as
much on personnel appointments, the climate, the interest of particular Congress-
men or congressional committees, and similar factors, as it does on the objectives
and organizational chartsset forth in the enabling legislation.

Moreover, the agency that regulates_ philanthropy must be non ideological, and
objective internally as well as free from external influence. The regulators them-
selves must not only exercise self restriant but enjoy public confidence that they do.
Here, Itie Service's weakness may also be its strength. The substantial enlargement
of the parameters of charity authorized by the Service over the past 15 years has, in
retrospect, been accompanied by relatively little political controversy (with few,
exceptions). This is in part attributable to the public image of the Service (which ,
corresponds to reality) as an organization largely unaffected by partisan or
ideological consideration.

We think it is better for charities to accept *le inherent limitations of the Service
and retain the deep tradition of independence, than to seek a structure that may be
more rational in theory but will present subst/ntial risks in practice.

The risks of change might be justified if the problems with the Service were
intolerable and it was reasonable to expect that these problems would be

surmounted by a new agency.
In fact the major criticisms of the Service relate to procedural delays and to the

caliber of some, of its personnel. In performing what is probably its most sensitive
task ruling on qualifications for exempt status the Service seems to have
performed well. 'Even the delays are not unreasonable in view of the increase in
exemption apalalions, the difficulty of the issues dealt with, and the burdens of
the 1969 Tix Reform Act. (The monumental task of preparing regulations under
the 1969 act was performed by the Service with great sensitivity and close
consultation with the organized bar).

And it is not at all clear that a new National Commission on Philanthropy would
be imilitine from some of the bureaucratic afflictions of the Service. A sizable staff
would be required, regional offices and distriEts would be set up. The proposed
commission might thus preside over a large bureaucracy with its own delays an
similar problems. In practice, since the expertise of the Serve could not e. y be
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duplicated, the new commission would bestred initially witifexempt organkation
specialists from the Service, particularly in the rulings area which requires
;knowledge 'of past practice. Budgetary limitations. would necessarily affect the
qualifications of field staff.

There also a logical nexus between tax collection and exemption determina-
tions that argues against the proposed transfer of functions. It seems sensible for the
authority charged with enforcing the tax laws to rletermine whols exempt from tax
under those faws.286 There would also be practical difficulties in transferring
functions because the exemption provisions are interrelated with other Internal
Revenue Code provisions. The practical difficulties are illustrated by the following
exemption provisions which require for their application an interpretation of Code
provisions relating to nonexempt matters or- otherwise outside the proposed
commission's jurisdiction:

Section 502 (disqualifying feeder organizations). defines "trade or business" by
reference to section 512 (unrelated business taxable income), which the post-
Ditchley proposal would leave subject to IRS administration;

"- Section 4946 defines disqualified persons by reference to indirect stock
ownership under section 267(c); .

,_

Section 4948 (exemption of foreign organizations) requires a determination of
income "derived from sources within the United States" under section 861;

,40` Sections 4941 (self-dea ling) 'and 4945 (taxable expenditures) require
application of the definition in section 151(e)(4) of an "educational institution" in
which a taxpayers dependent pay be enrolled for individual income tax exemption
purposes; a

... ,

Section 503 (prohibited transactions) requireskapplica don of section 26/04)
I

to define a creator's or substantial contributor's "family";
.

. 1 ),i
- .

Section' 501 (termination of private foundation status) requires appli tion of
all income tax provisions of the Code ,to determine the aggregate tax benefit of
ekmption;
.,,-

e .

6

- SeCtion 49 tiig on net investment income) requires application of section
i 6T (depreciatjo , 611 (depletion) 1b3 (interest on governmental obligations), and
Ja (deduct.l0 '-for expe s ,interest relating to tax-exempt income) to
*W*6 a Ifoundation'S 'vestment income; ' ' ... .,, s.. -,,,,,,,v ,....t.- , .-

.%
,

`,..* 1- .

170(b)(1)1kIle ming n' ations to- which an individual's contributions are
sUbjectlo a 50t rcent.lifiiitatiOn for deductions purposes;,

#., Sectreit Itaefircig t.vate foundations) requires application of section

14. ,.
.

Sectio ', 945 (taxable expenditures) recfuires application' of section 117,
defining sc rips an'fellowships excludable frorma taxpayers gross 'mow, and

'Puiposes'a dcie le;
1 girrf overnmental units oo which contributions for, public

I ,

section 17

" <,

Section 501k if ) itself requires application, consistent with section 162
(ordinary and necessary ,business expenses), in determining whether an organization>
:"net eamings" inure to, private benefit, with sections 170(e),(2), 2055(a)(2), and
2522 gdverning deductions for charitable, contributions, with sections 107 and
1402(0 in, determinim thtese' ,entitled to tax treatment as clergymen, and with
sections' 312116)(8)(B) and 3306(0(81 in deterMining whether an organization is

-.,-,.:exempt frorn"sticial security and unemployment taxes.
'.-<.,,, . . C3t4\"7-'

,,,-,..._ '.
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Administration:4r' the unrelated business income ,tax by the Service would
require duplicate addits, by the Service as well a 611 tiie commission staff, for all
501(c)(3) orgrizaiions. The Service would be left to decide what activities arp

,"substantially !elated" to "the exercise or performance by such organization of its
chkitabie-, eckitional, or other purpose or function constituting the basis for its
exemption" (section 513). If the commission administered the tax on unrelated
business income, it would be computing income tax liabilities parallel with the
Service, which seems undesirable. The tax would then be administered by two
agencies, since the unrelated business income tax could continue to apply to other
categories of exempt organizations which would remain subject to the jurisdiction
of the Service (see page 2602 above).

Finally, the establishment of the new Assistant Commissioner reinforces the case
against transferring the .Service's functions to a new agency since it provides an

opportunity, for improvement within the Service; by current indications that
opportunity is beingseted with a fair degree of vigor.

---c

VI

FEDERAL REGULATION OF INTERSTATE FUND RAISING

The Need for Federal. Regti" lation

Reported philanthropic contributions amounted to $25.2 billion in 1974, of
Which more than 86 percent came from individuals, 4.9 percent from corporations,
and 8.4-percent from foundations."' The data are incomplete; informed observers
estimate that unreported contributions almost entirely from individuals (most of
whom elect/ the ,standard deduction instead of itemizing contributions and other
personal tax deductions) 7 may equal those reported. Charitable fund raising is thus

a big business, equal to about g percent of the Gross National Product. While
private foundations are subject to detailed regulation under chapter 42 of the Code,
the fund-raising activities of public charities are not supgvised or monitored by the
federal government,288 despite indications of abuses.

The case for federal regulation of interstate charitable solicitations; rests
essentially on three premises:

First, given the amount of money at stake, the professional ation of fUnd

raising, the relative lack of, sophistication of many individual nors, and the
emotional overtones of charitable appeals, there is a clear potenfra or abuse.

The National Information Bureau emphasizes that "philanthropy involves big

money" and cautions .members:

Wherb there is big money, not always properly controlled, there is entice-
ment for wrong-doing. Greedy individuals are likely to manipulate themselves
intcr 'power within nonprofit agencies. Moreover, unscrupulous commercial
businesses may bekome active in this field such as computerized direct-mail
fund-raising houses that specialize in "cause" fund raising, i.e., the mailing of
millions of computerized fund-raising appeals in a htifry' after a disaster hits
the headlines, using as the letterhead "front" fo t. their business a totally
inexperienced and frequently irresponsible nonprofit group. The cost of fund

raising in su "cause" operations may range to 90 cents Jof each $1.00
contribute in rtsponse. Thoughtless contributdrs help this process by assuming
that if the "cause" is good the philanthropicilxgganization asking them- for

.Contribution must be sound. Unfortunately, the logic, js faulty.28 9 i"
The overwhelming majority of reputable charities and fund raisers afi

it is no disservice to them to recdignize the potential for abuse.
,
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Second, it is diffictileto determine the "extent of fraud and similar abuses in
'table. solicitation, but the -numerous accounts of abuses in 'congressional

ny and elsewhere suggest that they are not infrequent 29°
some reported eases; fund-raising expenditures alone consume as much as 60

o 0 percent of the contributions received through direct mail solicitations.
-Mailing lists are'such a valuable asset in the charitable fund-raising business that

One professional fund-saiser reportedly uses a charity organized lay himself merely
to solicit Ognatukkelithout seeking any contribution, to accumulate a potential list
of contributors that can be used in soliciting for other organizations at a fee.

'Other- ftind-raising' promoters, using telephone rather than mail techniqUes,
conduct "boiler- room" operations using hired "phonemen" to solicit in the name of
small charitable organizations, with "runners" sent out promptly to collect promised
Contributions; the percentage of returns retained by the promoter can be many
times that paid to the charitable organization (in effect for the use of its name) 291
The child described in one foster parents magazine solicitation as a five-year-old boy
is actually a 12-year-old girl already supported by regular donations.292 And'
recipients are seldom told that the unsolicited items enclosed in a solicitation letter
need not be paid for or retumed.293

The practice of compensating professional fund raisers with a percentage of
contributions received, provides an incentive for unethical solicitors to make false or
misleading statements in charitable solicitations. The prictice' is apparently not
infrequent, although it is forbidden by the Civil Service Commissibn for solicitations
of federal employees2" and condemned by the ethical standards of the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel (AAFRC), the National Society of Fund
Raisers (NSFR), the National Informatat Bureau, and the Council of Better

r- Business Bureaus'.29 s

Even if solicitation abuses are relatively infrequent,, the publicity they receive
coupled with the absence of effective regulation can impair public confidence in
,charitable fund raising generally,

Third, assuming a need for regulation of charitable solicitations and professional
fund raisers, it sees clear that only the federal government can adequately do the296

State regulation, self-regulation, and monitoring by organizatiOns of donors
--should be encouraged, but these are nob-sufficient, and, in our view, cannot be
-made so.

Large fundr ising drives involve many states, in various ways, The charitable
organization f which contributions are to be solicited may be incorporated in one
state, have its headquarters in another, and conduct mailings from still another. The
same is true of the fund raiser, who plans and executes the solicitation. Some fund
raisers operatabn a transient basis. Donees will be found in many states. Mail or
telephone solicitations originating in one state and directed to donees in another
state cannot easily be controlled by, the latter state. This pattern is likely to leave
no single state with sufficient interest to regulate vigorously.

Even where state regulation is vigorous, enforcement can be evaded by allocating
expenses and receipts arbitrarily among states so as to comply with specific state
liMitations.292 Moreover, only about one half of the 50 states in fact regulate the
Solicitation- of funds for charitable purposes: and thb coverage and scope of
'regulation vary widely 298 While the federal legislation proposed below is not
intended to preempt the states from continued regulation on the local level, the
interstate character of the typical fund-raising drive makes exclusive reliance on
state regulation unrealistic.

Self-regulation has been useful, and should be expanded and encouraged. Two
associations of .professional fund raisers determine ethical standards for their
members, the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel and the National
SOCiety of Fund Raisers. However, only 29, ftind raising firms are members of the
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AAF RC, compared with an estimated 200 to 20,000 such firms (not iricluding
direct mail firms); only about 1,500 individual' fund raisers Are members of the
NSFR, compared with an estimated 15,000 to 50,000 individuals in the business of
fund raising.2 9 9 Moreover, professional and.trade associations must rely on voluntary
cooperation from their members and have no effective means of enforcing their

standards.
Two nonprofit organizations provide inforcutiori about solicitations. The most

extensive service is the Philanthropic Advisory Department, Council of Better
Business Bureaus (CBBB). The CBBB has adopted reasonably detailed standards for
charitable solicitations and responds to requests for information. Although the
information program. has been actively conducted for only three years, and is still

not well known, the CBBI3 received 175,000 inquiries in 1973; the inquiries
increajed during 1974 to more than 525,000, demonstrating the public's desire for a

-reliable source of information.3°° The CBBB, however, has a staff of three and a
budget of $35,000. The only other information service that we are aware .of, the
National Information Bureau, reports only on about 500 charities that conduct
national fund-raising campaigns, it provides these reports to member fifins and
subscribing individuals only, for a minimum of $15 per year for individuals and $25
per year for corporations and foundations.

The greatest obstacle to 'self-regulation is not lack of resources 7 presumably
private funding could be found, for example, to enlarge the valuable work of the
CBBB. Neither the CBBB nor NIB can compel charities to provide information.
Between 20 and 25 percent of the soliciting charities .about which the CBBB
receives inquiries from the public either refuse to respond to CBBB questionnaires

or respond less than forthrightly. To compel the produc,tion of truthful information
requires the auttlority of government. And self-regulation cannot prevent ffaud or
compel redress when it occurs.

,The Current Role of the Internal Revenue Service

The Internal Revenue Service has no mandate to regulate charitable solicitations
as such, but if does have some tools to deal with flagrant abuses. These tools
audit, treating unreasonable fund-raising arrangements as "private inurement,"
making information available, and public warnings have not been frequently used.
We recommend below that new legislation be enacted to regulate solicitations.
Meanwhile, the role of the Service remains important, particularly since the general
public may regard recognition of exempt status by the Service as a certification of a
public charity's continuing reliability30-
Audits e'

Since 1969 the Service has audited an average of about 2,000 public charities per
year, only 2.5 percent of the 80,000 public charities that filed returns with the
Servile in FY 1973. The Service apparently assumes, judging from informal
discussions with several officials and the relative neglect of public charity audits,
that publicAharities are either large, reputable, and well-conducted or else too small

to warrant increased attention. The assumption may be valid with respect to
charitable operations generally 'but it does not seem warranted with respect to
solicitations.

Disqualification for Excessive Fund-Raising Costs

The Service's Tax Audit Guidelines Exempt Organizations directs revenue
agents examining 501(0(3) organizations to determine whether the expenses of a
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fund - raising activity "are proper and not excessive" and whethePttie proceeds are
being distributed for exempt purposes." 302

The Service's Audit Division, however, has taken the 'position that a public
charity spending 80 percent of its receipts for fund-raising costs, 10 percent for
overhead, and only 10 percent for program purposes continues to qualify under
section S01(c)(3) because, "There is no rule in the federal tax law that has as a bar
to qualification for exemption a certain amount or certain percentage of fund
raising for expenses."303 The quoted statement is accurate in general, but in such
extreme cases the Service could regard excessive compensation as transforming an
organization's principal activity into a joint venture that triggers the "private
inurement" disqualification of section 501(c)(3).304 The Service disallows taxpayer
"business expenses" that it regards as excessive. One problein may be that
disallowance of a 'business expense' results only in additional tax; disqualification
of a fund-raising cost could lead to the more drastic remedy of revocation of exempt
status. We discuss the problem of remedies at pages 2653 and 2657-58 below.

Public InformatiOn

The critical problem is lack of access by donors to reliable infQrmation about
donees. Disclosure is the core of our recommendations below; the problem cannot
be solved by the Service, at least not without substantial changes in budget and
operations, but some progress is possible.

The Internal Revenue, Service is directed by Code section 6104(b) to make 4he
annual information returns of 501(0(3) organizationravailable to the public "at
such times and in such places" asthe Commissioner may prescribe: The Service
presently requires those requesting such returns to appear in person at the office of
the District Director of the district where the organization's principal place of
business is located (or at the National Office in Washington or the Philadelphia
Regional Service Center), fill out a form, await notification as to when the return
will be availablefik inspection (often weeks later), come back to the Service's office
to inspect thePaturn in the presence of a Service employee, and pay a duplication
fee for any copies.305 Furthermore, Form 990 returns are usually not available for
one or two years after they are filed; many are several. years older due to delinquent
/filing, thus limiting the usefulness of even the most current return available.306 The
Service included on .Form 990 for 197Z,,e question designed for the first time to
elicit fund-raising expenses, but no accouhving standards have been prescribedIfor de-
termining such expenses. (We discuss belOakpages 2656-57 the need for uniform
accounting standards).

Budget restraints may account in part for the Service's limited use of its §6104
authority. Attitudes conditioned by a justifiable preoccupation with the secrecy and
confidentiality of tax returns generally may also be relevant. But there is a strong
public interest in and need for the information; even taking budget problems into
account, the present procedures seem designed to frustrate rather than facilitate
access to infortn'ation. We believe the Service should make the returns available in'a
more convenient way.

Ptiblic,Warnings

NY
The Service has procedures for warning the public of misleading solicitations and

advertisements in fund-raising activities of pa,Iticular organizations.307 To its credit,
in view of the potential for misuse, the Service has used these procedures sparingly\

Nonetheless, these warnings are now issued only,,,to correct misleading statements1

warn the public of other varieties, of "flagrant regard of the law or regulations"
about the deductible .portion of tickets, and sgsairth. The Service, might similarly .

by soliciting organizations. ,
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Pending Proposals for Federal Legislation

Two proposals for federal regulation of charitable solicitations are pending: H.R.
1123, originally introduced in the last Congress (then as H.R. 11991) by
RepresentativZ Van Deerlin and reintroduced by him on January 14, 1975, referred
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce; and the proposed Truth in
Contributions Act Introduced on March 12, 1975, by Senator Mondale as S. 1153
in the Senate (refe?red to the Committee on Finance) and by Representative Karth
as H.R. 4689 in the Illiuse (referred to the Ways and Means Committee).

H.R. 1123
4

R. 1123 would require persons making interstate charitable solicitations to
pro de specified information to any recipient of the solicitation who so requests, in
writing, within 180 days after receiving the solicitation. The information would havp
to be provided within 30 days after the request was received.
/ Section 3 of the bill would require soliciting organizations with important

ceptions to affix the following statement to all solicitation material, in a
cons icuous place and in conspicuous type: " Recipients of this solicitation may
recei e pertinent information about it and the person making the solicitation by
send ng a request and a self-addressed, stamped envelope within one htIndred eighty
days' after receipt of this solicitation to [insert the name and address of the person
making the solicitation]."

Unfortunately, the exceptions, set forth in section 2(b)(1), include all 509(a)(1),
(2) and ,(3) organizations,308 that is, all public charities except those exclusively
testing for public safety, thus exempting virtually all soliciting organizations from
the notia requirement of section 3.

,Section 4 prescribes the information that would be required to be provided,
upon request, by all persons making interstate charitable solicitations (including
those excepted from the notice requirement), as follows:

(1) the name and principal address of the person making the solicitation;

(2) the general purpose or purposes for which the persdn referred to in
paragraph (1) is organized and operating; \NA

(3) the general purpose or purposes for which the contributions solicited shall
be used by the person referred to in paragraph (1);

(4) the financial terms of any contract or agreement betwpen the person
making the solicitation (or his agent) and the person on whose behalf the
solicitation is made (or his agent) cwhich in any manner

(a) bases the amount of receipts received by the person on !.whose
behalf the solicitation is made on the amount or number of contributions
received, from the solicitation; or

(b) bases the fee or other charge of the person making the solicitation on
the amount or number of contributions received from the solicitation;

(5) the total ,income and total, expenditures of the person referred., to in
paragraph (1), including a listing of the kind and amount of ',contributions
received for charitable purposes and expenditures made with, respect, to -

solicitations for contribOons for charitable purposes (includinradministratiVe
and, managerial costs attributable to such solicitations), with respect to the
most recent fiscal year of, such person for which there is an audited financial
statement or financial statement ..slarn to by an officer of such perso4,-or '
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where such person is in existence for less than twelve calendar months, then
with respect to a projected fiscal year including the period encompassing the

- duration of such solicitation;

(6) %I/II-ether the contribution being solicited is deductible for Federal income
tax purposes under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;

(7) the names and addresses of the trustees, directors, officers, and other
individuals responsible for the custody and final distribution of contributions
received from such solicitation; and

(8) any other information which the Secretary of Coinmerce determines is
necessary or appropriate to carryout this Act.

The Secretary of Commerce would be authorized to prescribe rules to carry qut
the act. Violation of the proposed act, or providing false information, would be a
felony, punishable by a fine of not more than $25,000 or imprisonment for not
more than two years, or both.

The bill provides no authorization for an appropriation nor does it provide any
administrative machinery for, enforcing the bill beyond the mandate to the Secretary
of Cdmmerce to prescribe rules.

The bill does not authorize any remedies except criminal penalties, apparently
foreclosing equitable relief to enjoin organizations from soliciting or requiring them
through mandatory injunction to provide information.

The bill does not provide specifically for uniform accounting standards, although
presumably the Secretary's authorization to prescribe rules would extend to
accounting rules. (As we discuss more ful)y below, uniform accounting standards are
essential to disclosure. The development of such standards will require sustained
effort.)

/-`

, .

Truth in Contributions Bill

The proposed Truth in Contributions Act is based on information developed
during the 1974 Hearings of the Subcommittee on Children and Youth of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. It would amend the Internal
Revenue Code by requiring certain public charities to distribute at least 50 percent of
their gross revenue each year for charitable purposes, to include additional informa-
tion in the annual returns they now file with the Internal Revenue Service, to file
and make publicly available annual reports similar to those filed by private founda-
tion, and to file with the Internal Revenue Service and furnish to each solicited
person a "disclosure statement" containing specified information. No such disclosure
statement could be used unless approved (or not disapproved within 30 days after
filing) by the Internal Revenue Service.309 Compliance would be enforced by
penalty taxes similar to those imposed on private foundations under chapter 42.

Section 2(b)(2)"of the act, defining. "public charities" subject to ,the act, would
specifically exclude all organizations described in Code-sections °1 70(b)(1)(A) (i),

(iii), (iv), (v), and (vii). Organizations thus excluded from, the act's application
include churches, educational institutions, hospitals And medical research organiza-
tions, governmental units and private foundations, and organizations whose purpose
is to "receive,, hold, invest and administer property and to Make expenditures to or
for the benefit of a college or university." Only organizations described in Code
sections 170(b)(1)(A) (vi) and (viii) would be subject to the act, that is, those
receiving a substantial part of their support frocokihe general public or from govern-
mental units and those organized to support such organizations. Also, any organiza-
tion otherwise subject to the act is excluded, from coverage for any year in which 4t
has less thanj25,000'gross revenue.

r- 1-43
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Section 2(d) of tile act would require the aAual information returns filed with
the Service by such public charities to include -(1) a statement of gross revenue for
the, year, on a fund-accounting basis, distinguishing between restriced and un-
restricted sources of revenue; (2) a statement of total expenses for the year,
reported on A functional basis, distinguishing between program costs, administrative
and fund-raising expenses, and other categories prescribed by the Service; (3) a

statement of analysis of functional expenses; (4) a balance sheet; and (5) such other
information as determined by the Service to be "necessary to inform prospective
contributors of the activities and fiscal policies of the public charity." The informa-
tion return would be required to include a statement by a certified public
accountant that the return had been prepared in accordance with accounting
princitfles and standards to be prescribed by the Service.

Under section 2(e), public charities would also be required to file annual reports
with the Service including (1) a copy of the prior year's information return,-(2) the
names and amount of compensation paid to its 10 most highly compensated officers
or ethployees and to each employee or consultant paid more than $20,000, and(3)
such other information A the Service may require. These annual reports would be
required to be prepared by a certified public accountant in accordance with the
accounting principles or standards to be prescribed by the Service; copies would be
filed with appropriate officials of all states in which the charity solicits contribu-
tions and also be available for public inspection at the principal office of the
organization during regular business hours by any individual who requests it.

Section 2(e) of the act would also require' organizations subject to the act to file
a "disclosure statement" with the Service at least 30 ,days prior to using such
statement in soliciting contributions. Public charities would be required to furnish a 7
copy of the disclosure statement to all persons from whom contributions are
solicited, at the time of such solicitation, without regard to whether the solicitation
is conducted in person, by mail, by broadcast, by publication, or otherwisd.
However, the disclosure statement could not be used unless it has been approved by
the Service or has not been disapproved within 30 days after submission to the
Service. The Service would disapprove disclosure statements that do not comply
with regulations to be prescribed by the Service governing their contents. A copy of
the-most recent disclosure statement would be mailed by the public charity to any
individual who- requests' a copy, within 15 days after receipt of such request, and
would be furnished to the officials to whom the annual report is furnished.

A disclosure statement would have to contain (but is not limited to) (1) a
statemen6o1 .gross revenue for the year covered by the annual repori.; (2) a.
statement Of the amounts expended during the year, and the percentage of gross
revenue represented by such expenditures, for charitable purposes, fund-raising
expenses, and administrative costs, and (3) such other information as the Service
May prescribe.

Section 2(a) of the act would amend chapter 42 of the Code to impose two.
levels of penalty taxes on public charities which do not, within 12 months following
the close of the year in question, distribute at least 50 percent of their gross

_revenue for the year for charitable purposes. The tax is not to be imposed for the
first foal- years after. enactmet of the act, nor during the first .four years of
operation of newly created charities. Djitributions qualifying to meet the 50 percent
test would be defloecl, undeCaccounting principles or standards to be prescribed by
the Service, to include (1) extlenditures for "the active conduct of the activities
constituting the purpose of function for which the public charity is organized and6
operated", (2) acquisition of assets directly devoted to such active conduct; and (3)
transfers to other public charities with safeguards to prevent the transfer of the
same amounts back and forth to.a0d penalty tax). Amounts obligated for specific

,,projects would f)e treated as expended for charitable purposes if actual expenditure
would be so treated and if the entire amount obligated is to be expended within

4'4
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five years and the project is of a nature which is best accomplished by the obliga-
tion rather than by immediate expenditures. Expenditures for office facilitieS or
other administrative expenses, for fund raising, or for wages or salaries (except for
those persons "engaged personally in performing services provided under a charitable
program carried out by a public charity") would not be considered to qualify as
expended for charitable purposes under the 50 percent test..

For any year in which the organization did not meet the 50- percent test, a
two-level tax would ,be imposed: (1) an initial tax of 15 percent of the amount that
'should have been,distributed to meet the 50- percent -of- revenue test; and (2) a
secondlevel tax of 100 percent of the amount still undistributed if corrective action
had not been taken within 90 days after receipt of a deficiency notice with respect
to the original violation.

Tax penalties of $10 per day (maximum $5,000) would be imposed on the
persons responsible without reasonable cause for failure to file a public charity's
annual information returns, annual reports, or disclosure statements on time. For
willful failures, including willful failure to issue to all prospective contributors at the
time of solicitation an approved disclosure statement (or one that has not been,
disapproved within 30 days after filing), a penalty of $1,000 would be imposed.

Section 2(b)(1) of the act would apply to public charities provisions on termina-
tion of public-charity status that are similar to those now relating to termination of
private-foundation status. Voluntary termination of public-charity status would be
permitted upon notice to the Service and payment of a "termination tax" equal to
either the "aggregate tax benefit" (the total amount of taxes that would have been
collected from substantial contributors and from the charity had the chaiity hot
been tax exempt, plUs.interest to the date of termination) or the value of the public
Charity's net assets, whichever is lower.

Status as a public charity could be involuntarily terminated by the Service if the
charity or its officers committed willful repeated violations (or committed a willful

4* and Jlagrant violation) of 'the 50-percent-of-revenue test for charitable expenditures
resulting in imposition of the penalty taxes described above, and if the Service, after
consultatiOn with the U.S. Attorney General with respect to the duties of the
Attorney General under section 4 of the act, determined that such termination is
"appropriate and in accordance with the purposes" of the act. Under section 4, the
Attorney General, upon notification by the.Service that an involuntary termination
of public charity status was under consideration, would have to take "whatever
action may be necessary to insure that assets consisting of, Dr derived front.
contributions solicited from the public are *served and expended only for
substantially the same charifible purposes as those for which they, were
contributed." The,Attorney General would be required toocarry out this provision
by seeking voluntary compliance and, if necessary, by instituting civil actions for
appropriate relief in the federal district court where the charity is soliciting
contributions or has an office. Upon a proper showing that such public charity "is

..* engaged, or is about to engage, in acts or practices which would cause the
dissipation of Such .assets or 'their diversion to noncharitable, purposes (or to
significantly different purposes)," an injunction or other order would be granted
without bond by the coart.31°

Section 6 of the act would make ita crime, punishable by a fine up to $5,000
or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both, for any officer or employee
of a public charity to knowingly commit any act or series of acts resulting in the
involuntary termination of the organizatibh's public-charity status.

. Under section 5, any organization registered with the Advisory COmmittee on
, Voluntary Fofeign Aid would be prohibited from stating that it is so registered in
solicitation material distributed, to the public. Violations would be penalized by a
fine, of Up to41,000 for the organization and for any officer or director who causes
or consents tOsuch violation, with the latter subject also to imprisonment for up to.

:-.oneyear."3"
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Some Comments on These Proposals

If the press obtained and monitored the required disclosures, the Van Deerlin bill
(
:ht be likely to expose the worst abuses:And it would undoubtedly be helpful

e limited number of sophisticated donors who could be expected to request
iOursirra n .312 But unlike the proposed Truth in Contributions Act, it would not
provide st donors with information at the critical time when they receive the
solid n and decide whether to resRond. Because charitable appeals often have
emotional overtones, the techniques of some fund raisers are questionable, and
many donors are unsophisticated, we believe that the proposals in H.R. 1123
although helpful are insufficient.

Moreover, federal regulation of charitable solicitations will require adequate
funding and staff, both of which should be dealt with in the enabling legislation.

Lack of flexible remedies is a drawback in both proposals. The Van Deerlin bill
provides only criminal penalties. The Truth in Contributions Bill, although not so
limited in this respect and more effectively framed in numerous other respects as
well, relies primarily on tax penalties (like the private foundation provisions of Code
chapter 42 on which it is largely modeled). Neither proposal provides equitable
remedies to enjoin solicitations or to mandate disclosures.

The Truth in Contributions Bill would provide disclosure at the critical time, and
the requirement for prior submission of the disclosure statement to the government
should help to assure meaningful disclosure. The principal defects of the Truth in
Contributions Bill, in our view, are the 50 percent pay-out provision and the use of
_penalty taxes as sanctions.

Reliance on mandatory disclosure, without substantive rules such as the pay-out
provision, seems more consistent with traditional federal regulation in analogous
areas. It would interfere less with private conduct, requiring that donors be
adequately informed before making their decisions but leaving both charities and
donors with the flexibility and the responsibility to make their own well-infor'med
choices among otherwise unrestricted alternatives. It would tlso be simpler to
administer; experience' under the Tax Reform Act of 1969 suggests that it world' be
time-consuming and expensive to determi9e what distributions qualify under the 50
percent test. Moreover, although the 50 percent limit is, intended to discourage
excessive administrative and fund-raising costs, it may become a negative incentive
for the many charities whose non-program costs are much lower than that. For both
philosophic and practical reasons, we thus prefer to rely on full disclosure to cor ct

abuses, rather than on governmentally prescribed pay-out requirerneo.
The two levels of penalty taxes are in fact civil fines for disobeying the law (as

are the current chapter 42 taxes in many respects). Despite the precedent of chapter'*
42, it seems to us wrong to burden the Internal Revenue Code with suck fines. The
tax sanctions also penalize chitable 4fAkcaries byflirther reducing* funds
available for charitable, prcifgams, which isllpnic since thl tax wailli-pnly be
imposed on organizations already spending too little for such programs.'''"

Finally, if a new regulatory function is to be lodged in an existing'department, .

the' Department of Treasury or ,Rf Justice (or perhaps the federal Trittle
CoMmission) Would seem preferable to the Commerce Department as proposed by

't.W.Van Deerlib bill or to the Internal Revenue Service-as proposed by the Truth in
Contributions Bilf. The Commerce Department has no functions relating to exempt
organizations and has few, if any, basic enforcement iesponsibilities. While assigning
this function to,the Internal Revenue Service may be logical if regulation is'to be
structured upon tax sanctions, as in the Truth in ContOutions Bill, we think, as
noted above, that tax sanctions are an undesirable enfortement mechanism and that
other factors discussed below also weigh against assigning this additional function to

.444,4 the Service.
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A Recommendation for Federal Regulation of Charitable
Solicitations and Professional Fund Raisers

We recommend that a new agency be established within the Department of
Treasury (or alternatively within the Justice Department) to regulate interstate

. charitable solicitation by compelling full disclosure to contributors when they are
solicited and'by prohibiting fraudulent solicitation practices. The scope of coverage
would be carefully designed to exempt small solicitations, where the expense of
compliarite would be burdensome, as well as essentially private, membership, and
church solicitations. -.

The new agency would be authorized to compel disclosures in a manner similar
to that provided in the Truth in Contributions Bill, but it would not be authorized

late the substantive conduct of solicitations or the relationships between
charitable organizations and the professional fund raisers employed by them. The
premise is that if soliciting organizations provide f I disclosure concurrently with a
solicitation, and if fraudulent practices are prohi ted, the market place can decide
substantive questions such as howbmuch should e spent for fund raising.

Full disclosure is also the O'remise of th securities laws and of the Interstate
Land Sales Full Disclosure Act;3" it see useful to draw upon experience with
those laws because, in many respects, the sitions of the ,investor or purchaser and
the donor are similar. The analogy shout not be overstated; solicitations are a small
enterprise compared with publicly traded securities and real estate development
sales; but we have found it helpful to use the securities and land sales disclosure
laws as a starting point in developing our proposal. The new agency would be
authorized to obtain injunctive and similar equitable relief to compel disclosure and
prevent or stop fraud.

Location of the New Agency

We see these three practical alternatives:

First, the functions of the new agency might be lodged with the Internal
Revenue Service.,

,

Second, the new agency might be an independent regulatory agency along the
lines of the Securities And Exchange Commission;

.Third, the new agency might be established as a bureau or service within the
Department of Treasury (like the Customs Bureau and the Internal Revenue Service)
or the Justice Department (like the-Immigration and Naturalization Service)_

We prefer the third approach. This was the alternative chosen n assigning
administration of the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure. Act to the Department
of Housing and Urban Development, where' it is headed by an administrator
equivalent to an Assistant Secretary.

We see no logical reason to conane disclosure requirements. with functions now
performed by the Internal Revenue Service. The Service has no present functions
similar to the disclosure and anti-fraud functions here proposed for the new agency.
That the Service ,presently deals with exempt organizations in one context provides
no warrant for assigning to it all regulatory,functions with respect to such organiza-
tions, any more than the Service's experience with business transactions and finance
has warranted assigning antitrust or securities regulatory functions to the Service.
Indeed, the Service's valuable objectivity and impartiality in the vital rulings and
determinations, areas, might be subtly affected if the Service simultaneously
undertook to police solicitations practices of the same exempt organizations.

'
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A sizable staff perhapS as many as several hundred persons is likely 'to be
required to regulate solicitation disclosures.3" It would be no easier to engraft
such a staff on the Service th.yi to establish it separately. Moreover, the status of
the proposed functions would be reduced by assigning them to an administrative
unit under organization which is itself merely a bureau or service under the
Treasury Depa -sent. We propose that the new agency be established as a bureau or
service on the sam level as the Internal Revenue Service. Responsibility to more
than one federal age cy would impose no undue burden on charities. The data
required to be disclose may overlap in some respects with data collected by the
Service, but in many respe s it will be different; most business firms are obliged to
respond to several agencies.

Finally, the Service is cur ently reorganizing its administration in the exempt
organization area under the ne Assist I Commissioner as mandated by very recent
legislation. This includes a delis -ratP effolt by the Service to reorient its approach
from traditional tax collection big vqVINfew lines of authority and new organiza-
tional loyalties are in the mids' of beitig.forged. It could place a severe administra-
tive strain on the Service to u dertakthe substantial new responsibilities proposed
for regulating solicitations, co currently with the reorganization efforts already in
progress, In this respeCt consi aeration should be giverlkalso to the budgetay and

personnel requirements of t e data' dissemination program recommended below
(pages .61-64) under the Se ice's present statutory authority.31 5

The ch e between new bureau or service within the Department of Treasury
and an in . en " regulatory' agency is less clear. Regulatory and quasi-
adjudicatory responsibilities are normally entrusted to indeftqdent agencies, 'such as
they Securities and Exchange Commission, but they have also been entrusted 'to
agencies within the executive branch, such as the Food and Drug Administration
(part of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare), the Comptroller.of the
Currency (Department of Treasury), and the Interstate Land Sales Administrator
(Department of Housing and Urban Development).

Some may prefer an independent regulatory agency on the gtound that federal
regulation, even though limited to disclosure, will impinge on sensitive areas in
which organizational independence from the executive branch may be helpful.
Independent agencies may not, however, be much_ more independent of the
executive branch than agencies lodged within Cabinet departments, and they are
likely- to be less independent of the Congress.

Operationally, it is likely to be quicker and more economical to establish the
new agency as a bureau within the Treasury, headed by a commissioner1 appointed
by he President and confirmed by the Senate. Placing the new agency within
Treasury should also facilitate cooperation with the Service and provide, through
the Secretary, greater support within the government. ft
Scope of the Disclosure Regulation

As noted above, H.R. 1123 would apply to all charitable organizations, including
churches, although the provisions for annoupg availability of informatiork would
apparently apply to very few. The Truth in Contributions Bill would apply only to
publicly supported charities and their support organizations, having annual gross
revenue of at least $25,000, specifi?ally excluding churches, educational institutions,
hospitals and medical research organizations. Its spOnsor,Senator Mondale, noted
that the bill as introduced aims only to cover the kindsof organizations whose
operations were studied by ,the Subcommittee on Children and Youth, and that
broader coverage deserves cons'ideration.31 6

The CBBB Standards for dharitable Solicitations excludes from its definition of
charitable solicitations "an appeal conducted by a church, fraternal, civic, profes-
sional or training group or any other organization, if the appeal (1) is confined and
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directed exclusively to the organization's voting membership; (2) is an invitation to
such membership or (3) is a request for support without any charitable purpose
associated wittthe appeal."

Model state legislation to regulate charitable solicitations, prepared on behalf of
the CBBB,3'7,_ exempts from its definition of charitable organization "any
Constituted religious organizations or any group affiliated with and fornjipg an
integral part of such"organization "

All interstate charitable solicitations (defined broadly) and, all those making use
of the mails should be subject to disclosure requirements, with the exception of
specifically enumerated exemptions. Obvious exemptions to be considered relate to

f`' size, religOws organizations, intra-membership solicitations, and solicitations that are
, essentially, private. ,

Size. The requirement that federal regulation 'apply only to interstate solicitations
and those conducted by use of the mail doles not by itself impose any limitation
based on size. The smallest solicitation originating in the District of Columbia is
likely to cross the Virginia and Maryland lines; a solicitation originating in New
York will surely, cross-New Jersey and Connecticut lines even if local in character.
Abuses can of course occur in small solicitations, but they are not'apt to be of a
magnitude sufficient to viaerant federal attention. Moreover, the administrative
expense of complying with federal regulation becomes more onerous as the size of
the solicitation decreases. We therefore believe that legislation creating the new
agency should empower it by regulation to exempt charitable solicitations that seek
to raigvelatively small sums of money for organizations that have relatively small
budgets?' 8

Membership solicitations. An appeal confined exclusively to the membership of
an organizatioh, for the programs of that organization, should be exempt, with
suitable safeguards to bosure that the exemption is not used as a way of avoiding
regulation.

1

Private solicitations. "just as the securities laws and regulations exempt private
offerin of securities, so should essentially private solicitations be exempt.
Exemplioh could be drawn in terms of the number of persons solicited and the
means,pf solicitation.

<,(Al t
Churches. Requiring disclosures from churches and their integrated auxiliaries

raises special constitutional and policy questions which we do not attempt to
resolve here. Although the normat fund-raising activities of established churches
presrinably raise , no peOblems, abuses have occurred among affiliates of some
religii3us organizations. One teligious organization reportedly devoted 100 percent of
its direct mail solicitation receipts for two years to building up a contributors list;
some others have had only tenuous connection with religious activities and

_apparently spend most of their receipts on direct mail solicitation costs.319 About
35 percent of the inquiries received by the CBBB from solicited persons relate to
mail solicitations received from religious organizations: '

The Internal 'Revenue Code recognizes the.special character of religious organiza-
tions. Churches, their intergrated auxiliaries, and conventions or associations of
churches need not file returns with the Service 320 However, this restriction does

., not apply tp other organizations which are merely affiliated with chuithes, and it
, does not im it the authority, of district directors under Code section 6001,

whenever in it judgment it is necessary in a particular case, to require a church
,upon notice t fiat a return and keep prescribed records to show whether it is liable
%for.tax?21 Apo, the Service has authority audit a church (or convention or
associatlon of churches) to determine whether it is in fact a church and whether it
is liable erfOr tax undel. the Code 322.
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Nature of the Disclosure Regulation
.

All persons making charitable, solicitations subject to the sclosure rules should,
we suggest, be required to include a solicitation statement with all solicitation
material. The solicitation statement would contain material i ormation pertaining
)to the solicitation and the organization making 44 presented in a format prescribed
by the new agency. The solicitation statement would be a separate document
included in all mail solicitations, used in door-to-door solicitations, and so forth, but
soliciting organizations would be free.to use any literature, brochures, gifts, or other
data in their solicitations (provided that it was not misleading) in addition to the
solicitation statement,

Solicitation disclosure rules would also-apply to telephone appeals and to solicita-
tions through media advertising, although different procedures would be required to
ensure that solicited persons received material informatbn. In these cases, the rules
might require that some information be provided at the time of the solicitation..
by telephone, or in the text of a media advertisement with a clear statement to
the effect that a full solicitation statement is available upon request.

fore any solicitation could be made, the proposed text of the solicitation
statement would be submitted to the new agency for review.323 It could be used
within a reasonably prompt time (30 days, for example, as proposed in the Truth in
Contributions Bill) unless the new agency notified the soliciting organization that
changes in the solicitation statement were required to comply with the disclosure
rules.324 The solicitation statement would be required to state that the filing of a
solicitation statement did. not constitute an approval by the new agency of the
solicitation or the soliciting organization or verfication of the truthfulness of the
information contained in,the solicitation statement.

Organizations subject to the disclosure requirement would also be required to file
additional information with the new agency, including annual reports containing
audited financial statements and periodic data reporting major' changes.

In all of the above respects, the proposed disclosure requirements are similar to
but less complicated than rules under the Securities Act of 1933 and the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and under the Interstate Land Sales Full
Disclosure Act. These acts may provide useful precedents for manysprbblems that
will arise under the solicitation disclosure rules, for example, what is a solicitation
and how is soliciting material distinguished from other literature distributed by a
charitable organization.

-'What Should the Solicitation Statement Disclose.

The disclosures prescribed in section 4 of H.R. 1123 and in the "disclosure state-
ment" proposed by the Truth in Contributions Bill, set forth at pages 2648-49 and
2650-51 above, provide a good starting point for the disclosures required in the solicr
tation statement. The extent of the disclosures to be made how extensively pur-
p9ses.and programs should be described, for example can be developed throughrules
and practice.

Accounting Standards 3 R*.*

A critical factor in any regulation of soliottation's, particularly disclosure, is the
need for uniform accounting sta9dards:Tg uth in Contribution's Bill, but not
H.R.-1123 expressly recognizes this.

In 1964 the National Health Council anldts member agencies, and the National
Social Welfare Assembly (presently the Nay nal. Assembly for /Social Policy and
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Development) and its affiliated organizatiiins, published "Standards of Accounting
and Financial Reporting for Voluntary_flealth and Welfare Organizations" which are
currently being' revised with the additidtal sponsorship of the United Way of
America. The Civil Service Commission- requires these standards to be observed by,
charities eligible for soliciting federal employees. The current revision of the
standards is intended to conform with ..!`generally accepted accounting principles'4
prescribed for health and welfare organizations by the American Institute of
CertifiedPublic Accountants.325

Devising uniform standards applicable to all types of public charities is difficult,
particularly the allocation of multi-purpose costs between fund raising and other

- functions.326 In August 1974 the internal. Revenue Service for the first time
-4..4..included, as an optional criterion: to be used by key districts in selecting exempt

organjzation returns to be audited; the percentage of contributions spent on solicita-
tion expenst1,327 but in the absence of uniform accounting standards there is no
basis for comparability among exempt organizations. ,The-Comriiission on Private
Philanthropy and Public Needs' Accounting Advisory gitrinittee has concluded that
a single, .uniform set- of accounting principles, applicable to all' philanthrqpic
organizations, is feasible and should be adopted, including some 16 specific
principles recommended by that COMfilitiee.328

The Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities E'x'change Act of 1934 authorize
the Securities "Ind Exchahge Commission to define accounting terms and
prescribe

the items or .details to be shown in the balance sheets and earnings statement
and the n?ethods to be followed in the preparation of accounts, in the
appraisal or re-evaluation of assets and liabilities, in the determination of
depreciation and depletion, in the differentiation of investment and operating
income, and in the preparation, where the Commission deem it necessary or
desirable, of consolidated balance sheets or income accounts of any

- person ...329
V

Different language would of course be required, but the concept seems applicable
here. In practice, the SEC has rarely exercised its extensive, statutory powers to
prescribe accounting practices. One observer explains the SEC's role as follows:

For the' most part it has been satisfied to let the profession lead -the way hr
accounting and auditing progress. It is not surprising that the efforts of the
profession itself and of the Commission should complement each other. For
what is accounting, ideally, but full disclosure? The effect of the SEC statutes
was to strengthen.-the hands of the better elements of the accounting
fraternity in their own struggle with ..corporate management. On the whole,
therefore, there has been a healthy interchange of views .between the
Commission and the profession. Regulation S-X [financial regulation] itself
evolved not only from the Commission's decisions in particular cases but also
from constant informal disctissions with registrants, their individual
'accountant ;, and the professional societies.330

Without authority to prescribe accounting standards; and to require audited
_financial statements, the disclosure requirements of any legislation would have little

-
or no value.

Anti-Fraud Provisions -
L

A corollary of the requirement that material infloirthatioW be disclosed is the
requirement. that disclosures be truthful, that no material information be omitted,
and that disclosures not be deceptive or misleading.

4
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Rule 1011-5 undfttthe-Securities Exchange Act of 1934331 makes it unlawful, in
connectionAtiturehase or sale of a security, -

>.

(1 to employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud,=.'

,
. t2) to make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a

material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the
' light of the circumstances under which they are made, not misleading,

or

(3) to engage in any act, practice, or course of business which operates or
would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person.332

3tirtually identical language was adopted in the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure
.Aet, in connection with the lease or sale of lots in any real estate subdivision
containing 50 or more lots.333 .A similar anti-fraud provision seems applicable to
untruthful disclosures and other frauds in connection with solicitations subject to
the proposed disclosure requirements! Such a provision would not apply to such
abuses of self-dealing betweop trustees and a charitable organization; it would be
limited to fraud in connection. with solicitations.33 4 .

. -

.Remedies and EnforCement

The new agency should be authorized, as are the SEC and the administrator of
Interstate Land Sales, to conduct investigations (including authority to sdbpoena
documents and take testimony under oatti), to take administrative action based on
its investigations, and to 'seek and obtain injunctive and other equitable relief from
the United States Federal District Courts whenever it appears that any person is
engaged or about to engage in acts or praetices constituting violations of the
proposed act or of rules or regulations issued under it. For willful and flagrant
violations, there should be criminal penalties.

Registration of,Professional Fund Raisers

All profeskional fund raisers who engage in interstate charitable solicitations
should be recOred to register with the new agency and provide financial and other
information periodically. The purpose is to provide the new agency with a data base
likely to be required in conducting investigations and determining whether there has
been compliance with disclosure requirements.

The activities of professional fund raisers, including the terms of their arrange-
ments with clients, would not be substantively regulated.

VII

JUDICIAL REMEDIES

Equity Enforcement Powers

. Until 1969, the only compliance sanction available to the Service in supervising
exempt organizations was revocation of exempt status. With no flexibility to take
less drastic action, the understandable inclination is to reserve this "death sentence"
for extreme. situations. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 imposes excise taxes on

1,52
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violations of chapter 42 of the Code, but these apply only to private foundations.
Revocation of exempt status is still the Service's only available enforcement remedy
for public charities.. Both revocation and chapter...42 excise taxes deplete the
resources available for charitable purposes.

A much more comprehensive proposal-415r equity enforcement powers was
recommended to Congress by the Treasury Department in 1969.335 The Treasury
proposal althqugh addressed only to private foundations, could apply as well to all
501(0(3) organizations; it was also designed to accommodate the interest of the
states in supervising charities.

As presented to the Ways and Means Committee in 1969,336 Treasury's proposal
recommended substantive standards with respect to self-dealing, adequacy of
distributions for charitable purposes, and excess business holdings,337 with two
kinds of sanctions: (1) tax penalties, such as those enacted in chapter 42, and (2)
civil suits in equity before U.S. District Courts, to be instituted by the Justice
Department upon referral from the Service, in the name of the:United States as
plaintiff.'

The Treasury Department proposed that U.S. District Courts be invested with
equity .powers to remedy any detriment to a charity resulting from violation of the
substantive standards (including pdiver to rescind transactions, surcharge trustees,
and order accountings), to ensure that the organization's assets were preserved for
charitable purposes, and to prevent recurring violations (including the power to
substitute trustees, divest assets, enjoin activities, and appoint receivers). Once ,an
equity action was instituted, the district court would also have exclusive jurisdiction
to review any tax penalties irfiposed administratively by the Service. Equity powers
would automatically be used to preserve charitable assets upon loss of exempt c
status. .

The Treasury proposal provided that if state authorities instituted action before
state courts to remedy.violations, the U.S. District Court before which the federal

could then take ile state action,
'action was pending would defer

further action, consistent wi
until the state court action

tconcluded.
The

district court
as-was necessary.

The Treasury Department did not press its equity enforcement proposal in 1969
betause, we ,.understand, the Service and the Justice Department wereunable to
agree on who should -represent the government in such litigation. Broad federal
equity powers such as proposed by Treasury are essential to supplement the present
sanctions of revocation or penalty taxes. Such powers would provide flexi6i10 to
fashion sanctions that meet the exigencies of,the particular case without penalizing
intended charitable

The
beneficiaries,' by ,`reducing the funds available for "charitable

program's'. e 'prOvisiqn to stay federal proceed' pending the conclusion of
parallel's/ate proceedings- would defer appropriatalli to state autharities4to the
extent that they tevelop effective supervisory prograMs.

We assume tliat federal equitabte remedies would only be used to enforce-
substantive standards provided by 'federal, statute, rather than any b?oad common
law of trusts and fiduciary responsibitities. The substantive Standards now contained ;

in the Internal Revenue Code consist basically of section 501(c)(3), whiciv applies to
all charitable organizations; and the special provisions of chapter 42 that apply to

,,.,priVate foundations.
.Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969, section 503 of the Code prohibited some

50110(3) organizations from eriaging in certain self-dealing transactions with their
creators. However, even then section 503 was inapplicable to religiqusorganizations,
school's and colleges, hospitals and medical' research" organizations, and puillicly
supported, charities (section 170(15)(4)(A)(vi)organizations). The Tax.,,,Reform Act of
1969. repealed section 503, as it'applied to any 501(c)(3) organizations, apparently
on thejground that. it was redundant in light of chapter 42 338 The result was to
subject private foundations to the more stringent provisions of chapter 42 but,to
04,
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leave all other 501(c)(3) organizations subject to no self-dealing restrictions
whatever. Thisseems to have been inadvertent.

The present _statutory s'chemp may be satisfactory, insofar as substantive
standards are concerned, but some consideration should be given to the question
whether public charities should be subject to federal prohibitions on self-dealing,
either by restoring applicability of section 503 or by enacting some other provision
such "as'-that of section 4941 which restricts self-dealing by private foundations.
While theWare some indications that closer supervision may .be needed in this

area,339 we have found virtually no data (apart from an occasional newspaper
article) on the extent of self- dealing abuses among public charities; opinions on the
subject varied widely among attorneys with whom. we discussed the matter.
Considerably more reliable information on this subject should be produced by the
Service's Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TCMP), which currently in-
cludes 3,500 public charities randomly selected by stratified sample (see pages 2610-11
above); one of the items to be evaluated in each of those special TCMP audits is
whether such public charities would be in violatioh of the self-dealing restrictions of
section 4941 if they were assumed to be subject to those restrictions, and if so, the
total dollar amount involved.34°

Regardless ot, the position taken on this issue, we believe that federal equitable
sanctions ghoul apply jo II 501(c)(3) organizations. Even with respect' to
violations of the standar set forth in section 501(c)(3) itself, occasions arise

'frequentIy in which equ le relief rather than revocation would seem to be more
appropriate.

judicial Review of Adverse Siatus Determinations

To protect the tax System from premature judicial interference, the Code permits
a suit in the Tax Court for review of a deficiency assessment or a suit in a U.S.
District Court or the Court ,of Claims for a refund.341 Section 7421(a) of the Code
provides that apart from) these procedures, "no suit for the purpose of restraining

t the assessment or collection of any tax shall be maintained in any court." Judicial
review of Service 'decisions is thus available only after atax has been assessed.

This ,works no unusual hardship for most taxpayers, but it creates a major
, problem for charitable organizStions. Denial or revocation of exempt status, or

failure to act on an exemption application, are not judicially reviewable even though
they May destroy a Charitable Organiption.342 The organization may contest the
denial of exempt status by earning a profit from operations and then contesting' the
income tax when it is assessed,34 or it may find a donor willing to make a
contribution, claim a deduction, and contest the disallowance of the deduction, but
'neither alternative is realistic. By the time such remedies could be used the

organization would' have succumbed financially. Moreover, both remedies are
circuitous and artificial.344

Ni Addressing the adequacy of present remedies, the Supreme Court recently noted:

In holding that §7421(a) blocks the present suit, we are not unaware that
Congress has imposed an especially harsh regime on §501(c)(3) organiiations
threatened with loss of tax-exempt status and With withdrawal of advance

fi assonance, of -deductibility of contributions ... The degree of '-bureaucratic
control tliat, practically speaking, has been placed in the Service over those in

, petitioner's position is susceptible to abuse, regardless of how conscientiously
the Service may attempt to carry out its responsibilities. Specific treatmentof
not-for-profit organizations to allow them to seek preenforcement review may
well merit consideration. But this matter is for amgress, which is the
appropriate body to weigh the relevant, policy-laden considerations, such as
the harshness of the present law, the consequences of an unjustified revoca-
tion of .§501(c)(3) status, the number of orgaQizations in any year threatened
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with such revocation, the comparability of those organizations to others who
rely on the Service's ruling letter program, and the litigation burden on the
Service and the effect on the assessment and collection of federal taxes if the
law_ %were to be changed.3"

. 4,...

Prompt judicia, review of adverse 501(c)(3) rulings, failure to `rule, or revocations
would benefit the Service's administration of charitable organiza ions. The lack of
judicial precedents deprives the Service of standards and gui ante in deciding
exemption issues that present innovative charitable concepts. A former Commis-
sioner Thrower observed: "This is an extremely unfortunate situation for several
reasons. First, it offends my sense of justice for undue delay to be imposed on one
who needs a prompt decision. Second, in practical effect it gives a greater finality to
IRS decisions than we would want or Congress intended. Third, it inhibits the
growth of a body of case law interpretative of the exempt organization provisions
that could guide the IRS in its further deliberations." [Emphasis added] 34 6 -

Corigress recently provided a right_of Tax Court review of adverse Service determi-
natiOns Or failure to make a determination within nine months, with respect to the
exemption qualification of the retirement plans under the Employee Retirement In-
come ecuritrAct of 1974.3" Commissioner Alexander has recommended that such;S
judki l'review be-provided for, 501 (c)(3) determinations as well.348

We recommend a statutory right to judicial review for any organization denied
50110(3) status, or not granted such status within a reasonable time after applica-

.
. ..-

yin

RECOMMENDED ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS WITHIN THE SERVICE

Dissemination' of Data on Philanthropy
.

Lack of data is a major problem for philanthropy. We believe the Service should
undertake to collect, analyze, and publish statistics about philanthropy; if it does
not wish to do so, or is unable to obtain the necessary funds, the new agency
recommended above (pages 2653-58) might assume responsibility. The Service requires
no additional statutory authority to undertake the expanded information program
here proposed. .. k

Code section_ 610$ directs the. Service to "prepare and publish 'annually
I

statistics reasonably. available with respect to the operation of the income tax
laws, including. classifications of ,taxpayers and of income, the amounts ,
allowed,as deductions, exemptions and credits, and any other facts .deemed ,
pertinent and valuable." **0 , }iH ,

71 p
iThrASsistant Commissioner (Planning and Research) now publishes substantial data
but not about exempt organizations.

data,

',The; NeetifOrIfita (*Philanthropy.

Surprisingly little specific information is publicly available about charitable fun&
,whci provides them, who spends them, and what they'are spent for. 'The lack of
information is striking, compared with the data published regularly by the
,Commerce and Labor Departments. It has.been noted that lack of information may
have affected consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.3" Commehting on
lack of data, the Senate Subcommittee on foundations recently stated that "neither
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Congress nor the-4public can assess theariloanto-f-phblt benefit derived from the
tax exempt status accorded foundations and other organizations. "35°

Lack pf information deprives the Service, the Congress, and philanthropy of data
on which appropriate regulatory measures may he fashioned. It impedes an
informed allocation of charitable resources. It may contribute to misunderstanding
by a public that already has some-misgivings.

The Ihternal Revenue Service receives more data on philanthropy than any other
institution, principally through the information returns filed annually by 501(c)(3)
organizations and the apnual reports filed since ,1969 by private foundations.
However, only limited/ portions orthis data are currently entered into the
computerized Exempt Organizations Master File (EOMF). Data have been
computerized, and the EOMF has been programmed, primarily to serve' internal
needs rather than to provide useful data to the public. As a result, much of the data
received by the Service is inaccessible.

There is no Service publication in the exempt organization field similar to the
Statistics of Income series, which provides statistical analyses of data from income
tax returns. (That series includes some data on charitable deductions reported by

1,4 ddnors, but it is not sufficiently d'etded or current to be useful.) 351 Few facts
concerning exempt organizations appear in the Commissioner's annual reports.
r The only available summary of data pertaining to contributions is Giving USA,

,,Nblished annually by the American Associatioh of Fund-Raising Counsel. That
Wblication, as the editors caution, provides estimates based on data provided

4 voluflorily by a variety of private sources and several government agenties. In some
area's such as education, substantial information is available; in other areas, very
little. The information is fragmentary; it can produce only broad, and highly
imperfect extrapolations.' 52

Private efforts to compile data are also frustrated by the widespread preference
of charitable organizations fort-privacy what Waldemar Nielsen calls the "enclave
mentality."35 3 As noted earlier (page 2646), between 20 percent and 25 percent of
soliciting charities' refuse to respond to questionnairesof the Council of Better
Business Bureaus or respond less than forthrightly.

We believe that the public responsibilities of charitable organizations, while
properly carried out through private decision making, include openness to public
disclosure. This is a concomitant to the special advantages of philanthropy and
provides an important assurance against abuse of those advantages.

. :Categories of Data Needed . f! - -, .

Data on philanthropy should be collected, analyzed, and published regularly. The
need is to "gather data aboUt all aspects of chairity, . i. issue publications
periodically, and . ",.'. provid'e information to the public on request."'

To determine what inforMation is needed, how it should be organized, and in
what format it should be presented requires further study by statisticians and the
various organizations and interests affected. Some suggested categories of data
include:3s 5

(1) individual givjrvi, permitting analysis of .al, s

.,.,

(a) average, percentage of individual income given to charity at relative
lexels'ofgross income: _

. ,*-..1 .4
;t, \ (b) 4number 41ifts' and total dollar value broken down bki size of gifti

.,-:-' (e. and r ,Q00, $1,00045,000, $5,000450,000,$50,0004250,000,, .,, ,,,s,

,00 mjIlion., above $1 million); .1,S).1',..,4N

,.,
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(c) charitable donation? by broad purpose, including at a minimum
religion, education, health/hospitals, welfare/Youth/recreation, arts
and welfare,,civic and public affairs, international activities, and gifts
to foundations;

(d).,separation of cash and noncash donations (separately for appreciated
Property), In total and in relation to the categories of size and
purpose in (b.) and (c) above;

'(2) bequests, permitting analysis of annual amounts given, with detail for

(a) Proportions of gross estate;
,

(b) cash and non5as(separately for appreciated property);

(c) by size of giftlas (1)(b) above;
. s

(d) by charitable purpose or Objective as in(1)(c).above;

(3) foundation grants, permitting analysis,of
-,

(a) number of existing grant-makinefoimdations and assets by type
(general purpose foundations, corporation-financed foundations,
community foundations and trusts, operating foundations);

(b) number of foundations added and dis;olved annually, and amount of
'assets involved, by pe of foundation;

(c) riumberzrof grants and total dollar value broken down by -Charitable
--.'fpurpose or objective, as in (1)(c) above;

- ,41(CI) per enrage of income and/or assets expended annually,)on grants and
On dminisbation; j

,,(4) ,corpOrafion'giying, permitting analysis of

(('total nurnber of corporations, assets and industry classifications;

, 7 (b) nu r-- of corporations in categories set forth in (a) .above. that
report charitable contributions; P

*-.> .

(c) inumber of contributions and total dollar value broken down by
charitable purpose or objectiVe as in (1) (c) above;

41*

(d)" "ollar value of corporate expenditures not listed as contributions but
nevertheless of benefit ,to thtpublic or to charities, e.g., support for
cultural activities througkopublic relations or advertising budgets,
provision of free fZilities to cultural-exhibits;" 6

(5) public cha 'ties, pelt itting analysis' of

nurribe of ,e public charities by typeAchtirch, school, ho§pi-
tat/in lea' re' arch organization, public safety testing,;organization
op h for benefit of public college or university, "publicly

ed," supported by membership fees aniPreceipcslrom exempt
es, operated solely in connection witkonetOf the foregoing)

y netoastetsize for,each' type; v. .
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purposes, activities, and objectives
Activity Code entered on exemption application, for each type, set
forth in (a) above;

identified by principal IRS

gross income from contributions or gifts,' investments, government
grants or contracts, related business activities by type, ,unrelated
business activities by type adrninistrative, or fund=raising- expenses
attributable to each of the foregoing, and taxes paid on unrelated
business 'activities for each type and size of charity set forth in (a)
above;

(d) charitable program expenditures, in totardollar amount and as a
percentage of gross income, broken down by type and size of charity
and by principal IRS Activity Code as set forth in (a) and (b) above;

(e) number, of ,public charities added and dissolved annually, by type and
asset size as in (a) above.

The Service's Role

The proposed data program should be undertaken by a government agency, so
that complete and reliable data can be obtained.

''he Service already has much of the data that should be analyzed and published;
it also has computer facilities, data - collection procedures and a statistical publica-
tions program. With additional funding and staff, the Service could promptly begin
publishing statistical data about philanthropy.

There are indications, moreover, that the Service may soon comTence a more
useful program ih this area. Commissioner Alexander recently acknbwledged that
the previous policy may have "wrongly" neglected exempt organization data
analysis 357 A task force appointed by the Commissioner in 1974 proposed an
improved exempt organization data program, which has already been reflected in a
revised Schedule A to the 1974 Form 990 and in more extensive programming for
computer analysis data reported on those returns. The4thate Subcommittee on
Foundatiops has encouraged this effort by providing the Service with a list of
information relating.to exempt organizations, most of which is already received by
the Service on,forms filed annually,which the subcommittee believes "IRS should be
collecting, analyzing and making available to the public."" 8

Such data could be dis'seminat'ed in an annual report on philanthropy and in
special reports, with pqrhaps some objective discussion noting trends iti,the data. We
believe the Service shduld also publish data produced by its special TCMP-Exempt
Organizations Program, much of which is unavailable elsewhere arid- highly pertinent
to issues of philanthropic policy and oversight (see pages 2610-11 and 2659-60 above).

Specific Administrative Actions

We believe that the Service can improve its administration of exempt organiza-
tions in several respects; our specific suggestions are as follows:

, .

Status Determination and Rulings

The Service should request public comments when considering novel questions
of exemption qualification (as it ultimately did with regard to public interest law
firms) or major modifications of previous rulings that have wide impact. Notice and
hearing may not always bb required in such casciby the Administrative-Procedure
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i .

Act, but public comments should provide useful information and supplement the
Service's expertise.", 9 , -

.

, ,

. .
The Service should be willing to provide advance rulings to exempt organiza-

tions when they 'are needed, even though such rulings may not fall within the
general policies for issuing advance rulings. Private foundations, for example, are
now -unable eto determine in advance whether the Seivice will acknowledge that a
transaction is at 'fair market value despith the fact that the foundation may be
Subject to chapter 42 penalty taxes if the Service later challenges the terms of the.
transaction.

2665

Exempt organizations should be permitted to rely upon, as persuasive
(although not necessarily conclusive) precedent, private-exemption rulings and
determinations issued to other organizations. This would promote more equitable
treatment of applicants and help to reduce the risk of inconsistent results among

e seven regional offices reviewing exempt organization appeals (see page 2626

lance Procedures and Practices

he Tax Audit Guidelines issued in 1965 should be integrated with the Audit
Technique Guidelines developed for training purposes after 1969, and updated to
reflect current exempt organization, audit policy.

In view of their possible in terrorem effect, "No Change Advisory Letters"
should be subject to protest and technical review (see page 2609 above).

The audit program should not be concentrated so disproportionately on
private foundations. Closer attention should be given to audit issues arising from
compensated solicitation campaigns (see pages 2646-50 above) and self-dealing (see
page 2660 above)..

Notices of proposed revocations of exempt status should advise organizations
to address the issue of retroactivity separately in revocation proceedings; substantial
grantors should be permitted to participate as interested parties in revocation
proceedings.

Field:examination personnel should be authorized, to give state authorities
advance not-ice and.more complete information. in appropriate cases involving any

.

,r exempt organization against which an adverse determination is in progress (see page
2619 Above).

-,

Personnel and Training -

Training materials for both the determinations and examinations functions of
field personnel should be updated and should include material on the history,
purposes, and public interest served by private philanthropy. The determinations
and .examinations courses might be combined into one course on supervision of
exempt Organizations, with participation by experts from outside the Service,.

The -entry level for lawyers and professionals with similar training in the
Technical Branch of the Exempt Organizations Division should be raised to equal
the entry level for professionals entering the Chief Counsel's office and the
Department of justice.
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Public Information

,\
f

The Service should sponsor seminars and educational programs throughout the
country, to familiarize attorneys and others with the requirements of the Code,
Service procedures, and the status of current Service issues relating to.philanthropy.
Particularly for small organizations, an information program would be extremely
helpful.

The most recently filed information returns and.private foundation annual
reports should be made available to the public under section 6104 by mail, upon
written request, without the requirement for a personal appearance.

Data relating to philanthropy and Philanthropic organizations should be
collected, analyzed and published by the Service as discussed at pages 2661-64 above.

Organizational Structure

the Exempt Organizations Technical Branch should monitor carefully the
decisions of regional offices upon appeals of adverse exemption determinations and
penalty taxes; without reluctance to grant Natiohal Office review in any case
presenting a reasonable question and regardless of whether the affected organization
has specified such question in its appeal.

We suggest that the Operations Branch of the new Exempt Organizations
Division include separate sections for Private Foundation Examinations and Public,
Charity and Miscellaneous Examinations.

The Office,of Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations should have its own
Planning, Research and Statistics Staff (see pages 2627 and 2661-64 above), with a
capacity and readiness also -to commission. and publish studies relating to philan-

thropy by experts from outside the Service. Responsibility for the Exempt
Ofganizatign Master File should be coordinated jointly between this staff and the
OperatioN'Branch orthe Exempt-Organizations Division.

The Interpretative Division of the Chief Counsel's office should include an
Exempt Organizations Branch, idslieraased staff at the review level.

An effective procedure should, te established for coordination between the
Assistant Commissioner (rmployee Plans and Exempt Organizations) and "the
Assistant Commissioner (Technical) to resolve differences between their respective

technical staffs concerning interpretations of exempt organization Code provisions
that are int with provisions appearing in other areas of the Code. Such
coordinating procedure should accord final responsibil'ty to the Office of Employee
Plans and Exempt Organizations when the differen arises over a rulings request
that is required to be submitted under Code's xempt organization provisions,
such as requests for approval of foundatio sc arship procedures required to be
submitted under section 4945 (see page 2603 above).'

4
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Periods I.

Number of Exempt Organizations, 1969-1974

Number of Number of
Private Public Total Active

Foundationsb Charitiesa 501(c)(3)se

Totalfrtive
Exempt

Organizations''
. ."..

3/31/74' 28,326 174,186 226,122 --
FY 1973 25,133 ..,-- 220,074 643,586

- 4.

FY 1972 23,172e 181,482 479,608

FY 1971 160,440 457,022
. ,. .

FY 1970 150,034 437,390

FY 1969 145,722 ' 416
3
562

,

a. farch 31, 1974, data from Commissioner Alexander's testimony, Hearing Before the Sub-
committee on FoUndations, US Senate Finance Committee, June 3, 1974, pp. 115, 139; all
other data atsuppLied by the Service: Public charities may generally be assumed to equal Total
Active 501(c)(3)s less private foundations, but the 3/31/74 figures reported by Commissioner
Alexander do not total, apparently because of 501(c)(3)s whose foundation status had not yet
been determined. The Service advises that the number of 501(c)(3) organizations with such
undetermined status was 10,852 as of June 30, 1974. Only about 80,000 public charities
filed returns in FY 1973, with the balance of about 105,000 public charities (i.e., total active
501(c)(3)s less private foundations and those of undetermined foundation status) either
delinquent or not required to rile (churches and their affiliated auxiliaries, conventions or
associations; subordinate units covered by a central organization's return; other public charities
whose annual gross receipts do not normally exceed $5,000). ..

'
b. DOes not incluk Nonexempt Charitable Trusts (NECTs) which are to be treated as private

foundations. As of March 31, 1974, there were 7,726 NECTs which had filed required forms
with the Service and are being treated as private foundations; the comparable figure for FY
1973 was 6,400.

c. The latest availableTuigre, as of August 31, 1974, is approximately 230,000. All figures in this
column omit organizations that have not applied to the Service for recognition, which is not
required for churches (including their integrated auxiliaries and conventions or associations of
churches), public charities whOse annual gross receipts do not normally exceed $5,000, or
subordinate units of public charities covered by group rulings issued to a central organization
(Willa is counted as one entity in these figures). However, these figures include some organiza-
tions which, although not required to apply for recognition, have nevertheless done so; their
number is unknown.

d. Includes subordinate units of parent organizatitms (other than religious organizations) to Which
group rulings have been issued. The substantial increase in the number of active entitiesfor
FY 1973 reflects a concentrated effort made during that time to add subordinate units to the
EOMF listing.

.e. This figure-represents the total for the period ending July 31, 1972, as this was the first period
that EOMF computer statistical data was available.
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I. Footnotes

1. The Peterson Commission focused on private foundation's, dealt with in the Tax Reform Act
of 1969. See Foundations,-Private Giving, and Public Policy, Report and Recommendations of

the Commission on Foundations and Private Philanthropy (Chicago, 1970).

2. Only certain classes of business corporations were subject to earlier fede al income tax

statutes that were adopted briefly during the Civil War period. The 1894 status was declared

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 1895, Pollock v. Farmer's Loan and st Co., 157

U.S. 429, aff'd on rehearing, 158 U.S. 601 (1895), but comparable provisions appe ed in the

Corporation Excisb Tax of 1909 and then in the Revenue Act of'1913 and all rev ue acts

since then:

3. Other tax-exempt organizations include civic leagues and social welfare organizations, labor

unions and agricultural organizations, chambers of commerce, recreation clubs, fraternal

sooleties, teachers retirement associations, cemetery companies, credit unions and veterans

or nizations. See internal Revenue Code §§ 501(c)(1} through 501(c)(19) arid 501(d), (e) and

f). Qualified pension, profit-sharing and stock bonus plans, defined in Code § 401(a), are also

given tax exemption by § 501(4. Also exempt are farmers' cooperatives (§ 521), shipowners'

protection and indemnity associations (§ 526), political organizations (§ 527), common trust

funds (§ 5B4) and charitable remainder trusts (§ 664).

.4. Internal Revenue Code §§ 170(c)(2), 642(c), 2055(a)(2), 2522. Nonprofit veterans

organizations also have this advantage, as do political organizations to a limited extent and some

fraternal lodges for gifts to be used exclusively for charitable purposes; some nonprofit cemetery

companies have this advantage with respect to income tax but not estate or gift tax)

deductions by donbrs. Organizations devoted to testing for public safety, although exempt

under § 501(c)(3), do not qualify for deductible contributions.

5t-oWe use terms such as "charitable organizations," 'philanthropic organizations," and

"501(c)(3) organizations" interchangeably; when we use the term "exempt organizations," we

refer to all categories of exempt organizations. We use the term "public-chariti.es" to encompass

all 501(c)(3) organizations that area not private foundations.

6. Charitable organizations also receive grants from and enter into contracts with government

agencies: hospitals, for example, under the Hill-Burton Act; performing arts organizations under

the 'National Endowment for the Arts; colleges and universities under Office of Education-1

programs. Federal programs in areas such' as education, manpower, health, civil rights, crime /

reduction, theeenvitonment, defense/ spact,,research and development. of &kings
virtually the entire spectrum of the federal budget inilude- grants, to and contracts with

private Institutions. A large (but unidentified) portion of the recipient Institutions are 501(c)(3)

organizations. I e impact on philanthropy of the federal 'government's grant and contract

activities is significant but beyond the scope of this study, which focuses on federal oversight of

the collection and expenditure of privdte charitable funds. It should be noted, however, that a

charitable or ation's conduct of a substantial part of its activities under federal government

grants and contra may _subject it to the same constitutional standards that are applicable to

governmental agen es, at least in the areas of race and sex discrimination; see New York City

Jaycee v. l d States,laycees, Inc., 377 F. Supp. 481 15.13.N.Y. 1974).

.4
\ 7. Jackson v. Stotler Foundation, 496 F.2d, 623, 638 (2d Cir. 1974) (Circuit Judge riendly

dissenting from denial of reconsideration en banc). See also Bittker, A "Comprehe lye Tax -

8ase" As a Gttal of Incoine Tax Reform, 80 Harv. L. Rev. 925 (1967).

8. internal Revenue Code (hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Code") § 5010(3).

9. See Appendix, note 3.
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10. Code 7803(a)!
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11. Internal Revenue Manual (hereinafter cited as "IRM") 101.1 (1974); Rev. Proc.'72.57,
1972-2 Cum. Bull. 835, 836.

12. Remarks by Commissioner Randolph W. Thrower, prepared for delivery before South
Dakota Society of tPA's and State Bar Association, Rapid City, South Dakota, November 6,
1970. ,

13. For this purpose, certain nonexempt charitable and split-interest trusts to which deductible
contributions have been allowed are treated as 501(c)(3) organizations. Code § 4947. The
exceptions to the application requirement of § 508, are discussed in note 32, infra.

14. Remarks,by Commissioner Donald C, Alexander, prepared for deliviry before the American
Society of Association Executives, New Orleans, Louisiana, August 29, 1973.

15. Remarks by Commissioner Jghnie M. Walters, prepared for delivery belore Tax Exempt
Orginizations Institute, San Diego,,Callfornia, January 12, 1973.

16. Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1952, effective March 15, 1952, 1952.1 Cum. Bull. 227, has
been embedded in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, § 7804(a). Previously the S Ice was

organized, both in Washington and in the field, on a program or "type-of-tax" b
jurisdictionally separate units administering different types of taxes.

17. See Re;eProc. 72.2, 1972.1 Cum. Bull. 695.

-18. See Rev. Proc. 72-3, 1972.1 *Cum. Bull. 698.

19. ode § 7805(a).

20. See Rev. Proc. 72.1, 1972.1 am. Bull. 603.

ti

21. See Code § 6213, 7421.7422; Bob Jones. University v.. Simon, 416 U.S. 725 (1974);
Commissioner v. Americans UniatI Inc., 416 U.S. 752 (1974). Both ,the present Commissioner
and at least one of his predecessors have proposed that Congress authorize direct appeal 'to the
Tax Court, without awaiting notice of tax deficiency, from adverse decisions by the National
Office on an organization's claim to exemption qualification." ,
22. Throughout' Chapter II we discuss the Service's administration of exempt organization
matters as it has existed up to December 2, /974, when the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 became, effective mandating certain changes in the structure of that
administration. The nature and ,potential effect of those changes are feviewed in Chapter III.
Apart from the specific developments noted in Chapter III, the discussion in 'Chapter II
continues to be current as bf mid-March 1975.

23. News Release IR-1326, August 29, 1973, Remarks of Commissioner Alexander prepared for
delivery before the American Society of Association Executives, New Orleans, Louisiana, p. 5.

.

24. Under the Service's 1952 reorganization, an- Exempt Organizations Branch was created in
Wr: the National Office's Special Technical Services Division Under the Assistant Commissioner

(Technitat). See Rev. Rul. 10, 1953.1 Cufn. Bull. 488, 493. .

-25. Rev. Rul. 54-164, 1954.1 Cum. Bbil. 88. P.

°
26: The-1969 report of the Commission on Foundations and Private Philanthropy ("Peterson
Commission ") had focused on the Service's inat quricAs in this area.
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27. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Annual Reports 1970, 1969; Cohen,, The Internal
Revenue Service and Its Programs for Exempt Organizations, NY U Proceedings of 9th Bien.

Conf. on 9aritable Foundations 243, 245.247 (1969).

28. Remarks by Commissioner Randolph W. Thrower, prepared for delivery before the

Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, Texas, January 15, 1971; ibid., before the South
Dakota Society of CPA's and State Bar Association, Rapid City, South Dakota, November 6,
1970. Or of the Service's principal deficiencies even at the present timejs its continued failure
to analyze and publish exempt organization data other than that necessary to the computation
of tax liability, thus frustrating analysis of the existing law's impact on charitable activities. See
Testimony of Commissioner Alexander, Hearing Befo're U.S Senate Committee on Finance,
Subcommittee on Foundations, June 3, 1974, passim, and discussion at pages 2661-6tbelow.

r-

29. Originally, the training program was to include "refresher courses in fields such as

sociology, political science, economics, philosophy and the like." Remarks by Commissioner
Randolph Thrower before American Bar Association Section of Taxation, Dallas, Texas,
August 10, 1969. See also Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Annual Report 1,69, p. 6r
"Internal Revenue agents and other specialists assigned to exempt organizations work will be
given_ special training beyond (he scope of tax law and accounting for example, basics of
sociology, political science, and economics." The actual content of this training program is
discusseil at pages 2586 and 2603 below.

30. News Release IR-1010, January 19, 1970, "IRS to Centralize Tax Exempt Organization,

Activity."

31. Rev. Proc. 73-7, 1973-1 Cum. Bull. 753 (private foundations); Rev. Proc..72-4, 1972-1
Cum. -Bull. 706. See also Rev.-Proc. 72-41, 1972-2 Cum. Bull. 820 (applications of central

organizations for group rulings exempting subordinate organizations). Technical advice

procedures are set forth in Rev. Proc. 73.8; 1973.1 Cum. Bull. 754.

32. Code §§ 508(a) and (c) except from this requirement all organizations that were organized

prior to October 10, 1969, all churches (including their integrated auxiliariei and conventions or
associations of churches), and all public charities whose annual gross receiptsdo'not normally
exceed $1000. IRS by regulation also vcepts subordinate public charity organizations covered
by group exemption letters ,and "Nonexempt Charitable Trusts" which were organized prior to

October 10, 1969. Ire*. Reg.§ 1.508-1(a)(3).' As a iiesult of the exceptions from the

application requirement, IRS acknowledges that under present law it will never know"-the
totalnumber .of .501(c)(3) organizations. _Testimony of Howard Schoenfeld, Audit Division,

Internal Revenue Service, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Foundations of the Committee

on Finance, U.S. Senate, June 3, 1974, p. 137:
A

33. Treas. Regs. §§ 1.501(a)-1(a)(2) and 1.508-1(a)(4). Because of the 'advantages of
recognition by the Service (see the following footnote), some church groups and small public
charities that are excepted from .the § 508 application requirement nevertheless choose to
obtain 501(c)(3) recognition by the Service.

34. Treas. Publication 78. In addition, social security and uneTployment taxes become optional
rather than compulsory with respect to wages paid emitloyee?of organizatiops whose 501(c)(3)
status has been recognized by IRS, see Code §§ 3121(b)(8)(B) and 3306(c)(8). Some small
public charities and church groups that are not required to apply for Service recognition, and
have not'done sci, are nevertheless listed in Publication 78 at their on request.

35. Code § 508(b) and. Note that pre-1969 organizations and small public charities are nrirl,
excepted; section 508(c) requires that the latter not bg pthiate foundations in order to qualify

for the exception- of,sectiori 508(b).
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36. I ?I:s7fiei-las'a 1pilvati fqtridation, the Service may alse4ave to determine whether the
i

organizatlIOW is a' private, iiperati Ootiridation untr Code .§ 494210(3). ,

' '+', ;:;.' 4 V af ''f .
,

37. The *oral .Offi9e4 Technical staff also conducts, on a simple basis intended to assure.
uniformily ,of standards, post4evievi of determination letters isVeci in the field. See section 9
of Rev. Prot, 724 , .t.0 -1 cum. Butt 706, 7081 This is estimated by IRS to occupy 5% of the
fizie of TechOical) Ex,e pt Organizations Brandh. No data are available on how often such
post-reviews restft m a atIonal Office exteptiorZlo field determinations; if puch an exception is

'1-tiiken and the organization protests, the file is referred to the National Office for technical,Idvice: _

<..v
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. , . r , _ .
38. The analysis does qot.cif,,coursereveal how,much time or effort may be required to obtain
the results, noillthe eVerii to which new organizations are' effectively denied '501(c)(3)
recognition by protested delay. See I've 2598 below. .,.,

/ "
39. Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(d)(1)(iii),

40. The legiilative history Of section 501(c)(3) is discussed in Rev. Rul. 67-325, 1967-2 Cum.
13911. 113.

Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-11d)(2).

42. Ibid.; see also 1RM 11(671).759.

43. -See ;ages 2660-61 below.

44. Recently Commissioner.Alexander noted that,-"More than a legal decision has to be made.
It is relatively easy to say that an activity furthers a charitable or religious or social welfare or
even a common business purpose. It is far more difficult/to decide whether, in point of fact,
this 'or that activity really does further goals stated in such nebulous terms." News Release
IR -1326, Remarks by Commissioner Alexander prepared for delivery before the American
Society of Association Executives, New Orleans, Lpuisiana, August 29, 1973.

145. A few of the/Service's own experts, uncomfortable with the interpretative judgment
required of the Service in the exempt organizations area, wquld welcome_ comprehensive
statutory treatment of the taxation of all categories of nonprofit organizatiorks, leaving the
Service simply with its familiar audit role as in the case of business organizations. They note,
for example, that the Code's 'present provisions for determining "income" and "trade or
business expenses" are not well designed for nonprofit organizations that are not found to be
exempt.

sif4 °

46. Assistant Secretary of 1be Treasury for Tax Policy Edwin S. Cohen observed, 'Ve have
tried to avoid interpreting the word 'chaiitable' In A fixed, immutable fashion. As the courts
havedone in many nontax settings, we have tried to give it a meaning that changes and expands
as the needs of society change and expand." Statement Before the H9use Committee on Ways
and Means, on H.R. 13720, May 3, 1972.

47. See, e.g., Deposition of Arthur B. White, Special Assistant to the IRS Chief Counsel sid
Associate Chief Counsel (Technical), July 26,,1973, in Center on Corporate Resonsibillty, Inc.
v. Schultz, Civil Action No. 846-73, U.S. District Court-' for the District of Columbia, at,T(.62:
"There 'has been ... concern in the -office and 'in the 'Chief Counsel's office ... that we're
getting further and further away from judicial precedent in the social welfare area, what you

, referred to as an ideological area. There have keen discussions even this year that We've got to
tighten up on our precedents and see that we have very carefully reviewed the legal grounds of

tt,47
them."

c.
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-48. IRM (11)671,759. Note that "promotion of social welfare" as a charitable purpose under

501(c)(3), is somewhat limited by the Regulation's provision that such promotion must be
"designed to accomplish any of the above purposes [relief of poverty and distress; advancement
of religioh, education or science; erection of public buildings, monuments or works; or lessening
the burdens of government', or (i) to lessen neighborhood tensions; (ii) to eliminate prejudicir

and discrimination; (iii) to defend human and civil rights secured by law; or (iv) to combat
community deterioration and juvenile delinquency." Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(2).

However, under 'section 501(c)(4), "promotion or social welfare" is defined simply as

"promoting in some, way the common good and general welfare of the people of the
community." Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(4)-1(a)(2)(i).

49. The position of the Service is that the law of charities traditionally has recognized that
private, nonprofit schools are educational and thus charitable, even though their enrollment is
limited to a particular sex, a particular religion, or a particular race. There has been no decition
of any Federal court of which We are aware that rejects this principle," Remarks of
Commissioner Randolph W. Thrower before American Bar Association Section of Taxation,
Dallas Texas, August 10, 1969.

50. Green v. Kennedy, 309 F. Supp. 1127 (D.C.D.C. 1970), on final injuncyion sub nom.,
Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150, aff'd percuriam sutr nom., Coit v. Green, 404 US. 997
(1971).

51. Remarks by Commissioner Randolph Thr.ower before American University Tax Conference
on Non-Profit Organizations, Washington, D.C., February 48, 1971. See Rev. Rul. 71-447,.
1971;2 Cum. Bull. 240. The Service's change of position 4s announced in July 1970, after
Issuance of a prelirahary injunction in the green c sa_s,,\.1 but before decision on the final

52. 330 E. Supp. at 71594160.

53. Rev: Proc. 72.54, 1972.2 curs". Bull. 834.

CU,
54. Proposed Rev. Proc., Technical Information_ Release TIR-1347, February 14, 1975.

55. E.g., Jackson v. Stotler Foundation, 496 ,F.2d 623 (2d Cir. 1974); Falkenstein v.

Departmept of Revenue, 350 F. Supp. 887 (D. Ore. 1972) (three :judge court), app. dism., 409
U.S. 1099 (1973); McGlotten v. Connally, 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.C.D.C. 1972) (three-judge

court).

56. See Nell) York City Jaycees, Inc. v. United States Jaycees, Inc., 377 F. Supp. 481 (S.D.N.Y.

1974).

657. The effects of the lorfg delay are described in Adams, Responsible Militancy the
Anatomy of A Public Interest Law Firm, The Record of the Association of the Bar of the City

of New, York, November 1974.
'...

58. Remarks by Commissioner Thrower, before American University Tax Confirenct on
Non-Profit Organizations, Washington, D.C., February 18, 1971.

9. Testimony of Commissioner Thrower, Hearings Before the Senate Subcommittee on
Employment, Manpower and Poverty, on Tax Exemptions for Charitable Organizations

Affecting Poverty PrOgrams, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. pp. 71:72, November 16, 1970.
'
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60. Not until October 1974 did the' Service issue its first private rulings on this matter,
,permitting public interest la* firms to accept fees awarded by a court or protdded by a

courtapproved settlement, but only where the probability of recovering a fee is not so strong as
to make the litigation economically feasible for private law firms; in no case may fees (however
small) be accepted from clients, and no more than 50 percent of the organization's litigating
budget may be defrayedby-awardecf fees (based on a five.yearvrnoving-average}7-The latter two r
conditions remain the subjerA of continuing controversy. The 'Service has lately adhered to its
position, see Rev. Proc. 75.13 and Rev.' Rul. 75.74, 75.75 and 75-76, 1975 Int. Rev. Bull. No.
10, Mara 10, 1975.

61.. The key districts were. increased to 19. from 16 in December 1974 as part of the
reorganization incident to creation of a new Office of Employee Plans and Exempt
Organizations. See Chapter III. Applications received by IRS offices abroad are refer4--to the
Office of International Operations in Washington, whose direotor functions as a key District
Director for such organizations.

62. A few key districts do not establish formally separate groups for the two functions.

63. Rev. Proc. 72-4, 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 706, 707. The standard was the same under the earlier
procedtde, Rev. Proc. 69-3, 1969-1 Cum. Bull. 389,

64. IRM (11)671.221-222. Also to be referred to the National Office are group exemption
applications and private school cases in which' (a) adverse action is a probability, (b) the case
arises from Mississippi, ,or (c) the school's principal method of publicizing its racially
nondiscriminatory policy is not one of those approved by the Service's Revenue Procedure on
this subject. IRM (11)671.223-224.

65. IRM (11)671.224.2.

66, No- breakout of 501(c)(3) from other exemption applications is available. As distinct from
rulings, the National Office in recent years has issued "technical advice" in about 500 tales
annually, including adverse district determinations protested by applitants and proposed
revocations,

67. The Commissioner's Annual Reports for 1971, 1972 and 1973 each show about 3400
rulings (as distinct from technical .advice) issued on exempt organization matters. The Service
advises that about half of these rulings are on 501(c)(3) applications, abput 30% are on requests
by private foyindations for fulings on proposed transactions (of which b'y far the largest number
Involve prooedures for individual grants'and scholarships, for which advance.IRS,aptIroval is

required under Code § 4945(g)), and the `remaining 10% are on "applications for exemption
under other Codc.prOvilions and other matters.,

.

68. Lehrfeld and Webster, Administration by the IRS of Non-Profit Organization Tax Mattirs,
XXI fax Lawyer 591, 598 (Spriqg 1968).

69. Exemption applications increased from 17,361 in FY 1966 to 29,741 in FY 1973.
. .

70. Rev. Proc. 72-4, 1972.1 Cum.-Bull. 706; IRM (11)671.250 and Exhibit 200-18 thereto.
Treasury Publication 716 ("Instructions for Preparing Protests of Determination Letters Issued
to Organizations Claiming Exemption Under Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code") is
normally attached to adverse, determination letters, unless the letter itself contains such
information.

71. See the sample denial letter shown as Exhibit 200-18 to IRM (11)P71.250. However, upon
issuance of an adverse determination the file is placed in suspense /for 45/days, during which no
action is taken to obtain tax returns or any tax payment "ur6ss the interests of the
Government are in jeopardy," and a protest re ived after 30 days "will be considered"

16
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althoUgh "reopening of the case will be coordinated with any action in process, such as efforts
to obtain income tax return" examination of returns, or court or appellate 'action." IRM

(11)671.261:'

72. District conferences may be conducted as necessary at locations other than the key district
office by "circuit rider" conferees from key districts. I RM 4(11)81.

73. The absolute right to National Office review of adverse determinations is now being
modified by the establishment of a Regional review level under the new Assistant Commissioner
discussed in Chapter III. See pages 2623, 2626 below.

74. If the written protest's statement of facts cfBes not agree with those ascertained by the key
district specialist, the applicant may be requested to submit a supplemental statement modifying
its factual contentions or a' statement of its understanding as 'to the specific points in issue,

before the file is forwarded to the National Office. See IRM 4(11)82.4, 83.2.

75. E.g., Lehrfeld and Webster, op. cit. page 30 above, at 07, estimated 50 percent. The
Service believes theeperoEntage of 'reversals is much lower now.

76. District conferees are instructed to encourage a district conference, although waived by the
applicant, whenever the confree believes the issue can be resolved at the district ftvel.

4(11)82.4.

77. IRM 4(11)31.

78. Service procedures require a certified copy only of the organization's articles of

incorporation or other basic governing instrument; bylaws need not be certified unless they

constitute the governing instrument, as for some unincorporated associations. Rev. Proc. 68-14,
1968-1 Cum. Bull. 768; IRM 4(11)32. Apart from whether some district officials demand more
paperwork than Service procedures require, it,is not clear why certification should, be necessary
even for the governing instrument, since Code § 7207 makes it a crime to willfully and
knowingly deliver to the Service a document that is false as to any material matter (whether the
document is certified or not).

79. IRM (11)671.

80. See note 29,Supra,

81. Not does the Technical staff control the type, qr uses to be made, of data collected in the

Exempt Organization Master File, which is maintained by the National Office's Audit Division, -

or the manner in which audits of exempt organizations are conducted.

,82..Eirstpriority goes to inquiries from the congressidnal committees or .6taffs concerned with
tax flatters or inquiries from the Treasury Department or\White House; second priority goes td

0 other congressional inquiries, third priority is technical advice requests from District Directors.
Rulings requests and exemption applications together have fourth' priority and are handled in
chronological order, except for cases specially 'expedited because of the needs of the applicapt
organization or interests of the community in which the organization is .located or because of

substantial congressional or governmental agency interest in the matter. Last priority is given to

inquiries from individuals, complaints,etc. See generally, Lehrfeld and Webster, op. cit., note 68,

supra., at 599.600,

83. The Conference and Reifew Staff may upon its initial review of a technical mice case

forwarded from a Rulings group, disagree with a proposed affirmation of a denial%tter and
recommend a favorable determination without a conference being ,necessary; jf the Rulings

Section cannot agree, the Branch Chief resolves the matter.
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84. See IRM (11)172(1)(c). /

', 85. It is difficult .to determine how much time commissioners devote to exempt organization
matters, and it undoubtedly varies. ommissioner Thrower (1969.71) is estimated to have given
as much as 30% of his time to such matters. Most Commissioners in recent years have
apparently devoteti a substantial portion of their time to exempt organization questions, but

, rarely with resp to individual decisions. Theoretically, the Commissioner is not bound by the
1 Chief Counsel's dviCe, but if an issue of "Treasury policy" is presented on which the

Commissioner di grees with the Chief Counsel's advice the matter is to be submitted to the
Secretary or Deputy Secretary of the Treasury for resolution. The last such occasion recalled by
one senior Service official involving an exemption ruling was 20 years ago, when the support of
the Treasury Department was invoked by the Chief Counsel in two cases.

,j675

86. Lehrfeld and Webster, op. cit., note 68, supra., at 600.

87. Ibid., at 608.

88. Until a favorable exemption determination is issued, foundations considering grants cannot
be certain that such grants will not be taxable expenditures under Code § 4945(d)(S); other
prospective donors have no assurance that contributions will be deductible.

89. In Center on Corporate Responsibility, Inc.. v. Schultz, 368 F. Supp. 863 (D.C.D.C. '973),
two years and eight mdnths elapsed before a National Officetuling was issued; th. ruling was
issued two weeks after_the applicant commenced sod. The case may fairly be regarded, however,
as atypical. See note 197, infra.

90. TheThe general criteria for referral are that, Cases are referred to Interpretative Division in
those instances in which the importance or co plexity of the issue is such as to justify Chief
Counsel consideration." I RM (11)172(1)(a)(1)( ).

91. The other is the Legislation and R_eiKations Division, which represents the Service in
connection with tax legislation and prepares regulations. There is also an Associate Chief
Counsel (Litigation) and an Operations and Planning Division of the Chief Counsel's office, with
a Regional Counsel attached to ech of the seven field regions.

92. Code 7801(b)(2).

93. In the Legislation and Regulations Division, one of five Branches handles all exempt
organization matters concerning legislative changes and preparation of regulations.

94. Until his recent retirement there was, a Special Assistant to the Chief Counsel, assigned to
the Office of the Associate Chief Counsel (Technical), who specialized in reviewing difficult
501(c)(3) determinations cases; since his retirement this function has been assumed personally
by the Chief Counsel and the Associate Chief Counsel (Technical).

o

95. On March 13, 1975, the number of exempt organization matters pending in the Chief
Counsel's Interpretative Division had been reduced to 78, of which 43 were proposed Revenue
Rulings and 35 concerned particular organizations. The latter included 16 exatption
qualifications under § 501(c)(3). This workload reduction may be due at least partly to
temporarily decrease case referrals while the Service's Exempt Organizations officials were
occupied with the reorganization rekently in process under the new Assistant Commissioner (see,

:,..`,Chapter III below).

96. IRM 4(11)52 provides: "Examining officers may' asuolly discuss possible revocation or
change in exempt stab's with officials of an organization before submitting rbrommendations.

. Generally; such.discussions ansogial for examining officers teobtain sufficient facts to make
-

4
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- -
their recoinmendations. However, if an examining officei believes that an organization is

subyersive, he should not, discuss this with the organization's representative, but should prepare
'a detailed report setting forth all pertinent Information, including the reasons for his views, and
forward it to the ,National. Office under the technical advice procedUres ..." (emphasis added)
The reference to "subversiveness" is apparently 'an obsolete reference to Code § 508(g)
disqualifying organizations designated by final orders of the Subversive Activities Control Board,
which is no longer in existence; see also page 2615 below.

97. Rev. Proc. 72-4, 1972.-,1 Cum.,,,Bull. 706. An...exception to this procedure may be invoked
"where delay would be prejudicial to the interests of the Internal Revenue Service (such as in
cases involving fraud, jeopardy, the imminence of the expiration of the statute of limitations, or
where immediate action is necessary to protect the interests of the Government)." Section
11.07, Rev. Proc.. 72.4, 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 706. In such cases -the District DireCtor may issue a
revocation notice prior to affording administrative appeal rights to the organization. Inr any
other case warranting immediate action "to protect the interests of the Government," such as
"in flagrant abuse cases when the organization is performing substantial acts clearly inconsistent
With the exemption provisions of the Code and the Government's interest would be prejudiced
by the time lapse which would be involved if normal appeal procedures wert followed," the ,
District Director roust first obtain National Office approval before issuing a revocation 'notice
prior to affording the organization appeal rights. IRM 4(11)91. In addition to such cases, a
district-level conference is,not afforded in any case involving "failure or refusal to comply with
the lax laws because of moral, religious, political, constitutional, conscientious, 4r similar
grounds." IRM 4(11)82.2. As in the case of adverse initial determinations, the absolute right to
National Office review of revocations is currently being modified, see pages 2623, 2626 below.

98. Since retroactive revocation can result in assessment of past due taxes for all years

remaining open under the statute of limitations, the courts require that exercise of this
discretionary authority to take retroactive action not be abused. Automobile Club of Michigan
v. Commissioner, 353 U.S. 180, 1 L.Ed. 2d 746, 77 S.Ct. 707 (1957); Lesavoy Foundation v.
Commissioner, 238 F2d 589 (3d Cir. 1956).

99. Sec. 11.01, Rev. Proc. 72.4, 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 706, 708. The reference to a "prohibited
transaction" apparently is to Code Section 503, which provides for, loss of exemption if certain
prohibited self-dealing transactions are engaged in by otherwise exempt employee benefit plans;
prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969, but not since then, Section 503 applied also to some
501(c)(3),organizations. See pages 2659-60 below.

100. IRM ( 1) 71.2(10)(4), .2(11)0. IRS Form 990, filed annually by ,all exempt organizations,
calls for "a det fled description" of any activities which have not previously been reported to"
the Service n for a copy of "any changes" in the organization's "governing instrument,
articles of inc rporation, or bylaws, or other instruments of similar import."

101. IRM (11)671.2(10)4.

102. Sec. 11.01, Rev. Proc. 72.4, 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 706.

103. IRM (11)671.2(11)2.

104. See Sec. 13.05 Rev. Proc. 723, 1972.1 Cum. Bull. 698.

105. See Sec. 6, Rev. Proc. 72-2, 1972-1, Cum. Bull. 695; Lehrfeld & Webster, op. cit., note
68,,supra., at.604.

106. Rev.Proc, 72-39, 1972-2 Cum. Bull. 818. However, deductibility may be denied where the
contributor was aware that revocation was imminent or was "in part responsible for, or was
aware of, the activities or deficiencies on the part of .the organization that gave rise to the loss
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of qualiflcatiOn,' id. at sec. 3.01. ,The, Service is apparently applying this criterion also for
imposition of § 4945 penalty taxes upon private foundations for "taxable expenditures" in
making grants to organizations with awareness that revocation of the grantee's exempt status
was imminent. j44,

107. Rev: Proc. 72-39, 1972.2 Cum. Bull. 818. See also IRM 4(11)92.

108. Se. Rev. Rul. 71-447, 1921-2 Cum. Bull. 230.' The first instance of such advance
suspension occurred before the Service developed any procedural rules on the subject, in
connection with the 1966 revocation of the Sierra Club's 501(c)(3) status. See Grant, The Sierra
Club: The Procedural Aspects of the Revocation of Its Tax Exemption, 15 UCLA Li Rev. 200
(1967). -

'109. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 made churches, previously exempt from these provisions,
subject to the tax on unrelated' business income effective in 1976.

1111 Code § 513(a). At the same time, feeder organizations were denjed exemption by section*
502 ooly if the organization's "primary purpose" is carrying on a trade or business for profit.

111. S. Rep. No. 2375, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. at 29, 1950-2 Cum. Bull, 483, 504-505.

112. Now Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(e)(1).

113:,Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(b)(1)(iii),

1
114. Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(1). _These regulations can be read as being intepally
inconsistent; in that Reg. ,§ 1.501(c)(3)4(b)(1)(iii) applies the "organizational" tests. and
provides for no more than an "insubstantial" amount of unrelated business activity, while Reg.
§ 1.501(c)(3)-1(c) applies the "operational" test and embodies both a primary activity as well
as an insubstantial activity test; Reg. § 501(c)(3)-1(e) retains the "primary purpose" test_p_ut
into the Regulatlons'after the Re'enue Act of 1950.

115. IRM (11)671.741.1.

-116. In the Service's view,-the principarauthoriW, now more than 40 years old, remains Slee v.
Commissioner, 42 ,F-2d 184 (2d Cir. 1930), which held that lobbying for repeal of statutes
dealing with prevention of conception was not "mediate to the primary purpose" or""ancillary
to the end in chief" of the American Birth Control League.

117. See Rogovin, Tax Exemption: Current Thinking Within the. Service, N.Y.U. 22d Ann. Inst.
on Fed. Tax. (1964) 945, 959-960.

118. While the report for FY 1973 gives the figure 22,028 at page 18, the table at page 138 of
that report shows 23,640 exempt organization returns examined. The annual report figures for
exempt organization returns examined do not coincide with those shown at page 2610 below for
audits completed, apparently because the annual report figures' are for returns (years) rather
than cases (entities). As applied to the 8,518 exempt organizations whose audits were completed
in FY 1969 and the 18,980 completed in FY 1973, the annual report data On revocations
recommended would indicate such recommendations in 1.96% of the audit cases completed in
the former year and 1.33% in the latter year.

119. See the analysis at page 2612 below, indicating that final revocation results from less than
1% of 501(c)(3) organization audits but from more:than 6% of Audits of other types of exempt

*organizations.

120. See Rev. Proc, 72-3, 19724-Cum.
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121. Commissioner Alexander announced on July 31, 1974, that as soon as an appropriate

procedure can be established the Service will release to the public all private ruling letters issued

in the future (except those required by law) together with the supporting information supplied

by the requesting taxpayers. Public comments on this proposed change of policy were solicitpd

by News Release IR-1409, August 9, 1974, The Service has now formally proposed such a

procedure for rulings and determination letters on most subjects, but not on exegtption

applications, by a Notice of Proposed Rutemaking, 39 Fed. Reg. 43087, December 10, 1974;

the extent to which these procedures should apply to exemption applications is still under

sonsiderauon; These procedures would require requests for rulings or determination letters to

include a blarckft waiver of confidentiality (except as to trade secrets or national defense or

foreign policy secrets) and permit public inspection in the reading room of the Service's

National Office beginning 30 days after the ruling or determination letter is issued, but would

not permit a taxpayer to "rely upon, use, or cite as precedent any ruling issued to another

taxpayer."

122. Testimony o4 Commissioner Alexander, Hearings Before the Subommittee on

Foundations, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, June 3, 1974, p. 117.
acit,

123. See Testimony of Lawrence B. Gibbs, Assistant Commissioner (Technical), in Hearings,

ibid, at 167. As of December 31, 1974, about 65 such rulings requests had been pending for

longer than six months (page 2597 above).

124. See- Hearings, ibid. at
171-177;"Public-.S4ervision of Philanthropy and Charity, Can It Be

ImproVed?," NonProfit Report, December 1973, pp. 20-21.

125.. The Service has recently indicated its readiness to issue advance rulings on whether

proposed investments would jeopardize a foundation's exempt purposes, on an investment by

investment basis. Rev. Rut. 74.316, IRB 1974.26, 2. 17.

126. The Service,'s FY 1974 budget for its exemptorganization program is $21,138,000, of

which $15,198,000 is allocated to audit functions., Testimony of Commissioner Alexaqder,

Hearint Before U.S. Senate Finance CommitteeSubcommittee on FoundationsMune 3, 1974,

p. 113.

127. Data is on completed audits as supplied by the Service. For FY 1974, 63'.9% of the

Service's total exempt organization examination expenditures were budgeted for private

foundation audits: Ibid. at 114.

128. These figures, from the Service's Exempt Organizations Master File as of FY 1973, do not

include about 6,400 Non-exempt Charitable Trusts (NECTs) which are treated as private

foundations (NECTs increased to 7,700 as of March 31, 1974), nor do they include among

501(c)(3) organizations OW nutheyous subordinate units covered by group rulings issuedto

central °organizations; the Service's 643,586 figure for all exempt organizations, however, does

include subordinate units of parent organizations other than religioUS organizations. As of June

30, 1974, there were 10,852, organizations whose .foundation status had not yet been

determined. See Append',.

129. See Giving USA, 1974 (American Association of FundRaising Counsel, Inc.}, p. 6.

130. IRM 4(11)13. A list of exempt organizations on the NOCC list as of April 13, 1973;

appears in Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Domestic Finance of the Committee on

Banking and Currency, U.S. House of Representatives, on Tax Exempt Foundations and

Charitable Trusts, April 5 and 6, 1973, pp. 227-245.

131, IRM 4(11)74:
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132. Ibid. Until recently, National Office pr closing review was also required for most private
foundation audits involving "correction" of Ehapter 42 violations. Issuance, of final Treasury
Regulations on the subject is now believed by the Service to provide sufficient. guidance for the
field to handle most issues. 1RM 4(11)55 as updated August 29, 1974.

133.. IRM 4(11)95.
1

134. Section 7605(c) also requires that an officer of at least Regional Commissioner level
believes the church "may be engaged" in such unrelated trade or business, and specifies that the
religious activities not be 'audited except to determine whether the organization is a church (or
convention or associalion

any
churches); a church's books may be audited only to the extent

necessary to determine an'y tax that may be due. This provision was enacted in 1969 when
Churches were first made subject (starting in 1976) to the tax on unrelated business income. See
also page 2655 below.

135. IRM 4(11)57.

136. IRM 4(11)94. The Service advises that this instruction is not intended to be limited to ,,
misleading statements concerning deductibility and that very few such press releases have been
issued.

137. IRM 4(11)42.

138. Complaints are a separate source for planning audit coverage. See IRM 4(11)43.

139. IRM 4(11)45, as revised August 29, 1974.
I

140. IRM 4(11)46; Exempt Organization Master File Handbook, IRM 4(11)20.622.
A

141. Tax Audit Guidelines Exempt Organizations, IRM 4(12)40, ,December 10, 1965.

142. Audit4 Technique Guidelines, Religious, Chaitable, Scientific, Literary and Educational
Organizations IRC 501(c)(3), Lesson 700-9, IRS Exempt Organization Training Program
(Examinations) Document 3152-01 (January 1973).

143. Now section 501(f), which refers for definition of such organizations to the.
no-longer-existing subversive Activities Control Board.

144, The Tax Reform Act of 1969 has since made section 503 inapplicable to 501(c)(3)
organizations.

145. Sin'ce repealed by the Tax Reform Act of 1969,

146. IRM 4(11)52.

147. See also pages 2609-10 below.

148. IRM 4(11)G-29, sec. 3.03, May 15,,1972, now IRM 4(11)55.1(3).

149. IRM 4(11)54.3. A

-150. 1ller4(11)73. Thq size of the sampling in "all other" cases ranges from 14 to 33%,
depending on the key district.

151. IRM 4(11)82.4,

151. IRM 4(11)55. ,1 73

.1
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153. See ReV. Proc. 72-2, 1972 -I Cum. Bull. 695. If the examiner or reviewer rejects the
taxpayer's request that technical advice be obtained, the taxpayer may appeal to the Chief of.

the district Audit Division and to the National Office Audit Division, whose decision on referral
is final.

154. See IRM 4(1076, 4(11)85.1. The Service advises that its unpublished Audit.frixtual,`IRM
44/2, provides only for cautioning that an increase of such activities'may. jeopardize exempt
status, and that the failure of the manual's kit; b I sh ed provisions to delete instructions for
cautionary advice on the mere continuance of existing activities is inadvertent. Nevertheless,

"No Change Advisory Letters" have been sent to exempt organizations stating, "Please be
advised that continuation or enlargement of the above mentioned activities may .. adversely

affect your exempt status in future years" [emphasis added[.

155. See page 2594 above.,

156. It is also forbidden by the Civil Service Commission for solicitations of federal employees.
See pages 2633.34 below.

157. Report and Recommendations to the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs of the . study on Private Philanthropic Foundations, prepared by the Count on '
Foundations.

158. Testimony of Commissioner Alexander; - Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Foundations, U.S. Senate Finance Committee, June 3, 1974, p. 114.

459. IRM Manual Supplement 48G-222, September 18, 1974, Sec. 1. The field examination
N" portion of the TCMP audit cycle is to be completed by December 31, 1976, for exempt

,,..organizations having assets or income of $1 million or more, and by February 1, 1976, for all
others. /
160.\ See the directive quoted at pages 2607.08 above.

161. News Release IR-1284, Remarks of Commissioner Johnnie M. Walters, prepared for
,delivery before Tax Exempt Organizations Institute, San Diego, California, January 12, 1973.

162. Brief for Antici Curiae II{ Commissioner v. Americans United, Inc., 416 U.S. 752 (1974),

p.26. See also Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513, 518 (1957):. "It cannot be gainsaid that a
discriminatory denial of a tax exemption for engaging in speech is a limitation on free speech."

163. Even during this period, the integrity of the Service in general was high. The Advisory
Gfoup to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation reported, "We believe that the
standards of integrity maintained by the Bureau [as it was then denominated) ... are of a very
high order. This is truly remarkable in view of the size and decentralized character of this
organization and the inherent nature of tax determination which continuously provides
opportunities for lesser standards. Honesty is not the only course open to thousands of Bureau

employees, yet few choose to follow any other ... Considering the levels of compensations, the
handicaps under which many employees work, and the all too long and obvious neglect of the

-role of the Bureau in the county's welfare, only an unusual devotion and belief in the revenue
service by the persons in it has kept the organization intact and operating." See Bierman,
Introduction to the Problems Facing Bureau of Internal Revenue Administration Today, 7

N.Y.U. Inst. Fed. Taxation 271, 281 (1949).

164. Steps taken under the Commissioner appointed in 1951 included background

investigations, Including tax audits for at least the previous three years, of every' Internal

Revenue employee throughout the country and summary dismissals with recommendations to

the Justice Department for criminal prosecution. See Statement of Commissioner' John B.
Durilop, 92 J. of Accountancy 700 (December 1951).

174
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165. The; Services hief Counsel is not in the-career service, but he is organizationally an
Assistantteneral Counsel of the Treastary Departinenkrather than an employed %f the'Sirvice 4

166. Testimony of Commissioner AleX-ander, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Administrative Practice and Procedure, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, July 31, 1974
(prepared text p. 11).

167. 'Rev. Proc. 64-22, 1964-1 Cum. Bull. 689.
.

168. Code § 501(c)(3). The same standards govern the deductibility of contributions made to
such organizations: see § I 70(c)(2).

iF

169. See the study by John B. Huffaker, "-Legislative Activities of,,Charitable Organizations
Other than Private Foundations with Addendum on Legislative Activities of Private

Foundations." See also Troyer, Charities, Law-Making, and the Constitution: Tile Validity of
the Restrictions on Influencing Legislation, 31 N.Y.U. Inst. on Fed. Tax. 1415 (1973).

.2
170. Code § 4945 mokes any amount paid or iTicurred by a private foundation for such
activity a "taxable elpenditure" subject to penalty.' taxes.

171. The Service instructs as own personnel that "attempting/0 influence legislation" includes
"... all, appeals to the general public, not merely those that contain a request to contact a
legislator or take other specific action If the underlying purpose is the advocacy, of
particular legislation, then there has been an attempt to influence legislation within the meant*.
of the, Code In determining substantiality, it is sometimes difficult to determine 'What
-supporting activities should be included within the proscribed attempts to influence legislation
... Attempting to influence does not necessarily begin at the moment the orgenization first
addresses Itself to the public or to the legislature ... There is no simple rule as to whet amount
of activities is substantial. The one case on this subject is of very limited help." IRS Exempt

Organizations Handbook, IRM (11)671.762, 764 (April 19, 1972).

172. In 1963 the Service revoked the exempt status of the Fellowship of Reconciliation cfn the

ground that its goals the achievement of peace and international reconciliation through love
were political in character and attainable only through leilistation. As a result, Senator Nelson
wrote the Commissionersesking, "Exactly how did the Internal Revenue Service determine that
world peace could be sected only through legislation and coUld'you give me an example of the
legislation needed to bringlhis about? See Note, The Revenue Code and a Cha4's, Politics, 73
Yale Li. 661 (1964). The exempt status was later restored.

173. See Clark, The Limitation on Politica/ Activities: A Discordant Note in the Law of
Charities, 46 Va. L. Rev. 439 (1960); Note, Regulating the Political Activity of Foundations, 83

Hart/. L. Rev. 1843 (1970). But see Lehrfeld, The Taxation of Ideology, XIX Cath. U.L. Rev.
50 (1969).

174. See Lehrfeld, ibid., pp. 67, 72.73,

175. Even after the 1950 enactment,..-01 the disqualification for "Communist-tontrolted"
organizations how referenced by §501(f) the Svice never relied upon that provision in
denying or revoking an exemption; noirulings or regulations on thapplication of that provision
have ever been issued. The provision is now a dead lettdr, since it refer!' to final orders of the
Subversive Activities Control Board for designation of the disqualified organizations; that board.

no longer exists.

176: The Assistant Commissionerotestifie,d before the Reece.COmmittee in 1954:i,The term "un-American" oes net appear as such, in the tax Jaws or regulations. I have

no hesitancy in slating, owever, that it is the firm policj, of the Revenue Service to

deny exemption tp any aganization which evidence demonstrates' is subversive.

175 4.
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The determination of theiRevenue Service denying exemption must, however, be based
onllack of qualifiCation under the terms of the tax law, namely fadirte to qualify as an
organization organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes. It is our belief
that' an organization- which -is' truly subversive cannot be considered as exclusively
educatiiinal.

There are no organizations [on the Attorney General's List) which are also on our list of
exempt organizations.

Hearings Before the House Special Committee to Invegigate'n)( Exempt Foundations and
Comparable Organizations, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 434 (1954), reprinted in 32 Taxes 533 (1954).

177. Institute of Pacific Relations V. United States, 1960-1 USTC 19404, 5 Atm. Fed. Tax
F.2d 1333 (S.D.N.Y. 1960). The Institute obtained iudiciil review by suing for refund of
F.P.C:A. taxes. Not until, a year after the court's decision (six years after the revocation) did the
Service restore exempt status, by then the institute's contributions had so diminished that
shortly thereafter it went out of existence for lads of funds.

178. Clark,The Limitation on Political Activities. A Discordant Note in the Law of Charities,
46 Va. L. Rev. 439, 460(1960).

179. In 1966, four organizations interested in national beautification or in supporting the
Vietnam War effort apparently received favorable exemption rulings within on.b, two to 10 days
after application. A professional newsletter thereupon advised its Subscribers 4 Some exempt
organizatipn cases which are of a sensitive nature or [in) which a person of some importance is
interested, require very little time for a ruling to issue." Non-Profit Organization Tax Letter,
May 12, 1966.

180. See Kuttner, "The Taxing Trials of I.R.S.," The New York Times Magazine, January 6,
1974.

181. Christian Echoes Nationale Ministry, Inc. v. United States, 470 F. 2d 849 (1972), cert.
den., 414 U.S. 864 (1973) `

182. Ibid., 28 AFTR 2d 71.5934 (D. Okla. 1971).

*70-F: 2d at-857.858(
a

184. Investigation Into Certain Charges of the Use of Internal Revenue Service for Political
Purposes, Prepared ilr the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation by its Staff, 93d
Cong. 1st Sess. December 20, 1973 (Committee Print).

185. Ibid., p. 15.

186. A further report by the Joint Committee staff is expected.

187. Memorandum for H.R. Haldeman from Tom Charles Huston on "IRS".# Ideological
Organizations," September 21, 1970, in Statement of Information, Book VIII rtiinal Revenue
Service, Hearings Before the Committee on the judiciary, House of Representatives, 93d COnEA
1st Sess., Porsuant to H. Res. 803, May-June 1974, [hereinafter cited as "Statement of Informa-
tion"] , P. 44.

181E-Ibid., pp. 50-51. A less sanguine description of the Special Service Staff's impact appears
in Nielsen, The Big Foundations (Columbia University Press, 1972), pp. 375-376: "During 1970,
the initial efforts of the Internal Revenue Service to carry out its new policing and censorship
assignments stirred fear's of a new kind of administrative McCarthy,ism emerging in the guise of
enforcement of the tax law' The IRS raised the specter of bankruptcy for a number of span
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Intellectual and schorlarly journals by ts attempts to tax their advertising income. It appeared
to scruMze with extraordinary severity the editorial content of the undetgradua-te student
newspaper of Columbia University, which had been outspokenly critical of the Nixon
administration's policies, to see if its tax exemption should be revoked. It reportedly thfeatened
Americlii universities with loss of their tax. exemption if they should permit their students a
holiday to work as volunteers in the 1976 election campaign. Similarly, it threatened to remove

ihe tax exemption of a number of public interest nonprofit law firms, whose creation had been
inspired by the consumer crusader Ralph Nader, if they pressed' litigation against corporate
poliuterstof--the environment It formulated a draft regulation to remove the tax exemption of
'activist' organizations, specifically black civil rights and antiwar groups. Concurrently, Internal
Revenue agents 'auditing' the records of foundation in accordance With the terms of the 1969
tax act b4an to insist upon examining not only financial data but also confidential background
memoranda relating to applicant organizations and grantees. In some cases, quantities of
documents containing information about individual student organizers, academic specialists, and
labor, black, and Mexican-American leaders who had been involved in foundation projects were
Xeroxed and shipped to government files in Washington. Even religious bodies eported an
increadig number of disquieting encounters with IRS. In December 1971 an or nization of
thirty Episcopal clergymen and Wall Street lawyers, the prestigious Guild of St. Ives, publicly
accused the federal tak officials of overstepping their authdrity in restricting political activity by
churches. They thus brought to the surface a simmering felling among liberal churchmen
throughout the nation that the Nixon administration has, adopted a policy of 'intimidation' by
use of "he threat of loss of tax exemption. (The New York Times, December 12, 1971)."

189. Briefing memorandur:)repared for H.R. Haldeman by John W. Dean III and John
Caulfied, prior to meeting of November 7, 1971, in Statement of Information at 196-198.'

190. 'Ibid., pch-57-58, 222.

)191. Political Intelligence in the Internal Revenue Service: The_Special Service Staff, A
Documentary Analysis Prepared by the Staff of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of
the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, 93d Cong., Zd Sess., December 1974 (Committee
Print).

192. Ibid., p. 19. An analysis of one exempt organization, prepared in 1971 by the Internal
Security Divisidi of the Justice Department and included in the SSS files, concluded that
although a legitimate philanthropic enterprise, the organization had apparently served "as a
conduit for funds to support black militants and organizations which are known to consistently
promote radical revoluntionary activities," and recommynded additional investigation. Ibid., pp:

262-265.

193. Ibid., p. 28.

194. Ibid., p, 14.

195. Ibid., p. 28.

196. Ibid., pp. 20.21(

197. Ibid., pp. 25-26, 175. Not mentioned in the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee's staff
report but pertinent in this context is Center on Corporate Responsibility, Inc. v. Schultz, 368
F. Supp. 863. (D.D.C. 1973), in which the application for exemption, tiled in Septem4r 1970,
was not ruled.upon until May 1973, when exemption was denied two weeks after the Center
had. instituted suit. The court found that the "Inference" of. political intervention had been
"unmistakenly raised" by available evidence, and expressedsconcem with "the creation of a
political atmospherwerated by the White House in the Internal Revenue Service which may
have affected the objectivity of those participating in the ruling in the Plaintiff's case." The

177
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issue of o ,

Jq
.? C t

,
political influence was rilvg resolved on the merits. 'The government,4witliout hating

sought a protective order, failed to comply with discovery orders to.preduce documents and
tapes. As*a sanction for noncompliance with those orders, the court held that the tenter's
allegation of selective treatment for political, ideological, and othet improper reasons would be
"deemed established."

198. News Release IR-1395, Remarks of Commissioner Alexander Before the AmiYican
Newspaper Publishers Association, New York, N.Y., April 23, 1974.

199. Practicing attorneys seem generally to gnie the Service high marks for non-partisanship, but
at least one prominent attorney experienced in cases involving New Left organizitions believes
that the Service has harassed such organizations with repeated audits, revocations proposed on
specious grounds, and arbitrary delays in exemption rulings. 4n the nonexempt area, recent
investigations have disclosed a disquieting degree of cooperation by an Assistant Commissioner
in White House efforts to stimulate audits of individuals, dubious processing of the President's
tax returns, and questionable handling of an advance ruling issued to the International
Telephone &Jelegraph Corp. In the latter case, hbWever, the Service itself moved subsequently
to reverse the ruling.

200. Kuttner, "The Taxing Trials of I.R.S.," The New Voik Times Magazine, January 6, 1974.

201. Testimony of Commissioner Alexander, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Administrative Practice and Procedure, Committee on the Judiciary, U,S. Senate, July 31*, 1974
(prepared text p. 11).

a

202. Joseph C. Gofilden, "The Hostile Bureaucracy," Washingtonian Magazine, May 1974

203. The Procedures Section of the National Office Audit Division's Exempt Organization
Examination Branch, which handles correspondence with persons outside the Service on matters
concerning exempt organization audits, processed 1,356 letters ng 1973, of which 639 were
taxpayer inquiries, 663 were congressional inquiries, and 54 were in miscellaneous categorieS.
The Exempt Organizations Branch of the National Office's Tec nical Staff devoted only 2% of
iJs time tii congressional and other outside correspondence in FY 1973.

204. Treas. Reg. §301.6104-3(0; 1-RM 4(11) (10)3.3.

205. 1RM 4111) (10)3.3,

206. E.g., Testimony of Julius Greenfield, Assistant Attorney General, State of New York, and
Testimony of J. Jo Steynson and Robert J. O'Roitirke,, Assistant Attorney General and
Deputy Attorney G State of ?Ilinois, in Heari9gs Before the Subcommittee on Domestic

4irsinicet4fAth f On Banking and Currency, U.S. House of Representatives, on T*
Exempt Found* "S, an Charitable Trosts:.,Their Compliance With the Provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of -1965 A ril 5 and 6,, 1973upp. 183, 210-212.

207. Testimony of Lee H. Henkel, jr., Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service, in ibid.,
at 219.

IftM Manual Supplement 4(11)0 -37, June 27, 1973.

209. Remarks of C issioner Alexander before the National Association of Attorneys
General, Atlanta, Geor a, nuary 17, 1974, as summarized in Regulation of Charitable Trusts
and Solicitations: Summary of the Special Meeting of the Subcommittee on Charitable Trusts
and solicitations, National Association of Attorneys General Committee on the Office of
Attorney General, April 19,74, p. 60. That summary gives the figure 7,800 for 1973 alone,hut
the Service's Audit Division advises that the figure is probably cumulative.
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210. Code Section 7802(b), as amended by section 1051(a) of the Eiriployee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, P.L. 93.406, 88 Stat. 951. The new Assistant Commissioner Ji to
be a member of the career, classified at GS-18. The Service is authorized an additional 20

;positrons'at the level of GS-16 and 17.

211. Section 1052 of the Employee Retirement income Security Act of 1974, Pl. 93.406, 88
Stat. 952, 31 US.C. §1037.

212. Private foundations generally have objected to the ta,( on two grounds: First, the revenues
generated have greatly exceeded 'chapter 42 administrative and auditing costs; Second, although
the ,,tax is rationalized by reference to chapter 42 and auditing, it is in-fict paid into general
TreaStry funds and thus seems to be a precedent for taxing charity. A specific fee earmarked
for chapter 42 and auditing, and related to the cost of such activities, would have avoided these
problems. ,

213. In F' 1974, revenues from the §4940 tax decreased to $69.8million from the FY 1973
level of 3-76.6 million. News Release IR-1435, December 9, 1974.

214.,5. Rep. No. 93:383 (Committee on Finance), 93d Cong., 1st Sess., August 21, 1973, pp.
-'-107.109; H. Rep. 93-807 (Committee on Ways and Means), 93d Cong., 2d Sess., February

21, 1974, pp. 103-105. [ EinphIsis added.]

r r

115. IRM Manual Tran lITTI,1100-155, February 19, 1975.4

216. News/ Release IR-1422September 30, 1974.; "

217. See remarks oil Alvin D. Lurie, Assistant Comrrkissioner (EPEO), before the Tax Section,
American Bar Association, San Diego, California, February 7, 1975; as reported in 'Prentice-Hall -
Federal Taxes Bulletin 1160,185 (February 20, 1975)., Assistant Regional Commissioners (EPEO)
have been delegited authority to enter into closing agreembnts relating to .tax liability of
exempt organizations, 1975 int. Rev. Bull. No. 9, p. 23, March 3; 1975.

4

.. _
. ..

..

ti

218. Rev. roc 73-8, 1973-1 Cum. Bull754.

219.. No tange is currently expected in the criteria for initial referral of new applications for
NatiOnal dffice rulings. .

220. Th.e stilt of such inconsistency might be diminished somewhat if ,the Assistant
ints'iond (EPEO), in adopting a procedure for making rulings andteterininations available

'for public inspection, declines to follow the procedure recently proposed for other rulings areas
of forbidding taxpayers to "rely upon, use, or cite as precedent any, ruling issued to another
taxpayer." See page 2603 above. We believe affecte anizatlons should be. permitted to rely,
upo other exemption rulings as persuasiv,e, but not IllEessar II y conclusive, precedents.

221 ItiM 1113.'81-83.

222 See pages 2621-22 above.

22 The Service's publications are likely to increase is the pension area. The Senate Finance
aConimitiee stated: "It is intended that the Internal Revenue Ser9ice obtain from all appropriate_
penskni.administration sources annual statistical data to Indicate the operations of the private
retirement system for the purpose Of evaluations and public information." S.Rep. No. 93.383
(Committee on Financg), 93d Cong., 1st Sess., August 21, 1973, p. 34.

114. IRM 1114.9, as amended by Manual Transmittal.MT 1100-' 155, February 19, 197S.
,

r
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225. The Division structure is flexible depending upon the size of the operation, geographic

dispersion of personnel, and additional program objectNes. In some district offices .the branch

supervisory structure will be less elaborate or nonexistent. IRM 1118.8, as amended by MT

1100-155, February 19, 1975.

226. IRM 1118,82, as amended by MT 1100-155, February 19, 1975.

227. IRS Delegation Oraer- 113 (Rev. 2), January 2, 1975.

228. There are about 570 pension trust specialists and about 580 exempt organization

specialists in the Service's field organization. 'News Release 112442-2, September 30, 1974.

Increased Service responsibilities under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

may result in additional field personnel in the pension trust area; but some increase seems

probable in the exempt organization area as well. fi

229. Executive Order No. 10927, Marth 18, 1961.

I
230. la,/,ittal,an Fund-Raising Within the federal Service; Office of the Chairman, US: Civil
ServiceCernmosion, February ,973-(hereinafter cited as 'CSC Manual"), secs. 6.4, 6.5.

231. "Evaluation of Fall 1973 Combined Federal Campaigns," memorandum of Irving Kator,

Assistant to the Chairman, Civil Service Commission, July 24, 1974.

232. Executive Order NO. 10728, September 6, 1957.

. 233. CSC Manual, sec. 5.21..

234. 39 Fed. 44p74, Decerriber 26, 1974.

235. CSC Manual, secs. 3.1, 4.2. At locations where a national health agency, international

service agency, or the Red Cross is already a participant thrOugh the local Community Chest or

United Fund, it does not constitute a separate category,. Local agencies not members of or

recognized by the .United Way may be approved foiLparticipation only at locations where there

is no United Way federation (ibid., secs. 3.44, 3!1)52). At such locations, qualifying local

participants must be "local health, welfare, or recreational service-agencies, such as visiting nurse

associations, homes and clinics for children and the aged, and neighborhood centers for youth

,recreation and guidance" (ibid., sec. 3.1a). 4

236.The EligibilitYCommittee-Gonsists of a chairman and four members selected by the CSC

Chairman from the membership of the Policy Committee (comprised. Of funcgibigng program

coordinators from the federal agencies and representatives of the largest employee oiganIzations

in the federal service). CSC Manual', secs. 2.13, 2.14.
,

237. United Black Fund, Inc. v. Hampt , 352 F. Supp. 98, (D.C. D. . 1972), he applicint

group alleged, but offered no supporting vidence, that th local united und enga ed in racially

discriminatory practiCes. The court het hat substantial ev dente supported the C C Chairman's

contrary finding_ following his investigat n of the allegations, and that the Chai an satisfied

due process requirements by affording tie applicant an opportunit to present) allegations at

a meeting with im.

238. CSC Ma ual, sec. 7, requires participating local agencies to provide assu ance of racial

non crimination. The pending amendments expand this requirement to include.00n-

dIscri nation on the basis of religion, ethnic origin or sex; and eliminate the exemption which

local hapters of the American Red Cross have heretofore been granted from the requirement of

filing nondiscrimination assurances. 39 Fed. Reg. 44674, December 26, 1974.filing

°. 1 8,0
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239. The Red Cross Is treated in a, category by itself. Where there is no local United Way
,federation, an exception permits certain other local agencies to qualify. See note .235, supra.

184 above.

240. CSC Manual, sec. 5.24, as proposed to be amended, 39 Fed. Reg. 44674, December 26,
1974. The amendments codify existing practice.

241. 39 Fe 11. Reg. 44674, December 26, 1974.

242. Tlcse standards, currently being revised, were published in 1964 by the National Health
Council and the National Social Welfare Assembly (presently the National Assembly for Social
Policy and Developrn'ent) and their members and affiliates. See pages 2656.57 below.

243. CSC Manual, secs. 5.41, 5.46. -

244. CSC Manual, sec. 3.551.

243. CSC Manual, secs. 5.3, 5.4, as proposed to be amended, 39 Fed. Reg. 44674, Decerriber
26, 1974. The pending amendments codify prior practice concerning the requirements discussed
above.

246. In addition, by treating the United Way of America-as a single national agency, including
its local affiliates and their member agencies, it permits participation by many charitable groups
that could not qualify independently as "national" voluntary agencies under Executive Order
No. 10927.

247, In addition to the Eligibility Committee, noted of page 2632 above, the Chairman has a
four-member advisory council "to assist and advise teiin in the development of policies,

'procedures, and eligibility requirements." However, the Chairman has specified" that the
members of this council consist of the president of. the American Red Cross, the president of
the United Way of America, and the presidents of a participating national health agency and
participating international agency. CSC Manual, sec. 2.12. In considering the questions discussed
above (and perahaps others), broader membership in the advisory council seems desirable.

248. H. Rep.-No. 93. 1084, June 6, 1974,,93d Cong., 2d Sess., 1974 U.S. Code Ccing. & Admin.
News 1926, 1928. r
249. Jormer=3g US.C.§§4351-4370-(second-class mail); 39 US. 4451-4452 (third-class
mall); 39 US.C. §§ 4551-4559 (fourth-class mail). The reduced rat4 these classes wers
deemed to constitute "public services" 9n which the operating losses re 'Islet by 'direct
appropriatibns rather than by adjusting fostaf rates and fees, former 39 US. §§ 2302 -2303.

*,

250;. Pub. L. 91-375, August 12, 1970, 84 Stat. 774; see note preceding '39 llp.C.A: §101
(1915). 1 i

1
-.

251. In determi ng the full cost level to which .the reduced rates must be ,increed over ;he
phase-in pert e Postal Service is to inclu e an 'assignable share of its instlitutio al costs for
mailings of re u d rate commercial mailers but not for1those of nonprofit mailers,/ 9 US.C. §
X626; cf. Ass'n f Amer. Publishers, Inc. v. Governors of U.S. Postal Servke, 485 F.2c1 768,

7-778 (D. r. 1973). "Revenue foregone" by the difference between such full 'cost and thei
reduced rate t authorized to be appropriated by Congress each year until the phasing periods

t are complete , 3 U.S.C. § 2401(c). If Congress fails to appropriate such funds, the postal rates'
_for the affected lass may be adjusted to provide sufficient revenue to make up the deficiency,
39U.S.C. §562 .

. i

252. 39 US.C. §3626, as 'amended by Pub. L. 93-328, §1, June 30, 1974, 18 Stat. 287. 39
U.S.C.A. §3626,(Supp. 1975).
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253. 39 C.F.R.1§132.1(b)(2), 132.2(c), based upon former 39 U.S.C. §§ 4355, 4358 (second
class); 39 C.F.R. § 134:5, based upon former 39 U.S.C. §,4452(b) (third class); 39 C.F.R.
§ 135.2(a)(5), based upon former 39 U.S.C. § 4554(b) and (c) (fourth class).

254. War Revenue Act of 1917, Pub. L. No. 50, October 3, 1917, § 1103, 40 Stat. 328, 330,
subsequently codified as 39 US.C. § 4359(e), which in 1963 became 39 US.C. § 4358(j)(2).

2554 38 Fed. Reg. 1566, January 15, 1973.

256. Compare 39 C.r.r.1 134.5 (1974) with Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3) -1. The Postal Service's
definition of a non.profit "religious" organization is one "whose primatypurpose is one of the
following: (i) To conduct religious worship for example, churches, synagogues, temples, or
mosques; (ii) To support the religious activities of nonprofit organizations whose primary
purpose is to conduct religious worship; (iii),To perform instruction in, to disseminate
information about, or otherwise to further the of particular religious faiths or tenets."

257. 39 C.F.R. § 134.5(b)(4)(vi); Treas. Reg. §1.503(c)(8)-1(d)(2). See note 48, supra.

258. Internal Revenue Code § 501(c)(4); see Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(4)- 1(a)(2).

259. Sierra,. Club v. U.S. Postal Service, No. 74-1830, 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, now
pending; Nat'l Rifle Ass'n v. U.S. Postal Service, Civil Action No. 75.0363, US. District Court
for the District of Columbia, filed March 5, 1975. The issue has been raised more clearly in the
latter case. r
260. 39 C.F.R:' g§ 132.3(f), 132.8.

261. 39 C.F.R. Part 954.
vi

262. Co pare Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 US. 254 (1970) (procedural due process entitles welfare
recipients to evidentiary hearing and decision based on record before impartial decision maker
who did- not participate in determination under review, before welfare benefits may be
terminated). The Administrative Procedure Act is inapplicable to the Postal Service, 39 U.S.C.A.
§410 (Supp. 1975). o
263. The constitutionality of these Postal Service procedures is presently under review by the
US. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in the Sierra Club case noted at page 2437 above

s and may also be reviewed, in the National Rifle Association case there noted.
4 A

264. In the National RifleAssociation case noted a above, the organization allegei"._
that revocationofitsspecialsesond-elassra i. , 0 per year and that
revocation of its special third-class rates will cost it at least *600,000 per year.

265. Estimates provid d by the Mail Classification Director. There are abbut 33,0001

second-class permits out nding, of which perhaps 10,000 are for the special nonprof Aates,
AnnUally about 1,300 cond-class permits, of both- commercial and nonprofit mailers, are
revoked or abandoned.

266. 39 C.F.R. t114.5 d), (f). No permit is required for the fourth-bass "library rate", ibid.,
§ 135.2(4(5).

NN,

267, Estimate provided by the Mail Classification Director. There are about 109,000 special
'nonprofit third-class permits outstanding.

268. The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 declared the sense of Congress that nonprofit
voluntary agenciqs "registered wit and approved by': the advisory committee sliould be sed

182 .-
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"to the maximum extent practicable" in fu'rthering the purposes of the Act. 22 US.C.
§2395(c). In the Forel* Assistance Act of 1973, Congress directed that U.S. bilateral support
for development "stiOutd be carried out to the maximum extent possible through the private
sector, includin/ those institutions which already have ties. in the developing areas, such as
educational ins utions, cooperatives, credit unions, and voluntary agencies." 22 US.C.A.
§2151(b) (Sup!). 1975).

. .

269. 7 US.C. §1722 (P.L. 480 food); 22 U.S.C; §2176 (ocean freight reimbursement); 22
U.S.C. §§2357-2358 (excess governmentowned property). The American Red Cross is

4separately eligible for the latter two subventions. A

270. The advisory c mmittee was originally "appointed by the Secretary of State land the
Secretary of Agricultt e jointly on May 14, 1946, at the request of the President, to succeed
the President's War Relief Control Board",(whith terminated on that date). Department Of State
Regulation 108.54, 12 Fed. Reg. 7353, November 11, 1947. The War Relief Control Board had
been established by Executive Order in 1942 to guide private relief agencies in their

. government relationships and to license approved programs. Until enactment of the Foreign
Assistance ,Act of 1961 and the Food for Peace Act of 1966, the advisory committee's
authority to determine eligibility for subventions was aelministratively delegated by the
Secretary of State and foreign aid administrators. Even at 'pre-sent, no statute or Executive Order

_ establishes the advisory committee or prescribes its fynctioning.. See generally the 1974 study
prepared for AID by the Advisory Committee, The 1260 of Voluntary Agencies in International
Assistance: A took to the Future, April, 1474 (hereinafter cited as "1974 Advisory Committee
Study(' pp. 21.22, 133-134.

27L See Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Children and Youth of the Senate-Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, on Children's Charities: Part 4, Voluntary Foreign Aid Agencies
Serving Children and Youth, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., October 10, 1974 [hereinafter cited as
"Charities Hearings") at 1,034. The total.- staff of the Office of Private and Voluntary,
Cooperation, until recently numbering 31, is tq be reduced to 24 by June 30, 1975. Ibicl., a)

1,097. '
.

272:1974 Advisory Committee Study, pp. 141-142.

- 273, 22 C.F.R. §203.3 (19741.-

274. Ibid. The advisory committee also requires applicants to file an audited financial statement
fer the prior yea?, certified by an independent CPA, and to show financial resources sufficient
to perform the proposed service, including contributions adequate e,to provide assurance bf fr

continued support; registrants must also file an annual statement of income and expenditures.

2,73. See 1972 and 1973 reports of .the advisory committee, "Voluntary Foreign Aid
Programs; published by AID; see also 1974 Advisory Committee Study as .1 6.

276. See Charities Hearings at 1,036, 1,092-1,093. '

277. See Charities Hearings at 1',036-1045, .1,092. 1,098. The advisory committee's staff is to -
notify a registered agency of concern and seek corrective action if the agency's fund-raising
costs each 20% of its contributed income) registered agencies whose fund-raising costs reach
30%, on the same ,-formula, are to be brought to the advisory. committee's attention without
prior staff action. See 1974 Advisory Committee Study at 122-123. Nevertheless, among the 91
registered agencies listedin the advisory committee's 1973 report, 7rshow "administration and
promotion",coits exceeding 50% of total income; 1 exceeds 100% and 3 others exceed 9O%,
70% and 60% respectively. .

278. Charities Hearings at 1,044-1,046.

183
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279. !bid, at 1,097 See chapter VI (pages 2644-58) below for detailed discussion of pending
proposals, and our recommendation, for such a regulatory system.

280. Section 5 of the-froposed Truth in Coptt-Altion Act, S. 1153 and H.R. 4689, introdu
on March 12, 1975; below.

JO- '

281. By a repor3"tait rinuary 31, 1975, an advisory committee consultant retainedio 'study
the regostratiorrproc4.4 recommended to AID and to the advisory committee that registration be
abolished and that AID formally and publicly assume responsibility for selecting recipients of
the subventions, thus relieving the advisory committee of operational functions so it can focus
on policy questions and liaison functions and freeing AID of "a responsibility for the, integrity
of domestic fund raising which is not part of its mandate" and which is "beyond the
Committee's ability to support." Bartlett Harvey, Registration and Approval of Voluntary
Foreign Aid Agencies by the Advisory Committee on Voluntjry Foreign Aid of The Agency for
(nip-national Development, A Report to the Committee and the Agency, January' 31, 1975, pp.
66-68. In response"to that report, the advisory committee has recommended continuance of the
status quo with augmented staff to administer the registratiop function more effectively, no
decision has yet been made by AID.

282. See Philanthropy in the 70s: An Anglo-American Discussion, A Report on the
Anglo- American Conference on the Role of Philanthropy in the 1970s (The Council on
Foundations, Anc. 1973).

283. We rely particularly upon the discussion by Sheldon Cohen, Thomas A. Troyer, Marion R.
Fremont-Smith, and John S. Nolan at a Smithsonian Institution Seminar on "Voluntarism and
the Public Interest in American Society," published as articles entitled, "Public Supervision of
Philanthropy and Charity, Can It Be Improved?,," in Non-Profit Report, December 1973 and
January 1974; the testimony of Alan Pifer, arion R. Fremont-Smith, and Sheldon Cohen in
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Foundations, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
October 1 and 2, 1973, pp. 265-277; and a discussion paper entitled, "Possible Structure of
Federal Agency for Charitable Organizations," by John S. Nolan and Thomas A. Troyer,
September 15, 1972. See also the Report and Recommendations on Private Philanthropic
Foundations, the Council-on Foundations, op cit., at pp. VI.17 to VI-20.

284. Testimony of Sheldon Cohenin Hearings, op cit., note 283, supra, p. 274. Mr. Cohen was
addressing the issue :If we were going to start over again, if there were no history of where'
exempt organizations had been administered, what would be the best system" but, as we under:
stand it, piloponents bf the proposal bflieve that it sbould go forward now.

285. If a completely independent commission is not feasible, the proposal suggests as the next
best alternative a separate organization within the Treasury Department but not within the
1nternal'Revenue Service. Ibid., 275.

286. In Great Britain, where these, functions are lodged, in separate agencies, c aritable
ontributtons,are generally not deductible by donors. This difference affects incentives for tax
buse. ,,.a, .

. . . .

287. American- Associate of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc.,,Giving USA, 1975, p. 6. Of the
individual conVibutions; .80 billion were gifts, $2.07 billion were bequests.

e

'288. The Postal Seri relies primarily upon complaints from the putilic in initiating
investigaii ns leading to proceedings to deny mail delivery to persons engage in a "scheme or
device" f r obtaining money through the mail "by means of false representa ions," 39 U.S.C.
§§3005, 3007. The Consumer Protection Office (fornferly the Fraud Bran h) Of the Postal
Service vises that in the last three years not more than three or four such roceedings have
been bro ght involving organizatioqs claiming to be harities (one involved a I ery), apparently
because complaining to the Postal SeAce does not. ften occur to the public.

4184
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289. National Information Bureau, 1973 Annual Report, p. 9. The NIB is a nonprofit
corporation, organized in 1918 to establish philanthropic, standards and provide information to
contributors. The NIB presently provides reports to metnbers ion about 500 soliciting
organizations.

290. Hearings Before; the Subcommittee on Children and Youth, U.S Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, on Children's Charities, 1974, Part 1, February 4, 5, 6, March 1-1
12, 1974 [hereinafter cited as "Charity Hearings"); "Give to Charities, But Check Them Out"
First," Changing Times, The Kiplinger Magazine, December 1973, p. 21; "Chacities: Which Ones
Are Wtitth Giving To ? ", Reader's Digest, February , p.1974 p 82; "How Your Charity Dollar Often
Buys -a Nickel's Worth of Good for the Cause," Washington ..Star-News, June 27, 1974, p. 1;
"Mail Order Millions," The Washing! n Post, September 1, 1974, p. 1, September 2, 1974, p. 1,
September 3, 1974, p. eals Sometimes
Star-News, October 9, 14, p. A. Harvey Katz, GI
(Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press/Doutdeday, 1974). And

291. See "Volunteer drganizations Boiler
Dicember-1972' January, 1973, a solicitations
BetterBusiness Bureaus, Inc.

Room
review

a Bit From the Facts," Washington
e! Who Gets Your Cha`iity Dollar?
e note 277, supra.

Tefe0one Operations," in In-Sight,
newsletter published by tfi Council`

292. _Washington Sta ews, p. A-3, October 9, 1974. The executive director of the-ag y was
get an ad that pulls, we Continue to use it."quoted as saying, "whe

293. It As estimated that at least 00 charities conducting national direct, mail solicitations
enclose uhsolicited items or me . See "Charities: Don't Feel Guilty About Unwanted
'Gifts'," The Chrlstlatr Science Morin "ci;, February 20, 1974; "Unordered Merchandise," in
InSight,--April 1973, a solicitations review newsleuer published by the "Council ofBetter
Business Bureaus, Inc.

294. Sec. 5.34, Mantial on Fund-Raising Within the Federal Service, U.S. Civil Service
Commission, February -1973. See page 2634 above.

205. The-Standards for. Charitable Solicitations issuedAugust 1974 by the Council of Better
Business Bureaus provides., "Soliciting' organizations shall not' pay cominiss ns, kick-backs,
finde_p' fees, percentages, bonuses or over-rides for any fund-raising a ivity, including
telefhone, door-tb-door,.. direct mail or other method." The Fair Practice ode, of :AAFRC
proVides, "Member firms do business only on the basis of a specified fee, determined prior to
the beginning of the campaign. They will not serve clients on the unprofessional basis of a.
percentage or commission of the sums raised. They maintain this ethical standard also by not
profiting, directly or indirectly, from disbursemerrts for the accounts of clients." The National
Information Bureau's Basic Standards In Philanthropy specify, "No payment of commissions for
fund.. raising." Nevertheless, the Internal Reveritre Service instructs its revenue agents thtt
professional fund raisers "usually" get a percentage of the gross contributions received; see page
.2609

.
/; 296. It ms evally clear that the ederal government has the necessary c'onstitutional power.

Regulation could be assumed under the relatively untrammefid federal tax power, as has other
reptiation of 501(c)(3) organizations. More appropriate, regulation Is authorized under the
commerce clause, which encompasses nonbusiness and nonprofit activities, whether privte or
governmental in nature, See Maryland v. Wirtz, 264' F. Supp. 826 (D. Md. 1967) (threejudge
court), aff'd 392 U.S. 183, 88 S. Ct. 2017, 20 L. Ed. 2d 1020 (1968); Public Building
Authority v, Goldberg 298 F. 2d 367 (5th Cir.'1962); NLRB Central Dispensary and
Einergency Hospital, 145 F. 2d 852 (D.C. Circ. 1944). The federal postal rower also provides a
basisfof reguiating the use of the mails for solicitations, as in the case of,the Interstate Land

Ftif Disclosure Act, 15 US.C.A. §7103.
A V

:
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297. Testimony of Philip.). Sgarlata, Director, New,York State Charity Registration Bureau, in

Charity Hearings, p. ) 94.

298. Only seven states have at least one attorney assigned fulltNe by the state attorney

general's office to enforcement of charitable solicitation statutes.'See the study prepared for the

Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs by the Ohio Attorney General, The

Status of State Regulation of Charitable Trusts, Foundations and Solicitations," 1974.

299. These ranges of estimates reflect those provided informally by the presidents of the

AAFRC, NSFR, and CBBB. On self-regulation generally, see the study pre red for the

Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs by Peter G. Meek, "54-Regulation in

Private Philanthropy," 1974.
1

300. See testimony of Helen L. O'Rourke, Director, Philanthropic Advisory Department,

Council of Better Business Bureaus, in Charity Hearings, p. 115.

301. Ibid., p:105.

302. 1RIV) 4(12) 40.323(2)(d). Also, the Service's Audit Technique Guidelines issued 1973

instruct reffriue agents examining 501(c)(3) organizations that salaries paid to related parties

must be "commensurate with the task performed," that expense reimbursements to individUals

are not subject to withholding only if they,aie "bona fide ordinary and necessary expenses

incurred in operating the organization," that agreements with professional fund raisers should be

analyzed "to determine if they are at arm's length," and that examining agents should generally

"analyze all ... disbursements to determine that no payments are being made for the benefit of

any... individual ... or for purposes which do not further the organization's exempt

purposes," applying "normal auditing techniques to determine that all paynients furthered the

organization's charitable purposes." See Audit Terchnique Guidelines, Religious, Charitable,

Scientific, Literary and Educational OrganizationsIRC 5040(3), IRS Exempt Organization

Training Program (Examinations) Document No. 3152.01, January 1973, pp. 37, 43, 44.

Although these guidelines were developed "primarily" 4 a training aid and are "not to be cited

as authority for the Service's position in the administration of the tax laws," the guidelines are

made "optional" for "on-the-job" use by revenue agents, ibid., p. 29.

303. Testimony of Howard M. Schoenfeld, Chief, Procedures Section, Exempt Organization

Examination-Branch, Audit Division, Internal Revenue Service, in Charity Hearings at 203; cf

ibid., at 177, 202.
JO

304. In Revenue Ruling 69.383, 1969.2 CuM. Bull. 113, the Service upheld the 501(c)(3) status

of a hospital which entered, after arm's length negotiations) into a percentage compensation

arrangement with a radiologist, where the compensation was reasonable and the radiologist did

not control the organization. Nevertheless, the Service there noted:. "Under certain

circumstances-, the use of a method of compensation based upon a percentage of the income of

an exempt organization can constitute inurem t of net earnings to private individuals. For

example, theme presence of a percentage compen tion agreement will destroy the-organization's

exemption under section 501(c)(3) of tEe ode where such arrangement transforms the

principal activity of the organization into a joint venture between it and a group of physicians

.(Lorain Avenue Clinic v. Commissioner, 31 T.C. 141 (1958)), or is merely a device for

distributing profits to persons in .control (Birmingham Business Col ege v. Commissioner, 276

F.2d 476 (1960))."

305. Treas. Reg. §3C11.6104-2.

306. See 'testimony of Helen H. O'Rourke, Director, Philanthropic Advisory department,
6, and of 1-inwarft Schoenfeld,'Chief o( the Procedures

Section, Exempt Organizations Examination
BranAitu. it Division, Internal Revenue Service, in

8(6
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Charity Hearings, pp. 105, 208.209; Harvey Katz, Give! Who Gets Your Charity Dollor?, op.
cit., p. IS.

307. See IRMytc,114, discussed at pages 2605-06 above.

308. SectiOrfl1$)(1) 'also exempts 501(c)(1) corporations owned by the United States, a state,
.

or the District_ of Coltimbia, and solicitations between and among members of an organization.

309. Ttfe Sepni,Ceifs technically referred to. in the bill as the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate

310. Although, horspecifiecit iheAbilf, termination of public charity status would presumably
be followed or accorrepa4d7by revocatii5ri Of V1(c)(3) status. Otherwise, the terminated public
shanty might remain a 501(C)(3) organizatiort, that is no longer a "public charity" subject to
the act.

311. See discussion of this advisory committee at pages 2638-40 above.

312: Because section 2(b)(1) of the bill exempt? virtually all organizations from the section 3
"'obligation to state that information will be provided on request, the overwhelming number of

don-Ors would not even know that it is available.

13. 15 U.S.C.A. §§1701-1720.

314. The Securities and Exchange Commission currently has a staff of about 1,550.

315. In introducing the Truth pi Contributions Bill, Sen. Mondale expressly invited
consideration of whether the,Service should administer its provisons, as the bill is now drafted;
or whether "requirements ielating to disclosure might more appropriately be administered by

-another agency.",121 Cong. Rec. No. 40, March 12, 1975, p. U757. .rt

316. Ibid.

317. The proposed legislation, .entitled "An Act to Regulate Individuals and Organizations
Engaged in Charitable Public Solicitation" (referred to hereafter as the Model State Act), has
not been enacted by any state.

-
318. Determining the cut-off point requires careful study; it might exempt just the smallest

_"garden club" type organizations or, for example, solicitations witlua goal of several million
dollars or less. Administrative 'workload of the new agency., a study of where abuses seem to
pccur, the kinds of organizations most likely to be affected, and the probable cost of
compliance with the new requirements, are among the factors to consider. Also,'by authorizing
the new agency to specify such exemptions by regulation, an opportunity would be afforded
the agency to discover by experienie whether the level of a fund-raising "goal" is a practical
criterion or whether, as in the Truth in Contributions Bill, the only criterion of size should
the organization's annual budget.

319. See' "Mail Order Millions, Religious/Groups Find Appeals Rewarding," The Washington
Post, September 1, 1974, p. 1, September 2, 1974, p. 1, September 3, 1974, p. 1.

'320 Cock Setion 6033(a)(2)(A)R.

321. Treas. Reg. §1.6033-2(g)(2). The Service is currently preparing a regulation or Revenue
Rulffig that would deline, for the first time,."integrated auxiliaries" of churches. Absent such a

definition, many church - related h,ospitals, schools o d-age homes, etc., covered as subordinate
organizations under group exemption rulings issued cenSral or parent church organizations,
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have not been obliged to file information returns. The Service's 1974 Instructions for Form 990
give notice that such subordinate organizations will be expected to file a 1975 Fo im 990 unless
they can themselves quality as "a church, an interchurch organization of local units of a church,
a convention or association of churches, or an integrated auxiliary of a church."

322. Code section 7605(c).

323., Alternatively, solicitatiOn _statements might be submitted to the new agency when used,
without prior review, this would impose less of a burden on soliciting organizations and might
simplify administration of the new agency. We're incline to believe that prior review will
enable soliciting organizations and the new agency to e)ulv ten tial problems informally and
in advance, but the point needs further study.

324. Procedural rules would presumably permit more intensive and detailed study of the major
nationwide solicitations, with quicker reviews of smaller regional solicitations.

325. See American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Industry Audit Guide,Aucps of
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations, 1966, revised 1973.

,326. See testimony of Arthur J. Grimes, Director of Membership, Nat:oral Health Council, in
Charity Hearings, pp. 27-28.

327. IRM 4(11)45.2, Manual Transmittal 4(11)00-11, issued August 29, 1974.

328. See the,. Accounting Advisory Committee's report to The Commission on 'Private
Phil ropy and Public Needs "A Study of the Inadequacies of Present Financial Reporting by
Philanthropic Organizations," 1974.

329. Securitties Act ,§19(a); Securities Exchange Act §13(b). See Holding Company Act
§20(a); Investment Company Act §38(a). r

330. 1 Loss, Seculities Regulation 333 (2d-Ed. 1961).

331. 17 C.F.R. §240.10b-5.

332. The prohibition applies only to the use of any means or instrumentality it interstate
commerce, or Of the mails, or of any facility of any notional securities exchange," but this

.encompasses virtually 411 securities transactions.

333. 15 U.S.C.A. §1703 (J974).
Nft.

334. The distinction is important, but in practice it can become blurred. Organizations normally
do not disclose the frauds that they are engaged in, so that an anti-fraud provision could be
used to reach the failure to disclose a fraud even though it did not reach the fraud itself. This
has been the exPeriehce under th securities law #; that exper ence can be carried over in
solicitations, or the s atute and regilations can be tlrawn more strictively. We believe that,an
anti-fraud provision f some kind is a corollary to tke requireme t for disclosure, but the scope
requires careful stud

335. Code section 5107(g) was the only part of the Treasury proposal to survive; it provides foe
abatement d the private foundation terminator- ("wringer") tax if state officials initiate
corrective action in state courts to preserve charitable-assets and thereafter certify that,such
action has successfully been taken. This provision has virtually never lbeen

336. See Tax Reform Propoials Contained jn Abe Message from the President of April 21, 1969
and Presented by Representatives of the Treasury Department, to the Committee on Ways and
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Means at Public Hearings of the Subject of Tax Refornt on Tuesday; April 22, 1969, 91st Cong.
1stless. (comm. Print), pp. 39, 129-139.

.337. These standards emerged in different form as Code sections 4941.4943.

938. "All transactions ve hip..aye prohibited under existing law would be prohibited under the
new self-dealing proplisalshere'foreohe existing sanction of loss of exemption for prohibited
transactions would be made inapplicable to transactions after the effective date." Technical
Explanation of Treasury Tax Reform Proposals, April 22, 1969, in Tax Reform Proposals, op.
cit., note 336, supra., at 138.139.

;

339. E.g., see Stern v. Lucy Webb Hayes Nat'l Training School, ,381 F. Supp.1003 D.C. (1974)
(nearly $1 million of hospital's liquid funds left on deposit drawing no interest at banks of
which hospital's trustees were officers.

3 4 O.- Line 5 4 , TCMP-Exempt Organizatioli Audit Evaluation _ Documint (Form 5232),
Attachment 1#to tRM Manual Supplement 484-222, September 18, 1974.

341. Code sections 62137 7422.

342: Poten.11a1 donors have no assurance ihk,charitable contributions are deductible unless the
-Service has determined that the donee charity is entitled to 501(c)(3) status.

se

343. Similarly, it may sue for a refund oral unemployment or social security ;axes
imposed on the organization as an employer. i
344. In Church of Scientology v. United States, 485 F.24 313 (9th Cir. 1973), after the
organization sued for refund of taxes assessed upon the Service's I of exempt status, the
Service sought to avoid Ludicial decision on the merits of the rganization's Ital, claim by,
administratively tendering a refund of the amount the organizati "would have received (other
than costs) had it prev;iled" in the litiOion. "3,
'),

- 345! Bob Jones University v. Simon,-416 US-.- 725, 40 LEdr2c1t96, 516.517, 94.S.Ct:203J3,
2052 (1974). See also the dissenting opinion of Mr. justise -Blackmun in the ccifripailion case of .
Alexander v."Amerlcons United" Inc., 416 US. 752, 40 L.Ed.2d 518, 528, 94,S.Ct.2053, 2060
(1974). -. \ m

-. I
346. Thrower, IRS Is Considering For Reaching Cliatiges in Ruling on,exempt Organizations,r"--/14
J. of Taxation 168 (1971)p . . ;:,

. .
-,:.:.
-1

347:Code section 7476, as amended by section 101t'pf the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974, P.L. 93-406, 88 Stat. 949. - ).`,* ..

.-
348. Testimony of Commissioner, Donald C. Alexander, arings Be Subcatiimittee on, ,

Foundations, U.S. Senate Committee on IF /nonce, )qne 3, 197 , at 167; seexalso IRSIliews , ,.`
Release, Remarks by Co issioner Alexander before the Council on FoundatioA, San Antonio,
Texas, May 10, 1974. T House Committee on Ways and Means, in Press Release NO,..,6*Pylay4,
20, 1974, tentatively agre d to provide a procedure foodeclaratory judgments in the Tai CoUrI4P

' -r.:to exempt status. 1.-:

/ -,1$., 4r' -
. , ,';

-._ 349. Remarks by Com issioner Randolph W. Thrower prepared for delivery beforethec, i,-1'
SouthwesteM Legal Fo ndation, Dallas, Tqras, January 1$, 1971; ibid., before the Saila) -;*;,...f4s,
Dakota Society of CPA' and State Bar Associations, Rapid City, South Dakota, November 6, '.,.4"A;
1970:

4-,

350. Statement of the Senate Subcommittee on 'Foundations Together With Additional yiews,
4-20 Cong. Rec. No. 150,

a
p. S181315, 93d ont ftss., Odtp6er

-41"
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351. The Service's Statistics of Income Series reports the total dollar amount of charitable

contributions itemized by individuals on income tax returns every second year, by income

bracket, with a two-year lag in publication. The total amount of corporate contributions is

reported on an annual basis, also with a two-year lag. The ount of charitable bequests has

been provided on a three-year basis in the past, also wi a two-year lag; following 1972

information, the Service will provide this information only On a four-year basis, i.e., next

reported data will.be for 1A-76, probably not availa,ble until 1

See Testimony of Robert F. Goheen,' Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Foundations,

Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, October 1 and 2, 1973, p. 67; unpublished memorandum

of R6bert F. Goheen ased on conference of AAFRC, the Council on Foundations, the
Foundation Center and the Council for Financial Aid to Education, July 1973.

353. Nielsen, The Big Foundations, (Columbia University Press 1972), pp. 295-308. See also

"Private Foundations and Public Information, The Grantsmanship Center News April/May 1974

(77.6% of foundation that were asked for annual reports, Form 990-ARs, and guidelines for

grant applicants had not responded eight - months late*. "The Hospital Business," The
Washington Post, October 29 and November 3, 1972 (hospitals reluctant to identify names of

trustees or provide financial information).

354. Testimony of,Alan Pifer in Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Foundations, Committee

on Finance, U.S.e.Senate, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., October 1 and 2, 1973, p.

355. We are grateful to Joan McC. J.undberg, until recently the editor orGiving USA, for many

of these suggestions.

356. A survey of corporation giving to the arts in 1973, conducted by Touche Ross & Co. for

the Business Committee for the Arts, indicated that about half of all corporate support of

cultural activities is accounted for as business expenses, typically in advertising or public

relations budgets.

357. Testimony of Commissioner Alexander in Hearings, op. cii., note 348, supra., at 152.

358. Staterrient of the Senate Subcommittee on Foundations Together With Additional Views,

120 on Rec. No. 150, p418315, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., October 4, 1974.

*359. See-Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization v. Simork 506 F.2d 1278, 1291 (1).C.

Ciro. 1974) (opinion of Circuitludge Wright).
N4)
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_JUDICIAL REMEDIES AND RELATED TOPICS

A cuir-Yarrriotinskyt and Marron R.Fremont-Smith*

Given, the importance of preserving an independent private philanthropic sector,
it is vital to_have appropriate deyices to prevent abuse while still preserving the
freFclom of operation that is an essential component of private voluntary action.
Until recently, it has been assumed that schools, hospitals-, churches, and organiza-
tions-that depend upon gifts and contributions from the general public would be
held accountable by their supporters and that it was only private foundations,
which do not seek or depend upon public support, that needed strict regulation to
assure accountability.

It' is not surprising that there have been examples,of irresponsibility and wrong-.
doing by the publicly supported charities as well as private foundations. They have
misled the public on the costs of soliciting funds, endowments have been lost
through imprudent speculation, and public charitable offices used for private gain. It
is, therefore, appropriate for the Commission to consider and recommend measures
to correct such abuses, balancing the risks of the abuse_and the value of reinforcing
public confidence in public philanthropy against the financial and other costs of

:such regulation. - ,.

The framing of meaningful rules and appropriate remedies to prevent self-dealing,
misleading appeals for funds, and improper investments is not an easy task. The
difficulties arise as much from the nature of the entities to be regulated as from
finding the appropriate government agency to do the task. The primary focus must
be on preventing private inurement, a function traditionally left to the states whose
courts of equity have a wide range of powers which permit them to devise
appropriate remedies for correcting breaches of trust. However, even if all of the
states were willing and able to do the necessary regulating, which they are not, it
would still not solve the problem of charities that deal in many states and have the
ability to move from one to the other when corrective action is threatened.

At the federal level, until 1969, revocation of exemptipn was the only, federal
sanction,fpr improper dealings by a charitable organization; but the conditions for
exemption were broadly stated, and it was only in the most extreme cases of abuse.
that the Service would act. Most of the abuses that now need stricter regulation are
difficult to control under such a system. However, since the Tax Reform Act of
1969 and in the even more recent pension legislation, attempts ha

m
been made to

reframe the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code to ..make it e'more suitable
framework, for control of fiduciaries: with the establishment of a sep .te office of

, Eth-ployee Plain and Exempt Organizations under an Assistant Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, the specialized personnel is being assembled to make regulation of
fiduciary duty through the Internal Revenue Code more effective..

The challenge is to identify. those areas most in need of rectification and to
, devise remedies and sanctions that can bsienforced within the framework of the

Code, and its new administrative system without having such a trong d ent
effect that they alter irrevocably the freedom of decision and op rations th are
necessary concomitants of philant ropy. ,

This paper .suggests three m jor changes in the application of the I t mat - 1-
Revenue, Code to organizatio s., exempt from tax under sectio 501(0(3) and
discusses additional measures t at would deal with solicitatio of f nds in the name
of charity. ,

4A,, ,' ,

,,.
t

t Ralph Waldo Emerson University Professor, Uftiiersity of Massachusetts.
*Choate, Hall & Stewart, Bottpn, Massachusetts.
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IMPROVING THE JUDICIAL REMEDIES FOR CORRECTING ABUSES AND
DETERMINING EXEMPT STATUS

Until 1950 the only federal ,standards for exemption under section 501(c)(3)
were exclusive organization and operation for exempt purposes, a prohibition
against private inurement, and conformity with certain limitatidIrs on lobbying and
political activity; the only sanction was revocation of tax exemption.

In t969 Congress imposed excise taxes on private foundations and certain
persons connected with them for violation of newly enacted provisions regula,ting
their activities. It also required that the governing instruments of all private '

foundations thenceforth contain provisions prohibiting the now-precluded acts so
that violations could be corrected in tate equity court proceedings. The Code was
also amended to permit abatement of e termination tax on private foundations if
a state court took appropriate action to preserve the foundation's funds.

These measures were an open admission that revocation of exemption was an
inadequate sanction to prevent violation of the provisions of the Code.

. For public charities, however, revocation of exemptiOn remains the only sanction
available to the Service if the conditions for exemption are not observed However,
this serve only, to penalize the beneficiaries of charity. It does not punish the
wrongdoers. In f$t, it often permits them to continue in office with ,greater
freedom to deal will' the charity's funds than before. ,. 'y, This situation can be remedied by investing the federal courts with equity powers
similar to those of the State courts. This would incflide the power to rescind
transactions, surcharge trustees, order accountings, remove trustees and appoint new
ones, divest assets, enjoin improper actions, and appoint receivers. The courts would
then be in a position to remedy any. detrlTent to charity resulting from %,tolation of
the conditions for exemption and the subaptive laws enacted to assure proper use
of charitabl unds. It could preserVe these assets and thus preVent recurringi-,violations. .

' Thi is not a new concept. It was suggested? by"fhe Treasury in -1969 in
conn ction with the ,activities of private foundations. The study prepared'for the
Commission by Ginsburg, Feldman & Bress ("Federal Oversight of Private Philan-
thropy") ascribes the failure of Congress to adopt it to a jurisdictional dispute as to
who should represent the government in the litigation. This same study seats forth

6.
the advantages of such a measure: -.-- .

.,
"Broad federal equity powers such as proposed by Treasury are essaffsal to
supplement the present sanctions of revocation or penalty takes. Such pOwer*
would provide flexibilityto fashion sanctions that meet the exigencies of the
particular case without penalizing intended charitable beneficiarie&1 reducing
the funds available for charitable programs. The provision to stay federal

.proceedings pending the con lusiop of parallel state proceedings would defer ,_
appropriately to state autho ities to thegextent that they develop effective
superAlisory programs."

' ..1

The Ginsburg study conclu ed with a strong recommendation th" qt2ilable
remedies be made applicable t all 501(c)(3) organizations. This is an ropriate
recommendation for the Commi siort to adopt. ..

The Ginsburg study also r commended that Congress be urged adopt a
-statutory right to judicial review- of any organization denied section 501(c)(3) status
or not granted such status within a reasonable, time. This measure would fill a,

serious gap in the current statutory scheme that',has long been recognized-by the

192. i
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Supreme Court, Treasury and Service officials anct the private bar.
form a part of the Commission's recommendations in regard to
exempt organization questions.

II,

* PRIVATE BENEFIT ir -. \..._._

Section 501(c)(3) recites as a conditioh of exemption that no part.of the funds
of an organization shalinure to a private shareholder or individual. Although this
provision has been a parf of the Code since the first income tax law was enacted, it
is only in rare instances that the courts have upheld revocation of exemption
because of private inurement. . .

This situation has left the Service essentially powerless to prevent most self
dealing transactions that are prohibited under state law but rarely enfdrced in the
state courts. In 1950 Con'ess did attempt to prohibit certain self-dealing transac-
tions between foundations and substantial contributors through section 503. This
legislation followed disclosures of the private use of assets of foundations controlled
by a single donor and his farhily or a single \corporation. The provisions were not
made applicable to religious organizations, schools, hospitals, and those other
exempt orgahizations that derived a substantial part of their support from the
geheral public and governmental units.

tinder the prohibited transactions sections, certain dealings between substantial,
contributors and persons and corporations related to them were declared ,to be
grounds for revocation of exemption. Forbidden..-were loans without adequale
security and a reasonable rate of interest, payment of unreasonable compensatitlri,
preferential treatment w ther through the rendering Of services or purchasi "'of
securities, selling proper without adequate consideration and other ac, ,That
involied or resulted in a ubstantial diversion of the Organization's property.: ,

The prohibited . transa ti s sections had serious shortcbmings and were the
subject of widespread critifism. Internal Revenue Service and Treasury officials
claimed that the standards of "reasonableness," adequate securil.y," "substantial
diversion" were too loose, making the law difficult and expepsfve to- administer,
hard to, enforce, and otherwise insufficient to prevent abuse. By applying only ,to
dealings with substantial, contributors they omittecj the important area of self-
dealing between organizations and directors and officers who were not contributors.
Finally, the sanction of revocation of exemptiop was clearly inappropriate.

The 'self-dealing rule adopted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 rejected an
attempt to rectify the shortcomings of the prohibited transactions sections. Thus, '
section 494-1 .now imposes categorical' ptohibitions with specific limited exceptions
and, as already noted, provides far personal penalties on the self-dealer and on those
foundation officers'who knowingly participate in the transaction, while leaving the
foundation's fu(ds intact. 1

The major drawbatk of the self-dealing rules, in fact,, is that they represent an
example of overkill, penalizing persons innocently involved in actions that ierye

only to benefit the foundatio,n. By applying to both direct and indirect self-de/ling,
they now prohibit grangements entered into, inadvertently and often under
circumstances impossible to avoid. In spite of an attempt to devise strict standards,
some of the rules still are framed, in terms of "reasonableness," prohibit "excessive"
compensation and use a standard of adequate, security. The use of the terms
"knowing," "willful' and "due to a reasonable cause" have further compounded
uncertainty for managers anxious to abide by the rules. In fact, some commentators
have suggested that it would havepien preferable to retain the standards contained

2699

It would logically
'judicial review of
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in section 503, changing only the sanctions from loss of revocation to penalties on
the self-dealers.

The private foundation rules apply to foundation managers and disqualified l`
persons. "Managers" are defined-as officers, directors, or trustees,..and with regard
to any act-or failure to act, the employees of the foundation having authority or
responsibility with respect to such act or failure to act." The definitidn of
disqualified persons is extremely broad, encompasing foundation managers and, in
addition, substantial contributors (more than 2 percent of all gifts and contributions
if more than- $5,000), the immediate families of these persons, and corporations,
trusts, and partnerships owned or controlled by theril.

It is far easier for private foundationsto identify their substantial contributors
than any large operating charity could, whether it be a university, a hospital, or a
social welfare institution. furthermore, it does not appear that the princicia1
problem in these institutions is dealings with substantial contributors and organiza-
tion's controlled by them, and the administrative burden not only of identifying
such individuals and entities but attempting to police all dealings with them would
be overwhelming. It is therefore recommendedYat least until more evidence of abuse
appears, that any new rules applicable to public charities be limited to transactions
between trustees, directors, and principal officers and the organizations they serve,
thereby including only those persons with final responsibility for and control of the
organization's assets. For purposes of this paper,,the individuals to whom th
provisions would apply are called "Trustees,"following the pattern of the i rn.
Supervision of Charitable Trustees Act in force in several of the states.

Defining the acts to be prohibited requires balancing a 'desire to prevent private
inurement by what are essentially insiders with the desire to permit those transac-
tions that are necessary to the easy and proper functioning of the institution or that
would cause it detriment if they were to be discontinued. We do not want public
charities paling excessive salaries to officers and directors; purchasing goods from
them at prices higher than could be charged_elsewhere, paying higher commission
throbgh their brokerage house than their competitors charge, or higher rent in a.
building owned 'by them than they would pay elsewhere. On the other hand, if the
rent is at the prevailing rate, or , the commission is the same or less than that
charged by.. other brokers, the public charity Should be able to participate in the
transaction. In short, it is not necessary or desirable to establish absolute prohibi-
tions against all'transactions between.public charities and their managers. Nor at the

'outset would it be advisable to attempt to prohibit "indirect" self;delling-as this
could well be used by overly .zealous officials to subvert the intent to deal with a
limited group of prohibited acts:

Accordingly, the Cloommission should consider.recommending that the following
acts be prohibited:

any sale or exchange or lease between a public charity and a trustee at higher
than fair Market value;

ahy lending of money o; exte?ision of credit by a public charity to a trustee,

any borrowing of money from a trustee otler than at a reasonable rate of
interest or with no more than adequate security;

any payment by a' public charity to a trustee of Areasonable (or excessive)
compensation; 1.*

any furnishing of goods, services, or facilities by a public charity to a trustee
on a preferential basis or by a trustee to a public charity at higher than fair'
market value.
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.
In order to mitigate uncertainties that will inevitably arise in connection with the

Itandards of .reasonableness, it is recommended that in any instance in Which a
trustee has a conflict between his interests and those of the charity, there should be
a presumption that
matter, has, been fully
by those trustees w
consideration, and
In such instance,' th
was proper would b

It is also recom
exceptions'of both
;Treasury after,noti
is now part, of t

y action taken by the charity is in its best interest if the,
disclosed to the charity and considered and voted upon solely
o are disinterested with respect thereto, and the disclosure,
cision are appropriately reflected in the records of the charity.

burden of overcoming the presumption that the transaction
on the'Service. - .

ended that a provision be included permitting certain special
rsons and transactions in the discretion of the Secretary of the
of opportunity for a public hearing. ft provision of this nature

e prohibited transactions section of the Code dealing with
employee retireme t income security plans and has already proved beneficial to-
-persons affected, a..5/ well as the Treasury.

Consideration Should be given' to, whether prohibitions' are to be applied to both
the self-dealer and those other jnembers of the board who approved the transaction,
as is the case in regard to self - dealing by private foundations, or only on, the self-
dpaler and not on a manager or fiduciary acting as such, as is the.pattefn in the
pension legislation. The penalties for violation of these provisions could be 'excise
taxes similar to those applicable to private foundations or reliance on the equitable
remedies discussed in the first section of this paper. Enforcement'through use of
equity powers would provide the most appropriate remedies, the- major drawback
being that in cases with small amounts involved- there may be a reluctance to
initiate judicial proceedings and thereby undercut the impact of the rules. A
possible solution would be imposition of a mandatory initial excise tax of a minimal
amount and referral to the-courts under equity powers if' there is qo correction or
restitution.

, ' SPECULATION ,

. f . 1 ; . . --
,..just'as 'trust law has developed limitations on. the extent to which, fiduciaries can

rislel`funds of others that] are entrusted to their care, there is no reason why the
fedel-algOvernment should not reqUire that funds donated f'or tax-exempt .charitable '
pinficies should not be so invested or used that they could be lost. Sipce 1969,
private foundations and their managers responsible for investments, are subject to'
excise tax if they invest the'foundations's funds in a Manner that'would jeopardize
the tarrying out of he organization's exempt purposes. There is no reason why this
rule shpuld not app universally to all 501(c)(3) organizations. It is true that public
support may not forthcoming if a large- portion of the filnas are lost, but in
mist cases this may not be known by individual contributors and, if it should
be'Cdme known, it will'. often be too late to recover the improperly invested funds.
These activities ake now prohibited in connection with private foundations under
section' 4944; which impoSes a tax on the fiduciaries of a charity who authorize an
investment knowing that it is jeopardizing the carrying out of the organization's
exempt purposes. A similar prohibition should be extended to all organizations
exerript under section 50,1(c)(3). The prohibition against speculation would not
extend to. program, related iniestments..As will the self-dealing prohibition, the
ganctions could be :either court-imposed ,equitable remedies or penalty' taxes or a
combination of the two.. . ' ,

-
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IV

SOLICITATION

congressionalSeveral recent -congressional investigations have highlighted the nature of improper
solicitation practices and the difficulties of controlling them. There is evidence of
fraud, of use of misleading names, of profit-making organizations ttat imply they
are raising funds for charity, of tax-exempt organizations created by business
corforations to serve as outlets for sale of-their products, and of false advertising

practices. There is also the problem of organizations that spend as much as 90
percent of their receipts for costs of soheitation In some cases this may be due to
mere inefficiency, in others to purposeful use of charity for personal gain.

There are many regulatory programs in the states and some in cities and
4counties. Often, however, the administrators find themselves powerless to act:against

organizations that move out as soon as .investigation is threatened or operate
simultaneously in several states, making only partial disclosure al each one

It is these difficulties that have led to suggestion's foaederal control of improper
solicitation. Specific recommendations, however, reflect two different approaches to
the problem. Some believe that there should be an ,absolute limit placed on the
amount of funds that can be expended for solicitatiOn. Others, however, feel that
this is not a proper matter for federal regulation and what is needed is dissemina-
tion to potential contributors of information on the cost of solicitation. The Truth

in Contributions Act submitted to Congress by Senator Mondale represents a
combination of the two by establishing a 50 percent limit on administrative costs
(including those for solicitation) to be policed by the Internal Revenue Service

through imposition of, a penalty tax on the charity for violation. It also requires
dissemination to all persons solicited of a disclosure statement, approved in advance

by the Internal Revenue Service,,ineating the co 'of solicitation,
The study prepared for the Commission y Ginsburg, Feldman & Bress'

concluded that mandatory dissemination of a losure statement to persons being
solicited was the optimum method of control and that the Internal Revenue Service

was not the proper ,gency to regulate, solicitation practices. It recommended
establishment of a new agency within the Treasury Department, modeled on the
lines of the Securities and Exchange Commission, with which soliciting charIties
would file full reports of their expenditures and which would be empowered to
conduct audits, enjoin improper activities, and give advance approval to disclosure

statements.
One of the major difficulties with this suggestion is the fragmentation that would

result, from having two separate agencies regulating charitable activities. The

Commissioner of Internal Revenue has expressed this view and indicated a

preference for assigning to the Service whatever regulation. of solicitation is adopted.

We propose adoption of three specific measures designed to control the more
flagrant abuses in solicitation without requiting establishment of a new federal

regulatory agency and without unduly burdening the great majority of publicly
supported charities who do not abuse their public trust when soliciting funds. These
three measures are: t

1. Adoption of uniform accounting procedures and full disclosure tof costs of

- solicitation to the Internal Revenue Service.

2. Mandatory' notification to all persons solicited of the availability of
financial data.

3. Expansion of the Federal Trade Commission's ability, to regulate improper
and misleading techniques of solicitation.

1 9.6 .
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Uniform Accounting and Full Disclosure to Internal Revenue Service

) Adoption of uniform accounting prooedues and full disclosure to the Internal
Revenue Service or Solicliation costs are necessary first steps regardless of what
"other measures re adopted. A federal requirement is the only feasible method for

Lachieving uniforlmity and. qherefore the ability to make meaningful comparisons.
However, efforts at self-regulation in this area which have been made in the Iasi
decade should not be thwarted. /Vcordingly, the,Secretary of the Treasury should
be authorized to perliiit, by regulatiorf, submission of accounts based on uniform
accounting procedures that are already widely used within a given field of philan-
thropy in those instances where they do provide sufficient disclosure for under-
stariaing the true costs of solicitation and for making comparisons among organiza-
tions:

Availability of lnforniation.,

AS between a fixed percent limit on the cost of solicitation' and the use of
digclostie as an indirect means of regulation, we believe that the disadvantages of
imposing fixed limitations far outweigh the benefit of prdtecting the public from
inefficiency and that, at least until more evidena of widespread abuse, appears, this
should be a matter for state action. .

Nor can we justify the administrative burden and firiancial costs of compliance
with a reqUirement that full -disclosure of'costs be made with ever'y solicitation. As
an alternative we recommend thaP all solicitation material contain a statement to
the effect that a-copy of the financial report of the organi2ation is available on
request at its 'offices. This could be enforced by the Internal Revenue SerVice in a
manner similar to that now applicable to the availability of private foundation
annual reports, namely, that failure to make such a statement or to comply with
the diSclosurerequirement on request will subject the managers of the charity to
personal penalties. The repbrts must, of course, also be available from the Internal
Revenue Service, and without the cost and delay-now connected. 44t.h obtaining
,Form 990. .

Federal Trade Commission

'Finally, we recommend that the Fedeill Trade Commission's power to regulate
unfair and deceptive acts and practices be expanded to include improper and
misleading techniques of solicitation by both profit-making and tax-exempt
organizations. The Federal Trade Commission Act declares, unlawful all "unfair
methods of competition ... and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting
commerce" and instruct the Federal Trade Commission to take action against any
Verson, partnership, or cOrporation" that employs such practices, "if it shall
appear that a proceeding... would be to the interest of the public .. t"

The procedures Under which the FTC acts are particularly appropriate for control
of improper solicitation practices. It has broad investigative ,powers, extending to
cases of alleged violation of, specific acts. It may also require entire industries to file
special reports concerning_Matters pertaining to possible violations and may publish
more portions of its accumulated information deemed in the public interest.

if a violation appears to have occurred, the commission proceeds by issuance of a
".kiniplaint which is then heard before an administrative law judge. This is an

adversary hearing with the rights of all parties protetcted. The finding of the trial
Judge becomes final unless appealed. Initial appeals are heard by the commission as
"a body, and there is. a furthef right of appeal to the United States Court of Appeals.
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Noncompliance 'with federal Trade Commission orders can lead to imposition of
fines and possible criminal prosecution against those responsible -

In addition to these adjudicative powers, the FTC has the authority to
proinulgate trade regulation rules, which make certain acts or practice's itlegal er se.

Knowing violations may be punished by, civil penalties. The FTC may alsoilr.sue less

formal, industry guides which are meant to-inform interested-parties of the FTC's

view on certain practices in various industries..
The Federal Trade Commission has established that misrepresentation of business

status is an unfair or deceptive practice within the meaning of the act. Under this

rubric, the Federal Trade Commission has. successfully prbsecuted profit - making

enterprises that misrepresent themselves as Nonprofit. Thus, there have been several

instances in Which the FTC.has enjoined profit-making organizations from claiming

to be affiliated with, or actually to be, charitable organizations.
However, the FTC's authority over nonprofit corporations is hampered by the

definition of "corporation" in §4 cif the act. it provides:

'Cdrporation' shall be deemed to include any company .. , or association,

incorporated or unincorporated, which is organized to carry on business for its
own profit or that of its members, and has shares of capital or capital

stock.. .., and any company ... or association, incorporated or: unin-
corporated, without shares of capital or capitaNtocit....., except partnerships,
which is organized to carry on business for it own profit, or that of its,
memeers. .

,
. , ,

.

Three reclit'de'cision:s have intdpieted this language as 1).6'4 sufficiently :broad

to. permit the commission to prosecute "non-profit organizations which 'were merely':

vehicles, through' which pecuniary profit could be realized," as well as nonprofit
brganizations established by and designedI provide indireCt be'nefit to, profit-
seeking. entities. However, the necessity of proving actual:private benefit before it

could.assume jurtsdic,tion is 4 sufficient deterrent to commission action to suggest

the advisability of amending the Federal Trade Commission Act to make it clear that

the commission's jurisdiction extends to tax-exempt charitable trusts and'corporations

involved in soliciting funds from the general public. It is of interest that in a 1972 case

involving two' charitable organizations purportedly created as guidance and

' counseling organizations to 'care for homeless boys and to train teachers,' the ,trial'

examiner recommended congressional action of this nature. .
There is.a further deterrent to reliance pn the Federal Trade CommiSsion that,

makes congressional actiohAde'sirable, namely, that the Federal Trade Commiion's
function is limited to matters "in or affecting commerce," To date virtually °all of

the actions brought by the FTC involve the 'sale of some form of product. Since

only a portion of charitable solicitations involve sales, the arguinent night be made

that commerce is not, affected. Legislation declaring congressional intent that the

FTC's jurisdiction includes all charitable solicitations whether or not they involve

the sale of items would soil this problem. It would also answer a further' difficulty

raised by virtue of the autonomy enjoyed by the FTC in regard to the specific areas

in- which it, will commence investigations or issue rulings. The Federal Trade
Corfunission Act does state that investigations and inquiries may be originated upon,

the request of the Presjdent, Congress, governmental agencies or ,the' Attorney

Gerieral, Upon referral by the courts, upon complaint by members of the 'public, or

by the commission on its ownlnitiative. However, the actual deCision to proceed

lies with the commission and its staff. Congressional action explicitly Flarifying-and

expanding he jurisdiction of the FTC to encompass solicitation practices would in

itself-be a clear signal of its desire to have the commission become more'active in-
this4eld. Most effective, of course, would be an increase in theapprOfiriations for ,\-

the commission eartqArked,to permit the establishment of a cle'partoient Of division.

exclusively concerned with -organizations seeking funds through publiOlolicitation. '.
4

e- ., .,- 4, .:,
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. THE STATUS OF.STATE REGULATION OF CHARITABLE
TRUSTS, FOUNDATIONS, AND SOLICITATIONS

Of of the Ohio Attorney_Getieralt

lntroductiqn and Summary Findings

Charitable Trusts and Foundations
O

While it is true that the regulation of charitable trusts began in England long before
the. Statute of Elizabeth in 1601, the American phase of this regulitory tunction
did' not begin in earnest until the 1940s and 11950s. PrlOr td' that time, althdugh the
common law pbwers of the state attorneys general would have been sufficient for
most regulatory purposes, at least, in terms of remedial action, the parameters of thte
common law wore vague. This fact retarded the development of a linified easily
accessible bodis3f law because each extension or clarification of the attorney gen-
eral's enforcement authority required litigation. It was not until the 1950s that this
piecemeal 'process came to a halt with the enactment of several charitable trust
statutes.

During the decades between 1940 and 1960 there were a, number of factors
31 which coalesced to such an extent as to make the political arena aware of the ,need

for a systematic and comprehenOve bodi, of law concerning charitable organizations.
The initial factor which produced this awareness and which eventually lead to the
adoption of Specific legislation was Austin Scott's initial treatise oh thelaw of trusts
which was published in 1939. It was Scott's conclusion that ,while the state attor

moneys general possessed the common law.authority to enforce charities,. they lacked
the necessary information `to fulfill their duties. New Hampshire, acted on Scott's
suggestion and adopted the first charitable registration and reporting statute, in the
country. This legislatjon was to serve as,the model for Rhode Island, Ohio, South
Carolina, and Massachusetts, which enacted similar legislation.

In 1954 the movement toward regulating charitable entities received further
imalus when the National Conference Of Commissioners on Unif9rm State Laws
proposed a model registration and reporting act entitled "The Unifbrm Supervision
of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act." Shortly thereafter, several law review
articles appeared, which not only reviewed, the Uniform Act, but alg) examined
several aspects of charitable trust legislation.' The conclusions orthese articles were
clear: although some refoim had beguli, there was an overwhelming need for further
movement in that diredtt6n.,

One of the reasons for the lack of development of the regulation of4Maritable
trusts and foundations isA'the lack of public awareness of the reed for such regula-
tion. This is due in large measure to the fact that the public is tao far removed
from the charitable trustee or foundation manager. Articles addressing the need for
state regulation reach a very limited audience which at best includes individuals
already active in the field.

Another factor which has retarded the development of charitable trust legislation
is the lack, even today,, of a unified body of law which speaks _specifically to
"charities." AS noted by Marion Fremont-Smith and Professor Karst there is no
"law of charities."2 The subject matter draws equally upon trust and corporation
law, and this factor has resulted in very weak statutory provisions. Even the 1954
Uniform Law contains a definitional section which excludes from its prqvisiohS

t William J. Brown, Attorney _General', Donald A. Antrim, Assistant Attorney General; J. John
Stevenson, Chief, Charitable Foundations Section; Joseph M. Paul, Assistant Chief, Charitable
Foundations Section.
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:those institutions which hold funds for their' own. purpOses. This has created
numerous problems, foremost of which is the question of whether*.charitable corpor-

. ations' are included within the scope .of the act. That particular provision in the
Uniform Act, which was adopted practically nationwide, has caused more than one

assistant attorneY.gefleral to tread. lightly'because the, ground is not that firm.

Despite the problems, hoikever, the slates of the law is such that any state
`attorney general coulel become active in the regulation of charitable trusts ,and
foundations. A majority of states do practically nothing in fulfilling their obligation

to the public'of safeguarding the billions of dollars controlled by charitable trusts
and foundations in this country. As the Ohio Attorney General's survey has all too .

clearly, indicated, the state regulation of charitable trusts and foundations has with

very few exceptions, rsmained dormant since the colonial period There are signs of

a growing ,interest in the area by a number of states (most notably Ariipna,
Wisconsin, Nevada, and Virginia).

Although. the: state attorneys general are overwhelmingly recognized as the

appropilate state regulatory agency for the enforcement of charitable trusts and
foundations it ,is the exception rather than the rule'that the attorney general exer-

cises any supervisory fupction. Even in those slates which do employ,ft personnel to
carry out this function they are usually understaffed. In tact alere dra number of

states which ,i9,s,jiCate' that they have no staff at all for -this' purpose, even though
they recognize the attorney general as the appropriate regulatory agency.

Air.* Given the nature of modern .foundEtion and charitable trusts as finanCial insti-

tutions, the problem of inadequate staffing is Compounded by the fact that rela-
tively few states employ accountants to examine the financial data that i9 received.

I t certainly must be realized that there, is more to the regillatory function than
merely filing law suits.

It is apparent that registration and reporting requireMents are crucial to the
regulatory function. The conjunctive 'and" between registration and reporting
requirements cannot possibly be overemphasized. Registration forms provide the

attorney general, or any other regulatbry agency, for that matter, with essential
information concerning the organizational strpcture of the foundation or`trust and
the identity of persons responsible for its operation. The reporting forms indicate
how the entity has performed over-a given period of time, It is periodic reporting
and not registration which' provides, the basic information about hoV.ifieaffirri-lif

. the fOundatiOn or trust have been handl6d. Therefore, the registration and reporting
lequirements are complimehtary -and.must appear simultaneously if any regulatory

endeavor is to be at all effective.
Despite the emphasis given to the necessity pi having repor ting and registration

forms there are only 13,, states that require registration and only 15 that require

annual reporting to the attorney general. Other, states have requirements that

testamentary trustees file accountings with the appropriate probate court, but this

requirement is of no value to the enforcement authority, if the information. is not

reported to the attorney general. Furthermort, such requir'ements apply only to

testamentary dispositions. Therefore, it avoids practically all of the modernr-day

foundation community.
Of ,equal importance is the fact that the reporting, registration, and enforcement

functions be contained within the same state agency.. While the regulation. of
charitable entities cannot be characterized as being a'rigid bureaucratic structure, t--

is imperative that it does not become so.
The regulati9n of charitable trusts and foundations is'even less organized on the

local level than on the state level. Since very few records are kept and there is very

little coordination. of effort, it is practtally impossible to determine what role local

municipalities plax in the overall -regulation of charitable trusts and foundations. At

best, the regulatory role of municipalities can be characterizedtas sporadic.

The Tax, Reform Act of 1969 opened new vistas, for state regulation and may

well be the final factor necessary to make the states aware of their public

0n
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responsibilities. However, it 'created 'several problems along wi th its beneficial
aspectS. The primary problem existing in federal-state relations, as far as the regula-
lion of charitable Mists and foundations is concerned, is one of duplication of
efferti When the 1969 Tax Reform ACt was adopted it imposed upon private
foundations the requitement that certain Internal Revenue Service ,forms be filed
with the appropriate state enforcement agenc,y. This provision, more than any other
factor, produced an awarenes1 by the states of some vague estimate of the amount
of charitable dollars and ,charitable entities within their respective jurisdictions. At
the same time that private foundations were required to report to the state en-
forcement' authority, public foimdations were'excused from that responsibility.
Furthermote, the Internal Revenue Code provision, which proscribed certain trans-'
actions on-the part of public founditions, was rypealed.

k; In addition to having' private foundations -teport directly to the states, the In-
temar, Revenue Code provides that' the states shall be notified of a revocation of
exemption. This determination is extremely important to the state enforcethent
officials because it 'nay signify self-dealing; excessive business holdings, jeopar4izing
investments, or the like: 'However, until this determination is made by Internal
Revenue and all administrative review is completed, there isiho flow of information
between state and federal officials. This procedure is fraught with the potentiality
of needkss duplication and delay. e -

While there'is no ,ohee solution for all of these difficulties, there are a number of
guidelines and specific recommendations which, if followed, will bring the regulation
of charitable trusts and foundations into the twentieth century. In the form it was
proposed in- 1954, The Uniform Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act
has fulfilled the basic regulatory needs of those states that have adopted it. With a
few revisions to that act and withhe initiation of certain procedures at the federal
level, the various state attorneys general can- become better equipped to regulate
charitable trusts and foundations. 4r

!Charitable SoliCitations
.

The regulation of charitable solicitations presents many of the issues encountered
in the egulation of charitable trusts And foundations, although there are definite

idissimilaritig. Historically, the, power of the attorney general over charitable trusts
. 'and foundations encompassed regulatory authority over charitable solicitations. Thil

;regulatory authority was ,directed primarily at the solicitation activities of .the
organized church as It existed in England. With the demise of the church as the
principal soliciting organization both in 'England and the United States, and the
increasing appearance of the professional fund raisera regulator), vacuum was
,crea.ted. The question arose whether the attorney general's authority should be
expanded to include this new institution or whether regulatory authority should be
vested in an alternate state agency. The modern trend has been to vest this author-
ity in an alternate state agency while leaving enfcsrcementauthority in the office of

.the attorney general.
At the present time ,a total of 31 states have enacted charitable solicitation

statutes. Only five of these statutes place both 'administrative -and enforcement
_authority in the,office of the attorney general (administrative authority in the *sense
of supervisory &Sties concerning registration and reporting requirements and en-
forcement authority`` in the sense of initiating legal actions). Twelve of the 31
solicitation Statutes place only enforcement responsibilities in the office of the
attorney general while placing administrative duties in-some alternate state agency,
predominately the secretary of state or some appropriate subdivision thereunder-.

In contrast to the regulation of charitable trusts and foundations, local regulation
.plays a much greater role in the regulation of charitably solicitations. While only 6
states report local regulatipn concerning ,charitable trusts apart from the.various

0 20.1/
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ptobate courCs, nearly half .of the 38 states responding to the Ohio Attorney
General's questionnaire indicate ,regulatory activity on the pa?t of local govern-
,mental uttits. The predominatb form of this local regulation is thrOugh the 'enact--
ment of door-to-door 'solicitation ordinances. Due to the fact that record keeping is
practically nonexistent at the ,local level, it is impossible to determi e the effective-
ness'of this particular form of regulation. '

Although a regulatory scheme may exist (statutorily or by co mon law) it is
' -dependent upOn the staff whic\h 99forces it. Of a total of 2 es indicating that

the attorney general has either enforcement or full regula ry authority including
enforcement pdwers -over charitable solicitations, only 18 tates indicate that there

is a staff attorney assigned on a full-time basis. Only seven of these states report
that the staff attorney actually devotes full time to the positioh. It is apparent,
therefore, that most states are woefullj, understaffed for the purpose of regulating,

charitable solicitations.
Apart from the issue of adequate staffing, registration and reporting requirements

ire equally important. Given the essentially transient nature of professional fund
raisers and solicitors, it is important that the state enforcement agency, whomever it
may be impose registration and reporting requirements. Fortunately, nearly all of
the state solicitation statutes have such requirements.

One of the greatest potential problems in the regulation of charitable solicitations
is the-division of.regulation between two different state authorities. In a number Of
jurisdic4ions registratiOn of both charitable organizations. and professional fund'
raisers is iccomlunied by filing the proper form with the secretary ofstate or some
other state agency,, while enforcement of violation's is retained by the attorney
general. While the split function does not at present seen( to be a problem, it
certainly leaves the clod* open to bureautratic time 'delays. Since the professional
fund raiser has the ability to move between states with relative ease, time delays can

become one of the most harmful elements blocking effective regulation. It is neces-

sary, therefore, that enforcement, administration, and ,investigation be the re-
sponsibility of one agency.

Overall, the role of the attorney generallin the regulation of charitable solicita-
., tions is far 14ss than his role in regulating charitable trusts and foundations. This is

due primarily to the emphasis on the potential)/ frAdulent aspects ocharitable
solicitations.

While it is true that the role of the attorney general is relOively minor in the
enforcement of charitable solicitations, it is also true (with few exceptions) that
other state agencies do not exercise 'this- responsibility.. Therefore, it rpust be conx--'--
cludedll on the basis of the survey, that a considerable number of states do relatively -
little or nothitig to safeguarcrcharitable donations.

Specific _Recommendations

Charitable Trusts and Foundations

1. The Uniform Supervision of Trustees far Charitable Purposes Act as 'revised
in this report should be considered by 'frit states as an alternative to existing
legislation. -

,

The vitibus gate governments should consider adopting a unified statutory
scheme fiir the regulation' of charitable trusts ad foundations in order to fulfill
their public responsibility of safeguarding charitable funds. When adopted, the act
should include an expande'd definitional Section which clearly includeS within, its
scope corporations holding funds for their own purposes. but which are nevertheless
charitable in nature. The provisions for registration and reporting must be preserved
and actively utilized. In no event 'should there be a separation of responsibility
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2. The state regulatory body must be adequately staffed.

While it is generally recognized 'thit the attorney general is the appropriate
regulatory agency where charitable trusts and foundations are concerned, it is far
from essential that the responsibility be vested in this office. Whatever state agency
is eventually given the responsibility, of regulating charitable trusts and foundations,

'it is imperative that this agency be staffed with full-time attorneys acrd accountants.
The absence of accountants forces the regulatory, body to rely on some other state
agency for the'revieW of the financial data received. In creating such a situation or
in permitting it to exist, the potential for bureaucratic time delays is limitless.
Furthermore, should local politics become involved in-such a bureaucratic,structure,
the ,potential fgr a teakdown in cooperation, which is essential for ,an effective
regulatory, scheme, entirely probable.

- 3'. Liberalization of information exchange between state and federal apncres.

;While the Tax Reform Act of 1969 kias contributed more than any other4factor
in 'recent times in bfinging- about Vtfel4jve 'regulation of charitable trusts and

' foundations, there are administrative procedures which must be altered if- this
progress isc,to continue. Public Inundation reporting forms, particularly Form 990's,
must be sent to the state regulatory agency if public charitable funds are to be
adequately supervised and protected: The'information flow between the states and
the Internal Revenue Service must beilncre\sed and expanded to include basic

,investigative riaterial if the present duplicAion of effort and expense is to be
avoided. . - -

o 4. Adoption of uniforrh accounting procedures. s,.. . ,

Standard accounting procedures must be adapted in order to avoid additional
costs, to the foundation community and to facilitate the flow of information
betWeen state regulatory agencies'and the'federal government.

p

Charitable Solicitations A

1. The Model Solicitations Act as revised in this report should be adopte

Although a majority of states have 'adopted charitable solicitations legislation, 'a
number of t..ese, statutes fail to include several important provisions. At a basic
minimum, a solicitation statute must include a provision for both registration and
periodic reporting; mere licensing is insufficient. In addition, subpoena power mutt
foie granted to the regulatory agency performing The superyisory,function.

'%.%

2. The blanket ,religious organization exemption found in state 'charitable
solicitation statutes must be examined and revised so -that initial information
can be obtained concerning religiously affiliated:solicitations.

Despite the hands-off attitude 9f most regulatory agencies concerning religiously
affiliated organizations that solicit publicly, there are permissible limits to which the
states can anridnust go in safeguarding charitable donations.,

The present attitude and statutory -language prevents even the most cursory
review of any organization that Glair% religious affiliation. Without- mAing; any

judgment as -to the worthiness of the religious cause the state solicitation,
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modified includestatutes should be modified to clude within their scope all religioius organizations

that solicits-publicly A thereafter, narrowing exemptions can 'be built into the statute
to prevent the charge that the state has violated constitutional limitations.

3. Uniform accounting procedures must be adopted.
'

At the present time charitable organizations and professional fund raisers whieh
,soliqt in several states must coriply with varying registration and reporting
quirements. These requirements differ tremendously, adding to the costs incurre
soliciting organizations and thereby reducing the funds available for chari

purposes. The basic accounting principles undertying these various forins must be
standardized to reduce this burden and increase the ease of information flow
between all parties concerned.

4. Administrative and enforcement duties must be placed in the same state
regulatory agency.

The bureaucratic problems inherent in The regulatory_ process which requires the
filing of documents in one state office and the enforcement by another 'are many.
Whether the attorney general or the secretary of state i6 the appropriate regulatory
agency within any given state is of no consequence so long as he has full' regulatory.
powers. .The split. function between agencies forebodes a further retarding of the
regulatory process rather than its advancement, and those states presently operating
under such a scheme ought to amend the process.

THE REGULATION OF CHARITABLE TRUSTS AND FOUNDATIONS .

The Common Law Power of the-Attorne
General With Respect to Charities

-

The common law authority of the,attorney gerleral to regulate charities had its
origin in England prior to the colonization of America. This power was derived as
an intident, of the prerogative power of the .King acting in his capacity as parens
patriae,3. but eventually became what. could more accurately be described as an
incident of the inherent jurisdiction Of Courts of Cfiancery over all charities!'

Despite some historical debate to the contrary,' the common law system of
regulating and enforcing charitable dispositions by the attorney general on behalf of
beneficiaries (tlAt is, the public) existed both prior to and after the ehactment of.

. the-Statute of 43 Elizabeth, ch. 4, in 1601.6 Early American case law heated the
English Statute of Elizabeth as the foundation for the enforcement of charitable

,purposes.' It followed; therefore, that if the colonies ry..jected the lavve' of England;. as many did following the American ReVolution, there would be no authority for
the enforcement of charitable trusts. American courts of the early nineteenth
century, after 4n initial period of disagreements eventually decided that,charitaWe
trusts could be enforced under the inherent jurisdiction of eqUitrlyithout regard to

' Whether-the Statute of Elizabeth was in'force,8
It is now generally conceded that the Office of Attorrry General- -was established

in America during the colonial period with all of its common, law powers intact.9
4 - Most states, however, have made no attempt to precisely enumerate the powers and

duties of the offiCe, by,statute. A majority of states that have considered the issue
have determined that the attorney-general retains all of his common law powers and
duties unless expressly. limited by statute. In 'all,.23 states have so held. The usual
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rule is that the legislature may expressly diminish these powers, but Illinois' and
out 'Dakota have held that the legislature may only add to his, existing powers.
or. repiesentative listof cages see Appendix A.) Likewise, very feW judges or

commentators have attempted to enumerate the 'extent of those powers. It is
generally conceded that within these common law powers the attorney general
possesses the power enforce .charities; and 28 states have specifically so
'determined. 'Vol. a seletted list of the cases iii these states see Appendix B.) The
Owls have adopted the rationale that ani officer of the same title who exercises, in
rnaq'iespects, the same powers and performs duties' similar to that of the attorneye.

': -general in England should be considered o possess all of the common law powers
°''of that officer. It is also the general view that the attorney general retains his
,;:,cemmon law powers with respect to charities even though he has been granted
''--

,similar or 6verlapping'statutory powers, by the legislature:1°
Those few states that, expressly. reject the attorney general's common law power

o -to enf.orce charities have done so on the basis'that the attorney lenerai has no
rerogative powers.11- , ,

..1-The jurisdiction of the ,courts in, this country witil respect to. charity often, ...

:'''' extends to matters which ,would have required, the exercise of prerogative power
`tinder English _coalman law. Those charities which were created or existed without a
'fdirital trust agreement required the prerogative power of the King of England for

F; enforcement. Those trysts and charities which resulted from a formal trust
instrument were, restrictedg to enforcement by the judicial power of the Courts of.

r'''C.hancery. In England, plot:, to the colonization of. this coup , the Courts of
.''''''Chancery, had, already assumed jurisdiction over charities who regulation had

r2 'Previously required the 4ercise of the King's. prerogative pow . This expanded
-,,;ligisdiction was transferred to the early Americari.equity courts.1 2 .
V.:, Strictly 'speaking; there is no prerogative power in this country since no

Individual or body exercises personal juriscliCtion over charities: Moreover, the
attorney general is not regarded as personally' possessing any prerogative ,powers, ,

sjitcin rdemocracy the state is the parens patrIae and any prerogativepower, were
-1t 0 :exist, resides in the legilloture.,This legislatiVe power, at, least with respect to
Charities,. is more symbolic than real' since American ilegislaittres, unlike English
Kings, denot personally correct abuses in tfle'admintaration a charities. Rather,

li:'Ahe 'Attorney general, acting on behalf of the public, bilngs the,Matter bet re the
ciitirts'Idi an adjudication. He, does not,act in a rerogative sense because e it%o
way dictates the outcome of the case. Therefor , if the, courts provide. an equitable

,,..,

remedy,` then, in the absence of an express sislative,declaration to the contrary,
the, power of the attorney general to brig ch'aritable Matters before the court
should not be questioned. . dy- :

Many courts have stated. that the attorney', general is not only empowered to
enfOrce a ratable trUst,-.bia is, also a necessaryparty to any action affecting a

"charitable trus .," Thee Pennsylvania Supreme Court has stated that the attorney
Ohba! is obliged to participate as a necessary party since only.an "... inadequate

JRrmeof government ... Would allow,organt2ations to declare themselves charitable
',.trusts without requiring them to submit to supervision or inspection." A

There are (we aspect.``to charitable trusts which make 'enforcement by the I,

---4tterneY general imperative. The first is the ,fact that the beneficiaries are an
; itndefined clasy/ho do not have thecaRacity to reprbsent themselves. The second is

the'llaet filar in all charitable trusts there are public interests which must be
tested, Oa $.1.419 is.,better equipped to carry out this- function"than the state

-(
to hilly :env:41, _general mite is that the public nature of the trust rather than

i 1 44 , 4 f e make's the attorney general a netesary party.. , However, if
7 who have special interest in theenforcement of the charity, then

^."

bring suitI6 .

re Unfit of th attorney generars_common law powers is defined .by the
jurisdiction of the courts. Many cases,,however, have stated that theaftorney

2O5f
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general possesses the common law authority to intervene tby suit in any case where
the interest or property of the public is involved.' 7 Undef such a broad conception
of his power, it should make little differke whether the charity he is seeking to
enforce is in trust or not. If there is a legitimate public interest involved, and if
there is a remedy available in equity, then the power of the attorney general to
bring the suit is unquestionable. Marion Fremont-Smith has stated, littler definitive
work on charities, Foundations and Gbvernment, that the "...enforcement duty of
the state extends to ajtfunds held for .charitable purposes whether or not a formal
trust has been created:1'8 This is certainly the logical rule, and the courts have

carried icinto effect by enforcing all types of charities. At least two cases have
upheld the Tight of the attorney general to bring an action seeking the proper
administration of a fund raised through charitable solicitations.' 9 Many cases have
also upheld the power of the attorney genetal to enforce gifts to charitable
corporations."

several instances, the common law power of the attorney general over charities
has been found adequate to support actions ,which were largely administrative. In

,particular, two cases have acknowledged the attorney general's power to request
froth-trustees informs ion and reCords relating to the administration of a particular
trust in the case of alleged_mismanagement or breach of trust.2' It has been held,
however, that the attorney general may not require a continuing communication of
information in ,the absence of a statute.22 Nevertheless, Marion Fremont -Smith
noted that the Attorney General of Hawaii "... has set a precedent among the
states by requrring the submission of accounts of charitable trusts to his office
under his status as pdros patriae."23 Thus, in at least one jurisdictiOn, the attorney
general's common law power to enforce charities'has been interpreted as logically
encompassing thepower to compel trtIstees to submit regular reports.

If, as the foregoing indicate, the common law has provided the attorney
general with sufficient autho ty to regulate and supervise charity, is it necessary for
the adoption of any legislation dealing with that power? The answer is clearly in the
affirmative. The reason for such legislation supplanting or complimenting the
common law is tat it should not be necessary to resort to the courts each time a
dispute arises over whether or not the attorney general has the power to take

appropriate action. It serves neither the purpose of the attorney general nor the
charity. 40i

Comparative Analysis of Slate Charitable
Trust and Foundation Statutes

In analyzing and comparing. the various state charitable trust acts, it became clear

that all were very similar. First, in a majority of states the attorney general is

A generally named as the enforcing authority: 39states either directly or indirectly
grant this authority+ to the attorney general. In Ohio, for example, the statute
provides that "The attorney general shall institute anchprosetute a properoction to
enforce the performance of any charitable trust....' Ohio Rev. Code §.109.24
(1953). The California statute similarly provides: "This article applies to all

charitable corporatiqns and trustees holding property for charitable purpdses over
which the State-or 'the Attorney General,has enforcemenror supervisory powers."
Cal. Govt. Code §12581 (1.959). A more indireci reference to the enforcement
authority of the attorney general can be found in the Mississippi Code which rdfers
to, prohibited ants in theadministration of private foundations, This statute reads:
"Nothing...shall impair the rights and powers of the courts or the attorney general
of this state with respect to any trust." Miss. Code Ann §91-9-409 (1972).

Second, the more comprehensive statutes, specifically give the attorney general
the power to institl* suits to enforce a charitable trust. An example of such a
statute Is Ohio Revised Code §109.24, quoted above. ks.
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Third, there is a requirement that the charitable trust be registered With t
attorney ggneral. Registration is generally accomplished by filing forms prescribe
by the attorney general, together with a copy of the document providing for
creation of the trust. For example, New Hampshire provides for registration in the
following manner: 41;,

. .

In addition to his comm law and statutory powers the attorney-general shall
have the authority to p e and maintain a register of all charitable trusts
heretofore or thereafter es lished or active in the state. N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann.
§7-19 (1955).

The attorney - genera) shall make such rules and regulations' as may be '-
reasonable or \necessary to secure records and other information for the
operation of the register and for the supervision, investigation and .

enforcement of charitable trusts. Nt.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §7-22 (1955).

.
The New York Statute provides that

The attorney general shall establish land maintain a register of all trustees
containing such-information as the attorney general'deems appropriate, and to
that ericrmay conduct such investigations as hedeemi necessary....", N.Y.
EPTL §8-1.4(c) (1966)'.

Every trustee shall file with the attorney general, within six months after the
propertyheld by him or by any income therefrom is required to be applied to
charitable purposes, a copy of the instrument providing for his title, powers
and duties. N.Y. EPTL §8-1.4(d ) 1966).

The overall purpose. of registration requirements is to inform the attorney general of
the existence of charitable trusts and foundations within his jurisdiction in order
that the remedial provisions, of the act may be accomplished. At the present time a

-. total of 14 states require registration.
. Fourth, there is a requirement that there be some form of periodic financial

reporting to the enforcing authority. This usually takes the form of reporting assets,
, expenditures, and other financial information associated with the administration of
the trust. Basically, theje are two types of reporting provisions. Onertype calls for
periodic reporting to the probate court. The second type requires that the periodic
report be sent to the enforcement authority, namely the attorney general. These
requirements are not mutually exclusive, particularly in the case of testamentary
dispositions wbich are initially subject to the probate court's jurisdiction. Where,
however, the probate court does not have jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
trust or the trustees due the fact that he disposition was inter vivos, ttte only
periodic reporting would be to the enforcement authority if such a statutory
requirement exists. Per example, a Vermont statute requires that the 'periodic report
be made to the probate court indicating I...the property so held and administered,
the receipts and expenditures in connection therewith, the whole number of
beneficiaries thereof and such -other information as such court may require." Vt.
Stat. Ann. §13,,1-205 (1971). The state statutes which require that a periodic report
-be made to the enforcing authority° are exemplified by the Ohio statute which
providest.

. .

Any trustees of a charitable trust shall biennially, unless otherwise directed...by,
the attorney general, make to- him a written .report for the two preceding

fiscal Years of such trust showing the propertY'rso held and administered, the
.,,receipts and expenditures in connection therewith, and such other information

attorney geneial may reqUife.r.: Ohio Rev. Code §109.31- (1953).
1 ,
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Marion R. Fremont Smith in Foundations and Government considers the use of a
reporting requirement to a court, without a complimentary registration requirement,
as creating a weakness in the enforcement scheme, a position with which most
active regulators would agree. After noting a lack of compliance with the reporting
statute in Vermont, Fremont-Smith stated. "The reasons for failure lie in the fact
that -without arty further means of identify ing these trusts at t time, f creation, it
is impossible to tell where there is delinquency (*ri reporti .. °2. 4' if there are
both registration and periodic reporting requirements, and if bo are required to be
sent to the enforcing authority, there is a better chance of obtaining effective
enforcement. At the present time 34 state statutes impose some form of registration
and/or reporting requirement upon charitable trustees and foundation managers._Of
the 34, only 13 require that the registration and/or periodic report be filed with the
enforcement agency, namely the attorney general. In the remaining states the

vregraration or report is filed with the probate court.
Fifth, the enforcing authority is granted the power to investigate transactions and

relationships of trustees and to require persons to give information and produce
materials. Eleven states have statutes, conferring subpoena-type powers on the
enforcing authority. For example, the New Hampshire statute provides:

.
For the purposes of such investigation the attorney-general may require any
(listed entity) to appear at the state house at such time and place as the
attorney-general may designate then and there under oath to produce for the
use of the attorney-geperal any and all books, memoranda, papers of Whatever
kind, documents of title or other evidence of assets or liabilities which may be
in the ownership or possession or control of such (listed' person) and to
fur nish such other available information relating to said trust as the
attorney general may require. N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. '§7.24 (1955).

Sixth, the more comprehensive charitable Crust statutts will place rule-making
powers in the 'hand of the enforcement ag c . For the most part, however; rule
making is limited to those situations 'where iinfarfrfation is necessary to complete
registration. Michigan,. California, and Illinois are the only states in which the
enforcement authority is given. general rule-making power over all phases of the
regulation Of. charitable trusts and foundations; Two California statutes typify both

4types of rule-making capabilities:

The Attorney General shall make rules and regulations as to the time for filing
reports, the contents thereof, and the manner of executing and filing there.
Cal. Govt. Code §12586(b).

The Attorney General may make additional rules a'nd regulatiOns necessary for
the administration of this article. Cal. Goyt. §12587.,,

Seventh, some statutes require ,thi probate judge to notify the enforcing
authority whenever a will containing a charitable bequest is admitted to probate.
Nine state statutes have such a provision. In Ohio the statute provides:
"Immediately after the probate of any will containing clauses creating or purporting
.to create a charitable trust ltdefined in section 109.23, the probate judge shall
notify the attorney general thekof." Ohio Rev. Code,§109.30 (1953).

The accompanying charts analyze by state the basic legislativeenactments listed
above. The charts do not reflect common law powers which have developed through
case law of the respective states. -
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Table 1
2

Attorneys General Enforcement Authority Statutory Basis for ftegulation of Charitable °
Trusts and Foundations (as of August 1974)

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

. Arkansas
California
Colorado

Connecticut, ".

Delaware

Florida
Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois
Indiana''
Iowa

K',9845 .

Keignoky

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

,lidassachusetts
''Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi

- Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey'
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island
gouth Carolina"-
South Dakota
`Tennessee 't
Texas
Utith

ermont
V11'ginla4,ke

Waffigtoil
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming ^. '

0

Dope

ALASKA STAT.3ep. 10.20 (1962), ALASKA. STAT. Rd. 9.21.01011962)
;ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN.. sec., 14-642 (Supp.-1964) 41-

None
CAL. GOVT. CODE, sec. 12580 et seq. (1959)
COLO. REV. STAT. ANN..art. 57-10 (1963), COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. sec.
135-1-1 (1963)
CONN. GEN. SPAT. sec.'3-125
None

FLA. STAT. ANN. sec. 737.251 A

.

GA. CODE ANN. sec. 108-212 (1962) amended (1974)

HAWAII REV. LAW ch. 554 (1955)

IDAHO CODE ANN. sec. 67-1401 (Supp. 1963)

ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 14, sec. 51, et seq. (1961)
IND. ANN. STAT.4sec. 31-712
IOWA CODE ANN. oh...303, sec. 633 (r73)-
None

KY. RE.V. 'STAT. sec. 15.020. 273.323, 273.400
LA. REV. STAT. 9:2271 et seq. (1971)
ME. RE,./. STAT. ANN: tit. 5, sec.194 (1904)
MD. ANN. CODE art. 41, sec. 103A -103C (1964), art. 16 & 195 (1957)
MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 12, see. 8
MICH. STAT. ANN. sec. 14.251 (1961) & 26.7200(1) et seq. (1961)
MINN. STAT. sec. 501.12'(1945), MINN. STAT. sec. 317.01 et see: (1951).
MISS. CODE ANN. 91-9-409 (1972) 4

MO. STAT. ANN. sec. 456.225(4) (Supp. 1964)
None,
NEB. REV. STAT. bec..;4-612 (1951)
NEV. REV. STAT. sec. 16,5.230 (1967)
N. H. REV. STAT. ANN. see: 7:19-7:32-a (1943), Act of 1971 ext'd
N.J. STAT. ANN. sec.'3A:43-7 (1971)
N.M. STAT. ANN. sec. 33-2-22; 33-3-12(2) 4953)
Eat., Powers dr Trusts ch. 831, sec. atrile 66)
N.C. GEN. STAT. art. IV, ch. 36 (1971)
N'. D. "dET. CODE sec. 59-04-02 et seq.
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. sec. 109.23 et seq., amended-1971
OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 60 sec. 175.18
ORE. REV. STAT. sec. 128. 610-12i. 750; sec. 128.805- 128.670, sec. 128. 990
PA. STAT. TIT. 20 sec. 301.10 ,

14.1.GEN. LAWS ANN. 18 -9 -I (1950)
S. C. CODE ANN. sec. 1-240, 67-85 (1962)
S. D. CODE sec. 59:0603 (Supp. 1960)
TENN. CODE Ann. sec. 23-2802 (1950)
TEX. ANN. CIV. SITAT. "art. 4412(a)

271

d

None ..e4
VT. SWAT. ANN. tit. 14, sec. 2501 - 250311959)
VA. CODE ANN. sec. 55-29 (1950)

eWA§H. REV. ,CODE ANN. tit. 19, ch. 10 (1961)`
None
WIS. STAT. ch. 701 . a

WYO. STAT. ANN. sec. 4-46 (1957) as amended (1973)
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4

is the AG the
enforcing
authority

Is the AG a
necessary party

Does the AG have
.the authOrity to
institute actions
to enforce chari-
table trusts

Is registration
required

Are4)eriodic
reports required

Dries the eniorc-
in/ authority have

4 subpoena. power

Rule- making
authority

Probate judge to ,

notify enforcing
authority

Alabama

No

No,

No

No

No

No

, No

Table 2

Comparative Analysis of State Charitable Trust Statutes
(As of August 1974)

Alaska

No.

No

No

,No

No

No

4

Arizona

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Arkansas

Ark. Stat. Ann. ,

sec. 12-725 (1957)

California

CalrGovt. Code '

see...12531(105g)

No ch..Govt. Code
sec. 12591 (1g59)

No Cal. dovi: gOde
sec. 12591 (1959)

No

No

No 4

No
. 4

Cal. Govt.. Code
ion; 12585'(1959)

Cal. Govt. Code
sec. 12588 (1959)

Cal. Gain. Code
sec. 12588(1959)

Cal. 6ovt. Code :
sec. 12587 (1959)

Cal. Gov!: Code'
sec. 12593 (1959)



Is the AG the
enforcing
authority

Is the AG a
necessary party

Does, me AG have
the authority tb
institute actions .
to enforce chari-
table trusts

Table 2 (Continued)

Colorado Connecticut Delaware

ColoRev. Stat. Ann. Conn. Gen. Stat.
art. 57-10-5 (1971) -Ann. sec. 3-125

- (1958)

Is registration
reqiiired

No

No No

Conn. Gen. Stat.. No
Ann. secs -3-12.5f.'

No No

F orida

No

Ncr-- . - . No

Georgia

Ga. Code Ann. sec.
108-212 (18621

. Ga. Code Ann. Elec.,
102-227 (1974)

Ga. Code Ann. sec.
_108 -212 (1962) .

Are periodic
tePorti reccired

Does the enforc-
ing authority have
subpoena power

Rule-making
authority . .

Probate judge to
notify enforcing
authority .

Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann.
art. 153-14-U (1963)*

'No

No ..

No

Conn. GenStat.
Ann. sec. 45.7.267
(1963r

No

ex No

No

Del. Code Ann.
tit. 12 sec.
2521,(195.8)*

No

No

No

\

Fla. Stat. Ann.
sec. 737.12
(1959)*

No

No

e 214

Ga. Code Ann. sec.
108-221 (1974)

Ga. Code Ann. sec.
108-223 (1974)

CpdAnn. sec.
108424 (1974)

Ga. Code Ann. sec.
108-223 (1974)-

No
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- Tab)* 2

Hawaii Idaho

the,AG the . Haw. Rev, Stat. secs. Idaho Code Ann.
enforcing authority 554-6 (1968), 554-10 sec. 67 -1401-

(1971) ' (Hupp. 1963) ,

Is the AG a
necessary party

Does the AG have
the authority to
institute actions
to enforce chari-
table trusts

Is registration
required

Are periodic;
reports required

Does the enforc-
ing authority have
subpoena power

liulcfrinaldng
authority

Probate judge to
notify' enforcing
authority

No

-

' Idaho Code Ann.
sec. 67-1401

' (Stipp. 1963)

NO , Idaho Code Ann. sec.
15-7-101 (1.97I)*-

N;

No

No No

No No

.

Haw. Rev. Stat. sec.
554-4 (1968)*

No

Illinois . Indiana Iowa

Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. Ind. Stat. Ann. sec. Iowa Code Ann. sec.
14 sec 51 et seq. 30- 4- 5- 12'(1971) 633.3b3 (1965)
(19'61) -

. .
III. Ann. Stat. ch. No No
14 sec. 57 (1961)

Ill. Ann, Statch. No
14 sect 62 11961);14

Ill. Ann, Stat. ch.
14 sec. 56 (1961)

No

Iowa Code Ann. sec.
633.303 (1965)

No ,

Ill. Ann. Stat; ch. Ind: Stat. Ann.. sec. Iowa Code Ann. sec.
14 sec. 57 (1961) 30-45-12 (1971)* 633.700 (1963)*

Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. No
14 sec. 59 (1961)

111. Ann. Stat. ch. NB
14 sec. 58 (196i)

No No

No

No

loin Code Ann: sec.
633.303 (1965)



Kansas

Is the AG the No
enforcing

--- authority

Is the AG a
neoeseary party

--Ones the AG ha:y.01_
the authority to
institute actions

tal/ trusts

Is registration

:Arst,Periodic
reports required

DM:ilk-the enfor6-
sing authority have
subpoena power

t

.44e7.111008i.-authority
.

Probate judge to Kan. Stat. Ann.
notify enforcing 59-2222 (1963)
authority /I 1,

No

Table 2 (COntinued)

Kentucky

Ky. Rev. Stat. sec.
15.020 (1944) -

No

Ky. Rev. Stat. sec,
`15.020'(194"4).:`

No No

0 Ky. Rev. Stat. sec:
26.175*

-
No

1

No

No

Louisiana

No
er

No'

Maine .

Me. Rev. Seat. Ann,
tie. 5 1313C11 194 ,
(1954)

No

1,

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann.
tit. -5 sec. 194
11954) ..

Maryland
,e

Md., Ann. Code art.
16 sec: 195j
(1957) -

' No 4-

Md. Ann. Code art.
16-6ed. 195
(1957)

+

No No

No Md. Rev: Stat. Ann.
tit. 18, sec. 4001
(1954)*

No

t

No

213



1.6 the,ADrthe
. enforcing`
au.thority

Ts the AG a .
necessary party

Does the ACtlhaire
the authority
institute actions
to enforce chart -'
table trusts

Is registration
required

41

Are peribdic
reports required

g

o

Massachusetts

4nn. Laws of Mass.
ch. 12 see 8-"

syre

AnotkLaws of
011:- 12 seo. _8G

, 4

Does the enforc-
ing authority have
subpoena power

Rule-making
authority

'

Probate Judge to
notify enforcing
authority

° ;

Table 2 (Continued)

Mjchigan ,*

Mach. Stat. Ann,
sec. 26.1200(1966)

g 4A!P:e

Mich. Stat. 'Ann.
sec. 26.1200(4)
(1966)

ws of Mass. MitiOat. Ann.
. 12 sec. 8. secl:,§E,.1k0(4)

(1966), 4.

Ann. Laws
ch. 12 sec.

of Mass. MichsEtat. Ann.
8E sec. 12 0 0 ( 5 )

(1966)

Aran. Lays of Mass..
ch. 12 sec. 8F

r.

Ann. LawilMass.
ch. 12 sec. 811,-

.Ann: Laws Of:..MaSall

..ch. 12 sec. 81'^

Mich. Stat. Ann.
sec; 26.1200(5)
(19§fi)*

. -

Mich. Stat. Ann.
sec. 26.1200(9)
(1966) .

, .

Stat.. Ann.
sec. 26.1200(4)

.(1966)

Minnesota Missis.fopi
--------

Minn. Stat.,Ann.' Miss. Code Ann.
sec. 501.12 (1945). 91-9-409

(1972)

No

A

Minn. Stat. An)a,
sec. 501.12 (1945)

No

',''Minn. ,Stat. Ann.
sec. 501.34
(945)*

\ No ./ No

'No

No

No

214.

No

4- 4*

No c

("."4"
rf

No
0

NO

A j
r.

No'

No

Missouri

Mc. Stat. Ann.
seq.' 456.225 (1971)

140

No
.

Me. Stat. 'Ann.
.sec. 456,220
11939)*

No s

No,
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Table 2 (Continued) _

Montana Ndbraska Nevada New Itampahire New Jersey

Is the-1G the No
enforcin
authority

-Is the AG a No
necessary party

bbes the AG have -4\ No
the authority to

4 ,.
institute actions
to enforce chart-

:, table trusts - ,

Is registration No
required

I .

Are periodic 4 P '' Np
. reports, required

Does the enfoic- No
ing authority have

-.---:---4ubpoena_power
-, 4.

Rule- making No
authority, ,

.

4Probateludge to No
notify, enforcing
authority ,e .

. ,

Nebr: Rev. Stat.
sec. 24 -612 (1951)

Nev. Rev. Stat. N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. N.J. Stat. Ann.
sec. 165.3 (1967) sec. 7:19 (1955) sec. 3A:43- 7,(1971)'

egtT.
No No N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. k 140

sec. 7:19 (1955)

No No N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. No
sec. 7:20 (1955)

_sue

No No N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann: No
sec. 7:19 (1955)

No Nev. Rev. Stat. N.H: Rev. Stat. AL. N.J. ,Stat. Ann.
sec. 165.940(1967)* see. 7:28 (1955) - - sec. 3A:t -3 (1953)*

14, .
No No , N.H. Rev. Stat: Ann. , No

sec. 7:24 (1955)

:fr

No . No 4 N. H. Rev. Stat. Ann. No .
see. 7:22 (1955)

*
No NO N.H. Rev.. Stat. Ann. No s

sec. 7:29 (1955)
c i - *

-) .1
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Is the AG the
enforcing
authority

Is the AGli."-
necessary party

Does the AQ have
the authority to
institute actions
to enforce sari -
table trusts

Is registiktion
required

Are periodic
reports required

Does the enforc-
ing authority have
subRoena power

Rule-making
authority

,/iPfobate judge to
notify enforcing
authority

Table 2 iContinu

I
New,Mexico New York

N. Mex. `Stat. 1953 N.Y. EPTL sec.
sec. 33-2-22 (1953) 8-1.1 (1966)4

ti t

.0

N.Y. EPTL sec.
8-1.4 (1966)

No . N.Y. EPTL sec.
8-1.1 (1966)

N.Y. EPTL sec.
8-1.4(1966)

N. Mex. Stat. iD5a .N.Y. EPTL sec.
sec. 33-2-3 , 8-1.4 (1966)
(1953)*

No N.Y. EPTL sec.
',8-1.4 (1966r, ,

No N.Y. EPTL sec.
8-1.4 (1966),

No ,

,C

No

Car' lina

Gen. Stat. of
N. Car. sec.'
36-20 (1971)

Jig

Gen. Stat, of
N. Car. sec.
36-20 (1971)

No .

Gen. Stat, of
N. Car. sec.
36 -19* (1971)

No

No

f1/4

.2 la

NorthDakota

N. D. Cent. Code ...
sec. 59-04-02
(1960) -

No
4is

N. D. Cent. Code
sec. 59-04-02
(1960)-.

Ark
No

NV

C4' No

Ohto

Ohto Rev. Code Ann.
sec. 1094/1:(1953)

Ohio Rey. Code Ann.
sec. 109.2511953)

I

Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
sec. 109.24 (1953)/,

Ohio Rev. Coda Ann.
aec. 109.27 (1953)

Ohio Elev. Code Ann.
sec,. 109.31 11953)-

No

Ok%

or Ohio Rev. Code Ann,
sec. 109.27 (19,1)

N'o 'Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
sec. 109.30 (1953).

O
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El the AGishe.
enforcing
'authority

Is the AG a '
necessary party

Does the AG have
the,authority to
institute actions
to enforce chart-
table trusts.

Is registration
required -

Oklahoma

3

Table 2 (Continued)

k -Oregon

No Ore. Rev. Stat. sec.
128.710 (1963)

No

. No

No
. ,

Ore. Rev. Stat.
128.710 (1963)-

,Pennsylvanta

Pa. Stat. Ann. tit.
20 sec. 6110 (1972)

11.

No

4.

sec. APa. Stat. Ann. tit.
p sec. 6110 (1972)

,No Ore. Rev. Stat. sec.
128.660 (190)

Are periodic No
reports required

Ore. Rev. Stat. sec.
128.670 (1963)

Does ther.anforc- , Okla. Constitution Ore, Rev. Stat. sec. .
ingiuthority have Art. IV sec. 28 12$.680 - (1963)
subpoena power --

Rule-making No Ore. Rev. Stat. sec.
... authority --,' _.. 128.67.0 (1963)

.

Probate judge to No, Ore. Rev. Stat. sec.
notify enforcing 4 128.720 (1963)
authority ., -

C

7

No

Rhode Inland

R.I. Gen. Laws Ahn.
sec. 18-9-1 (1950)

R. Gen. saws Ann.
sec. 18-9-5 (1950)

Gen. Laws Ann.
Sec. 18-9-6 (1950)

R.I.-Gen. Laws Ann.
sec. 18 -9 -6 (1950)

R.I.- Gen. Laws-Attn.
rec. 18 -9 -13 (1950)

South Carolina

S.C. Code Anne
.sec. 1-240(190)

No

S.C.Code Ann.
see, 1-2,A0 (1962)

S.C. Code Atilt
sec. 67181 (1962)

S.C. Code Anh.
sec. 67-82 (1962) -

R.I. Gen. Laws Ann.i/
sec. 18-9-9 (1950)

'
R.I. deli:Laws Ann.
sec. 18-9-1 11950)--

lo R.I. Gen. Laws Ann.
sec. 18-9754(1950)

,

No

S.C. Code Atm.
sec. 67-84 (1962)

No -"N

41.
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Is thz,NG the
entprcing
authority

Is the AG a
rgioessary party

Does the AG have
the authority to
institute actions

enforce chari-, ,table trusts

Is registration
required

R'.
repo r aired

Doil4e ofh -
.rngl au ray. have

, tbpedin na power

."4, Rule-making
-rt- authority

Probate judge to
notify enfgrciiii- .
authority

(
°tr''

Y.

9

South Dakota

S.D. Compiled Laws
Ann. sec. 55-9-5-
(S7. 1960)

No

S.D. CompiledLaws
"Ann. sec. 55-9-5-
(Sapp. 1960)

No

S.D. Compiled Laws
Ann. sec. 21-22-14
(Supp. 1960)*

ti

No

No

No.,.

Table 2 (Continued)

Tennessee Texas

Tenn. Code
Aim. sec.
-23t-2802 (1956)

No

Tenn. Code
Ann. sec.,.
23-2802 ff956)

No

Utah

Tex. Ann. Civ. No
Stat. art.

-4412a (1972)

Tex. Civ.
Stat. art

No'

4412a (1 72).

Tex. Ann. Civ.
Stat: art.
4412a (1972)

No

No

No `.

. . .
. 'Verinant

Vt. Stat. Ann: tit.
14 sec. 2502

_ (1959)

No

No,

No No Utah Code Ann. Vt. Stat. Ann. tit.
sec. 751.12-30 - .14 sec. 2501

. (1959)

No No No

# 9

NQ"

No

NC' -. No

1 e
Nd

f
a

0

Nq
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bathe AG the
enforcing -

authority,

Is the AG a
necessary party

ao.

Table 2 (antinUld)

' Virginia Washington West Virginia Wisconsin WyOming

iivg0% ,

Va., a.Ann. dec. ' Wash. Rev. Code No Wis. sStat. Ann. ' Wyo. Stat. Ann.
55-29 (1950), Ann. see. sec. 701.10 sec. 4-46 (1973)

13.10.120 (1967)

Wash. Rev. Code No Wis. Stat.,Ann. No
Ann, sec. . sec. 701.10
19.10.120 (1961) ,,

Does the AG have
the asithoity to
institute ty3tions
to enforce chart=
table trusts \

-Is registration
required,

Are periodic
reports required

Does the enforc-
ing authority have
subpoena power

Rule-making
authority

Probate ludge to
notify enforcing
authority:

Vii. Code Ann. sec. Wash. Rev. Code
55-29 (1950) Ann. sec.

_19.10.130 (1967)

Va. Code Sec.
57 -48 ,(1974),

Va. Code Ann.
55-29 (1950) .

No

No

No

No Wis. Stat. Ann.
sec. 701.10

Wash. Re77-C,ode No No
Ann. sec.
19.10:050 (1967)

sec. Wash. Rdv. CodeNri. W. Va. Code secs. Wis. Stat. Ann.
sec. 19.10.070 (1967) 44-4-4, 44-4-6* "sec: 701.16 (4)

-Wash. Rev. Code No
t

No
Ann. sec.
19.10.100,(1967)

Wash. Rev. Code No No
Ann. sec: " 019.10.070 (1967)

Wash. Rev. Code
Ann. sec.
19.10.080 (1967)

Annsial report filed with the probate court by testamentary trustees only:
o

3

No Wis. Stat. Ann.
sec. 879.03
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The Office of the Attorney General

Despite the existence of statutory or common law authority which prox:12.41 s for
the (egulation of charitable truV,S;and foundations, there are numerous additional
factors which have a bearing upoethe scope and extent to which that authority is

4irciFd. In particulai-, the strength of any statutory or common law authority
in'the attorney, general is dependent upon the existence of a fully operative

,staff. I
,

'Pr

In weeder totexamine this aspect of the regulation of charitable trusts and
fOundations, a questionnaire was prepared by staff members in the Charitable
roundations Section of the Ohio Attorney General's Office and sent to the q ice
of, each attorney general throughout the United Slates. Because it was thought that
reponses to certain questions could be better expressed verballjt rather than as short
written answers, a follow-up telephone call was made. The questionnaire was divided
into two major parts: the first concerned charitable trusts and foundations, the
second dealt., with charitable solicitations. The informationto be gathered by. the
questionnaire was-similar to that obtained by the Committee on the Office of the
Attorney General (C.O.A.G.) and the Ohio Attorney General in their study of the
Fame topic during the fall of 1973. The information compiled by this more recent
questionnaire updated and expanded the scope of the earlier C.O.A.G. study.

The questionnaire was primarily directed toward issues relating to the office
function of any state agency regulating ceacitable trusts and foundations. Specific
questions were directed toward the size and cdripOsition of the staff, the existence
and utilization of registration and repotting requirements imposed by state law,
enforcement and the feasibility of uniform legislation. The mere recognitiqn of the
attorney general's "office as -the chief enforcement agency, however, does not
necessarily indicate that supervision is in fact exercised. (See Table3.) An examina-

on o 1 e size of the staff within each attorney general's, office provides further
indicia of the extent to which the attorney general iractively engaged in the
supervision of charitable entities, regardless of tke existence of common, or
statutory authority. Table 4 indicates staff size on a-full- and part-time basis.

Of the 46 states responding to both questionnaries, 36 report that there is at
least one attorney who is assigned the responsibility of rpgulating charitable entities
on either a full- or part-time bask. Eleven states including California, Colorado,
Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas,
and Washington report having an attorney assigned on a full-time basis. A total of
11 states report that there are rib individuals within the attorney general's office
assigned to the area of charitable trusts and foundations. These states are Alaska,
Arizbna, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Vermont, and Wyoming. With, the exception of Alaska, -Arizona,
Louisiana, and Vermont, however, all recognize the existence of some regulatory
authority vested in the office of the attorney general.

In addition to the presence of attorneys in this area, seven, states report
employing accountants Who review various reporting and registration forms which
are required to be filed. California, Illinois, New York, Ohio, Michigan, and Utah
indicated the assignment of accountants on a full-time basis while Colorado reported
the use of an accountant on a part-time basis, Apart from accountants, there are
additional supportive persOnnel including investigators, registrars, and lalv clerks.

Table 5 indicates the number of charitable trusts and fpundationsliocated in each
state and the dollar amount of their assets. Responses to this question may well
have been the most difficult because in the absence of reporting or registration
requirements it is virtually impossible to provide an accurate figure, or any figure at

,all. Even with theaktence of these requirements,,,,all states, with the exception of
California and Rhode Island (which utilize data procd&ing equipment), must rely, on
manual tallies, a,:
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Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Idaho. ,

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kat:Milky
Louisiana
Main
Maryland
Mas,sachusetts
Michikan. '
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Mirth Cluklina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon
`oPennsylfrania '
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

"Tennessee
Texati
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

Wyoming
e.?

Table '3

Agencies Regulating Charitable Trusts and
(As of August 1974)

. Attorney
General

Foundations

Other Agency

No Yes (Department of Commerce)
No No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes Yes (Secretary of State,

Department of Revenue)

Yes No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yeg
/es
/es
Yes
Yes
Yes'
Yes
Yes

2727

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No (Beneficiaries may file) ri
No
Yes (Secretary of State)
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes (Commissioner of Charities

and Corrections)
Yes No
Yes . No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
No No
Yes No
Yes. No
Yetis NPIttsi -No

No

. 4

The survey indicated that the 'gest-number of charitable trustswere.located in
New York (18,100). The lowest n ber (10) were found in North Dakota. The
'total ,'amount of assets held by ch itable trusts and foundation's in any one
juisdiction ranges from an estimated VI of $9 million in California .to a low-of,.

;000'in South Dakota.'

. 1,



Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado -
Connecticut
Delaware 1 PT
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Tab,* 4
Number of Personnel in the Attorney, General'a Office

Assigned to CharitablejTrusts and Foundations
(As of August 1874)

Attorneys Accountants

None
None
None
8 FT
1 PT; 3 PT

Indiana
fowl
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

' Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

. Minnesota
Missisalppi '
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

. New Mexico
New York
North Carolina

. N. Dakqta
Ohio si
Oklahoma
Oregon
Penneylia
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

2 PT
1PT
2 PT

'6 FT

2 PT
1 PT
1PT.
1' PT '
None
3 PT
1PT
4 FT
6,,FT; 2 PT
2 PT
Mine
4 PT

None
1 PT
1 PT
1 FT ,

io FT 1

1PT
1PT,
10 FT 3 FT
None None
1 PT
3 FT
1PT
1PT
None specifics* assigned
None None
2 FT
1 PT
None

Other

None, None
None None
None None
10 FT 2 FT Registrars
1 PT 2_ Independent

Accountants hired 271'Tcase
None None "

2 FT

None
Note
Nona
None
1 PT

None
None
None
None
None
6 FT

o..

Virginia 2 PT'
tP"Washington 2 FT
..L West Virginia:._ ram,

Wisconsin 1 PT
Wyoming Node

Note: FT = Full-time; PT = Part - tithe.

1'T
None'

. c

3 FT Special Asst.
' Attorneys General

None

1 law clerk.
2 law clerks
3 PT.investlgators

None
None
1 FT Registrar

3 legal aides; 2 FT invest.
None-
1 FT Registrar

None
1 PT law clerk

None

4

The combined surveys indicate that a total of 34 states impose reporting or
registration, requirements. Table 6 which illustrates only the.results of thg Ohio
Attorney General's survey, indicates that 13 states impose some form of registratiori
requirement ulfoli,:charitable trusts and foundations where that registration is filed
with,ffie attorney general: California, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, NeW

`-
411 s los s its



Tab lo 5

Estimativi Number' of Charitable Trusts and their Values
(As of August 14974)4. " .

, ...
Number of Trusts Total Assets

. 4 ' ....
Alabama .
Alaska /, Unknown Unknown
Arizona 65 $531, 000, 000
Arkansas
California 14, 000 $7-9.000, 000,000
Colorado 42, 000 . Unknown
Connectictit
Delaware Unknown UnknoWn
Florida .

,.' Georgia" Unknown Unknown
Hawaii 80 . $500, 000
:Idaho ' 55t-6,0" , . Unknown
Illinois

sIndiana
7, 295
'1, 600 ... .

S2,
51,

000,
500,

000,
000,

000
000

Iowa 300-400 . $70, 000, 000 - ,s
-.Kansas 300 - $70, Oat, 000
'.Kentnoicy. 2, 000 Unknown ..
'Louisiana

,;Maine' s- 249 S38, 00,0, 000
'Maiyland 359 - $160,060,000*
Massachusetts ,

,Michigan :`. 5,000 $4, 000,000, 000 ..,

,Minnesota Information unavailable Information unavailable
Mississippi UnknoWn ,..

, Unknown
Missouri 616, Unknown
Montana -

Nebraska , .. UnknOwn Unknown
evada Unknown Unknown
0-Hampshire 1,000 $125, 000, 000
mv,,,Joisey Unknown ,, Unknown

--''2,New Mexico ' 40 $17, 000, 000
Nev. York 18,100 Unknown .
North Carolina ,150 Unknown 's
North Dakota 10 . $1,000,000'
:Ohio . . 4,200 $2, 000, 000,000
Oklahotna Unknown Unknown,--.0.-
Oregon , 1,000 f $200,000,000

2; 000P4xinsylvanitte' ri Unknown
Rhode island 650 $350,000, 000- ,

; South Carolina 187 , Unknown
South-Dakota 50 $300,000
Tennessee_. ". Unknown Unknown
-Texas 1,300 $1,333,000,000
lititi - Unknown' Unknown
VarMont Unknown Unknowp

:.Virgin Islands UnknOwn Unknoki
Virginia Unknown \ Unknown
Washington , 497 ' "$191, 000;000

'Wait Virginia Unknown/ Unknown ,
Wificonsin Unicnosyn _,_,Unknown
Wyoiiiing Unknown 7- Unknown,

-1.Dde`S not include Slisan Foundation.
See also report to the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs from the
OittitnO11 on Foundations, Inc.

'FinipShire, NeW York, Ohio, Oregon; Rhode 'Island, South Carolina, Virginia, and
Viiiijniton. Many states require, particularly in the case of; testamentary

that a periodic report be filed Solely with the probate court. Other
t(S- i,equite that the periodic report, whether it refers to a testamentary

,...,,
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3

° fei-kr6
States Vial Impose Registrstivi oir Reliardig 'Requirements on Charitable

Trusts and Poundepons with'the Attorneeneral,
(As of August 1974).

.. Alabama
-.-. - -Alaska- - - No No

1 ; Arizona No No

_ Arbirgitis No 4 No
,,, ' ,"..4.--- .,........--...

California ' Yes Yes
.; Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware .

- - ;Florida - --.-. -
Georgia

- -- - .' .Hawaii -.

Idaho
--;'

,..- Illinois, . -----,_
Indiai,it

-. Iowa
Kansas

t--' ----:- » - ,Kentucky/
- Leuisiatfa

"Maine-- : No .0 No::-.....

Maryland No No

... Massachusetts Yes Yes
Michigan. - Yes Yes
Minnesota No No

or . Mississippi s- No No

-."-:, Missouri No No
",''; Montana

Nebraska- . No Ncri

Nevada No No

u.New Hampshire Yes Yes
, New Jersey

i New Mexico ,
+',--- -. New.York Yes Yes

North Carolina No No

t. porth Dakota No No

;;I:-
Ohio Yes Yes

zi Oklahoma
Oregon Yes Yes

11-
Pennsylvatpa No No

Rhode Island }Yes / Yes

1"`
South Carolina -, Yes Yes

Tennessee No No

Texas No No

Utah
Vermont

t Virginia

..West Virginia i,
Wisconsin

,:'' 2....1. 4. Wyomine.

k ,

Statemen-g7 . Periodic Reporting

No
; r

Yes Yes
No

No No
Yes Yes

; - No-No " - No
No

vi-

>.

.1. .1'' Y
e

Yes Yes
Yes- . Yee'?

n

No s. No
, No

,.
disposition or hot, be filed' with till attorney general. IC is entirely possible
therefore. that a periodic report in so states will be filed pith both the attorney
general and the probate c oul' e remembered that a number of these
states indicate that the venue rvice. forms will sanssafy the state

reporting requirements. ggested that more states' follow suçlSTh practice. Not
only does it decrease administrative psts to the foundatidn, butQ t also promotes

_ego,
'uniformity. .

&
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I t would appear that registration and reporting requirements form the
cornerstone of an effective ongoing enforcement process. The most important aspect
Of these statements, from,a regulatory viewpoint, is to inform the attorney general's
office of the existence of a charitable entity within his jurisdiction and to provide
fundamental information regarding its operation.

'The particular; information ,sought by a registration statement varies from state to
state. In large measure, however, all of these forms call for the name and address of
the organization and the names of all officers, directors, or trustees. In addition, the
usual form requites information regarding the purpose of the organization and a
listing of all its assets and specific charitable beneficiaries. The forms used for
registration purposes are.gnerally standardized, and they are filed with the attorney
general's office directly, or where appropriate, with the probate court. Where the
instrument is a will, it is not uncommon to find a stipulation that it be attached to
the registration form.

The most important documents filed with the attorney general, at least in terms
of regulation, are the periodic reporting forms. They contain financial information
relating to income and expense and form the basis for determining the extent of
compliance with the trust instrument or foundation charter. Where the attorney
generpl cOndocts a vigorous audit of these reports, a number of irregularities appear.,
(See page 2736 for a discussion of types of abuses in the administration of charitable
trusts and foundations.) . .

In order to ascertain the extent tcc which these is active enforcement of 'the .
regulatory authority concerning charitable trusts and foundations, each attorney
general's office contacted was asked to provide information regarding the amount of
litigation that had been engaged in and the number of settlement negotiations
participated in by the office staff. (Records concerning the number of settlement
negotiations were not tabulated in any state.) The purpose of the question was to
differentiate between those offices which merely perform a filing or registration
function and those which are actively engaged in the enforcement of a regulatory
scheme.

Of the 38 states responding to the Ohio Attorney General's questionnaire, 22
reported' participation in formal litigation: California, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho;
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina Texas, Virginia, and Washington. These figures represent not only cases
which hAve been brought by the attorney general, but also those in which the
attorney general was by law a necessary party.

While the above data may be indicative of an active enforcemeqt program, they
should not be interpreted to mean that those agencies which record a small amount
Of litigation are not actively engaged in the regulation of charitable trusts. As was
indicated earlier, auditing of financial reports plays -a large role in the enforcement
pictuze. If a problem can be worked oux by a routine audit without .resort to
expensive litigationor protracted conferences, it benefits all concerned.

Surprisingly, the attorney general is not the exclusive authority tor the
enforcement of charitable trusts and foundations. Six states indicated that there is
some local .enforcement authority. These states are California, Georgia; Mississippi,
North Dakota, Ohio, and Virginia. Since no recordsrare maintained on the amount
of activity -of these local units, it issimpossible" to ascertain the extent of their
regulatory activities.

In addition to the purely regulatory functions performed by the attorney
general's office, there are public service benefits to be derived. The office of the
attorney general acts as a clearinghouse for charitable foundation information. A
registry of charitable trusts and foundations is in effect a library of source material
for persons or entitie's seeking funding.
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Tfieliirvey ,indicated that all states that have reporting requirements provide
for public inspection of the fileS. 1p thoscstates where Internal Revenue Service
FOrm 990sore'kept on file, there is some batiance of opinion as to whether that
informatiali, should be made available to the public. A majority of states provide for

public inspection of the 990 series. It is suggested that any policy which 'prevents
the public from inspecting these forms is indefensible. Neither the Internal Revenue

Code or state law prohibit such inspections. A number of states including California,
New Hampshire, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Washington have a
standard procedure f9r making the stored information. available to the public. This
procedure may consist of either a published directory or a computer printout.

Although there is a definite trend toward increased enforcement, there are a
number of reasons why individual attorneys general are not active in the regulation
of charitable trusts. Among these are the absence of an adequate staff, weak or

..,Jtonexistent statutory authority, or a bureaucratic structure which requires filing in
bne office and ehforcement in another. In addition, the small number of charitable

trusts And foundations in certain jurisdictions makes it highly impractical to enact
either an elaborate statutory scheme or to maintain an extensive staff.

But% assuming any level of charitable trust regulation, the threshold question
seems to be, In what manner should the attorney general exercise his supervisory
powers? It seems clear that the relationship between a government agency organized

to regulate charitable foundations and the foundation community does not'fit the
typical mold found in government-private entity regulation. The governing authority
is certainly not a tool of the foundations, nor is it one that casts a shadow over
eve), foundation activity. A delicate balance exists which is sometimes difficult to
measure. It may often be exhibited by a lack of bureaucracy and a recognition that
both government and foundations have as their overriding concern the ultimate
benefit of the public. The procedural aspect of charitable foundation regulation is

more of an attitude of understanding rather than adherence to a strict Kt of
bur6ucratic rules. Nothing tends to polarize feelings more than a government policy

which has no built-in flexibility. Therefore, the use of a tax as, a-method of
charitable tri* enforcement is clearly inappropriate. There are many other way's to

correct abut and accomplish the purposes of the trust withOurresort to such
punitive measures.' 6

On the federal level, it has been suggested'? that it could be accomplished by an
agenqy or center created.sOlely for thb supervision of charitable trusts and having
the following characteristics andfunctions:

1. The center should be concerned only with the field of charity and not with
other forms of tax-exempt organizations.

2. The center should rest on the assumption that charity exists for the benefit
of the community, and the public interest is as much served by. it as by

governmental action. The' essential purpcase of supervision; therefore, is

affirmative to protect, -strengthen, and encourage charity and build
public confidence in it. Sanctions applied ter prevent abuse should, it
follows, be designed so as not to deplete charity itself; as this would by
definition be contrary to the public interest.

!.-3.The center should recognize that the States have many -basic po ers and
responsibilities in regard to charity. Therefore, it should be.e center's
duty to develop means to cooperate with State authorities in furtherance
of joint Federal and State objectives.

4. lihe center should be nonpartisan, objective, fair-minded, and independent

in its operations.
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5. The center should be manned both atIpolicy and staff levels by well-trained
'individuals with the necessary educational background and experience to
deal competently with the needs and problems of the charitable field.

A supervisory center with these, broad characteristics would perform a wmlier of
:iiiiportant functions. The principal ones are as fdflows: .

1. The center would have the power to determine what is charitable and to
grant or deny tax exemption accordingly, although this power might be
limited by a fight of appeal to the courts. '

.2. The center would, maintain a publicly ayai?able register. Listing in this
register would be an organization's guarantee that it enjoyed tax-exempt,
charitable status.

3. The center would condUct audits of the oper.ations of tax-exempt,
charitable organizaticins.

4. The center would have the duty to see to it that the legal standards
applying to charity were enforced.

5. The center would, when requested, give advisory opinions with respect
the legal consequences of proposed actions by charitable 'organizatiops.

6. The center would gather data about all aspects of charity, would issue
publications periodically, and would provide information to the public on
request.

While these' recommendations are idealistic, they reflect the kinds of activities
that are presently and successfully carried on by some state agencies. It should also
be noted that with proper leadership, the above characteristics could be adopted by
The Internal Revenue Service. While it may mean that certain long-established
bureaucratic practices (whose only basis for existence is time) would be abolished,
the end result would certainly be worth the effort. '

From this survey it seems clear that there is a growing trend among the states to
regulate charitable trusts and foundations. What form this regulation is to take
depends very much on the attitudes of the regulatory agency. It is hoped that it
will be recognized that a large bureaucracy and an inflexible administration is not
the answer.

to

Federal-State Relationships ;

Reporting Requirements

in anticipation of the states' greater role in the regulation of charitable organiza-
tions and to facilitate effective stateznfortemegtCongressiprovided state officials
with various ayenues of access tajnformation,Wing topUblic and private founda-
tions. Under current law, all 501(c)(3) arganizations, with few exceptions,28 are
required to file annual financial reports with the federal government. These
reporting requirements are found in §§6033, 6034, and 6056 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (hereinafter referred to as the IRC). However, only the
reports of priVate foundations, Form 990 PF, supporting forms, and schedules, are
required to be sent directly to state officials." Although there is a mechanism to
provide the state with copies of exemption applications and public foundation
reports (Form 990), they are not as readily available as the material on private
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foundations." As a result, an anomalous situation exists; private foundation reports
are now public but public, foundation reports ate private.3' One could presume that
the rationale for the repeal of §503(b) of the IRC (lifting certain prohibited
transactions by public foundations) by the Tax Reform AcIr.,V190 was that publre
foundations are by their very nature constantly under the public's watchful eye.
The need to have the same reporting rules that are applicable -to private foundations
(vis a viS the states) are unnecessary. The basic premise of that argurrient, however,
is not valid. The ,repeal by Congress of prohibitions on public foundations should

nqf imply that problems such. as lending without security, paying excessive
4compensation, self-dealing, and so on, do not exist among such organizations.

Additionally, an assumption that thevublic is capable of exposing these abuses

because the foundations are in the "public" domain is also fallacious. The real
effect of repealing those provisions is to place a greater burden on the state
regulatory system without providing easily accessible information necessary for
that regulation., It is also clear that when a state agency discovers abuses of the I,
typies stated above, appropriate state statutes or tpe common law of trusts can be
utliized to remedy the problem.

Publicity of Information Required from Certain Exempt
Organizations and Certain Trusts Under IRC § 6104(0.

,

Crucial to-theinformation flow between state and federal authorities regarding

tae- exempt organizations is le § 6104(c). Generally, it describes the kind of
; information relating to pri\iate foundations which can be made available to the

, public or to a state agency. For example, notification is made to a state when the
Internal Revenue Service refuses .to recognize an orga'nization as one described in
IRC §501(c)(3), or if such an organization has been operated in such a manner

that it will no loftger be recognized as meeting the requirements for exemption
under thak.. ection, Similarly, a state agency is notified at the time fd notice of
deficiency of tax is mailed' to a' 101(c)(3) orglnization. This is particurarly.helpful
to the agency's audit staff since impositioh olia tax under chapter 42 of the IRC
(§§4240-4245)32 indicates self-dealing, lack of proper ,distributions, excessive
business holdings, Jeopardizing investments or improper expenditures.33

'Interestingly enough, however, the notices received by the states have primarily
been concerned with the failure to recognize exemption rather than revocations or
chapter 42 violations. It was also found, unfortunately, that when these revocation

or chapter 42 violatOon notices are sent to the states, only a handful of them take
any action.

As far as the states are concerned, the failure to recognize exemption is of little
importance because state action does not hinge upon whether or not an organiza-

tion is exempt. furthermore, many of these notices' are sent merely because the

organization failed to transmit the_required information to thg Internal Revenue

Serviie in the time, specified.
11 is also important to note that under this section no affirmative action need be

takel by the states in order to receive these notices. However, supporting
documents .rating ,to, the above determination must be c,equested by submitting a
statement to Internal ReVeinie that the material is to be used solely for the

'fulfillment of the agency's obligations under state law.
Although 6104() represent a major breakthrough as far as state-federal relations

are concerned, it still repreknts only 'a partial solution. Under the current Internal
Revenue, interpretation of IRC §6104(c), a state official is entitled to request
additional information from Internal Revenue concerning a foundation's activities
only after a determination (as defined in' Treasury Regulation §301.6104-3(e)) is
made. As a rewlt,' a state agency and Internal Revenue may be investigating the
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smile organization, but until "all- administrative review ... has been completed ...
and the organization.is sent a notice of deficiency ..4" the state agency will not be
entitled to review the investigative materiar.34

ThiS4Interiiretation creates numerous instances of duplication of investigative
-effort. In addition, since the administrative review may take years to complete, the
organization whose exemption has been revoked or is found to be in violation of

14241-4245 of the IRC will possibly avoid a state audit. Because of this delay,
remedies, such as injunctive relief that, are only available to state agencies cannot be
utilized.

As a result of the above, it is suggested that the following changes be considered.

Liberalization of exchange of information (regarding 501(c)(3) organizatjons)
between the states and the Internal Revenue Service. We are very much aware' of

for confidentiality of Internal Revenue Service investigative data.
However, when that information involves abuses by trustees or directors of public

'vats foundations, the reasons for such secrecy are. less apparent., ff the
underly,ing,premise of charitable regulation is to ,e'bcourage philanthropy and
discourage breaches of fiduciag duty, it is in the best interests of both state' and
federal9'agencies to communicate in such a way as to best accomplish that purpose.
Only through complete cooperation can a costly duplication of effort and a waste
of taxpayer dollars be avreided. Under the present interpretations, this cannot be
done. Two reasons are often stated as a basis for the Internal Revenue Service not
sharing. information with the states: (1) Oaw investigative data can he misinterpreted,
and (2) confidentiality cannot be maintained. We agree with the first position, butt
the same time we are not advocating that a file he turned over to the statewithout
an explanation of its contents. If a bare fact exists without any corrobtration, that
can be pointed, out.

With regard to confidentiality, it may be sufficient to state that historically the
possibility of safeguarding such information on a state level is less than on the
federOevel, However, it seems clear that the benefit derived in protecting the
public interest far outweighs the danger of disclosure. Better and more effective
remedial action, such as injunctive relief, trustee removal or surcharge, is available to
)tate officers. Additionally, there will be a compl9te availability, of investigative data

(
should a dispute go to, trial.

It is firmly believed that the time has come for the communication lines to be
linked and for the traditional traits of personalities and public relations (as to who
gets the credit) usually found in various forms of joint state-federal regulation be set
aside. A step Wthat direction could be accomplished by an enlightened interpreta-
tion of existing legislation.

Public foundation return. (Form 990) should be required to be seat to state
attorneys general. As stated earlier, under current regulations only the annual report
formsvf private foundations are required to be mailed to the appropriate state
officer. From a state,regulatory standpoint as well as from a public information
standpoint, the firing of Form 990 by public foundations would be beneficial to the
states 4: fulfilling their public responsibilities, and it could be done at very little
idaitioraltdeto'die4oundations. ,

, Although it is true, as Table 7 indicates, that a substantial' majority of the states;
do very little with the private foundation reports they are now receiving, that is not
a sufficient reason for not' requiring public foundation reports to be sent to the
states. It must be rei,ognized' that the few states that do review the material '
currently being transmitted, and that are active in the regulation' of charitable trusts
and foundations, supervise a sizable percentage of the charitable funds in this

country.
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Table 7

State Utilization of the Internal Revenue Service Reporting. Foms
and Contact With the Internal Revenue Service Regional Office

(As orAutu_st '1974) "
Use of IRS 990 Review
AR and PF Re- or or Nature and Extent

State porting Forms Examine of Contact with IRS

Alabama*

Alaska None No None

Arkansas None No None

ArizOna None - Sent to---*- No None
Dept. of Revenue

California ; None No Intermittent contact. Good
personal relations but gable'
difficulty in obtaining infor-
mation from the IRS.

Colorado* -

Connecticut*,
_.

Delaware None No Minimal

Fliorida None No _ None
..

Georgia - Used as en ' Yes Minimal
Aniiiial-seport

1.

Hawaii None (kept on No Contact limited to IRS ra-
ffle) leases relative to exempt.

status of charities and
foundations.

Idaho None No Minimal

-

>->

Illinois*

Indiana SubjectedIo Yes Informatioe unavailable.
" standard exami-

natimi and tlien
referred to Dept.
of Revenue

Iowa* None IP. No None

Kansas None No The IRS has been tincoopera-
tive on 3 occasions when
afked to investigate a registra-
tion with the IRS.

Kentucky - Listed by -year- No , None
r2.2 and filed

\VC-Abuses in the Administration of Charitable Trusts andFoundations

Before exploring specific abuses; it should be understood that the determination
of whether conduct by a trustee is improper and therefore constitutes an abuse is
based primarily upon common law kust principles. 'Charitable trust statutes do not
usually'frprohibit or proscribe specif conduct of trustee except in the area of

30-



'Table 7 (Continued)

Use of IRS 990 Review
AR-and PF-Re=.-- or Nature and Extent

State porting Forms Examine of Contact with IRS

Louisiana

Maine Subjected to gen- r- Yes Minimal
eral examination

'to-determine the
nature of incor-
poration and dis-

.7'Ithtion, of
cozspensation

Marylald None No Minimal

Massaeliusetts, used to supple- Yes Gosd Rels)19
meat state report "I

s

s

dorm; .. -,41:- .,,

':\/Michigan Extensive Review Yes j Good Relatiotis
s

Minnesota None No None

Mississippi None (kept on No None
file)

Missouri Spot checks Yes Minimal

MontaSS*

S.
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Nebraska*

Nevada None No . Minimal

New Hampshire. Used as cross Yes Mintihal
checks

New Jersey*.

New lexicos

New York Reviewed by Yes Occasional contact with IRS
accounting staff

North COsolina Node No Minimal

North Dakota ..Briefly Yes None
examined

? "Ohio 4

-

/,Useu to supple- , 'Yes Frequent contact excellent
meat elate re", rapport
porting or may
be used in lieu s

,1 thereof

1

Ovate foundations (as required by §568(e) IRC) There are instances, however;
V..:*fiere. state probate codes do provide for specific conduct on the part, of
testamentary trustees who administer a charitable trust." .

;trustee's conduct always be of the highest integrity.36 There is a duty of ,.o,afty: which theoretically prevents: him from profitingdirectly or, indirectly
,.a "result of holdirkThat position." ;"He therefore must refrain from any improper'

,r; , ,

2 1
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State

Oklahoinn*

'. Oregon -4;

Pennsylvania

a. Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota.
0i

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wis'cOnsui

*timing

Tble ,7 (Continued)

Use of IRS 990 Review
AR and PF Re- or
porting Forms Fac amine)

^ Review -with
partig Wem-

sphTAIS dn tax

, -tone (kept on
file) 115.

Yes

No "'

None No

Information on
adverse tax, ef-
fects is forwarded-
to the tax com-
missioners (kept,
on file)

None

None

None (kept and
filed)

'Examihation for
compliance with
Utah .statute

None

None

None

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Used as cross Yes
reference against
state report ,

None

Nature and Extent
of Contact with IRS

Good tapport

None

'None 41-

None

None

None

None

Minimal

None

None

Good rapport

No Npne

- *Denotes no response to questionnaire
**Only state which has state statutexhich 'provides guidelines for the use of the

- IRS 990 series forms. Ind; Stat.'%iiii: 30-4-5-21 (1971).

conduct which: results in self-dealing or a conflict of interest.38 It is also his responsi-

bility- to preserve the trust property and Make it productive:39

It should be noted that the above principles apply to fiduciaries of charitable*,
corporations as well as to the trustees of charitable trusts. In the latter the standard
is absolute, while in the fornier it is somewhat flexible.4° .

-.Data have been compiled through' the use of the Ohio Attorney General's
questionnaire regarding the current types of abuses encountered by,regulatory
authorities in the enforcement of charitable trusts and foundations. Of the 50 states

sampled, only 18, or 36 percent, were able to respond. Thii is not to say it asitrthe
results were inconclusive, The fas4.,that only 36 patient of the states were in<iolved

_
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n the regulation of charitable trusts to the extent that they Aver4 able lo respond is
a significant ill-Wing in itself. This suggests the need fax greater participation by

ts:tateauthorities in theegulatory function.
The three most frequently reported abuses were (1) excessive fees, (2) self-"'
dealing, and (3) the failure to correspond, register', or report, Excessive fees relate to
trustee compensation as well as professional fund-raising charges in connection with

chiritable snlicitatidn. Self-dealing entails improper conduct in which the trustee
nersonally benefits from his position of trust.

The failure on the part of thetrustee 4 foundation' managers to correspond,.
rester, or report to the state office responsible for regulating charitable trusts and
ou ations ranks third in frequency of occurrence. Such action serves to prevent

accessibility to information and thus makes effective regulation difficult.
ze Beyond tJe above three abuses, no one abuse,was reported a sufficient number

times to be singled out for particular treatment. There was, however, a
concentration of abuses under the broad heading of improper administration. This
includes reports of excessive accumulation of fbnds, accumulation of unproductive

'f,property, poor investment policy, failure to distribute in accordance with the
Charitable purposes of the trust, misapplication of assets, and the lack of adequate
;security.

The questionnaire also revealed a number of abuses which do not lend themselves
to any standard classification. These include nancompliance' with the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 resulting from a lack of knowledge of its provisions,,abuse of power by
the trustees, failure to take the steps necessary to-appoint successor trustees, lack of
eilpertise in accounting, and the failure to petition the court for deviation or cy

,,pies, where appropriate*
Given the amount of information received by the state regulatory authorities, it

is essential than steps be taken to ensure: (1) an initial information flow between
the' state regulatory agency and the charitable organization community and (2) that
the reports received be gray examined. The following checklist indicates the type
of review made by an audit staff and the kinds of Information that are required
from a ckaritable organization which possesses /*sets, liabilities, expenses, or income

-.-mat fall into any of the listed categories.

FINANCIAL CHECKLIST

This list is not all-ink iftre
or discovering

Many Of ties'

-Attorney'Grer
.

1. caiih

(a) Co

(b) C

(c)

only used as a guide for determining
4

dit gUide used by the New-York and Ohio

ace() nt
; ! .

dr.iiy to expand
l'if

_yvaud cash In a non interest hearing account be a
e f-dealing .,' ./. ..-

,-,,
2. Unproductie,frRis is

(

3'. jeopardizin*7 einve ments i, . - i-

(a) Under 1.RC.- skOrt.sales; puts, call,,warrants, Commodities ,

-(b) Imprudep th
-.,

'Investments;, -
1

+.11111;

4
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4., ExecessivOraili g

(a) By broker (churning)'

(b) .By*-14kers ,

5. Loans and Notes Receivable

,(a) Inadequate or non - interest, bearing

(b) Non-collateralized ...
(C) Self-dealing .

;,t) to whom were -the Joans rilade

' 1 (*reiationshipi involved
A, i,,,, .--1

... ortgiges Receivable
ge>

(a) Seco n otg ages,l inadequate interest, self-clealing, f inadequite

. collate ttonshipsnvolved ,
-'' .:..:

7, Transactions' 'iNden Related Parties (self-dealing)
t

. .$.-
(a) Where Otationship is referred to in any schedule or question appearing

cou5sei9f investigation it means:'

--(
. -

in the 'report, or discovered during

(1) The creator, substantial contri 'r,toffici,director, or trustee of
the organization and relatives* bloo or `marriage of such
persons ,

(2) Business or nonprofit ventures controlled, indirectly or directly, by
2...anyone listed in ()) above

(3). EMployees of anyonZ listed 'inMPor (2) above
-

( Where any of above' relationshipirexist, note schedule, name, type of
relationship, and full detaileqtaiiyitrarisactions

8: Works;of Art

(a) Inquiries should be Made intO4heloilowine

'(1) Description, title, artist, and date acquired

(2) Ihdicate:,how acquired (gift or purchase) ail value at date of
acquisitiOn by organization. If purchased, give vendor's name and
relationship (See General Instruction 1)

(3) Institution, or gallery where exhibited and portion'pf year art
object was on exhibition

(4) .Name and address of person in possession of these art objects
"Men they are not on.exhibition

(5) Current market value ,

(6) Insurance coverage for fire and theft

3. `1L-iffinsurance

i(a) Inquiries should be made, into the fo

4- 4

24fj.,,c4r"

_
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(1) Narne of Insured, insurance company, policy number, date issued,
type of policy, face amount, annual premium, and by whom paid

(2) When ant how policy Was acquired' by the organiz tion and terms
of acquisition

(3)' Name of,beneficiary and if designation is itrevoc ble

°(4) "Amount of loans outstanding against policy and cash surrender value
,at report date

(5), Description of interest of others in policy including the right to
assign, borrow, or otherwise deal with the policy

10..Disposition of Assets by- Foundation

(a) Was fair market value received, arms length

(b) Disposition includes an exchange

,.. 2741

11. Worthless Ass'

12. Loans, Notes, Mortgages Payable, Accounts Payable

(a) Type of payable

(b) Creditor'sname, address, and relationship to the organization

(c) Amount and date of original liability, current balance and amount in
arrears (if any) ,

(d) Detaili of interest rate, annual required amortization and maturity date

(e) Description of collateral or security

(f) How and why liability originated

(g) Use to which borrowed funds were applied

.13. Non-Permissible Grants
....

(a) Check creating instrument

14. eal Estate

(a) Market Value

(1) Asset .description and locatiOn

(2) Date acquired and acquisition cost (purchase price or donated
value) to the 'organization; if acquired by purchase, relationship of
seller to thorganization

(3) Current -market value, total of all mortgages and liens against
property, fire and liability coverage

(4) On rental properties tridicate percentage of building occupied by

(a) Organization

(b) Related parties

(c) Others

2 3:5,
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(5) -If any part of these premises is occupied by 'the dogpr, creator crr
related parties, an annual rent roll should be submitted showig
details of all rental units, including units for which no rent is
charged

(6) A statement as to winether these properties are exempted from
payment of real estate taxes: if not, explain

15. Compensation (reasonable or unreasonable)

16. Other Assets (if unspecified)

11. Interlocking Directorates.

18. Where grants are made to or for individuals, inquiries may be made into
method of choosing recipient, conditions attached and results obtained.

19. Possible Violations Under I RC §§4941-4945

2b. Excessive Expenses "

21. Security Losses

(a) Realized

(b) Unrealized

22. Closely Herd Stock

(a) Sales

(b1 Percent of ownership'by organization

(c) Who votes the stock
_

(d) Income yield

le) Other / ,..

In conclusion, the lack of activity on the part a number of states coupled
with serious abuses in the areas of excessive fe8, self-dealing, and improper
administration indicates a need for further involvement by man state attorneys'
general if the public's charitable dollars are to be fully protected and utilized.
Additionally, in those.states actively involved in such regulation, there is a need for
more information from the charitable trust and foundltion community in order that

"the most effective and,meaningful regulation can be achieved.

The Feasibility of Uniform Charitable Trust and Foundation Legislation

The movement toward -reform legislation designed to cure the deficiencies in
-charitable trust enforcement in this country" apparently began with the publication
iiffProfessor Austin Wakeman Scott's, definitive. work on trusts ewhich indicated the

need for state supervision, and regulation of charitable trusts and foundations. It was
Professor Scott's conclusion that while the respective state attorneys general were

widely acknowledged to possess the power to enforce charitable trusts, they1acked,
-without exceptibn, the necessary infOrmation to fulfill theirluties.41
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Professor Scott's exposition of the problem led to the adoption in 1943 in the
state of New Hampshire of this country's first registration and reporting 'statute.
(N.H. Laws of 1943, Ch. 181.) In the decade that followed, four states enacted
statutes patterned after the New Hampshire legislation. The first of these was Rhode
,Island in 1950, followed by Ohio, South Carolina; and Massachusetts in 1953.42

In 1954 the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
approved a model registration and reporting act entitled the "Unform Supervision of
Trustees for Charitable-Purposes Act."'" This model act was based substantially on
earlier state ,legislation and, as is stated in the prefatory note, was designed to
accompliih thefollowing:

(1) It requires trustees and others holding funds for charitable purposes to
report the existence of the trust relationship to the Attorney General and to
make subsequent periodic reports to him.

(2) The nature and frequency of the administratk/e report is left to the
rule-making powers of the Attorney General who also has the right, for good
cause, to suspend reporting when the public interest does not require it.

(3) Gifts to charitable; corporations, not restricted as to purpose, as well as
gifts to religious, educational, and hospital charitable corporations, and to
state agencies are exempted.

(4) The Attorney General is given appropriate investigating, discovery, and
enforcement 'powers.

1 7,Initially, the model legislate n was objected to on the grounds that (1) it is
unnecessary (all trustees or the vast majority of them are honest), (2) it will cause
an ,uunecessary burden and hardship on the trustees, many of whom,serve without
compensation, (3) the filing of audits and reports an expensive procedure and will
result in wasting the assets of the estate, and (4) interference by government in the

'administration of private funds will deter potential donors.'"
Most state authorities, however, have adopted the approach of Professor Karst

toward model legislation. He states:

A number of accomplishments may be chalked up for the reporting taws.
Probably their most important effect has been f4 awakening of "dormant."
trusts which had been inactive before the reporting statutes went into effect.
The mere existence - of the requilement. that a report be made to an official
apparently has had a galvanic effect-On a number of honest but inactive .

*trustees....

Another achievement claimed for the legislativp schemes is that their very
existence has caused trustees to be scrupulous in their dealings, and thus has
saved some charities from kisses ...

2

0.

So the reporting laws are a-beginning; the great majority of states which do
not have any such legislation would do well to copy the few which do ...

... the money spent
-c.

on supervision is repalciver and over in savings to
the public.

'
) 9

... [A] II of the supervision suggested, here and elsewhere is designed to put
information into the hands of public officials information to whiCh any
private-trust beneficiary would clearly be entitled. These suggestions do no
more than to substitute a flesh- and -blood o cial, for "the public", the

45indefinite beneficiary of charitY.
1 ,, .

23
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Although several wrifers including Karst.have advocated ''... the dstablishinent of a
new agency on the state ji,vel to bear primary responsibility for supervising plivate
charities and for administering the various state controls over their operation," most
commentators haye thought that the state attorneys general, with the aid of a
registration and reporting statute like the Uniform Act, are adequate to perform the
task.", (See page 2726 for _statistics and comments on the participation of the
various state attorneys general in the regulatory twittion.)

There are nine bp,ic features in the Uniform Act. Two of these, the definition
and exemption sec't'i'o'ns, establish the scope of the act. The essential substantive
provisions of the act are corit'ained in the registration and (porting sections which
,prescribe the duties of trustees of charitable trusts. The powers of the attorney
general are' enumerated in the sections that grant him rule-making, subpoena, and
enforcement powers. There are also two sections designed to give the attorney
general information concerning the creation of charitable trusts. Additionally, there
is one section which provides that the information filed with the attorney general
shall be open to public inspection.

In the pages that follow, the main, provisions of the registration and reporting
statutes in four of the states that have been active in the enforcement of diaritable

- trusts will be compared and contrasted with the provisions of the Uniform Act.
Three of these states, California, Illinois, and New York, have adopted legislation
patterned substantially after-the Uniform Act. The legislation in the fourth state,
Ohio, with the exception of style, is also similar to the Uniform Act.

Section 1 of the Uniform Act provides that the "... act applies to all trustees
holding 'property for charitable purposes over which 'the state on the Attorney
General has enforcement or supervisory powers." The purpose of this-section was to
limit the scope of that act to those charitable trusts over which the attorneys
general had enforcement or supervisory powers prior to the adoption of the act. Of
the four states, only California, where thz. Uniform Act was adopted practically
verbatim, and New York, have similar clauses. Cal. Govt. Code §12581 (West
1959); N.Y. Est., Powers and Trusts-Law §8.1-4(a)(1) (McKinney 1966).

Section' 2 of the Uniform Act, which defines the word "trustee" for the purposes
of the act, has caused many problems of coverage. ' ,

..,

Clause (b) of section which seems to provide an exemption for corporations
accepting property to b sed for their own general purposes has given the most
diffictfity, since the word "trust" is not used to describe the nature of the
ownership of property as it is in clauses (a) and 4).

SECTION 2. [Definition of Trustees) "Trustees" mean's (a) any individual,
group of individuals, corporation, or other legal entity holding property in
trust pursuant to any charitable trust, (b) any corporation which has accepted
property to be used for a particular charitable corporate purpose as

distinguished from the general purposes of the 6 poration, and (c) a corpora-
tion formed for the administration of a charitable trust, pursuant to the
directions of the settlor or at the instance of the trustee.

Marion Fremont-Smith in commenting on this section stated:

[5] ince the word ',.'trust" is not used, the language could be taken to
mean that it includes more than those situations where a donor'has made an
absolute gift to a charitable corporation but the corporation has indicated its
intention to apply the funds to a particular purpose. It may also include those
instances where the donor has expressed in prefatory language a desire to
have the property applied to a particular purpose; in this case the corporation
would be placed in the anomalous position of being required to report on the
disposition of the funds even though it was under no legal obligation to apply
them to the specific purposes and would otherwise be exempted from the
operation of the act.

r 238
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Further difficulty is caused by the fact that in those jurisdictions in which
the fuhds of charitable corporations have been construed by the Courts to be .

held "in the nature of a trust" or to be "quasi-trusts," it is impossible to deter-
mine whether the language of clauses (a) and (c) would require reportingby all
charitable corporations not specifically exempted as being for educational, re-
ligious, or hospital purposes. Furthermore, when trustees of a charitable trust...
subsequently receive court permission to incorporate, a question arises as to,
whether they are then holding their property in trust within the meaning of the
act.4 7 ,

1%.

Section 2(b) has also been criticized for perpetuating the view that ,a distinction
should be made between the duties of directors of charitable corporations and the
duties of trustees of charitable trusts despite the fact that this distinction is based
on form rather than substance: "The present statutory'requirements are obviously a

teat improvement over the condition of nearly complete official ignorance which
formerly prevailed. Yet there remains a serious gap in the coverage of several of the
enacted schemeS which fail, to require registration or reporting of charitable
corporations. On priiciple, such an exception is absurd."'" z.

\ California recognized such weaknesses in the wording of section, 2 of the
Uniform Act and amended its statute in 1959 to -apply to all charitable
corporations and trustees holding property for charitable purposes." Cal.' Govt.
Code, §12581 (West 1959). A section which was added at that time defined a
charitable corporation as "... any nonprofit corporation organized under.the laws ,

of this State. for charitable or eleem9sy,nary purposes and any similar foreign
corporation doing business or holding property in this State for such purpose." Cal.
Govt. Code, §12582,1 (West 1959). .

In Illinois where a modified version of the Uniform Act has also been adopted,
the statute was amended in 1963 so that the term "trustee" was defined as "...
any individual, group of individuals, corporation or other legal entity holding
property for any charitable purpose." Ill. Rev. Stat., Ch. 14 §53. The Illinois act is
somewhat unusual in that it is made applicable only to trustees " holding
property of value in excess of $4,000-.-.." III. Rev. Stat., Ch. 14 §52 (1961).

New York's legislation defines "trustee" to mean "... any individual, group of
individuals, corporation or other legal entity holding and administering property for
charitable purposes." N.Y. Est. Powers & Trusts Law, §8-1.4(a) (McKinney 1966).

The Ohio statute defines a "charitable trust" as "... any fiduciary relationship
with respect to property arising as a result of a manifestation of intention to create
it, and subjecting the partnership, corporation, person, or association of persons by
whom the property is held to equitable duties to deal with the property for any
charitable, religious or educational purpose." Ohio Rev. Code Ann., ,§109.23 (1953
as-amended). A bill proposed in the Ohio General Assembly would amend this
definition as follows:

(b) "Charitable Trust" includes the fiduciary relationship, the entity
serving the trustee, the status as trustee, -the corpus of such trust, or a
combination of any or all of such meanings, regardless of the primary meaning
of any use of the term, that is necessary in any circumstances to effect the
purposes of such sections.

/
(c) An executor, administrator, guardian; or othir conservator of the estate

of a decedent, incompetent, or other similarly protected person is, when
holding assets,,in which a charitable trust has a vested or contingent interest
and to the extent That such sections are not clearly inapplicable, to be
considered a fiduciary of a charitable trust.

(d) The fact that any person sought to be charged'with fiduciary duties is
a corpora,tion, association, foundation, or -any other type of organization that
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has, unde judicial decisions or other statutes, been distinguished from a
charitable trust does not provide a presumption against its being a charitable
trust as defined in this section.

This proposed Ohio legislation also eliminates the last two sentences of § 109.23 of
the Ohio Revised Code, which provides exemptions for trusts that have not yet become
11.

. . vested'in use or enjoyment .. ," and for "... charitable, religious and educational
institutions. holding funds in trust or otherwise exclusively for their own purposes."
The bill would also eliminate the exemption "... to institutions created and
operated' as agencies of the state government or any political subdivision thereof."
The first two eliminated exemptions of the present §109.23 have been criticized as
providing "for an exemption from the, Act which could be read as practically
coextensive with the definition itself.'"

Section 3 of the Uniform Act provides for exclusions from the terms of the act
and reads as follows:

.0" i5EC710N 3. [Exclusions from.the Act.] This act does not apply to the
.United States, any state territory, or possession of the United States, the
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or to any of their
agencies or governmental subdivisions, to an Officer Of a religious organization
who holds property for religious purposes, or to a charitable corporation
organized and operated primarily for edikational, religious, or hospital
purposes.

.
One of the major problems faced by the drafters of the Uniform Act was defining,
the _organizations that would fall withjd the scope of the act. Largely for the
purpoe of overcoming political opposition, the final draft excluded religious,
educational and hospital institutions.so

Ohio, which has already been discussed as to existing and proposed, legislation,
California, New York, and Illinois all have statutes which contain exclusion clauses
similar to section 3 of the Uniform Act. The California act also exempts cemetery
corporations. Cal. Govt. Code, §12583 (West 1959). The New York act extends its
exemption to "... fraternal, patriotic, veterans, volunteer firemen, social or alumni
organizations and historical societies chartered by the w York state board of
regents." N.Y. Est., Powers and-Trusts Law, §84.44a)(6), (McKinney 1966). The
New York act also exempts "... any trust in which and so long as,Jhe charitable
interest is deferred or contingent." N.Y. Est., Powers & Trusts Law §8-1.4(a)(8),
(McKinney 1966). The Illinois act e)(emp_ts cemeteries 'and homes for the aged. III.
Rev: Stat., Ch. 14 §54 (1961).

The wisdom of the inclusion of some or all of these exclusions in virtually all
registration and reporting statutes has been widely criticized.51

Section 4 of the Uriiform Accpertaining to the establishment `,j-.4 a register:of
trustees, is one of the principal substantive sections and reads as follows:

SECTION 4. [Register of Charities. ] The Attorney.General shall establish
and maintain a register of trustees subject to this act and of the particular
trust or other relationship under which they hold property for charitable
purposes. and, 104101at end; shall conduct whatever investigation is necessary,

and shall obtain from ,public records, court officers, taxing authorities,
trustees, and!, other scgces, whatever information, copies of Instruments,
reports and records are roeded for the establishment and maintenance of the
register.

California, Illinois, and New7'Yo,rk each have sections in their statutes that are
,substantial) y identical to.thisItton of the Uniform Act. Cal. Govt. Code, §12584
(West, 1959); III. Rev. °SM. Ch. 14 §55 t1961); N.Y. Est., Powers and Trusts Law,

240
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84.4(c) lMcKinney 1966).,The Ohio statute contains a section which provides
lt,4!..,.the attorney general shall prepare and maintain a register of all charitable '
rusts :established as active in this state." Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §109 26 (1953 as

. '
''Section S of the Uniform Act imposes a duty on every trustee subject to the act

.tO..!file,a copy of the trust instrument with the attorney general: -.
kn. 'SECTION S. [Filing Copies of Instrifinents.] Every trustee subject to this

act _Who has received property for charitable purposes shall file with the
'AitOrney"General, withip 'six months after any part of the income or principal
is authorizgd or required to be applied to a charitable purpose, a copy of the
instrument providihg for his title, powers or deS'. If any part of, the income
or principal is authorized or required to be applied to a charitable purpose at
the ,time this act takes effect, the filing shall be made within six months

ereafter.
7

0: New York statute contains a section that is substantially identical to this
t section ,N.Y. Est. Powers and Trusts Law, §8-1.4(d) (McKinney 1966). The
'Z,Califoiiii-siaitite is similar' but it has been broadened to include "... every
ichAritabte'cOrpOration and trustee." Also, the words "...articles of incorporation

NOLOther instrument" appear, in. place of the word "instrument." Cal Govt. Code;
'.1x§'`11585 (West 1959). The corresponding section of the Illinois statute is similar but
TSitte4Oicis "... trust agreement, articles of incorporation or other written
?Anifrilment" have been substituted for The-word "instrument." The Illinois act also
qieiliprei that trustees, holding property for charitable purposes withog a written
6,frhstruhteot file a statenYent with the attorney general. In addition, the Illinois
ttitaftite exempts banks and trust companies.froin the registration section. Illinois
,5144:1.$tat., ,Ch. 14 §56 (1961). The Ohio statute, contains no similar section
44ittillring-the filing of a copy of the trust instrument but proposed legislation

proVidei that all charitable trusts be registered within six months after the effective
date ofthe section or within six months after the creation of the trust,

tpction 6- of the Uniform Act requires every trustee subject to the act to file
,perroarc written reports with the attorney teneal:

_SECTION '6. [Filing of Periodic Reports.]
() Except as otherwise provided, ever trustee subject to this act shall, in

,addition to filing copies of the instruments previously required, file with the
.AftOiney General periodic written reports, under oath, setting forth informa-,
trait as to the nature of the assets' Ield for charitable purposes and the
administration thereof by the trustee, in accordance with rules and regulations
Of the Attorney General.

The section further provides the attorney general with'extensive rule-making power
in:respect to the manner in which such reports are received.

(b) The Attorney General shall 'make rules and regulations as to the'time,
for filing reports, the contents-thereof, and the manner of executing and filing
,them

Paragraph (b) also permits the attorney geheral to suspend the filing of reports in
iiCertain situations if he feels the interests of the beneficiaries will be served.

paragraph' (c) permits the 'filing of an account in some situations in place of the/
periodic report, and paragraph (d) requires that the first report be filed not later
than one -year- after any part of the income or principal is authorized or
requireditel.be applied to a charitable purpose."

The California and New York statutes are strbstantially,idehtical to this portion
of- the tfiiiform, Act;,Cal. Govt. Code §'12586 (West 1959); N.Y. Est., Powers &
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Trusts Law § 8- 1.4(f) -(h) (McKinney 1966). The Illinois statute is also identical it
all material respects but it contains an exemption with regard to pending litigation:
" (e) The periodic reporting provisions of this Act do not apply to any trustee of a
trust which is the subject matter of an adversary proceeding pending in a court of
competent jurisdiction in ,)his State ..." Ill. Rev. Stat., Ch. 14 §57(e) (1961).

The Ohio statute does not contain a section patterned after the Uniform Act,
but section 109.27 of the Ohio Revised Code grants to the attorney general the
power to, make "... such rules and regulations... as he may deem necessary to
secure records and other information for the operations of the register of charitable
trusts." Also, section 109.31 requires all charitable trusts to make biennial reports,
unless otherwise directed, to the attorney general. The proposed Ohio legislation
would require annual reports or complete copies of all annual federal returns
required to be filed by the trust with the Internal Revenue Service. This proposed
legislation also provides for an eXemptiod from filing for any taxjble year in which
the trust has gross receipts of less than $5,000.

Section 7 of the Uniform Act provides that "[ t] he Attorney General may make
additional rules arid regulations necessary for the administration of this Act." This
section was apparently designed to.-- make clear that the attorney general's
rule-malting powers were not limite&tp matters pertaining Jo the filing of periodic
reports. California and Illinois have similar sections but New Yak and Ohio do not.
Cal. Govt. Code §12587 (West 1959); Ill. Rev. Stat.; Ch. 14 §58 (1961).
Ohio's proposed legislation corrects this by providing that the attorney general shall

make such rules and regulations-as are necessary to administer .the act.
Sections 8 and 9 of the Uniform Act give .the attorney general broad subpoena

power's:

SECTION 8. [Investigation.] The Attorney General may investigate
transactions and relationships of trustees subject to this act for the purpose of
determining whether the property held for charitable purposes is properly
administered. He may require any agent, trustee, fiduciary, beneficiary,
institution, association, or corporation, or other person to appear,'at a named
time and place, in the county designated bythe Attorney General, 'where the

person resides or is found, to give information under oath and to produce'
books, memoranda, papers, ,documents of ,title, and evidence of assets,
liabilities, receipts, or disbursements in the 'possession or control of the
persons .ordered to appear.

SECTION 9. [Order to Attend.] When the Attorney General requires the
attendance of any person, as prpvided in section 8, hp shall issue an adep
setting forth the time when and the place where attadance is fp,quired and

.shall cause the same to be delivered to or sera by registered mail 'tb the
person at least 14 days before the date fixed for attendance. Such order shall
have the same foree end e 5 a subpodfia, and, upo ication of the
Attorney General, obedienCe to order may by enforce any court having
jurisdiction of charitable trusts in the county where the.pf n receiving it
resides or is found, in the same manner as though the notiGe ere a subpoena.
The court, after hearing,, for cause on an application ofcry person aggii6ed
by the order, shall have Die right to alter, amend, revise, suspend of postpone_
air or any part of its provisions/

The aovisions of ..the California, New York, and Illinois statutes are suhstantilly
identical to the Uniform Act in all material respects. Cal. Govt. Code, §§12588-9
(West 1959); N.Y. Est., Powers & Trusts Law, §§8-1.4(i)-(k) (McKinney 1966);; 111.

Rev. Stat., Ch. 14 §§59-60 (1961). The Ohio statute is notably deficient because it

does not provide the attorney ,
general with subpoena powers. However, the

proposed legislation would, amend existing section 109.24 of the,Ohio Revised Code
.'to include a somewhat limited subpoena,power.

242 I
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10 of the Uniform Act provides that "... subject to reasonable rules and
r4iiiatIons adopted by the Attorney General the register, copies of instruments and

e reports filed with the Attorney General shall be open to public inspection." The
Il,ngis statute adopts this language verbatim. Ill. Rev,. Stat., Ch. 14 §61 (1961).

esoriesponding, section of the California statute is practically identical but
ionaily provides that the "...-Attorney General shall withhold from public

jr1 'ection any instrument so filed whose content is not exclusively for charitable
Cal..Govt. Coder §12590 (West 1959). The New York statute permits

,,e; Attorney General to withhold from public inspection reports filed with other
viernmental agencies required by law to be kept confidential. N.Y. Est.:v Powers &
rusts Lavi, §8-1.4(1) (McKinney 1966). The Ohio statute permits public inspection

for such legitimate purposes as the attorney general may determine; provided,
,Owever, that any investigation of a charitable trust shall not be open to public
risOectlon." Ohio Rev. Code Ann.. §109.28 (1953 as amended).

Section 11 of. thete,linifsirm Act pertains to the enforcement powers of the
general and'reads as follows:

,SECTION 11: [Powers of Attorney General and ,Courts.) The Attorney
',General maylnstitute appropriate proceedings to secure compliance with this
:act and to secure the proper administration of any trust or other relationship,

which this act applies. The powers and duties of the -Attorney General
`provided in this act are in addition to his existing powers and duties. Nothing
In,this act shall impair or restrict the jurisdiction of any court with respect to
.any;Ofthe matters covered by it.

hiis seClign preserves Whatever common law or statutory powers and duties the
),Attomfy General possessed prior to the adoption of the act. California, New York,

kAri,Ciiiinois all have substantially identical provisions. Cal. Govt. Code §12591 (West
3959); N:Y. Est., Powers & Trusts Law, §8-1:4(m) (McKinney 1966); III Rev. Stat.;
Ch: 14 §62 (1961): The existing Ohio statute grants-6 the attorney general similar
enforcement powers by providing that "[t]he attorney generalshall institute.and
,prosect4e a proper action to enforce the performance of any Charitable trust, and to
eitiain the abuse thereof whenever he .deems such action advisable ..." Ohio Rev,

Ode An& §109.24 (1953 as amended). This section, however, does not contain
ltrigyage to the effect that the powers and duties of the attorney general-provided

act are in addition to his existing powers and duties. Section 109.26 of the
Ohio Rested Code does state that "[i]n addition to all his common law and

tutor 'powers, the, attorney general shall prepare and maintain a-register of all
aritable trusts..." However, this language is subject to the interpretation that it

LaPPles only to the prepal'ation of the register and is not a recognition of the
,attorney-general's common law powers with respect to charitable trusts in,general..attorney-general's

ambiguity would be cured by the proposed Ohio legislation, which would
mina section 109.24 to state that the powers of the the

;1-n6re:charitable trust section "... shall be in addition to and n t in limitation of
i,i4Owers held at common law." It

Similar to California and New York, the Ohio statute provides that the attorney
general is a necessary party tot,* charitable trust Proceedings,..OhiO Rev. Code Ann.
110%25 (953 'as amended); Cal. Govt. Code §12591 (West 1959); N.Y. Est.,
l!'tiWers;ofc -Trust taw §8-1.4(m) (McKinney 1966). Illinois does not have such a

-ti;Od.lhis is an important and necessary 'provision which should be made a pars
Ofiiriy-un irorrOlgi sl a tion

NiotificatiOP to the attorney
'inade is essential if the public
friOrfial accounting is made to
the sitewardsh p, of the trust to

general 4henever application
interest iS to be represented.
the attorney general, he can
determine whetherior not he

to the courts is
If an annual or
merely examine,
will initiate any
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action. But the public interest may be seriously jeopardized when property is
bought or sold' or put to uses other than those specified in the trust
instrument. It will be of little use to the public for the attorney generaljo
learn of these facts.after the event in a regular periodic accounting.s 2

ection 12 of the Uniform Act states simply that the "... act shall apply_
reta ess .of any coifitrary provision of any instrument." New York, California, and
Illinois ye adopted such a provision. N.Y. Est., Powers & Trusts Law, §8-1.4(n)
McKinney 1966); Cal. Govt. Code §12592 (West 1959); III. Rev. Stat., Ch 14 §62

(1961). Onl the Ohio statute fails to carry a similar provision. The proposed
legislation fails remedy this deficiency.

Sections 13 an 14 ofItchle act are designed to give the attorney general informa-
tiorr about the creat on of charitable fy,t4s. These sections read as follows:

SECTION 13. [CustodiansVMmroish Copies of Instruments.] The
custodian of the r cords of a ciort.tfilving jurisdiction of pFtsbate matters or
of charitable trust shall furniih suc5opieS of pail rs, records and files of his
office relating to t e subject of

1

thiftel as ent...4asyney General requires.
-,

1

rgt'l SECTION 14. Putiervf Tax Authoritieik] Every officer, agency, board or
commission of tif state receiving applications for exemption from taxation of or

any charitable ust or similar re tionship in which the trustee is subject to
this act shal nually file with the Attorney General 'a list of all applications

eived . ing the yeg. \
1 \ ;'\ , -

The Illinois act omits both of these \sections. New York omits section 13.
California and Ohid have statutory provisions similar to section 13. Cal. Gov). Code,
§12593 (West 1959); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §§109:29-30 (1953 as amended).
Section 109.3Q of the Ohio Revised Code expressly requires that notice be given to
the attorney general after the probate of a will which purports to create a charitable
trust. Only California and New York have statutory provisions similar to section 14
of the Uniform Act. Cal. Govt. Code, §12594 (West 1959); N.Y. Est., Powers &
Trusts, §8-1.4(o) (McKinney 1966). .

The Uniform Act fails to consider the question of how the costs of administering
the act will be 'paid. It is assumed that the commissioners intended the c'osts to be
borne by the attorneys general. Only the New York Statute solves this problem by
providing for filing fees. N.Y. Est., Powers & Trusts Law, §8-1.4(p) (McKinney
1966). These fees are scheduled according to the net worth of the trust property.
The proposed Ohio legislation in section 109.31 contains a fee schedule also based

P
.., upon the net worth.

The Uniform Act also fails to provide any sanctions for trustees4ho fail to
register or report. The existing Ohio statute is somewhat unclear, but it,does seem
to provide for sanctions: "... Refusal to file such a report shall constitute a breach
of trust and the attorney general shall take such action as may be appropriate to
compel compliance herewith." Ohio Rev. Code Ann., §109.31 (1953 as amended).

The proposed Ohio legislation would strengthen this provision so that "..;.the

grounds for judicial removal of said stee responsible for such failure." Th Illinois
willful failure of any trustee to fije Teports as required by this sections' be

rr
statute does not contain any sanctions, while the New York statute provides that
the "...failure .of any trustee to register or to file reports as required by this
section may be grounds for judicial removal of any perso0 rei'dOnsible for such
failure." N:Y. Est., Powers & Trusts Law, §8-1.4(m). (McKinney 1966).

The- California statute contains a unique sanction relating to any successful
proceeding', brought by the attorney general , to secure compliance with the
provisions Of the act by providing that "...the person having the responsibility or

1 ..

4
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duty to comply with such provisions...shall pay the reasonable expense necessarily
incurred by the state in 'the investigation and prosecution of such action." Cal.
Govt. Code, §12597 (West 1959). The proposed Ohio-legislation would amend
section 109.24 of the Ohio Revised Code to include a similar provision.

By way of conclusion, it can be said that the Uniform Act, with the exception
of its definition and exemption sections, probably contains all of the basic elements
necessary for the establishment of an effective supervisory program. This is

evidenced by the fact that the provisions of this act have been adopted by those
states that have been most active in enforcing charitable trusts. However, the
National Conference on Uniform State Laws should give further thought to the
following:

1. The inclusion of a section that provides for sanctions for trustees who
fail to register or report or who'otherwise commit a breach of trust.

'2. The inclusion of a section whip) makes the attorney general a necessary
party to all' judicial proceedings.affecting charitable trusts".

3. The inclusion of a section which lists a suggested schedule of filing fees
for the filing of reports so that costs of administering ,tho act might be
de4rayed.

4."tThe inclusion of uniform registration and reporting forms to relieve the
burden on trustees who may be required to file different reports in -several,
jurisdictions.

Although this list is not all-inclusive, it represents the major changes which should
be considered.

This, discussion of uniform legislation of charitable trusts Would not be complete
without at least mentioning that in 1912 the National Conference of Commissioners
on pniforrn-Std ie Laws adopted the "Uniform Management of Institulional funds

'Act."" In the Prefatory note to the Uniform Act its basic prebisions are listed as
proyiding:

(1) a standard of prudent use of appreciation in invested funds;

(2) specific investment authority; ,

(3) authority to delegate investment decisions;

(4) a standard of business care and prudence to guide governing boards in
the exercise of their duties under the Act; and

(5) a method of,, releasing restrictions on use of funds or selection' of
investments by donor acquiescence or court action.

The act is designed to dispose of the real or imaginary legal impediments which
restrict the powers of trustees and managers of eleemosynary institutions, especially
colleges and universities, to_invest endowment funds to achieve grovieth, to maiptain
puraasing power, and to expend a prudent pOrtion of appreciation in endowment
funds.s 4 - t

It is still too early to determine what the impact of this act will be on the
regulation of charitable trusts and foundations. However, several questions have
already been raised.55 Initially "...there is a constitutional question as,to whether
application of the Act to existing gifts is simply an administrative change rather
than a substantive change in the rights of the public which would amount to a
taking without due process of, law."5,6, "..'.there is a sizeable question as
to whether the total, return concept sfidulti, as a matter of policy, be applied to
charitable endowments.""

245
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Additionally, questions have been raised with respect to the retroactivity of the
act, and with respect to the

the`
of construction found in section 3 of the act.

Section 3 provides that the ordinary restrictions placed on expenditures from
principal; as opposed td income,*ehall not be observed insofar as net appreciation is
concerned. This section of the act seeks to avoid the historic problems of allocating

funds between principal and income. It also seeks to avoid the problem of
designating the class of funds from which expenditures may be made.

Finally, questions have been raised with respect to the adoption of a corporate
standard of conduct, the availability of cy pres without resort to the judicial
process, and the delegation of investment authority.' 8

Despite the 1above, the Committee on Charitable Giving has concluded that (1)

the act is constitutional, 42) the act should be applied retroactively since'under
modern conditions, the proposed rule of construction may'properly be applied to
all gifts even to the extent of undoing the obvious intent of earlier donors, and; (3).

the,standard of conduct is-adequately stated.59
The effect of the Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act will have to be

considered by any state undertaking to strengthen existing legislation or adopting
new charitable trust and foundation legislation. This is especially true_ of th'
sections dealing, with the trustee standard of conduct and the organizations included

within its scope. If states do not draft their ,charitable trust and foundation,
legislation carefully, there might be conflict or overlap. On the whole, the Uniform
Management of Institutional Funds Act has stimulated debate in the charitable
organization community, both state and private, and this can only be beneficial to
effective and meaningful state regulation.

tee
II

THE REGULATION AND SUPER,V1SION OF
CHARITABLE SOLICITATIONS

Comparative Analysis of Charitable:Solicitation
Statutes and State Regulatory Agencies

Of equal importance from a state viewpoint asChe regblation of charitable
trusts and foundations is the state tole in regulating solicitations by charitable
organizations. From a public viewpoint, however, the states' interest ought to be

greater. This is Itue primarily because. of the greater numbers of persons affected
by a solicitation abuse than by a breach of fiduciary duty by a charitable trustee.
The impetus for the development of regulator' ? powers in this area is not difficult
to understarld in light of the increased demand for jhe charitable dollar. It is not
uncommon to encounter mass public solicitation campaigns which are perfornied on
a statewide if not a, nationwide basis. In addition to the geographic scope of
solicitation appeals, these campaigns are often carried out by highly organized and

experienced personnel. .

With the above facts in mind,4an analysis, both procedurally and su tantively
similar to the review of charitable trusts and foundations, was performed. sically,

an examination was mile of the characteristics of the various state statutes and of
C-the agencies responsible for the enforcement of their provisions.

Historically, the attorney general's common law power over charities in general

has been interpreted to include the adMinistration of funds raised through charitable'
solicitations." These powers are derived on the basis that solicitation appeals, are
for, themost part carried out in the name of and for the, benefit of a charitable
entity. While the historic common law powers, of the attorney general over
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aritable. iolicitations are not,as well defined as they aie over charitable trusts,
'': '-iiy' states have compensated for this discrepancy by enicting specific statutory

..i..:
1 Ai of Auguit 1974,131 states have enacted same form_ of charitable Solicitation.-
:#1,titi. A listing of these 'states and the citation to their corresponding statute is
Contained in' Table 8. The substintit sections of these acts, set out in Table 9, -
roVide for (1) registration of charita le organizations,' (2) annual financial reports,

iitation on the amount of payments, to professional fund- raisers or
i5to1ic#07(4),a requirement that written contracts yith. professional fund raisers or
SO:licitors be;_filed with the regulatOry agency within a certain- period, and (5)
regiStratilX,Of professional fund raisers anckoficitors., i

in terms of the Survey results, of tho 47 states responding to both the Ohio
fAttrirney General and ,C.O.A.G. questionnaires,,_ as indicated by Table 10, only 9
'7.States report that the attorney' generalbas primary responsibilities for regulation.

F I ; i 6 of; ace, states filinois, Massachussetts, New Jersey, Ohio, anrOregon do,,-. to,*,b by itable;solicitifien, statute. The remaining %tit, which recognize the full'eft,
er ,I

V** 4tithoWty of the attorney general, do SO, on the basis of COmmon law or
State -Statifte other than a solicitation statute. These four states are Alaska (fraud

iltatiite), A r iz on a (common law), Delaware (common law), and Michigan (charitable
iitii:statiike).

rIn 1'5States, responsibility for prosecution- of abuses and administration (such as
',- registratiorralid reporting) and investigation are divided between two state agencies.

fvielve of these states create this split function by a charitable solicitation statute."
These apes are Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
'Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Washington. In the remaining
'three states (Hawaii, Minnesota, and North Carolina) the split function is created by
some statute Other' than the state charitable solicitation statute.
'' In the remaining 23 of the total 47 states the attorney general is not the

."'reco' gnized regulatory or enforcement agency. In these states a variety of other
''agencies exercise authority over charitable ,solicitations. The state agencies include,.
the Secretary of state or some appropriate division thereunder and the Department
'of Commerce. Pennsylvania and South Carolina, among others, have created separate
specialized agencies to deal specifically with charitable solicitations. ja

Unlike the area of charitable vitas where very few states report activity on the
','part of local governmental units, almost half_of the 38 states responding solely to
',:the Ohio Attorney General's questionnar feport some activity on the part of local ,
government With, regard to charitable iltations. For th emost, part, authority is

'based on ordinances which regulate,d 'door campaigns or which require some
'form of local permit before'a solicitat rl, may be undertaken. The extent of the
fregulatdry actiyity is difficultr to ascertain in light of the absence, of record, keeping. ..

t'is fair to ashme, however, that larger-municipalities would be more active.6'
As is true in the area of charitable trusts and, foundations, the most elaborate

r',and comprehensive regulatory scheme is drily e if there is an operati'e staff
Charged with the responsibility of enfordlig it. T a b I e 11 illustrates the number of

',persons employed (in either a full- or part-time capacity) exclusivelY by the
.;reSpecti;ieittorney general's offices. Out of a total of 44 _states responding to this

tiestion in both the Ohio Attorney General and C.O.A.G. questionnaires; seven
'report having at least one attorney assigned on a full-time basis: Illinois, Massachusetts,
MIChigan, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,' and Oregon. Eleven states report having
it leas"t ond'attorney assignedroma part-time basis: Delaware, Georgia, Idaho,Mary--

land, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, South Carolina, Utah, Washin&toh, and
Wisconsin. . , ,

1..i ,--,'f;;R:egistration and reporting requirements are crucial in any regulatory process, not
ior* with respect to the charitable organization, al with respect to the

rofeessiOnil fund raising staff which it may ernploy. Pr essional fund' raisers and
'-ftinit, :raising counsel often operate out of state. Unlike charitable trusts and
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Table 8

Basis for Regulation of Charitable Solicitations and Fund kaising
' , (As.of August 1974)

1
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware
;. ,.Florida

Borgia
awaii

Idaho
Illinois.

Indiana
Idwa
Kansas

Kentucky.
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland
Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

lode Island' .

South Carolina
j South Dakota

'Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Waahington
West Virginia
Visconsin

, - Wyoming

None
None
None
Ark. Stat. Ann. sec. 64-1601 et. seq. -0959)
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code sec. ;7510 et. seq. (West 102)
None
Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann.
(2973)
None
Fla. Stat. Ann. sec. 496.01 et. seq. (1974
Ga. Code Ann. sec. 35-1001 et. seq. (1962)
Hawaii Rev. Stat. oh. 467B (1989) as amended (1971)
None
Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 23 sec. 5101 et. seq. (1963) as mended
(1973)

- gone
Iowa Code Ann. sec. 122.1 et. seq. (1949) as amended (1967)
Kan. Stat! Ann. sec. 17-1706 et. seq. (1964) as amended by

44.B. NO. 1452, Laws 1974
Ken. Rev. SW. Ann.,,sec. 196.250
None
Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, sec. 3151 et. seq, (1955) as
amended (1973)
Md. -Ann. Oode art. 41, sec. 103A. et. seq.. (1964)
Ann. Laws of Mass. ch. 68 sec. le et. seq. (1964) as amended
(1972)
Mich. Comp: Laws Ann. sec. 40(1.30,1.et. seq. (1eel) as amended
(1965) -iak
Minn. Stat. Ann. sec. 309.50 et. seq. (1961) as amended (1973)
None
None tie
None
Rev. _Stat. of Nebr. sec. 28-1401 et. seq. (19_47) as amended (1969)

None.
N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. sec. 320.20 et. seq. (McKinney's 1954) as
amended (McKinney's 1974)
N.T. Stat. Ann. sec. 45-17/1/471 et. seq. /1971)
None
N. Y. Social Serv. Law sec.. 481 et, seq. (McKinney'a 1954) as
amended (McKinney's 1974)
Stat. of N.C. sec. 108-67 et. seq. (1968) as amended (1973);
N. D: Cent. Code sec. 108-67 et: seq. (1969) as amended (1973)
Ohio Rev. CodeArin. sec. 1716.01 et. seq. (1967)
Okla.'. Stat. Ann. tit. 18, see. 552.1 et. seq. (1959)
Ore. -Rev.t Stat. sec. 128n .Q5 - 128.845 (1971)

Stat.,1einn. tit: 10 sec. 160.1 et. seq. (1963) as amended
(102)

None
S. C. Code Ann.
No a -

T .I Code Ann.

None
None

,Va. Clae Ann. sec. 57-40 et. seq. (1948) superceded by sec.
,-57=48 et. 'seq. (effective -1975) -
Waal. li.eV. Code Ann. ch.' 19.09 (9741' '

None
Wis. Stat. -Ann. sec. 440-41 (1967) as amended (19,70)
None

sec. 17-21e et. seq. (1963) as amended

sec. 7-91 et. seq 1972)

sec. 62-1501 seq. (1961) as a;mended (1963)
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Tabl 9
Charitable Solicitations - State Laws Regulating the Solicitation of Funds for Charitable Purposes

o (As of August 1974)

.
5: By Charitable Organizations - By, Professional Fund Raising counsel

and So lici ors -

'
State

Regulatory
Agency/Enf.

Officer
-

SubpoenaPower,

Regis-
tration

or
Licensing

,

Form of Annual Report
and Due Date

Cost
Limits

ptnaities

i

..flegis-
tration

or
Licensing

Surety
Bond

Period for
Filing Contracts

Ai. litinsas

California
'

Connecticut

Florida

Georgia

.

Hawaii -

_ . .
See. of St./
Pros. Att.

None (solici-
tations fraud
statute)

Welfare Dept./
Pros. Att.

Sec. of St./
Pros. Alt,

1 Sec. of St./
Att. Gen.

Dir. of Regu-
latoryAgencieS
of the State.

,

Records

,

.

Records

Reg.
,)

Reg.

Reg.

Beg. "-_.1.

' Reg.

Withiii,90 days after close of
calendar or fiscal year,

. . .

On form prescribed by Dept.
witkin 3 mo. after close of
fiscal year.

Within 6 mo. after closeOr
fiscal yr. per accounting
principals and on reporting
forms consistent with Natl.
HI. Council-NSWA Uniform
Reporting Standards & Forms

Per Dept. forms by March
31 or within 90 days after
close of fisce yr.

.
For previous fiscatyr:
with registration statement
on forms prescribed by
Director G4

15% to
prof.

.

;,..
io%

&:/ioNr.i.

1.4,.

'Perjury
--..-

$1000 di/or
1 yr.-1NJ.

1) $500 di/or
6 mo.

2)'$1000

y r,

1) $500 Wor
6 mo.

2) $1000
&/or 1.yr.
INJ. ..

.

Rog.,

License
(display
card)

Reg.

Reg.

'

Reg.
-

Reg. ,

.

$5,000

$10,000
tkv

..

t
, $10, 000

$5,000
V

$5,000

;
.,

None, but K
must be kept for
3 years.

.

Within 10 days

'Prior to begin -
ning of any solici-
tation by prof.
olip.soils.

,

None, bin K must
be kept for 3 yea.

Within 10'days

-..
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Tab!' 9 (Coi!tinued)

By Charitable corganizations By Professional Fund Raising Counsel
and Solicitors

, State
'-,

.

Regulatory
Agency/Enf.

afficer

,
!-'

Subpoena na
Power(

Regis-
tration

or
Licensing

Form of ANival Report
and Dde Date

Cost -Limit.°

25% ,

-

,....-- .

.

25%

30% (no
I i m. if
% to
solic. is
made
public)

subject'
to regu-
lotion

15%
(pub.
sol.)
50% (ex-
penes)

Penalties
,

$1000 &/or
1 yr.-INJ.

Misd. INJ.

$500 Ss/Or
111nb.

$500 &/or
6 mo.

i\
$1000 ,
&/or 1
yr.

,

Regis-
tration

or
Licensing

Reg.

..

Lic.

Reg.

..

Lic.

.

Lic.

Reg.

,

Surety
Bond

$5,000

$1,000

$5,000

1

,

$10,000

Period for
Filing Contracts

With reg. state-
ment or within 10
days after execu -;
Hon

.

.

Within.10 days
.

*

Within 10 days
.

Witnin 10 days

Illinois

ose.
.

Iowa

Kansas
r

ce

Kentucky

Maine

Maryland
.

Massachusetts

.

Att: Gen. ..ItecordS

'Seciof St./
Att. Gen. &
Pros. Att.

.4.. . of St./
Att. Gen.

None (aim-
pie licens-
ing statute)

f;
Health &
Wel e

Att.

.
.

Sec. of St.

Div. df Pub.
Charities of
Dept. of Att.
Gon./Att. -
Gen. or Dist.
Att.,

and
Witness

Records
aiid
Witness

.

.
Records
and
Witness

Itgcords

`

.

Reg.
-

Lic.

Reg.

Lic.

Liet

Reg.

Reg.

./.
--.

'

'

Within 6 mo. aftltr close of
fiscal yr. on reporting forms
rersed by Att,..GenZon
1/1/68, per NHC-NSWA
standards and forms

During,mb. of Dec. in
form prescribed by
statute

On or before June 30 on
form prescribed by Sec. of
St.

,

.

.
.

Within 960dAys after close of
(Wit yr. oh forms pre- =

scribed by state ',

On or before June 1 or
before 60 days following a
fiscal yr. ending in April
or May on formsprescribed
by Div.

, .

j
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1 y liable Oganizations

I ; 0 ;

i By ProfessiOnal Fund Raising Counsel
1 and Solicitors

',
'

Regtaa_.t°rYAgenoy/Enf.,
Officer

Subpo
Ps ' weanar

Mien
t rrstate or

Licensing

Form of Annpal. Repoli,
and Due Date

Cost

..Limits

=

Penalties

1

Regil-
j tration

Licensing 0'

,

Surety
Bond

............-

Period for
Filing Contracts

Michigan -

Minnesota

Nebraska

.

New Hampshire

New Jersey
1

'New York
,..

..

North Carolina

Dept. of Social
Welfare t

-,

Sec. of St.

Sec. of St.

.
Dir. of Div.
of Welfare

Div. of Con-
sumer Affairs
of Office of
Att. Gen. '

,

Board of Soc.
Welfare/Att.
Gen.

-Dept. of So-
Mal Services,

1

Records
and
Witness

/

.

Reoords

.

Lin
' i

'

Red.

<

/
Lle.
(from
Oty. Att.)

Lie.

fteg. _

.
AL,

41.(it.,
-

Lie.

With application for license
per instructions and forms -

similar to NHC-NSWA

On or before Juno 30 o; 6 mo.
after end of fiscal yr. on
forms adopted by See.-

6 mo. after end of calendar
yr. on forms in compli-
ance with NHC-NSWA

-

Within 6 mo. after close of
fiscal yr. per standards pre-
scribed by Att. Gen.

'

Within 6 'ma. of close of
fiscal yr. per uniform
standards prescribed by the
Board .

Within 120 days after end of
fiscal yr..pn forms adopted
by Dept.

A

-

30%

15%

1b%
(prof.
solic.)
50%
(mail
sollc. )

50%
(mail
solic.)

,

$504 or
6 no

",,,fk:

Misd.

0

$1000 7

. ;.''
us 'Ts.:
mo.

,

.

Misd:
INJ.

,

$500 &/or
6 mo. -
also fel.

Lie.

Lie.

Reg..

.- er

Reg.

.

up'to
$20, 000

$10, 000

$5,000

t.

A

1

,

`

Within 10 ,..`-is

, Within 10 days
_

.

.



Table 9 (Continued)

I I
By nCharitable Organizatios

1

Counsel,By
Solicitors

State

z.

Regulatory
Agency/Enf.

Officer )

nu- bpaena
Power

Regis-
tration

or
Licensing

Form of Annual Report
and Due Date

Cost
Limits

- a
Penalties

, ,

Regis-
tration

or
Licensing

' '
Surety
Bond

I ' I

Period fo A

Filing Contracts

North Dakota

Ohio

. .

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Sec. of St./
Att. Gen.

.

Att. Gem

of Charities &..
Corrections/
Att. Gen. or
Cty. Att.

Att. Gen.

Dept. of
SAT./Att.
Gen. or Dist.
Attn.

i.

Records

Lic.

Reg.
-

4

g.
'

.

Reg.

Reg.

Within 60 days after close of
calendar or fiscal yr. on
form_urovided by Sec. of ..
St;

. . .
%

By March 31 or within 90 /days
after close of fiscal yr. on
forms almost identical to
NHC-NSWA

By March 31 or within 90
days after close efiscal
yr.

;

Within 4 mo. and 15 days after
close of calendar _or fiscall r.

With registration statement
as per NI1C -NSWA standards
deforms'

''N

15 %,.
(prof.
Bolin.)
35%
(expo*

$1000
& /or 6
mo.

i

, $500 &/or
6 mo.

:

$500 & /or
1 yr. - also ,

fol.($10,000 ,
Wor'10 yrs.')

- 1NJ.

$250 or 5
yrs. INJ.

1) 5500 &/
or 6 mo.

2) $1000
& /or 1 yr.N.

Reg.

Reg. '
°

a
,

1
Reg. .

"tt

,... 7'

r
$5, 000

$2,500

-.

$10,000

-

.
None, but K
must be kept for
3 yell.

With registration
and at athtime

`thereafter

Wipin 10 days

. ,



i.

IF-
nusdk

a1 f k

\

)

D s
y Charitable OrganizatiO ns1 '

I

r
1 By Profes sional Fund 'Hibiing Doiyansei,

and S2lic(fors 'T4-
1

St to

1
I

Be gulstoq
_Agency/Enf.

Officer
Subpoena

Power

Regis-
tration

or '
Licensing t

i-

Formta,-Annual Report
and Due Date

' ,

Cost
Limits Penalties

,

i -Regis
1 tration

or
Licensing

-

Surety
Bond

I,
Peritx1 for.:

Filing Contracts
:

Isouth
Carolina

Tennessee ;

pub
`

\

Virginia

*

4

Wisconsin

Wuhington

Dept. of St./
iAttn. Gen.

'
.

Sec. of St.

None (solici-
tation fraud
'statute)

\ ,
:--,..Administra-

'tor of ,Con-
sumer
Affairst)

'Att. Gen. or
Common.:.
wealth
Att.

Dept. of itc2-
elation IA.,

,Licensing/ '
Att. Gen.

Dept. of
Motor' Ve-
hicles/Att.
Gen. & Pros.
Att.

Records

.

Becords

.

__..--

Records
and
Witnesses

Reg.

'''

Reg.

Reg.

Reg.

.
Reg.

.

>0.

W/In 6 mo. ifter close of
fiscal yr. per NtICTNSWA
standards &)forms , '

)

Ry July 31 on forms made
available by,' Sec. of St.

i

..
%; . ,1 .

.
.

Within 3 mo. after close of
calendar or fjostecr. on
forms prescribed by Dept. -

Within 90 days after Close of
fiscal yr. on uniform report-
ing forms provided by Dept.

-
- .

Reason-.
able % ,

to'Prof.
Sotto.

5%

. '
.

15%

`` ,

25%

- -

20% (di-
rent gifts$
55%(sale
& benefit
affairs)

.

1) $100 &/or
1 mo. ."
2) $1,000
&/or 1 yr.
INJ.

Misd.

441.
Misd,

, .

1) $500.
&/or
6 mo. .

2) $1000
dr/or 1 yr.

'
))

%

DO*

INJ.

L

Reg.
i

Reg.

Reg.

N

Reg.

Reg.
.

-

,

,

$5, 000

..

55,000

, ......

%

$5,0004

$5, 000

.
444.

With ann
report-

.
t

Within 10 days

, .

'' '.. 4 4

Nolie; but Kmust
be kept for 3 yrs.

Note: This table is an expanded and updated versibd of a table preparedunder the auspices of the Council of Better Business Bureaus and the National
t Foundations/March of Dimes for the Ad Hoc Comtnittpe to-Review State Legislation of the Nationni Health Council. The initial tabliwas prepared by
-,. Helen O'Rourke and John J. O'Connor.
--
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Table 10

Agencies with the Authority to Regulate Charitable Solicitations and Fund Raising
(As ofNovember 1973)

r.

Attorney General Other Agency 4')

Alabama
Alaska Yes (If Fraud)
Arizona Yes
Arkansas No
California No
Colorado 'No°
Connecticut
Delaware Yes
Florida No
Georgia No
Hawaii a No

, Idaho No
Illinois Yes

No
- Iowa No

Kansas NO
'Kentucky No
Louisiana
Maine' No Yes (Department of Health & Welfare)
Maryland No Yes (Secretary of State)
Massachusetts Yes
Michigan Yes
Minnesota No
Mississippi No
Misiouri No
Montana
Nebraska No
Nevada - No
Newliampshire No
New Jersey Yes
New Mexico No
New York ' No
North Carotins No
North Dakota No
Ohio Yes
Oklahoma No
Oregon_ Yes
Pennsylvania, No

,IthodeIslanW No
Smith Carolina No

No
No
Yes (Secretary of State)
No (Cities and Local Government)
Yes (Dist. Attys. & Law Enforce, Agencies)

No
Yes (Department of State)
Yes (Secretary of State)
Tea (Dept. of Regulatory Agencies)
No
No
Yes (Cities and Local Government)
Yes (Secretary of State)
Yes (Secretary of State)
No

Yes (Department of Commerce)
No
No

Yez (Secretary of State)
No
Yes (Division of Welfare,
No
No N,
Yes (Department of Social Services)
Yes (Dept. of Human Res., Dir. of Soc. Ser.)
Yes (Seere.of State)
No
Yes (Comm. of Charities and Collections)

Yes (Comm. on Charitable Org., Sec. of St.)
fio
Yes (Comm. on Charitable Org., Ssc. of St.")--

South Dakota No
. ,

. ,
Tennessee- No No

1Texas No No -
Utah No No /..........,
Vermont No , No
Virginia No* Yes (State Corporation Commission)
Washington No - Yes (Dept. of M.V.-Dii. of Prof. Lic.),
West Virginia No No
Wisconsin No /.

Yes (Dept. of Regulation & Licensing)
Wyoming No

I
NO

Enforcement authority would rest with the ttorney General.,.,

254-,
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'Table 11

Number of Personnel in the Attorney General's ,Office-Assigned to the Regulation
of Fund Raising

(As of November 1973)-

Attorneys Accountants Other

" 2761

Alabama
AlasIgst

Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorario
Connecticut

, Delaware
--Florida '

Georgia
Hawaii .

-Idaho -.-

Illinois

None 4\None
None
None None None

1 PT None None
None
2 PT None None
None None None
1 PT None None
1 FT +25% of staff's time assignedlo Charitable Trust., .

and Foundations
Indiana,/ None None None
Iowa None None None

" Kansas ,None, None . None
Kentucky None -None None
Louisiana None None None
Maine 'None None None
Maryland, 1 PT None None
Massachusetts 4 FT (also charged with charitable trusts) 2 Law Clerks
Michigan - . 6 FT; 2 PT ' 1 FT 3 PT Investigators
Militiespta 2 PT None 1 Reglatrar
Missisdippi None None None
Missouri Nom' None None
Montana
Nebraska None None None
-Nevada None None None
New Hampshire 2 PT None NOLO
New Jersey 1 PT 1 PT 1 FT Investigator
New Mexico '
New York 5 FT .-, North Carolina 3 -FT 1 FT
Noyth Dakota Handled on a need basis..
Ohio ,, 3 FT 1 FT 1 Legal Aide
Oklahoma None None None

..-,i'- --Oregon 1 FT; 2 Pi% , I Registrar; 1 In-
, yestigator; Der.

. y' Pennsylvania -- - .I- ,-Non6 ' ' None ;, -3'Law Clerks
Rhode,Island None .: None "None , -
South Carolina- ; 1 PT None, None
South Daldita
Tennessee' None None None
Texas ' .. None None None
Utah ' 1 PT ..

Vermont None None None'
Virginia Diyision of Consumer Affairs

-,Washington .-1 PT - None None ,,
West Virginia
Wisconsin . 1 PT 1 PT Investigatorp ,

None None None - ,.
' -

Wyoming

-.
255
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foundations which are not essentially transient in nature, these professional fund
raisers have the capability of moving across state lines With relative ease. Because
the presence of the professional fund raiser may be completely unknown
throughout the entire solicitation appeal, the registration or reporting requirement is
necessary.

Virtually , all state( statutes, . as shown in Table 9, require that charitable
organiiations, professional fund raisers and fund raising counsel register with the
regulatory agency. (A professional fund raiser being defined as an individual or
organization which actively engages in a solicitation campaign. Such person or
organization may or may not take a percentage bf the gross amount solicited, As a
rule, a professional fund raising counsel does not personally engage in a solicitation
appeal, but rather counsels and advises the members of the charity. A professional
solicitor is most often defined statutorily as an employee or agent of a professional
fund raiser as that term is used in its generic sense covering both professional fund
raisers and fund raising counsel.) As a general rule, the registration statement is valid
for a period of one year. The information sought includes the name and address of
the principal charity and the professional fund raiser, the nature and purpose of the
solicitation, the proposed budget and the expected contribution coal. Some states
(California, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Maine, Mlryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, and Washington) issue a
registration cettificate or permit to the professional fund raiser.

Periddic reporting requirements for the most part are imposed upon the
charitable entity rather than the professional fund raiser. Such an accounting by the
charity provides the ncessary financial information concerning the results of a
solicitation appeal. Most of the state statutes require that annual financial reports be
filed. Several states, however, do impose reporting- requirements directly upon the
professional fund raiser. These states include. Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, Washington,
and Wisconsin.

Only 17 of the 31 state statutes impose any cost limitation on the professional
fund raiser or solicitor and only 14 out of the 17 impose a precise percentage
limitation. Fourteen states require the filing of all contracts between the charity and
the professional fund raiser or lolicitor, and 25 states require that the professional
fund raiser and solicitor be either registered or licensed.

.0 addition- to registration and reporting requirements, 21 states impose a
bonding requirement on either the professional solicitor, or the professional fund
raiser, or both. The monetary amount of the bond ranges from $1,000 (in Iowa) to
an amount flOt to excee 20 0 (in Minnesota).

In terms of investiga e cap ilities, only 12 of the state solicitation statutes
grant subpoena power. Also, ,with the exception of North Carolina and Oklahoma,,
where violation of the statute can result in a felony prosecution, the states impose
only misdemeanor penalties for a violation.

In order to ascertain the amount of enforcement activity in the area of charitable
solicitations; each attorney general was asked to indicate the amount of cases
litigated during, the calendar year of 1973 and the first six months of 4974. Only
six states indicated involvement in litigation dur ng,the time period. These states are
Kansas, Massachusetts, Mic'higan, io, Pen Ivania, and -Wisconsin. This finding
must, or course, be balanced agains the ct that only nine states recognize the
attorney general as the formal regu a ory body. In addition, 15 states place
enforcement authority,. in the attorney general although he is not the formal
regulatory agency. These are the so-called split function states. Four of the six
states indicating participation in litigation fall into the spliffunction category:
Kansas, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

A. corollary aspect of the attorney general's regulation of charitable solicitations
is providing information to the.public about charitable fund raisers. In,those states
that, zoquire, registration by professional fund raisers, there is a readily available
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, ....

source,of...public i4ormation. To a lesser extent it is also a source of information
fir charitable organizations that desire to haye a professional fund raiser direct a

'sof the 29 sta es which repOrt the existence of a registration or licensing
contribution camPaiign.

!
. .

liequlrement, each makes the information oh file available to the public upon
;;;,,request. In addition, three states make periodic news releases concerning operating
, or, newly registered charitable solicitors. These states 'are: New Hampshire, North
Carolina, and Pennsylvania. Wisconsin publishes a directory which contains a listing
,of charitable solicitors. ..

As a result of the survey, it woulrappear that the state attorneys general are

..not near y as active in 'area of charitable solicitations as they are in the area of

4 .
charitable trusts and foundations. This appears to be attributable to the absence of,.

-4 clear historical basis for his functioning in this area and as a result of the
g'statutOry vesting of authoritrin other state agencies.

. Several points, can, be made about the charitable solicitation statutes. First, it is
highly doubtful that thosellitates that do not require the filing of an annual report
can effectively regulate solicitations. Mere. registration or licensing is not sufficient

in. the absence, of reports which enable the regulatory agency to monitor the
,Vinancial activities of the soliciting organization on a continuous basis. Additionally,
_pit should be noted that effective regulation is difficult in the absence of a provision

,granting subpoena powers to the regulatory agency. ,..
,

inally, many.lof-Nthe statutes require reporting to one state agency and
en rcement by another. While this arrangement may work in some instances, it is
c tainly possible that effective administration is retarded. While the attorney

neral may not be recognized as the regulatory agency per se, he offen retains
enforcement. authority. This split-function situation which exists in' a number of
.states does not appear to have., any weakening effect upon the overall regulatory
operation. It must be noted, however, that the data base in this area is

exceptionally weak because only six states report any Jetigation in the area at all.
.White the solicitations field is in its relative infancy in comparison with charitable
trusts and foundations, the developing trend is inescapable. 'The problem, however;
is that which also exists to some extent in the charitable 'trusts area: a greater
public awareness is needed. It will beAndeed.unfortunale if we must wait for large
abuses to occur before legislation is enacted. A. S A

Analysis of The Model Solicitations ,

Act and Proposed Revisions

J.L In ticlober 1973 the Ad Hoc ComMittee to Review State Legislation of the'
National Health Council issued a draft of "Model Legislation Regulating Charitable
Organization3."62 The proposed legislation was formally entitled "An Act to
Regulate Individuals and Organizatiogs Engaged in Charitable Public Solicitation"
and .Was modeled after state statutes in New York, Wisconsin, Nebraska,
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, arid Ohio. Its _primary aims were, (1) to provide
,guidance for state legislators and regulators in those states where little or no
_legislation existed and (2) to supplant existing legislation which had not

accomplished its original purpose of providing the state regulatory
agency with an efficient and comprehensive means of supervising charitable solicita-

6 -
tions.,

7Tr. Willie the act was patterned after existing legislation, there is a departure in
. several important respects. The principal components of the act provide for standard

definitions, registration and reporting by charitable organizations antl'professiOnal'
.> fund raiser,' exemptions from registration and reporting, the creation of \a

Commission op Charitable Organizations, prohibited acts and enforcement.
,
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The act in section 2 attempts to clarify the scope of its coverage by a definition
of terms. For example, tie term "charitable organization" is defined as

A person which is or holds itself out to be a benevolent, educational,
philanthropic, humane, patriotic or eleemosynary organization or any pert.on
which solicits or obtains contributions solicited from the public for charitable
purposes after the effective date of this act. A chapter, branch, area, office or
a similar affiliate or, any person soliciting contributions wit in the State for a
charitable organization which has its principal place of bu iness outside the
State shall be a charitable organization for the purposes of thi act.

The term person is then defined to include, individuals, corporatio s, partnerships,
and practically any other type of association. It does not include th se authorigd
persons who solicit on behalf of a registered or exempt charitable Qrganization.
Such individuals or organization would be classified as professional fund raisers or
solicitors, who are defined elsewhere in the act. The above definition would appear
to be all-inclusive and cover almost every conceivable organization that solicits
charitable funds.

Another definition thought to be clarified is that of a professional fund raiser.
For some time there has been a dispute within the professional fund raising
community as to the proper definition of a professional fund raiser. The disagree-
ment centers more on the standard of ethical conduct displayed by certain
individuals rather than a workable legal definition. The principal argument is that a*
fund raiser who receives, as a fee, a majority of the funds contributed, should not
be entitled professional in any sense of the word. The model -act simply )tates in
section 2.8 that a professional fund raiser is

. . .any person who for compensation or other consideration plans,
conducts, manages, carries on or advises concerning any drive or campaign in
this state for the purpose of soliciting contributions for or on behalf of any
charitable organization, or who engages in the business of, or holds himself
out to persons in this state as independently engaged in the business .of
soliciting contributions for such purpOse. A bona fide officer or employee of a
charitable organization or of a registered professional fynd.raiser, shall not be
deemed a professior4 fund raiser.

This.definition also overcomes the distinction between a professional fund raiser
and a professional fund raising counsel as those two terms have been used within
the industry. According to one definitional diStinction,"the professional fund raiser
personally engages in the solicitation of funds while the professional fund raising
counsel gives advice and counsel to the charitable organization Whose members
actually perform the solicitation.citation. Additionally, a professional fund raising counsel,
according to the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, cannot base his fee
upon a percentage of the gross amount solicited, while a professional fund raiser
may do so. The approach correctly taken by the model act is to disregard this
distinction by ,combining them under one legal heading concerning all professional
fund Risers, Thereafter, both types would have-to. comply with the registration
requirements for such individuals and organizations found in section .11 of the
model act.

Another definitional distinction whiCh has troubled the fund-raising community
and o hich is also clarified by the model ,act is the difference between a
pro essional and raiser and a professional scitlicitor. In several instances the state
statutes whit distinguiS'h between these individuals, and impose varying statutory
requirements insofar as bonding and registration requirements are concerned) are
extremely va e and poorly drafted. Under the model act a professional solicitor is
defined as " ..any person who is employed or retained for compensation by a
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professional fund raiser to solicit contributions for charitable purposes in this state,
but shkli not include any officer or employee of a charitable organization or of a
registered professional fund raiser whose duties,to raise funds are incidental to his

`..regular employment." This seems to be a workable definition which should
,,eliminate the difficulties. encountered. ' -

,

_.
...

Typical of all existing charitable solicitation legislation is a statutory exemption'
section which excludes certain organizations from the registration and reporting

. requirements of the statute and thereby from the coverage of the act. In this
respect the model act does not alter the existing law. It provides in section 5 an
exemption from these registration and reporting requireinents for five types of
organizations or ind iduals.tOrganizations exempted are religious organizations and

:their affiliates (an exemption which will be discussed later), educational institutions,
nonprofit hospitals,, charitable organizations that solicit among their, Own
membership and persons who solicit contributions for a named individual if the
named individual receives all of the contributions (wilhoto any deductions). It-
should be noted that in terms of an exemption for org%nizations soliciting among
their own membership, that membership shall not be determined by the fact that
the individual has made a contribution. . ,

Without question, the greatest departure from existing statutes found in the
model act is the creation, of a Commission on Charitable Organizations; The
commission is to consist of the secretary of state and six citizens of the state, none
of whom may be a state employee. They shall be representative of the public
solicited and of the various categories of charitable persons for who solicitations
are made. At least one of the members shall be a representative of an d Mit
charitable organization not affiliated with a federated fund raising organization A
federated fund raising organization is defined as federation of independ
charitable organizations which have voluntarily joined together for purposes o
raising and distributing money for and among themselves. The commission has
rule-making and adjuditative powers and is to publish an annual report analyzing

i the effectiveness of its regulations and the activities of persons subject to the act.
It has been repeatedly pointed out that registration and reportihg requirements

are the crux of any regulatory scheme for both charitable trusts and foundations
and charitable solicitations. The model act retains those requirements in sections 4
and 11. They impose registration requirements before a charitable solicitation may
be commenced. Under section 4, registration is completed by filing a registration
statement wit ,the secretary of state on a form prescribed by' him. (It has been recom-
mended that each time a reference is made to the secretary of state, the phrase "ap-
sropr,iate state agency" be substituted. It is our understanding that the mad

Tact committee has, no preference as to which _state authoriti, ought to,regulate this
conduct.) The statement is filed in the first year a solicitation takes place and in
each succeeding year during which the organization engages in such activities. The
information required includes basic information such as the name and address of the
organization, the purpose of the organization, the name and address of branches,
affiliates, or chapters, the date, place, and form of organization, a reference to any
determjnation of tax-exempt status, financial statements for the previous year,
whether the organization intends to solicit froni the public directly or have the
solicitation performed on its behalf by others, and a listing of.the salaried executive
staff;The modefkact will-presumably preserve forms currently utilized by regulatory
agencies. In those states that have yet to adopt charitable solicitation legislation, the
model act registration requirements provide an excellent basis for information

. .ring.- T " --- -- -. %
4,

-,o ,

'. ection 11 of .the model act provides for the registration of professional 'fund
raisers and professional solicitors. These two classes of indiviiluals or organizations
are also required to file a .registration statement with the secretary of state. The
registration application of every professional fund raiser must tie accompanied by

., * -
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the filing of a bond in the amount of $5,000. 1 he pr-ofessional fund raiser as the

principal organization would be required to file a bond while the professional
solicitor would not, but both types of individuals must register independently. The
provision of the model act which does not require the independent bonding of
pjofessional solicitors represents a departure from existing statutory provisions in

several jurisdictions.64
The registration statement filed by the professional fund raiser or solicitor is

valid for a renewable period of one year, which is typical of most charitable solicita-
tion statutes. Of note is the language providing for an appeal to the Commission on
Charitable Organizations upon the denial of a registration. There is no similar
provision- in any existing charitable solicitation legislation.

In addition to registration requirements, the modelt provides in section 6 for
the filing of annual reports by all charitable organizations subjecwo the act. Neither
a professional fund raiser or -solicitor is subject to the annual reporting provision.
All charitable organizations that employ a professional fund- raiser or receive
contributions in excess of $5,000 are required to tile financial statements
accompanied by an opinion signed by an independent public accountant. An
organization exempt. from filing can secure its exempt status by filing aq affidavit
setting forth the reasons for such exemption.

Another important *vision contained in the model act with regard to the
annual reporting is the adoption in section 6 of uniform accounting procedures.
Perhaps- one, of the most neglected areas in the overall regulation Of charitable
organizations and nonprofit corporations is the failure to have accounting
procedures that conform to generally accepted accounting principles. The adoption
of such procedures would make the reporting form far more comprehensible within
the charitable organization community and to the regulatory agency. Without the
adoption of such procedures the regulatory agency must- repeatedly request

additional information from the charitable organization.
In addition to those sections which have been selected for individual discussion,

the model act contains a number of other sections which should be noted befOre a
discussion of contemplated revisions can proceed. One of these sections (section 7)
concerns the limitation on the amount of compensation to be paid to a.professional
fund raiser or solicitor. The model act adopts the position that no more than a
reasonable percentage should be paid exclusive ofcost,of goods or services provided

the public. This will be discussed in detail later,
Another section worthy of note is sectiop 8 which provides for the recording of

contracts (with the secretary, of state) betNsieCh' a ;rofessional furid raiser and the
charitable organization. This is an adoption of the procedures already found in
many charitable solicitation statutes. These contracts and all other documents
including the registration statement and the annual reports are open to public

inspection (se n 9).
Prohibited alit and enforcement provisions of the model act are found in

sections 13 and 15 respectively. Section 13 prohibits 1) using or exploiting the face
of registration to imply the charity is endorsed by the state, 2) misleading the
public into believing a contribution is for a charitable purpose when it is not, 3)
stating or implying that any named person sponsors, endorses, or approves of a
charity or charitable purpose without that person having given written consent, to
the use of his name, 4) soliciting contributions on behalf of a charitable irgahiza-
tion without authorization.

Section 15 of the model act deals with enforcement and penalties. The secretary
of state haS the power to revoke the registration of any charitable organization,

'professional, fund raiser or professional solicitor who has knowingly made a false-or
misleadingstimement in any registration application or statement. Likewise he has
the disarettorro suspend or-revoke a registration if the application contains falseeor

misleading statements, or' if a registrant- has violated the provisions of the act.
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hehaslirtvestigatiVe,pciwers if the are reasonable grounds to suspect a
The Willful !.and jneenticinal giving of false or incorrect inforfnation is a

eanor Plintsitahlt-by. fine of pot less than 100 and/orimprisonment. The
Aiicretaiii'Of,s4te rrirh request, theiattorney, general to bring for, injunction

Jpr..other;relief:against haritable- organizations, professional fund raisers, or
.,Fr#Ofe`5Sicittal ,soliiitors for failure to file required statements or- reports, or for

alit:kir11.04e other proVisinnS of4e model act.,,,
,,,'FrOjn.*;regUlatory viewpoint thiTh are a number of problems presented by the
model could be rectifieci1ktevisions in lour basic areas. The revisions,
whichWiltbe di-Fussed in detail, conkerh-(1) fund-raising-casts limitatiobs, (2) the
proposed COMmission on. Charitable arganizations, (3) state approval of contracts

weenthe,..proferssionat fund' raiser, and the charitable organization, and (4), the
etripilokOfriligiotii.organizations from registratioh and reporting requirements.

lieCaushigh solicitation expenses can be incurred due to inefficiency, out-right
fraud or 'A.1V7sny.iteic)ioice of the solicitation 'method, it is necessary to ?monitor and

thillosts.-rrom a gegulatgry viewpoint, it is essential that the maximum
tbe charitable dollar" because (1) that is what the donor e*riects, and

iiiitegritytifItheWhole soliditation process is at 'stake.
,5everai metltods,are available to limit the occurrence of a solicitation ca sign"

tiltWhiCh ;expenses absorb an inordinately large part of the funds received.
to -require disclosure of these expenset. A disclosure statement is

r4trobahlY less burdensome to a professional fund raiser or charitable organization
'Since it places no restrictions en--the amount of costs that can be incurred. The
ibtirdeti is on the ptiblic to determine whether.or not efficient use has been made of

charitable dollar. The major drawback to this approach is that _too much
3eliaftce is placed on the pdblic's ability to determine whether or not their donation

ivcliUltimately reach the charity. .

1Another method which can be used limit or prevent the occurrence of
excessive sdlicitation expenses is to impcise an absolute percentage limitation on the- ti
amount that can be ,expended for solicitation expenses. Several states have Statutes
with Such Provisions (see Table 9). Advantages of this method are that it is uniform,
) ,giVes fair notice of what is permissible, and the public is assured that a certain
4inotint of their donation will_ be utilized for charitable purposes. ;:; "

There' are also some distinct disadvantages, foremost of which is inflexibility. For
*ample, since suoh 'a statute absolutely prohibit: costs in excess of..a certain

Percentage, it' will not recognize situations where- the costs do not exceed the
limitation/but are truly' "excessive." Conversely, by fixing a percentage, it may
encourage,the expenditure of funds up to that amount which otherwise may not

Nye been exPended.,
Another aspeat ,of,fixed percentage limitation involves restrictions on amounts

Sed4o purchase goods for eventual sale to the public. The State of Washington has
;adoPted suc41.3 statute limiting the amount that can be paid to- those providing-
goads and/or services to the donor. The limit is 55 percent However, this can be
exceeded if the appropriate authority ,believes that the excess is dui to special

IS and the solicitation costs are reasonable. Washington Rev. Code Ann.
9.09.100 (1974). .

'The model act provides yet another method for regulating fund-raising costs. The
istandard adopted is "a,-reasonable percentage." This standard can be defined by the
',Cprnmission on Charitable Organizations (section 3 of did model act). It is enforced

the appropriate 'state agency through its power to disapprove ,contrads or
written statements between a professional solicitor and a charitable organization
(Section 8 of the model,act),,or through the enforcement and penalty provisions of

kfiCtiOn 15:ofthe model act.
Since the standard, is "4 reasonable percentage," it appareptly viasonot necessary

Ai:set a different standard -When goods are involved. The standard is broad enough
cover such a situation. .
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A reasonable cost concept has much appeal because of its flexibility. It permits

the regulatory agency to examine all fund raising costs on a case-by-case basis as

well as' giving a charitable organization some latitude in expefiding funds for '

fund-raising purposes. .

One alternative to the above is an approach combining the beneficial aspects of

both a fixed percentage and a reasonable percentage standard. When fund-

raising costs are below- a fixed percentage the burden of proof would be on the
regulatory agency to show unreasonableness. When that limit is exceeded, the

charitable organization assumes the burden of proving reasonableness. This approach

has the adVantage of a case-by-case determination, set guidelines, and flexibility.

Some states have adopted similar legislation by providing that solicitation and
fund-raising costs above a fixed percentage are prima facie unreasonable." The

burden of proof is shifted to the fund-raising organization to show that the

additioial costs were warranted. However, the revised approach goes one step

further by providing that the regylatory agency can challenge fund-raiiing costs

below a fixed percentage where it is indicated that they were unnecessarily incurred.

Another topic which has received considerable discussion is the proposed creation

of a Commission on Charitable Organizations. The function of the commission is to

make rules and regulations concerning charitable solicitations and to hold hearings

on appeals `regarding the revocation or suspension of a license or the refusal of a

license application,
As stated earlier, the commis ion is to be composed of the secretary of state (or

alternate state agency, such as the attorney general) and Six or more citiien
members, who are to serve with pay. The citizens are to be representatNes,of

the public and of solici ng charitable organizations, with at least one member being

a representative of ndependent charitable rganization not affiliated with a

federated fund-raisin o ganization. .
-

A number of problems are readily apparent when you compare the commission

with an alternate proposal known as the Charitable Solicitation B9ard of Review.

lie composition of this board of review would differ significantly from the
composition of the commission. The board would be composed of three members,

all of whom must be experienced in the charitable4solicitations area. At least one

member would, be am attorney, one would be from the government sector, and one
would be from an organization covered by the model act. Each member of the
board would serve full time, and no more than two of the three members would be

from the same political party. It should be required that all the members possess

t some level of competence to enable Them to deal with: the issues which will be
presented/to them..Furthermore, the board would be set up as an independent

,agency apart from the regulatory agency. In contrast, the comnijssion membership

includes the head of the enforcement agency. Under the model act's approach-the

same person who decides that a registration should be revoked or canceled also has

the 'reponsibility of reviewing that decision. It is obvious that this type of review is

inherently unfair.
, Alternate reviewing procedures are also being proposed. Any person whose

registration was rejected, revoked, or modified.by the enforcement authority'would
appeal to the board. A de novo hearing*Would be held after which a decision would

-be rendgred. The decision of the board may be appealed to the court of appealsof

the county, in which the state capital is located. The appeals coyrt would reach its

decision based on/the record and would affirm the order of the board if it Is

supporled by reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.

Before the Model Solicitations Act is submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee to
the legislatures of the several states for enactment, it is also necessary that a careful

study be undertaken in order to determine whether the act, as presently drafted,
maybe subject to challenge on either federal, or state constitutional grounds. The

,purpose of this segment of the report'is to suggest and discuss in brief the possible
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constitutional deficiencies that may be contained in the act. Por the sake of this
discussion, it is sufficient to focus upon the federal constitution alone, since nearly
all of the state constitutions substantially mirror the federal model.

Sections 8 and 15 of the model act are of primary concern, for they describe the
procedures by which the secretary of state approves or disapproves 'contracts
between professional fund raisers and charitable organizations, investigates possible
violations of the act, and -enforces the act by means of subjecting violators to a
range of civil and criminal sanctions including misdemeanor penalties,. injunction,,
cancellation, revocation, suspension or refusal of acceptance of a registration
application. Of particular interest is section 8.2 which sets forth the standards by
which the secretary of state is to judge contracts or agreements between fund raisers
and charitable organizations:

If the Secretary concludes that such a contract or written arrangement will
involve an excessively high fund - raising cost, he shall request the parties.*
provide satisfactory explanation and may, if not satisfied, request renegotid:
tion of the arrangement upon terms acceptable to him., In the event this is not
done within ten days, the Secretary may disapprove the contract or arrange-
ment. No registered charitable organization or professional solicitor shall carry
out or execute a disapproved contact, or receive or perform services, or receive
or make payments, pursuant to a disapproved contract, Any party to a
disapproved contract shall, upon written request made within thirty days of
disapproval, be given a hearing before the commission within thirty days after
.such a request if filed.

In analyzing the language bf section 8.2, four possible issues of constitutional
magnitude are revealed. In the order that, they will be discussed below, the issues
are as follows: (1) does the procedure described in section 8.2 violate procedural
due process rights of the parties seeking approval of a solicitations contract or
written arrangement, (2) is the statutory standard by which the secretary of state is

'supposed to judge the merits of solicitation contracts overly vague and without an
intelligible principle so as, to amount to an unconstitutional delegation of
adjudicative power by the legislature to the secretary.of state, (3) does the'failure

of section 8.2 to provide for judicial review of the decisionsof either the secretary
of state or the, commission amount to- a constitutional violation, (4) do the
provisions of section 8.2 so impair the obligation of contracts between- persons and
organizations subject to the model act as to violate Article I, Section 10 of the
United States Constitution (which provides "No State shall pass any...law intpairing
the obligation of contracts....")? .

Section 8.2 requires the .secretary of state to determine if the contract under his
considiration "...involves an excessively high fund raising cost." After such a
determination, the secretary of, state must necessarily request an explanation from
the parties to the contract. At this point in the procethire set forth in section 8.2,
the question arises as to whether the parties are entitled under the due process
clause to a hearing rather than just an opportunity to make an informal explanation
about the circumstances surrounding the contract under consideration. Since the
secretary of state's deterMination seemingly tests upon an adjudicative,decision-,
making process, denial o'f an opportunity to present opposing evidence and
argument ,to such adjudication may amount to a denial of due process. 6 6 The
principle underlying the need for a sufficient procedure in thjs context is that a
party who has sufficient interest at stake in a determination of governmental action
should be entitled to an opportunity to know and to meet, with the weapons of
rebuttal evidence, cross-examination and argument, unfavorable evidence of
adjudicative facts.6 7

Mdreover, the possible deficiencies raised above in the context of the due process
clause most likely are not cured by the provision in section 8.2 permitting the
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parties a hearing before a commission after an adverse decision by the secretary of

,state. It is clear that the requirements ,of due process must be met at the time of'
the initial adjudication that the contract is found to involve excessively high costs
unlest the commission is later empowered to review the entire matter de novo.68
Thus, since section 8.2 does not describe the exact procedures under which either

the secretary of state or the commission will operate, it is important to develop an
administrative process under the model act to meet-due process requirements.

The standard by which the secretary of state is supposed to judge fund-raising
.contracts is stated in section-8.2 and rests upon one major consideration: whether
the contract involves an excessively high cost. For such a delegation of power to an
administrative officer to be valid, the delegation must contain legislative standards
which the officer must follow in his decision making.69 If the standard .is too vague

and does not convey an intelligible principle, the legklative delegation is invalid.

Although the law of state delegation differs somewhat from the law of federal
delegation, it is common to both the Qto and federal court decisions that there is
much confusion about what standards 1Ne vague and what standards, are not vague.
Accordingly, though the standard contained in section 8.2 most likely meets all the
delegation of power criteria, it may be wise:to include in more detailed language the

precise aspects of fund-raising contracts that the 'secretary of state shoat' consider.

Thus, any challenge to the act on this basis could be avoided.70

None of the provisions of the model act mention judicial review of administrative
action taken by the secretary of- state or the commission. While the state courts
have,,apparently had little hesitation in cutting off judicial review of administrative

determinations,7,1 it is .clear that where criminal penalties may arise from
administrative adjudication, judicial review of such a determination,. is constitu-
tionally required.72 Although neither the secretary of state nor the commission is
gragted the power to impose crffninal penalties by 15.4, paragraph 2, the

secretary is given the discretion to request the attorney general W bring an ,action in

the name of the state against any charitable organization or fundraiser who the
secretary believes has willfully violated the provisions of the model act.

Thus, it is the exercise of discretion on the part of the secretary'of state which

may directly lead to the impositidn of criminal penalties upon charitable organiza-
"lions or professional fund raisers. For this reason, a question arises as to whether
the-model act should provide for judicial review at some point in the administrative

process in order to meet constitutional requirements. Since the exercise of The
secretary's discretion to request the attorney general to bring a criminal action must

be based upon an ,adjudicative, decision-making analysis of the facts before him in

any given case, it would seem wise that the model act include a provision for
judiciatreviewto safeguard the constitutional rights of those persons subject to the

acNt."
...The-contract clause of the U.S. Constitution is found in Article 1, Section 10, cl.

1."Although during the first century of government under the Cqnstitution the
pi-ail:Von of any state law impairing the obligation of,contracts: was a major
restrain/ on state economic regulation, since the 1930s contract clause. barriers have

enVist an ti al I y lowered.74
Regarding the model act, it is extremely doubtful whether the contract clause

prohibits such regulation of charitable solicitations. Firgt of all, it must be
remembered that the clause is applicable when the state attempts tojegulate the
obligations of contracts, not when the state regulates the formatiothof contracts.

Even if the act affects contractual obligations, the decisions put it beyond question
that the states possess the authority to safeguard such a vital interest of their peotSle

as solicitations for charitable purposes." The Supreme Court has succinctly stated
the relation of state regulation to the contract clause and has the by conclude&

that the clause doe* not remain a barrier fo any reasonable public resilation:
11I
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The States retain adequate power to prot4i iheipublic health against i,
fnainten4nce of nuisances despite insistence upori,existing contracts....

The policy of protecting contracts against impairments presupposes the
'inainienaLnce of government by virtue of which contractual relations are .
worthwhile a gover'nment,which retains adeqUate authority to secure the
peace a 'cl good order of society.'"

Thus, o reiterate, there exists no real doubt that the model act easily clears the
barrier of the contract clause. The act attempts to regulate an area of legitimate
concern the states and provides a reasonable scheme for such regulation.

1, The Religious Organization Issue

One of the major problems confronting the regulation of charitable soliCitations
drawn into focus by the Model Solicitations Act is the question of the permissible
extent of state regulation over purely religious or religiously affiliated organizations
that publicly solicit funds:The model act and most state solicitation statutes totally
exempt such religious organizations from regulation even if the purposes for which
the solicitation is performed are 6nly peripherally religious.

Section 2 of the model act defines a "charitable organization" as follows:

SECTION 2. Definitions. The following words and phrases as used in this
act shall have the following meanings unless a different meaning is required by
the context: 4

1. "Charitable organization"..A person Which is or holds itself out to be a
benevolent, educational, philanthropic, humane, patriotic, or eleemosynary
organization or any 'person which solicits or obtains contributions solicited
from the public for charitable purposes after the effective date of this
act...This definition shall not be deemed to include any constituted religious
organizations or any group affiliated with and forming an integral part of such
organization no part of the net income of -which inures to the direct benefit
of any individual and which-have received a declaration of current tax exempt
status from-the government of the United States. . [emphasis added]

Section 5/of the model act which provides for the registration also specifically
exempts religious organizations. Section 5 reads:

SECTION 5. Exemptions.

111The following shall not be required to file registratiori statements with the
Secretary of State:

a. A corporatiop sole other"religious corporation, trust or organization
incorporated or established for religious purposes, nor any agency or
organization incorporated or established for charitable, hospital, or educational
purposes and engaged in effectuating one or more of such purposes, that is
affiliated with, operated by, or supervised or controlled by a corporatiori sole
or other religious corporation, trust or organization incorpagated or
established for religious purposes, nor other religious agencies or organizations

, which serve religion by the preservation of religious rights and freedom from
,persecution or prejudice or by fostering religion, including the moral and
ethical aspects of a particulai religious faith.

The above quoted language provides a very broad exemption which can be utilized
by large numbers of organizations which merely claim to 6e "re us." The present
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-exemption also covers subsidiary organizations or affiliates of organized religious
gtoups. Such affiliates, white nominally controlled by a bona fide religious group,
may. be engaged in activities that are not primarily religious. An example of such a

.situation would be a hosi5ital controlled by a religious denomination. The present
language in the exemption clause is broad enough to, cover any nominally religiously
affiliated organization.

The present language also exempts from' the registration requirement practically
any group or organization claiming religious status. There should be a mechanism
within the model act that allows a state official to scrutinize organizations claiming
"religious" status and publicly soliciting funds. Of course any attempt to regulate
the public solicitations of such organizations runs into the constitutionally protected
right of freedom of religion. However, it shoUld be possible to stay within
constitutional bounds and yet gain basic information concerning religious organiza-
tions that solicit funds. The dividing line between permissible state regulation and
a violation of constitutional rights rests in the administrative decision of whether to
grant or reject a registration (or license) preliminary to soliciting fur*. Where the
administrative decision determines the basic worthiness of the religious cause or
whether the organization is, per se, a religion, such a decision is constitutionally
impermissible and becomes censorship of the free exercise of religion."

It is clear, however, that a state possesses the general power to regulate solicita-
tions through nondiscriminatory legislation relating' to the manner of the solicita-
tion." Certainly the cloak of religion should not be permitted to commit outright
fraud on the Nblic.19 Therefore, where the decision to grant or withhold a license
does not depend on any religious test, state regulation should be valid in a

constitutional sense.
Furthermore, where the public solicitation by religious organizations or their

affiliates is not solely for the preservation or advancement of religion, the state may
regulate that part of the solicitation which benefits a charitable rather than a
religious purpose. The state as well as the church has an interest in the welfare of
its citizens apart from any religious connotations, although many regdci the practice
of charity as a religious duty.80

In order to comply with the constitutional dictates and at the same time
regulate public charitable solicitations, a number of revisions must be made to the
religious exemptions portion of the model act and in similar state legislation. The
proposed approach is-essentially definitional. The coverage of the model act would
be expanded to .include religious groups and their affiliates by inserting the word
."religious" jnto the definition of "charitable organizations" and then deleting
lang age which now exempts religio'us groups. The statute would read'

SECTION,2. Definitions.'

. "Charitable Organization" means: any benevolent, religious, educational,
philanthropic, humane, patriotic, or eleemosynary organization or person
which solicits.or obtains contributions solicited from the public for charitable
purposes. A chapter, branch, area office, or sifiiilar affiliate or any person
soliciting contributions within the state for a charitable organization which
has its principal place of business outside the state shall be considered a
charitable organization for the purposes cit this act.

If all religious groups are covered by the statute, the governmental agency which
administers the statute can take the position that they are entitled to some initial
information regarding a group's activities in order to determine whether or not the
group should be exempted from the registration requirements. Without this
coverage, the .state agency would be prevented from examining,activities of any_
group which labelethitself as.a "religious" organization.
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The proposal %Op Id ,retain the present intention that the model act cover large,
national organizatiOns which are located-or headqdartered outside the state. Further,
there-would be no reference to a declaration of current tax exempt status from the

Vernment of the United States in subsection 1 of rction 2. Deletion of this
fl'efeteri5Lallows the state official to consider the tax-exempt status as only a factor
WhAetefthining if exemption from filing is appropriate. This allows the state officialfexibility to inquire into the activities of a religious gropp even though such a

ouP yay have been granted exempt status.
,'.1n addition to altering the definition section and thereby the basic scope of the

*act4, thereare changes which must be made to the reporting and registration sections
ft order- to reflect this expandee`' l coverage. At the present time the model act in

- tsection 5 exempts religious organizations and their affiliates from any registration
'itreiciuicement. Since no determination will be made as to the initial worthiness of the
XelligioUg cause, religious organizations which are soliciting from the public and not

l'.4olely from their own 'membership would be required to file a registration statementV'''"'epursuannto section 4 of the model act. The effect of this change wpald be to bring
[4.11-religious groups that solicit funds from the public under the scrutiny of the
-mode{ act." .,-

=ckloviever, the exemption from filing annual reports is retained in the proposed
701slon to the model act. This is to effectuate a-colhproinise between the religious,

:..kCo Mmunity and the state regulatory agencies and further to indicate that there is no , ,ntention to bridge the constitutional gap between church and state. So long as the.,
1fIinitial registration statement provides the basic information that charitable or. , -, ..,...
,rengious'purposet will be benefited by the solicitation, there is no additional. need- ....i..?....,::. .foiqurther-state intervention. -1: '''',.

,
'DesPite thelnitial hesitancy to launch a state regulatory prograrn in this area,-.it ,must be done if those organizations hiding behind the cloak of religious affiliations _

arOtei:-.be prevented from further injuring the public. The aim of thesi proposed
revistops is not to subject religious groups and organizations to any form. of ...

f,tensorship of their causes. They are aimed at preventing those organizations that . . z..rsolicit for charitable as opposed to religious causes from avoiding the mandate of ,. --,he act. .
-. , 7.-7'i,

Appendix A

Selected Citations to_Cases From Twenty-Three Jurisdictions
-$` Holding That the Attorney General

Retains His Common Law Poweri

:;State v. Karston, 20? Ark, 703, 187 S.W. 2d 327 (1945).

',11:.!eople v. Stratton, 25 Cal. 242 (1864).

(Darling Apartment Co. v. Springer, 25 D. Ch. 420, 22 A. 2d 397 (1941).

.:::.State ex rel. Landis v. S.H. Kress & Co., 115 Fla. 189, 15LSo. 823 (1934).,

.ploward v. Cook, 5% Idaho 391, 83 P, 2d 208 (1938).

ciergus v. Russel, 270 hi. 304, 110 N.E. 130 (1915).

ohnson, Governor v, Attorney General, 291 Ky. 829, 165 S.W. 2d 820 (1942).
.

,ilifithee v. Lane & Libby Fisheries Co., 120 Me. 121, 113 A, 22 (1921).
;*-

Connnonwealth v. Kozlowsky, 238 Mass. 379, 131 N.E. 207 (1921).
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State e?e rel.'youni v. Robinson, 101 Minn,:277, 112 N.W. 269 (1907).

State v. Missouri Public Service Commission, 35,2 Mo. 29, 173 S.W. 2d 857 (1943).

State ex rel. Ford v. Young, 54 Mont. 41, 170 P. 947 (1918) '

j
Mundy v. McDonald, 216 Mich:444, 185 N.W. 877 (1921).

KenningtonSae4er Theaters v. State, 196 Miss. 841, 18 So. 2d 483 (1944).

In qualization of Assessment of Gas Pipe Lines, 123 Neb. 259, 242 609 (1932).

State ex rel. Fowler v. Moore, 46 Nev. 65, 207 P. 75 (1922).

Fletcher v.,MerriMack County, 71 N.H. 96, 51 A. 271-(1901).

Alexander v.New Jersey Power and Light Co., 21 NI). 373, 122 A. 2d 339 (1956).

Minett 2 Lans. 396 (N.Y. 1868).

State v. Hogan, 44 N.D. 306, 175 N, W. 372 (1919).

Gibson v. Kay, 68 Oreg. 589, 137 P. 864 (1914).

Commonwealth ex rel. Minerd v.fMargiotti, 325-Pa. 17 188 A. 524 (1936).

:State v. Ehrlick, 65 W. Va. 700, 64 S.E. 935 (1909).

Appendix B

Selected Citations to Cases from Twenty-Eight Jurisdictions .

Recognizing the Attorney General's Common Law Power

.

To Enforce Chaiiiies ,,
,

-.3.
ALABAMA Williams v. Pearson, 38 Ala. 299 (1862); Statirex rel. Caimichijel V.

- Bibb, 234 Ala. 46, 173, So. 74 (1937); Thur/ow v:,:fierry, 247 Ala. 631,

25 So. 2d 726 (1946). ,

..

ARKANSAS . State ex rel. Attorney General v. Van Buren Schbol District No. 42.191

Ark. 1096, 89 S.W. 2d 605 (1936).

CALIFORNIA People ex rel. Ellert v. CogswIll, 113 Cal. 129, 45 P. 270 (1896); In re
Los Angeles County Pioneer Society, 40 Cal. 2d 852, 257 P. 2d I

(1953); Brown v. Memorial National Home FOundation,,162 C.A 2d 513,

. 329 P. 2d 118 (1958); Holt v. Collegeof Osteopathic Phy4icians &

. .Surgeons, 61 Cal. 2d 750, 394 P. 2d 932 (1964).

COt Ireland v. Jacobs, 114 Colo. 168, 163 P. 2d 203 (1945).

CONNECTICU'r
Propirlors of White SchoOl House v. Post, '31 Conn. 240 (1862); Healy

v. Loomis Institute, 102 Conn. 410, 128 A. 774 (1925); AverIll v. Lewis,
106 Conn. 582, 138 A. 815 (1927); New Fork East Annual Conference

:--`"
of the Methodist Church v. Seymore, 151 Conn. 517, 199 A. 2d 701

(1964).

.DELAWARE State v. Griffith, 2 Del. Ch. 392 (1847); Trustees of New Castle

Common v. Gordy, 33 Del. Ch. 196, 91 A: 2d 135 (1952); Carille v
Delawiiie Trust Co 34 Del. Ch. 133, 99 A. 2d 764 (1953).

FLORIDA State ex rat, Landis v. S.H.`1(ress & Co., 115 Fla. 189, 155 So. 82:
i1-04); Jordon v. Landis, 128 FIV604, 175 So. 241 (1937).
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Hite v. The Queens Hospital, 36 Hawaii 250 (1942); Midkiff v.
Kabayoshi,,507 P. 2d 724 (1973).

Attorney General v. Illinois Agricultural College, 85 III. 516 (1877);
Hunt v. Fowler, 121 III. 269, 12 N.E. 331 (1887); Attorney General v.
Newberry Library, 1'50 III. 229; '37 N.E. 236 (1894); People ex rel.
Smith v. Braucher, 258 III. 604, 101 N.E. 944 (1913); Stowell v.
Prentiss, 323 III. 309, 154 N.E. 120 (1926); Barker v. Houberg, 325 III.
538, 156 N.E 506 (1927); McGee v. Vandeventer, 326 III. 425, 158
N.E. 127. (19); Kerner v. Thompson, 365 III. 149, 6 N.E. 2d j31
(1937); People ex rel. Courtney v. Wilson, 327 III. App. 231, 63 N.E. 2d
794 (1945):

State ex rel. Emmert v. Union Trust Co., 74 N.E. 2d 833 (lnd. Ct. App.
1947), rev'd. on other grounds 227 Ind. 571, 86 N.E. 2d 450 (1949);
Boice v. Mailers, 121 Ind. App. 210, 96 N.E. 2d 342 (1951).

In re Owen's Estate, 244 Iowa 533, 57 N.E. 2d 193 (1953).

Trautman v. DeBoissiere Odd Fellows Orphans' Home and Industrial
School Association, 66 Kan 1,, 71 P. 286 (1903); State ex rel.
Londerhblm v. Anderson, 195 Kan. 649, 408 P. 2d 864 (1965).

Chambers v. Baptist Educational Society, 40 Ky. (1 B. Mon.) 215
(1841); Attorney General v. Wallace, 46 Ky. (7 B. Mon.) 611,(1847);
Jenkins' v. Berry, 119 Ky. 350, 83 S.W. 594 (1904); Greenway v. Irvine,
279 Ky. 632, 131 S.W. 2d 705 (1939); Commonwealth ex rel. Ferguson
v. Gardner, 327 S.W. 2d 947 (Ky. Ct. App. 1959).

Going v. Emery, 33 Mass. ,(16 Pick.) 107, 26 Am. Dec. 645 (1834);
Sanderson v. White 35 Mass. (18 Pick.) 328, 22 Aryl Dec. 591 (1836);
Parker v. May, 59 Mass., (5 Cush) 336 (185or Jackson v. Phillips, 96
Mass. (14 Allen) 539 (1,867); Attorney General v. Parker, 126 Mass. 216
-(1879); Burbank v. Burbank, 152 Mass. 254, 25 N.E. 427 (1890);
Attorney' Genral v. Bedard, 218 Mass. 378, 105 N.E. 993 (14);
Dillaway v". Burton, 256 Mass. 568, 153 ,N.E. 13 (1926); Ames v.
Attorney General, 332.Mass. 246, 124 N.E. 2d 511 (1955).

Attorney General v. Soule, 28 Mich. 153 (1873).

Longcor v. City of Red Wing, 206 Minn. 627, 289 N.W. 570 (1940;
Schaeffer v. Newberry, 227 Minn. 259, 35 N.W. 2d 287 (1948); In re
Estate of Quinlan, 233 Minn. 35, 45 N.W. 2d 807 (1951).

Lackland v. Walker, 151 Mo. 210, 52 S.W. 414 (1899), State ex rel.,.
Heddens v. Rusk, 236 Mo. 201, 139 S.W.199 (1911); Dickey v. Volker;
321 Md. 235, 11 S.W. 2d 278 (1928); Thatcher v. City of St. Louis, 343/-
Mo. 597, 122 S.W. 2d 915 (1938).

State ex rel. Ford v. Young, 54 Mont. 401, 170 947 (1918).

In re Estate of Crighton, 91 Neb. 654, 136 N.W. 1001 (1912); State
ex rel. Hunter v. Home Savings and Loan Association, 137 Neb. 231, 288
N.W. 691 (1939); In re Estate of Grblny, 147 Neb. 117, 22 N.W. 2d 488
(1946).

Rolfe and Rumford Asylum v. Lefebre, 69 N.H. 238, 45 A. 1087
(1898); Haynes v. Carr, 70 N.H. 463, 49 A. 638 (1900). In re Burnham,
74 N.H. 492, 69'A. 270 (1908); Souhegan National Bank v. Kenison, 92
,N,H. 117, 2§ A. 2d 26 (1942).

Attorney General ex rel. Bailey v. Moore's Executors, 19 N.J. Eq. 503
(1868); Mackerizie v. Trustees of the Presbytery of Jersey City, 67 N.J.
Eq. 652, 61 A. 1027{1205); Larkin v. Wikoff, 75 N.J. Eq. 462, 72 A.
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98 (909); Trustees pf Princeton University v. Wilson, 78 N.J. Eq. 1, 78

A. 393 (1910);,Bible Reader's Aid Society of Trenton v. Katzenback, 97

N.J. Eq. 416; 128 A'. 628 (1925); Passaic National Bank & Trust Co. v.

-I East Ridge lawn Cemetery, 137 N.L.Eq....612,1 45 A. 2d 414 (1.245);
Frank v. Clover Leaf Park Cemetery Association, 29 N.J. 193, 148 A. 2d

448 (1959).

OREGON Wemme v. First Church of Christ, Scientist, 110 Oreg. 179; 219 P. 618
(1923); motion to recall mandate denied 110 Oreg. 179, 223 P4 250

(1924).

PENNSYLVANIA Commonwealth ex rel. Minerd v. Margiottl, 325 Pa. 17, 188 A. 524
(1936); Weigand v. The Barnes Foundation, 374 Pa. 149, 97 A. 2d 81
(1953); In re Estate of Pruner, 390 Pa. 529,136 A. 2d 107 (1957); In re

Estate of Gpetc4on, 391 Pa. 234, 137 A. 2d 321 (1958); Commonwealth

v. The Barnes Foundation, 398 Pa. 458, 119 A. 2d 500'(1960).

RHODE ISLAND Stearns v. Newport Hospital, 27 R.I. 1309, 62 A..432 (1905); Newport
Hospital v. Harvey, 47 R.I. 382, 133 A. 648 (1926); Powers v. Home for
Aged Women, 55 R.I. 187, 179 A. 610 (1935); Leo v. Armington, 74

R.I. 124, 59 A. 2d 371 (1948).

TEXAS Allred v. Beggs, 125 Tex. 584, 84 S.W. 2d 223 (1935); Powers,v. First
National Bank of Corsicana, 138 Tex. 604, 161 S.W. 2d 273 (1942)4
Boyd v. Frost National Bank, 145 Tex. 206;196 S.W. 2d 497 (1946).

VIRGINIA Clark v. Oliver, 91 ita. 421, 22 S.W. 175 (1895).

'WASHINGTON State v. Taylor, 58 W. 24255, 362 P. 2d 249 (1961).

WEST VIRGINIA Goetz v. Old National Bank of Martinsberg, 140 W. Va. 422, 845 S.E.

2d 759 (1954).
.

r Footnotes

1. Bogert, "Proposed Legislation Regarding State Supervision of Charities,"' 52 Mich. L. Rev.

' 633 (1954); Forer, "Forgotten Funds: Suggesting Disclosure Laws for Charitable Funds," 105

U. Pa. L. Rev. 1044 (1957); Karst, "The Efficiency of The Charitable Dollar: An Unfulfilled

, State Responsibility," 73 Harv. L. kev. 433 (1960).

2. Marion Fremont-Smith, Foundations and Government. (Russell Sage, 1965),cpp. 250.68;

Karst, ibid., 433, 476.

3. The power of the sovereign as parent of the country to protect the interests of those citizens

who are incapable of protecting themselves (i.e. children, lunatics, dependents; charitable

beneficiaries, etc.)

4. See generally, 4 Bogert, Trusts and Trustees §432 (2nd ed 1964); 4 Scott on Trusts §399.1

(3rd ed. 1967).

5. See, 3 Story's Equity §1548 (14th.ed. 1918).

6. See, Fremont-Smith;i6p.cit., p. 24; 4 Scott on Trusts.§391 (3rd ed. 1967).

7. gee, "The Enforcement of Charitable Trusts in America: A History of Evolving Social

Attitudes," 54 Vir. L. Bit,. 436 (1968); 4 Scott on Trusts §348.2 (3rd ed. 1967); Philadelphia

Baptist Association v. Hart's Executors, 1,7 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 1, 4 L.Ed. 499 (1819).

8. See, 4 Scott on Trusts §348.3 (3rd ed. 1967); 1//do/ v. Girard's Executors, 113 UA.

How.) 127, fitL.Ed. 205 (1844).
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9. Fog-addition fcases and sources on the common laiv, powers of the attorney general see,
.,Cooley- "Predecf rs of the Federal Attorney :General: he Attorney Geheral in England and
I the Anierican C: hi Mnies," 2 Am.11. Legal Hist. 3601958 I' ,t,'-',

t'....
,10. See, for example, Dilloway v. Burton, 256 Mass. 568,153 N.E. 13 (1926); But see Brown
v,,,Memorial National Nome, 329 P. 2d 118 (1958) for the proposition that a party in interest

may be permitted to institute an action in the name of the attorney general, when the right to
t. sue resides solely in that official.

\t'
. 11. See, Ewell v,Sneod, 136 Tenn. 602, 191 S.W. 131 (1917).
< .

12. See, 4 Bogert) Trusts and Trustees, §434 (2nd ed. 1964); Minot v. Baker, 147, Mass. 348,
352, 17 N.E. 839 (1888).

13. See, for exaMple, Passaic Nationql Bank and Trust Co. v. East Ridgelawn Cemetery, 137
N.E. Eq. 603, 45 A. 2d 814 (1945); In re Estate of PruneP, 390 Pa. 529, 136 A. 2d' 107
(1957). For additional cases as to whether the attorney general is a necessary or merely a
proper party see, 15 Am. Jur. 2d Charities §119 (1964); Annot. 62 A.L.R. 881 (1929); Annot.
124 A.L.R. 1237 (1940); 4 Bogert, Trust and Trustees §411 (2nd ed. 1964); 4 Scott on Trusts
§391 (3rd ed. 1967).

14. See, Comnionwealth v. The Barnes Foundation, "398 Pa. 458, 467, 159 A. 2d 500 (1960).

15. See, Cannon v. Stephens, 18 Del. Ch. 276, 159 A. 234 (1932).

1 6. See, 2 Restatement (Second), Trusts §3.91 (1959).

17. See, for example, Alexander v.. New Jersey Power and Light Co. 21 N.J. 373, 442 A. 2d
339 (1956); Attorney Generbl v. Williams 174 Mass. 476, 55 N.E. 77 (1899).

18. Fremont-Smith, op. cit., p. 198.
3

19. See, Kerner v.7hompson, 365 III. 149, 6 N.E. 2d. 131 (1937); At>rney General v. Bedard,
218 Mass. 105 N.E. 993 (1914).

20. See, for example, Healy v. Loomis Institute, 182 Conn: 410, 128 A. 774 (1925); State ex.
Hunier v. Home Savings and Loan Association, 137 NO. 231, 288 N.W. 691 (1939); In re

Los Angeles County Pioneer Society, 40 Cal. 2d 852, 257,13: 2d 1 (1953).

21. See, Commonwealth v. Barnes Founb'ation, 398 Pa. 458, 159 A. 2d 500 (1960); State v.
Taylors 58* Wash. 2d 252, 362 P. 2d 247 (1961). '

22. See, State v. Taylor, Supra note 21.

23. Fremont-Smith, op. cit., p. 253.,

24. Ibid., p. 196.

25. This differs somewhat from the res ot of the Council on Foundations study which was
done for the Commission. This differenc i an interesting finding in itself. If it can ye assumed
that the council's statistics are correct, s ys very little for thrrecord-keeping ability of the
states. On the other hand, the fair markct value of some foundations' assets -Ire difficult to
appraise which would then indicate a divergent opinion on value only.

0

26. See, for example, Ginstmg, Marks, and Wertheim, "Federal Oversight of Philanthropy,"
draft reptrt to the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1974, pp. 182-183.

27. Testimony of Alan Pifer, president of Carnegie Corporation of New York, before the
Subcommittee On Foundations of the Senate Committee on Finance, October 1 and 2, 1973.

28. Churches, their integrated auxiliaries, and conventions or associations of churches; any
organization other than a private foundation as defined in section 509(a) described in
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subparagraph (c), the 4ross receipts of which in each taxable year are normally not more than
$5,006; or the exclusivily religious activities of any, religious order (I RC §6033(2)(A).

29. Ti4as. Regi §1.604; 1( b)(3).

'30. Treas. Reg: §301.6104-2(c).

31. Private in the sense that if the foundation is unwilling to provide a copy of their annual
report, the statq, or individual must follow cumbersome detailed procedures set out in the IRC
regulations (,§6104): One wonders if the rules applicable to public inspection of public
fordation reports were designed to obstruct rather than promote public knowledge.

32. Although section 4240 falls within chapter 42, a deficiency of tax under this section would
not result as a consequence of any violations but generally as a result of an incorrect
computation of excise tax.

33. Section 508(e) of ,the Internal Revenue Code provides that a private foundation shall not be
exempt from taXation unless its governing instrument contains the chapter 42 prohibitions and
requirements. It also provides that a private foundation's governing instrument is deemed to
conform with these requireriients if valid provisions Of state law have been enacted which
require it to act or refrain from acting in such a manner so as to subject it to the chapter 42
taxes. Table 2 lists the states that have passed such legislation. Therefore, should a private
foundation be taxed under chapter 42, the states still may take further action to correct those
abuses.

34. A copy of an organization's exemption application may be requested at any time,
notwithstanding these requirements. However, if the organization has been.in existence for a
number of years, it may be outdated and of little value.

35. See, for example, Ohio Rev. Code §2109.02, et seq , Restatement (Second) of Trusts,
§171 at 374. .

36. II Scott, The Law of Trusts, §170 (3rd Ed. 1967).

37. Ibid.

38. Ibid.

39. Restatement, (Second) of Trusts, §180 at 1451 (1959). For a more indepth discussion of
these duties, see A. Scott, The Law of Trusts, §163A-185.

40. Stern et al. v. Lucy Webb, Haynes National Training for Deaconesses and Missionaries et al,
(D.C. July 1974).

41. 3 Scott Trusts §391 (1st ed. 1939).

42. See generally, Bogert, "Proposed Legislation Regarding State Supervision of Charities," 52
Mich. L. Rev. 633, 641 (1954).

43. Handbook of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (1954), p.
169.

44. Forer, op. cit., pp. 1044;1050.

45. Karst, op. cit., pp. 433, 457.

'46. Ibid., pp. 433, 476.

47. Fremont-Smith, op. cit., p. 265.

48. Karst, op. cit., pp. 443, 456.

49. Klapp and Wertz, "Supervision of Charitable Trusts in OW. The 'Ohio Charitable Trust
Act, 18 0.S.L.I. 181. 272
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4, 50. re itt-tnith:, op. cit., p . 23:0.268.
t

:0 '51. Fore! Op, 1044'-1055:, - i.

52. 'bid:, Pp. 1'044;1057.

St Hap, hook of 'the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (1972), 0.

ogerson.,"The Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act," 8 Real Prop. Prob. and -

ti. l,. s ::41973).

f* 55. Ibid.

56.0Ibid., p. 407.

57. Ibid.

58. Ibid., p. 409.

59. IOW.

60. Kerner v. Thompson, 365 III. 149, 6. N.E. 2d 131 (1937); Attorney General v. Bedard, 218
Mass. 378, 105 N.E. 993 (1914).

61. An example of this is found in the Los Angeles Municipal Code §44.01-.19 (1955). Section
44.12 requires all solicitors for 'charity to carry an information card, ando to read it to any
person solicited, or to present it to the person for his perusal. The information card is to give
information on "What portion of the contributions collected as a result of the solicitation will
remain available for application to the specific purposes cteclared ... as the object of the
solicitation." Los Angeles MuniciPal Code §44:05(e) (1955)./

62. The members of the Ad Hoc Committee were John J. O'Connor, legal counsel, to The
National Foundation; Mrs. Helen O'Rourke, SOlicitations Review Section, Trade Practices
Department, Council of Better Business Bureaus, Inc.,; Arthur J. Grimes, Director for
Membership, National Health Council, Inc.; John J. Schwartz, president7A-merIcan Association
of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc.; Henry C. Suhrke, editor, Nop-Profit Iteport (presently the
Philanthropic Monthly); and Ms. Joan McC. Lundberg, director of pyblic relations, American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc.

63.'cor example see, Ohio Revised Code Chapter 1716.

64. Ibid.

. 65. See, for example, Ann. Laws of Mass. Ch. 68. §22 11964); Pa. 5tat. Ann. tit. 10, §160-6
(1963); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. §19.09.100 (1974).

66. United States v. Stores Broadcasting Co., 351 U.S. .192, 76 S. Ct. 763, 100 L.Ed. 1081
(1956).

67. Davis, 1 Administrative Law Treatise §7.07.

68. Hagar v. Reclamation District, 111 U.S. 701, 4 S. Ct. 663, 28 L.Ed. 569 (1884); Davis 1
Administrative Law Treatise §7.10. "

69. 120;101770 Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388, 55 S. Ct. 241, 79 L.Ed. 446 (1935); Carter v.
Carter Coal Co., 298 U.S. 238, 56 S. Ct. 855, 80 L.Ed. 1160 (1936).

70. Davis, 1 Administrative Law Treatise, §2.07.

71, Reetz v. Michigan, 188 US. 505, 23 S. Ct. 390, 47.4...Ed. 563 (1903). See also Jaffee, "The
Right to ludic.hieviaw II," 71 Harv.,L.R. 769 (1958).
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72. Helvering v. Mitchell, 393 U.S..391, 58 S. Ct. 63Q 82 L.Ed. 91,7 (1938).

73. Davis, Administrative Lad Treatise, §2.13, 28.14; 24.18 -19.
s a ,

74. Home Bull clAg ,& Loan Association v. Efiaisdell, 290 U.S. 398, 54 S. Ct. 231, 78 L.O. 413

(1931).
,.

.

75. E! Paso v. Simmons, 379 U.S. 497,'85 S. Ct. 577; T7,1..Ed. 2d 446 (1965);.Contwell v.
Connecticut, 310 US..296, 60 S. Ct. 900 84 L.Ed 1213 (1940). , -,

76. Horne Building & Loon.v.Blaisdell, supra note 74, at 404. ,

77. Cantwell v. Connecticut, supra note 75.

78. Ibid.

80.,Gospel Army v. Los Angeles, 27 Cal. 232 at 245, appeal dismissed 331 U.S. 543 (1947).

81. Language to this effect has been upheld by the 5th Cir. in Nat? Foundation v. City of Fort
Worth, 415 F.2d 41.(5th*Cir. 1969), cert. denied 396 U.S. 1040 (1969).
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SELF4REGPLATION IN:PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY

Peter G. Meek 1.

Introduction

0

This report is concerned with activities initiated and carried out by the private
sector to affect the use of funds either bequeathed or contributed by the public for
philanthr6pic purposes. (By and large, these gifts le tax-exempt to the. dorior because
they are given to and spent by organizations that are exempt -from- taxation because of
the ptirpdks for which they exist.) Broadly defined as self-regulation, the activities
presented here complement and supplement regulation by federal, state, and local
governtrientaiunits.1

Almost all of the significant self-regulatory activities conducted in the private
philanthropic field in thelinited States as of the summer-of 19,74 are discussed in the
following pages. Limitations of time and funds did not permit a more comprehensive
tudy; self-regulatory activities within specific religious fields and within single organi-

zations at the national, state, and local levels receive only passing reference, for exam-
Pie. The general coverage is intended to provide the Filer Commission with an under-
standing of purposes and scope of self-regulation in philanthropy today.

SELF - REGULATION IN PHILANTHROPY:
OYERVIEW AND SELECTED EXAMPLES OF

PRIVATE EFFORTS WITH REGULATORY POTENTIAL

Regulation is most commonly defined as accomplishing conformity to law. Regu7
4atory bodiet are usually governmental entities or have powers delegated to them by
tegislajive bodies. There is a potential coercive presence stemming from law or a court
order. Therefore, to- use the term "regulation" to describe efforts undertaken volun-

,;tarily by groups having no responsibility derived from law may be technically inac-
curate and semantically inappropriate: However, there was little misunderstanding
duringithis study of what was meant when "self-regulation" was discussed in the
_context of organizations concerned with philanthropy. .

Consider ng the dimensions of philanthropy in the United States, regulation of
- phila2thropy both from within the field and from federal, state, and local govern-

lent has been slow in coming and limited in its scope and application. In 1974
a cme t$25 billion, was contributed for philanthropic purposes, countless millions of
Americansvolunteered their time and effort as well as contributing their money.

Contributed funds and volunteer time and effort are th life-blood of voluntary
organizations. In the case of or nizations that do not hav it built- n constituency, .
suclyas the members of a frater I order or a ho pitat auxili ry, it is solutery essen-
tial that public interest and con m be maintain, d at a high level so hat the needed

:funds and time will be contrib ed. Public approval, of the causea d public confi-
dence in the use being made f contritiptions are fundamental the survival of
pi(Vatehlanthropic organizations. ,, 4
,,,In t. e arly days of our. history this approval and confidence were readily'gained.

As everyt ing in the UnitedStates grew bigger and more numerous including chari-
:'

'
Former executiveditector, National Health Council; Ridgewood, New Jersey.
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table causes and the amount of funds involved the need to maintain public confi-
dence and encourage public support became a matter of increasing concern to the
philanthropic community. In 1882 the Contributors Information Bureau was estab-
lished by the Charity Organization Society of New York City to provide contributors
with information about a soliciting organization so that they could make an informed
decision about whether to contribute money and time. If this decision was affected by
the information provided by the bureau, a regulatory role was being performed since
this private organization had formulated standards for judging the solicitation appeal
of a given charitable organization, it was hbped that contributors would support those
soliciting organizations that met the bureau's _standards and would-be discouraged
from supporting a sub-standard charity. The adversely affected charity, in'order to
survive, would strive to meet the bureau's standards. This is a rationale for self-regula-
tory activities in the philanthropic field.

Guidance for the contributor, with its corollary of assurance that the contribution
will be properly spent, was a concern of the 'private sector tong before the federal
government, in the late 1940s, and the states, beginning in,1950, began to.enact legis-
lation to Correct tax abuses in the 'name of charity and to require state registration and
supervision of charitable organizations.

. Standard-Setting and Accreditation

The private sector's concern has not only been to keep the contributor's attitudes
properly. positive and the contributions flowing in ever- incredsing amounts. The vast
majority of philanthropic organizations also realize that they must earn whatever pub-
lic confidence and approval thpy need and must perform their role as effectively as
the contributors-assume they do.

Much of early philanthropy was devoted to eacation,. social welfare, civic better-
ment, aid health. In these fields there was a tradition of professional performance
standards formulated and administered by peers. Teachers, physicians, dentists, nurses,
and social welfare workers attended schools that were accredited by bodies set up for
this purpose by their respective professions. Accreditation has become the widely
used and accepted measure of quality.

Thus it was understandable that the oncept of setting standards should be intro-
duced into the judging of charitable orMizations. Just as the.public was,encouraged
to use the services of professionals whb had been trained in accredited institutions
and certified by a body of their peers, so, too, was it logical that contributors be
encouraged to give their time and money to organizations that met specified and
recognized standards.

The development of quality controls in industry, the current emphasis on standards
for acceptable air and drinking water and for safer automobiles, even "the standard-of
living" all are well:known example's of concern for rational measurement and evalua-
tion of the quantit and quality bf what the nation does nd produces. Standard-
setting has develop d out of a specific; 'strongly felt need or nationally recognized
guidelines for quali y set-vice. Not surprisingly, the basic a proach in each ne area

has been similar. wally, standards reflect contemporary iresearch and professional
judgmentl"best p ctice") and are concerned with requisite characteristics (inputs),
service delivery (pr cess), and fesuits obtained (outpUts). Once developed, standards-
ue publicized, disseminated, and utilized by agencies to improve their administration
and services. .Ultimately, they.are used in accreditation.

Ewald B. Nyquist, then deputy commissioner and now Commissioner of New York
State Department of Education, ddcribed accreditation as follows:

Accrediting is an American phanOmenon; it is not in existence. in any -other
country. This is because this 'country was founded on a system of dispersed

/
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controls, voluntary association, a separation of powers, in short, a 'reluctance
to ride.k °

Thus the rationale for accreditation in the United States is contained in the
same,zoncepts which establishjci'democracy in America: Those freedoms con-
ducive to and in support of self-government andvoluntary cooperation' rather
than outside restraints which lead to imposed directives and planning by cen-
tralized a6thority ...2

Thus the objective of standard-setting is not only to reassure contributors, patients,
And cusioniers. Self-discipline through voluntary regulation is also viewed as more de-
-iirple than regulation .by governmental agencies wielding the force of law.

H9vever, as the scope of charitable activities grew bigger, and as more funds were
Involved and the problems became more complex, an underpinning of law became an
:aential complement to the developing voluntary efforts to regulate through standard-

.ant*accreditation. Standard-setting in private philanthropy is today largely
;iiarried on in shared responsibility with law enforcement agencies. Licensing of practi-
timers ana institutions is common public function to assure that these persons and
-,-"IttstitVtions, are at least qualified by some standard that will guard the public safety.

tax - exempt organizations must report annually to the federal government. Private
f9.undations Must meet ertain new requirements under the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

many states, public charities must register with state or local governments. (Other
reports prepared for the Commission OnPrivate Philanthropy and Public Needs will
;describe the scope and effectiveness of these legally based regulatory activities.)

Despite the existence of these legally based regulatory activities, self-regulation
:to assure public confidence and support and to improve the quality of organizational
,performance and service continues to be an important principle in private philan-
thropy. It is consistent with the American way of free enterprise, of which private
Philanthropy is an important expresion. Tha legal underpinnings are there to strength-
en and encourage not supplant self-regulatibn. But self-regulation must have im-
pact if it is to accomplish the purposes for which self-regulatory meftnisms have

-.been created.
In higher education and health institutional services, accreditation mechanisms have,.

,been effective selfregulatory devices partially because the public has been educated
to appreciate accredited universities, schools, hospitals, and nursing homes. Another
,importint factor in the effectiveness of these mechanisms is that practitioners value
their association with accredited institutions. Then, too, it has been implicit in court
decisions involving accreditation matters that as long as the decisions of accrediting
bodies are based on expert knowledge and judgment they would not be questioned
qt examined in substance by the court. Operational questions regarding the procedures
of the accrediting bodies have, however, been considered to be within the purview of
the court.

't 4

Ac reditation and the Role of the Federal Governrhent

An additional nd' most powerful force contributing to the self-regulatory effec-
'ivenessof higher ducational and health service accrediting bodies has been the role
:cf.the federal go ernment. The Congress, it legislation, has. provided that federal
support for highe education sJiall go only to accredited schools.Veterans, for exam-
lila, are protected from sub-standard education by requir ments that federal funds
:Shall go only for courses icschools accredited by national accrediting bodies recog-
rtlzed by the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Hospital care for Medicare patient and

IloSpitarconstruction and other activities supported in part by federal funds must, by
law ,or regulation, meet the standards of recognized accrediting bodies in order to
iitialify for federal support. ,
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The principal purposes of these federal laws and regulations have been to safeguard
from mismanagement or misuse the investment of public funds and to secure the best

possible' assurance that the funds expended can be expected to produce results of the
best quality. At the same time federal, state, and local governments'are spared costly
development and administration of detailed criteria of their own.

The existence of respected voluntary accreditation systems, evolving to meet
changing needs in higher education and health institutional services, has been a con-
tinuing example of citizens' ability to solve complex problems for themselves. Recogki

razing this, the federal government has sought to avoid unnecessary expansion and in-
appropriate encroachment into these areas. It has utilized existing voluntary accredi-
ting systems tosaleguard federal funds'and program goals.

4.^

Standard-Setting to Guide and Encourage Public Support

..- )

For those major areas of private philanthropy that rely more,heavily on broad sup-

port from the general public religious, fraternal, patriotic, civic, cultural, general
health and welfare self - regulatory activities are found in a widevariety of organiza-
tions, national, state, and Ipcal. In general, these activities are of two types. Some are
primarily intended for protection of the eontrjbutor and are operated under auspices
independent of the soliciting organizations. (These activities are not strictly "self"

"regulatory, but they are so considered in this report since they are regulatory efforts
in the private sector and are carried on independent of any legislative mandate.)
Others have been established by the organizations that are to be regulated and are
operated to implement standards for effective performance developed within the
field, standards that will, in turn, result in protection of the contributor. ,i

Most of this report is a description of some of the most significant of both types of
If-regulatory activities. Two of the organizations described in subsequent chapters,

e National 1pformation.Bureau and the Philanthropic Advisory Department of the
uncil of Better Business Bureaus, are operations of the private sector but not of the

p ilanthropies thiemselves. The other organizations described have been established
i by- philanthropic organizations or with philanthropic funds.

Standard7Setting Within Single Organizations o
a

In addition to their participation in the standard- setting programs-of organization!
described in this report,3 many voluntary organiiatiOns maintain internal program!
to assure the qualitwof the performan e of their own affiliates. Chapter V discusie!
the standard-setting programs of United ay o America for organizations it support!
through United Way fund raising. The nationa United Way also administerSa program
for its own affiliates, identified as Standards of Excellence for Local United Way
Organizations. Organizations such as the C ild Welfare League of America, the Famil)
Service Association of America, the Ameridan Heart Asisociation, the National Eastei
Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults, the National League for .Nursing, art(
the National Council for Homernaker/HOme Health Aide Services operate' program?
for their state and local affiliates through which attainment maintenance o
standards is sought. Ap examination of the regulatory effectiveness of these interna
programs is beyond the scope of this report. But it important to recognize tha
many such programs do exist and probably contribute substantially to assurance o
quality performance in philanthropy.

Also beyond the scope of this report is an assessment of the impact on standard
setting that may have resulted from thousands of community studies that have bees

made of human service needs and programs and the effeCt on support of philanthropil
activities that these studies/may have had.

2J-7 8
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Thei Advertising Council

The Advertising Council is a national voluntary organization created in 1945 by the
advertising indulliry to "help improve the welfare of the American people as a whole,
and in so doing demonstrate to the public that the advertising community is concerned
with the public welfare and to show that advertising is a powerful force for public
service." Financed by the industry and by many other U,S. business firms, the coun-
cil's principal activity is the development and promotion of major public-service catn-
paigns through the commtinication% media on subjects of general public interest.
Citizens, being better informed as a result of these campaigns, will be stimulated to
take actions that will benefit them and their neighbors or be deterred from pursuing
socially damaging activities. In 1970, support for the council's major campaigns ftom
local and national advertising communications media Was, in terms otocoMmercial"
rates, estimated to be worth more than $450 million. "Council campaigns-have helped
raise'billiorrs of dollars for such diverse causes as the American Red Cross, United
Community Funds- and Councils, 'Religious Overseas Aid, Care and USO," states a
'council brochure. (The council has operated a campaign for the Council for Financial
Aid to Education since 1957, during which time contributions to colleges and
universities have increased from $738 millidn to $1.8 billion annually.)

The council issues a Public Service Advertising Bulletin every two' months as a
"guide to media, advertisers and advertising agencies.:' In addition to information
about the 20 or so major campaigns that the council may be conducting, this bulletin
recommends to the media for advertising support those philanthropic organizations
that meet the council's standards. The stand4rds applied by national radio and tele-
vision networks to nonprofit advertising are not as rigorous as tliose-applied-to com-
mercial accounts. The council's bulletin encourages recognition of organizations that
meet standards.

In deciding which organizations to recommend, the council staff-applies the follow-
ing criteria formulated by the council's board:

1. That, if the organization is a fund-raising one, the Advertising Council will take
into consideration whether or not it currently meets the standards of the'National
information Bureau. (See Chapter III for a description of the National Information

. Bureau.)

2. That the'project benoil-commercial, non-partisan, and not designed to influence
legislation:

3. That the project be national ih--k-Ope, or sufficiently,national so that the great
''bUlk of the national media audience has an actual or potecliial interest in it.

4. That the appeal for support shall be one pr-operly made to Americans generally.
The project will not be rejected, because' it is in the interest of one group if it has
wide appeal.

5. That the project be of sufficient seriousness and public importance to justify
treatment before the national media audience. ;

From about 300 requests per year, some 60 to 75 organizations are sele,cted by the
council's Public Policy Committee for inclusion in the bulletin. Frei uently, organiza-
Lions are rejected because'theY are not sufficiently national in scope. The potentialfor
obtaTriiiig precious modiacoverage through inclusion in -the council's recommended

Infor tion Bureau, readily available and usually includi g a judgment about the
Iorgani ation, have been nfluential in the administration of t e council's ptogram.

g(oup is so great that all national
ff

' philanthropic.organiiati ns dependent on public

igne to this activity of the council, it is necessary to re y heavily on available in-
format on 'from other s6urces-in reaching decisions. Thus, t e reports-bf the National

support make every effort to meet the council's standard . Because of limited staff
ass

li ?, 9
_

i
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The National Council on Philanthropy

The National Council orf Ph Ilanthropy (NCOP), an organization liomposed of repre-
sentatives of both charitable donors and donees, sponsors an annual national forum
at which the support of philanthropy is the central topic. These NCOP meetings are
the present-day version of the National Conference on Solicitations which was formed
in 1954 in Cleveland as an outgrowth of akeeting sponsored by the Cleveland Cham-
ber of. Commerce and the National information Bureau. The conference was created

for the cooperative study .of contribution problems, policies and procedures." The
conference and its successor organization, the National Councii on Phil t ropy, ex-
pressly state that theif 'function is not that of investigating or screeni g charitable
solicitations. The programs at these annual gatherings are concerned p marily with
providing givers and tleneficiary organizations an opportunity to discuss common
problems. -For example, the 1974 meeting sought new directions in meeting pi:titan-
thropiC tasks and "better results by better management." Phile formal standard-
setting, is not an objective, the entire thrust of this privately supported organization
is to strengthen private philanthropy.

p
Contributor Protection at the COmMunity Level

At the community levet, regulatory efforts by the private sector principally on
behalf of the giver are carried on by Better Business Bureaus and Chambers of Com-
merce. The developing program of the Philanthropic Advisory Department of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus described lattr in this report (Chapter IV) is ex-
pected to influence .the extent and quality of these local regulatory efforts as new
national standards are distributed-and applied. Presently, this function of these busi-
ness=oriented organizations is primarily conducted as a service to their membership,
rather than to the general public. Adverse judgments about certain campaigns by
some of these private, self-constituted evaluating bodies have been challenged in the
courts. Liability to suit has inhibited the gowth of regulatory devices such as this,

, especially as a general community service. In the 1950s the organizers of the National
Conference on Solicitations tried to encourage replication of the program of the
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce in other communities, but with limited success.
The Financial Support Review Committee of the Grgater Cleveland Growth Asocia-
non (Cleveland Chamber of Commerce) is one of the oldest and best organized of the
local regulatory programs and among such organizations is unique in the extent of its
regulatory effort. -' .

Established at the turn of the century as a Committee on Benevolences, the Finan-
cial Support Review Committee is to provide timely and factual information to help
members make informed decisions on contributions. The committee consists of about
40 members, representing a broad segment of business and industry in Greater Cleve-
land,. who are directly involved with their company's contributions program. Eich

me ber is assigned to one of three subcp,mmittees education and culture, health

anEwelfa (including medical services), civic and urban affairs responsible for re-

vie mg a d evaluating all national, state, otipial campaigns that, under local leader-
ship, seek funds on an organized basis in the community.

When a campaign comes to the committee's attention, the organization hea in

ttle, campai:i, s asked to furnish information about its purpose, progfam, fund-r n

practices, .'r get, governing board, and so forth. The subcommittees often as y

gals of cal 'signing organizations to furnish further information in person; they also

consult ' experts in their fields of interest and use any reports on the campaigning
organization available from the National Information Bureau.

The subcommittees determine if the campaign meets the'diteria required for ap-
proval. These criteria are an elaboration on and extension of'the standards used by
the National Information Bureau. Campaigns conforming to the standards are) them

,,
. - ...
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. considered in the light of their relative importance to community needc and are voted
one of three priority ratings. The committee handles about 500 appeals per year; it
rules unfavorably on more than 50 percent of these. Many of the rejections are direct

mail appeals from organizations outside the community.
The committee's decisions .are summarized in ;he monthly newsletter of the

Growth Association. According to the committee's stet, the members of the associa-
tion are substantially influenced by the committee's recommendations. It is reasonable
to assume, therefore, that those philanthropic organizations that could qualify for the
association's approval will strive to meet its standards, It is also probable that the in-
fluence_cf the committee's deciSions goes beyond its membersPtirglifte local media
representatives serve on the committee, are members of the association, and receive
the monthly bulletin.

Self-Regulation of Fund Raisers

A crucial element in all baikthe very well-endowed private philanthropies is the
fund raiser. Many fund raisers are employed directly by philanthropic organizations;
others work as free-lancers or are partners or employees of fund-raisi g firms.

Self-regulation in the fund-raising field is in its infancy.. Fun taisersire not
licensed in an, state, and there are no esti aces as to the total nu er of persons.
who may be engaged in this activity as a livelihood. In 26,states, fund r ers who work
independently must register, and most are required to be bonded. Several _private
organizations Of fund raisers are currently engaged in some form of regulatory activity.
While the ultimate regulatory target must, of course, be the agency or institution that
will use the philanthropic contribution, adherence to acceptable fund-raising practices
by those raising-the funds can be an importanftomponent in generating public confi-
dence in the recipient agencies and institutions.

National Society of Fund Raisers, Inc.

The National Society of Fund Raisers was incorporated in 1960 and has a national
membership of approximately 1,000. There are chapters in a number of the major
cities. In its by-laws, the society's purpose is stated in part as follows: "assisting its
meniber-s in their professional ,efforts by fostering ethical standards for the manage-
Merit, direction and counseling of funtl-raising programs for philanthropic institu-
tions and agencies.

The society has adopted a Code of Professional Practice to which all members
must -conform! Supervision of adherence to the code is vested,in an Ethics Committee,
composed of members of the society: In addition to having three consecutive years of
experience as a fund raiser, applicants for membership must be in a "profe#onal
position ... (that) ... accords with the Code of Professional Practices of the National
Society."

In 1971 the societyoestablished do Institute of Continuing Education; gy 1974'this
separately incorporated, tax-exem ,t activity was financed and ready to begin con-
ducting seminars for the members. 'Leaders of the society view this institute as the
first major step on the road to greater professional identity and to a possible program
of accreditation.

Since the field of fund raising is so amorphous and the n tubers of individuals
involved 4 unknown, it is difficult tt5 assess the regulatory mpact of a standard -
setting organization such as the society. The very fact that lar e numbers of persons
who, are engaged in fund raising either cannot qualif% for me bership in the society
or feel no need to do so 'indicates the limited effect of the organization's standard-
se,ttiil efforts. The number of persons who seek membership and are rejected was. not
available through the national headquarters since he initial action on applications is

.2 8.
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taken by the local chapters and refusals are not reported nationally. It seems safe to
assume, however, that membership in the society has not yet become widely recog-
nized as a measure of competence essential for employment in fund raising.

National Association for Hospital Development

The National Association for Hopsital Development is the professional organization
for approximately 600 of the persons employed in a fund-raising capacity by the
nation's 3,000 voluntary, nonprofit hospitals, medical centers, and similar large health
care institutions. These individ,uals are generally not members of the National Society
of Fund Raisers since the two organizations serve essentially ,the same purpose for
their respective members.

The National Association for Hospital Development launched an accreditation pro-
gram for its members in October 1974. This is not compulsory for members, but they
are encouraged to take the examinations for one of the three levels of accreditation.
A Code of Ethics has also -been developed. The potential for effective self-regulation
isoyeater here than with the National Society of Fund Raisers since the field in which
the association's members are active is more well defined and hence more manageable.

Voluntary hospitals are increasingly employing individuals to engage in financial
development work. The exact number of such employees is-not knoWn. It is difficult
for hospitals to identify suitably qualified personnel for this activity, and an accredi-
tation system may be welcomed and encouraged by the hospital field for hospital
fund raising, which in in 1973 amounted to about $2 billion from private philan-
thropy.

American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc.

The American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel is the membership association
of fund-raising firms. Twenty-seven leading firms belong to the association, finance it,
and, operate it in the interests of creating a favorable climate for philanthropy in this
country, and, obviously, also a favorable.climate in which they can operate. Members
of the associatioh are required to adhere to a Fair Practice Code:

Member firms will serve only those philanthropic institutions or agencies whose
purpose and methods they can approveThey will not knowingly be used by any
organization to induce philanthropically inclined persons to giye their money to
unworthy causes.

Member firms do business only on the basis of a specified fee, determined prior
to the beginning of the campaign. They will not serve clients on the unprofes-
sional ba-sis of a percentage or commission of the sums raised. They maintain
this ethical, standard also by not profiting, directly or indirectly, from disburse-
ments for the accounts of clients.

,;The executive head of a member organization must demonst
year record of continuous experience as a professional in. the
This helps to protect the public fkm hose who enter thep
sufficient competence, experience, or a otion to ideals of pub

.1.

at least a six- 1

nd-raising field.
e 'on without
service. '

.2 .

The Associ tion looks with disfavor upon firms which use methods harmful to
the public, such as making exaggerated claims of past achievements, guarantee-

'results, and promising to raise unobtainable sums.

*2
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No payment In cash or kind shall be made by a membei ,o an officer, director,
trustee, or advisor of a philanthropic agency or institution as compensation for
using his influence for the engaging of a member for fund - raising counsel.

In fairnesi to all clients; member firms should charge equitable fees for all serv-
jabs with the exception that initial meetings with prospective clients are not

:usuallyIly construed as services. .

kis difficult to judge the regulatory effect of the association's code since it is not
Ichowh to what extent membership in the association and adherence to its cede has
lieen a decisive facto! in enabling fund-raising firms to function successfully and re-
trimeratively. It is_known, however, that only 12 to 15 fund7raising firms in the coun-
try: are not members of the association, and these are not large operations. The Code
Of Fair Practice, therefore, is probably an influential standard-setting activity kir fund-,
kaising

II

THE AD HOC COMMITTEE (1959 -1961)

Backgrourid

"16 19S8 a group of private citizens, recognizing the impOrtant rolepf voluntary
hialtharid welfare agencies in the United-States, undertook To reassess the functioning
of -these agencies in fulfilling their great responsibility. The Committee came together
If the invitation of the Rockefeller-Foundation." So begins the foreword of the 1961 .-
"Wit Of th6 Ad Hoc Comm ittee.4
;"Rockefellet, Foundation officiali had been engaged-in a series of discussionsVh
tjatiOnal organizations that had sought the interest and-support of the foundation for
aTstiidY o Wliat was regarded as the chaotic and increasingly unacceptable prolifera-
ticili Of public fund-raising campaigns] especially campaigns of national health groups
appeiling for funds for support of specific diseases and for other causes. These cam-
paigns were regarded by many community planning bodies:as too narrow to warrant
the risk of abuse of public patience and tolerance that would ultimately result from
fiiii Many different requests for public support. ,

""During the 1940s and 1950s, the proponents of the consolidation of these public
hind-raising efforts into combined and less numerous campaigns and the proponents
of the right of the public to decide whethe\i4o respond to an individual cause had be- ,

collie involved in increasingly acrimonious bate. In some communities the com- /
hided or federated pait of view was sufficiently influential so that local ordinances I
iiir' enacted in efforts to controf the solicitation of citizens in their homes for sup-
044 of causes. Some of the major national voluntar h Ith agencies, notably the
Den- National / oundation fr$01nfantile P sis (no th March of Dimes) andithe
Ailletican Hea Associatio . successfully s ch local ordinances. Decisions ,
against local r strictions in Alhambra, Cal, fornia, and Park Ridge, Illinois, reinforced /
the-;POSition o the so -called "inApendents" that eiti ens had the right to make their
°wit d cisions to what causes they would support.

1

Leaders of nited Community Funds and Councils, Inc., the national membershi d

6041iiiiiion r most community health and welfare planning councils and rho
Om 0-u-nily chests, sought to interest the Rockefeller Foundation in a study whic
thef-Cliiutitiess hoped, would lead to strong support for control of the damage th
they. 'COnsiderod was being done to the concepts of orderly planning and judici
alloeitiOri Of't epUblic's charitable contributions.

'42 8 3
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It was probably unrealistic to hope that any one group could consolidate the pub-

lic appeals of all charities, especially since charitable activities of religious bodies have

in our society commonly been regarded as sharing the sacrosanct status of "freedom

of religion" contributions, and no secular group could hope to intervene in the fund

raising for churches or church-related 'activities. Noiertheless, the leadership of United

Community Funds and Councils believed that important inroads might be made iOto

what it considered to be an unfortunately chaotic situation and that this would ullk.

mately benefit all voluntary health and welfare activities.
In 1941, 17 years before the Ad Hoc Committee was established, the Rockefeller

Foundation had made funds available for a three-year study of voluntary health
agencies under the auspices of. the National Health Council. The study report, gener-

ally known as the.G,unn-Platt Report, was issued i11945, one year after the study was

completed.' The report recom;nended, among o'er measures, "the pooling of this

present separate competitive and confusing appeals of the voluntary 'national health
agencies into a. unified nationwide campaign (together, perhaps, with the welfare
agencies), effective at the local, state and national levels ..." Having concluded that
this recommendation was even farther fronr-Crealitation in 1959, the UCFCA group
hoped that the Rockefeller Foundation was ready to take another lgokit the "com-
petitive appeals" situation in the voluntary field.

The foundation, hOwever, decided to take a broader look at the operations of
voluntary agencies in this country.' Lindsley Kimball, what the time was viceirresi.

dent of the Rockefeller Foundation, was quoted in the Islew York Herald Tribune as

stating that the Ad H6c Committee "was established in the first instance in response
to very widespread, very urgent, and very earnest and sincere pleas from troublec

citizens from coast to coast . . Twenty-one citizens were asked to serve on the com

mittee an(' twenty-one accepted and only because of their anxiety to strengthen the

-V American way of voluntary giving." The foundation appointed the 22-member Ac
HOc Committee to "reassess the functioning of these agencies tall voluntary healtt
and welfare agenciesj in fulfilling their great responsibilities." Mr. Kimball, who late

was associated with The Rockefeller Institute and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund

,servecleas committee chairman.
The Rockefeller Foundation provided the financial support for the study, but th

-"sole responsibility" for the content of the report and its recommendations wa
attributed to the committee. Despite this published disclaimer, .the report has bee'

commonly identified with the Rockefeller Foundation or with Dr. Robert H. Hanilir

the study director and, at that time, associatofesior of public health administrz
tion at Harvard University SchoRI of Public Hea .

During 1-960 and 1961, Dr. Hamlin "conducted more than/500 interviews wit
voluntary agencies, government organizations and interested groups and individuals.

The committee's findings and recommendations were based on these interviews, i

addition to other information compiled by the study staff, reports of consultants an

advisory groups, and "the knowledge acquired Ipy the Conlmittee members in the

many years of service to Coluntary agencies."
One of the incidental contributions of the stu dy was its compilation of nation;

statistics on voluntary agencies which has not, to this author's knowledge, be
supplanted ior refined, by any 'subsequent study. The study report s tes: "Added

the more than 100,000 voluntary health and welfare agencies that n w solicit con

buttons from the general public are another 100,000 fraternal, civic, veterans and
lated orga izations that sponsor dome health and welfare activiti s. Many of
300,000 ch rches in this country also offer various types of health and welfare

vicps." Whi undoubtedly -out-of-date now, tffese statistics, derived mainly fr

Infernal Revenu ice information, were in generguse for many years.
The report sounded a familiar theme: "to have democraCy, we need to be

that the_price we pay is a necessary concomitant and that the product is worth tl

price. Moreover . . . it is well to remember that the warm climate of good will ar

the fertile soil of available dollars may produce an increasing conflict of vested into

ests a conflict which, if continuing uncontrolled, could destroy much of the goc
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and threaten much of the support thus unhappily leading toward government
topoly 'in the health and welfare fields...i"

)f special relevance to the concerns of the Commission on Private Philanthropy and
FiC Needs this obse&atioOnarie by the report: "....of greater importance is the
easing number-of individuals who question the wisdom of continuing a government
Policy that ,stkulates further growth of voluntary agencies. Since contributions to
profit chiritafle organizations are now tax deductible and agency income and

i:ertjt aye tax exempt, funds which would otherwise go in part to the government
axes become an important source of income for voluntary oracles. While the great
otity ofthe,public sloes not now advocate a change in this tffpolicy, the questions
tdindicate an increasing-Jatk of confidence in voluntary agencies."
lie Ad Hoc Committee's report pointed to the.great contributions of voluntary
th and welfare agencies, the inefficiencies of the organizations functioning in the
f: the unavailability of reliable nad useful data about the quantity and quality ofe
;rants- and services, and the absence of effective leadership for coordination, eval-1
bh,andpublic accountability. .

til)committee concluded that "no final answers' -to the problems identified "were-
_

tible orperhaps desiiible. Progress might consist rather in placing better guidelines
ig the way. The Committee...would try.to chart a reasonable ath leaving...
'Pate answers to histor ?." ,e.kccOrdingly, the committee presented tkvo principalN
IiiimendatiOns: it

lie appointment and financing of a tional Commission on Voluntary Health
it'd-Welfare Agencies "to contin e Committee's unfinished tasks'.'; and.

.
ke development of uniform accounting and financial, reporting,for voluntary

.gencies.

lie publication of the ,report was announced July 31, 1961; 4,000 copies were
Ir4buted in the firAt,six months. The report's recommendations weri.the subject of 'y;.--
anent and, endorsement in more than 300 newspapers ancrmagazinis. Dr. Hamlin
{-e`man y speeches in support of the report's recommendations and wrote a number
rticles expanding on and interpreting the report's objectives. , .-:" .
rt light of the developments that followed publication of the cornmittee's tecom-
ilations it is interesting to note the following editorial c ..
tine

) .,
,,,.,-.,4

comment in the Herald
me on August 1, 1961: ,+++,

. ,
i- *

.., i + .....
lie Hamlin report recommends a national commission to be appointed .by,One ....
I' more of the big foundations, whiCiiwould go on evaluating, planning arieho 'At
oubt-writing' more Criticism. This cotackbe useful, althpugh not much.is to be.,,
xpeeted out of the'average commission.;'.. - ... , . ..4,,-
Pother major proposal, however, soundsmuch better, which is to develop a
loterriof uniform accounting and financial reporting. That way the public could
oinpare agency performance and decide bett r where to give and ho muth.
...

1

3 ..;,, . .1,
Le : ,. .

r is obviously wrong that there should be a wasteful coMpetitio ameing the % y

gencies. The desire must be to serve efficien ly and economically Inhikiskt . , t-
one so plainly1 that no reasonable case for complaint exists, th ,tase fiVit
reased government,lake-over will gro . An let /no taxpayer think ag. this_ -: .1

could be anyjniter Or chdaper. -. -. .4( -:';V t.;.( ,...
'r

vs k le, .. . 4. )
, . N-- "1,4./....1?,

I ditprial comment in The New York Times was less skeptical about the pr.*.) 41.1.
k[5:fOr the Proposed national 'Commission and endorsed both major recommek:,s,%.

!Fit. Again, to spectre of "government regulation" was cited as veason why theiklk,'1-,
. .1..,.ssh9uld.- be taken by the private sector. , .. 1!.t; ..
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A news release from AFL-CIO on August 8, 1961, noted that "organized labor

would give its wholehearted support to the establishment of a National Commission on

Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies...." The spokesman was the late Joseph A.

Beirne, who had been a member of the Ad Hoc Committee.

Others were less enthusiastic: Some of the m or national health, agency leaders ob-

jected to the report's generally critical tone and ejected the proposal that a "national

Vcommission" as needed or appropriate. In th pinion; the committee was, in ef-

fect, questioning the integrity pf dedicated and honorable volunteers and the effec-

tiveness of existing laws by proposing the creation of what they oonsidered to be a

super-ifdy.

Action on Recommendation for a National ,

CommissiOn on Voluntary Health
and Welfare Agencies

- According to the Ad Hoc Committee's report, the purpose of recommending a

national commission was to continue and expand the functions of the committee. The

national commission would consist df no more than 20 "leading citizens who reflect

the public interest rather than partisan viewpoints'." It would be "impartial and inde-

pendent of the voluntary agencies. It should therefore be appointed preferably by a

foundation or a group of foundations. Direct endorsement...by the President of the

United States would be desirable..."

Basic financing was to be provided by the same foundation or group of foundat

tions that appointed the commission members. The initial life of the commission was

to be five years.

The primary purpose was to undertake a thorough evaluation of the role of volun-

tary agencies in modern society: "The National Commission would present to the,

American public a series of reports and recommendations on current and newly evolv-

ing prpblems of voluntary agenciit It could see that uniform accounting and financial

reporting is developed.... It c Id initiate studies of criteria for the evaluation of

voluntary 'agencies,. public attitudes toward the agencies, coordinated pfihmroTTr
health and welfa services, and voluntary agency, support.of research and professional

education. On occasion, the Commission could cooperate with voluntary agencies and

community groups which reoest assistance in solving their own problems."

The commission\would-kpare a series oficeports covering thetollowing areas:

Evaluation of those existing national associations that might serve. as coordi-

nating forces in the voluntary agency field. -

Reviews of cooperative planning among groups of national voluntary agencies.

Compila ions and comparisons of expe ditu'res by aluntary agencies, both

federate nd independent.

Ana4sis of the impact of different f nd -ra sing methods on programs. i
I'

Analysis of the competence of the public information programs of voluntary

agencies. I

.,

. DeterMination of standards and *methods for the consolidation of Coca, affiliates

of national agencies.

1286
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Examination of the f(iture role of governmentin the regulation of voluntary
agencies, particularly in the area ,of standardized disclosure of income and ex-
penditures to the pu bl ic through uniform accounting and financial reporting.

Or. Hamlin, the -study director, was not particularly enthusiastic about the corn-
jrittee'S recommendation for a national commission. He believed that the most appro-
priate fallov6up to the committee's exploratory study would be a series of comprehen-
Aive stups which would be "required to classify the role and responsibilities of volun-
:farY agencies." - "Specifics, not generalities, are the urgent need," he wrote. "The
ininds.of men in this troubled field can be influenced only by well-documented facts
arid comprehensible-recommendations. The urge to action is insufficient; the
'means of action must also be created." '

Or. H;,mlin had earlier suggested, six studies, based on problems identified during
the exploratory study. The proposed studies'conc'erned issues that in his opinion were
not amenable to study by the voluntary agencies themselves, either individually or
collectivbiy. Moreover, for the studies to stimulate change itwas necessary that recom-
rrienclations be based on inforMed judgment and that a plan for continued evaluation
'iifyiiluntarragencies by the public be developed...

The six issues that the study director had _recommended for further study "by a
committee of distinguished civic,leaders" emerged in the Ad Hoc Committee's report
in somewhat modified form as the aforementioned topics for consideration by the
*booted national commission.

`Or. Hamlin urged continued and greater in-depth study because he believed that
recommendations that merely suggegt that others do certain things "where there were
no'clikernible impartial groups who are in a position to undertake and to complete
'these difficult, controversial but much-needed means or instruments of action :.. have

holiCiw ring." He did not regard as feaiible or desirable an on-going private mechan-
ism for regulating private agencies. The best that could be done, considering the con-
cent of voluntary endeavor in our society, was to provide the contributing public with
toots for periodic evaluation: "The process of . . . study may be as important as he
final findings and recommendations. The.mere fact that study is going on study
directly involving the agencies and requiring their cooperation creates astimulus for
lioltiiitary agencies to consider and act upon their own problems." This point of view
was-expressed d by the Ad Hoc Committee in its recbmnfendation for the establishmint
Of 'a national commission: "Since the Ad Hoc Committee believes that periodicassess-
inents have greater impact, especially in controversial areas, than ermanent evaluating
bodies whose effectiveness tends to diminish with time, it reco ends that the Com-l...
mission should be created initially for a period of no more' than fiv ears."7

Ottring the months following the publication of the ,Ad Hoc Committee report,.
Committee members Lindsley Kimball, James A. Linen, president of Time, Inc., and
Maribn 13-. Folsom, director of Eastman Kodak Company and former Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, discussed the poisibility of forming the proposed
national commission. They decided that the c eration of the orgahizations com-
prising the voluntary health and welfare fiel . "ould be essential to the success of the
new commission. Accordin ly, the propos4I was explored with the presidents and chief
executives of the three na lanai membership organizations to which most of the major
voluntary agencies beton d: United Community Funds and Councils of America
(now the 'United Way of America), the National Social Welfare Assembly (now the
1,14tionat Assembly of Na final Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organizations),
arid the National HealthC Uncil.

On September 22, 1.§ 1, the board of United Community Funds and Councils of
America approved a resol tion suppo'rtin'g such a commission:

-That. the Board of Directors express its appreciation to the members of the Ad
Hoc Conimittee on Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies in the United States
and to the Rockefeller Foundation for the exi5loratory work which has been
done.

Z87
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Further, that the Board express its agreement with the two principal recom-
mendations of the Committee report, namely. The appointment and 'financing
of a National Commission on Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies, and the
development of uniform accounting and financial reporting for voluntary

'agencies.

At its annual meeting on December 13, 1961, the National Welfare Assembly

responded as folloWs:
..--

The Assembly supports the establishment of a National Citizens Commission
10 .qn Voluntary Health and Welfare, prbiided that such a Commission be an in-

dependent body not under any single auspice but involving and reflecting,the
interests of the parties of Nor concern including the giving publicxid 'such
national bodies as the National Social Welfare Assembly, the National Health
Council, and United Community Funds and Councils of America.

The Assembly authorizes its esitient to participate in the establishment of such
a National Citizens Commissi . '

/ .., ,

And on May 25, 1962, the National Health Council backed the plan in this reso-

lution: ., , -.9
,, .4

.
,

interest, 3) function in an advisory rather than a regulatory a 4 zcapacity;

name-1) The Commission should have an essential purpose of a positive nature, me-
.
ly, to strFigthen such voluntary agoncies and increase publicseport; 'consist

of a mer*ership equallyrepresentat,iye of health, welfare, and the g a c

the experience end resources of the National Social Welfare AssenAgi, the Na-
tional Health Council,, in the planning and execution. of studiestantl in the im-
plementatiOn Of such recormliendations as may develop from these studies;
5) assist these agencies in strengthening their organizations ancii,achieving thpir

purposes 6) avoid over-lap of program and objectives with the National Com!
missionon Community Health Serkkes, 7) refrain from promotion of federated
fund-raising for 'those agencies .which do _not chooso to adopt this method;
8) function for a limited period, and the Boated; therefore, recommends that
the )('resident of the Council accept membership on the now-forming commis-

sion, and participate in its activilies.8 -

The National Health Council's reservations about the proposal, evident in the con-
. ditions set forth in the resolution, were eXpnessed by George-Bugbec,president of the

council, in the following excerpt from a letter to Dr. Hamlin on October 18, 1562.:

I am qttite familiar with your proposal for a national commission and I think it
likely that such a commission will be established; thOugh, I have been concerned

that such an organization, with the best of intention, Will nonetheless inevitably
have a membership drawn largely from the same individuals whO;have een suffi-
ciently concerned with national h alth problems to devote great

together
time, eftfo4.-athnedr.

money through individual voluntary health agencies. Whether 'ringi ;
such a group Which will have no responsibjlity for operating an of ective vol-
untary agency will correct some of, the inevitable concomit in our kolun-
tary health field is yet to be proven. Certainly, they can hav better intent
than has been the predominant motive in these agencies. Unle di a cornmis-
sion proceeds very wisely, it can easily generate public critici which ,willsbe
only a limited handicap to those of bad intent but can serio y affect public

'confidence in the voluntary health movement. r . *

, .
Throughout my career, which has largely Consisted of work in.the voluntary,
health field, I have been continually impressed by the tendency ofgroyps'ofgble

2 8 '.8
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individuals unfamiliar withlhe details of specific agen*cies Within the field to
assujne,that governing boards are failing to operate intelligently and may, in;
deed, Aot be performing to the best of their ability in promoting the common
gOod. This seems to be an inherent reaction and I have been guilty of it myself.

Through the years I have been very much involved in the nationa41 accreditation
of Bl.te Cross plans and in the.activies of the Joint Commissir on the Accredi-
tation of Hospiyls andinpthervoluntary coordinating and accrediting ventures.
Time after time those charged with. this responsibility. nationally, without full
information, have ber ready to conclude that the voluntary efforts of other
public-spirited. indivil'ttals involved witht.the management of important foal
and state voluntary health agencies were performing badly. ,Yet, with few ex-
ceptions, careful investigation and consultation with those who have primary
responsibility indicated that the governing body and. administration were well
acquainted with Tts problems, and iwere movin to cope with them as best they
were able with the resources in money; time and experience which they had. ,

From what have said, you will understand that by and large I have great respect
for the good intent and performance of the thousands of people who voluntarily
participate in our voluntary health agencies Their record of perfOrmance sup-
ports this judgment and it is my owl conviction that the more one investigates
the problems with which they contend, the dedication they demonstrate and the
plans he develop one is impressed with the integrity and with what has been
accomplished.

With these expressi9ns of .support from the organizations in the field, Kimball,
Linen and Folsom convened a group on April 24, 1962, to consider this question. Is
any useful purpose to be served in creating a new Committee, and if so, what does it
conceive its function to be and how may it most constructively proceed?" The group
included two other members of the Au Hoc Committee and the presidents of seven
organizations having a coordinating and planning function vis-a-vis voluntary fralth
and welfare organizations. United Community Funds and Councils of America, the
National Social Welfare Assembly, National Health Council, Council of Jewish Fed-
erations and Welfare Funds, Inc:, -National Copference of Catholic Charities, Com-
munity Services, Committee of the AFL-CIO, and Advertising Council...Th&chairman
of a committee of the American Medical Association concerned with voluntary health__
agencies also attended.

The group reviewed a proposed "frame of reference" for a New Nation,a1 Com-
mission on the Voluntary Health end Welfare Agencies," decided to continue to ex-
plore, the establishment of a commission and to serve as the nucleus of the commis-
slon. Linen was elected to serve a chairman, at least until the new organization got
underway and was staffed and financed. Subcommittees were appointed to suggest
Other suitible candidates for Membership on the commission and to provide sugges-
tions for4nitial staffing.

The group was reconvened by Linen on June 22, 1962, at which time it was agreed
that the commission would comprise 20 to 25 memb'ers, including, in addition to the
carry-overs from the Ad .Hoc Committee and the presidents of the coordinatidg
groups, the "Secretary of Health, duration and Welfare, 3 businessmen, 1 Chamber
of Commerce, 1 Communicator, Vdditional labor man, 2 Medical men, 1 Negro;
1 WOman ConsideratiOn might also be giver to adding 1 educator and 1 lawyer."
An extensi4, Aster of individuals within each of these categories had been assembled. '

The inclusion of the presidents of the coordinating groups represented a departure
from the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee report, which had described
the members of the proposed commission as "citizens who reflect the public interest
rather than partisan viewpoints." When serving as president of an organization, even
though ,jt is an orgA4tion dedicated sincerely and wholeheartedly to the public
good, an individual-, Ilowever public-spirited, is inevitably partisan to the interests
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of the organization. However, as stated earlier, the self-appointed initiators of the com-
mission plan believed that the_t_ooperatiun of the coordinating organizations in the
field was essential to suci..ess. the price of this cooperation was the participation-of
these organizations in the selection of commission members and minority representa-
tion on the commission of their presidents. In a recent discussion with two of the ini-
tiators, 16,imball and Linen, this move was not labeled as a fatal mistake, but in express;
ing an 4iniOn in favor of the viability of such a commission today, they agreed that
it should be fully independent of the groups it undertakes to assist.

During tfie months following the June 22 mpeting, the subcommittee on staff had .
extensive discussions with Leonard W. Mayo, a distinguished educator and social
worker who was then executive director of the Association for the Aid of Crippled
Children in New York City. Mayo, in his long and successful career, had been chairman
of President Kennedy's Commission on Mental Retardation, president of the National
Conference on Social Work, chairman of the Commission on Chronic Illness, vice-
president of Western Reserve llniversity, and a leader in countleSs other activities.

Mayo, who was deeply interested in the potential of the, proposed commission,
agreedto take a temporary leave from his turrent duties to work with the organizing
group to develop and refine a plan for the commission. Crucial to his decision was the
presence of a serious mandate from two or more major foundations and assurance
from three of the coordinating groups the National Social Welfare Assembly, the
Uneted Community Funds and Councils, and the National Health.Council that the

an had their backing Mayo stated that he was just as much interested in the man-
date from the foundations as .. . their money, for without real conviction and

nmoral backing of some groups not immediately concerned but representative of the
Agneric.art people in general, I feel we would be in a less strong position than other-,

To finance Mayo's work, Kimball made funds available fromthe balance of the
RoCkefeller Foundation grant for the Ad Hoc Committee study, The members of the-
organizing, group met with Mayo on May 1, 1963, to discuss the "frame of reference"
he had' developed which would be used to recruit the additional members and to ob-
tain financial support: After the meeting, Nj00 refined the plan with the help of the
many key-individuals in agencies, foundations, and governmental circles where he was
widely known and respected.

By January 1, 1964, the pioposal for the national commission read as follows:,

1. Philosophy and Purpose of the Proposed Commission

The general purposes ofie Commissron are to encourage increased participa-
tion of the American people in voluntary health and welfare organizations; to
foster more effective operations and programs under voluntary auspices; to
strengthen the leadership of such agencies and extend and deepen the influence
of the entire voluntary effort in the nation.

The Commissioi is concerned not only with problems of the immediate present,
but with the future of the voluntary movement and with voluntary agencies per
sc, their relations with each other and with corresponding services and programs
under governmental auspices, and with the quality of services they render and
the extent to which the contributor is receiving full value for his dollar.

. ,
The Commission does not intend to establish a new agency, nor does it consider
itself an agency in the orthodox sense. It will not appraise or pass judgment
upon specific agencies as such, nor espouse any one method of fund raising; it
will perform a critical and advisory rather than'a regulatory function.

\Though the increasing number of voluntary agencies, particularly in the health
field is a matter of concern, the Cummission recognizes the right of citizens to
organize and pursue appropriate objctNlCcin the public interest; in like manner
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it recognizet thexiiht., of the public, ir it is ask- ed for funds to support tlie pro-
gram ofi a private group, to have full and objective data as to the need for the

eigrAm bscriciseo, a5sItrastr,e of competent and responsible board and staffI
_ leadership, ana adequate fiscal policy and operating stancia::cls.

In scim, the Commission propose) td analyze and study basic problems of far-
iw,portile-ice to yoturitary Palth arid weifare ser,ices and :,.: the pubiit.,

and :7, davelop rcaorrrierelatik.,ns and guidelines that car, hz .1:iflu---mtial in shap
mg-policy. In so deqnii it w'll avoid duplicat:ng stucnes being conducted b other
groins, and in imole,nenting its own studie-i it will, insofar as possible, utilize
and u, state wlio existing facilities, partictriarly the d'ational coordinating

-and planning bodies in health and welfare, the recently established National
Corcir.t. ity Health Services and other appropriate groups.

- 2 tienfrot ,4ft-lhods of Operatia-df the Proposed Commiss 'ion
- .

in its operations the Cc.s.-nrhission will regard as an instrumentality for over-
iewing .tne nceus and, problems )f voluntary health-and welfare services; for

-;;;intributors and agencies into closer understanding and cooperative
endeavor; for strengthening existing voluntary planning bodies and agencies;
a td t,r clarifying the iespective,and joint roles of voluntary and governmental
pr s

. K-

Tne Cdrnmir.siu- n- ...ail attempt to serve as a catalyst fcir appropriate action in the
Iiint of its findings and recommendationS at-d iu relation to other studies with

. which it wishes_ to associate Jtsc:t. in d.)irig so, it will recognize an equal obliga-
tion to the agencies involved, to those served by them and to the contributor.
To the ends the Commission will work tkinoeratively with agencies and groups
of agencies, both vbluntai-y and governmentati

The Comni;ssion wtz4d employ the following methods, among others, in" the
of ciblainin.g and weighing opinion, stimulating new ideas and encou?ag-

development of guiaelines and policy:

a) Field visits, to seLectecrportions of the country in order to observe at
firSthand ist-iw critical problems in program development and {financing
:.fie tieing met and to study the relationships between yplUntary and
goiier?imental agencies in pianning and coordination.

b) Public hearings. It would be mportantior the staff to visit key areas of
the country n a scheduled basis and conduct hearings to which people
from, the t I community and the 'state woad be invited to express their
'views on t e present role and status of voluntary health and welfare
agencies and their future role.

Inql conferences or consultations sfiould be held in New York
City' elk elsewheste to which lay and pr'ofessional lead would tie in-

.yited to confer with the staff and members of the Commiss on specific
topics Of. Problems subrnicted to them in advance in the form o 'tentative
'position Rapers' for, qui: considered opinions.

It would be important for the Commission to Study the functions of e Na-
tidnal Budget Committee, a creature of the National SociaVelfare Ass bly
and United Community Funds and Councils, which reviews and makes r om-
menaations concerning the budgets of many of the national voluntary agen les;
and the function and potential bf the National' Information Bureau, which pro-
vides: information on voluntary social and welfare agencies for the benefit of
prospective contributors,- should:also be studied. (See Chapters 'V and III,

291i
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respectively,pt this repot for deietiption of the N,abonal Budget Committee
and the National Information Bureau.)

The functions of the National Budget Cominittee and the National Information
Bureau suggest that the Commission should study intensively -the wisdom,
practicality, and feasibility of ventral reporting on both finances and program
criteria or standards fur agency operations, and the valueof a ,well conceived and
ArniniNtered plan of accreditation. It should .be noted that the National Budget
Committee, the National Health Council, And the National Social Welfare As-
sembly have taken definite steps to establ4h reasonable standards of operation
for the national agencies in their respective orbits of influence and that their
efforts are being met with an encouraging response (See Chapter VI for discus-
sion of the Ndtional Health Council's standard-setting efforts )

The Commission would conduct its work through subcommittees or task forces
aided by. a small but highly competent professional staff, participation in such
groupsshould not necessarily be confined to Commission members.

- .

To whatever extent is feasible and practical, agencies and coordinating groups
would be asked to assist the Commission in studying the problems that come

' before it, discuss its findings, offer suggestions, and react to its recommendations
as they develop.

o

While the Commission should not by any means be a protege.of any national
organization or group it must not be isolated from key groups in the field, it
should, in fact, establish and maintain direct channels of communication with
thexg. To be influential with the contributor and the public at large, however,

4x. it must retain complete independence and be free t speak on its:own and with
its own voice

3, Special Studies of the Proposed Commission

Through its own work and through studies it would stimulate and help to
finance, the Commission could gain a great deal of data of basic value to the
public and to the agencies which could be released from time to the as brief
reports and informative statements In addition, agencies should be encour-
aged to conduct studies of their own programs with expert assistance from out-
'side their own ranks.

The following types of studies as originally suggested by the Ad Hoc Citizens'
Committee should be considered by the Comm,ission.

a); Public understanding of voluntary health and welfare-agencies.

Such a study would gather information on. the degree and extent.of
understanding cai the part of different segments of the public (large

.and small contrilidutors in industry, business, and labor, etc.) with respect
to the performance, the usefulness, and the role of violuntary health and
welfare agencies.

b) A formulation "of criteria for the evaluation of voluntary health and wel-'
fare agencies.

This study would draw upon current national agency interest and exper-
ience in the evaluation of performance and develop criteria_ that could be
used by national and local agencies in assessing their effectiveness.

292
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c) Studies o planning and coordination as currently conducted by national
and local health and welfare organizations. .

The obiectives of such studies in the words of the report of the Ad Hoc
Citizens' Committee would be:

(1) To examine existing methods of cooperative planning and inter-
agency organization at all levels.

. (2) To prepare case studies of good planning methods now used by
communities and voluntary agencies.

(3.) To formulate common principles of sound planning.

(4) To develop guides and procedures by which these principles could
be effectively used by communities, voluntary agencies, and other
private and governmental groups. o -

d) Studies of methods of financing.

This would constitute one of the most important and ,,,critical tasks of the
Commission. Information should be carefully compiled on current fund
raising methods, criteria as to what constitutes a 'successful campaign'
should be formulated, management methods and the philosophy and pro-
cedure of the distribution funds should be studied and guidelines drawn
up for the benefit of the c4ributor and the community at large.

The above list suggests the type of study that would be considered by the Com-
mission and which it would conduct or cause to be conducted. Others, and the
Most effective approaches to those listed, would be suggested by know,ledgeable
individuals and organizations and planned in detail by the staff with the assis-
tance of competent social scientists. .

The Commission should be receptive to a discussion or study of any problems
brought to it by voluntary health, and welfare agen,cies and other responsible
groups and individuals provided they appeared to be of importance and con-
cern to the agencies and the.petblic,

A number 'of studies are now being conducted by national bodies and local
groups with which the Commission should keep in touch and from which it
could gain a great deal by way of grist foi its own mill. ...studies or collection
of .data that can appropriately and effectively be carried on by the national
volunt5ry organizations, or major coordinating or professional health or welfare
groups should be undertaken by them, thus avoiding duplication of effort and
expense. The Commission should keep in touch with such studies and have ac-
cess to the findings for its own consideration.

One of the most important and far-reaching responsibilities of the Cenirnission
should be to insure that a study is made (preferably under its own.auspices) of
the development, present status, anchthe future of the volunteer movement in
our society with special reference not only to its expression in health and wel-
fare activities but in relation to the manifestations and underlying causes of basic
social problems. A study of this kind would go to the heart of many questions
relating to the role of the individual citizen in an era when it is no longer a
simple matter to be a 'good neighbor.' A work of substance and import could
be developed around the theme ipf the individual as the well spring of a free
society and the problems and challenges he faces in maintaining his ideltity
and making his contributign in the space age.

A
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4. Implementation of Recommendations and Findings of
the Proposed Commission o

Plans for adequate follow-up of the Commission's work should be carefolly'
-built in' at the outset. Provisions should be made for involving at an early date
the major groups that should be responsive to ;its recommendations and findings.
The Commission must sustain the kind, of relations with key grotiOs'in'the field
that will help to insure their continued interest and cooperation in bringing
about steady and constructive change.

In view of the problems involved and the need for deliberation and study, the
Commission will in all probability find it necessary to continue for a period of
,a1 least three years. However, if it becomes clear 'at any time that it cannot
serve a useful, purpose, it can dissolte. If an extension beyond three years ap-
pear's to be warranted, that can be determinei at a later date. In any event, it is
essential that sufficient time be allowed for a'thoughtful exploration of the most
important problems affecting the`future=of health and welfare services in the
country, and for thejormulation of effective plans and practical guidelines de-
signed to strengthen voluntary effort and its impact on governmental policy.

There have been encouraging responses on the. part of many national health°
and welfare agencies in--retent months as the pcksibility of activ4ting the Na-
tional Commissiorop Voluntary Agencies became known. Thiseipy be due in,
part to fear of what the future may hold, but it is based too ,on the desire of ,

both lay and ptofessional leaders to arialy'ze the services ,of their agencies from
the ,point of view or quality, impact on current problems, relationship to the
public services, and the desire to tool up for the nevi challenges,of this era. What-

Ayer the cause, or cause there are substantial indications of new interest and
awakened concetn. Thi plus the urgency created by the critical problems of
health and welfare that are facing the American people-. preserits a strong case
for immediate and thoughtful study and action.

On March 30, 1964, Mayo returned to his duties with the Asstictation for the Aid
of Crippled Children. The group comprising the nucleus of the proposed commission
never convened again. No formal approaches were made to foundations for _support
despite the implication that Mayo undertook the assignment with the assurance that
there-was "a serious mandate from one or more foundations." }n 1964 Mayo consid-
ered writing a book to salvige the work he had done. He never wrote that book.

What happened to this five-year effort? there are no files to document the ending
of the undertaking. Based on my' own close association with the efforts to establish a
commission and on subsequent disaissions with others who we',-e equally involved, I

believe the critical missing factor was central leadersh$:- for the new commission an
individual who could agd vyould attract tither members in addition to those who had
joined- because the orgariizations they headed were vitally concerned and who could
muster financial support and provide continuing leadership. Linen was such a person,
but he became involved in preparations for the 1964 Presidential campaign. Folsom
was also qualified to undertake this task, but. the National Health Council and the
American Public Health Association persuaded him to accept the chairmanship of the
newly formed National Commission crn Community Health Services, an organization
that focused on a subject of more precise interest to Folsom (the Strengthening of the
provision and delivery of health services) and that was assured of financing from the
W.K. liellogg Poundation.

So the essential leadership did not emerge, and the prOposal died. Linen recently
expressed the ,belief that the outcome would be different today, that it would be
much easier.to find the "right person" novy, than it was in 1964 when the corporate
world was less committed,concerned, or involved in philanthropic issues.

4'.
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Interestingly, and significant) , none of the private health and welfare organiza-
tions whose support had be t And obtained made:any effort to keep the.pro
posal alive. Even though the o jectives of the t.ummission had been revised to 4tom-
modate their stipulations that the new orbrtization be ;advisory" nW'regula-
tory" and that its aims include strengthening them as organizations, the 'National
Sotial Welfare Assembly and the National Health Council and the array of major
voluntary organizations that comprised their membership were not disposed to pursue
the matter Nor did United Community Funds and Councils, the originator of the en-
tire project, make an effort to salvage it. .

It may well be-ithat the proposal was not practical, that it could not have been
funded or would not have functioned successfully. Perhaps these were the reasons why
no leadership emerged. There can be no definitive answer6 since the proposal was ne3er
executed. Clearly, Kimball and Linen think it is a viable idea today, provided the corn-,
mission is not self-appointed, is not "permanent," and is free of entangling alliances. ,

Action on Recommendation for Development
of Uniform Accpunting and Financial,

Report* for Voluntary Agencies

Far different in, its outcome* was"the=second .majpr recommendation of the report
of the Au Hoc Committee. The accomplishments of voluntary health and welfare
agencies in developing and implementing uniform financial reporting illustrate how the
private sector, given a tangible goal and convinced of its importance, can mobilize and
move. Tremendous strides have been made in,the 13 years since the Ad Hoc Cummit-
tee,called foAa uniform reporting system.

,

In recommending the development of standardized accounting and uniform fman-,
dal reporting by voluntary agencies, the Ad Huc Committee report cited the follow-
ing benefits that could derive from such a project:

to help answer some of the important questions the public is now asking about
voluntary agencies. Comparisons of agencies through their financial statements
an almost impossible task at present- would then be routinely possible. A stand-
ard method for explaining agency income and ekpenditures would show more
dearly how agencies obtain and use "eir funds.

to give voluntary .agencies valuable new information, data with allocations M.
program functions would yield better information on costs. Agency manage-
ment could then make better decisions about programs and policies.

to reduce the debate over federated versus independent fund raising. The pub- ...

lic would have accurate information on what is now a battlefield of uncertain
statistics. ..

uniform accounting and financial reporting, if developed and administered prop-
erly, would have a profound and beneficial influence on the voluntary agency
movement. It is potentially the 'most important method for obtaining adequate
information about Voluntary agencies, for the benefit of both the agencies and

, the American public. . a

The report further indicated that the executive committee of the American Insti-
tute of- Certified Public Accountants, a major membershipaorganization in th; ac-
counting industry, was prepared to undertake the project "subject to the receipt of a
formal request and adequate financing." The institute h'ad appointed a committee of
"outstanding accountants: presumably in anticipation of undertaking the project,

1 ,
one of the eight largest merfter accounting firms would be retained to provide the
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staff needeti. Tv.0 years would be required to develop the unif3rm accounting
and financial reporting fur use of individual voluntary agencies. Additional time might
be required to formulate methods to enable non-agency groups to apply the standard-
ized reports. . . ,

The Ad Hoc Committee observed. ''It is important that methods be deveiqped to
. enable various outside groups to review voluntary agency application de unifckm ac-

counting and financial reporting. Periodic audits by accounting firms retained by the
agencies would probably not be, sufficient to ensure direct disclosure of finarices to
the Public." -

Earlier, in 1956, a committee representing the voluntary agencies that were mem-
bers of the National Health Council. had undertaken an'exploration of uniform finan-
cial accounting: The impetus for this was the newly enacted legislation_in New York.*
that empowered the New York State Department of Social Welfare to require certain
reports from philanthropic,organizations. In attempting to work with state officials on,
the dbvelopment of mutually satisfactory reporting procedures and forms, National
Health Council member agencies discovered that they were unable to communicate
among themselves on accounting and financial 'reporting matters because of the
lack of common definitions and terminology. Obviously, if the agencies could not
communicate among themselves, they Could not communicate clearly and effectively
with outside groups such as state and local government regulatory agencies, This,is to ,
say nothineof the confusion the agencies' public financial reports IRIUSt be ,creating fOr
interested citizens and potential contributors who attempted to compare the finan-
cial reports.

The National Health Council's committee had,asked the American Institute of
Certified Public 'Accountants to undertake the project for the council. The institute,
however, believed that the council provided a more appropriate mechanism for the
inquiry and suggested Howard A. Withey, a partner in Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &Co.;
as chairman for the project. Withey had been prominently associated with the develop-
ment of accounting and reporting standards for colleges and universities, -

The project moved slowly because the council was unable to obtain the necessary
financial support from outside sources. Finally, the participating member organiza-
tions provided limited financing for a modest project, and in 1960 an accountant was

.,employed as staff to -the committee. Most of the committee members Are comp.;
trollers employed by the participating agencies: In addition to-Withey, Joseph Taggart,
dean of the Graduate School of Business Administration at New York 'University, and
John J. Black, assistant treasurer of International Business Machines Corporation,
served as "outside" members of the committee:

The National Health Council had already prepared the first draft of its proposed ac-
counting and reporting guide when the Ad Hoc Committee published its report recom-
mending a similar project, but one that would be done for both health and welfare
agencies and under the auspices of the.American Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants.

Officials of the council were understAdably pleased with the apparent timeli-
ness of their project. But they were also concerned that public response to the forth-
coming guide would be adversely, affected by the limitation of the project's scope and
Bevelopment to health agencies.

The executive director of the council was convinced that the council committee's
work represented a major step forward. Furthermore, he believed that to obtain the
cooperation of the member voluntary health agencies in the vital job of implement-
ing the new reporting system it was essential that the leadership of the National
Health Council -express confidence and trust in the project. It was doubted that a
committee from the accounting industry toad generate this cooperation. While the
cduncil's leadership hadnot been very effective in other program areas, the executive
director felt that the Organization had some chance of accomplishint the mission out-
lined in the Ad Hoc Comfilittee's report, especially since the Accounting Institute's
prospects for success were even less promising. .

2
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Since the Ad Hoc Committee report was also directed to voluntary welfare agencies
and since these groups ere not participants An the National Health Council's project,
discussiofis were initiated between the council and the National Social Welfare Assem-
bly, the counter,part organization in the voluntary social welfare field. The executive
directors of thie,Avvo organizations, vvhi had worked together on many issues of com-
mon concern in the voluntary field, shared the belief that prospects for successful de-
velopment and subsequent acceptance of financial reporting guidelines would be
greatly strengthened if the project were endorsed by the leadership of both national
toordinating groups: ..

Accordingly, a joint liaison committee of top officers of the council and the assem-
bly worked out a proposal that envisioned comp,Vtion of the council's accounting
guide for health agencies and concurrent development of a silmlar guide for social
welfare agencies by the assembly. One of the assembly's key members was the United
Community 'Funds and Councils of America, UCFCA would be an essential partici-
pant in the assembly project and could use.the network of United Funds throughout
the country to gain acceptance and cooperation of community agencies.

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants was asked to join as a third
sponsdr of the project but declined to be formally involved, an action that was con-
trary to the implication in'the Ad Hoc 'Committee report that the institute was pre-
pared to undertake the project. The executive vice president of the institute explained
that the decision not to become officially associated with the project reflected dis-
agreement within the organization on the subject of developing accounting principles
for thesvnonprofit field. AICPA did volunteer a list of prominent accountants, repre-
senting its major. member firms, fsi-om which the council and-the assembly could
choose project committee member and whose participation should result in viable
and acceptable accounting and reporting guides.

The council and the assembly then approached the Rockefeller Foundation] with a
request for financial support to enable the two coordinating agencies to accomplish
the recommendation of the Ad Huc Committee. Although Lindsley-Kimball was no
longer with the foundation, he was instrumental in seicuring a decision by both the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Avalon fodndation (now part of the Mellon Founda-
tion) to support the proposal. It was a testament of faith in the ability of the volun-
tary sector. to mobilize support for and carry out a prbject designed to improve the

;field and ultimately to benefit the public.
Dr. Hamlin, who believed so strongly in the need for uniform accounting and pub-

lic financial reporting, was openly Critical of the plans for the project."He made several/
speeches on the subject in which he expressed little faith in the ability of the voluntary

'lector to set standards for itself and to mike an effective effort to apply such stand-
ards. He was in favor of the "impartiality" which AICPA obuld bring to leadership of
the project. The council and the assembly, however, had discovered that AICPA was
no more influential in its field as a membership organization than the council and the
assent*. In private correspondence with the council's chief executive, Dr. Hamlin
expreskd the hope that the council and the assembly would succeed, though he
feared they would not,.and stated that. his publicly announced skepticisrn about the'
project might Well stimulate better efforts than in the past.

Because of the impact of the Ad Hoc Committee report, the National Health
Council's earlier limited project to develop accounting and reporting standards was
now incorporated into a much broader project embracing both voluntary health and
welfare agencies and with adequate financial support-to retain the best possible staff
Services to assure a professionally sound job. Furthermore, the'voluntary agencies
and the accounting firms that serviced them not only had a stake in the development
of new standards and guidelines but also could foresee that their receptivity to the
new standards would be.positively influenced by the widely publicized, and approved

,recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee. The foundation financing gave the
council and the assembly some degree of independence from their dues-paying mem-
ber -organizations in conducting the project.
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Development and Publication of the Standards-4
IT

The many diverse interests inyulved tn the undertak were brought together in
the.Project Advisory Committee, appointed by the presiders s of the council and the
assembly in January 1963. Working under the-chairmanship o the late Hugh Jackson,
proliient of the Better Business Bureau of Metropolitan New York and a widely
respected volunteer who for a number of years had been an u fCer and board member
of UCFCA, the Project Advisory Committee completed work p the standards late in
1963. The standards, were then'approved by the boards of directors of the two spon-
soring organizations.
' Technical staff service was. purchased from the accounting firm of Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co. The decision to tderrtify the committee's work with a major accounting
firm was quest ona by thosewho thought that this might prejudice the acceptance
of the standards by organizations that used the services of competing accounting
firms. However, the major firms were the only source of the type of skilled profes-
sional staff needed for'the project. The Project AdvisoD,Committee included inAts
membership representatives of some of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.'s competitor
firms in theope that any criticism of vested interest in authorship could be offset.

Six outstanding CPAs were selected to represent the industry on the committee.
(One of the appointges was the chairman of the AICPAis Committee on Relations
with Charitable Organizatto,ni.) Copies of all materials relating to the project were
sent to the ArCPA's.director of research for review and comment.

The committee's final report, Standards of Accounting and Financial Reporting
for'Voluntafy Health Gall Welfare Organizations, was Oublished in 1964. By 1974,
19,000 copies had been distributed., The publieation, which proved to be a landmark
accomplishment for voluntary effort, superseded the National,Health Council's 1962
publication. Jt has prov,ided the basic structure.and information for innumerable other
publications such as,speCific accounting manuals for internal use by voluntary agencies
and groups of these ag,enciel. Among the standards it promulgated torpublic financial
reporting for voluntary ag(ncies were the accrual basis of accounting, reporting of
financial activiti4 on a functional basis, and combined national reporting for all
affiliated, groups. It also developed a series of reporting forms that would facrtlitate
the consolidation of financial information,for public convenience and clarity. Expendi-
tures were classified in two main categories. program services (definitions for which
reporting agencies would develop for their specific field of interest) and supporting
services (comprising two sub-categories, 'management and general" and "fund rais-
mg"). ThSsecond expenditure category was defined as precisely as possible, given the
lack of available information on!these types of activities and the wide diversity of
practice among the voluntary agencies.

On the always troublesome subject of the relationship between the amount of -
contributions and the cost of raising and collecting contributions the publication_
stated that,"if it were possible to prescribe a single basis for comparison, or method
of calculating a fund-raising cost ratio- that would be applicable uniformly, such
efforts would be most . useful. Facts do not appeir, however, to justify expectation
that this can be done .. . a greet deal of caution (sho,u1d) bexercised by individuals
or groups who attempt comparative evaluations of voluntary agencies' fund - raising
costs, or who attempt to devise standatd methods of calculating fund-raising cost
percentages or to set ceilings for them."

Implementation of the Standards

Even before the .report was completed it became clear to the two sponsoring
organizations that much of the value of the work in developing the Standards would
be lost if they did not make an effort to encourage awareness and acceptance of the
Standards by the contributing public, which waskultimately to benefit, and by the
vdtuntary health and welfare agencies that would be -directly affected. These agencies
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included.not only the national organizations affiliated with the assembly and council,
but also the vast number of state, regional, and local organizations not affiliated with
any specific national agency. . -,

Beginning February 1, 1965, the two sponsoring\zganizations undertpok an imple- ,

mentation project. Support was generously given y the Rockefeller -Foundation,
Kellogg Foundation, Russell Sage Foundation, the .New York Foundation, the W.
Alton Jones Foundation, and the Rubicon Foundation. The project covered the
following phases: the development of a guide adapted from the Standards for the use
of regulatory and licensing agencies, work with the 37 participating national agencies
of the National Social Welfare Assembly ;and with the 17 mqMber agencies of the
National Health council to place the agencies and their local affitiateOn a position to
report to the public in accordance with the Standards, work.with United Community
Funds and Councils to make the Standards available to"loal community chests and

)United Funds; and,work with 44ecal interest grotips\to p \mote and interpret the
Standards to-those voluntary agencies not reached thibugli other means. Technical*

,,
assistance for the project'was provided by Peat, Marwick, Mitthell & Co.

,

Promotion of the Stagdards Orl luch a broad seal ovedie an exfinsiye under-
taking. Although total compliance among all participa mg 0 ations was not fully
realized by the eud of the project in 19p, the resents v re su sta_, i

The implementation project was extremely wlespecial irtice its aim was7

adoption'of a common reporting system by aliighly diverse group of
1

private voluntary .

organizations which, had little in common beyond tkiir interest in health and welfare,

'
their voluntary status, and their dependence on public_ contributions. Some of the

e
m

,

major national organizations were not receptive to adoption of the Standards, and not
all of the potential allies amongregulatory and standard-setting bodies were promoting ,,

.adoptibn. In addition, the public was not fully awake of theexistence of the Stand-
.ards. . .

Establishment of Ongoing Promotion and Supervision of Public Financial Reporting
.,

The 'council and the asseMbly concluded that there must be continuity of effort
over ari extended period of time if the substantial gains that had already been made
were to be preserved. The sponsoring organizations were mindful of efforts in the
1940s and 1950s to establish uniform standards in the field of higher education: The
lack of continuity in promoting standards and especially the lack of a central body-
to oversee conformity to accepted and uniform standards led to such diver,sity of
practice that the ultimate goal of unifgrm reporting was lost until' recent years.

The same problerh confronted The voluntary health and,,welfge field in 1967. e

sponsors predicted that if some type of coordinated -technical assistance program were
notprovided to ensure uniform implementation, the essential value of the Standards
would. be lost, together With, the, expenditure of 'effort and money over.'the past
decade. .

Accordingly, the council and the assembly Proposed to creatk.a center fcik the
!prornotion,of uniform accounting standards to do the following:'
64/ .9, - . ,,

Eitend acceptance and use of the Standards among corporate foundation
'groups, philanthropic foundations, governmental agencies, and, the accounting
profession; continue efforts to increase conformity, to the Standards by organi-
zations not-conforming;

2. Establish a central national technical service to
-

a. Review manuals, instructions or offer Appropriate 'documentation' sub- .

mitted by organizations to determine if the established detinitiorls and
procedures were in substantial conformity with the Standards in all material +-
respects;
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b. Enhance the ability of national and local health and welfare organizations,
regulatory bodies, central fund-raising and planning groups; and other inter-
ested bodies to adapt, install, and implement the Standards;

c. Interpret the Standards and their use to interested groups and individdals
in local communities; t
d. Create a compendium of proper interpretation of the Standards to serve
as a source document for agencies implementing the Standards and as a guide
for the accountingprofession as it conducted its audit function, and

e. _Provide a mechanism through which appropriate revision of the Standards
could be accomplished, when needed.

The cost of the proposed center for a period of five years (1968-72) was estimated
at about $750,000. It was hoped that corporate foundations would contribute the

. Nucleus of support, with private foundations assuming,some share of the operating'.
Costs. The voluntary organizations in the field were not a realistic sburce of basic

, .pnancing since (1) the internal implementation of a new system of 'accounting, and
agency, thus.Making them reluc-repoiting would require new expenditures by each

tant to incur additional expense for a central monitoring organization, and (2) volun-
tary organizations that had not shown an interest in adopting the Standards could
rardly'be expected to finance a mechanism intended to encourage ,conformity to
those ?standards.

The hope that influential corporate foundations would provide financial support
for the cent* was not realized. Representatives of key corporate foundations ex
pressed the. opinion that consideration of revisions of the Standards and "policing'?
were logical functions of the accounting profession. They suggested that if the spon-
sors could obtain enIorsement of the Standards from the. -American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, accounting firms could they be persuaded to assume
the "poIrcing" of the Standards. This plan kad originally been proposed by Dr. Ham-
lin, the study director for the Ad Hoc Committee, and had been -pursued by the
council and the assembly, but with no success.

During the years that the council and assembly were engaged in their project, the
Accounting Principles Board of the AICPA ,continued to work on the formulatiori
of "Generally Accepted Accounting PrincipJes foNonprofit Organizations." AICPA's
inability Wresolve fundamental differences of .opinion among its members on tech -

i. accounting matters adversely affected efforts to promote use of the Standards.
The voluntary organizations that were reluctant to adopt the Standards and knetv of
the differences of opinion among accountants could cite these unresolved issues as a
reason for not adopting them.

The problem was further compounded in October 1966 when the AICPA's com-
mittee on Relations with Nonprofit Organizations published a guide for accountants
performing audits for voluntary health and welfare orwizations. While this guide
did not endorse the Standards, auditor's using the guide were free_to audit the accounts
of their client organizations in accordance with the .Standards. The intrbduction
the guide included the following statement about the Standards: "The prescribed
standard accounting and reporting practices (i.e., Standards) will, if consistently
applied, result in reducing the variety of reporting practices ..."

When assembly and council representatives, acting on the corporate fou -ndation
group..s recommendations, met with ,officials Of the AICPA, .they were advised that
before the institute could approve and endorse the Standards tbme revisions would
have to be made. An ad hoc group of the AICPA was appointed to meet with reps-e-
scntatives of the assembly, council, arid ,United Community Funds and Counclg-te
America to agree on the necessary revisjpns. The results of these negotiations were
issued October 1969 in a report of the AICPA Ad Hoc c=rouptgn Voluntary Health
and W lfareOrganizatio%. The AICPA took the following actisni on the report of ftii

.

ad °up:

3
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Afteer further revictv of the report of our three-man ad hoc group on voluntary
health and, welfare organizations, we hive concluded that the American Institute _

is not a position at this time to approve either the ad hoc group's report or
your publication, Standards . . . An amendmentof the guide would require the
Same procedures as those followed in. issuing the original guide, and this would
take some time. Nevertheless, we are willing to appoint another committee to
undertake a study of problem areas with the intent to produce a revised guide..,

Discouraged by six years of seemingly fruitless effort, but recognizing the vital. -
importance of endorsement by the accounting industry, the council and the assembly
accepted the AlcPA's offer to establish another study committee.

The council and the assembly were, however, skeptical about the chances of accom-
plishing their objectives with AICPA and in 1972 formed a joint liaison..tommittee
with the,United Way of America (successor to UCFCA) to Work on specific plans to
encourage' and facilitate implementation of the Standards,throughout the country, ,t
adjudicate questions concerning interpretation of the Standards, end advise the assem-
bly and council's boards on any changes in the Standards that might be needed.

The first major undertaking of the Joint Liaison Committee was to work closely
and compatibly with a new AICPA Committee on Voluntary Health and Welfare
Organizations. This effort resulted in the September 1973 publication of the AICPA
Industry Audit' Guide, Audlt#of Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations, In the

'preface to its publication, the AICPA notes that the principles it.recommends are in
most instances compatible with those set forth in the Standards. The council, the
assembly, and the United Wiy'subsequently revised the Standards, and in the fall of
1974 published a new version that achieves the tra4iinum uniformity possible be-
tween the two crpiementary

Thus by 1974-the voluntary sector had tonne a long way towards accortIplishment
of one, of)the tWo major recommendations of the 1961 Ad Hoc Comnii ee report: Not
only dialbeyoluntary orgariiiations succeed in developing standarcts Mare accept-
able to both .the voluntary health and welfare fields and theaccou industry, but
'significant progress has been.made in implementing the st,indgcls:

, /ire .

F.' All national voluntary health member agdncirs of,thikNational Hearth Coun-
cil 'have adopted the Standards, developed accounting mantAls,,andiare implementing
them among their ore than 11,000 regional, state, and local affiliates throughout
thxock,Theional Assemblv of Nitional,yoiuntary Hiafth and Social Welfare'Org4ti successor to the National Assemely fw. Social Policy\and Develop-
ment - expects its associated national organizations and their state and local affiliates t,
will prchide financial reports in accordance wih,tr*Standards in the welfare field for
which the Standards apply.r

.r
2. The United Way of AMerica required that all local and state United Way organi-

zations report ,to the publiC-gcording to the Standards by 1973 (for 1972 activities).

''3, The United States tivirSerVice Commission, in its administration of the Com-
bined Federal Campaign Plan, requires certification of conloPmity to The Standards
at all levels of operation by health and social welfar,e,organizations as a condition for
'participation in 4he plan and, thus, in solicitation in federal establishrnentsoitl,

4. State laws and local ordinances r4nlating solicitations of the public.by chari-
table organizations, increasingly encourage implementation of the Standards 12y

(-CcirPoration of comparable reporting requirements as kart of regulatory taws and im-
plementing regulations. Governmental regulatory reporting requirements consistent
with the Standards are in use in New York,-Pennsylvania, Illinois and in urban areas

`such as Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles, and Oklahoma City, to mention only a few.
"10 an effort to, further encourage reporting reqdirements by state and local laws and
ordinances consistent with the Standards so as to" reduce duplicate reporting and
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added administrative costs, the National Health Council in 1471 distributed to local
and state regulatory authorities a revision of anNarlier council publitation, Viewpoints
on State and Locale Legislation Regulating Solicitation. of Funds from the Public.+The
uniform financial reporting forms and instructions for use by state and local regula-

tory bQdies presented in tiler appendix of Viewpoints are consistent with the Stand-
ards. These fomis reflect tjre. 1973 AICPA audit guide and the 1974 revision of the

Standards.

S. The U.S. Department of 'Health, Education and Welfare has adopted the Stand-

ards for developing" indirect.cost rates for voluntary-health and. social welfare agencies

as recipients of HEW grants and contracts.

6. The 1969 TaX Reform Act made It mandatory for all 501(c) (3) orga,nizations
to file,annual reports with the U.S. Treasay_D_epannent. The National Health Council

and the National Assembly recommended that the form used by New York State De-

partment of Socialjelfare, Charitable Registration Bureau, for financial report,
(DSS-497),.which ireonsistent with-the Standards, be adopted by the IRS for this
purpose for those 501(c) (3) agencies that must report to both New York and the,
Internal Revenue Service. The Treasury Department ruled that New York State Form
DSS-497 may be 3ised as part 2 of the current 990-A form for reporting /o IRS for
,1972,agti subsequent fiscal periods.

7 The National InfOmation Bureau is'currently using the Standards in its analysis

of h al th and welfare agencies to detarrnine which agencies meet NIB requirements.

The National Council on Philanthropy has endorsed the Standards and sup

poi d their use in accounting and financial reporting to the public and to state and
mu ipal governmental regulatory bodies. The NationarCouncil on Philanthropy leas

4ec mmended that all contributors urge compliance with the Standard voluntary

U'ealth and welfare organizations.

9. The Council of ,Better. Business Bureaus cites the Standards for use, with its own

recen tly published standards for its affiliated organizations throughout the country.

The foregoing represents an impressive record of progress resulting in large patt
from the positive response of the private philanthropic sector to a major recommenda-

tion of the Ad Hoc Com ,ittee. The moral support and financial backing of the Rocke-

feller Foundation was cr ial theinitial years. The process was slow. Only in 1974

did the accounting Indus egin to assume the leadership position 'envisionedfor it
by Dr. Hamlin 14 years earlier. Congress or the Internal Revenue Service could prob-

% ably have accomplished a similar. result in less time, but there would not have been the

sense of satisfaction that the participating private groups have derived from their own

efforts and accomplishments.
..-

Much remains to be done, however. The extent and the various methods of imple-
mentatiOn should be concerns of the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public

Needs. , ...,

Other Outcomes of the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee

Since the prdposed national commission was not established, there was no system-

atic follow-up of the impact_ of other recommendations jn the Ad Hoc Committee
report, Presumably, ttiuvould have been done by the national commission.

Undoubtedly, the r'nrart had many indirect positive effects on voluntary health
and welfare agencies. Two specific results of the Ad Hoc Committee's efforts are iden-
tified and discussed later in this report. As a direct resu,lt of the Ad Hoc Committee's
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criticism of the performance of voluntary agencies, the American Foundation for the
Blind took leadership in establishing the National Accreditation Council for Agencies
Serving the Blind and the Visually Handicapped (see Chapter VII). And the develop-
ment, adoption, and acceptance of standards of membership by member agencies of
the National Health Council was greatly facilitated by the enthusiastic reception of the
Ad 1-loc Comrqittee's report (see hapter VI).

III

THE NATIONAL INFORMATION BUREAU

The National knforniation bureau performs a unique function in the private sector
as a contributor's. advisory service. This independent national organizatipn compiles
information on a broad range of national groups that appeal to the public for funds...,
and provides its members with reports evaluating the soliciting agencies in terms of
NIB standards. Equally important, in the NIB's view, is its mission "to maintain sound
standaids in ... (its); .. field of philanthropy."

The objectives of the organization are described in the following excerpt from its
1973annual,report:

. -
The Nle l'ecognizes't at continued, faith on the part of Amerjcan contributors
is ,essential for the continued existence of our philanthropic' organizations and
institutions. The contri utors' faith these agencieS' encompasses faith in their
purposes and programs, in their voldfileer controlling boards, in their paid staffs,

their financial management, and in their concrete achievements for the im-
ovement of society and of services to people. Without this faith, contributors
uld no longer give. essential support in time and money, and government

Id be encourage4 to discontinue the several vital privileges as permission to
e society' and exemption from taxes tf both contributions and income.

To sure the continued faith of, contributors in philanthropy, all philanthropic
qrg izations, without oexception, shoUld live up to' the ideals .and standards
gen rally expected as fundamental to-theivesponsibility. This is'atask for all
age ties and all contributors, but itis not enough lq itself.Subsicandarli 06'4-
Atgrns, also embracing the name., of philanthrdro4 must te,p(eventecfrorn
de toying the contributors,' confidence in philanthropy "generally-, This Involves
not my work with voluntary organizations but also with the pub 'and con-

,tribOtors whost iuPport majces their continued existence possjble."
,k,

_ r . .

. .

The., National Information Bureatryyas organized in 1920 as a result of the chaos
resulting from the proliferaiion of; war - relief appeals, both foreign and domestic,,
during and after World War I. Most communities were highly successful in liaising
substantial amounts of fundq-or war-relief purposes, but rfad no satisfactOrY systein
of. alloCating these funds among the many appeals received. At the behest of the
leaders of a number of war-chest cornmehities, the Contributors Inforrhation Bureau
in New, York City,, which had been founded in 1882 as a part of the Charity Organi-
zation Society, established the National Information Bureau to do nationally' what
ClEthad been doing for loCal appeals in New York City.

,Until Wocld,War I I,, NIB was primarily suppopted by, wealthy _individuals Who were _
the principal contributors to philanthropic causes and who neesied the services NIB ' \
could pffer. During and after. Wo4ld War 1,1,,corporate contributions to philanthropy
grew,, and the NIB's executive director, the late D. Paul Reed, successfully prOmoted
NIB's service as a valuable aid to tills expanding corporate philanthrbpy. Much of the
organization's growth in program coverage, membership, and income came from

1'

r
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Reed's leadership and the wide respect he enjoy ed among corporate contributors and
the community federated fund-raising groups (United Funds) that relied so heavily on
giving through bu,siness organizations. '':-NIB is a membership corporation with two principal classes of members. Voting
members constitute the board of directors, which is limited to a imum of 27 mem-
bers. Contributor membprs individuals and organizations pi rough payment of
an annual membership fee. Contributor members are not entitled attend or to vote
at meetings of the board of directors.,

NIB does not identify the members of the board, beyond publishing their names
on annual reports, stationery, and other official communications, in order to protect
them from pressure by organizations wishing to influence the bureau's decisions.

The anony mitt' of, board members has been criticized, especially by national organi-
ptiOTrs that have received less than favorable judgments by the bureau. Critics claini
that they are not permitted to know enough about the board to enable them to
assess the competence of the governing body that presumes to judge them. Another
frequent Complaint is that there should be greater representation of philanthrOpic
organizations on the board. In the bureau's 50th anniversary report, the following
statement appears. In the 1930s, vested interests in the field of national philanthropy
obtained sufficient membership on the I;ioard of NIB to partially block the issuance
of some negative reports, necessitating .a revision in the method of selecting NIB
Board members ..." ..

The board is self-perpetuating in that no members can be elected unless proposed
by the nominating committee of the board. Members serve three-year terms on a
staggered basis, and there is no limitation on the number of terms an individual may
serve. The current board president, Alexander Lindey of New York, has 'held this
office since 1961. Of the other 19 board members, 15 are residents of New York
City or the New York metropolitan area, the remaining are from Illinois, Minnesota,
Vermont, and Texas. Most of these individuals are employed by or otherwise asso-
ciated vv.ith corporate foundations or other private foundations. The, board also in-
cludes corporate executives, an accountant, the head of a fund-raising organization
for independent colleges, three attorneys, and several persons who are identified as
"consultants." The board averages about three meetings per year, the executive com-
mittees usually meet four times during the year. The board appoints the bureau's
executive director, who heads a professional staff of 11. . ,,,-t

Contributor members include philanthropic foundations, national business corpora-
tions, major individual donors, communications media, local chambers of commerce,
government agencies that deal with philanthropy, and local United Way organizatiens
in about 2,200 communities. In 1973, 120 of the 200 largest industrial firms in the
United States were contributor members.

Contributor members provide most of NIB's income. The minimum annual mem-
bership fee for an individual is $15.00 and for a corporation or foundation, $25.00.
According to the burgo; memberships are maintained "at'these moderate ,rates to

10,.assure that small donors, as I as large, can have access to essential information (or
wise giving." Many members in at $100 to $1,000, a year and often increase the
amount ortheir annual support as they become better acquainted with the bureau's
services. Individual ,contributo 'emberships range up to $3,000 or more annually;
some foundations and corpora ons make membership contributions of $4,000 or
more per year. -

A recent tabulation of sources of NIB income showed that roughly 48 percent bf
total income-is derived from business corporations and their foundations, 21 percent
frbrn other foundations, 10 percent from United Way of America, 21 percent from
other sources such as individuals, chambers of commerce, and sales of publications.
The bureau's budget in 1974 was $210,100, income for the year was expected to
meet this figure.

As described earlier, NIB has two principal purposes. to help contributors to give
wisely and to maintain standards in the fields of philanthropy it covers. By influencing
the decisions of givers the bureau has a potential regulatory effect on philanthropic
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organi;ations.'Naturally, these organizations want'to be presented in the most favqr7
able light, especially to potential major supporters such as large corporations, founda-
tions, and the United Way. (The Advertising Council, as noted in Chapter I, takes.
"into consideration Whether or not any fund-raising ofganizatiog Meets the Ni Bigir
standards." However, because some wisely supported charitieiLhad continued to re-

, ceive an unfavdrable opinion from NIB, the Advertising Council decided that NIB's
opinion should not be the sole basis for determining whether a philanthropy should
have access to the contributed time and space of the media.)

NIB make,s ,a*/ailable to contributor *members individual reports on about 500
national and jnternational agencies. Although" some of these organitations are regional
in scope ogService and fund raising, their ultimate goal is judged to be national cover-
age., and, fitar this reason, NIB includes them. NIB does not undertake to report on
religious, fraternal, or political organizations, nor single institutions such as colleges.
The decision to limit NIB coverage to a segment of the.total philarlthropic field is a
pragmatic decision of NI B's board, There is nothing in the agency's charter or, bylaws
that precludes coverage of all of the 174,186 organizations that the internal Revenue
Service, as of March 31, 1974, classifies.as "public charities." NIB has information on
many philanthropic agencies in addition to those it evaluates. Hoy/ever, this informa-
tion is not assembled,in such a way that it can be subjected to Int3 staff analXsis and
is shared with contributor members for general information purposes only.

'Because of limitations of staff and resources, the accreditation 'eon is focused on
the approximately 590 national agencies in the following fields: promotion of The
American Way Of Lie"} national health organizations, national Welfare organizations,
general and specialized; hational aid to educ.ation; organizations of and for veterans;
national organizations-Serving youth, race relations and aid to minorities; civic affairs;
conservation and ecology, international relations; foreign relief, aid, or rehabilitation.

Cultural organizations are probably the least well covered of the above categories.
This is chiefly because most cultural organizations such as ballet companies, symphony
orchestras, museums, and opera companies do not conduct "national' fund-raising
cafnpaigns and therefore do not come within NIB's present scope of coverage. With the
increased attention being given to encouraging wide public support of the arts, NIB
haseb'egan to broaden its coverage in this area.. -

The individual reports to contObutor members provide information on the subject
agency's purpose, origin, pr6gram, leadership (identity of board members and chief
staff), finances, and federal tax dquctibility status. This information is presented
"from the point otview of a prosp'ective contributor?' The report concludes with
any general comments that might .be helpful to the contributor and, where feasible,
with a statement that the agency does or does not meet NIB standards. According
to current reports, about one half of the 500 organigations.in the bureab's active file
meet NIB Standards. The contributor is encouraged to support these organizations if

is inclined to do so. or an estimated one fourth of the organizations, the reports
state that the itreau,.has reached no conclusion on conformity with the standards.
The, remaining one loath are reported' as not meeting the standards. The reports
state the reasons for this evaluation, but the contributor is not specifically advised to
withhold c9tributionsfrom,these orgariizations.

Alt of 'the reports areAbiled as confidintial. This precaution is essential toprotect
the tfiru from law suitS. General distribution of reports containing an adverse
Qi* pinion ,coftb) rive is:the basis for legal action to stop an allegedly damaging activity.

stiff reCeiVe inamothreats of such legal action. However, in its 56 years of opera-
tion only one libel suit has been bcought against NIB, and it was settled out of court.,
(The case involved a confusion of the identity of individudis and not an inaccurate or
incorrect presentation of other,information.) /**:

. ,. The reports are more widely distributed than one might assume. The interpretation
as _to who is eligible -to-receive or see the reports4Iiheral. NIB encourages this and
knows that its reports are distributed more widely than its formal roster of contribu-

-tormembers mould indicate. For example,* all of the board members of mernbtr
. agencies of a locakeypited Fund can use the reports received by that local fund. The

. 305 . .
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board, members of
are

of the affiliates of contributor members such as the Ford
Motor cumpany are ehtitled through membership of the parent company to review
the rep6rts. And an organization that is reported on favorably by the bureau will
give the report wide distribution among its state and local constituents. When a nega-
tive report is issued, the subject organization may also share this,with its constituents

. 1 so that they may more effectively handle any unfavorable response.
In the'interests of protecting the bureau, the NIB staff declines to give any informa-

tion to noncontributor nlembers, other than statements that the subject organization
either "meets Ma SuridaNNZ "has not as yet complied with NIB's basic standards,"
or ",NIB's report on the organization is what we call a non-conclusion report. It can-
na be summarizabverthe phone."

The information that forms the basis for the bureau's reports is,iti most instances
obtained from the organizations themselves. When the bureau learns of the existence
of an organization either through the communications media, tax-exemption records
of the IRS, registration records of state or local official regulatory bodies, or inquiries

a from its members, it invites the organization to complete a questionnaire. This form
requests general information, description of purpose, program and organization,
identity of board and staff members, and a general summary of financial operations
and fund-raising methods. To supplement this information, the organization is asked
to provide a statement from its auditor and a copy of the latest audit, a copy of the
U.S. Treasurys tax-deductibility ruling, a copy of articles of incorporation and bylaws,
a detailed budget, current fund-raising brochures and mass appeal letters, and a des-
cription of the last' fiscal year's program. The questionnaire cites this inducement for
thel cooperation of the organization. "Potential contributors of money or leadership
who consult the NIB may respond more quickly when the facts in this questionnaire
are made readily available,. The filihg of information with us also may obviate the
necessity of answering similar questions from numerous local communities."

Those organizitions that have already supplied information to the bureau receive
, a checklist at the end of each fiscal year. They are asked to submit for the completed

fiscal year an audit report, the dates of and attendance at board and executive com-
mittee meetipgs, and the agency's annual report. Information requested for the current
fiscal year includes tie board-approve? budget, names of the staff director, officers

i ,. ,, and members of the board and executive committee, salary ranges of executive staff,
and copies of current fund-raisi4 materiali. ,..,. .

. Not all organizations cooperate, of course. Some groups question the right of the
bureau to pass judgment on arem apd cause to provide NIB with the information it
desires. In these instances, the bureau assembles a report using the organization's.pub-
lished annual report, if any, and the records of the Internal Revenue Service and the
New York State Department of Wel are's Charities Registration Bureau. Contributor
members frequently volunteer infor ation about organizations, in these situatjons.
The bureau notes in these' reports that the organization declined to provide the in-
formation needed. Presumably, this might discourage the contributoi. receiving thea- . ,
report from supporting the organization. ,

The National Foundation has for many years declined t6 provide NIB with the
information requested. In the opinion of foundition officials, lack of a favorable
report from the bureau complicated fund- raising efforts but was not sufficiently
troublesome to cause them to compromise their basic conviction that NIB had neither
the right or competence to ervene in the dialogue between the foundation and its
potential contributors. sever ears ago another national fund-raising group support-
ing a program closely associated with international affairs activities of the U.S, goyim-
ment declined to provide NIB with all of the information NIB believed essential for
its evaluatory process. A high Washington official intervened on behalf of the fund-
raising group and insisted that for "national security reasons NIB modify its rigid

, insistence on total compliance by the ,group. NIB claims it did not yield to this pres-
sure.

Most organizations, however, apparently regard. the NIB's activity as useful to
them 7, or are resigned to,it and routinely provide the information requested.
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Beyond the presumably useful, function of helping contributors to make informed
decisions, NI B's principal value in the voluntary, philanthropic sector is the impact of
its standard-setting and standard-maintenance function. The bureau is unique in this
area in that it sets out to accredit voluntary groups regardless of whether these groups
have expressed thp need,for .such standard-setting. NIB staff can cite many instances .

where, in Ale bureau's opinion, organizations have improved their perfOrmance as a
result of an NIB report which found the organization below par or ` substandard," a
term frequehtly used in t14 bureau's reports. Because of legal constraints mentioned
earlier, the bureau does no resort to general publicity intended to disgrace or dis-
credit an organikation so a) to enforce compliance with its standards. Nor is such an
approach believed desirable.

The practical incentive for an organization to meet NIB standards is avoidance of
the possible adverse effect on its financial support that an unfavorable NIB report
might hale. Thus, the organizations must decide for themselves whether NIB's stand-
ards should be corgplied with. The contributor members give at least tacit endorse-
ment to NIB's standards and standard maintenance through their continued member-
ship_in NIB and the use they make of NIB reports.,The bureau's files are filled with
testaments to the value of its standard- setting and standard maintenance, more,often
from contributors and the communications media than from those organizations that
have benefited by the bureau's attention.

The bureau's standards are those that it believes all philanthropic organizations
soliciting contributions from the general public should meet." The, Contributors In
formation Bureau had pioneered the formulation of such standards for New York
City voluntary agencies, and these were adapted by NIB for national and international
groups. The current standards are essentially the same as those adopted 56 years ago.
Thistis not to imply that they are out-of-date but rather that NIB believes they have
withstood the test of time.

Every annual NIB report contains the following statement:

Compliance with the following standards is considered essential for approval by
the bureau:

1. BOARD An active and responsible governing body, serving without comper;
sation, holding regtilar meetings, and with effective administrative control.

2. PURPOSE A legitimate purpose with 'no avoidable duplication of the work
of other sound organizations.

'3. PROGRAM Reasonable efficiency in program management, and reasdnable
adequacy of resources, both material and personnel.

4. COOPERATION Evidence of consultation and coqperation with established
agencies in the same or related fields.

5. ETHICAL PROMOTION Ethical methods of publicity, promotion and solici-
tation oT funds. .

6. FUND-RAISING PRACTICE In fund-raising:

(a) No payment of commissions for fund raising.

(b) No mailing of unordered tickets or merchandise with a request for money
in return.

(c) No general telephone solicitation of the public.

7. Alt1DIT Annual audit, preferably employing the Uniform Accounting Stand-
ards and prepared by an independent certified public accountant, showing all

807
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Support/Revenue and Expenditures, in reasonable detail. New organizations
should provide an independent certified public accountant's statement that a

- proper financial system hasbeen installed.

8. BUDGET Detailed annual budget, translating progiam plans into finaricial
terms.

.
0.

The information assembled about each organi4ation is analyzed by the 12-member
professional staff on the basis ofthese eight standards. The' criteria used for applying
these standards for example, definitions o,f "ethical methods 9f publicity" and
"responsible governing body" are largely unwritten. The staff has made several
attempts to supplement the standards with more precise written interpretations, but
It was finally, realized that the more th''e terminology the greater the possibility
that the bureau would get bogged down in niggling disputes on isolated points. It is
interesting to note that the bureau. has, in its recent annual reports, indicated that
"ethical" questions are among the most troublesome in dealing with organizations
where "substandard" performance is at issue. Considering that "NIB's terms are not
more precisely defined, this is hardly surprising.

Present staff resources permit NIB to make an evaluation of and report on each of
the 500 organizations within 15 to 18 months after information has been submitted:
If the information was somewhat dated when supplied by the organization, this
would affect the usefulness of the data the contributor receives.

NIB staff, apply ing the standards as they have been trained to interpret them, can
usually decide whether the subject.organization is to be "accredited" or whether the
bureau ie to issue a non-committal informational report or a negative statement.
When, in the staff's opinion, a decision iS,"questionable," it is submitted to the board
for a vote.

The regulatory effect of NIB has to be measured in terms of the extent to which
organizations are influenced by its standards and whether those standards are appro-
priate. As stated earlier, NIB staff can cite many instances where they believe NIB
has been effective in promoting and maintaining sound standards that assure the
contributor of the best possible use of his contribution and encourage performance
by voluntary organizations in a manner that will benefit society. However, no com-
prehensive and scientific study has been made of the effectiveness of NIB. In the
bureau's 50th annual report ,it is stated that NIB initially "undertook to study in
depth the impact of certain national organizations or local communities, where the.
ultimate test of achievement lies. After one ortwo such in-depth studies [site visits).
other national agencies were reluctant to be surveyed in this way, so this program . .

had to be discontinued." (If the Filer Commission were to consider the National
Information Bureau as a possible avenue for more extensive self-regulatory activity
by the private sector, it would be advisable to attempt a more thorough study of.
NIB's impact within the liMited, though very important, sector of philanthropy that
it, now covers.)

The executive director of the bureau believes that the bureiq's'VeArces could be
expanded to cover all philanthropic organizations. However, to undertake such a vastly
expanded operation it would be essential that there be a network of instantaneous
communication so that any prospective contributor using NIB data would have im-
mediate access to the latest NIB information about an agency and its conformity to
NIB standards. Obviously, this would be an expensive operation to organize* install,
and operate. But if NI B's operation is valuable for some contributors to some causes,
should it not, then, be equally valuable to all contributors to all philanthropic causes?

jv8
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COUNCIL OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS:
PHILANTHROPIC ADVISORY DEPARTMENT

The Council of Better Business Bureaus, which was formed, on AUgust 1, 1970, with
the consolidation of the National Better Business Bureau, Inc., and the Association of
Better Business Bureaus International, Inc., has a membership of 139 Better Business
Bureaus in the United States and in four foreign countries. The network of Bitter
Business Bureaus goes back more than 60 years to the formation of vigilance commit-
tees sponsored by local advertising clubs to eliminate abuses in advertising. In 1973,,
financial support for the local bureaus came from 125,000 local businessmen who paid
a total of $12 million in membership dues. The council had $4.8 million in revenue
in 1973, of which approximately $4.5 million was provided by the 450 of the nation's
1,300 largest companies that were enrolled as members.

The purpose of the BBB system is to assure cons mer satisfactioh in the market-
place through business selfregulation and through e development of a more in-
formed consurher pUblic. As a part of this /unction a number of iota' Better Business
B reaus maintain services that provide consum s information about organizations
Soho i r charity in the community. Many local Chambers of Commerce also have
similar opera s for their members, and in some communities the two organizations
have consolidated this operation: In some of the communities where solicitations are
controlled by local ordinances requiring the issuance of a permit the administration
of the ordinance has been delegated to the local Better Business Bureau: -

Because their primary goal is to promote fair advertising and selling practices, the
early interest of Better Business Bureaus in charitable solicitations was to assure that

.the. soliciting,organization was legitimate and that the facts it presented about itself
. and its cause were accurate. Because so many of the appeals in communities were by.
national agencies, the National Better Business Bureau collected information about
these agencies and distributed fact sheets to the local bureaus and Chambers of Com- .
merge. When the Council of Better Business Bureaus was formed in 1970, this service
was performed by the Solititations Review Section of the Council, subsequently re-
named the Philanthropic Advisory Department: .

The Philanthropic Advisory Department has developed a program to provide the
public; Better Business Bureaus,, Chambers li.f goverce, corporations, media, and
government at all levels with reports on natio- 141-rd international soliciting organiza-
tions. Included in these reports is informatio about the Organization's structure,
activities,und-raising methods, financial statement,,and tax status. The department
!so provides advisgry and consulting services to soliciting organizations regarding
und-raising ethics and opeiations. All of the department's Wvices,are provided at no

cost to the individuals or Srganizations requesting information, reports or assistance. . .
At present, the department has a staff of three professionals who are responsible

for developing and Maintaininresourcq files on national and international soliciting
_organizations. Any organization that appeali to a constituency beyond the liqts of a
single community is within the purview of the department. There is inforination on
file for ,5,000 organizations; more up-to-date extensive information is available on The
approximately 500 organizations about which BBB is most frequently queried.

Du?iiii 1973 the department responded to over 10,000 requests for information
on ,natiooatand international soliciting organizations. In)anuary 1973 the department
received .E06 telephone and mail inquiries, By December of that year, the number of $

monthly inquiries, had jumped to over 2,500. In one week in 1974,.approximately
1,300 public inquiries weiCreceived. t

, The department publishes monthly a solicitations review, newsletter, 4n-SIght,
whigh, gives information on general developments in the charity solicitations 'field
and items of interest about current solicitation campaigns and soliciting organizations.
The department distributes 2,500 copies monthly, without cost to the recipient.

,

.
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When a soliciting organization first comes to the at ention of the department
usually through inquiries from the public or from local, ureaus or Chambers of Com-
merce a questionnaire is sent to the organization. Approximately 90 percent orthe
organizations provide some, if not all, of.the information requested.

At -the time an organization is sent the questis? haire the department contacts the
local Better Bysiness Bureau serving the area whe V organization is located arfd re-
quests their aSsistance in securing information. rganizatiOn maintains its admin-
istrativ9 offices in one city.and operates a progr another city, the Better Business

mBure in both areas are contact A commute cation system has also been estab-
iithtctwith regulatory bodies. -4t, \-..,,,. .

' Not all soliciting organ iftli t9-0/101.,, e requested firiarrEailinformation in suffi-
cient detail. By ,evaluati atiofi received from vIs tether sources, CBBB
is able' to deterhane.the, actual programs and -.s*ervic-* as well as the
amount of funds actually spent on programs compared With fun gceivied tromlcr-
peals. Program verification is a particular problem are: Appeal ,roil e beliefit of
American Indian res6vations and Appalachian communitl4s are exa The Bureau
of Indian Affairs has been particularly helpful in developi*infor nation Oilseveral
solicitation organizations that are reportedly concerned with Inctraffairs.,,

The problem of dealing with groups that operate overseas is even Toff difficult.
When people see on solicitation material that an organization is "regist redth the
U.S. Government Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign. Aid" the frequently
assume that the organization has passed song so t of test:of,teliability a \d that it is
"approved" by the government. One of ,th# artm t? obs has been to explain
that such registration means that an organif-4o as met cert nn-critecja, but does
not necessarily indiCate that the org4nizat.i,. _is "governrpeAt approved.". ,

rganization is religious oAnother problem occurs whert the T,sii' 1i i: P eligious-
affiliated. Most state' and locai regulatory ggriCiesr fave traditionally exe n ted re-
ligious groups from their registration and reporting requirements; and it is

turns1969 that rejigious otganizations havkippen; required to file Information
(Form 990) with the Internal Revethe:Service. Any church or religious grdp that
enters the marketplace or solicits charitable contributions from the public is con-
sidered by 'the council's philanthropic advisory department to fall within its repoqing
responsibilities. (The department never comments OR the religion itself.)

the Better Business. Bureau group has in the past encouraged self-regulation a i-
marily by providing facts to potential contributors. To the extent that these facts a e
perceived to have influenced local licensing bodies in the issuance of solicitation pe
mits or have had a noticeable effect on'contributor response, soliciting organization
are motivated to seek a favorable report. The traditional public perception.of the
goals of the Better Business Bureau has probably 'resulted in the bureau's haqng more
of a direct impact on contributors than on the soliciting organizations. The'vo.lume
of mail received by the department from the general public attests to the public's
need for help and the wideOread assumption that the Better Business Bureau is the
place to fihd it. ...-

_

Standards for Charitable Solicitations, adopted in 1974 by the council, will be
used by the department,in future reports on soliciting organizations and by aH of
the local soliciting grouPs. (See Appendix A.) The department's intention is "to
encourage public support of reputable philanthropic endeavors and to advance high
standards of ethical conduct among all soliciting organizations." This objective is

' consistent with the Better Business Bureau's traditional responsibility for promoting
the establishment of standards a ethical conduct in many areas.

fh publishing the standards, the bureau stressed that "these basic standards re-
ting to the structure, ,finances, fund-raising methods, and the advertising tind "in-

(formational materials . . . [of soliCiting organizations] ... are not intended to restrict
charitable solicitations but are issued:If-1_41e belief that both the general public and
soliciting organizations will benefit by full and accurate disclosure of all information
which potential donors may need and reasonably wish to consider." .

--- ,.
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The first part of the.standards delineates those areas which the,department believes
are most important for consideration in determining the relative effectiveness and
efficiency of an organization. These relate to the organization's purposes, structure,
finances, and fund-raising methods. The second part is concerned with the accuracy
and completeness of a soliciting organization's advertising and informational material.

Adherence Jo these standards by all soliciting organizations is the department's
'goal. It is,much too soon to know what effect.this effort to encourage self-regulation
might have: The Better Business Bu u system has well-established channels of com-
munication through local bureaus an e cooperating Chambers of Commerce. Con-
tributors are likely to be influenced ,y an opinion offered by a Better Business Bur-
eau; and soliciting organizations may be sufficiently impressed by this potential in-
fluence on their appeals to make an effort to adhere to the standards. The department
must now undertake the task of evaluating, against its new standards, all of the organi-
zations on which it provides information to the public and to the local bureatis.

The Council of Better Business Bureaus may well prove to be a most effective
force fa' standards maintenance in the -private. sector of philanthropy. Only after
several years and a considerably expanded commitment of council funds can the im-

. pact of this endeavor be assessed.
.

%.>

.UNITED WAY OF-AMERICA: ,
COMMITTEE ON NATIONAE AGENCY SUPPORT

If the opportunity to significantly influence atvoluntary agency's source of finan-
cial support also presents an opportunity,for regulating that agency through imposi-
tion and maintenance of standards, then ;he experience of the nation's approximately
1,500 federated fund-raising organizations in health, welfare, and recreation might be
expected to, provide major guidelines for the Filer Commission in its consideration of
regulation of philanthropy, especially self-regulation by theilprivate sector. 4.

.The federated fund-raising agencies are members of e-lJnited Way of America,
(UWA), which prior to 1970 was United Cojnmunity Funds and Councils of America,
Inc., organized in 1918 by the then-existing community chests and community welfare
councils as a service organization for their mutual benefit.

-in 1973 the United Way of America raised $965 million through its local and state
affiliates for allocation and distribution to approximately 36,000 national, state, or
local voluntary organizations ig the fields of health, welfare, and recreation. VolUntary
philanthropic.organizations in-higher education and the arts are not as,yet. significantly

4
or directly affected by the United Way movement. Vojuntapf hospitals, some major

A-
vojuntary health agencies, and some widely supported organizations that rely princi-
Oily on nationwide direct-mail solicitations are also relatively untouched by the poten-
tial regulatory effect of United Way since they elect not to obtain any of their finan-
cial supporrthrough United Ways' federated fund raising. In many communities, of
course, there are variationl, on the federated or combined fund-raising concept that
do,include these other organizations, such as combined health drives, united hospital
'funds, and community drives for orchestras and mL4ums.

The United Way movement must be viewed as one of the most likely devices for
self-regulation, in private philanthropy, even though many of its beneficiary organiza- . ttions depend on the United Way for as little as 25 percent of their total income. It
is this 25 percent, however, that the organization must be assured of to generate the
remaining 75 percent from other sources.

In, addition to the- "clout" of proViding essential seed money to some oftheAtst
established, and most readily supported public philanthropies, the United Way thoVp.
meat has enlisted the interest, support and commitment of a substantial andi4iflueo-

0`.
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tial segment of contribArs, especially community leadership that is dra
r

m
representatives of national corporations and organized labor.

How'and with what intent, then, does the United Way movement engage in egula-
tory activities that alfore that the giver's tax-exempt contribution 15 properly used
and that philanthropic org-anizations merit the support of tax-exempt dollars? A/
simple answer to this question is that United Way organizations local and national
are pragmatic in their approach, that they make value judgments in terms of priorities
for sharing in,the always-limited supply of money that must be allocated among the,
voluntary organizations for whichtthe funds have been raised.

It is not the objective of the kJnited Way, movement at the national level to regulate
or police its beneficiaries for some general goal related to maximum effective use of
the tax-exempt dollar or sinniyr..national philanthropic, policy considerations. The
United Way premise iikthat there are more valid demands for these United Way tax-
exempt dollars than 'there are:such dollars, so value judgments within the movement
are made in terms Of 'priority for the United Way support that is available. Those
organizations that end up at the top of the priority list receive financial support to
vary ing degrees, depending on local policy and practice. Those that are at the bottoms
of thclist receive less, or hothing.

This is not to say that the United Way mov ement is not concerne.d.witroverall
quality of performance of philanthropi6 organizations. Leadership in the movement
at b h the national and community level is acutely aware and responsive to the
resp ibilities that go hand-in-hand with raising and spending the..ublic's contributed
funds. ality performance and public accountability are keystones in United Way
administr Lion, the cretation of a. favorable climate for public support of philanthropy
is a continuing goal. But the decentralization of fund raising and decision 'making,,
together with the aforementioned imbalance between available funds and deserving
recipients, has not contributed to the deVelopnnent of a nationally applicable regula-
tory system -administered against a set of 'national standards. In-addition, there h
been no comprehensive or definitive study of the effect of non-recept of United Wa
support on agency performance or survival at the. community level., Those agencie
that have this suppOrt regard it aS vital to their existence. Whether the agencies denied
this support have been forced out of existence.or have been stimulated to make what-
ever changes are necessary to obtain support can only be 'conjectured. It would seem
that because the allocation of United Way dollars is in most communities known to
be a.process hea,vily affected by influential forces aligned with the various participating
agoncies, the regulatory effect of non-support would be less than some might,hope.
An organization, rather than attempting to improve or change itself, would more likely
seek a reversal of the United Way's decision to withhold sUppprt, using community
influences similar to those-enjoyed by the "favored" organizations.

Within the general limits described above, the UWA has established several-opera-
tions that represent self-regulation within the substantial segment of private philan-
thropy that it comprises.

To assist loCal United Way organizations in deciding what support they will giire .
to national agencies organizationlithat operate programs with national goals and/or
seek financial support nationwide United Way of America administers the Connniit-
tee on National Agency Support (CONAS). Reference was made in Chapter II to the
interest of the United Community Funds and Councils of America (UWA's prede-
cessor) in the 'stablishnnent in 1959 of the Ad Hoc Committee on Voluntary Health
and Welfare Agencies, its subsequent endorsement of that committee's recommenda-
tion for establishnnent of a national commission on voluntary health and welfare
agencies, and its active promotion and support of uniform public financial reporting
and accounting standards fot voluntary agencies. In the 1940s, UCFCA also partici-

_ pated in the Gunp -Platt study, which, if fully implemented, might havehad a regula...
4ory effect on voluntary health agencies.

United Way of AmeriCa has*clev" eloped and promulgated minimum grlidelines for
the performance Of local United Way organizations and the much broader,and more
comprehensive Standards of Excellencefor Local United Way OrganizatitZs. Both the
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'Minimum guidelines and the Standard are not requirements imposed on members of
the national Unitet Way of America. Rather, these documents contain some suggested
standard-setting functions for 'local United Way organisations to apply to the com-
munityservices they choose to support. This standard-setting.activity of local United
Way organizations istdisaissed later in this chapter. I

Committee on National Agency. Support (CO'NAS) .
A

. . .

.CONAS was established in 1972 'by the, board of, governors of United Way of
America as a-successor organization tothe National ,Budgetand Consultatioh Commit-
tee. The objective-of CONAS is "to provide information and judgifient, developed at
the national level, as an aid to ... [United Way's] .°.. members in their allocations de-
cisions with regard to selected national agencies.:' It is idensified by United Way as an
"experiment" and ','a link between what existed in the past by way of a national
agency review process and4hatever new direction the process may take in the future."
. CONAS is a subcommittee of UWA's National Planning and Allocations Task *

Group. The committee has six members, drawn from areas throughout the country.
National agencies (with or without local affiliates) that desire to be considered for

,local United Way support are invited annually to participate in the CONAS review
process. Initially, CONAS was to provide information, "along with some judgments,"
to Jocal United W4i,to help them make decisions 'affecting those national agencies
that sought direct funding from local United Ways and for which ,here might not be

information 'available locally. In 1974 it was decided et) include, if requested, those
national agencies that receive United Way funding through their local affiliates. _

In 1974, SS national agencies were invited to participate in the review process.. For
the 1.974 campaign, CONAS reviewed and made recommendations on 15 of the 19
agencies that accepted the inWtalion. Four of the.respondents did hot p with
the review.) CONAS recommended at 13 be considered' for local Unite' ay sup-
port. It was 'carefully specified that. CONAS endorsement of the national agency
should not be construed as endorsem t of any of the agency's local affiliates. The ,
two national agencies that were not .recommended for local United Way support
were rejected not because tlm,did not merit support but because, in CONAS' opinion,

serious threat to its future a -has protested vigorously. Asa result, CONAS' decision

this support should mom, opriately come front sources other than United Way.
4, Oile-'of these organizatibk 4,pparently. regards the CONAS recommendation as a

is being "studied".and, meanwh,4,i;Itis been suggested that local Un4ed Ways "con-
sider" continued support of the orgOization. 1,

.
The extremely limited covera.r.of,national organizitions by CONAS (15 out of 55

invited organizations in. 1974) meatisvf tOurse, that it is not at present a major force
in regulatory and standirksettiRg activities for national voluntary agencies. This is in
part because CONAS *intentionally, a low-key_operation and it is in part a reflection
of .the limited impact: of clyttA' much more ambitious predecessor organiiation,
the National Budget and Cbrisultation 'Committee. -Wost major .national voluntary
health and welfare organizations had not observed that participation in the NBCC
'procpf was crucial to significant support from local United Funds; and, therefore,
they were not persuaded that CONAS,'a much more modest operation, would be
worth the investment of time andeffort.

After its first year of operation CONAS evaluated the process together with a group
of national organizations and local United Wiys. The issue of greatest concern to the
national agencies was the question "of how CONAS, either this year or in the future,
would back its positive recommendations with financial support.. .." This question
gdes'td the heart of voluntary standard-setting and regulatory effectiveness. The local
United Ways responded that the "CONAS report was of at least some assistance to
the community; the process should be maintained at its present strength."
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Participating agencies submit extensive written information which is reviewed and
sq.bsequently explored in interviews ,:vrth volunteer and professional staff representa-
tives of the participating organizations. For the purposes of review and evaluation,

,CONAS,has formulated the following criteria, labeled "Guidelines for CONAS Assess-
ment of National Voluntary Human Service Agencies for United Way Support":

1. Voluntary Human Service Organization

Is the organizationlnon-profit and tax exempt? Isthe governing body of the organi-
zatioo composed solely of non-paid volunteers? Does the governing body exercise
effective conuql over the organization? Are the organization's gys, objectives and
programswithin the human, service field?

2. Orgahization Goals and Objectives

. Are the overall goals of.iihe organization meaningful and _legitimate? Do these goals
and objectives du ate those of other existing organizatio?ls? Are the objectives of
the organizallon-realis is ?, ,

,,...

Ar

3. Organization Programs

Are the programs provided directed toward meeting the expressed goals and objec-
tives of the orgapizatjon? Are these programs provided with treasonable degree of
efficiency and with an adequate amount of resources? Is there a realistic expectation
that these programs will achieve some measure of success? Are these programs co-

. ordinated with similar or like programs of other organizations?,

r i.
4. Appropriateness of Programs for United Way,Support -' ,,

. ,. ,, ..
$

. . . ,.
,

,Should the financial ,support of the programs provided by the nization be the
'responsibility, in whole or in part, oc,the voluntarysector? If th,f0 Oulij be, to what "(

extent should.these programs be the responsibility of United Ways? O' a

* 0

5. National Scope of the Organization

Is the-organization national in character and in service?
..t

6. Organization Programs Provided in Local Communities

Does the organization provide seryir,3p in local communities across the United
States? -

7: Ethical Promotional and Fund-Raising Practices

Are the publicity and promotional activities of the organization based on the actual
programs and operations of the organization? Does the organization only use ethical
and appropriate fund-raising procedures? .

N
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,8. NonDiscrimination

Does the organization adhere to- a Policy of non-discrimination, 00,respect to per-
sons itlYtd by the organization, persons employed by the organi4tion,,arrd persons

,.serving on the organization's governing 'Ooird? Does the organization hive an affirma-
tive action program td ensure equal employment opportunity? 44,)

9. reriodic Reporting to the General Public

Do,es the organization prepare and publish a periodic report fo,r public disui ion?
,poer this periodic report contain a full description of the organization's goals objec-
tives and prograMs? Does the report contain the appropriate financial -Statements*, pre-
pared in accordance with The Standards of AccoultIng and Financial Reporting for
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations? Art these appropriately prepared finan
cial statements Certified by an independent certifie4public accountant? \

10. Organization Administration and Management

Is the organization reasonably managed and administered? Are there clear lines of
authority between the organization's Board of Directors and the staff? Are the per-

, sonnel practices of the organization appropriate? Are program service am( supporting
service including fund raising costs reasonable? Are appropriate fiscal controls
maintained, including a yparly audit by an independent certified public accountant?
Does, the organization have a detailed annual budget that is approved, at the start of
the year by the Board of Directors?, Is prior Board approval necessary pefore
cant changes are made in the budget? Is the organization effective in assessing itself
and its programs?

National Budget and Consultation Committee (NBCC

The National Budget and Consultation Committee, which preceded CONAS and
which ceased operations in late 1971, is included in this report becaute its history has
significant implications for self-regulatory activities in,the private sector. Its objectives,
its extensive volunteer participation, and its coverage were more, ambitious than
CONAS,

As with CONAS, NBCC was primarily concerned with local financial support of
national agencies. Its potential -impact on this support constituted' the" basis on which
it might affect these national agencies. NBCC was started in 194Z as the National

:Budget Committee by Community Chests and Councils of America (subsequently
United Community Funds and, Councils of America and now United Way of Americ
to review the requests of war-related national agencies. It became the budge
the National War Fund; where, in additionto examining the budgets of the partici-
pating natiapal agencies, it worked out tWdistributions of available funds among
them. The __National War Fund set up a National Quota Committee-to develop_fair-
Mare campaign quotas forthe states.

ATter *World. War II, the need for a national agency review process continued. It
0,,,wat apparent that local community chests'could not act knowledgeably on the many..
-national appeals reaching their communities. Moreover, national agencies needed a

means of communicating their goals and programs and of obtaining adequate financial
support fronlocal communities.

NBCC 'Was co-sponsored by UCFCA and the National Social Welfare Assembly,
UCFCA administered and financed the programs; and the assembly staffed &Quota
and 'Support Committee 'Which included representatives of the participating national
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agencies. Scores of volunteers drawn from community agencies and local United Funds
served on the NBCC review panels. They advised the participating Rational agencigi_on
appropriate budgeting procedures in terms of probable local financial support, pre-
pare) fair-share quota data, based on community giving ability and giving experience,
for use by the local fund-allocating groups, approVe'd support plans tailored to the
agencies' established method of financing and sources of support, provided special
consultation services, and distributed to about 1,40 United Funds and community
chests an annual report of findings based upon the budget conferences with the
agencies.

The knowledge and experience of the volunteers, together with the skills of the
staff, provided the basis for recommendations regardiog the 'suitability and extent of
local support for a national agency. In 1961 NBCC began publishing a manual for use

_in ,ev,aluating organizations. The 1964 edition included standards that had evolved
from the process over the preceding 15 years. (See Appendix B.)

These standards could have had an effect on performance of voluntary agencies
to the extent that NBCC could use them with local fund-allocating bodies or encour-
age their adoption and use by the national agencies for which the NBCC review pro-
cess was intended. But, for reasons described below, the standards were not widely
adopted and thus had limited impact. (As described in the next chapter, the National
Health.Council formulated membership standards for its constituency based on the
NBCC standards. The Health Countil used thk standards not only because of their
intrinsic worth butt' also, because it was anticipated that they would be widely adopted
by voluntary welfare agencies.)

Many majOr national agencies never participated in the NBCC review process. Con-
siderable time was required to prepare for the process, and not all agency boards and
staff were convinced that the results would Justify this investment of time. The.NBCC
quota system, which provided guidelines to local communities for computing the
amount they should allocate to the national agencies, wasPelowed by some com-
munities but ignored by many others.

Many of the non-participating national- voluntary agencies were among the largest
Fundmost highly regarded Not only did these agencies continue to receive local United

Fund support without the imprimatur of NBCC review and approval, but they'did not
appear to feel any need for the budgeting and consultation services that NBCC offered.
Consequently, NBCC's regulatory or standard-setting potential was quite limited.

NBCC never issued a negative recommendation concerning a participating agency.
If there were serious reservations about recommend jig local support, no report was
issued. This fact probably came to be widely understood among potential participants
and further limited any possible threat of non-participation in NBCC. Furthermore,'
UCFCA, as NBCC's principal sponsor, never mounted a sustained effort to persuade
local United Fundsio adhere to NBCC's recommendations. UCFCA's influence was
the only likely source for exerting influence oh local decisions, thus constituting a
force for self-regulation. NBCC remained a very limited tool for control of local,
financial support to national agencies. The presence on UCFCA's national board of
important representatives of non-participating agencies in the NBCC Process may have
tempered enthusiasm for an aggressive NBCC.

In 1971 the United Way of America decided that it would no longer support the
Nation Budget and Consultation Committee. A Joint committee of the United Way
and the National Assembly for:Social- Policy and Development decided..,th'undertake
instead the establishment of an entirely new independentstructure" to be known'
as the National Agency Review Board.
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The National Agency Review Board was to be an independent, 501(c)(3) organiza-
tion with a yearly budget of approximately $,200,000, half of which was to come from
United Way of America and half from corporations and foundations. All national
health and social welfare agencies seeking support "from United Ways, corporations
and others among the NARB constituency" would be reviewed "whether or not they
sought review by tke NARB"

The organization was incorporated on June 22, 1972, in New York under the name
of National Contributors Advisory Service. 1p the 1974 CONAS report, the following
statethent appears: "Months 'of work. . .revealed that. NA RB, as conceived by its
organizing committee, was not feasible from either program or financing standpoints."
A review of the plans for NARB reveals no practical mechanism for providing the bksic
incentive for agencies to participate "voluntarily." What was needed was a method of
assuring agencies that participation in the review process and approval by NARB could
be expected to result in their achieving the local financial support and voluntary par-
ticipation essential to them.

Presumably, since NARB Was to receive financial support from a variety of sources,
in addition to United Way, the corporations and

on
involved would exert

influertce,on national agencies to participate and on local United Ways 'to be guided
by NARB recommendations. A significant self-regulatory mechanism would then be
in place-if it formulated and applied standards. "Accreditation" was cited as one of
NARB's aims.

NARIrwas "to provide the nation with an instrumentality that ensures effective
use of resources to meet human needs through national voluntary agencies and pro-
grams." The board wa,,to review the programs and budgets of national health and
welfare agencies and 7Fport' its findings to voluntary funding groups such as local
United Ways, corporations, labor organizations, and foundations. The ultimate goal of
this process was to serve local communities, national agencies and users of services by
ensuring that identified health and welfare needs are effectively and efficiently met.

As envisioned NARB's operations would have produced the followin&:..

1. A periodically issued social report on the state of the nation's health and wel-
fare as an important basis for NARB decisions.

2: Review and evaluation of the programs of voluntary agencies in the field or
"human servicesboth those agencies that voluntarily participate. in such reviews arra.
evaluations and those agencies that decline to participate. In the latter case, NAB n4c--".
would note the fact of non-participatiqn and include in its reports such
mation as might be publicly available, together with such evaluations as would be jus-
tified by,the available information. There would be review and evaluation not only
of the national agencies which directly seek financial support from voluntary funding
groups, but those which receive support from their affiliates' dues and/or from indi-

' Vidual Membership fees or dues. The reviews would be conducted primarily from the
standpoint of effective use of resources in actually meeting identified local and nay
tional needs. Only secondarily would ARB conduct its, reviews from the standpoint
of fiscal responsibility and accoun ility. In conducting its reviews and evaluations
of national agencies, NARB wo crallifitionally take into consideration the extent to
which there was effective fulfill n't of the agencies' programs through their respec-
tive local affiliates.

3. Stimulation in new ways of meeting new nee s at the national level, by such
i. eans as

a) providing a channel of communication between donor groups and national
agencies regarding newly discovered need's which existing national agencies
might be willing and competent to me
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b) acting as a clearing house of information on innovative programs and sug-
gesting them to donors seeking "new things" to support.

4. Reports on national agencies to voluntary funding groups which would incluqe

a) current facts on the agency's program and budget,

b) NARB's appraisal of the program's priority and its effectiveness,

c) specific recommendations as to the agency's budget and support plan.

The reviews and, evaluations were to be conducted by volunteers who were "nbt
gainfully employed in the human services field." Moreover, conflictb fjinterest was to
be avoided by not assigding to review panels volunteers who were board members of
the national agency or local affiliate underreview.

The NARB proposal did not get far enough to determine whether financing would
be forthcoming. Specific standard-setting for particip,ting agencies was not begun. The
organizing committee and United Way were unable to recruit, the key leadership for
the new organization And decided that without this basic ingredient all of the other'
components could not be assembled and made to function effectively. It is interesting
to note that this is the same reason that contributed to the failure of the proposal for
a national commission on voluntary .health and welfare organizations described in
Chapter II.

Standard-Sitting by Local Unitelit Way 'Organizations

- -
Previous sections of this chapter have described va ious'efforts of United Way "of

America to assist local United Ways in deciding wf national agencies they will
support, and to what degree. As selfregulatory mechan sms, these efforts have been
severely limited because local United Ways are not required to Accept the recom-
mendations and have been only slightly influenced by the considerations that went
into the reports prepared for their ide by the national review groups.

Mudh of the reason for this is that there are more requests for support from agen-
cies than there are available funds. Thus self-regulation, as practiced by most local
United Ways, lit mainly the development and administration of a set of priority plans
and policies for choosing among the needs of various community organizations. The
factors that go into the setting of priorities in each community are closely related to
the local scene'and.do not add up to a ses of standards that can be used nationally.

Nevertheless, it is obvious that be&use of its substantial control of the purse-
strings, a local fund-raising group could have some self-regulatory effect if it formu-
lated 'tandards and applied them for the purpose of 'strengthening and improving
voluntary organizations. In most communities the realities are that the fund-raising
organization is largely controlled by influential members of major recipient organIza-
tions and that a so-called priority plan has limited appeal as a method of distributing,
limited funds.

This probably explains why United Way has not formulated and-promoted stand-
ards for nationwide use by local United Ways in judging,the organizations for which
they raise funds. The local fund-raising And allocating process is only incidentally a
self-regulatory device.

In guiding local United Ways, the national agency has suggested some standa-ds
that the local agencies might apply to agencies and services they support. Local United
Ways are urged to "have reasonable standards for admitting new programs and organi-
zations to support." It is suggested that they require the agencies and servicesfto
"operate entirely onta non-discriminatory basis with respect to age, sex, race, religion
and national origin";' ensure that only services "which meet a significant need" are
supported; "operate within approved budgets"; and "adhere to basic guidelines corn-
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parable to those set forth" irrtritited Way's basic guidelines for the local United Ways.
Local United Ways are further urged to 'strive continuously to upgrade the quality
of agency service."

VI

THE NATIONAL HEALTH COUNCIL: MEMBERSHIP STANDARDS PROGRAM
FOR VOLUNTARY-HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS

..

The National Health Council is a 54-Year-old membership organization of national
agencies, organizations, institutions, and corporations having an interest in the im-
provement of the health of the public. The council is a 501 (c). (3) exempt organiza-
tion, and among the groups cotnprising its membeiship are national voluntary health
agencies (these agencies are also classified as $01.(c) (3) organizations). .

'The 19 national voluntary health agencies that belongto the National Health.Coun-
cil include. most of the best, known and most widely supported of these organizations
in the United States. The 15 organizations comprise 11,000 affiliates at the state and
community level, the majority of which are incorporated and are classified as 501 (c)
(3) organizations under the IRS Code. In 173 Americans contributed or bequeathed
$374 million to these o?ganizations. .

In 1964`the National Health Council developed and adopted membership criteria
for its voluntary health agency members. (The council has a different membership
standards program for the 50 professional, institutional, governmental, and corporate
member organizations that comprise the balance of its total membership. These organi-
iations are not within the scope of this report since they are neither 501 (c (3) organi-
zations nor significant recipients,, of private philanthropic funds.) The purpose of
having standards for these member organizations was to assure the council's board and
its other member agencies that the organizations conformed to what would be con-
sidered minimum operational requirements for any voluntary organization having
custody of publicly contributed funds,:fhe membership standards also Included goals
for improved performance. Because the programs of the voluntary health` member
agencies ,varied widely, the membership criteria focused on only basic measures of
organizational structure and operation. Standards to measure prdgram quality were
thought to be too subjective. Thercbuncil's criteria did require, however, that the
member organiiations' program operations bb under the supervision and direction of
appropriately qualified volunteers and staff. .

The council adopted these. membership standards partly from concern abOut a
major scandal involving a voluntary health agency, the Sister Kenney Foundation
(which was not at the time a member of the council). The criticisms of the inefficien-
cies in the voluntary health movement, Including that of the council's own ineffective
leadership - contained in the Adkloc Committee's report were also an important factor.It, .was-appare t by 1964 that the e_st blishment of the proposed national, commission
'vas uiiiikel an t any contribution that commissron might hive ;made to
strengthening the v untary health movement would have to be left to the existing
agenci,es._Since the ational Health Council was by that time deeply engaged in im-
plementing the Ad H c Committee's recommendation for uniform financial account-
ing and reporting, it was also appropriate to do whatever else seemed feasible to
respond to the Ad H c Committee's concern about the efficiency and effectiveness
of voluntary health ag cies.

Good standards g. performance had always been an objective of the coOncil but
the heightened pubtfc,,awareneis of the need for standards for voluntary health Agen-
cies as a result of the Ad Hoc Committee's report made the members more receptive
tO the adoption and imposition of standards by. he council.

The standards adopted by the council were based on those approved by the Na-
tional Budget and Consultation Committee in 1963 and were adipted to the particular
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circumstances of voluntary health agencies. Every effort was made to adhere to the
NBCC's standards in the interests of achieving as much uniforpity as possible within
the voluntary sector. (The council's present membership standards are essentially the
same as those presented in Appendix B for the National Budget and Consultation
Comrrtittee.) Since the standards represent the result of 10 years' experience, they
would be an important and useful reference point for any national standard-setting
body that might be established in the future.

Since it was expected that all of the member agencies would not be able to meet
all of the standards immediately and that total compliance was perhap's atwinrealistic
goal, the council required that members and new applicants meet the criteria to a
substantial degree." Certain minimum requirements were regarded as "essential,"
among which was adoption and implementation of the uniform financial accounting
and reporting standards discussed in Chapter IL One of the reasons that the council's
voluntary health agency members (unlike some of the major member agencies of the
National Social Welfare Assembly) participated promptly in the uniform financial
reporting program was because this participation Was made an essential requiremAt
for council membership.

Member agencies are required each year to present written report% concerning their
conformity .with the standards. Reports are reviewed by a council staff member; a
board-appointed committee considers the staff report and makes a recommendation
to the board for membership inthe council for the net year. The member voluntary
hearth agencies undoubtedly find the standards program useful in their efforts to
maintain and improve their performance: Especially desirable to these publicly sup-
ported groups is the opportunity to improve their credibility, thus increasing public
confidence and encouraging Public support.

The regulatory effect of the Council's membership standards program has been 7?

limited for a number of reasons. Widespread public awareness of the program has nof
been achieved and since it is designed as a recognition program for good performance
deservingof public support, there has, so far, been no effort to seek out organizaticinsla
that might be invited as members, be scrutinized, found wanting, 'and so identified
to"-the contributing public.

During the years the program has been in operation, three national voluntary health
'agencies have withdrawn from membership for reasons not directly related to the
membership standards program. These agencies-suffered no perceptible loss of public
confidence as a result. (Another agency withdrew fueasons directly related to the
membership standards, it renewed its membership several years later because the
aggncy had reconsidered the value of the membership standards program and wished
to, have its benefits.) It w.ould seem that the ultimate test of an effective regulatory
program is that non-conformance and non-participation will have adverse effect on the
organization, in question. Thus far, the council's standards program has had no such
effect. Nevertheless,,the pt-ogram has had_positive restilts for those participating and
is well accepted.

. In 1966 the council considered creating a separate and indeperident accrecljtatigh
operation for voluntary health agencies to supplement its membership prograuff7he
council board, at its melting December 9, 1966, considered the report 9f the Ommit-

-. tee that had been appointed to study the proposal: , .
',44,±;y

-7

The Committee met on three differentlopocasigns with (eptguntatives of the
National' Association of Manufacturers, the O.S. Chamber of/ Commerce, the
National Industrial Conference Board, the American Federaticfp of Labor
Conference of Industrial 01'ganizations, and the GeneratCederatiori-of Women's
Clubs. With each the need for accredirattion of voluntary health' agencies was
explored ... 1

As -a result of its Conferences and consultations the Committee be I ed that
some, form Of 'accreditation' i.e., identification a44..recOgnition of voluntary
health agencies that meet organizational, prograrn?'and fiscal accountability
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- standards is needed and that the National Health Council has responsibility
to initiate such a move. TheOlmittee and those interviewed agreed that such
a 'recognition program is neede to underpin confidence in voluntary health
agencies and attract and retain individual and organization investment of per-
sonal service as well as funds.

4.1

. .'. the Committee believed the prograni should,be one of recognition and have
a positive focus. It should periodically endorse the efforts of those voluntary,
health agencies which democratically operate according to publicly-known
criteria recognized by a majority of the health leadership of the Nation as im-
portant for service in the best interest of the public which participates in and
prbvides support for the agencies. To the extent that such a program would be
inclusive of all eligible agencies it also would be effective in discouraging'support
fol.' and participation in organizations that exploit the public.

The Committee, therefore, recommended' as a mechanism to provide this 'ac-
creditation, recognition of voluntary health agencies through their acceptance
of the standards oftmembership in the National Health Council.

In the discussion of the Committee's report, a member pointed out his own
opinion that the approach' recommended by the Committee was based on con-
fidence in the internal dynamic's of voluntarism self-evaluation being stronger
than external sanctions providinrthege is a real corrirnitment to the concepts
of pluralism and voluntarism. 41,

In giving consideration to a more elaborate and costly independent accreditation
process the council, was responding to the member's desire for a mechanism that
would brovide maximum credibility for their self-regulatory efforts. The council
board was also cognizant of recommendations made by the National Commission
on Community Health Services in its 1966 report, Health Is A CommynIty Affair:

M -3. There should be periodic review of all voluntary health agencies, local,
state and national, by outside, objective, and competent groups selected by each
agency, to insure that programs are continuo6sly adapted to -meet changing
conditions and needs. , ,.

.
M-.5,. The -.National Health Council should accelerate its efforts to develop and
evaluate standards of organization and management and fiscal accountability
and program performance

of
national voluntary agencies and their affiliates,

leading towardp prd art) of accreditatiorrof such agencies ...
'..

.., .
By deciding against i dependent accreditation the council invited questions as

.
to

the plausibility and credibility of a membership standards program in an organization
totally dependent on the dues of those organizations who would be required to con;

form to the standards. .

e council has been orking since 1964. to develop and finance a standards pro-
gram o greater depth, the Participating. Agency Review (PAR) program. Efforts to
obtain tside financing for the program as envisioned were Unsuccessful, and it has
now been launched on a voluntary basis among the member agencies. The first test
project was ndertaken 1y the Epilepsy Foundation of America, a council member
agency whet serious q estions of continuing eligibility for council membership
existed and ich, in aJdition, was the subject of critical inquiry at t e 1973
congressional h rings conducted ,by Senator Walter Mondale (D-Mipn.) n fund-
raising costs of c aritable rganizations serving children.

.

The PAR pro am ena les a national voluntary,, health organization to e amine in
depth all facets o its op ration. The major purpose is to assist the agency in a self-
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exanwrion ofo i.national operation, including its relationship to its affiliates, so
that it -ean , ar .identify its own,,needs, objectivesstrengths, and weaknesses. The
following adSional benefits have been identified:

...
1. Agencies can' be' helfed to identify adifiinistrkive, orginizational, and opera-

tional practices which are effectively utilized in other agencies of a similar nature. .

. \

2. Agencies will be helped to achieve optimum level's of performance in all areas
of their operation,,;

. ,

3. Public knowledge of the existence of this striving towards excellence can help
to attract increased amount of support (funds and personal service) for those agencies
identified with the Council and, indirectly, to discourage of organizations that
exploit confidence ip voluntarisM. ,

i

, There are two parts to the PAR process: (1) a questionnaire .(self-study- guide)
covering all aspects of voluntary health agency operation, developed by council staff
in consultation with representatives of national organizationS that have developed
evaluation programs for their own affiliates; and (2) a peer-review site visit. Upon com-
pletion of the self-study guide and priorlto the site visit, the completed locos and ac-
companying documents,are reviewed by a council-appointed team of experienced ad-
ministrators and specialists in the agency's field of operation. Th s group of experts,
the chairman of which has been mutually agreed upon by the until ancr.by the
subject agency, visits the agency's national office. In some cases, an affiliate might
be visited also. The team interviews members of the staff and volun ers and observes
previously selected situations, such as a board meeting, patient servi e, or a particular
office procedure. At the end of the site visit, the review tea rn discu ses its findings,
and thd chairman prepares a writte,summary Which is submitted to ,the agency for
review and action. The only cost to the agency is the expense incurrai by the volun-
teer peerreview team during the site vjsit. Every effort is made to enlis expertsfrom

.,
the same geographical areasas the agency's national office.

The council urges that for maximum benefit to the agency and for minimum dis-
ruption of agency activities, a complete self-study should be undertaken by each of
its members every three to five years, depending on the individual problms, of the
organization.

If the..council is able to provide the required staff services and topersuade its Mem-
bers to participate regularly in the process, the P R program should addslbstantively
to the quality.pf,the membership standards proMm and eventually be a useful com-
ponent in a program of selfregtilation by the private sector. Siiite membership ip the
council is voluntary, the regulatory effect of such program is limited. 013,ibusly,
those organizations that cannotor do not aspire tomeet the standards willnot be
scrutinized. However, the program does involve a substaptial number of important
voluntary groups to which large public contributions art made. Furthermore, its
credibility. as an evaluatory mechanism is considerably strengthened When it is realized
that the standards program for voluntary health agencies is only one of the programs
conducted by an organization with many other members who are not directly involved
il the program but nevertheless; concerned that the council's efforts to ensure the
I st possible performance of voluntary health agencies be as effectiye as possible.
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NATIONAL ACCREDITATION COUNCIL FOR AGENCIES SERVING
THE BLIND AND VISUALLY HANDICAPPED,

eb

The National Accreditation Council for Agencies Serving the Blind and Visually
Handicapped (NAC) began operations on January 2, 1967. It is a nonprofit corpo-
ration chartered by the State of New York to help member agencies in the field to
achieve maximum effectiveness and give public recognition to such achievement
through accreditatiOn. If ,NAC achieves its objective, idylll mean that agencies serving'
the blind have accepted voluntary,selfregulation and self-imposed quality contrg1).

NAC is governed by 28-member board of directors elected for staggeredtqm s by
an Fleeted membership of "civic and professioiial leaders, both blind and sighted."
The board includes tWo voting representatives from each accredited agency. Non-
profit organizations that support the objectives of NAC and that are not subject to
accreditation may become non-voting associate members (also known as sponsors).
At present, there are 110 voting members and 10 non-voting.

NAC's two major operating bodies are a commission on standards and'acomIssion
on accreditation. The commission on standards is responsible for undertaking syste-
matic reviews of existing standards and for developing standards in areas not yet
covered. It elicits feedback from the field to measure the usefulness and relevance of
the standards in practice. It seeks to ensure that the standards reflect the needs of all

.blind and visually handicapped persons and tht they provide a means of measuring
outcomes as well as characteristics of services.

The commission on accreditation is responsible for assessing the extent to which
agencies and schools make use of the standards. It maintains a process whereby each
applicant organization undertakes a, rigorous selfevaluation based on the applicable
standards and the organization's stated philosophy and program objectives. The com-
pleted study. report is validated by a team of qualified evaluators who make a three-
day visit to.the agency or school. The commission theirdecides whether or not the
agency br school will be accredited.

NAC has a professional staff of six. This staff is supplemented by review teams
drawn from a rester of More than 800 men and women selected for their professional,
technical, and administrative expertise. In 1973 the agency had expenditures of
$266,674. Income, which amounted to ;293,128 for that year, comes from dues of
accredited agencies and from contributions from individuals, organizations, and foun-
dations. Fees paid by accredited agencies are expected eventually to suppo'rt the costs
of accreditation. Mifor,,developmeptal support has been recejved and continues to be
received from the U.S.- Department of Health, Education and Welfare and from the
American Foundation for the Blind. Federal funds for the initiation and develop-
ment of NAC were provided through demonstration grants from the Rehabilitation
Services Administration of HEW to "strengthen services for the visually handicapped."
It wa,s HEW s understanding that an a,ccrediting agency was to be the specific method
for accompliShing this otijective. In recent years, the amount of federal funds provided
has been substantially reduced, notbecause ordissikitfaction with NAC but because
of shifting prioritief with inTI:f , ,

In an effort to help blind persons live Ptrobfuctive lives, society has made a sub-
stantial investment in special services, devices, and other forms of support. A care-
fully documented and generally accepted estimate is that at least $500 million is spent
annually on support, services, and devices for the blind. Federal government expendi-
tures comprise approximately half of this amount. Two thirds of the remainder
comes from state and local governments. The balance, approximately ;83 million, is
&pined from private giving.

Unfortunately, these expenditures often fail to produce the desired results. Many
blindyeople remain dependent and unfulfilled even after receiving what appear to be
substantial services. They experience isolation, rejection, discrimination, or, underem-
ployment. The efforts of specialized pecspppgt are too often inadequate and ihef-
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fective. This is the consensus of -both blind and sighted personl who are familia(,
with the situation nationwide. ,

....

COncern about the "e
i

ffeLtiyeness of many of the agencies ser4I pe
been Apressed by knowledgeable leaders in government arieelvwhere. When the
federal government provided demonstration grants for the development df the r\I-

121, tionat Accreditation Council, it was aware that it had been providing suppo'rt (either
directly or indirectly through the states) for educational, rehabilitatithi, sheltered
employment, business enterprises, health, and other services but had been unable
tovnonitor accurately the effectiveness of these programs.because there was no recog-
nized criteria or method for making such asstssments. It was this concern that pro-
vided the basis for the demonstration grants to NAC. <

. Although varioug attempts. had been made to develop-imeans of assessing the
quality of services for blind, and visually handicapped Americans, the problem had
defied solution for many years. For example, in 1954 the American Association of
Workels for the Blind (AAWB) adopted- a code of ethi4apd established. an award sys-
/em for agencies that adhered to the provisions of the cook. Who the plan lacked was
both a system for developing and maintaining meaningful performance criteria and
astructural base for evaluating an agency in terms of the code.

Tfle 1961 Ad Hoc Citizens Committee report, discussed in Chapter II, voiced the
strong conviction that the public "must have more objective information about age icy
purposes, program content, administration, physical facilities, board,structureand
function, personnel, financing.and_ audgeting, and relations. with other agercies and r
the community," Later in 1961 the-American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) moved
ahead to meet this challenge as if related toagencies serving the blind. AFB established
an ad hoc *advisory committee on accreditation. This committee made a searching
_assessment of various ways in which the agencies and services available to the blind
and visually handicapped migfvebe helped to become more effective and efficient.

The committee issued its report-in April 1963. It recommended the appointment of
an independent commission tot!) formulate standards for agency administratjon and
service programs and (2) establish arf Adependent org anization to administer aination-
wide system of voluntary accreditation based on the Wandards.

The ad hoc body established to formulate the standards was The CoMmission
Standards and Accreditation of Services for the Blind (COMSTAC). It consisted
22 members, including lay leaders and persons from government_and_kohintary serv-
ices, The members were drawn from all parts of the country and from diverse fields
education, law, community planning, communication , social work, rehabilitation,
business, and labor. Fivepf the commission members were blind. /

With encouragement and support from the AFB, three private philanthropic foun-
dations, and HEW, COMSTAC began its work. The first order of business was to de-,
velop standards of performance for the agencies and schools serving blind and visually
handicapped persons. This is a group of organizations some of, which operate under
governmental auspices,and are entirely 'supported by tax funds and some of Which are
under vol tart' auspices and supported by contributions from the general public.

-COM AC developed and codified standards for both administration and service
program } }. The standards cover agency function and structure, financial accounting
and service reporvg, personnel administration and volunteer service, physical facili-
ties, public relations and fund raising, education, library services, orientation and
mobility services, rehabilitation centers, sheltered workshops, sdcial services, and
vocational services. Standards for the production of reading materials in braille,
large type, and recorded form were added later. The standards are intended to set a
minimum, level of performance for all agencies and,at the same time, to challenge
the best of agencies to improve their services. *

The original standards were published in 1966in The COMSTAC Report: Standards
for Strengthened Services, now a major reference .in the field. (The Library of Con-
gress published both braille and recorded editions and continues to make them avail-
able through its associated regiE-nal libraries.) Some of the standards, especially those
concerning management, have been adapted by other groups in related areas of health
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----and-vetfare: The standards have also been reviewed in ?Oral languages and have been
used by those seeking tq develop similar standards in many countries throughout the
world.

The second task of COMSTAC was to propose, a planfor a permanent, indepen-
dent, nonprofit organization tq help2gencies and schools providing specialized services
for the blind to utilize the standards for improvement. What it proposed was the Na-
Vohal Accreditation Council.

The extensive and detailed standards used by NAC in its-accreditation process are
.4'.100 elaborate for inclusion in this report. The, standards are based primarily on existing

knowledge and practice. NAC's commission on standards revises the standards in light
new reseaich and experience. To help agencies apply the standards, three selfstudy.

,andevaluation guides haVe been developed.
There iVonly one level of accreditation Organizations that fully and satisfac-

torily meet the standards are accredited for' five years. Others receive accreditation for
shorter periods, during which they must make the changes required 'to meet fully all
star dards: or applicants who have too many deficiencies, accreditation is deferred.
About 50 percent of the recentlyLacccedited organizations have been given less" thin
the full five-year appi.oval. NAC KM found that the organizations n.ow.seeking ccredi9
tation, unlike earlier applicants, are finding it ilitireTsiiigly-difficiilt to meet th stand-
ards.'

_ Accreditation costs the applicant .$150, plus purchase of evaluation materials
ifirfafriairlement of out-of-pocket travel and maintenance expenses of the on-site
review team. On approval of accreditation, the agency must pay annual dues to NAC
equivalent to 1 percent of its annual 'operating expenditures. In 1974, the minimum
annual dues were $50 and the maximum $630.

NAC is recognized as an approved accrediting body by the U.S. Commissioner of
Education. Such recognition is critically important in those' cases where federal funds

. for purchase of Services are conditioned by requirements that the services be purchased
only from organizations that meet certain standards. The federal agency usually speci-
fies that the accrediting body must be recognized by the Office of Education.

The universe to 'which the NAC accreditation process could apply is estimated to
be 1400 agencies and schools, about one third of which are entirely supported by tax

.fu rids and not subject to the influence of general public contributions. At present, 55
of the estimated 400 organizations have been accredited. The distribution of these
is relatively equal between tax-supported-and voluntary organizations. Requests for
accreditation appear to have leveled off. In the first nine months of 1974, five agencies
and schools had been accredited. --

jlAC seeks to determine on an ongoing basis whether agencies are making the im-
provements required to ,qualify for accreditation and whether,,once accredited, they,
continue to make improvementsisequired to retain this status. In 1972 NAC under-
took an analysis of 32 agencies that had completed self-studies by December 31,

.1971,..covering agency function and structure, personnel administration and volun-
" teer service, and social services. Together, the agencies reported 63Spimprovements,

`41anned, or- in progress. About 12 percent of the improVements were, eliminated as
not relating to a specific standard; the remaining 88. percent were coded for further
analysis. Examination of the kinds of improvements reported shows that by far the
greatest number could have been implemented long before the agency undertook its
NAOself-study but that nothing had been done until the accreditation process stimu-
lated the agency to take action.

The annual progress reports of agencies and schools provide evidence of the ef-
fectiveness of NAC as an instrument of constructive change, However, only about 12
percent of the agencies and schools for which NAC was, created- to serve have re-
sponded to this opportunity to assure their communities that a needed service Is
being competently rendered and that public funds whether contributions or taxes
are being wisely spent.

The reasons for NAC's limited Coverage of its field are probably linked to the
elaborate 'and time - consuming accreditation process which, even for the most inter-
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ested agencies and schools, must carry with it a clearly recognizable benefit in order
to justify the investment of time and mopeyl, Funding sources such as United Ways
do not require voluntary agencies serving the gind to have NAC accreditation. An
organization ethe blind, the National Federation, of the Blind, has vigorously ob-
jected to NAC's activities as being "elitist." And, even more important in the opinion

, of the NAC's executive, the availability of federal funds for rehabilitation services
-,(which most of NAC's potential members Vrovide) is not conditioned, either by regu-

lation or legislation, on meeting nationally accepted standards. Such requirerhents'clo

exist for the allocation of federal funds to edikational and health - related institutions.
While HEW was instrumental in establishing NAC and in financing its development,
it has not taken part in the all-in-iportant job of encouraging widespread application
of the stapdards through the powerful instrument of a federal requirement that pri-
vately-delieloped and privately administered standards be met.

*
- V III

SELF-REGULATION IN PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY OTHER THAN
VOLUNTARY HEALTH AND WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS

This chapter is concerned with self-regulatory activities in philanthropic areas other
than the voluntary human service organizations focused on in earlier chapters. These

are the grant-making foundations (family, community, and corporate) which are
exempt from taxation becaUse they exist for philanthropic purposes; voluntary hos-

jitals and related institutions, which have a long history of dependence on ,public
.

..,tkontributions, institutions for higher education and,cultural organizations, which are...

... tax exempt if they are nonprofit orga izations.
Fot each of these groups of- t -exempt institutions, except the grant-making

foundation, encouraging public s port is vital. When there is a product aimed at a
,b1,-ad segment of the general blic - as with universities and other educational

k's4. institutions, museums, symphonies, opera companies, and hospitals the market-
... place is a major regulatory factor. Giving or withholding patronage of the service

--1; 9ffered is the public's ultimate tool for having an impact on the performance of the

* .tax-exempt organization. If few avail themselves of the organization's service, an effort

......"--Pi; 'will be made to improve quality and enhance appeal.
.

": p For the grant-making foundations, there is no publicly marketed product, and the
regulatory effect of..the marketplace that is, demand for service - cannot be ad-
vanced by the foundations as evidence of public Validation of their worth.*This, of
Course, has been a, problem to foundations, especially when their justification for tax
exemption comes under scrutiny by Congress. They have no constituency of loyal
contributors, patrons, patients, students, alumni and parents.

All of the abovelisted sectors of private philanthropy either are engag9c1 in or have

considered self-re ulation. Accreditation of the institutions that comprise their con=

stituencies is th -s-ual device. The primary motivation for accreditation is the pro-
motion of standards that will result in better performance. The principal beneficiary

u

of accreditation. is. intended to be the user of the service the student, the faculty
member, the patient, the various technitally qualified employees and the agencies
expending tax funds conditioned on specific accreditation otethe institution. Accredi-
tation is also the only form Of self-regulation that serves aT a guide for the philan-
thropic giver. 4cept in a few selected situations, contributor services such as the
National Information,Bureau, Council_ of Better Business Bureaus, and the Advertising
Council do not provide evaluationi-orIndividua; educational institutions, museums, ..
or hospitals: J ,

No one is quite sure to what extent accredited,status is a factor in philanthropic
support, but it is the one self-regidatory,tool that can be cited as evidence of merit
for philanthropic giving and for tax exemption.

'3 6
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Council on Foundations

Since the early 1960s, representatives of foundation associations, individual founda-
tions, and government have consistently agreed not only on the need for performance
standards for foundations but generally on what these standards should be. Various
committees representing the Council on Foundations, the Foundation Center, and the
National council on Philanthropy have formulated proposed standards and have pro-
posed plans for their application, either through voluntary adoption. by individual
foundations as a code of practice or through an accreditation process opaled by
the foundations: In each instance, the reports of these committees have been vigorous-
ly debnitramong foundation leaders, While everyone has favored having standards,
there hasbeen no general agreenient on the degree of specificity of the standards
needed and for what foundations or on how standard-setting is to be accomplished
and made meaningful.

The 1969 Tax Reform Act codified some of the standards that had been discussed
in the field and through federal tax legislation brougta about the first broad applica-
tion of standards to the category of exempt organizations that it defined as "private
foundations." In addition to setting some requirements that were considered unsatis-
factory by foundations (including a 4 percent excise tax on net investment income
and an immense amount of technical regulatory detail), the Tax Reform Act rules out
financial\ selklealing by foundation trustees and officers and requires j5ublic account,
ing and a ubstanual current pay-out to charities,

In the ears sincetnactment of the 1969 Act the subject of self-regulation through
adoption d implementation ocstandards has been pursued intermittently, with pro-
ponents ar ing that the regulatory effect of the 1969 Act provides only the necessary
underpinni g for broader standards of performance and with opponents arguing that
the 1969 A tjirovideS all the regulation that is needed. (The.history of self-regulation
in the fou dation field is sttmmarized in Richard Fitzgerald's article, "Foundation
Standards- a d Accrediting," in the January 1972 issue of NonPi-oflt Report.)

The Cou cil on Foundations, the organization to which many of the most influen-
tial foundations- b hg,.has patticipated in most of the discussions about standards.
The councils boar88 has decided that because of the diversity of organizations in the

ranging from The Ford Foundation to numerous corporate foundations and to
relatively small family foundations it would be almost impossible to formulate
sititablesaecrediting standards that could be practicably applied to a constituency that
at present is compdsed of 28,000 drganIzations,(the number of organizaticins defined
by the Internal Revenue Service as private foundations).

Accordingly, in January 1973, the board of director? of the Council on Founda-
tions issued a policy statement which sets forth "general principles and guidelines"
that the board hopes 'may- be useful troth to persons responsible for foundations
and others concerned about them." In the opinicin of the council, issuance of these
principles is perhaps themost that can be done under present circumstances.

1. Basic Rationale. The grant-making.foundation as an institution is a meares
whereby nongovernmental initiatives and resources can be committed to the service
of the pu lic welfare over tirrie. The foundation is thus an element in the creative_
pluralism (America and is in partnership with all those engaged in the Ifleviation of
the many uman needs felt within our society and the world at large.

Fou dations have, of course, no magic keys. But Overall, in the many diverse
, efforts th y support to heal and uplift the human condition, and where possible to

get to th roots of its persistent ills, the contributions of the foundations to human
welfare re enormous. When at their proper tasks, they reflect the humaneness of

- America t its best, as expressions and instruments of the outgoing concern for one's
fellow n which is so deep in our heritage and is still so much a part of the nation's
best ho e.
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2. Diversity. Grant-makingkindatioris differ greatly in origin, size, purpose, or-
ganization and mode of operation. In this diversity they correspond to the multiplicity
of society's b6na fide 4, hantable needs, and because of it, satisfactory generaliiltions
about foundations are difficult. Within their general philanthropic mandate, it is fitting
that :some 'fou ndations should be concerned particularly with the search for fresh soli,-
lions and innovative lines of devel6pment while others center more on the support
'Ind strengthening of existing institutions of proven worth, that some should favor pro-
gressive social causes and others mure conservative unes, that some should focus on
local or regional needs while others seek to extend their scope of effective concern
to human welfare the world aruundthese respects no orthodoxy can properly be
prescribed for foundations though partisan of variou*s limited interests keep try ing to
do so. The one common requirement is an7ssential public spiritedness. While perhaps
an awkward referent in a cynical age, a commitment to ,the service of otters must

14
nevertheless be the basic guiding principle for all who direct or manage foundations.

3. Ggveinmental Supervision and the Tax Reform Act. The capacity of founda-
tions to contribute to the public w fare under nongovernmental management k theSi
basic Justification of the privileges gr ted to them by both the Federal government
and the states the most important of which is the tax exemption they enjoy. For
the same reason, foundation trustees are allowed broad latitude as to how they per-
ceive the publii, good and what elements of it they _wish especially to address them-
selves to.... Despite the 'overkill' contained in . .. the Tax Reform Act ... the act's
forceful reminders that foundations exist for the public benefit and must be so di-
rected hate to be recognized as necessary and for the good. The same applies to state
regulations affecting foundations where these have been instituted.

4. Management. Once a foundation is established and given tax exemption, neither
the donors nor trustees nor staff own it. All such parties may, and should have criti-
cally important rules to play in how a loundation defines its interests, selects its targets
and conducts its activities. The essential requirement is that both trustees and em-
plo?tes recognize their involvement in and responsibility fur -a public trustAn relation
to which self-aggrandizement and self-dealing can have no proper place.

The degree to which foundation boards or staffs should be diversified in mem-
bership to insure independent views and broad representation Of the public presents
difficult questions. 'The cliffereres in size and scope among foundations exclude pat
answers. Many foundations afebeing guided with marked sensitivity' and concern
by a donor assisted only by several friends o? associates serving as fellow trustees. Yet,
generally, diversified boards and staffs will tend to insure the sensitivity of founda-
tions to the needs of-segments of the society who have too often been denied adequate
voice and representation. Persons from minority groups and women, moreover, often
have important perceptions to bring to bear on foundation activities. Their inclusion
in positions of influence within the foundation field is highly desirable.

- Whether a professional staff is required by a 'foundation depends on the nature
of the foundation, its program, and the time and attention which trustees can bring
to the work. The most important thing is the quality of the work Including its
sensitivity and -its realism. not whether it is done by trustees, professionalAtitaff or
consultants.

5. Evaluation and Program Review. No foundation, howevearge or small, should
be complacent about the wisdom and efficacy of its giving program'. Each should be
constantly concerned to see how it can improve its performance and make limited
resources meet as effectively as possible needs that generally far outstrip available
funding. Periodic, systematic review and evaluation of program can lead to improved
performance by the small, trustee-managed foundation as well as the foundation which
employs staff and disburses substantial funds. The use of °Aside consultants or review
panels will often add to the validity and Usefulness of the evaluation.
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; Disclosure. Out of the public trust vested in foundations grows the need to
-cept the principle of full disclosure and readiness to, share with concerned persons,

as welt as with public officials, information abbu, objectives and activities. Too o
foundations have proved inaccessible' and their decision-making p esses cloaked
secrecy. Federal and in some cases state legislation now require at leas inimal di
closure, but positive steps taken voluntarily to minimize secretiveness can be ."-s4 n-uw
the concern pf the foundations to serve the public with sensitivity and good faith.

A concern for informing the public of what its objectives And activities are
even when very modest can also often help a foundation's Tanagers gain useful
advice and criticism relating to areas of particular interest to them_lt also can fore-
stall inappropriate applicants and the irritation of exaggerated expectations let down..

7. Cooperation. More cooperative adtivity among foundations can be beneficial
both to them and to potential recipients of foundation support. Small foundations
can often increase-their effectiveness by pooling resources to employ expert advice
or to hire a staff which none of them could affordalone. Community foundations
and the larger private foundations can often assist smaller foundations by sharing
Information and experience.

It is the policy of the Council on Foundations to encourage and extend such
cooperative possibilities within the foundation ,field. At the same time the Council
seeks to serve as a center-for useful information and guidance for grant-making founda-
tions of all shapes and sizes.

o
eat

, 8. Operating Relations with Government. The law rules out partisan political
'activities and, with limited' exceptibns provided by Congress in 1969, action to kn-
fluence legislation. Foundations are not, barred from sponsoring the study and dis-
cussion of public issues dere when such issues are taken up by Congress and ether,

-legislative bqdies. And foundations are fully entitled toinforni_ members of the Con-
gress as well as other agencies of government find the general public, of their activi-
ties.

\
Moreover, foundations are entitled under the law to interact with 9ectitive

agencies at Federal, state and local levels. Not only may they work in partnership
with government agencies, they can promote objective evaluation and monitoring
of government programs; and can fund competitive programs in fields .of interest;

. io both goverment agencies and private philanthropy. 4"

. ,
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Of the 28,000 organizations to which these principles might be applied 71j
, currently members of the Council '611 Foundations. The council's profession ft

encourages the membefship to operate in accordance with the standards that are '
embodied in the 1969 Tax Reform Act and in the council's "Gen al Principles'.

-listalabove. ,

These principles are not specific conditions of membershipNt 9,coancil. How-
ever, the cbunciF staff reviews the Form 990 that members and appli a.4s file annually _
with the Internal Revenue Service to evaluate the organization's coriformity with the
principles. Applicant foundations are helped to !met the sta ids and present mem-
bens are also helped if review of their Formf9916 and',; 4,;:i!,,,f trouble inAcompliance,t

' with'federal regulatory requirements. , . i

Since the council's member,ship accounts for less than 3 percent of the total potent -,a,
tial Imembership imar'ketleven though this 3 percent atinilnisters over 6$ percent of
all estimated fo ndation assets in. the United States), the regulatory effect of the
,council's princip es is limited. Aside from the council there are no other, standard-

, setting bodies co corned with regulation of private foundations. , 1; ;--
,1 tit ' '
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joint Commission Accreditation o Oita sit
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The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals..(icAtil was incorporated
,
as

a nonprofit organization in 1-951 to encourage thetvolunfary attainment of uniformly
high standards of institutional care. It was spopvid. by four major hospital and
medical organizations. American College of Ph " k, American College of Surgeons,kgyan
American Hospital Association, 'and, America' ,.Alcal, Associatton. Representatives
of these organizations comprise the joint cornmgron, which is the governi body of
JCAH. A large majority of_the commissioners are physicians. The fou sp nsoring
organizations contribute to JCAH's financial support, although the a unt rovided

e
has decreased in proportion.to total costs as the commission's programs ha e broad-
ened and its income from other sources has expanded. In 1974 the four sponsors pro-
vided about 3 percent of financial support. The organization's operating budget for
that year was $6,550,000, the bulk of which came from accreditation fees paid by
participating hospi41s. :' .,

A systematic program for hospital accreditation was first implemented in 1918
when the American College'of Surgeons (ACS) created its Hospital Standardization
Program. The need for such a program arose from the lack of adequate information
in hospital medical records for evaluating surgeons for admission to the American
College, of Surgeons. At that ;time, the average hospital lacked adequate laboratory,
X-ray, and other services jor making a proper pre-operative study of surgical patients;
hospital medical staffs were not organized, and Professional work, generally lacked
proper supervision:M..the interest of the public as well as its own organization, ACS
developed the Hospital Standardization Program. The program was inaugurated long
before state governments established state licensing laws or regulations to ensure
quality control. ?

'-,..
wAlthough the, first standards were general and represetted only the minimum of

essential requirements, a considerable ,number of hospitals voluntarily requested a
survey. The ,number of:. accredited hospitals grew from 89 during the first year of
operation (19181 to ,9g0, over half of the hospitals in the United States, in 1951.
During that period,:the standards were continually revised to keep in step with the
increasing complexty74nd sophistication of hospital organization.

Howeverkthel-tospital Standardization Program placed a serious financial burden
on the College cif Surgeons. In order to r&luce this biirden and to achieve broader
support, the joirit commisision was created. . ,

JCAH's accreditation programs now include hospitals, long-term care facilities
(nursing homes and homes for the aged), psychiatric facilities ( ublic and private

ipsychiatric hospitals, .comrnunity mental
p

health centers, p hiatric outpatient
clinics, children's psychiatrit facilities, and partial hospitalization programs), and
facilities and agencies providing services to mentally retarded and other developmen-
tally disabled persons. Each accreditation program is developed and operated by a
separate council, comprised of nationally recognized medical, health-related, and
consumer organizations concerned with the particular aspect of health care covered
by thb council, under the general direction of the joint commission. .

( Most of the institutions for which JCAH formulates standards are ,supporte
principally by consumers, either directly or indirectly from pre-paid or other in-,,,,
surance programs and from tax funds. Construction costs are provided largely fromf
public (tax) funds. Philanthropy is, however, a significant support sourcei,41,197'3.
philanthropy provided $1.26 billion of total expenditures for personal ,th`c, jrA''
AO $730 million of hospital construction expenditures. In addition, , "Starlfal

_.-,

./.
art of the additional $835 million in philanthropic contributions tp ,h ' agencies

A 1973 was probably spent in support of facilities within the sgppe'of JCAH's ac-
'tato ctivities. Private philanthropy, therefore, has a sizablEwstike in this self-
lat -,' . o:ram. ..ii

ii ently studying the requirements of an organizational structure 'that
c. !V;` aiitable the experierice and the capability of the j9int commission to
' ...7.14,,_
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voluntary accreditittoh programs in other segments of the health-relate
n view-of the steadily widening 'field of new and expanding _types of

d facilities, tfle.'possibilities for expansion of JCAH's Programs ar
ch an organizationestructure can be formulated.
If numerical' ineasuees are a benchmark, standard-setting through a voluntary

accreditatioPprocess has been successful in the hospital field. At present 73 percent,
(5,500) of the hospitals in the United States are accredited byJCAH. Only 5 percent
(1,500) of tire..Jong-term care facilities have, sought accreditation, but this is a much
more recent progam in a field where there are many more and much smaller facilities:

Orignally, hospitals were principally motivated to seek accreditation because of the
intere:stsand orientation of thlkir professional staffs towards accreditation as a device
for attaining and maintaining quality. Since health professionals are the essential in-
gredient in the functioning of a hospital, there wa.s powerful impetus to participate
in a:program sponsored by the leading national prOfessional organizations in the field.,

The program's success, however, is owed not only to its initiation and subsequent
acceptance by the health professions: The courts have frequently recognized JCAH.,
standards; JCAI-1, accreditation is required for eligibility for the federal government's ,--.
Hill-Burton construction funds; membership in certain professional organizations is
contingent upon accreditation; and Blue Cross-Blue Shield plans frequentlyInclude
accreditation in their requirements. New hospitals also seek this recognition; and it
is considered an asset in building-fund drives.

In 1965, with the passage of the Medicare Act (P.L. 89-97), JCAH was cast into
an entirely new role as a quasi-public licensing body. Under the, provisions of the law,
in order to qualify for medical payments the hospital must meet 'such requirements
as the Secretary of Health, Education'and Welfare finds necessaiy, except that such
requirements may not be higher than those of JCAH. Any JCAH- accredited hospital
with an acceptable utilization review plan is deemed eligible to be reimbursed from
federal Medicare 4.005, The growth of accreditation among hospitals was tremendous-
ly accelerated by this `provision of the law. The miich slower growth of accreditation
of long-term facilities can be attributed in large part to the fact that certification for
Medicare reimbursement of these organizations was not made contingent on JCAH s
accreditation. A 197 amendment to the Social Security Act authorized the HEW
Secretary to carry out validation surveys of JCAH-accredited hospitals participating
in Medicare, and this is being done q the department through an annual sampling.
Thus, the T 'eral government is now formally and regularly monitoring a voluntary
accreditati

d

The h ital standards originally developed by JCAH were concerned, under-
standably, with basic physical equipment, maintenance of records and fundamental
operating procedures. Eventually, these basics of hospital administration improted

Land state lifensing laws enforcing minimum standards of health and safety were
enacted. Revised standards for hospitals were adopti'd in 1971; the standards for the
other three types of facilities covered by }CAN reflect the same thrust as the new
hospital standards. While continuing a concern for physical plant, the emphasis now
is on standards that will result in improved staff performance and quality of cares
The standards 4o not directly address the, topic of quality of medical care but do in-
clude requirements for a patient-care audit by the medical staff. The first edition of
the 1974 guidelines issued by HEW for the new Professional Stand ds Review Organi-
zations state that where such an organization, delegates the mediMeare evaluation
study requirements to a hospital, JCAH's medical audit procedures, if used by the
hospital, are satisfactory fulfillment of the PSRO requirement.

JCAH accreditation is for a period of two years and is based on a self-study report
' followed by an on-site visit from a JCAH team. Cost of accreditation.is ;250 per day

while the on-site study is being conducted. For hospitals, this averages three days;
for facilities serving the mentally retarded, 15 days may be required because of the
case-by-case approach that is used for these agencies and institutions. ,A review by the
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services field.
ealth services
onsiderable if

institution is requiied annuallY in the interim 'between accreditation studies.
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The Joint 'Commission's standards and operations have been the subject of contro-
versy, especially with respect to hospitals and especially since it became highly visible
through its role of potential influence on the spending of major public funds through
the Medicare program. The standards have been alleged by some to be too low and
their enforcement too lax, due to the provider-dominated nature of the JCAH organi-
zation. Consumer groups, especially representatives of minorities and the poor, have
claimed that JCAH, a private organization, has contributed to the perpetuation of in-
fenor hospital care. From time to time, Members of Congress have proposed legislation
that would, in effect, either replace the JCAH rolf in the expenditure of federal fundso
a incorporate its activities into a federal system.

In response, JCAH has claimed that it is accountable to the public through the vol-

unteer trustees who govern the facilities it accredits. It has broadened its standards to
include a statement about patient welfare and patients' interests and has established a
Consumer Advisory Committee. But the joint commission continues, for the present
at least, as a provider-dominated accreditation mechanism because it believes that the.
providers are better informed about and more consistently interested in the complexi-
ties of the-, standard-setting role. Furthermore, JCAH is an expression*of the basic
philosophy of self-regulation which assumes that self-interest is not so all-consuming;
that the vested interests can do nothing for the benefit of the consumer.

There have been no studies to measure the qualitative results of JCAH accreditation
in terms of patient care, the improvement of, which is the ultimate objective of the
program. (The newly initiated federal sampling procedure under Medicare focuses on
the effect of standards on hospital processes rather than on outcome in patient care,
according to JCAH.) It-,has to be assumed, however, that the application of standards
has been sufficiently beneficial to warrant the time, effort, and expense of implemen--
ting the program. This is to say nothing of the public confidence that is generated when=

it is known that facilities have met the standards of a recognized professional body.'
JCAH performs its accreditation function in an area where philanthropic support,-

thOugh substantial, is small relative to pubiic support. The future. of self-regulatiort-
for all philanthropic activities directly affecting the public good may be found in
JCAH's history and in what happens to this program of private standard-setting over-._
thecnext few years while national health insurance is formulated,"enacted into law,
and regulations issued.

Self-Regulation In Higher Education
. _

1.

_Despite the steadily increasing support that private philanthropy has given to higher*
education (estimated to be about $2.25 billion in 1972-73), self-regulation for public
accountability of philanthropic fuhds has not been a subject of primary concern with-
in this field. The national organizations that exist to encourage philanthropic support
of colleges, universities, and professional schools such as the Council for FinaricialsAid
to Education, the National Association of Independent Schools, the Independent Col-'
lege Funds of America, and the United Negro College Fund have not developed stand-of
ards by which donors can evaluate the institutions for which philanthropic support is
being solicited. As in the case of the Council on Financial Aid to Education, the giver
Ls,urged to "give to the college of your choice." There is an almost tacit assumption=

- that any of the institutions of higher education for which these groups are raising -,

funds merits support.
A probable explanation for the absence of such guidelines is the presence of the'

marketplace factor mentionetearlier. Colleges and universities attract students and
distinguished faculty on the bais of quality of education offered. The size and quality
of a student body (in relation to the institution's objectives), successful and satisfied
alumni and a respected ,faculty are tangible benchmarks for the philanthropic giver.

Underlying these considerations is the general awareness in the United States of.
the existence of the accreditation process in education and the likely assumption of
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most givers that accreditation of educational institutions is a more substantive self-
regulatory process than is actually the case. The purposes of accreditation in higher
education as it functions in this country are only incidentally for public accountability
of the use of philanthropic funds.

Nongovernmental accreditation has come to be the principal means of maintaining
academic excellence in post-secondary education in this country. The nonevern-

ntal agencies are considered by the public as the most reliable determiners of
qua in post-secondary education, even though many of the 50 states also have
agencies that are responsible for accreditation, approval, or registry of institutions or
curricula. In nearly all foreign countries these functions are performed by government
ministries. ,

There are two types of accreditation practiced by nongovernmental agencies in the
U.S.:

Institutional accreditation is concerned with the quality of the total institution.
The best known example of institutional accreditation is that conducted by the
six regional associations of colleges, universities, and schools. Control and re-
sponsibility for this type of accreditation rests with associations of accredited
institutions located in the six regions of the country. They, in turn, are joined
together in the Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher
Education.

Spec.jalized accreditation is concerned with a particular field of study. It is con-
ducted on a national basis in fields such as architecture', dentistry, engineering,
medicine, optometry and physical therapy. Control and responsibility for
specialized accreditation are'varied, but primarily involve professional associa-
tions and associations of professional schools.

Accrediting agencies have legitimacy conferred upon them through recognition by
the National Commission on Accrediting (now the Council on Post-Secondary Accredi-
tation) and/or the U.S. Commissioner of Education in the Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, both of whom annually publish lists of recognized accrediting
agencies. The criteria used by the NCA and the Commissioner of Education are vir-
tually identical, though the purposes of recognition are differentithe Commissioner
of Education has since 1952 been required by law tb-publish a list of accrediting
agencies that in. his determination are reliable authorities on the quality of education
or training offered by educational institutions or programs. The statutory purpose of
his role is directly related to the establishment of eligibility for federal funding.

*The National Commission on Accrediting was organized in 1949 by representatives
of institutions of higher education to control and coortArztate accreditation in higher
education. The commission relies on the regional commissions' of higher education
for institution-wide accreditation and recognizes other agencies to grant specialized
accreditation. Its listof accrediting agencies serves primarily as a guide to its member
institutions.

As noted earlier in this report, accrediting organizations can and do function with-
out authorization from either the NCA or the U.S. Commissioner of Education. For
example, " the National Information Bureau, in its program for advising would-be
contributors, uses the term " accreditation" for those organizations that meet its
standards. Both the National Society of Fund Raisers and the National Afsociation
for Hospital Development have launched programs "accrediting" individuals, al-
though both the NCA and Commissioner of Education use the term in reference to
institutions or agencies and not to individuals.

In view of the fact that the elaborate system of accreditation in higher education
serves as the only self - regulation process for this field of philanthropy, it is interesting
to note the following ob'servation made several years ago by an authority on accredi-
tation:

3 3
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It is likely that few institutions colleges, universities, hospitals, or technical-
vocational schools would seek accreditation if there were not indiredt induce.
ments and potential tangible rewards for their doing so. Although there are,few
legal requirements that an institution or program of study,must be accredited
by a 'voluntary' accrediting agency, nevertheless it is the unusual institution
that can afford not to seek accreditation in order to facilitate faculty recruit-
ment, student admissions and transfers, and graduate employment; to attain
eligibility for grants; and to maintain status with the public and within the pro-,
fessions.9 .

In recent years accreditation as it has developed in higher education,has been the
subject of increasing criticism and dissatisfaction within the field. Part of this dis-
satisfaction has probably resulted from the fact that accreditation is bekg ysed for
purposes for which it was never designed, such as interlocking arrangapents with
state licensure authority for professional licensing as lawyers, dentists, physicians,
etc. Similarly, the federal agencies that use "voluntary" accreditation as the basis for
federal funding have been critical of the lack of public accountability ofaccreditation
in higher education. This Patter 'issue is of relevance to private philanthropy as well.

The National Commission on Accrediting has not effectively addressed the issue of
public accountability. Established criteria for recognition,of accrediting agencies do
not require that governing bodies include public members and that due process be
observed in formulating and promulgating standards.

, American Association of Museums

. .

The American Association of Museums (AAM), founded in 1906, is the,Rrofes-
Jimal organization of museums in the' United States. It is governed by an elected

, council; its Policies are carried out by a director and professional staff. Among its
other objectives, the association strives to raise museum standards. In 1970 it Began
a program of museum accredi ion. ..

There are approximately /820 art, history, and science museums in the country
(including museums with a combination of these subjects), and 1,385 of these are
members of the AAM. In 1971-72, the private sector provided $326.7 million for sup-
port of these tax-exempt institutions through gifts, membership and admission fees,
special fund-raising events, and UAited Fund organizations. The public sector (federal,
state, municipal government) provided the remaining $186.6 million of the total
$513.3 million income in 1971-72.' °- An interesting feature of philanthropic support
of museums is that it has come primarily from local giving ratherthah frorn national
fpundations and corporations. ,. .., 3

The association's accreditation program was financed during its formative period
b ants from the Smithsonian institution. The Rockefeller Brothers Fund sustained
the pr am in its first three years of operation. .

<,

tionassn, tion describes the accreditation program as follows:

AMA members throughout the country had voiced the concern that many
museums functioned without benefit ,of prescribed professional standards by
which their quality, and performance could be judged; and there was strong
opinion that the museum community to a whole should attempt self-evaluation
throtigh some instrument created by AAM . .. to develop public confidency by
certifying in some visible manner that a museum meets professional standards...
Finally,- they felt that accreditation would he important to private and govern-
mental agencies as a basis for qualitative, judgment in approving requests for

'contributions, grants and coptracts.
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Momentum for an accreditation program had come from America's.yuseums: The
Belmont Report,11 a 1968' report of the Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities,
which stated that "it is urgent that the American Association of Museums and its
member institutions develop and agree upon acceptable criteria and methods of ac-
crediting museums." ,

A seven-mem ber,accreditation commission, appointed by the president of AAM, ad-
ministers the program which consists of voluntary application (membership in the
association is not a requisite for accreditation, nor is accreditation a requisite for
association membership), a self-study questionnaire that must be completed within
one year after application, -and a site visit by a visiting committee if a review of the
completed questionnaire has resulted in "interim approval." Accreditation is granted
after the accreditation commission reviews the report of the visiting committee. Re-
accreditation procedures are now being developed, with five years as the projected
interval.

When the program was initiated there was concern that the museum field is so in-
herently dWerse that a single accreditation program would be impractical. There was
also concern that accreditation might impose standardization in an area that is charac-
terized by and valued for the individual and unique contribution of each institution.

The AAM accreditation system is based on this fundamental definition of a'mu-
seum:

. . . a museum is defined as an organi2and permanent nonprofit institution,
essentially educational or aesthetic in purpose, with professional staff, /which
owns and utilizes tangible objects, cares for them, and exhibits them to the pub-
lic on some regular schedule. The key words used in the definition are further

. defined as follows:

Organized
... duly constituted body with expressed responsibilities.

Permanent
) . the institution is expected to continue in perpetuity.institutions

. . the museum has produced documentary evidence of its tax exempt status
under the regulations of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service or the Canadian De-
partment of Internal Revenue.

Essentially Edticational or Aesthetic
. . . the museum Manifests its expressed responsibilities by knowledgeable utili-
zation of its objects and exhibits for elucidation 4nd enjoyment.

Professional Staff
. . . at least one paid employee, who commands an appropriate body of special
knowledge and the ability to reach museological decisions consonant with the
experience of his peers, and who has access to and acquaintance with the litera-
ture bf the field.

Stress is placed on continuity of professional staff, even seasonal employment
which is continuous and not'automatically terminated at the end of each season.
The employee works sufficient hours to meet adequately the current demands
of administration, record keeping, and care of collections.

Collections
. . owns and utilizes tangible objects, things animate and inanimate. The tang'-

ble objects have intrinsic value to science, history, art, or culture. The exhibOs
are evidence pf the subject matter of the museum rather than tools for cOfn

.
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municating what one knows of that subject matter, serving as instruments in
carrying out themuseum's stated purpose and reflecting that,otfrPose.

, Care
. . . the keeping of adequate records pertaining to the provenance, identifica- ,

tion, location of the museum's holdings; and the application of current profes
sionally accepted methods to their security and to the minimization of damage
and deterioration.

Open to.the Public on Some Regular Schedule
. . . regular and predictable hours which constitute more than a token opening,
so that access is reasonably convenient to the public. The hours -and seasons the
museum is open adequately support public demand:

The 'association believes that its accreditation program is progressing well. By Sep-
tember 1974, there were 310 museums accredited and an additional 270 had requested
applications. The rate of growth has been slow but steady. Two states, New York and
Florida, have enacted legislation in which state support for museums is conditioned
on AAM accreditation.

IX

ISSUES IN SELF-REGULATION FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE COMMISSION ON PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY

AND PUBLIC,NEEDS

General Observations

During this study several persons expressed the opinion that self-regulation by the
private sector, including philanthropy, is a myth in the United States a concept that
the private sector believes it practices and behind which it rallies when the threat of
governMental intervention is perceived. Others claim that public regulation, akexem-
piffled by federal regulatory agencies and by state licensing bodies, is captuYed by
vested interests in the Ohoate sector soon after the public regulatory body is created,
if indeed the enabling legislation has not already built in private controeof the public
function.

Our descriptions of existing self-regulatory mechanisms in private philanthropy do
not necessarily confirm such a cynical viewpoint. this report recites the private sec-
tor's concern for and sincere interest in self-regulation. At the same time, however, it
is apparent that the effectiveness of the described efforts to regylate philanthropy in

'order to ensure appropriate use of tax-exempt funds has neither beeri thoroughly
studied nor convincingly demonstrated. On the basis of present knowledge and under-
standing of self-regulation philanthropy, the observations above cannot be con-

.-vincingly contradicted.
Certainly, it was the absence ofefective self-regulation that contributed to the.re-

strictive regulations imposed on private foundations in the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
This report makes it evident, too, that self - regulatory mechanisms have made no start-
ling prbgress among private foundations since 1969. The recent amendments to the
Social Security Act requiring the federal' government to "sample" the judgments of
the Joint Commission on.Accredltation of Hospitals is evidence of concern about the
effectiveness of that agencY.4n.the preceding chapter there was discussion of the cr,iti-

$ cism of accreditation by the private sector in higher education. In addition, it, has
been pointed out that well-known national public philanthropies flourish despite the
fact that they do not meet the standards of the National Information Bureau, do not
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choose to be identified as meeting the standards of the National Health Council or the
National Accreditation Council for Agencies Serving the Blind and Visually Handi-
capped, and do not participate in the United Way's new evaluating mechanism, the
Committee on National Agency Support.

This report has summarized, in considerable detail, the efforts of the private phil-
anthropic sector to establish independent national commissions or boards that might
serve a regulatory purpose. Before it died in 1964, the proposal for a National Com-
mission on Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies had been carefully edited to
specify that the proposed commission would not have a regulatory purpose or func-
tion. The more recent effort by the United Way of America to set up a National
Agency Review Board was deemed "not feasible" because if the proposed agency were
successful in its objective, it would inevitably be controversial, and prominent volun-
teer leadership is not looking for such a role when that leadership engages in activities
relating to philanthropy.

Self-regulatory efforts have been operating since the establishment of the Con-
tributor's Information Bureau in New York in 1882. There are two goals: (1) to en-
courage the best use of philanthropic funds by setting standards for organizations
engaged in programs supported by the funds, and (2) to assist the contributor in mak-
ing an informed and, it is hoped, a wise decision about giving. With the subsequent
enactment of tax legislation, another objective was to ensure that the purposes for
which the contribution and the recipient organization were exempt from taxation
were being pursued.

Some of the so-called self-regulatory organizations are not primarily engaged in
philanthropy, but, wishing to encourage,support of private philanthropy, these organic
zations provide their members with an information service that through the use of
standards for eyaluation, will, it is hoped, channel philanthropic dollars to the ofgani-
zations that meet t.heir standards. Others attempt, through the application of stan-
dards to soliciting organizations, to improve these organizations' quality of perfor,
mante and, accordingN, to show that they merit the receipt of philanthropic funds.

The report has presented information about the scope of these various operations
in terms of their probable effect on the tax-exempt charitable organizations with
which they are concerned. If the accepted universe is the 226,122 organizations clas'ii-
fied as tax-exempt under section 501(c) (3) of the IRS Code (asof March 31, 1974),
then the combined scope of ati the activities described herein far from covers this
universe. If the success of regulation is wide numerical coverage, then self-regulation
today is not significant. But if selective coverage that includes the most widely sup-
ported philanthropies is an important objective, the programs described in this report
are most significant.

The method of self-regulation used is either accreditation or a modification of this
peculiarly American process for utilizing peer standards and peer judgments, Many of
the standards used hav'e been presented in this report. Some sets of standards are gen-
eral, alloing for wide latitude in judgment. Others are more comprehensive and spe-
cific. Only in a few programs is there first-hand observation through site visits to the
Organiiations being evaluated. With a few exceptions, the number of personnel
engaged in these programs is minimal. In most cases, there can be no expansion of
current program activities without additional resources.

The study rdvealed no data that scientifically document whether self-regulation has
accomplished its goals. Nevertheless, none of the organizatiRs question the useful-
ness of the service they perform, and the author shares their belief that many con-
tributors like to have other judgments about organizations that they are considering
supporting. The files of all of the organizations are filled with individual testimonials
about the,valuable guidance given, either in selecting charities wisely or in helping a
charitable organization perform more effectively through standard setting.

As for the broad question of whether self-regulation has resulted in discriminating
support of, philanthropic lactivities and maximum effective use of tax-exempt philan-
thropic funds, there is n6 present answer. Most organizations lack the research com-
ponent to evaluate their activities in these terms. Moreover, there is debate about how
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to measure the success of any accrediting process. One group argues that success can
be measured by applying a set of precise standards to the specific areas for which they
are intended and cumulating the results. Another grubp contends that broader stan-
dards designed to measure achievement of the desired output is a more worthwhile,

. .
ssgoal-oriented process. Beyond this technical,debate, the awakened consumerism of
-Abe 1960s and 1970s has exposed the traditional accreditation process to charges of
elitism and of being a device for the protection of vested interests.

Even though self-regulation in philanthropy preceded by many years any interest
in the subject on the part of legislators, basic regulation by law is now accepted as
desirable. All of the standards, of the regulating groups begin with requirements of
federal tax-exemption and of legal organization for the receipt and handling of money.
One of the mechanisms used by the National Health Council and the National Social
Welfare Assembly in building acceptance of their public financial reporting standards
was to get state and local administrators of charity registration laws to require the use
bithe standards.

The report has pointed out the federal government's use of private standard-setting
bodies in determining the basis for its expegditures in education and health care serv-
ices. The federal government is now questioning whether some changes are not desir-
able. It is suggested, for example, that accrediting agencies become more closely re-
lated to the public interest and less dominated by those organizations or agencies that
have set them up.

From the private sector viewpoint, equating eligibility for federal dollars with con-
formity to standards of a private standard-setting organization has had marked effect
on self-regulation. When Medicare legislation was passed with its references to the
standards of the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals, "voluntary"
participation in that organization's program jumped 25 percent. The National Ac-
creditation Council' for Agencies Serving the Blind and Visually Handicapped at-
tributes its very limited numerical coverage of its field primarily to the fact that regu-
lations for federal support to organizations within NAC's universe are not conditioned
by a requirement for NAC accreditation.The approval program of the National Council
for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, designecf'to improve the operations of
community homemaker home health aide agencies, lagged when federal regulations
for Medicaid dropped references to the standards of the council and similar private
groups.

Issues fOr the Commission

). I

What', then, is the significance of this report to the Commission on,'Private Philan-
thropy and Ptiblic Needs? The report can have usefulnpss only if, and en, the Com-
mission decides that (1),regulationAPPIINgate philanthropy is a 'r4ble national
policy, and (2) at least part of the regula ry function should be rmed by the
private sector.

Should the Commission come to the second part of this decision, it,will know front-
'this report that there is an extensive, experienced establishment waking towlrd self-
regulation 9f private philanthrupy. Even if the Commission deildes to recommend tha/ -

-'.the total regulatory responsibility be placed in the public sector it sl:Iould,utilize the*
experience and knowledge that has been accumulated by the private sector.

The report confirms that none of the self-regulatory mechanisms are fully, effective,
'and some are only minimally so. A plan for underpinning the self-regulatory efforts
with a minimum, uniform, annual, registration program in every state and a federal
program of commitment to support standard-setting activities of the private sector
would enhance and strengthen the undoubted values of self-regulation as a principle in
our society. This would encourage the private sector to concentrate on what it can do
best2-work with its peers on developing and maintairking high standards and wider
support of its programs.
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The state registeation programs should be designed to assure that the registering
agency is organized and operating to accomplish its tax-exempt purpose ad that there
is full and regular public accountability. With vigorous administration of state legisla-
tion, with minimum federal standards and the cooperation of the federal governmept
in promoting further private standard-setting, fraud and quackery could be controlled
and the self-regulatory mechanisms of the private sector could exert leaderiphip for
improved performance in spending the philanthropic dollar. The ,development of a
uniform, public financial reporting system by the private sector in the past 15 years
illustrates what private standard-setting organizations can accomplish with a tangible,
valid, and desirable objective. . "N.

The Commission must also consider the practical implications of any decision to
assign regulatory responsibilities to the private sector. Based on what we now know
about self-regulatory activities in philanthropy, the Commission cannot decide that
self- regulation could be expected to accomplish whatever may be the Commission's
intended objectives for self-regulation. Either the Commission decides that the status
quo in self-regulation as described in this report is satisfactory for its purposes, or,
before placing more responsibility on self-regulation, It should plan and promote a
thorbugh assessment of what self-regulation has in fact accomplished and can feason-
obi)) be expected to accomplish. A hard unbiased look at the history and current
status of accreditation, especially in higher education, would be an essential Ingredient
of such a study.

An implementing organization in-t4e5rivate sector may be needed, either tempo;
rarily or, perhaps, permanently, The author agrees with Dr. Hamlin, the study director
for the Ad Hoc Committee, that the effectiveness of permanent evaldating bodies
tends to diminish with time.*

If the%Commissiori's deliberations reach this stage, The establishment of a successor
national tommission, or the reshaping of the present Commission is a possible recom-
mendation. If this is done, the experiences of the Ad Hoc.Committee and he United
Way of America, described in Chapters I I 'and V, should be helpful in planning the new
body. Neither the organizers of the proposed national commission on voluntary health
and welfare organizations in 1961 or the United Wag of America with'its proposed
National Agency Review, Board in 1972 were able to get these concepts into opera-
tion. The so- called Peterson Commission in 1971 stopped short of recommending a
new self-regilatirimechanis oundations.

The scope of the Filer Commission is broade and more ambitious than any of these
earlier studies of private philanthropy. If the Commission decides that a new national
organization with a standard-setting goal for furthering and strengtheningprivate phil-
ariThroPy is needed, it must obtain suitable leadership (the fatal deficiency in earlier
similar attempts), be assured of financing, and, have some reason to expect that the
essential, further study of self-regulation will result in convincing, practical proposals
that the new organization can use as the basis for its .continuing program operations.
This is the basic first step that Dr. Hamlin urged in 1961 during deli tions of the
Ad Hoc Committee, a step without which, he claimed, the recomme dations of most,
study groups have a "hollow ring."

g. t 4-
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Appendix A

Better Business Bureau Standards for Charitable Solicitations

Purposes, Structure, Finance; and Fund.Rolsing Methods

Part One

1. General Require nts

a. A soliciting organ lion shall disclose upon request.the ruling of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice regarding its tax-exemp status.

b. A soliciting organization shall disclose in all charitable solicitations whether or not the or-
ganization. is qualified to reo ive contributions deductible for federal, state and local income tax
purposes.

.c. Upon request, a soli Ring organization shall make available its annual report containing
detailed information on its a tivities, actual accomplisilmentskand voting trusteeship.

d. A soliciting organ' tron shall be operated in accordance with its staeed purposes and
a. licable federal, state d local laws and regulations including thoie elating to nondiscrimina-)
to ractices.

2. Purposes and Programs

a. Soliciting organizations shall have a written statement of purpose which shall serve as the
basil for and be described in all charitable solicitations.

b. Should eligibility to benefit from an organization's program be limited for any reason (e.g.
specific facilities, geographical areas, or .classes of persorks), such limitations shall be clearly and
fully disclosed in all charitable solicitations.

3. Structure

a. Soliciting organizations shall have an active and responsible governing body operating under
by-laws which ensure an adequate voting trusteeship.

. b. Paid staff members shall oot constitute a majority in any ion's of the voting trusteeship.

osec. Upon request, soliciting organizations shall clearly dis the responsibilities, organization
and decision-making structure, and location of operating facilities of their national, regiAal and
local offices.

4. Finarices '

a. Soliciting organizations s II obtain and pps.e available to the public upon request an annual
external audit from an indepen t or certified public accountant to be conducted in accordance
with the Audit Guides (publishe by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants), or
in accordance with the.generAll acapted standards of financial accounting and reporting for the
organization's particular field.

b. Soliciting organizations shall include in their annual financial report to the public all Income
and all costs for fund-raising activities including special everts. Following each separate, local
charitable solicitation, the soliciting organization shall provideThpon request a full accounting of

. gross receipts, total expenses, net income and income accruing to the organization for whose bene-
fit the charitable solicitation was conducted.

"3 4'O
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c. Soliciting organizations shall report as fund-raising expenses alt direct and indirect costs re-
lated to activities and materials that are an integral and insepacable part of any charitable solici-
tation.

d. All costs of joint informational programs shall be reported as fund-raising expenses with the
exce n, only, of marginal or additional costs directly occasioned by the separate, educational.
or other in nal material or activity.

5. Fund-Raising

a. Soliciting organizations shall provide to the public at the time of an appeal a clear and con-
cise description of the programs and special projects for which contributions are being solicited.

b. Soliciting organizations shall not pay commissions, kick-backs, finders' fpes, percentages,
bonuses or overrides for any fundraising activity, including telephone, door -to -door, direct mail
or other method.,

c. Soliciting organizations mailing unordered items (e.g., pens, seals, name labels, ties, stamps,
etc.) shall clearly disclose that recipients are under no obligation to p,ay for or return the items
received. -

d. Any offer for sale ot merchandise made in conjunction with kcharitable solicitation shall,
clearly disclose the amount of percentage of monei from the sale which will actually go to the or-
ganization for wh'ose benefit the appeal 'spade.

e. Soliciting organizations shall not mall disguiseckappeals, such as telegrams, invoices, bills
and statements of account.

f. Any telephone appeals shall accurately disclose at the outset of the call 11) the name of the
solipting organizatiqn, (2) the purpose of the call and (3) how furthenformation" can be ob-
tained.

g. A soliciting organization shall provide Zo all individuals who approabk the public for Ike,
purpose of charitable solicitation, an identification card or badge containing its name and addreas
and the individual's name.

h. -Soliciting organizations shall institute adequate systems of control over, canisters or collec-
tion boxes, tag days, telethons, walk-a-thons, benefits, raffles, bingo contests, and all other special
ft.fhd-raising activities as specified in the Audit Guides (published by the tAmerican Institute of
Certified Public Accountants).

i. Soliciting organizations shall not use techniques of intimidation, including threats of public
,disclosure or economic retaliation, harassment, etc.

I. Soliciting organizations providing goods, admission to fund-raising activities, or other serv-
ices In return for payment shall clearly disclose the portion of payment which constitutes a chari-
table contribution for tax purposes.

k. Soliciting organizations shall retain the confidentiality of contributions.

I. Soliciting organizations shall honor the request of any person to have their name refnaved
from the, organization's mailing list.

m. Soliciting organizations shall not disclose or use the name of any person, organization or
company in any oral or written solicitation without obtainingadvance writterl''authority to do so.

n. A soliciting organization shall not solicit funds for the benefit of, or in the name of, another '+,
organization unless it.has written permission from the benefiting organization to do so. The solicit
ing organization shall provide full financial reports in accordance with Section 4.b. of these stand-
Ards.
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Part Two

A duertIslry.ancinformational Materials

The following standards shall apply to all advertising and i nformationatpaterials directed to
the contributing public by charitable organizations, irr whatever form and 15y' whatever means, In-
cluding, but not limited to, print and broadcast media, direct mail literature, window display
signs, counter cards, public. notices, canisters, brothures and flyers. They are\intended as guide-
lines to assure that all public communications accurately and factually represent the purposes,
needs, programs and seryices of charitable organizations.

1. Basic Principles

a. The responsibility for truthful and non-deceptive advertising and Informitioael materials
rests with the soliciting orgarlization and the entity which prepares and assembles suaterials.

b. Advertisements and informational materials shall not be untrue, misleading, deceptive or
udulent in whole or in part.

c. Advertisements or informational materials, may be considered misleading as a whole al-
though every sentence separately considered is literally true. Misrepresentattonmay result not only
from direct statements but by omitting or obscuring material facts.

e
d. Soliciting organizations shall be prepared to substantiate any statements or claims made be-

fore publication and, upon request, present such substantiation promptly to the advertising medi-
um, the Better Business Bureau and the public.

e. Any description or reference to a program or service by a soliciting organization shall be
factual and accurate.

2. General Requirements

a. Adveitising and informational materials shall not disparage any person or group on grounds
of sex, race, color, creed, age, nationality, mental or physical condition or social status.

b. Statistical data shall be based On factual or representative situations.

c. All claims and promises shall accurately reflect existing conditions, situations and circum-
sta'nces.

d. An asterisk may be used to impart additional information about a word or term which is
net in Itself inherently deceptive. An asterisk, footnote or other reference symbol should not be

. used as a means of contradicting or substantially changing the meaning of any advertising state-
ment.

e. Advertising and informational materials shall not state or allude in any way to compliance
with or adherence to the provisions of these standards.

4

3. Disclosure Requirements

a. Soliciting organizations sh3all disclose, the following in all advertising and informational
materials (see exci)ption in b. below):

(1) The name of the soliciting organization and the source from which the public may ob-
tain additional information regarding the orgapization's programs and services.

(2)A statement as to whether or not the organization is qualified to receive contributions
deductiblefor federal, state and local income tax purposes.

(3) A siatement of the purpose for which the soliciting organizatioo was established.
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(4) A clear statement o soliciting organization's pr _

..),
any limitations to benefit from the o-

tram. -- l'
1

:. "

(5) A clear and concise description of programs and special projects for which contribution% '
are being solicited. I,

1
, ,

(6)A clear statement citscloting the amount of percentage of money derived from the sale
of merchandise which will actuallrgo to theOrganization for whose benefit the appeal

.f;,. ;',,,, is made. 1 , ..

b. If, due to time land space limitations in advertising (i.e., spot announcements, small print
ads), it is impracilcable and economically unfeasible to make any disclosure, (except III.A.1.,re-
iating to the source fok,additional information which is required in all cases), the soliciting organi-
zation shall in any event file the required disclosures with the medium along with its proposed
advertising.

4. Layout and Illustrations

a. The composition and layout of advertising and informational materials shall be uch as to
minimize the possibility of misunderstanding by,the reader.

b. Photographs, films and illustrations of programs, services or recipients of aid shall be accu-
rate and typical representations of the programs, services and recipients of aid of the soliciting

43 man i z

c. If models are used to portray recipients of aid or beneficiaries of programs and services,
clear disZlosure of that fact shah be made in immediate conjunction with the portrayal,

d. if photographs are used, dates and sources shall be disclosed if failure to do so would be
.misleading.

5. Testimonials and Endorsements

e Statements in advertising and informational materials by doctors, dentists, nurses or other
professional people shall be presented by members of such professions reciting actual experience,
or it shall be made apparent from the presentation itself that the portrayal is dramatized. No such
presentation may be placed on television except in the context of a public service announcement
approved by the broadcast medium.

, b. Persons making testimonials, endorsements, or who are pictured in advertising or informa-
tional materials shall be identified as to their relationship-with the organization and their actual

Jekperience-With the organization's programs and services. " - '

c: If an indorser has a direct pecuniary, interest in the organization whose program or service
is being endorsed, this shall be disclosed in the advertisement or informational materials.

'447'
d. Testimonials or endorsement; shall be quoted in their entirety, unless failure to do so'cloes

not alter the overall Meaning and impact of the testimonial or endorsement.

$04
Testimonials and endorsements shalt be genuine and actually represent the current opinion

of the endorser.

f. If the eihjorser is associated with some v.11-known and highly regarded institution, the en-
dorsement shall clearly disOlosi" whether the 'endorser speaks in a personal capacity or on bkhalf
of suchinstitution:t y

, 4

g. Advertising and informational materials shall not use an endorsemeg>approval by in- ,

definitely large or vague groups, such as "the doctors of km rica."

These standards do not apply to appeals conducted by chur seraternal, civic, professional
or trade groups where the appeal is confined and directed exclusively /o the organization's voting
membership; is an invitation to such membership; or is a request for support withOuy Any chari-
table-purpose associated with the appeal.
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Appendix B

,National Budget and Consultation Comthittee Standards for National Voluntary
Health, Welfare, and Recreation Agencies

1: Basic Organizational Requirements

The agency must be Incorporated, have adopted bylav, and be organiZed and operated in pur-
suance thereof. It must

a. be established and operate as a non-profit, tax-exempt corporation, gifts to which are de-
ductible by the donor for federal income tax purposes;

b. operate in the health, welfare, and recreation field.

2. Voting Membership

;fhe voting membership exercising basic legal control of the agency should be defined in the
-- __corporate and related papers This membership should be representative of the main interests in

the agency's field of work. It should

a. elect the boardso that it reflects the will of the agency's membership;

b. possess the power of amendment to constitution nd bylaws;
p

c. have an annual meeting, with adequate notice of and Information about matters to be acted '
upon:

3. Governirig Arrangements

The governing arrangements should include at lease

a. a board, adequate in number to represent the main interests in the agency's field of work,
meeting regularly, establishing policy, providing supervision of operations and finances, and serving
without compensation (except for reimbursement of expenditures for fulfilling thetesponsibilities
of board membership), subject to the following conditions: <

(10 specified plan for turnover or other arrangements which provide for new members
sessen Oat;

(2) There should be a minimum aggregate of four meetings annually of the board or the
executive committee, including at least two meetings of the board, with average atten-
dance of at least 50% of their respective mem erships;

(3) In Measuring the degree to which the board fulfills Its functions, the nature of its de-
, liberations as wekas the.activ.ity of members in op ommittees and in providing

leadership, interpretation, guidance, and support in other wa s should be considaced.

b. 41 executive who may at for the board during intervals bet en its meetings;
.-, -

c, additional committees to assure the performance of the main functions of the agency and

to provide a sound basis for board decisions;

provision for the elation of officers, their_ terms, tenure, and_the filling of vacancies.
1'4

4. Personnel Policies and Staff

The agency should
I '2."

....6, .,-

a7 have a written statement of personnel policies, job descriptions, and provisions for'Staff
evaluation, formally approved by the board and made available to the staff;

".
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b. employ an executive director and professional staff with ,oualifications appropriate to the
Itagency's field of operations.

Agency policies sfiould be established by the board and administered by the staff. The execu-
itive director should not be a member of the board but, with other staff personnel as needed,
should attend board meetings and participate..in-tfre deliberations of the board and formulation of
policyi

°

5. Need, Goals, Program

The agency should operate in a defined area of need, should specify its goals, and conduct its
programs to meet that need. Periodically it should reassess such need, goals, and program. Con-
formity to this standard should be measured by such criteria as

a. evidence of need;

b. ilefinition of the segment of need served by the agency;

c. resources for a substantial program in the area of defined need;

d. maintenance of accurate service records;

e. understandings with other agencies in its field to prevent wasteful duplication;

f. projection of long-term and short-term program goals for specified periods, and a method,
of board review'Of achievements reached at the end of such periods;

G-4

g. ability arid willingness to change or modify goals and program in response to need and pub-
lic interest, and in cooperation witii appropriate planning agencies.

6. Budget

The agency should-:-

a. operate on an annual budget under defined procedures of budget preparation with board
)examinatiori and formal adoption;

b. control expenditures by such appro'ved budget, with significant departures peyniqed only, -
by board or executive Corrimittee authorization.

7: Support Plan

The agency's financial planning should arrnually

a. assess an specify financialexpettations as to source, amount, and equitable distribution of
support;

b. use a, support plan based on the preceding, which, in 'the light of previous experience and
current conditions,. sets forth a reasonably depenclehle method for obtaining the income budget,
for the period under consideration.\ /
8. Nondiscrimination , ?,

An agency which exists to serve people generally should not determine the availability of its
services Or the membership of its 'board or staff by considerations of race, religion, or national

40origin. - 0
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9. Cooperation with TaxSUpported and With Other Voluntary Agencies

The agency should maintain relations .with tax- supported and other] voluntary agencies in or

related to its field of services. This would include
'. Q .

.,
1

..a. registering research and demonstration projects vilih pertinent information-exchange centers
arid in,31(lng appropriate use of resulting information;

,, b. arifying respective roles and relationships of voluntary and tax-supported agencies working

inure same held;...
,A--:1' 7 -

c. participating in national-planning bodies;

d. recognizing the obligation not to make substantial alterations of major program functions
'without consulting other affected agencies.

10'. Vial:mai-Loci! Relationships

The national agency should establish such relations with local communities as the nature of its
`work requires. Thus

a. AV agencies (whether not they have local united or ,community-centered programs)

. . . initiate local, fund raising or services only after consulting community planning and
fund-raising-bodies and existing related agencies as to need and arrangements;

. maintain relationships with these local planning bodies, and with state and local public
bodies having planning responsibility, in cooperation with its local units where these exist, or
directly if there is no organized communitOnit;

.
. . . maintain channels by which local views and needs on program planning, fund raising,

and other matters.of concern may be transmitted to the national agency;

. . . 'provide for the maximum degree of local autonomy consistent with national-local
charter or affiliation agreements.

, -)
b. Agencies with local units stiduld in addition maintain

. : or*charter agreements which specify the relationship between the national
and the local, outlining the structure, iery c e s, and financial operation of the local unit together
with the responsibilities and accountability of the national office thereto (such agreement should

be available for review by appr,opriate planning bodies);

. . . adequate arrangements for seeing that the local units fulfill the charter or affiliation
requirements and, depending on the type of agency, for the provision of such services is program
leadership, standard setting, counseling,'and evalluation of local operations.

11. Education Program

The agency's education program should have valid content which is'beneficill to significant
, audiences. This program and its cost should be differentiated from 'promotion publicitylor fund-

raising purposes and its cost. 7-

12. Fund Raising and Promotion Publicity .. . .

.
'OW The agency's promotion publicity should adhere to ethical standards, such as respect for

clientele and factual accuracy regarding needs served, character of services offerpd, the vdlume
provided, and other accomplishments. The agency should follow accepted prastices of fund raising,

and it should comply with all the.applicable le ?lslative requirements. .

.7. *
.
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It should rot mall unordered tickets or merchandise with a request for money in return, rae
funds from the generalipublic by paid telephone solicitors, or enter into arrangements to raise
funds on a commission basis. It should make honest disclosure of fund-raising costs to con-
tributors and the genetal public.

FUnd-raising,costs, including those of related promotion publicity, necessarily vary fromagency
to agency,,but in general should not exceed 25% of the funds raised per year in the first five
year of operation or 15% 0; such funds per year thereafter. In judging whether an agency's fund-
raising costs are correctly stated and reasonable, factors to be taken into consideration should
include the extent of public understanding of the agency's work, factual justification of costs, and
the use of sound accounting practices.

13. Financial Management and Accounting

Generally accepted standards of financial management including the bonding of personnel
handling finances should be adhered to.

The agency should have its accounts audited annually by independent certified public accoun-
tants, whose examination should be made in accordance with generally accepted 'auditing standards.
The audit report should include--:

a.. financial statements showing all of the agency's income, disbursements, assets, and liabili-
ties, together with changes in endowment and other funds, reserves, and surplus during the period,
all in sufficient detail to be in accord with sound accounting practices (it is emphasized that all

'Itenifs in the foregoing categOries, which are under the agencyl ownership or control, must be in-
cluded in the financial statement);

b. an auditor's certificate in the conventional form developed by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.

The agency should participate in efforts to develop systems of accountingin cooperation with
repreientatives of contributors, other agencies and the general publicwhich will work toward
comparability of items from agency to agency. When a system of uniform local reporting has been
developed which is acceptable to She accounting profession, agencies, significant contributor
groups, and contributor repbitthrsirvices, the agency should adhere to it.

14. Public Reporting
1j 1 . s' , ,

The agency should make annual program and financial reports to its membership and the gen-
eral public. Theffnanciai report may be in summary form but must be consistent with the audit
report. The agency should respond to requestSfor detailed information on any aspect of its opera-
tions or program from any responsible s'Ource. 4 ',..

i5. 'Evaluation , .
4,4-

* I :fr,.y ,

The agency should have.,an orderly plan forperiodic evaluation, whether by staff and board ar-
rangements, outside consultants, or a combination of both. While it is to be expected that evalu-
ation would be a continuing functi% of administration, formal evaluation should be undertaken
periodically by the board to review theiprogram in light of current needs and in terms of the
mency's stated purposes, specified goals, and relations with other agencies in its field, especially
tax-supported agencies. The agency should cooperate with independent evaluating bodies in an
effort to p*rovide an objectivp report for the general public.,

*When the National Health Council and the National Social Welfare Assembly published Standards
(See Chapter II), this NBCC standard was changed to recommend adoption of the published
Standards.
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Appendix C

List of Organizations Described

The Advertising Council
825 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

American Association of FundRaising
Counsel, Inc.

500 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10036

I
American Association of Museums
2233 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20007

Council of Better Business Bureaus
(Philanthropic Advisory Department)
1150 17ttrStreet, N.W.
Washington; D.C. 20036

Council ,on Foundations
888 7th Avenue
New York, New York 10019

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

National Accreditation Council for Agencies
Serving the Blind and Visually Handicapped

79 Madison Avenue
New York; New York 10016

34,8

in Report

National Association for Hospital
Development

Box 561
Tucson, Arizona 85103

The National Council on Philanthropy
680 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10019

The National Health Council
1740 Broadway
NeW York, New York 10019

National Information Bureau
419 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10017

National Society of Fund Raisers, Inc.
130 East 40th Street
New York, New York 10016 ;

United Way of America
(Committee on National Agency Support)
8Q1 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

_ a i.

f
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Footnotes

2$55

1. These official regulatory activities are the subject of other papers prepared for the Filer Com-
Mission.

Ewald B. Nyquist, "The Meaning and Purpose of Accreditation" (paper delivered at meeting
of the board of directors, National Accreditation Council for Agencies Serving the Blind and
Visually Handicapped, New York City, November 9, 1967).

3. See Appendix C for a list of organizations described in this report.

4. Ad Hoc Committee, An Exploratory Study of Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies (New
York, N.Y.: Schoolmasters' Priss, 1961).

S. Selskar M. Gunn and Philip A. Platt, Voluntary Health Agencies, An Interpretive Study (Ronk
aid PressCompany,1945).

6. In7the introduction to its report, the Ad 'Hoc Committee does acknowledge that "a malt
reason for this study was the heated debate and increasing competition among independent and
federated fund-raising grqups."

7. In a recent discussion, Dr. Hamlin commented that he still believes in the efficacy of ongoing
study and observed that, for voluntary health agencies at least, study by a national group seems to
happen periodically, as with the Gunn-Platt study of 1941.1945, the Ad Hoc Committee's study
In 1959-1961, and part of the work of the Filer Commission.

8. As a result of this decision by the board of the National Health Council, one of its important
member organizations, the National Foundation, resigned. The president of the National Founda-
tion at the time, Basil O'Connor, was critical of the Ad Hoc Committee, its report, and especially
the recommendation for a commission. '

9. William K. Selden, "Research in Accreditation of Health Educational Programs," Part One:
Vcirkinepapers (Washington, D.C.: Commission on Study of Accreditation ofoSelected Healthl
Educational Programs, 1971)':

10. Museums USA (Washington, D.C.: GOVernment Printing Office, 1974).

147! American Association of 'Museums, America's Museumsi! The Belmont Report (Washington
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PRESERVING THE PRIVATE VOLUNTARY SECTOR:
A PROPOSAL FOR A PUBLIC ADVISORY COMMISSION ON

PHILANTHROPY .
Adam Yarmolinskyt and Marion R. FremontSmith*

The positive benefits to society from a vital and effective private voluntary sector
warrant continuing efforts to strengthen and improve its performance. There is,
however, no single body,. public"or private, with the continuing responsibility for
assuring that the conditions under which philanthropj, can grow and improve are
nurtured within the private sector itself, nor that thelnique role of philanthropy
andThe contributions it makes to our society are adequately considered in the
course 'of government decision making. Neither government nor the private sector
itself are taking adeqtiate steps to protect this essential resource, much less to
strengthen it against future crises.

The Internal Revenue Service does review the operation of philanthropic
organizations to assure that they meet the conditions for tax exemption; coures-
sional committees do from time to time examine certain aspects of philanthropic
activity; and the attorneys general of a few states do attempt to enforce fiduciary
standards In the operations of charitable organizations, although these efforts are
limited and fragmented. But regulation by the Interbal Revenue Service and, in a
few states, by an attorney general is not sufficient. It provides no means for analysis
of regulatory measures, existing and proposed, to determine whether they are took,
strict or too lenient; it cannot produce the data on philanthropy who is acting
and to meet welt needs necessary to identify emerging needs and determine
whether existing 'ones are being adequately enet. There is no one to speak for the
private voluntary sector as a whole when Congress is considering changes in tax laws
that will affect it nor to identify and point out the impact of othergovernment
actions that would affect it.

In short, although private philanthropy, like government, is dedicated to meeting
public needs, it has no advocate within government nor before the public. What is
needed, therefore, is a voice for the private voluntary sector, with the informatiOn
to speak intelligently about how the sector operates andtgith the access to reach
into the council chambers as well as the hearing rooms of government.

We do not believe this can be done within the private sector itself. The private
voluntary sector is neither organized nor supported to perform adequately this
increasingly important role. Its ver* independence and diversity operate against
finding .a conunon entity which would receive sufficient support from all of the
components of philanthropy. It could not obtain the vital information that is
needed from all elementt of the voluntary sector, nor could it speak with sufficient
'authority to Congress, the TreaSury oriny other federal or state bo

, What is 'needed now is an independent public body, operating without regulatory.
powers, but employing the tools of information gathering, analysis and public
discussion, which can stimulate and encourage private efforts to imprd,ve the ,
performance of the private voluntary sector and can act as its spokesman within the
government. We are aware that the Peterson Commission proposed a permanent
Advisdry Board on Philanthropic Policy that, although federally mandated, included
only private individuals. We believe, however, that any such body should include

- representatives of both the public and private sectors so that differences could be
thrashed out before they are aired in a congressional -or 'eietutive hearing room.

t Ralph Waldo Emerson University Professor, University of Massachusetts.
*Choate, Hall & Stewart, Boston, Massachusetts..

.1.
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This memorandum offers a proposal for the creation of an independent public
agency, the Advisory Commission on the Voluntary Sector. The primary focus of
the proposed commission would be on the organization, the functioning, an the

results of private philanthropy, as well as the relationships between donors and

donees. It would haye no enforcement powers (except to require submission of
reports)) but (mould achieve its *4)jectives through studies, dialogue, and dissemina-
tion of its findings and recommendations. It would engage in a continuous process
of interpreting the philanthropic sector to the general public and interpreting
changing public attitudes to the private sector. Specific proposals are offered belo
for the focus of the proposed commission's work, the kinds of activities it might
undertake, the way its governing board might be selected, how it might be staffed

and funded, and what special problems it might encounter. A draft statute to establish'
the commission is appended.

,ADVISORY COMMISSION ON THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR: A PROPOSAL

Functions

In pursuing its concerns, the proposed commission would have six principal

functions. as an information source, as a clearinghouse, as a provider of technical
assistance, as an architect of guidelines and criteria, as a source of encouragement
for greater private effort, as a watchdog for the public interest.

As antnformation source, the commission would collect, organize, analyze and
disseminate data bearing on the activities of private donors and donees, as well as

public contributions to philanthropic organizations.
As a clearinghouse, the commission would provide for regular exchanges of ideas

of information among philanthropic organizations and regulatory bodies.

As a provider of technical assitance, the commission would offer help to donor
and donee organizations, as well as respond to requests from the Treasury and the
Internal Revenue Service.

As.an architect of guidelines and criteria, the commission would articulate
non-binding standards for those aspects of the management and operation of private

lidluntary organizations that they all share. Clearly the commission would not
attgsript_ to 'tell colleges what their educational policy should be or hospitals what
health care standards they should observe. Rather it would be concerned With fund
raising, rp4nagement of assets, and accountability.

As a source of encouragement for greater private effort, the commission would
seek wayi ro foster increased voluntary contributions of resources and energies to
the private plhilanttropic sector on a continuing basis and would act as a public
interest spokesman within the government.

As a watchdog for the public interest, the commission would review the work of
regulatory agencies and their impact on philanthropic organizations and donors. It
would analyze proposals for new legislation and regUlations with special attention to
Treasury Regulations and Revenue Procedures. It would also generate regulatory and

legislative proposals on its own. Within its own area, the commission's activities
would be analogous to the recently expanded functions of the General Accounting

Office.- _

Concerns

The commission's focus would be on three major concerns: The need for private
philanpropic activity and the extent to which those needs are being met, the
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Iprocesses through which, philanthropic activity takes place, and the ways in which
private giving and the recipients of private, giving are regulated. .

Need; as indicated above, encompass both the role of private giving in meeting
the needs of private philanthropic organizations and the role of those organizations
in meeting public needs. Given the accelerating pace of social change, this concern
would emphasize the role of voluntary activity in fostering innovations, in both
private and public spheres.

Examples of possible commission undertakings in this area of concern include:

2859

An annual report on the size and_ shape of the private philanthropic sector in
*, The economy, and the sources 6filisiupport, with an analysis of trends. Such a

report would be somewhat analogous to the annual report of the Council on
Economic Advisers, and could be quite widely disseminated.

A study of the implications of the changing relative roles of private and public
funding in the support of voluntary hospitals, in the light of impending changes in
the health care system.

A study of the funding of public interest law firms with a view to identifying
alternative rationaJeilor and ranges of private support.

A cooperative study with the Overseas Development Council of the changing
roles of private relief agencies, the Agency for International Development, and
international public agencies in administering emergency relief programs.

A study of the giving habits of families and individuals in the lower half of the
income distribution. Such a study would be conducted's° that once a base line had
been established, trends could be determined.

A study.of the probable impact of alternative minimum tax proposals on gifts
.to various classes of tax-exempt organizations. Such a study would draw on,.but
also supplement, data collected by the Internal Revenue Service, and might be a
basis lor testony before the apprdpriate congressional committees.

Processes_ encompass the ways in which donor and donee organizations are
established and- governed, how ide access to those seeking.. funds or'
services, how they make disclosure' orthiir operations to the general public,and
how they obtain funds, whether for their own purposes or for distribution, whether
from mass solicitation or limited individual giving, whether from private or public
sources:

Examples of possible. commission undertakings in this area of concern include:

A study of soltkation practices of large charities, including analysis of
patterns of internal organization and relations with outs1de professionals. Such a
study might be updated periodically:

A study of ways to increase voluntary ser y_i?ersonsclesirous--of making
philanthropic ,contributions.

A study of giving practices of large business corporations, with special
reference to the apparent tendency to abandon coworation,foundations.

-
A study of the;:process for winding up organizations that have outlived their

usefulness.

A study of the problems of museums and performing arts groups in finding
the Propet. balance between increasing outreach and assessing costs to users.
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Regulation encompaSses the ways in which donor and donee organizations are
regulated by federal, state, and local government, as'well as the ways in which these
organizations and groups of organizations attempt to regulate themselves. It also
includes reconciling the effects of independently generated and adpinistered state
and federal requirements.

Examples of possible commission undertakings in this area of concern include-

A survey of the impact philanthropic organizations of grant conditions
imposed by the National Endos,c) cents of the Arts and Humanities and the National
Institutes of Health, including the effect of matchirig requirements.

A study of the need for rther government action to modify obsolete or
impractical purposes of long-esta fished organizations and of whether the federal
government or the .states should ace primary jurisdiction over such modifications.

Mier

A study of the impact of equal- opportunity regulations on philanthropic
organizations.

Development of a Model Code of Conduct for trustees and directors of
philanthropic organizatidns.

An analysis of the effectiveness of state laws and local ordinances regulating the
public solicitation of funds, including the question of whether federal regulation of
some kind may be desirable.

The combination of these three major concerns with needs, procedures, and
regulation will raise questions about the standards of accountability that are being
applied, explicitly or implicitly, to the philanthropic sector, and the proposed
commission should be able to contribute to the public Dialogue in that area as well.

To try to encompass the entire subject matter of philanthropic activity is bpyornd
the capacity of any oversight _commission, since this activity involves complex.
questions in fields such as education, science, the arts, and welfare, each of which
has its own area of expertise. The concerns envisioned'for the proposed commission
are common to all fields of philanthropic activity, and by limiting its focus to these
concerns, the commission's task should be manageable and should avoid improper
intervention, in specialized substantive activities.

Methods

In carrying out its functions and pursuing its concerns, the propo'ed commission
would employ six methods. organizing available data, obtaining supplementary data,
conducting special studies, disseminating materials, offering consultative services, and
serving as convenor agency.

A good deal of the factual material needed for the commission's work consists of
already available data,collected by the Internal Revenue Service or other agencies,
and which would have to be made readily available to the commission.

The commission would also need to have the authority to gather ,supplementary
data as needed from donee and donor organizations and state and local regulatory

, bodies.
The commission. would need to conduCt a number of spectql studies, some of

them on a continuing /basis, both in -house and by contracting with other entities
and individual researchers. These would include studies of the extent and seriousness
of abuses, including abuses of solicitation. ,

The commission would need to organize an extensive program of dissemination
both for materials that it produced, itself and for other material produced outside,
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the commission that it found' useful. One of the kinds of data that the commission
might disseminate would be a directory or directories which would be more
informative thart those currently issued by the Internal Revenue Service. It might at
some time be able to establish a central registry of the data. Where specific areas of
abuse are found, this information would be transmitted to appropriate state and
federal authorities in addition to the general public.

The commission would serve as a'convenor agency for gatherings of onor and
donee groups and regulatory agencies and for interchanges among these gro s. The
commission would also convene a biennial National Conference on the rivate
Philanthropic Sector.

Organizatioh

M a public body dealing with independent private constituencies,-the proposed
'commission should be an independent federal government agency, organized outside
the confines of any of the cabinet departments.

A commission form with 'a chief executive officer selected by the commission
seems more appropriate than d single-headed agency for dealing with policy issues in
the private sector. Further, it seems preferable for the commission members to serve
on a basis that permits them to retain their principal career commitments.

There are a number of ways in which membership could be allocated. A general
pattern is suggested by the advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
which includes representation from federal, state, and local government and from
the executive and legislative branches.

In order to assure adequate expression for all the major points of view involved
in shaping, public policy in this area, commission membership might be structured
alorig.-the following lines: four members from the executive branch of federal
government the Secretary of the Treasury, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and the Director 9f the Office,of
Management and Budget; fair members from the legislative branch two Senators
and two Representatives, selected by the legislative leadership on a bipartisan basis;
four members of state and local government two governors, a representative of
the National Association of Attorneys, General, and a representative of the United
States Conference of Majors; twelve private citizens three who would bring the
viewpoint of donors to the commission and nine who would bring the viewpoint of
philanthropic organizations and of the beneficiaries of their services. This last group
would include persons affiliated `kith a wide variety Of organizations in all of the
major areas of philanthropic activity, such as education, health, social welfare,, the
arts and humanities, 'civic and public affairs, and religion. These individuals from
private life would be nominated by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate, also on a bipartisan basis, for fixed and staggered terms. The,full-time chief
executive of the comr4ission, after his selection by the commission, would serve as 4.

an ex officio member thereof in order to enhance the stature of his position.
The commission in turn would name an advisory council of up to 100 members,

representing all segments of the philanthropic sector and again including
beheficiaries. The council would play .a major role in filling vacancies in the
commission from private life, and in the biennial conference described above.

In preparing the legislation to create the commission, its proponents should-seek
to make legislative history emphasiiing, the need for the broadest range of represen-
tation both on the commission and its advisory council, with special emphasis on
those groups that have had limited access to sources of support.
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Staffing

The proposed commission would requires only a very small central staff, and
indeed its operations should be more effective and efficient if it depended primarily
on outside consultants for studies and reports, Maintaining only enough' staff to
select, supervise, and evaluate the work it contracts or .makes grants for. A staff of
approximately ten professionals should be sufficient, and there should be a serious
commitment to resist the bureaucratic imperative of/expansion, perhaps a opting
the informal rule of the ACI R that there should never be as many employees .as
there are commissioners. ..

Funding

The proposed commission should be funded from federal government
appropriations, preferably under a multi-year authorization in order to enhance its
independence. A $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 annual budget seems a reasonable
approximation for austere but effective operation, assuming a core budget of
approximately $1,000,000, and $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 in project and contract
operations. Some part of the amount might be matched by imposing a modest
registration fee from those organizations filing reports with th commission to be
treated aS U.S. Treasury miscellaneous receipts. If 200,000 organs ati ihalifying
under section 501(c)(3) were to pay a $10 fee, the total amount wou d pr vide the
equivalent of two thirds of the suggested budget., Religious bodies m t- be
exempted from the fee requirement, in order to avoid a possible constit al

question.

Special Problems

Although the most troublesome problems of the proposed commission probably
cannot be anticipated, there are a number of problems that must be expected and
can be discussed at least briefly in advance. They include duplication of effort, lack
pf authority, establishment and maintenance of stature and objectivity, and
avoidance of undue restraints on innovation. .4*

If the commission proposal is pursued seriously, the counter-argument, will
undoubtedly be advanced that it ,vould only be duplicating information already
collected by other agencies, public and private, including particularly the
Tax-Exempt Organizations Division of the Internal Revenue Service. The short
answer to this argument is that information on philanthropy is still ,woefully
inadequate, as the work of the Filer Commission has demonstrated. We do not have
an adequate breakdown?, of giving by substantive fields, and we know very little
abOut the giving patterns of rthe multitude of small givers. We know very little abodt
the economics of operating philanthropic- organizations, and the effect their
tax-exempt status has on their decisions. Furthermore, what information we do have
is not organized, in the most usable ways.

But more specifically, in order to be really useful, the collection-6f information
Must be related to substantive purposes, and the substantive purposes of the
commission w,ould be different from _the purposes of the, I ternal Revenue Service
or any existing private organization. The commissionToi ill concerns would be
reflected in the way it collected information, how it o Thnized that information,
and how it used and,disseminated the information. It would rely peavily onraw
data collected b' other agencies, particularly the Internal Revenue Service, in
additioh to its own direct data collection,.but the value of work wotild, be in the
way it handled the raw data and also in the requirements it generated for
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additional data. Further, although it would be placing additional burdens on the
organizations from which it received reports, its special concerns would make it
partictilarly/ensitive to the problems of multiple reporting requirements.

It is an essential element of the commission proposal that it should not have any
regulatory authority other than to compel the filing of reports. Otherwise the
pluralism and diversity that are at the core of the rationale for private philanthropy
may be threatened. But without regulatory authority, how are the commission's
recommendations to be carried out? The force of publicity may be a significant
factor. In the past, philanthropy has tended almost to overreact to criticism. It is,
however, subject to criticism from many sources, and the criticisms are often
mutually inconsistent. Private organizations are urged to be bold but riop.t to be
controversial, foundations are urged to maintain spending levels but not to invade
corpus, to state their program limitations but not to exclude worthy ogjects of
benevolence outside their program guidelines. How will the views of the commission,
get appropriate attention?

The answer may have to be found in the resolution of the next problem:
establishing and maintaining the stature and objectivity of the commission. lit initial
stature will depend both on the way it is set up and on the caliber of the initial
appointments. They will have to be the kind of people who already have the retpect
of opinion leaders generally throughout the country. it will not be enough for these
appointees to be -well regarded by the large givers and by the trustees of the major
foundations, because commission reports will have to resonate with public opinion,
in order to -be effective. Good advice will not be taken just because it is good
advice.

The commission will have to be extraordinarily solicitous also of its feputation
for objectivity, since it could be so easily dismissed either as a creature of
philanthropy itself, or as an instrument of populist forces desiring to 'cut back the
role of philanthropy. There are no formulas to resolve this problem, beyond
diligence and good judgment, and assuming that able people have been selected to
do the work of the organization.

Once the commission has established its capabilities and its bona fides, it should.
be listened to, and its recommendations fully considered by donors, donees, the rest
of the govorment and the general public. But at that point the opposite danger
may develop, that its recommendations gain such general acceptance that they
become serious restrictions on the substantive judgment of donors and donees, and
even dull the famous cuttirig edge that philanthropy and voluntarism is.thought to
have in public policy development. Here again, the principal safeguard is the good
judgment of the commission and its staff. If they do try to assume a coordinating
role, there will be a backlash, either from philanthropy or, more likely, from the
groups or classes of grantees that are adversely affected. It seems reasonable to
suppose, however, that, as the Council of Economic Advisors has not been able to
achieve a monopoly on opinion about the economy,, and the National Science
Foundation has not been able to achieve a monopoly on opinion about fundamental
scientific research, so the commission would find a good deal of healthy.competi-
tion in opinions about the proper conduct of philanthropy.

As pointed out above, no commission can deal with all of the substantive
problems and policies of the various kinds of philanthropit organizations. Any body
that attempted to do so would destroy itself in the process. Nor is a bureaucratic
enterprise envisioned, particularly where the only regulatory functiorys to compel
production' of information. If the public representatives on the commission
or members of the staff tempted such an expansion of its activities, they would be
restrained bythe privnembers. In turn, the vigilance of the private members
would be maintained .through the process of nomination by the 10.0-member
idvisorV council.

.
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What tie CiOnissibrt could do, r woulek be to provide a generally respected
voice,' speaking ,outi o as to be heard throu: .ut the country in the p4blic and
private settors, on the ole of philanthropy, both the giving and the doing. This
sector is:going to need a,good deal more, and .rp.sLe., effective, support, both public
and private, if it is to continue to contribute signifipintly, as it has been doing, to
theAualitY of life in the word today.

Appendix

AkACT

,.., .. . To establish in.
t"' Advisory Commission:On the Voluntary Sector ,

0 1 ,.., ,. .
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States o merica
Oniress assembled,,

ADVISORY COMMISSION ON THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR

SEC. 1. There is hereby established a permanent non-partis^an commission to be known as
the Advisory Commission on.the Voluntary Sector, hereinafter referred to as the "Commission".

DECLARATIPN OF PURPOSE
O

SEC. 2. American society has long been distinguished by the existence of an active and
independent private voluntary sector complementing the work of government in serving'public
needs and, at thg same time, providing qualities of pluralism and innovation that are esential.to
the general welfare. The independence of this sector requires that a,,significant portion of its
support be derivid from private giving, which presents%pecial problems affecting the integrity of
the tax I(ws and the effectiveness of the charitable deductions thereunder., 7o assure the

'continuing. independerie and significance of this vital component of American life, it is
essential, therefore, that an appropriate agency be established to encourage, strengthen and
improve the private voluntary lietor and the flow of private giving.

It is intended that the Commission, in the performance of its ditties, will

- (1).collect, organite, analyze and disseminate data bearing on the private' voluntary
sector;

(2) provide technical assistance to the private voluntary sector and to governmental
agencies with tegul;tory responsibilities in this sector.

(3) recommend means of fostering increased contributions of resources and energies to
the private voluntary sector;

(4) recommend iefhods for improving standards and accountability of organizations in
the private voiuntanpsedi'dr; and

(5) review the work of regulatory agencies and their iropact on dye private volultitary, sector.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 3. For purposes of this Act, 4

(a) the term "private voluntary organiza,ticin" shall mean an
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 199.4, as amended.

o
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(b) the term "private giving" shall mean contributions by, ,private individuals and non-
governmental organizations including business corporations to pavate voluntary organizations.

(c) the term "private voluntary sector" shall mean the totality of activities of private
voluntary organizations and private giving.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 4.(a) The Commission shall be composed of twenty-five members, as follows:

(i) four members representative of the Federal government who shall be the Secretary of
the Treasury, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, the Secretary of Heal,th, Education and
Welfare, and the eirector of the Office of ManageMent and Budget;

(2) two- members 'appointed by the President of the_Senate, who shall be Members of the
Senate;

(3) two membersi. rated by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, who shall be
Members of the Hot(( ;;"

t4) four members, representative of state and local governments, two of whom shall be
governors of states, appointed by the President of the United States from a panel of four
submitted, by the'Govemors' Conference, one of whom shall be a representative of the National

. Association of Attorneys General, appointed by tile President from a panel of two submitted by .
that association, ,and .one of whom shall be a representative of the American Municipal
Association, appointed by the President from a panel of two by that association;

., (5) twelve members appointed by the President of the States, all of whom shill be
, private citizens, ittfee of whom shaH represent the viewpoints of private donors and nine of

whom shaltlisoitlpresent the viewpoints of voluntary organizitions and the beneficiariesPof their
services. T tter group shall include persons affiliated with a wide variety of organizations and
all of the major areas of philanthropic activities such as edpcation, health, social welfare, the
-arts and humanities, civic and public affairs, and religion; and

(6) the executive director of the Commission as appointed pursuant to subsection (b) of
-section 7 of this Act, who shall be a nonvoting member of the Commission.

(b) The members' appointed from private life under paragraph (5) of subsection (a) shall
be appointed without regard to political affiliation; of each class of members enumerated in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of subsection (a), only one shall, be from the majority party of the
respective houses.

(c) The term of office of those classes of members enumerated in paragraphs (2), (3) and
(4) of-subsection (a) shall be two years. The term of office of the members appointed from
private life under parigraph (5) of subsection (a) shall be three years, except that any member
appointed to fill a vacancy occurring "Prior to the expiration of the term for which his
predecessor was appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of such term, and except
thai the te,ims of the office of such members first taking office shall expire, as designated by
the President at the time of appointment, four at the end of the first year, four.at the end of
the second year and four at the end of the third yea a-fter the date of appointment. All
members .described in paragraphs (2), (3), (4) and (5) of subsection (a) shall be eligible for
reappointment; Eaclrmember of the Commission shall serve in any pent until his successor is
appointed acid qualified'.

- ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 5.(a) The President shall convene the Commission within ninety days following. .
enactment of this Act at such time and place as he may designate for the Commission's initial' meeting. ,

.

(b) At its first meeting and from time to time thereafter, the Commission shall elect
from among the members 'Chosen from private life a Chairman and a vice Chairman.
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(c) Any vacancy in the membership of the Commission shall be fille,d in the same
manner in which the original appointment was made:

(d) Where any member ceases to serve in the official position from which originally
appointed under section 4(a), his place on the Commission shallbe deemed to be vacant.

(e) Eight members ot, the Commission shall constitute a quorum.

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 6. It Shaft be the duty of the Commission

(1) to engage in such activities and to make such studies and investigations as are necessary
or desirable in the accomplishment of the purilosesset forth in section 2 of this Act.,_

(2) to submit an annual report to the President and the Congresson or before January 31
of each year. The Commission may also, submit such additional reports to tAe President, to the
Congress or any committee of the Congress, and to any unit of government or organization as
the Commission may deem appropriate; and

(3) to convene once every two years a National Conference on the Private Voluntary Sector
to foster the exchange of ideas, to promote the purposes of the private voluntary sector and to

. review, evaluate and advise on the activities of the Commission.

' POWERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

SEC. 7.(a) In furtherance of its purposes the Commission is authorized to require the filing
with it of such information reports by private voluntary organizations as rt may prescribe anrib' ,
establish a registry thereof. The Commission is authorized to set reasonable fees to be paid upon
filing such reports and to set reasonable penalties for failure to fife such reports, kOch fees and
penalties to be collected and paid into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

a.

(b) The Commission shall have power to appoint, fix the'compensation of, and remove
an executive director without regard to the civil service laws or the Classification Act of 1949.
Such appointment shall be made solely on the basis of fitness to perform, the duties of the
position and without regard topolitical affiliation.

(c) Each department, agency and instrumentality. of the executive branch of the
Government, including, independent agencies, is authorized and directed to furnish to the
Commission, upon ,reqbest made by the Chairman, Vice Chairman or executive director, such
information as the Ctimmission`deems necessary to carry out its functions under this Act.

(d) Subject to such rules t ncl. regulations as may be adopted by. the ,Commission, the
executive director, without regard to the civil service laws and the Classification Act of 149, and
without reference to political affiliation, shall have the power

(1) to appoint, fix the compensation of, and remove such other personnel as he deems
, 1 necessary,

(2) to procure temporary and intermittent services to the same extent as is authorized
by section 15 of the Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5 U.S.C: 55a) but at rates not to
exceed S.-a day for individuals.

(e) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, persons in the employ of the Commission
under subsections (b)and (d)(1) of this section shall be considered to-be Federal employees for all
purposes, including

(1) the Civil Service Retirement Act, as amended (5 U.S.C. 2251. 2267),

(2)- the Federal Employees' Group Life Insurance Act of 1954, as amended (5 U.S.C.
2091-2103),
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(3) annual and sick lehe, and

(4)..the Travel Expeffse Act of 1949, as amended (5 U.S.C. 835.81).

(f) No individual employed inothe service of the Commission shall be paid compens'ation
for such employment at a rate in excess of the rate provided for grade 18 under the General
Schedule of the Classification Act of'1949, as amended, except that the executive director of
the Commission may be paid compensation at any rate not exceeding the rate prescribed for
level III in the Federal Executive Salary Schedule of the Federal Executive Salary Act of 1964.

COMPENSATION OF COMMISSION MEMBERS

SEC. 8.(a) Members of the Commission who are Members of Congress or officers of the
executive branch' of the Federal Government and the executive director of the Commission shall
serve without compensation in addition to that received in their regular public employment, but
shall be allowed) necessary travel expenses (or, in the alternative, a per diem in lieu of
subsistence and mileage not to exceed the rates prescribed in the Travel Expense Act of 1949,

' as amended), without regard to the Travel Expense Act or 1949, as amended (5 US.C.
835-842), the Standardefed Government Travel Regulvions, or section 10 of the Act of March,
3, 1933 (5 US.C. 73b), and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of
duties vested in the Commission.

I A

(b) Members of the Commission, other than those to whom subsection (a) is applicable,
"-shalt 'receive compensation, at the rate of per day for each day they are engaged- in the

performance of their duties as members -of the Commission and shall be entitled to
reimbursement for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the
performance of their duties as members of the Commission, as provided for in subsection (a) of
this section.

ADVISORY COUNCIL

SEC. 9.(a)(1) For the purpose of advising and assisting the Commission with respect to its
activities, thereis hereby created a National Advisory Council on the Private Voluntary Sector,
hereinafter referred to as the "Advisory Council," which shall consist of up to one hundred
persons, not otherwise in the employ cif the United States, appointed by the Commission
rithout regard to the civil services laws.

(2) The membership of the Advisory Council shall include donors to private voluntary
organizations, representatives of private voluntary organizations, State officials responsible for
overseeing the activities of private voluntary organizations, and experts on the private voltIntary
sector.

(3) The Commission shall from time to time designate one of the members,of the
Advisory Council to serve as Chairman of the Advisory Council. ,

(4) Each member of the Advisory Council shall Serve for a term of-three years, Except
that any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring priqr to the expiration of the term for
which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of such term,

°and except that' the terms of the office of the members first taking office shall expire, as
designated by the Commission at the time of appointment, one-third at the end of the first
year, one-third at the end of the second year. and one-third at the end of the, third year after-
the date of appointMent.

(5) A member of the ,Advisory Council shall not be eligible to serve continuously for
more than two terms.

.. .
(b) Members of the -Advisory Council, while attending meetings, or conferences the

Advisory Council or otherwisel,:serving on business of the Advisory Ciefincil, shall be IL 'titled to
receive compensation It rates fixed by the 'Commission, but not exceeding $ ..Mper day
including travel time, and while serving away from their homes or regular places of business,
they may be allowed travel expenses,Nncluding per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorizedby,-.
section 5 of the Administrative Expenses Act for persons .in the Govemment service employed

/ intermittently.
. . .. 6 0 '
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(c) The Advisory Council shall meetA the request of the Commission, but at gast annually,
to discuss issues and problerns,suggeste&by the Commission as well as by its owri,membership.,
It shall have the opportunity to make recommendations for filling vacancies in the Commission.

AUTHORIZATION O_ F APPROPRIATIONS
4

SE 10: There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to carry
out th provisions of this Act.

RECEIPT OF FUNDS

SEC; 11. The Commission is authorized to receive funds through grants, contracts and
contributions from,private voluntary organizations. Such funds may be received and expoided
by the Commission only for the purposes of this Act.
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A STUDY OF. THE /1NADIEGUACIES OF PRESENT FINANCIAL
REPORTING 'I* "PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATIONS

Atcounting Advisbry Committeet

Introdisction

Importance of Meaningful Financial Statements

Congress, state legislative bodies, and the public have indicated with, increasing
Lefrequency that philanthcopic organizations are public institutions and that their

ancial activities should be conducted in the full light of public scrutiny. Many
believe that these organizations, because of their exempt tax status, have
responsibility for disclosure equal tb that of public, profit-seeking torporati9,ps. In a
sense, a philanthropic organization has the general public as its shareholders.

An absence of meaningful financial information leads to concern about the use
of charitable funds. This is, periodically accented by newspaper headlines of
improper use of contributed funds. Possibly, this has resulted in a reduction in the
support Which would have been available had there been mdre effective
communication by philanthropic organizations.

In the Accounti?tg Advisory Committee's opinion; private philanthropy cannot
acfiieve its full potential without completely open, understandable financial
reporting based upon uniform principles. The committee is concerned that if private
philanthropy does' not do a more effective job of financial reporting, regulatory
bodies will increasingly assume responsibility to regulate philanthropic orgnizations.
Inadequate reporting, including the absence of uniform accounting principles, will
encourage governmental intervention and may lead to decisions regarding philan-
thropic goals being made more by government and less by the contributor.

The committee believes that the adoption and use of uniform accounting
principles and reporting practices will better serve the contributor, protect ,,the
public interest, and facilitate the use of funds in areas where they are needed most.4
In addition to furnishing benefits to contributors and to government regulatory
agencies, there will be other desirable results from improvement in financial

"reporting. Trustees Ind managers of philanthropic organizations will, be better
informed in making their decisions. The recipients- of philanthropy will have a
keener appreciation of the value of services received particularly when they must
pay a o 'on of its costs, as is the, case with students who pay tuition. Also,-the
general lic will better understand the scope of philanthropic services rendered
and wi ve a basis for comparing the cost of services being rendered among
similar organizations.

Autl#4ative Pronouncements

Authoritative pronouncements relating to philanthropic organizations were
developed initially by organized industry, groups stIch as the National 'Association of
College and, University Business Officers, the American Hospital Association, the
National Health Council, the National Assembly for Social Policy and Development,

t'Member's: Malvern J. GrossrJr.,4m, chairman; R. Kirk Bauer, CPA; Delford W. Edeni;CPA;
Timothy J. Racek, CPA.
Staff: Martin F. Baumann-, CPA; loin J. O'Leary, CPA; Richard L. Spaedt, CPA; Frank T. .

VanMorreigem, CPA. ' '
.
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and the United Way of America. The organizations prepared manuals or other
documents relating to accounting for the use of the related types of philanthropic
organizations.

For many years the public accounting profession paid little attention to the
development of accounting principles for these organizations. The pronouncements
of the Accounting Principles Board (APB), which exercised primary rule-making

- authority in the accounting profession prior to June 30, 1973, were directed almost
entirely to ,accounting for organizations organized for profit. However, the APB did
approve, in 1972 and 1973, the issuance of three AICPA industry audit guides for
hospitals, for colleges and universities, and for voluntary health and welfare
organizations. These guides were prepared by committees consisting of accountants
in public practice and those in the related philanthropicorganizations. The guides
were, a significant step forward in identifying accounting principles and improving
financial reporting. However, there are differences among the guides in
recommended accounting principles in several areas. The Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) succeeded the APB as the primary rule-making body in the
accounting profession on June 30, 1973, and has not yet considered isssues directly
affecting philanthropic organizations.

In addition to the audit, guides, a number of industry groups have published or
are in the process of publishing accounting manuals which are also authoritative.
(Among the major manuals falling in this category are The Administrative Service
published by the National Association of College and University Business Officers;
Standards of Accounting and Financial Reporting kir Voluntary Health and Welfare

41,
Organizations (revised), published jointly by the National Health Council, The
National Assembly of Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organizations, and the
United Way of. America; Accounting and Financial ReportingA Giide for United
Ways and Not-For-Profit Human Service Organizations published by the United Way
of America.) For the most part these manuals are consistent with the audit guides.
and serve to provide detailed direction in the application of the accounting
principles_ and repprting formats in the audit guides. Several of these manuals also
provide direction with respect to pr9cedures for allocation of expenses to functibnal
categories.

The committee in its efforts to identify accounting principles uniformly,
applicabler to philanthrppic, organizations has necessarily expressed conclusions which
are at variance with one or more of the audit guides. To this extent, organizations
following principles recommended by the committee which are at variance with the
audit guides must recognize that their CPA may be called upon to justify departurei
from audit guide recommendations.

Scope of Study

The work of the Accounting Advisory Committee has encompassed the
following:

1. A study of the adequacy of present, accounting principles and reporting
practices followed by each major type of philanthropic organization in'
financial reporting to the public.

2. A study of the desirability and practicability of establishing a single set of .
accounting principles and reporting practices for all categories of
philanthropic organizations.

3. A survey of present federal and state regulatory financial reporting
requirements and the extent to which uniform reporting exists.
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4. A study of the basic ,financial information appropriate for regulatory
reporting.

. The Accounting Advisory Committee consists of individuals, knowledgeable in
the field of nonprofit accounting, .from four public accounting firms. They are
serving on this committee as individuals and not as representatives of their
respective firms, the AICPA, nor of any other professional accountancy body. As

-such, the views expressed in this report are those of the four individuals on the
committee.

Summary of and Recommendations

The committee has reached the
more detail later in this report:

1. Present financial reporting to
requires substantial improvemen

following conclusions which are discussed.in

the public by philanthropic organizations
t.

2. Alternative accounting principles now exist from which most philanthropic
organizations may choose. Accordingly, transactions handled in one way by
an organization may be handled, in a different way by another. Further-
more,: even the three existing officiaLipronouncements.of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) (Industry Audit Guides
applicable to hospitals, to college and universities; and to voluntary health
and -welfare organizations) are not completely uniform in the account'

and reporting practices which- they prescribe.

The federal government, more than half of tht states, and many
municipalities have financial regulatory reporting requirements for philan-
thropi organizations. However, many of these jurisdictions have their,
reporting formats which gives rise to needless expense for philanthropic
organizations in preparing the different reorts. 1,,

4. The basic financial information required by the various regulatory agencies
could be improved in the interests of fairness of presentatiop, clarity, and
uniformity. .

These conclusions are the result of extensive research and deliberations by the
committee. We believe they are significant and important to the long-range growth of
private philanthropy in the United States. As such, they call for specific action, and
consequently we recommend the following:

1. A single, uniform set of accounting principles, including those recom-
mended by the committee in this report, should be adopted and followed
by all philanthropic ofganizations.

2.,A uniform financial report should be adopted by the federal government
and each state and municipality which now requires annual financial
information froni philanthropic organizations. We propose a Standard
Accounting Report (SAR), as illustrated jai Chart 3 of this report, which
could be used for this purpose ,with appropriate supplemental schedules for
other information deemed necessary to fulfill the particular regulatory
interest.
Z

imors,
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FINANCIAL REPORTING FOR PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATIONS

Present Financial Statements are Difficult to Comprehend

The financial statements of many philanthropic organizations are difficyt to
understand for the reader not familiar with the specialized accounting principles and
reporting practices followed by such organizations. This difficulty results largely
from the historic "stewardship" approach to accounting for funds given to such
organizations for designated purposes. This stewardship approach is usually referred
to as "fund accounting," a system of accounting in which separate records are kept
for funds given to an organization for a specific purpose. Typically, fund accounting
results in separate self-balancing "funds" for each major type of resource available
to the organization and often the financial statements consist of a series of separate
statements, one for each fund group. In some organizations, separate funds are set
up for each major gift,. and separate statements are prepared for each. This can
result in a "proliferation of financial statements, often without any summary for the
entity as a whole.

The reader is confronted with a further problem in looking at financial
statements of philanthropic organizations because of the difference in goals of these
organizations compared with commercial enterprises. A principal objective of a
philanthropic organization is to provide a socially needed product or service by
spending its resources on its program objectives, whereas a principal objective of a
profit-oriented organization is to generate net income for its owners. "Net income"
for a commercial organization is a significant measur& of success whereas a
philanthropic organization may be mqst.efficient from a financial standpoint when
income and expense are equal. Further, there is presently no way for a philan-
thropic organization to fully quantify the effectiveness of a particular program in its
financial statements. As a result, there is a reporting tendency to merely "account'
for amounts received and expended. The commitee recognizes that financial
reporting would be improved if the effectiveness of philanthropic effort could be
measured, but it has considered this subject to be beyond the scope of its work.

Another difficulty in understanding financial statements of philanthropic
organizations is the absence of a single set of clearly defined accounting principles
for use by all types of organizations. The accounting profession has acted officially
with respect to only three of the eight types of organizations studied by the
committe and even on these three the pronouncements are not consistent as to
several accounting principlesor in the reporting formats.

A further consideration is the recognition that from a fund-raising standpoint
there may -be a desire to project the appearance oftgancial hardship. Fund
accounting techniques and the resulting reporting p tations may make it
difficult for the public to evaluate the, needs of the organization. On the other
hand, the public increasingly demands to see statemen)rrthat are complete and
understandable.

Present Accounting and Reporting Practices are
Subjective and Varied

The committee reviewed representative samples of financial reports for eight
types of philanthropic organizations to determine the accounting principles and
financial reporting practices currently being followed. This research disclosed a wide
variety of practices both among the industry types and, in certain cases, within the
types.
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The £mmittee has limited jts report and conclusions to those issues which it
believesere the most important and as to which there is diversity in practice. Other
issues ,ar,,e important in certain circumstances; but the committee concluded that
existing literature on these issues was sufficiently clear or that they had less general
application. Chart 1 summarizes the key accounting and reporting issues anti the
present practice for each type of organization.

N

A Single, Uniform Set of Accounting Principles Should
Be Adopted

The committee believes that a single, uniform set of accounting principles should
be adopted and followed by all philanthropic organizations.1)There are several
reasons for this conclusion:

1. Use of the same basic accounting principles and reporting practices would
facilitate comparison of financial statements of different organizations. As
is, pointed out in the Trueblood Report ("Objectives of Financial State-
ments" published by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, October 1973):

"The essence of economic decisions is choice among possible courses of
action. Choice requires awareness of ,the opportunities offered by alter-
natives. Financial information should,facilitate the comparisons needed to
make investment and other decisions''

Only by having all philanthropic organizations employ the same principles
Can this be possible..

2. Ose of a single set of basic accounting prindiples and reporting Practices
will Make it easier for the nonaccountant to comprehend the statements
and for the organization to communicate its financial-information.

3'. Following the same basic accounting principles and reporting practicps will
result in more objective reporting and the reader will be less likely to draw
unwarranted conclusions.

4. Firkally, following the same basic accounting principles and reporting
practices is recomnlended because it "makes sense." The committee can find
little logic in the i,iew that each type of philanthropic organization should
handle its accounting and reporting without regard to a common set of
principles.

The committee recognizes the need for organizations to have sufficient flexibility
in preparation of their financial statements to adequately communicate the unique,
circumstances applicable to their respective operations. Clearly, complex organiza-
tions such as hospitals and colleges face a greater challenge in this regard than do
local civic associations or church groups. On the other hand, there are numerous
small philanthropic organizations for whom complex accounting procedures may be
neither practical nor economical, and for, whom a form of reporting based
essentially on cash receipts and disbursements may be adequately informative.

The committee's 'conclusions as to reporting practices are directed to financial
statements issued to the public. Other financial statements such as those reflecting
changes in cash, comparisons with budget, and compliance with loan agreements
may also be essential for management and other purposes'. By recommending the
adoption of uniform accounting principles and reporting practices, the committee is
urging that similar transactions be treated in a similar way and that the concepts
underlying financial statement preparation be uniform.
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Chart 1 (Continued)
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Chart 1 (Continued)
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Recommended Accounting Principles and Reporting Concepts

As previously noted, present financialt statements are often difficult to
comprehend due to a strict adherence to the traditional concepts of fund reporting.
The committee reaffirms the need to clearly disclose the existence and extent of
contributor restrictions on the use of resources for program accomplishment,
endowment or other restricted purposes. However, when an organization reports
each of its funds in separate statements or on separate pages, it is difficult for the
reader to comprehend the.overall financial picture of the organization. For this
reason the committee recommends that all funds be reported on each page of a
financial statement, preferZly in a columnar format. The form of financial
statements reflects this concept (see Chart 3).

Chart 2 reflects the key accounting and reporting issues applicable to
philanthropic organizations, the significance of each issue, the various alternative
practices which are followed, the rationale for each alternative, anethe committee's
conclusions.
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Summary
,,,,, .

Ili concluding with respect _to the objectives of financial statements for
not-for-profit organizations, the AICPA Study'Group on the Objectives of Financial
Statements stated that: "An objective of financial statements for governmental and k
not-for-profit organizations is to provide information useful for evaluating the,
effectiveness of the management of,resourcess in achieving the organization's goals,
Performance measures should be quantified in terms of identified goals."

This statement, when considered vfith what, the Study Group found to be the
basic objective of financial statements " ... to provide information useful for
making economic decisions"clearly summarizes the conclusions of ttie committee
regarding accounting and reporting for philanthropic organizations. Only through
m aningful finana , eporting, following uniform accounting principles, can
p tential coritribu and regulators evaluate the financial' activities of, a
hilanthropic organcza ion. The benefits to manageMent, to the recipients of

services, and to the public are also substantial, as has been previously described. The
economic decision of a contributor as to whether a, donation should be made may

"'depend, among other things, on how" well management has utilized the available
resources in achieving the organization's goals. The committee believes that use of
the accounting ,principles and reporting practices that are being recommended
should signifieantly help to accomplish this meaningful financial reporting.
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additions over expense and other deductions,

.... ..,..
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Conatilue's Cosdesho

S. An all unnstratal funds reported
topthor farms Mahal Mord
deapasal fun& oporatsly)/

-""""
. ,

.

Should a philanthropic asetitamo
be aRmillad to report * mbi2""14
moats lo soperaa funds dawdled
_,.___bY dm; ___."mdbd,,,,_,,,,,u. fo.,._bs "d"

'''" '""' "" "PaLtb"sport the total of its ennanned
resources together, ar an the

cilimztb°4 ""rt * unminvg"
Mama; in smarm subtends
owortwd gv osnosd an without
such total7

Rommel alt unmanned funds Manna:

(1) The board has control mar unrostnctod funds and Mould report all of ns wadable unassisted mourns
together,

(2) Swam bord-desonan funds on callusing to many reeds o.

131 Internam of the booed a to hams 'Jos of unnstrictod funds can to aliquot* set forth while smarting oh suds
funds together. -

Ripening bovd-deogroad funds separately

al) The board is in the best position to know how it *Wends tg use unratricad mourns sod the stamina should
reflect this intent.

The common* concludes this sou unrostricad
funds shOuld be Mortal together.

.
.c

L Are all phs and Iowa moan in
oat Slinement an "lisnort. rrehhie

and °11* adchtbm/(a" be"
it di,

This Issue mates to do question of
mhellw psis el* biRvisn,sbm_Ld be
ceP"d m an. Mims"' 'br '''''
thmod a whether attain pin and

bequests may b. 1.1wnbt/ Ilbanbl
duict addrhars to do fund balancoits, own., the non tor,no-

dos the ner.

Repotting an gifts and bequests in one stamen! . ,
(I) Ile reader may no realm that comnbutions were resolved d such pfd *NI not riposted in one statement.
(2) This method MOM the most meaningful financial information to the modes.

Reporting mine gifts and baquats sariontsly ,
(11 Restnmed mIls m habeas' should be noarouly added to the reload fund banns and not moan es "sulnart,

"aimed"

The committee concludes that sit s and
baguets should to reported th onestrament
of support, revenue and other additions.

..

o

-'
e

reported a mow Ow tool of

'ft' "buts."' 4 not neLbbi
ascanonable) .4
a, for toreancted hinds?'
Aidsfer manned fen*/

, -

roam, and other solditions Incase those offs ore mulcted for pen purposes and thus sot until

the remotions ham been met.
(2) Gifts and bequests Miasma orally from year to your and including them with -support, Menu* sod other

additions" *11 cause floctuations without Mama to costs.

7. Is all moron and Amara income
reported in one statement an asurnart.
avenue and other additions" lams
bam. "posted in "blma. that die
total of MIMI and diadend mono
s not nudity martaineblel:

068
a. for annetanall boa?
b. for restratod funds/

This wwwWWW* to the mattion of 1
Whither all insattrnmst wan*
Wean& and marled should be
riposted In wis statement fa ten
period of *Mather certain investrant .
*MOM (drodonds and mem) may

ofsZraisly micron es Man
addition's to the fund bolence.ofts
detamining the ems Ida sit) tor,...,
the you. -

Repotting all InVintment income in one suament

11) Tbs (Ma awe not mita that investment into Ives mewed if suds amounts wen not snorted in one
stetomont.

(2) This method preteens the most rhowunghil hM18hCill information to the row*. '
&Manl solos ..ertrm.1 Wolff Saftrially:
(1) Restamod mastrnent income m 'angular should be *PM* added to the rotated fund balms and not

moan a Import, monis and other additions" because these amounts are manned for gran purism's and
thus not 'earned" until the (*unctions have been met. 7

TN comminse concludes that all myna and
dmdend moms should be moan in one
stamen! as suthiOn, we*p and other
additions.

f

.

L
. .

Are all cfowtal owns aid loam reported

r " """461 a 'suppor4 Mai"
end other addition' (arms bang

in the total

TM sue mates to do question of

1.6"t'er .55 Cl"/ Pun and loses
should be mortis' lo oho tteternom
for the wad or *Meths tartan
capital pass and Wm nwi b.
rst* reported as direct additorts

to the fund balance aka determining
the ems Wren) fie do yea:

'

.

..-
Reportmg all aorta pins all losses on one statement

111 Capital gems and lassos and n7reament moms (Woad wild dividends) ahem the mastmem Mlnegernini policy
of the organisation Either policy tenatieso on current mow or capital opprocobon) can be amprusitod,
away a the expire* of de other.

(2) Reporting aortal pas and looms eta monster defiant from mutest aid Montan& would only term to confine
the radon.

Reporting so, mit/ gansiend lows aperealy . ,

(1) Traditionally capitol pa and losses have boon thought of a sdiustments of principal.
(2) Capitol pins and knees m pert resat from 'Miami; and should not be consider** similar to interest and dn'idands.

(3) In some rum, metal pint on ondowment fundi may not be used for sumod purposes sopa* thew amounts
should be mortal m 5 dinner different than capita gam which ore available.

, .. .

Th. committal concludes OM 11 CIO& flans

and loosen should b "9""d in one itImuntes support, menu* and other add/bons.

as .

- .

reported a miner that
of capital peas sal loom s not
readily acerternable):

a, for unnetrated funds?
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Argements is heir of Ear/ Alterasave Ceatiernee's Cembuies

S. Are reetneled contributions whwit
an cemothr NM** ',9004,,d a
"usesion, menus and other
addigryir us the pouf mewed
Nereus Mop so repors01 ofth *ben
exlisaleff1

Ore ratted contnbutioas which

in cur"tiT bbendatt an 'MINN
la an nr/analben'a "'t Wen"..
or fund balsam, er are they deferred
menu. which should lyt held it
swears until t.._ rearwoom hex*
been fuelled? .
-....,

'
Repining when rncmwd .

(1) Thw reflects the economu reality of the transaction.
(2) Thine °monsoon would riot have accepted the contrativoon if it did not intend to use it I ne the Putnam

indicated. -
(3) awry 'porn all furls radable for program' purposes..

...,.----- ,
Reporting when expended.

II) The restncuon a not met until the funds we sans. theaters they should he recorded as deferred revenue until
that time.

(2) If not Went for the ramrod Purposes thew coutobutions may have to be refunded.

Inseam Bauer, Gross Rust below that'
restricted contribute which are currently
spendable should be ripened as support.
menus and other Actium m that Prod
when maned. Mr, Edell Wines Out
remitted contnbubom which ere currently
gambol* thoidekbe reported as Wand
revenue until outmoded.

.

10. Are pledgee reported es mats In the
financial statenvon (versa not "'s

berg monad until collected)?

'
e .

.

,-.-

Are pledges sons winch should be
recognized?

t

.
.

-.

. 0

Recording pledges

11) SOW we assets of elk* to the crpnizahon and **ding them dirtont the statements.
(2) me degree of of *Ma a unsalp.,predictibler
(3) The absence of leggy enfeiceable claims a tannin if expentir shows due pledges wig be collectible.
(4) lorlevrin work on pledges stay he improved and collection enhanced when pledges Ni undw accounting control.

...,
Not recording pledges:

II) They may not boleeelly enforceable.
(2) It may be diffmk to mimes the amount of piedgerthill mil be collected.
(3) The bookkeeping may be somewhat complicated

The comminescondudes that rho estimetad
collectible amount of pledges Mould to
retuned u assets m the flosnoti statemPots.

4

.

11. Are cpmnbuted serum valued and
recarded, when eleOreenefe
(Maul unarms Med *us)?

'

Voluotaim we frequently a vital pert

of an 'flPna'ab°_,WS abanT to

Mots
43 b'ebralw,_,IbtIL,''''''°'''

"'"" limb" " ''''''''' an' ra""1."
.. the statements?

.
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. .

Recording the Wye of contributed services.

II) If such services an noperupd to the organization thin they should be reflected in the Menial natements.
(2) Comperabilay among argennations a distorted if not recorded.
(3) Rerouting% the inviting of volunteers to the organizations by placing aale on their nms.

Iron% the *us of contributed senores. ,
(1) It a difficult to piece a *us on the services of volunteers.
(2) Onsiled records Ara to be inuntamed to accumulate time of volunteen.
(3) Few orgenastions retard such amountL .

. .

,

TM Committee concludes that contributed
wear should be valued and recalled in
the financial sUtemants provided the
following Mune as prualied the Audit
Guide for Voluntary Health end Welfare
Organizations hod been mat: - I

0 I The Valle of such novices is skid icsat.
t. I The services perineum! are a maul

part of the program Of supporting
WACO and would othenein be
Performed by Waled personnel.

GO) The °resolution exercise control min
the employment and duties of the
donors of the unites.

(n) The Orgennation lute a dearly num.
able base for the *mount.

11 Are had mil 4414takad (emus
Wog nemen-off shin purchased)?

-
/11.clum,

.
Should the balance that include
find twits. thus fully reflecting
management's accountability, or we

fluid more an ddfmnt from °it.
types of suns held by 134444(11004
°Ty., .T4r_ that they should ha

bliolsO to ON should
find Mete be chervil as en expense
es purchased Me corsequences of

pol caPfeiliziog?

Sandakan, hall MM. ,411e).

11) Shows the orgenizetim's accountability 44d the tumors itisdable to lb. board for um In carrying out the
programs.

(L Prima: a mon comparable statement otactiyity from period to period, not datorted by a stye acquisition In
any one period.

W) Of Permits allocation of the cost of hod awn! to engem 11111A1M oar C46a41.kin.filad by thus awls'
(4) Capitgliting fixed ends a Ienewly accepted" for other tyro of attenuation. and dem/raft understood

by busineg 0400)O.

The committee condudes that ruled assets
'Mold be I:spinal/ed.
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Writhes-off fixed mu when purchased

(1) Eases from e bookbaep.og standpoint \
(2) Easier to widentand for most nonaccountants.
CI flame the fund atones and thus Mans the fikefiltood that the mew will conclude that the min fund

babas o mid* for current use. - . -

(4) Reims the expenditure for fixed ems to prat fund coothlutions.
(5) PM". Ma chime for Me fixed sum to theoenad when the purchase was made.

.

"
11

..-

Are capitehad find am: doorsdetsd
(wise not boa depreastad)t

a

.
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is cast of warm and ttiebontwb
°war" "I' Stan deprecation
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Is net II WO

"
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Osprsostrod fixed MOM :10
'
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otte.
,

Ca unon), fixed um at cost.

II) Deprecitteon does not involve an outlay of ash and thus does not have the ammo of an expose of the
puked

(2) Find mu often maim m Mae rather thus decline.
In Deprempon a a compficsted boolkommi concept for the tame to
NI Oho a contributor hes pan to * Midas fund, it Man that the °ruminate may be mooring cottetwics. building a constructed sod *pm when depnctanon e rated as a cost.

.
The committee concludes that fixed mete
Mould be.detwerated. ',
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Is a mann pleat fund toed for
reportini find assets NOM Sodusand

bud mutt with the wwwthrtedfhwal r

I

At arse a the mare of the unrest:wt.
i s d hod. Ahoy tam that the

wwwinded heel Should he presented
two funds -the Maim mew,

Mee" for "rem Per"; wel
the portion matted in fixed mets.
The Ocoee to ruder to "I lb. hied'
currently amiable anon the
mow.n of fixed ....a b.," ind....011
is the unrosincsod fund.

'hhe' should the erbeeltehee "wheel
to car,,ry.at a remota fund Mae
fixed mats punitand m Mole or
ot b etit cotbr7

flepartinO fixed dens in a menu ohm fund ,
(1) Fuse auto uonol be spent far current purposes sod should that be dashed setuntely.

(2) Protasis darer preeentanoo of the remoras rabbet for warm purposet
(3) Arun the question of carry-own of tIttfiCtiOlt on fixed oasts were purchased with retargeted funds.
(S) Kan deprecationa omen tronactioaout of the wttestricted fund.

including fixed aeons with the emanated fund:

Than are only two types of funds-unrettricted and mahout& Andiddly sainting unnetrictsel fundt it
confami.

(2) The deprecation Mom noted be to the unrestricted fund where all other currant expense an reported.

(3) Beata fixed assets an not hat, to he sold, the restrictions carryover point W0100t.

.

Minn. Batas, Edward Rent ands&
that find assets Mould be reported a a
warms pleat fund, Ma Mr. Gros betimes
dud it is melfy mon afacePtiens to totted*
Radians with the unnetricad fund.

`
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15. Are invitations catrietat nib(-
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and this
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.-

(1) Gives the fader a better indintion of the resources salable to the ortunizstion.
(2) Shows the moos alue of amounts which may In KAM.
to Won N.1310ItY leket3 the orientation's "net worth." .

14) This is the accepted method for matment compenteksMich haw investments es thee minded suet.
151 Provides a bones indication of mattment performance.

Canna IIIVOItMentl at cod: .....-
1.

(1) Men mutat alas fluctuate, caning investments at market cams results at activity to very sirifiantly from
yew 10 yew. 4 \

The manatee concludes that invettments,
admire of fixed suns held for al in the
osientationl program, Mould be earned
at mutat-fair VAIL
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FEDERAL AND STATE REGULATORY REPORTING

Jurisdictions Have Different Reporting Requirements Ito

288

At present, 26 states have financial regulatory reporting requirements in addition
to those required by the Internal Revenue Service and by a number of
municipalities. Typically, the form of reporting is legalistic in nature, and while it
contains substantial financial information, it is seldom in a financial statement
format similar to that used by philanthropic organizations in their pulalished reports.
For the most part, each jurisdiction has develdped its own reporting format and
accounting requirements with the result that many organizations find that they are
reporting the same transaction differently. Philanthropic organizations with fund-
raising activities that are national in scope are usually required to comply with these
requirements in many jurisdictions.

Usefulness of Financial Information in State Reports

The financial statements contained in many of the state regulatory reports are
incomplete from an accounting standpoint and appear to have been designed
specifically to respond to limited legal requirements. The committee believes that
such regulatory bodies should make available to the public financial statements of
philanthropic organizations that clearly disclose their fiscal actyVities; it is highly
questionable that this objective is being accomplished by many pf these regulatory
forms. !,

Usefulness of Financial Information in Federal Reports

All tax-exempt organizations other than, churches and organizations with gross
receipts of less than $5,000 must file IRS font 990 or a related from. For this
reason, this form has a major impact on philanthropic organizations. As with the
state reporting forms, this form is not financial-statement oriented but is directecrto
regulatory needs. .

A deficiency in the Form 990 from the standpoint of financial reporting is its
failure to, recognize the fund accounting concept which philanthropic organizations
follow. The result is that organizations must report both restricted and unrestricted
f nds in single column financial statements. In man instances, such financial
statements coulai be misleading since they would not adequately communicate the
r trictions on de of resources.'

r, The committee has studied the Internal Revenue Code to determine how- much
of the information presently required on Form 990 is specifically mandated by
legislation. It was found that the statutory authority for Form 990 is very ci

worded and gives the IRS authority to specify desired information by regulations
and forms. Accor gly, modifications in the format of finaficial statements
included in the sent ..Form 99 could probablyt, be made along the lines
recommended bel ithout legislati e action.-
' While the IR aim -990 may be well conceived from the standpoint of
biAllighting financial data pertinent to determination of qualification for exempt
status and taxability of nonexempt activities,..the financial statements included in
this form are incomplete from a financial reporting standpoint. ,

1

i
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Recommended Standard Accounting Report (SAR)

The proliferation of financial reporting forma4 for regulatory reporting is not in
the best interests of the affected charities, the regulatory groups, or the public.
Aside from the inherently wasteful expenditure of contributed funds to prepare
these various reports, most fail to accomplish the basic communication objective of
financial statements. The committee believes that the public interest would be best
served by the adoption of a basic uniform financial report for use by all regulatory
groups. To the extent appropriate, each jurisdiction might supplement the required
basic financial statements with data specifically relating to its particular regulatory
interests. This woilld permit each agency to better fulfill its regulatory objectives
since the reported financial data would be presented in a uniform manner
permitting more meaningful analysis and comparison. In addition, the adoption of
the SAR at this time will coincide with the establishment of a new IRS Office of
Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations as provided for in the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974. This office, among other things, will
administer the tax provisions applicable to exempt organizations.

Since the IRS Form 990 is the most widely used form, a copy of its basic
financial statement section, if modified along the lines incorpOrated'in the SAR,
could serve as the basic report for all jurisdictions. This could be supplemented by
additional data, if any, required by the respective agencies:

The SAR (see Chart 3) is recommended by the committee for use by all
regulatory agenciesfederal, state, and local.. (The SAR does not include a statement
of changes in financial position. Such a statement is generally not required for
nonprofit organizations since the information that would normally be presented in
this statement is readily apparent in the other financial statements. However, where
significant transactions such as financing activities are not otherwise reflected in the
statements, the committee recommends that they be disclosed in. footnotes or in a
separate statement of changes in financial position.)

Advantages of the SAR

This SAR was designed to recognize the 'fund accounting approach followed by
philanthropic organizations and to provide for a proper segregation of unrestricted
and restricted funds. At the same time, by providing for the reporting of all funds

both restricted and unrestricted on a single page, the regulator and potential
contributor are shown an overall picture of the financial activities ef the organiza-
tion. I

*e

This report also emphasizes'the program activities of the organization to show
how the organization has utilized its funds for the accomplishment o its stated
progrm objectives.

(i
P

The basic format in the SAR 1 imilar in many r spects to that recommen4 inn
the AICPA, audit guide for volun y health and we fare organizations. The formats
in the audit guides for colleges a universities and for hospitals are not identical,
but the mmittee believes th SAR is an acceptable regulatory reporting
presentatio for these entities. T e main area where the SAR departs from the
format rec mended in the three audit guides is the use of a columnar balance
sheet. All three guides, illustrate # 4alance sheet in whicll each fund is reported as a
separate balance sheet within a main balance sheet; however, the guides do not
mandate the format for financial reporting.

This format is also similar to that being 'considered by a committee organized by
the National Health Council for a pUblication expected to be reissued in late 1974
containing model legislation and model reportii formats. That publication will he

_circulated among, parties' interested/ in model legislation regulating charitaille N
organizations. It should also be noted that the formatof the SAR is very similaj- to

3 7 t
1



Chart 3

STANDARD ACCOUNTING REPORT - CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION

FOR YEAR ENDED

FULL OFFICIAL NAME OF

OROMP2ATION

NUMBER AND STREET
0

REGISTRATION NUMBER

iCanr AND ZIP

THIS REPORT IS A PUBLIC RECORD, COPIES OF WHICH ARE SENT, UPON
REQUEST, TO ANY INTERESTED PERSON

SUPPORT, REVENUE, AND OTHER ADDITIONS

CONTRIBUTIONS

Recered chrectly from the-Put:44 1a

Allotments trorn.otner fund ra.smo agencies and or affthates 1D

elOVERN)AEKT GRANTS, CONTRACTS ANO FEES 2

PIT(iGRAM RELATED INCOME

Patent SMOG* revenue

Student batons and fees 30

Othe. 3n

INVESTMENT INCOME . 4

MEMBERSHIP DUES 5

OTHER REVENUE (net of misted expenses of S 6

OTHER tdsSrlt:*1 7

TOTAL

...EXPENSES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS

PROGRAM SERVICES 9

MANAGEMENT AND GENERAL IO

FUND RAISING f

OTHER (Oscrits) 12

TOTAL -sum Of lines 9 10 11 and .a 13

EXCESS (DEFICIT) FOR YEAR - hoe B bishne 13 14

FUND BALANCES AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

TRANSFERS 16

FUND SWAGES AT END OF Y EAR 4
17

SEE NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INCLUOING ALL BOARDDESIONATED FUNDS

STATEMENT Of 1(01501 EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN IONS SAUNCTS

cuerita fUNOS lAND AtULD
INC 4140

f011thAlpa
00404

E.COV4NT
°Net-

IISICCIED

10fAl
Alt

FUNDSUNRESnuCIED
DONOR

It SIPCti

(a) (a (a) (4) (a) IN

1
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STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

. ITEM
TOTAL

AMOUNT
Z.ols 04 igl (01 84,1

PROGRAM SERVICES (DESCRIBE) TOTAL
PROGRAM
SERVICES

SUPPORTING SERVICES OTHER

r

MANAGEMENT
AND GENERAL

FUND
RAISING (DESCRIBE)

I SALARIES

(a) lb) (c) (0) (e) * (0 , (g) (0) 00

2 PAYROLL TAXES

...
3 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS I

TOTAL SALARIES, PAYROLL TAXES '
4 Ai EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

S AWARDS ANO GRANIS

6 OCCUPANCY . .

7
4

a _

a
.

o,

io -

12

13

14 r

IS . ''

16
e .

17 .
.r. g i

18
,

TOTAL BEFORE
IN DEPRECIATION

...

I

20 DEPRECIATION

I 21 TOTAL , IP

22 PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 100 % -%
,

% . .4 .4 64 %
.

%
go

%

SEE NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.
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BALANCE SHEET
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ASSETS
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 1; SVIAMAT pF $1014iFtOANT ACCOUtatt{G P000§

1

_ ...- ... .: .
that presently required in` regulatory reports filed with t e- States o New York andthe 4f
New*Jersey. . '

ATenenti Against the SAR x
. , .

While few are opposed to the concept of a Standard Accounting Report many.
believe that it is unrealistic to expect a number of states and the federal government'
to adopt uniform reporting. However, as demonstrated by the adoption of the
Uniform Gifts to 'Minors Act and other model legislation,-'the committee believes
that the uniform adoption of the SAR is not-an unrealiStic goal. -.

Those who argue against this type of reporting might also point out that there
are many different types of organizations involved and that the ,u,se of a standard
report.of this type--would Testitrir some force fitting of,theprganization's activities--
into line captions which will not' be wholly descriPtive.;There is, however,.

opportunity for disclosure and flexibility, in the SAR when-these circumstances. d--
occur. 4 -

Some may oppose adoption, Of this report because it followil in many respects..
the form recommended by one of the audit ;guides and'Itikis,'Ocouiigo the
reporting practices and accounting ,principles'..in that guide. Organizatiod; not
covered specifically may not wislt:to, be required'to follow one of the' guides. The.,
committee believes, however, that :,it is in the interest of all concerned tat
regulatory reporting follow "generalli accepted accounting principles" as defined by
the accounti g ,profession rather than have each regulalory body become the
accounting r le maker. , ...,(- :;

..

4
f

e,

.,; :0: ,

ri

Su many
. i ir- :"."'`. '.... ...i:''.. .., ..

-d. .:.;.,:: , .,...,

The com ittee believes' that private philanthropy a;ta.tfie Publ@\OLWAi.servesl..
when egulatory agencies assure that the c6ntributing public hkiimOic: cess.to.
meaningful financial information about philanthropic organizations:114 tit to
provide the best possible chmmunication of financial infoeination and .tetri ize
related administrative costs, the committee recommends The adopt '..,. tthe
Standard Accounting Report as the basic financial statements to regulatoryleadning
forms. r- d 1 ..,.g

.. ,...:

.0)
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THE F4UND-RAISING PERCENT AS A QUANTITATIVE STANDARD
'FOR REGULATION OF PUBLIC CHARITIES, WITH

PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON VOLUNTARY HEALTH
AND WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS

Arthur, Jack Grimest

Introduction

Proposals have been periodically made in the news media and in public legislative
hearings, that a fund-raising cost percentage (FR%) be used as a standard to measure
the worthiness of charitable organizations soliciting puOlic support. The purpose of
these proposals is to discourage abuse of public confidence by revealing excessive
fund-raising costs to potential contributors.

4 In an examinatiOn,of the FR% of tax-exempt organizations soliciting contribu-
_dons from the public, one finds that tliis..measure varies considerably even among
well-run and reputable organizations at any given time and also among the con-
stituent units of such organizations at different times. This paper analyzes the
various influences that contribute to and result in such variations. These influences
are important t6 any proposal for use of the FR% as a measure of an agency's
effectiveness. The' author presents findings and recommendations from this analysis
for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs to consider in the
event that the Commission decides to address the question of the fund- raising ratio
as a standard for evaluating public charities.

Study Scope and Design

To reduce variations arising from internal record keeding and accounting, the
6rganizations chosen

are
this study are (1) charitable organizations in- the health and

welfare field that are required to report to the solicitations regulatory agency in
NeW York State' according to uniform financial accounting and reporting standards,
(2) a sample of national voluntary health agencies known to be using the same
standards, and (3) natiol "umbrella" associations (membership federations of

, charitable organizations in' fields of health, social welfare, m(seums, foreign
service, and higher education). The New York Slate sample of health and social
Welfare charities was drawn .from a List of Charitable oranizations re istered to
solicit funds for.such purposes in thkt state during tn. The universe fo the New
York State sample consisted of 2,977 organizations registered with the state's
Charities Registration Service (see Table 1). The sample was selected to provide a
concentrated coverage of organizations' with reported fund-raising costs in excess of
33 percent (see Appendix A for detailed description of the sampling procedure). A__.
total of 20 organizations were selected, 10 from the health field and 10 from the'

,, welfpre-I field. An analysis was made of the New York State forms (DDS 497) filed
by Ole sample agencies. Visits were paid to the top staff or volunteer leader when
these persons.could be located. The leaders of three social welfare agencies in the .

sample could not be contacted (see note (a) lo Table 5). To conserve time for the
study, the arganizations-selec d in the New York State sample were confined to
those locIted in the New York' City.metropolitan area or in W shington, D.C. The
sample was confined to the health and social, welfare area becaus this js the field of
the author's experience. ..,,

..

The. second sample for the study consisted of 19 nation I voluntary health
agency members of ithe National Health Council (NHC) that re ort annually to the.

t Director for Public Responsibilities,-American 'Institute of Biological Sciences.

382 - 1
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Table 1

Distribution of Reported Fund-Raising Percentages of
New York State Charitably Organization

Registrations, 1

Percent'

Total Registrations (2,977) 100

Reporting FR Costs

none (0%)

over 0% to 25%

over 25% to 50%

over 50% to 75%

Over 75%

50

40

7

2

1

'Total fund-raising costs divided by total contriButions
. plus grants.

'41

.
council that they meet substantially the council's criteria for membership. These
criteria include a requirement for annual reporting to the public of activities and
accomplishments and financial trusteeship according to uniform standards. Fifteen
of the nineteen agencies have issued consolidated financial statements for all levels
of operation (national, state, and local) for the fiscal years ending in either 1971 or
1972 according to these standards (see Table 2). These 15 agencies were selected for
comparative' study with the New York State sample. The NHC health agency menr-
bers are used for analysis of measures of fund-raising costs and practices and fund

Table 2 A

National Health Cquncil Member
Voluntary Health Agencies With Consolidated Financial Statements

for Ali Operational Lee's, Fiscal Year Ending 1971 or 1972

American Cancer Society
(8/31/72)

American Heart Association
(6/30/72)

National Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children and Adults

(8/31/72)

American Lung Association
(3/31/71)

National Foundation (Polio an birth
defects)

(5/31/72)

Muscular Dystrophy Association -
of America

(3/31/71)

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
(12/31/71)

National Cystic Fi sis Research
Foundation

(2/29/72)

Epilepsy Foundation of America
(12/31/72)

National Hemophilia Foundation
(6/30/72)

Na onal Kidney Foundation
(6/30/72)

A erican Diabetes Association
(12/31/71)

National Asilociatton for Prevention
of Blindness

(12/?1/72)

American Social Health Association
(V. D., prostitution, etc.)

(12/31/72)

Note: Dates in parenthe9es representepd of fiscal year.

' All of the agencies reporting in accordance with Standards of Accouriting and
. Pin:mei:14 Reporting for Voluntary Health and welfare Organizations, (Na-
tional Health Council, National Social Welfare Assembly, 1964).

4
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.sources. The author has been familiar with the operatiohs of these organizations
pver the past 12 years and is well acquainted with their accomplishments, their.
practices, andtheir fund-raising problems.

Finally, the author interviewed representatives of the "umbrella" organizations,
which comprised die third sample. ,These interviews provided an opportunity to
obtain information on fund-raising and management pi3ctices, estimates of the range
of fund-raising costs for these organizations' respective fields, and a description of
major influences on variations in fund-raising costs from the wpoint of an
experienced. prOfessional in each specialty field. (S4 Table 3.)

In addittOri to findings from this study, influences on fund-raising costs identified
in earlier analyses of this subject are incorporated in this report.

FINDINGS AND YAMENDATIONS

I. The fund-raising cost percentage as a standard can at beat provide an approxima-
.tion of agency efficiency in raising money for a specified time period, but it Fannot
measurl the agency's effectiveness in meeting needs.'

Fund-raising cost pentages can be informative and useful as one indicator of
possible abuse of publilt support but only after«.there is a clear understanding of t '
what is included and what is not included in both the numerator and the

Alenominator of the ratio. In' this regard it may not be possible to identify .ipd
arately report all of an agency's fund-raising costs, and, in the field today, there

MVP agreed-upon,base for determining find- raising cost'percentages.

2. ThV'ritio of total fund-raising experises over total income from direct and
Indirect c ntributions plus grants provides the fund-raising cost percentage that is
most com ehensive ,and apprdpriate as an approximation of agency investment in
raising mem related to the amount actually brought in., ,-"1 t

The stud sample of national voluntary health agencies for all operational levels
shows a fun aising cost percentage range of 9 percent to 34 percent. The average
is 17 percent with a mode of 15 percent. The distribution for these percentages for
the 15 NHC ember national voluntary health agencieswin the study indicate that 9
out of 15 ha FR cost ratios of 15 percent or less. All but two had FR cost
percentages of ess than 22 percent; Ifor all 15, FR percentages were less thin -35
percent of the i come from total contributions plus grants (see Appendix B).

3. There are cau ativg factors unrelated to abuse or fraud for variations in fund-
raising cost p rcOnages among charitable organizations and for the same
organization for d ferent time periods.'

The 'reasons for this conclusion include situational influe ces beyond the
agencies' 'control (for example, length of time in existence, ather con *tions
duri'rlg campaign ertods, inflation) and management inf uences re tong
admi istrative decisi n that do not involve dishonesty or lack of esire to s the
public interest (expe i entation with new fund-hising technique , selection ,one
of several legally acceptable accounting and /or financial reportin practices, oice
of methods8for communications with the public, some more succ sful at.tim than
others, and so forth).

'4. A small portion (10 percent) of charitable organizations regis! fired for solicitation
privileges In .the,State of New York in 1972 reported fund- rcisinb costs in excess of

3.4
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Table 3

Administrative Practices in Nonprofit Areas Related to.Financial Accounting Standards, Public Reporting Practices,
and Usual Range of Fund-Raising Cost Percentages

- Type's of
Charitable Organizations

Musetims

Voluntary sagepcies for
foreign services.

, Colleges and universities
.

Social welfare

Health

Generally Issue
Fulancial
Repoits to Uniform Financial Accounting and

Public Reporting Standards for this Field

xo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No-
(No standards unique to this field;
F. R. not recorded. All support
costs classified as "administra-
tive," less salaries.)

,No
(As charities in the health and
welfare field, are expected to be on
Standards.

Yes
(Separate standards for this field.)

Yes
(Some national organizations and

eir affiliatedunits are on uni-
form Standards. )

Yes
(Most national organizations and
their affiliated units are on uniform
Standards.*)

Fund-Raising Percent
(average and/or range)

No data available. ("Administrative".
expenses = 30% of Income plus sal-
aries. Salaries not classified in "ad-

, ministrative"; 12% for "other"
expenses.,
F. R. costs'. approdmptely 10% of
contributions (eet.).

Average is 15% to 25% of total
contributions.

Average is 15%, tea 35% of the contri-
butions (est. ). °

Average is 10% to 35% of total "con-
tributiops" (est.).

Standards of Accounting and Financial Reporting for Voluntary Health and Welfare grgarlizations (National Health Council,
National Social Welfare Assembly, 1964).
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25 Percent of the total' contributions and grants, less than 3 percent reported fund-
raising costs in excess of 50 percent and less than 1 percent in excess of 75 percent.

Of the 31 (out of 2,977) organizations reporting FR%s in excess of 75 percent,
only 8 had income of $75,000 or more in 1972. Of the 99 agencies reporting FR%s
of 50 percent or more, 80 raised $75,000 or less. The organizations reporting
fund-raising costs in excess-of 50 percent are frequently. very small in size; many of
these organizations' investments in raising money could wry easily have exceeded
their return in contributions because of the small amount of money' involved in
fund-raising activity. This relatively small number of charitable organizations
reporting a high FR% is important to keep in mind in developing provisions for
regulating charitable solicitations. Excessive reporting requirements aimed at such a
minority could seriously affect the majority of organizations in this field and their
resources for program services to the public by increasing costs for management and
fund raising. (Of the 2,977 agencies registered to solicit contributions in 1972 in
New York State, 1,475, or 50 percent, reported no fund-raising costs. From the
date available, it appears that a large number are small local groups operating with
donated time and materials and continuing to receive funds from regular
contributors without follow-up solicitations. It is apparent that some of the
organizations repoiting 0% fund-raising costs are not following the recommehded
uniform standards of financial reporting for organizations of their type. The most
commonly observed practice not consistent with the reporting standards fog' this,
field is the subtraction of all fund-raising expenses before reporting of income.).

5. The' study sample of local voluntary health and welfare agencies soliciting
contributiOns in New York in 1972 (sample was weighted with those with higher
than adage reported fund-raising cost ratios) indicates that 4 out of 20,(29
percent) made gross errors in the fund-raising cost percentages they reported. ,

From the interviews with the sample agencies it
4is

reasonable.to suspect that
many inaccuracies occtirred, from a lack of awareness of the types of expense
allocations that are appropriate to reflect fund-raising expenses. Estimates are given
in this report for ,corrections in the reported fund-raisihg cost percentages for the
sample agencies. It would not be possible, without auditing the financial records, to
determine in most cases whether or not fund-raising casts reported to the State of
New York are correctly calculated. Only in thenore obvious situations are
'estimates made for corrections, that is, where there is no F.R. percentage reported
and actually there are expenses for fund raising or where fund-raising costs were
incorrect and accurate costs pot precisely known.

6. The fundraising cost percentages for national voluntary health agencies do not
appear to have a relationship to. the total income raised by the organization or to
the relative rank of the disease or disability, for which they are appealing among
causes of death and disqbilityz

7. Methods of soliciting,the public for contributions is ,a prime influence qn the
efficiency of the organOtion's fund-raising process. Direct, In person solicitations
are used most frequently (two, of top three fund-raising methods by volume of
Iricome) by organizations with the lowest cost associated with raising money.
Organizations depending primarily on mail solicitation for the bulk of their income

tare ..those with the higher fundraising cost ratios to total contributions plus grants.

For the tional voluntary health agencies in this study, a combination of
in-person solicitations and participation in federated campaigns is associated with
low fund-raising cost percentages. ]'here are ,exceptions to this, biit where the
exceptions occur, there are usually special circumstances that reduce the cost of
raising money., In addition, total fund-raising costs to an agency for participation in
federated fUryl-raising may be incomplete, and understated, although not
deliberately. 3.86
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8. The foregualy sdggest that caution be exercised in comparative evalud.
tios of public ch(*aritiey' hind-raising costs, irr attempts to devise standard methods-.
af calculating 1f-0d-raising cost' percentages or in efforts to set ceilings for them
irrespective .of the individual organization's circumstances.

In general, the study experience revealed the existence of so many factOrs and so

many variations in objectives, procedures, and interpretation that the proposed
comprehensive analysis -of the New Yorksample was riot' possible for accomplish-
ment of the study's initial objective in the time allotted. The more revealing sample

of national voluntary health agerrcies confirmed the existence of all thee organiza-
tional and administrative variants even among a group of the more advanced public
charities. The Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs shpuld address
the subject of fund-raising cost percentages with great care in light of the current
state of reporting practices, bookkeeping methods, the great range ovf informal
variations° revealed by the very limited scope of this study, and the fact that no
other similar studies in adequate depth. or.breadth hawe been conducted

I

Conclusions

It is apparerit from this survey and analysis that fund-raising percentage costs can be

Thigh" for valid reasons. Consequently, an arbjtrary ceiling should provide for /
exceptions for reasons tiiati recognize the possible impact of 'an organization's
circumstances or method of solicitation. There are obvious abuses in the charitable,'
solicitation field and a consistently "high" INZ cost ratio for three to four years is a
valuable but limited index to possible exploitation of public support. A 50 percent FR

cost for an agency with an especially unpopular cause or for one that,is just starting
_, lout in raising money from the public could be reasonable. For an organization with a

relatively popular cause and an established constituency, this same FR percentage gives

more grounds for question if it persists beyond a single, possibly unusual, year, ._
Some states have passed laws setting an irNtrary, FR cost percentage beyond which

a charitable organization's fundraising costs may not go. By ecognizing no
,exception, this percentage is the only measure of legitimacy to solicit funds in .that

,0 state the- next, year. There is concern by -those who are familiar with the, public

charitable
of

that such arbitrary legislation will weaken ordestroythe field in the
- proetts of trying to improve it.

Setting in arbitrary' percentage of income or expenses for fund-raising costs
without provision for flexibility in individual agency circumstances can have the
following effects. (1) discourage desirable charitable efforts in the early organizing
and operating stages, when costs are inervitAbly bigher,.(2) tempt agencies to falsify
their figures to conform to the pre-set percentageallowed by the lekislation; and (3)
add to the ,cost for a cies that now erqploy outsides fund-raising assistance at 'less

than the pre-set, perce by setting a'permissible higher ,amount that is government
approved.

The overwhelming majority of voluntary agencies! national, state or local,

whether they seek financial support from the public through combined campaigns

or individual campaigns, recognize the responsibility of government to enact
appropriate legislation that protects the chariNble ,instinc es of citizens from exploita-
tion and abuse and to enforce such legislatidn Wisely and impartially. Legitlative
bodies and public agency administrators must recognize that voluntary organizations
need to spend a-alley (that, is, they need to incur non-program service costs) to

pursue their objectives. These organizations, as is true for government and for
private business, cannot function without money for, adminis;raVve costs,_including
budget planning and presentation to funding sources to raise money for program

services_ I

387
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Voluntary health and welfare agenci have established a record of working
towards. disclosing, in the public interest,, their operations and their costs for
Providing services. Increased recognition needs to be given to the growing practice
of full financial disclosure by voluntary health and welfare agencies according to
uniform standards of accounting and reporting. Where possible, the cost ratios of
these agencies need comparison with the "supporting service" costs of commercial
or for - profit, corporations and also of government for provision of similar services.
Frofm the data presented here and in reports of the costs for overhead or the costs
for conducting business we may find from such disclosure and comparisons the the
private charitable agencies are above average in cost efficiency as well as in their
effectiveness,, 41

II

MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY BY A FUND-RAISING PERCENTAGE
, -

' Perspectq

Some of the serious obstacles to formulation of a universally applicable method
of calculating fund-raising cost ratios (and, therefore, to -prescribing a proper
fund-raising cost percentage) are the following:

It may not be possible to identify and separately report all of an agency's
fund-raising costs. Since some of the activities undertaken by many voluntary health
and welfare organizations- necessarily and simultaneously serve the program
objectives aid supportive services (management and fund raising) to carry on other
functions, at is net possible, even with the ,most meticulous accounting, .to
completely isolate and precisely report all of an agency's expenditu s fore any single
function. This .is true for fund raising, "management and genera or a particular
program service. . .

Many agencies receive support indirectly through federated and other fund-raising
organizations in addition to direct. support from the public, The recipient-agency
may not be able to determine the fund-raising cost attributable to this support.

Bequests.or support from grants may be received years after they were soliCited,
or be unsolicited. Tikis lapse of time may preclude any mtaningful matching of this.

.support' and revenue with the fund-raising Costs.

Only relatively large agencies can be expected to have accounting.systems and
staffs that will permit full separate accounting for ,costs of multiple fund-raising
-activities ,during a given year for example, operating fun,,,d campaigns, building
fund campaigns, special fundraising events.'

There is not common agreement i the field as to the base td be used for
computing a ratio. There is, also, lackrof uniformity as to what is includable as
"fund-raising" expenses. Sometimes included are costs for other, purposes such as
"management and general."

Expenses in the "management and general" category are not identifiable to a
specific program. The category includes essential operations to assure appropriate
and effective programs, such as, board meetings, training and orientation sessions on
total agency functions, proper record-keeping efforts to evaluate effectiveness
towards achieving agency goals. Tile "management and general" .category is

3 8 8
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necessary for uperating any nunprufit organization. This ty pe of expense, however,
is as muth if not muse significantly related to the planning, management and
evaluation of service functions of the agency as it is to fund raising.

To help in making (ompar'istins among organizations, by agencies themselves in
judging their relative ) efficiency and by potential donors concerned with measure-
ment"of productivity, voluntary organizations have voluntarily taken steps to help
increase the validity of such comparisons. Uniform systems of accounting and public
financial reporting Have been develuped by different segments of the charitable
field, such as hospitals, colleges and universities, and voluntary health and social
welfare organizations One example is the development and adoption of Standards
of Accounting and Financial Reporting for Voluntary Health and Welfare Organiza-
tions, published in 1964 by the National Health Council (for the majority of the
national voluntary health agjicies) and the National Social Welfare Assembly, now
the National Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organiza-
tions (on behalf 9f major social welfare organizations).

k

In the Standards sources of income are identified within two basic categories
income received directly and income received indirectly. Within these two categories
funds are grouped into types of income. Rules are provided for, what types of
income the categories are to include. Expenditures are classified in two major
divisions "program services" (include's research, patient services, public education;
professional education, community services) and "supporting services," (management
and °generaradministration and fund raising). This accrual basis for accounting is
used. The rationale behind the selection of accrual-basis accounting is that cash-
basis accounting for financial reporting purposes could permit the arbitrary shifting
of income and, expenses between financial report periods, which could result in
financial statements that are misleading as to financial position /and results of
operations.

Irk 1974 the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants ( AICPA),
working with the Standards' sponsors and others, revised their, Audit Guide for
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations (1963), adopted the major principles of
the Standards (there are some differences, but these are mainly in terminology and
depreciation accounting) as the.onty acceptable financial accounting and reporting
base upon which audit's of agencies in, this field are to be conducted after 1974. As
a result, a- new edition of the agency-endorsed and sponsored Standards is being
prepared to bring the AICPA new Audit Guide and the Standards into full
conformity. It will be published in,1975under the sponsprship of the three major
umbrella groups in the health aid welfare field, the National Health Council, the
National' Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organizations,
and tI16 United Way 'of America. Beginning with,,fispal years ending in 1975, in
order to obtain an unqualified CPA audit opinion, all/voluntary health and welfare
organizations at every level of operation will be expected to use the principles of
the new MCPA Audit Guide and the uniform accounting Standards. Obviously, this
is a major development for impfovet1 accountability.

When dependence is placed on fund-raising "efficiency" as the only or major
index to worthiness of a charitable effOrt, certain infl4encing factors are significant.
The original plan for this study envisioned application Of these factors to the sample
of organizations reporting to New York State with fund-raising perce,ntages either at
0 percent or in excess of 33 percent. Time limitations made it obvious that a fully
satisfactory analysis in these terms would be too complex and detailed. Accordingly,
the New York sample was supplemented with the sample of 15 national voluntary
health agencies for which data were available that Could be analyzed in terms of the
range of factors considered as affecting fund raising success.

The diversity of factors affecting fund-raising success and its cost efficiency are
grouped into four categories fOr purposes of this study.
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ichn ical Influences

What is Classified as Fund-Raising Expenses

In type and scope, fund-raising efforts of voluntary agencies range- -from- :-
nationwide appeals employing virtually all the techniques pf major product
advertising campaigns to one or two appearances before budget committees of the
federated fund-raising organizations that have assumed the fund-raising
responsibility. What is classifiecas ftind-raising expenses also includes the expenses
in applying for grants from either private or public sources. All vpluntary health and
welfare agencies adhering to the Standards are expected to use the following
definition in classifying expenses as ,fund raising. "Expenses of all activities that
constitute or are an integral and inseparable part of an appeal for financial
support." 0

This definition represents activities conducted or mllerials'Aistributed and used
for the sole or, principal purpose of ,getting ,the public to financially support the
agency's cause plus all other expenses incurred in planning, directing, administering,
or participating in fund drives or other prOgrams in which contributions are actively
solicited. The definition and processes for identifying what is to be classified as
"fund raising," based on the uniform Standards, is accepted by the accounting
professional as well'as agencies in the health and welfare field. Ali costs associated
with fund-raising activities, as recognized in the definition, are to be included in the
numerator for determiping the fund-raising cost percentage.-

An Appropriate Base for Cpmparing Fund-Raising Cost Percentage

In' the initial stages of preparing for this paper, it becatne, apparent that the
identification and selection of the base that most accurately and comprehensively
reflects the costs tor raisitig money would be a significant technical influence on
fundraising cost percentages. A' number of different ratios in current use were
analyzed for the study. (The details of this-analySis appear in Appendix B.)

None of these ratios, are perfeeCrneasures of the return on fund-raising effort
invested. Considering the input for path base in the five cost ratios analyzed, total

,contributions plus grants reflects, in my opinion, the most comprehensive total
dollar returns on.'agency fund - raising efforts. For this reason, this particular ratio is
used in computing the FR cost percentages in thisstudy for the National Voluntary
Health Agency sample and is used by the Charities Registration Bureau of, the St2te
of New York in presenting the cost ratios for the sample of agencies selected from
that source.

ituatioffInfluences

The, more common 'situation" influences (that is, factors or events normally
beyond control of,the agency in a particular locality) on fpnd-raising costs are listed
below: No attempt has beeh made to list these <factors in .the order of their
importance. .,

ti

The Ageof the.Agencies

New agencies, when first established and for several years thereafter, have higher
fund-raising costs than the older, better-established agencies. It takes time and
Organizational talent to build a constituency even, for the, most worthwhile and

, 3 9.0
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appealing cause's. Normally, after a three- to five:year period campaign costs :become'

relatively smaller in relation to ir.l.sed income.

. r

Geographical or Population Differentes 0 Costs

In some sections of the country expenses of fund raising are less than in others.'
This is more, likely to be so in theless urbanized states. Most fund-raising personnel

agree that costs are notably higher in cities of -100;000 or mdre population.

Severe Weather-or Community Emergencies 0

0 Some 'agencieS rely upon a single predetermined day or week for the raising of, a. .

major portion of their income, A period of bad weather could be damaging and

affect cost.
..

/ i

Increasing Gists of Doing Butiness

Voluntary agencies are subject to the inflationary pressures,. Salaries and wages

'cannot remain static, the cost of necessary materials increases;,postal rates go up.
Although some donors may respond with larger gifts to help take up some of the
gap, the rate of response is likely to be slower with a resultant 9et\ increase in
expenses.

Bequest -Givingi.

It is difficult to attribute a fund-raising cost to this kind-of income. And yet, as
an important source of income included in financial reports, it can exert significant
influence on the FR cost percentage. 7

.

\. , 1 -
Management Influences 4"'

.

. ...: , v . .
Two types of management activities are identified as essentialfor the fund-raising,.

process: Fund solicitation methods and administrative practices. Analysis of these
factors and their relation to the fund-raising percent in the sample of test agencies
presented in this study. 1

,
, , ,

.
'Fund Solicitation Methods

key differences in fund-raising methods are. whether 'solicitations are made: (1)
in-person (solicitation by personal appearance, such as neighbor calling on neighbors
house-to-bouse, persorfal visits to businesses, fouNdationg government depaitments);
(,2) indirectly (requests for contributions that are not made in person such as by

'nail, telephone, telethon); or (3') benefit-gift arrangemept (solicitation for a

donation made by offering something of value or direct benefit to the donor, part
of the proceeds of which are expected to go to the charitable organization, for

,example, sales by a,charitable organization of tickets to a theater party,sale of a
piece of merchandise, or a service such is a car wash* or a subscription to the
agency's' publication,-part or all of the price of which is declared as a contribution
to the charitable organization's purposes).

3 9,P !gmmoil
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.1: and program productivity.
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Total contributions plus grants,
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New York State Samp e of,Welfare Agencies, Ranking by Selected InfluAnces on Fund- Raising Success
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NOTE'S TO TABLES 4 AND 5

. Criteria

For Ranking Agencies by Selected Influences on Fuhd-Raising
New York State Voluntary Health and Welfare Agedotes

(CPPPN Study Sample)

Hi Med IANeed Awareness

Prevalence

Welfare,- Estimate of pro-
portion of area, population
experiencing the problems
compared to stMe/naticnal
averages

Health - Rank on list of
causes of deaths or dis-
abilitierfor New York
State. sample (health
organizational

Exposure

; visible
P.

arty
year

'Case - Visibility of the
disathlity inindividteals

'-'Media - Appearance in
';media doverag:

;
Need /Organization Acceptance

Campaign Leaderlhfp-'

2

8 -10

-- -5

noli

me ,,,,,nor* or
,,,,T,F4.e.,10Pt a

paig time

11,

.. - , ''',''''.-Na.,
q

Based on relative number s of persons on funa-rallting campaign
cominktpes, board from the following fields: .

Entertainment
Business 5 fields
Politics
Professionals (field)
Others (espeCially sucial'elite)

_
Volunteers (Est.)"

fields 2 or Iva
,fieldsr

CS

4 number - ideal level operation 100 + 50 -100 less than 50

, Ranking based on combinations of these two as follows: If patients' disability ,r
, is visible and media expoiure by (author's observation) is high or medium, tha

ranking is high. If disability is visible but low media exposure, ranking is
medium. If disability is not usually apparent then media exposure ranking de-.
terminea the ranidng.

,

!Based on estimates from agency rgiresentatlyes and/or available materials on
the agency.

V

,* It is ago apparent from examination of the zdata-in Table.
income data for these agencies in Table B-1,. Append,, B,
percentages are not related to the relative rank among the*ario
and disability represented (Table 6, Cols. 13 and 14). orto the
breach h of the organizations (Table 113-1).'

Col. 1,,..ind-the
tat Me FR ,co 1,
s .causes.,of des
tal.income raised

Administrative Practips . ' ``....., ..., , - 1
1.

Administrative decisions deteraine whether or' not the -age ncy employs
professional staff members for fund raising or engages an, independent resource for
this purpose. Some organizations employ professional fund-raising counsel to assist.
in ,plahning special campaign strategies or for periodically revitalizing overall., .

sokitation efforts. Unqualified persons can exploit organizations unfamiliar with.;

39.5



Table 6

National Health Council National VOluntary Health Agencies, Ranking-of Agencies by Selected Influences on Fund-Raising Success

National
Voluntary Health

. Agencies

(1)

19731I
FR%

..... , ,,

' Public Awareness
.- .

Pubbc"AVceptance
Fund-Raising Methods

(I or 2 of top 3) Administrative -High to Cow Rank

(2,).

Prey& 'Once
Hi Med Low'

(3)
.

Disability and
hieiia Exposure
Hi Med Low

(4)
Top Campaign
Leadership

HI Med Low

(5)
Nurnker

Volunteers
Hi Med Low

(6;
In

Per-
soil

' (7) (8)
Rene-
firs In-
Gifts direct.

(9) (10)

Paid Stds
Staff Actg

(II)

Pub.
Rept.

(12)
Contr.

and
Grants

s,

Death

(13) (14)

Disab.

$ocial Health

Kidney, i
Cancer .

Heart /f/
HARI hla

1

Di i., `vt:14
131, -:,:.41;; .''' gp"4 i
-,-4%-4--4,`",1,,P 1 *

Ci .17 tilk.. &
Adultit%. , :

rate

ti. Sale'Multi.

Cyst. Fib.

Birth Defects

Muse., Dyst.

Lung

EPIleP4

9%

IO

12

-h.4/

. IA

15

15

./
17 '-(
17

19 -4x

21

27

44

x

x

1

.-

),_t

x

x

x

i

x

x

-i

.

.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x ,

x

x \

x

x

I
..

x
'.
'C

4 x

"

.
,..

x.

x

x-

(5

x

x

k
,

x

x

.
.

x

x

x

x

x

x

.

...

,

,

x

x

x

x

x

x
.

x

'

, .--
x

x

x,

x
--,

x

x

x

x

.

' x

x

x
.

x

x

.

x

x
,

x

,

.

x

.

I

.
-

x
i,

x

x

x x

x x

x X

X x

x % x

x x

x x,i
x x

x X

x x

x x

x ' x

x ,x
4

ii.....-.c,.15

x

x

x

x

x _

,7C

x

x

x

x

x

x

11

1

2

12

14

13

3

' 7

8

9

- 5

6

4

-

11

6

2

1

10

5

--

--
7

.
9

4

8

--

5

9

8

1

13

4

3

2

10

12"

2,

11

5
4

. Fund-raising expenses
FRS Total income from direct and indirect contributions plus grants

.

-
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NOTES TO TABLE 6
-e

Criteria

For Ranking of Agencies by Selected Influences on Fund-Raising
National Health Council Voluntary Health Agencies

(CPPPN kidy Sample)

Need Awareness

Prevaleocd

Rank on list df causes 4/
of deaths or disabilities 1-5 6-10 11-15

Disability exposures visible to not visible

4 .Media exposure
T.V.. newspapers, mention about sporadic .. little/none ) .

radio .. , . dally.year year except
round round campaign

4

* Ranking based on combinations of these two air follows. IL patients' disability is
vtsible'and media exposure by (author's observation) is high or medium, the
ranking-is high. If disability Oisiblp but low media exposure, ranking is me-
dium. If disability is hot usually aperent then media exposure ranking deter-
mines the ranking. 1

.. ,

Need/Diva/rimAcceptance
.

,

/Top campaign leadership based on relative numbers of well-known hames ,,
with organization connections froathe Ipilowing feekklieted itf national1.
campaign materials: -

# {

Entertainment/media - ..-
r : Mamas .

,T 'Pollucs/law '. ' 4,

..- Science/mediciee ,- s.

`,OUiert (especially elite) 'i - l

.14Volunteers ..
\National over 61,0004000 over 500,000 Legg than

up to 500,000
' e\ 3 . -- . 1,000;4300

. **Numbers of volunteers based On estimate reported to National Health Council
via annual NHC eligibility affirmation materials in 1972 and 1973,

' 1 4

Hi Med Low

14t.1'
ti

I

appropriate fund-raising practices: Reputable pr.ofessionals in the, field have a codes
of ethics, one of the prcwisions of which is to charge an appropriate fee, agreed
upcin in advance,' for the services to be rendered. (See American Association of .t
Fund-Raising Counsel, inc., Giving USA.) The term "cofnmercial co-venturer"
(CCV.L is used in this repori 'to refer to individuals in the fund-raising field agreeing
to arrangements that are dependent on a percent ckf ft,Wds raised or similar
graduated fees from the resueof the campaign.

"Administrative practices" is a management influence that also includes practices
followed in accounting for both program and financial trusteeship.

lb Tables 4-and 5 the data under "administative" practices include references to
specific plyblems encountered in obtaining information from the agencies in this=
study that should be readily available to the public upon request (such`as financial
reports, program descriptions, fund-raiMng practices) illustrative of agencies in the
New York State sample following "full disclosure" administrative practices are those
with fund-raising costs above the mid-range, These agencies ate issuing to the public ,

financial reports according to the,Standards it is important to note that two of the

4.
-9-
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three New York State sample health agencies with fund-raising costs above 50
percent consolidate their figures in an area organization report, and thus the impact
of the local cost is not apparent. The third health agency in this category issues`a
separate annual :report, but its fund-raising costs are in practice usually in the
mid-range.

Administrative PractiCes in Other Voluntary Fields

Table '3 presents the status of the administrative practices measured in this study
in relation to their effect on fund-raising costs for nonprofit organizations in five
national special interest areas, including-health dnd social welfare. These dati are
based on discussiOns with reprentatives in each of the fields identified in the table'
museums, colleges and universities, national social welfare organizations and health
organizations, and voluntary agenCies with foreign activities. ,

Museums have, no standards of financial act,ounting and reporting unique to their
type of operation. The organizations are audited by usual auditing, standards for
business groups or for nonprofit agencies. It is my understanding that it is only in
recent years that standards for operation and organization were established and that'
these are being implemented by the American Association of Museums. No data are
available on fund-raising cost efficiency for museums. From the data that are
available.in RAM publications, "administrative expenses" are reported at 30 percent
but these "do not include salaries." (An additional 12 percent is classified as

"other.") .

Colleges and universities have uniform financial reporting systems, make annual
reports to the public of their financial and program trusteeship, and have fund-
raising cost ratios averaging in th`e range of 15 to 25 percent of the charitable gifts.

The voluntary agencies with foreign service prOgrams do not have a uniform
financial reporting system implemented throughout the field. Most issue annual
reports to the public. Fund-raising costs are reportedly in the range of
approximately 10 percent of contributions. It is felt that this comparatively lower
fund-raising cost ratio is due to the eavy concentration of agencies in the foreign
service field sponsored by religious roups. (Data from Thiessen study,.1968 (see
references, Appendix C), which ind es that religious giving incentives (and givers)
are different from Those for non-religio charitabl&causes.) One reason that higher
fund-raising. expenses are hot incurred Is the prevalence of in-person solicitation in
the religious field. The FR percentage costs. figure may also be the result of
"pooling" FR costs with other types of work service activities for a particular
operation (church service, evangelism, and so forth) to which the incentives for
giving are much more personal and directed at a "member-Ship" core. It is also likely
that the fund-raising *costs in stAch "combination" solicitations are reported as
program costs. There are a few professional fund raisers on the staff of voluntary
agencies servik in the foreign service field. Reportedly, one of the strongest needs
for this area of voluntary action is an increase in the number of professionally
trained people.

"Social Welfare" is listed as a group of organizations in Table 3 to provide an
overview from a national persPective and,Inay be compared wAh the data on fund-
raising costs and financial reporting practices in the stqty sample of New York
State local organizations in the welfarefield. An entry is mack4jrnilaay for national
"health" organizations. As indicated on Tables3, many nation organizations in the
social welfare and health fields are on uniform Standards ,t0porting systems and *
generally ,issue annual reports of their trusteeship, to the public. Data are not
available on fund-raising costs for the social welfare field as a' whole. Informed
"guesstimates" are that the average is in the range of 15 to 35 percent.

398
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Identity Influences

Public Awareness

Public awareness (Tables 4,5, and 6, Col. 2) is defined for this study as the
extent of general knowledge of t e existence of a particular health or welfare
problem and its impact on either 14 e numbers of people in a minor way or fewer
people in a major way. Two indic were chosen for measuring this influence on
fund-raising ratios. (1) prevalence of he problem, that is, the number of cases'or
deaths at 13rre, point or period in time, (2) .visibility of the problem, that is, the
overt physical evidence of the disease or affliction, the amount of media coverage of
the problem, the effectsof the problem and/or the organization soliciting funds to
combat it. -. ,_ .

For the Newl York sample, data in Tables 4 and 5 together 'ndicate that those-
agencies with lower fund-raising percentages tend to have some hat higher ratings
for prevalence of the problem, high visibility of the probl m, or high inedia
exposure. However, the single-year experience of the Crippled hildren and Adults
and of, Cancer Care reveals that' high prevalence and reasonably good' media
exposure is no assurance of low fund-raising cost percentage's: (Taken only one yehr

at a time, as is done in these tables, fund-raising cost atios can be deceiving. In
preparing this material, I reviewed three years' reports for. each agency, even though
only one' year's experience is used in the table. The county-level crippled children
and adults agency indicated a cost ratio'of 166 Percent-in 1972. This resulted from
,ta heavy loss on a special event. that was a ',Hal exiieriMent in raising money. For the

ears immediately before and after ,(1971 and 197,3)' the average fund- raising cost
was 33 percent. For the agency conxerned with canter care, there was a consistently ,
reported percentage in the ,50-60 percent rang9, s./Prime FR method is benefit-gift
and heavy support from mail campaigns,) //';' 33 .

For the national lyealth.iag4rwipsampfe Table 6). there is a heavier concentratiog:of
agencies with funcf:ini?,XostS in the lower/ percentages (less than 15 percent) where
there is shown. a tifgher,pyoalenee and vispaity of the problem or high,or aver*
media exposure of the, preblem or the uganization 'concerned with it. The ional
Hemopl*lia foundation is .in exec tarn to ails. There are also two agencies atiernal

Foundation (potio and birth def ..t.$),,and Ame'rican. Lung Association bercutosis -,
0 .7.

q and respiratory system diseases) v31:)101 have`tunci-raising cost ratios abo peo n t
and ratings of high prevalence andbigh or r.riediurn, visibility. It shou e at,

both of these use mail solicitatiOnlis their prime fund raising method.
.. ,,,,, ,

/,'. , /4 i ,
;-','''.1., eef2.?i,-'

Public Acceristance . r
' .i , r,v,....4 -;:.'-----/,.,,, . 3 t-,'4,

",P,ublic acceptance," 1,..an influence on fund-raising cost, is publi5Jesponsivenest-
to the health problem-,in ..terins-t;of tsympathy and action,. To measures aig
appropriate. (1) number ofw,tbp -IcAdership,..assatiated with gri organization's fuild:''
raising campaignyexpecially,,,km.significant influencrgro s such of enterfairtrAnt, *

business, politics, and levant pi:less/0ns such as science edicine in the case of '
health_ agencies an soCiaFINQKtiithe case of the welfare o nizations; (21-"nuAgr
of volunteers the organkation has been able to attract to se ve its purposctstin any
way. (The criteria ancrsciurces of information used in defin g these me4re for
"public acceptance",.as=they relate to the resulting FR%s are ovided in tlieliate ia
to Tables 4, 5, and.-P' '-.4

Witli adjustmenii in theoequence of the listing of, sakle organizations b l',.

rfund- raising cost perceRtages to Correct for obvious errors rn repohed filnrcreaising., . .

costs, the data presented -i ,Tatijes,,,4kand 5 show that fp 'terms of "the, influence of
"public acceptance.on the ercientan, the organizagons with lower, fund-Pflising
cost ratios are those walk !pp e'cairiPaigit readership from the oEirllan-malcer fields

. . l',.. ./ .. ,.;-- ,

I 1
''''' 3 9 9 l''

r
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and a larger number of volunteer workers. The sensitivity of the "public
acceptance" measures of influence on fund raising cost can be seen for., ihe national
health agency sample in Table 6 by the relatively low number of toil. campaign
Leaders and volunteers for the agency concerned with venereal disease, prostitution,
and drug addiction (social health). There is considerable social rejection of pe ons
with these diseases of problems. For national voluntary health 'organization ith
fund-raising cost ratios in excess of 25percent there are relatively fewer fund- ing
campaign leaders from a variety of influence groups and, based on reports from
these agencies, relatively fewer volunteers. (The Epilepsy organization reports that
.there is a social stigma attached to the people with this problem. Leaders in the
organization feel that this affects the willingness of persons to identify with the
cause by publicly soliciting funds for its work. Data supplied by the American Lung
Association indica e_less diversity of campaign leadership from significant influence
grCAips*and fe r volunteers than for those organizations in the sample with lower
F R%.)

III

OVRVIEW

Determining how- effective or "worthwhile" voluntaryfganizations are to
community or national goals requires consideration of what is to be measured and,,
subsequently, the varying factors that raust*be taken into account in making such a
measurement. This study has considered in dollar terms the relative efficiency in use
of funds as measured by the proportion expended for fund-raising purposes by
certain types of charitable organizations. If the question of how effective or
worthwhile these agencies, are to the communities they serve is put in terms of
dollar cost efficiency in producing end products of knowledge, services delivered
and material pfoduced for the money invested, compared with alternative ways pf
organizing or administering resources to reach the same end, as is done here, then
the results and their significance can be quite different than they would be if the
Intrinsic value of the process used by the agencies is added to what is to be
measured. Examples of such benefits provided by many of the charitable organiza-
tions such as. those considered in this study are citizen' involvement, leadership
development, and increased public awareness and activity, in solving problems.

Measurement of the broader spread of intrinsic benefits was beyond the scope of
this study, but such evaluation effort needs to be encouraged to provide insight into
the relative benefits of the existing structtife as well as possible improvement in
ways of providing services to individuals in the-coMmunity.

Short of a broader spectrum for measuring worthiness or value of the private
charitable organizations' productivity, research to provide cost-benefit comparison
with the overhead or with the cost for conducting business by governInent and
commercial organizations in the same or related fields would, be helpful in
etermining relative efficiency:

Awe

.
Appendi

Sample of Health and Welfare Organizations Registered°
in New York State

The sample, developed in consultation with Professor Nicholaus Tideman, was jelected to
provide concentrated coverage of organizations with high fund-raising costs. The universe used
was the listing by industry code of New York State registered charitable orginizations in 1972
in the order of their ratios of fund-raising costs to total contributions prepared by Kali/ern J.
Gross, tr., of Price Waterhotise, Inc. The procedural rule was to take every fifth organization in
health and welfare, starting with the first on the list, until five of each type had been selected.

, The next organization in each field was selected five pages (50 organizations) later, and then

400
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four more organizations Were selected at 10 page intervals, Thus, 20 organizations were selected
in from each industry. The highly sampled high-cost dtganizatidhs all had fund-raisin*
costs in excess of 40 percent of contributions. Each industry then provided three org;ruzations
with reported costs of zero. In two cases, Washington, D.C. organizations were selected. In
several cases organizations butside the treater New York area came up and' werke replaced by the
next organizations in the list to reduce travel requirements. The lie of organiiations is as
follows:

.,_

a

1

/Req. #

:1403522

44

43.7116

/6 7887

/ 41671
08829.

08-400

1 i.316

08445

42303

40358

41729

43068

12566,'.. ,
09627

08951

40341

07638

42868

41475

HEALTH ..

Name:.

Nassau Society for,Crippled Chilleren & Adults

Cancer Ca Inc. Whitestone Chapter

Society itichrgond Co, Chapter National Multiple Sclerosis
-` r

Irvington House

Nassau Association for` Children with Learning Disabilities
I

Association for Volitoary Sterilization

National Cancer C tology Center

Indep. Citizens Reese Ch Found. for Degenerative Disease

Gotham Cerebral Palsy eague

Gerontoliiical Sqciety

' SOCIAL W LFARE

Nations) Association for the Edu ation of Cflith

.. American Legion Children Camp of Kings Cotinty
...,

Queens Clinical Socaty of New York
p, q'

Athletics for the "Blind' \
° \

Orphan Hospija( Ward of Israel

...Guiding Eyes for the Blind
. \Gorhilard Riverside ComM. Center

Tolstoy Foundation *.,

Co-ordinating Council of Long Beach ,,>

\Home Advisory Service Council of New York

. FR %

766

62,

, :53

46

c 41

1()

22 .
:,

3.

0

4

300

4r 61

: 55

20

.. 41

20

18'

2

:0

, 0

114
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. . Appendix B1 \
. ' Choice of a Base forlComparing Pund-Raising

-

Cost Percentages

Tablte B-1, cols. 2.6, provides an analysis of fund - raising, cost percenta s using five
frequently used bases for compiling the fund-raising percentage.' he 'figures in thi table are for
15 of the NHC national voluntary health agencies issuing combined finanyial re orts for all
levels of operation in 1972 (or 1971). t

Column (2) - Total 'Income,

The p- ercentage in column-2 eqUals

total fund-raising cost
'total income

'(average

'401
,16%)

4
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nal Health Council National Voluntary Health Agencies Consolidated National and Affiliate Offices, Five Fund-Raising Cost Pelventages

(1), (2) (3) (4) (5)
Revenue

(6) (7) -. lDirect and r...... '
Agency Reported Indirect (Membership.

(fiscal Fund- Direct Total Total Contributions Investments,

year Raising Total Expenses Contributions and Grants' Fees, etc,)Total Income Contributions
ending) Costs Amount FR% Amount FR% , Amount FRI, Amount FR% Amount FR%

Cancer/ II .5 9,2.53,490 5 84,122,445 11% 974,852,086 12% $78,738,609 12% $78,906,853 12% $79,075,09j 12% $ 5,047,347 6.0%

,,. 'Heart 7,342,627 56,481,745 13 50,973,537 15 46.766,885 16 51,059,497 14 52,923,395 14 3,558,350 6.3

(6/30/72)

Easter Seals 6,345,592 52,879,407 12 48,765,530 13 28,977,915 22 30,881.573 21 41,351.696 15 11,527,711 21.8
(8/31/72)) --

Amer. Lung 14,160,440 42,335,166 24 41,558,265 25 37,339,616 27 37,889,974 27 38,186,380. 27 4,148;846 9.43

(3/31/72)

Natl. Found. 6,845,224 '36,027,495 19 28,799,812 24 35,379,000 19 35,379,000 19 35,379,000 19 r 648,495 1.8

(5/31/72)

Muscular Dye'. 3,040,770 14,479,457 21, 13,619,467 23 13,915,143 '21 19,364,019 21 14,364,019 21 115,838 0.8

(3/31/n)

Arthritis 1,383,044 9,878,885 14 9,389.969 '15 6,154,545 23 9,276,274 15 9,473,851 15 405,034 4.1

(12/31/71)

Multiple Saar .1,575,938 9,270,225 17 8,087,618 19 8,278,311 19 9,149,712 17 9,149,712 171 120,513 1.3

(12/31/7.1)

Cystic Fibrosie 882.313 5,178,314 17 5,154.559 17 4,453,350 20 5,121,352 17 5,131,709 17 46,605 0.9

12/29/n)

Epilepsy 1,368,563 4.147,162 33 4,082,653 34 3,591,442 38 3,939,804 35 4,043,483 34 103,679 2.5
(12/31172)

Hemophilia. 4t 415,441 3,776,739 11 3,519,506 12 2,757,019 15 2,979,847 14 3,040,275 14 736,464 19.5

(4/30/72)

Kidney 343,333 3, 4 )1 ,;30 10 3,091,957, 12 2,664,269 13 3,333,764 lb 3,347,497 10 - 85,833 2.5
(6/30/72)

)
Diabetes 225.287 ,2,503,191 9 2,803.774 8 .1,073,869 21 1,584,519 14 1,592,029 14 911,162 38.4

(12/31/71)

Y Blindness 394,885 2,820,628 14. '2,593,377 15 2,547,021 16 2,736,010 14 2,7;6,010 14 84,618 3.0

(12/31/71) ... ,

Social Health 65,882 732,027 9 , 634,830 10 235,127 28 . 701,285 9 701,285 9 30,742 4:2

(12/31/72)
, Total Average $49,690,766 $328,066,616 16% 1297,726.760 17% ..$272,872,122 21% $287,303,483 17% $300,495.379 57% $27,571,297 8.1%

Pour hHC Voluntary Health Agency Members not included above since no consolidated statement available for 1971 or 1972. (National Council onlcohyllsm;
' National Society for Autistic Children. National Safety Council and United Cerebral ,Palsy Assocrations). e -,

- Source Individual agency financial statements, 1972 (or 1971).
.

4
,.

..,..., .
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"Tptal income" ipcluder all public support and revenue received by and committed to an
agency during the year reported.

Note that the idea of ':committed to" requires that the .voluntary health and welfare
organizatioPs report their financial operation on an accrual basis (the recording of income and

, expenses when they become due).
Comparison of total fund-raising costs to total income is not an accurate measure of the

returns resulting from the expenditures to raise money. The reason is that income includes
interest earned on investments, unsolicited gifts, patieht service fees, membership dues, and so
forth, the inclusion of which bears no relation to the fund- raising effort. This ratio obviously
cin overstate the relative cost efficiency for raising money and understate the actual costs tri
re'ationship to, the money returned for effort expended. It is less accurate as a pleasure of
fund-raising efficiency as the income from revenue increases.

Column (3) - Total Expenses

'The percentage in column 3 equals

total fund-raising expenses
(average-.= 17%)

total expenses

"Total expenses" is the dollk value of all expenditures by the agency for the time period.
The agency, bowever, may collect more or less than it spends for the time period. The FR cost
in relation to total ekpenses may overstate Or understate the return for the expense invested in
raising the money actually brought in by the fund-raising effort..This ratio maybe appropriate
for comparing amounts spent for the period in relation to various types of programs or
categories of expenses for which the agency was established. Table B-2 illustrates such a
comparison for the NHC voluntary health agencies. Percentages of total expenses (a common
base) for a program as welt as for the supportive services such as fund-raising helps to place each
in context. Such a comparison, however, nlaygot be an accurate measure of the end-product
results from the total expenditures for ft.fild raising (note especially the comparison of the
fund-raising percentage for the National Foundation, Table B-I cols. I and 2). When compared
with total income, the FR cost ratio, as expected, is less Yan when it is compared with total
expenses for each of the organizations, except the American Diabetes Association, whose
expenses exceeded income.

It should be pointed out here that an organization that does not spend all of its income may
very well have ,projects underway for which there is commitment but for which the
expenditure is likely for payment in the following year. Fa some national voluntary organiza-
tions, the amount of uncommitted money vies by the time of the year, usually related to
budgeting, periods of the affiliated units receiving funds from the national body. A certain
amount of operational flexibility of this type is estential for any businesslike planning for
financial responsibility. The difference between income and expenses is technically, but may not
actually be, a "surplus." It is to some extent a carry-over of resources for expected but
uncommitted expenditures in the following fisc41 period. Voluntary prplizations should be
encouraged to maintain a reserve of six months to a year of normal operating expenses to meet
unexpected demands or to take advantage of unusual research or other program developments.
(This is done by designating a certain amount of funds in program categories for such
con tinge ncits.)

autumn (4) - Direct Con tributions

The percepage in column 4 equals

total fund-raising expenses.
(average = 21%)

direct contributions

"Direct contributions," according to the Standards, is all the gifts or pledges of money
reteived by the charitable organizations directly from donors and non-related organizations. This
amount d,oes not account for all income for which the organization spends time and resources
to raise money, such as contracts or grants from government or private sources. This ratio often
understates the agency's effiCiency in raising money. Comparison of the FR percentages
confirms that the percentage rate 'is usually higher for column 4 than it is for coluitips 2 and 3
and for the remaining columns. (
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. . Table 8,-2

Total Expenses with Percentages by Ty.pq Of Programs and Supportive Activity, Fiscal Year Ending1972 or 1971,
'Fifteen National Health Council Voluntary Health Agency Members

8

,

Agency
(Fiscal year ending)

Total
Expend. Research

Public
0d.

Prof.
Ed.

,
A

.

Comm. Patient
Servy . Secy.

Manag.
Total and
Prog. General

Fund
Raising

Total
Admin.

Major Prop.
and Equip.

Acquisitions

1,

.
American Cancer Soct
(8/31772)

filmerfcan Heart Assoc.
(6/30/72)

Nide Rasta; Seal Sqc.
?6/31/72)

American Lung 'Assoc.
(3/31/71)

National Foundation
(5/31/72)

Muscular Dystrophy Assoc.
(3/31/71)

Arthritis Foundation
(12/31/71)

National Multiple
Sclerosis Society

(12/31/71)

National Cystic Fibrbsia
Research Foundation

(2/29/72)

Epilepsy Foundation
(12/31/72)

National Hemophilia
Foundation

(6/30/72)

National Kidney Foundatiob
(6/30/72)

American Diabetes Assoc.
(12/31/71)

Natl. Soc. Prey. of Blind.
(12/31/72)

American Social Health
Association

(12/31/72) .

$74.852,086

50,973,557

48,765,530

41,558,265

28,799,612

13,619.467

9,389.9'69

8,087,611

5,154,559

4,082; 653

3.519,506.

3,0x1,957

2.803.774

2,593,377

634,830

Al. 8%

32.0%

1.0%

4.0%

15.0%

24.5% .

25.2%

11.5%

38.0%

4.0%

0%

25.5%

9.8%

6.5%

27.5%,

16.5%

12.5%

2.0%

16.5%

15.0%

11 0%

1518%

12.0%

19.0%

9:0%

3.0%

19.0%

13.0%

34.5%

13.5%

10.5%

13.5%

2.0%

9.5%

5.0%

3.0%

11.0%

6.0%

2.0%

5.0%

1.5%'

8.0%

14.5%

16.0%

2.0%

2:0% 12.5%

15.0%

64.0% - Inc. Pat.
Sery.

30.1s 2.0%

13.0% 19.0%

8.0% 26.0%

.20.5% - com-
billed

.8.0% 25.0%

9.0% 8.0%

26.0% 8.0%

2.5% 70.0%

11.0% " 15.0%

8.0% 31.5%

20.0%

31.0%

78.0%

73.0%

69.0%

62.5%

67.0%

71.5%

72.01

70.5%

76.0%

52.0%

79.0%

78.5%

76.0%

77.0%

'74.0%

"10.0%

12.0%

12.0%

11.0%

8.0%

' 1-40%

14.0%

10.5%

7.0%

15.0%

9.0%

10.0%

11.0%

8.0%

16.0%

12.0%

15.0%

13.0%

24.5%

23.5%

22.5%

14.0%

19.0%

17.0%

33.0%

12.0%

11.5%

8.0%,,

15.0%

10.0%

s2C",,

22.0%

27.0%

25.0%

35.5%

31.5%

27.5%

28.0%

29.5%

24.0%

48.0%

21.0%

21.5%

19.0%

23.0%,

26.0%

6.0%

2.0%

1.5%

5.0%

4 u 4
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Column (5) - Total (Direct and Indirect) Contributions

The percentage in column 5 equals

total fundraising expense
(average = 17%)total (direct and indirect) contributions

The definition of what is "direct .contributions" is provided in the preceding paragraph.
"Indirect contributions" 'are donations to an organization raised through' efforts of another
organization iuch as a local affiliate, guild, trade association or civic club, and federated appeals.

"Direct and indireEt contributions" is income from all private voluntary contributions,
whether .the agency recieves it directly from the donor, or via another source that, as an
independent organization, spends money to raise it. Since the fund-raising expenses for the
charitable agency inclbde the costs of efforts to have its name included on the federated
campaign or other association's list of beneficiaries (preparation of materials for the soliciting
organization's use, on-site visits, follow-up letters, and so forth), the material and personnel time
investment represent an appropriate fund-raising expense to the agency. (The non-affiliated,
soliciting group's expenses for raising the money is not included in organization's
fund-raising expenses.) The point here is that the base (or denomina tor figuring the FR cost
ratio should appropriately reflect all returns from the agent 's fur-it-raising efforts. The agency
FR cost ratio, however, will not provide the total com nay cost for raising the money
received. it does give an approximatb measure for total agency cost Tor the returns from
contributions.(only) that it worked to obtain, this rati may not, however, be an accurate
m ea e f the agency 's fund-raising efficiency.

Column (6) - Total Contributions and Grants

'The, percentage iri column' (6) is

total fund-raising expenses
(average = 17%)total contributions plularants

"Total contributio"ns (direct and indirect) plus grants",ipcludes all money received from public
contributions from all sources and returns from effort expended to obtain grant and. contract
money. (Where contracts for payment for services are negotiated, the agency still invests some
time in developing proposals for the contract and thus this is part of the fund=raising process.).
This sum deducted from total income should leave only that revenue derived from investments,
membership dues, other proiiram service and material fees or sales, all of which is money realms
from program services rendered or from financial invstments requiring no attributable expendi-
tures by the fund-raising aAncy for the financial return.

-----Fforie Of the above ratiqvare perfect measures of the return on fund-raising 'effort invested.
Considering the input for each, base, total contributions (direct,and indirect) plus grants reflects
most comprehensively theI dollar return on agency fun'tkraising efforts.

.
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DEDUCTIONS FOR LOBBYING B'Y PUBLIC CHARITIES:
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES, PUBLIC POLICY, AND THE

TAX REFORM" ACT OF 1976

EDITOR'S NOTE

'In recent years there has been criticism of Revenue Code's restrictions on the
availability of deductions for donations to thethe lobbying programs of private
charities; and there have been se1eral proposals for lessening these restictions. The
Commission sponsored _papers examining both the advantages claimed for the
restrictions and the advantages claimed, for lessening them. The two, papers had
already been drafted when Congress en'acted the .Tax Reform Act of 1976, section
1307 of which loosens the restrictions by permitting public charities to carry on
certain amounts of lobbying activities finded by..donations for which donors have
taken tax deductions..

The first Commission paper, by John B. Huffaker, Esq.reports that critics of
the pre -1976 act restrictions argue that the statutory terms are difficult to.define,
resylting in inconsistent enforcement; that legislators are deprived of expert advice ,

from charities; that charities should not' be treated differently from trade
associations; and that charities are inhibited by the Code restrictions from discussing
legislation with their own membeis, The Huffaker paper reports that supporters of
at least some restriction's on deductible lobbying urge that lobbying is not' the sort
of activity that charities should engage in; that the tax benefits for donations to
Charity should not be increased;, and that the vagueness of the law. serves the
positive end of ensuring that charities remain outside of the lobbying process. The
p'aper suggestS that there is agreement among most students of the issue that
charities should be allowed to .lobby on bills affecting their statutory attributes,
such as their charters or their tax benefits, and that charities should not be allowed.
to participate in campaigns for public office. The paper concludes by recommending i
that Congress take action to define the statutory terms anlimits more precisely, so

-' as to encourage,charity lobbying. . . .....
' The second Commission paper, by the CommissiOnstaff with Professors Michael
J. Graetz and John C. Jeffries, Ir., argues that there is no preference for business

' lobbying in the pre-1976 statutory framework; that the denial of deductions for
donations to charity lobbying programs imposes no meaningful restrictions on the
constitutional rights of donors or of charitable groups; and that the old rules are
not constitutionally vague. The paper takes the view thatallowing deductions for
donations to lobbying programs would disproportionately subsidize, the speech of
the wealthy, and would encourage churches to lobby for govern,ment subsidies; that
it is appropriate to the nature of charities to restrict them to nonpartisan legislative
activities; Aid that much charity lobbying would be for government subsidies,. which
would erode the independence of the charitable sector.

- The Tax Reform Act of 1976 allows charities -to lobby within limits based on
percentages of the total budgets of the groups. Charities must elect .to come within
the new rules; churches and church groups may not mall the election. The act

.defines the more important terms, such.as "influencing legrflation," associated with
the issue. .

The provisions of the act and the official reports on'the legislation, give some,
indicatiOn of how Congress f t about the arguments raised in the Huffaker and tge
Graetz-Jeffries papers. 11

- ,
Ge'ner?Ily, the Reform Act will encourage charities to carry on lobbying

programs. The act increases tilt tax benefits associated with charity _by_, allowing
4 ,,,,
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donors deductions- fur contribution i to lobbying programs. No limits apply where

charities are lobbying concerning Their ,statutory attributes. Charities may not
participate in campaigns for public office. These provisions were adtipted because,In

rt, Congress believes that theeold rules are unclear, that the lack of clarity might
lead to subjective enforCement, and that the severe sanctions of, the old rules

(because the only unambiguous action which IRS could take, as a Oactical matter,
in the case of violations was to withdraw a charity!s "deductible status") presented
an enforcement problem. (Most of these points are covered in the Huffaker paper )

The House, Spnate, and COnference repbrts on the act generally do not take the
_position that charities are discriminated against as compared with business groups,
nor that the old rules are constitutionally suspect. The new rifles do allow.wealthy
donors to take deductions for donation's to lobbying activities by qualifying
charities, The act attempts to 4intinue Imitations pn church lobbying. (These are

issues, discussed in the Graet4-Jeffries paper.) If the Congress is concerned About
,..overly partisan charity lobbying br charity lobbying for government funds (there is'overly

if any evidence of congressional concern on these. two points), it has

responded to such concerns only by limiting the lobbying to ceriti percentages of
charity budgets.

14.

11.
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LEGISLATIVE' ACTIVITIES OF CHARITA E

ORGANIZATIONS OTHER THAN PRIVATE F DATIONS,
WITH ADDENDUM ON LEGISLATIVE ACT VI4TIES

Ofi PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Pepper; HamiltOn & Sheetzt

SUMMARY OF PRESENT LAW

Section 501(c)(3)

SectiOn 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 generally exempti from
taxation organizations described in section 501(0. Section 501(0(3) of the Code
includes charitable organizations, and provides as follows:

Corporations, and any commu nity chest, fund, or foundations, organized and
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific testing for public safety,
literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or
animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any prR'ate
shareholder or individual, no substantial part of the'activities of which is
carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting tq inguence legislation, and -
which does not participate in, or intervene in, (includfhg the publishing or
distributing' of statements), any political campalgn,on behalf of any,candidate
for pliblic office.,[Emphasis added.)

.

This section .of the paper examines the "substantial activities" provisioniof section
501(c)(3), with particular emphasis on he question of when lobbying activities are
deemed "substantial," .thereby resulting in loss of exempt status under sec
501(c)(3). 'The Code doesnot attempt to define or explain the term "substantial art
of the activities" for purposes of section\501(c)(3).1 .

Regulations: SectiOn 1.501(c)(3) -1
.

, Sektion 501(c)(3) requires as a condition of exemption that an organization must
be both .organized and operated exclusively for an exempt purposepThe provisions,of
the regulations under section 501(c)(3) applicable to lobbying activities are sdntained
in Regulations §1.501(c)(3)-1(b), which sets forth the rules relating to the
"organizational test'," and Regulation §1.501(c)(3)-1(c), which sets forth the rules
relating tb the "operational test."

Regulation §1.501 ( c) (3)-1 (b) (3) provides as follows: -

An organization is not organized exclusively for one or 9Zre exempt purposes if
. its articles expressly_ empower it

(i) To deitote more than an insubstantial part of its activitei to attemptihg to
to influence legislation by propaganda or otherwise; or

(ii) Directly or indirectly to participate in, or intervene in (including the
publishing or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf of or
in opposition to any candidate for public office; or

(iii) To have objectives and to engage in activities which characterize it as an
"action" organizapn as defined in'paragraph (c)(3)of this section.

t Philadelphia.
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. The terms used in subdivision (0, (ii), and (iii) of this subparagraph shall have
.the meanings provided in paragraph (0(3) of this section. Emphasis added.]

Thus, to -organization whose articles expressly permit devotion of more than an'
"insubstantial part" of its activities to lobbying will fail thee organizational test. The
regulations dornot define the term "insubstantial part."

Regulation- §1.501(c)(3) -1(c)(3) states that an organization skill fail the operational.
test if it is an "action" organization as defined in subdivision (ii), (iii), and (iv), and
prdvides in relevant portion as follows:

"(ii) An organization is an "action" Organization if a,substantial part of its,
activitites is attempting to influence legislation by propaganda or otherwise ...
An orgaThiation will not fail to meet the operational<test merely because it
advocates, as an instibstanual part of its'activities, the adoption or rejettion of
legisfation.

/*.

(iii) 'An organization is an "action" orga ization if it participates or
,intervenes,`direttly or indirectly, in any' poll al campaign on behalf of or in

,:..-opposition'to any candidate for public office ..
(iv) An organization is an "action' o tanization if it has the following two

characteristic's.. (a,Llts,itraiQ OF primary bjective or objectives (as distinguished
from its.incidental or secondary obje Ives) may be attained only by legislation
or ajefeat of proposed legislation; and (b) it advocates, or campaigns for, the
attainment of such main or primary objective or objectives as distinguished from
engaging in noni3astisan analysis, study, or research and making the results
thereof avaliable to the public. In determining whether an organization has such
characteristics, all the surrounding facts and circumstances, including the articles
and all activities of the organization, are to be considered.

Regulation § 1.501 (c)(3)-1(c) ( 3)(ii) does attempt to delineate certain activities.
which will constitute an attempt to "influence legislation.;' No attempt is made,
however, to define the term "substantial activities.

,,Case Law

% The'reported cases do not clarify whil, is nieant ',,tfgstantial" activity to
influence' legislation, although the present provision was first enacted in the Revenue'.

1934. Rather, the courts have considered each case in an ad hoc fashion.
Fri Martha Hubbard Da. ws,2 the court found that the Organization in question had

not violated the substantial activity provision of section 501(c)(3) and stated that the
legislative activities constituted a "very small part" of the general activity of the
organization. The court Stated further that such activities were "purely incident to its
main and controlling purposee, arid activity" which was purely charitable and
educational. The court apparently considered several faCtors in reaching its decision,
such as the portion of legislative activity in relation to tlie organization's general
activity, and whether such activities were merely incidental to the organization's
1.yirriary,purpose and activity.

The Sixth Circuit appears to be the only court which has attempted to provide a'
formula to determine the meaning of "substantial." In Seasongood v. Commissioner,?
the court held that the devotion of less than 5 percent of a nonpartisan,
good-government league's time and effort to legislative activity was riot ' "substantial."
In Christian. Echoes National Ministry v. United States,4 the court rejected the
percentage. test, of Seasongood, stating, ',`A percentage test to determine whether the
activities were substantial obscures the complexity of balancing the organization's
activities in relation to its objectives and circumstances:: The court then denied
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section 501(0(3) to the organizitibii, finding that its ieiistative activities were
"an essenti art" of its ,,program _and that such lig1S1afive activities were not
'"inaiden , but were substantial and continuous."

In League4fjeomen. Voters v. United States, S the court-refused to consider only
the number sperit on direct lobbying, but included the time and,effdrt spent
at the chavitet level in formilatjng and diiCussing positions to-betaken by ,the League
on various 'proposals. The court, in denying section 501(c)(3) status jp, the League,
also stated that its' legislative activities were not insubstantial, and that the-influencing
of legislation was the League's "main purpose and reason for being.:' Courts have also
considered the method used for lobbying activity and the purpose behind the activity
in questioeSee, for example, Roberts Daily Co. v. Commtssionere .Christian Echoes__
National Ministry v. United States.'

It is readily apparent that the cases offer no clear guidelines as to what constitutes
"substantial" activity for purposes of section 501(c)(3). The present state of.the law is
perhaps best summarized by the Tax Court in Martha Hubbard Davis:

The questions is always one of fact to be determined upon the record of .

purely charitableactivities and activitiesinfluencing legislation and comparison
of the two. Under such conditions the decisions of the courts in other cases are
of little value.s

Se,ction 162(e)

Prim to 1963, expenditures in flurtherance of an attempt to promote or defeat
legislation, either before a legislative body or before the general electorate, were not
deductible" under section 162 of the Code, notwithstanding the direct relationship
of the expenditures to the taxpayer's trade or business. Textile Securities
Corp. V.'-Commissioner,.9 Cammarano v. United States.10 In Cammarano the *court
compared the legislative activity limitation of section 501(c)(3) of the Code with

, section 162.'
These cases were overrulled by the enactment of section 162(e) in 1962. Section

162'(e) permits deductions for expenditures in furtherance of direct lobbying activities
of direct interest to the taxpayer's trade or business and for expenditures connected
with comrnpnication of informatidn between a taxpayer and an organization of which
he is a member with respect to legislation of direct interest to the taxpayer.
{expenditures related to political campaigns or to "grass roots" lobbying activities are

t deductible. The legislative history of section 162(e) suggests three reasons fpr the
apge of prior, law: one, the presentation of such information to the legislators is

ssa a proper evaluation on their part of the impact of the present or proposed
a on; twd, the administrative problem of separating expenses disqualified Linder

prio regulations from deductible cbusiness expenses; and three, the anomaly of
perm' deductions fbr expenses incurred in judicial or administrative appearances
while den' ng deductions forappeatantes before legislative bodies''

SUMMARIES OF ARGUMENTS

To give, a better understanding of .the development of the proposed legiSloion,
there is presented below the views of ,proponents and opponents of change either
liberalizing or restrictive,and of some areas in which, if there-is not actual agreement,
there appears tabe very little debate. .

i
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Major Arguments in Favor of Corrective Legislation

Uncertainty of Present Law Should be Corrected
/

Probably the major objection to present law is related to its uncertainty. Although
the present law has been in effect for approximately 40 years, neither the courts nor
the Internal Revenue Service has been able to derive a universally acceptable definition
of "substantial." The Service has refused to take a position on the meaning of
substantial in quantitative terms, such as what percentage of expenditures or time
devoted to lobbying activities would be deemed ihsubstantia1.12 Moreover, the Service

has at times attempted to view the term "substannalz" not only in undefined

quantitative terms, but in undefined qualitative terms as 4.yell A "facts and
circumstances" test, apparently called for by the Regulations, takes the bewildered
charities out of definable areas, such as 'specific financial expenditures and allocations
of staff time, and into completely uncharted areas, including hot only time of

*volunteers, but importance of the effort, and very possibly other fictors. This
appeared to be the case in the 'Service's attempt to revoke the section 501(c)(3) status
of the Maryland Association for Mental Health, Inc., largely bn the grounds that the
association had engaged in substantial lobbying activity through the use of unpaid
volunteers) 3

While such uncertainty gives the Service flexibiliiy, thus is exactly what is
objectiortable to the charities. As Mortimer Caplin pointed out in his testimony before
the House ComMittee on Ways and Means,I4 revenue agents are normally accounting
majors, not philosophy. majors, and it is almost impotsible to tell what one of them
would decide on a given set of facts. Inconsistent enforcement of the law by the
I nternal.Revenue Service would naturally follow.

When a charity's exemption is revoked, no matter how tenuous the grounds, it
takes a considerable period of time to get the action reversed whether by
administrative or court action.15 During this period, the charity cannot assure
contributors that their contributions will be deductible; and thg normal programs of-
the charity, would inevitably suffer drastically. In many instances,loss of contributions
will result in total and permanent cessation of the organization's charitable activities
thus the charities' desire to have a test or tests considerably more speCific than that (or
those).fourtd under present law) 6 The ideal, from their standpoint, would be a law
that could be translated intb dollars. Then they could- assure_themselves, by staying
well under those limits, that their exemption would not be questioned) 7

Charities Should be Heard From by Governmental Bodies
(Federal, State, and Local) BOth Volunteer Members
and Staff

Governmental bodies often wish to receive their ideas and reasons. The substan-

tiality test of section 501(c)(3) does not totally prohibit legislative activity by
charitable organizations. As a result, however, of the vagueness of the present standard

and the harshness of the sanction imposed for violation of the standard, charitable
dganizations are generally reluctant to provide morelhan a minimal, if an*, input into
the tegislative process.\ Legislative bodies are often desirous of receiving ideas and information Rim
charitable organizations,' particularly in view of the fact that federal and state
governments have taken an increasingly actig role in fields that were previously the
almost exclusive domain of charitable organizations, such as health,welfare, education
and environmental matters. Examples of the desirability of charities contributing their
ideas and information to legislative bodies are numerous. In considering the budgeting
structuring and priorities of a health program, Congress would almost surely want the
benefit, of the expertise of the staffs and the opinions of the executives of leading
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health agencies, even though (and perhaps particularly because) they would frequently
be in conflict. In considering pollution laws, a state legislature would probably wish to
weigh the arguments and supporting facts of businesses that would be affected, and
also of any 501(c)(3) groups which, had studied the situation. County' and town
governmental bodies, in determining how to allocate revenue sharing funds in its
budget, would want to consider the arguments in support of both projects of interest
to private groups and projects promoted by public welfare groups. By requesting such
information, all those legislators will be better able to make informed decisions more
responsive to the needs of all their constituents. ''

.1
Charities should also be allowed to volunteer information and suggestions.

Proponents ofecorrective legislation poifit out that reSpOnding to specific requests by
governmental bodies is far from a complete solution to the basic 'problem. too often
bills can slip through or other govrnmental action can be taken without- the
recognition of possible drawbacks or problems that informed charities could identify.
For example, a committee concerned with improving water transportation in Florida
by buildinga cross-peninsula canal may be unaware of the ecological consequences'
sucha canal would have on water flow patterns into the Everglades. Unless concerned
conservation groups are alowed to approach the committee with their information,
describihg the problem, legislative action may ,be taken that could threaten The very
existence of the Everglades. Such a threat. might be avoided if interested charitable
organizations are Permitted to provide legislators. with the benefit of the information
they have availablg on,the problem.

For any /public charity, legislative activity, direct or indirect, is a relatively minor
part of its reason for existence; yet, though minor, it can nonetheless be important.
For example, the *jor purposes of the Cancer Society are to find a cure for the
disease, treatment or the afflicted, and education for the public so that its members
will' be aware of the need for early treatmenti,A1 the same time, the Society would be
handcuffed if it could not, on its own motioh, come before governmental bodies with
its facts, figures, and opinions on legislative matters affecting the work of the
organization. The major purpose oa university is education. yet members of its board
of trustees and faculty boards should be allowed to comment on legislation affecting
higher education. In' either easel the amount of time or money relatve to the entire
operation of the organization might and probably would be small, but it is nonetheless'
important, both to the charity and the governmental bOdy.

Charities Should Be Allowed Basically the Same Rights
as Trade Associations

. Section 1.§.2(e) of the Code, discussed earlier, grants to business entities the right, to
deduct as ordinary and necessary expenses amounts paid or incurred in connection
with legislative activity of direct interest to the business including, specifically, that
portion of the dues paid to any trade association of which tree ttusiness is a member

s.which is attributable to such legislative activity. The argument for equal treatment
- under the tax law is obvious) 8 ,

The committee reports accompanying. tlie, enactment of section 162-(e) suggest
three reasons19 for 'the change in law hich appear to apply to charitable
organizations'. It is almost inconceivable 1(6r:ingress would wish to hear the views of
business organizations, but not those o tlarities. Likewise, it is inconsistent, for
instance, to permit charities tcrpresent their iews to an administrative agency charges
with the 'duty of drafting interpretive re lations, such as the Environmental
Protection Agency, yet deny charities the opportunity to present such views to
Congress2o ) '

The inequityity of present law is reflected in the remarks of Senator Edmund S.
Muskie (D-Me.) made in support 1 S. 1408 (92d Congress, lstession (1971)), a bill

413 ;-
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permitting charities to engage indirect lobbyrii activites:21

It is fundamental to our constittitional system that they should have equal
access along with business groups and others in presenting views totongress.
This is so,' not because the views'of the public interest groups ase necessarily"
correct, but because in considering the increasingly complex matters which comd
before it, the Congress'should hear and weigh all views to the fullest extent
possible.2 2

The Right to Communicate with Members is Critical to
the Proper Functioning of Most Charities

The fuzziness of present law briggs into sharp4elief the problems encountered
by charities with respect to communicatibns with their members. For the charity to
be representative of its membership, there must be freedom of exchange of views
by correspondence, publishes! ,magazines, and orally at meetings. The members
must know what the directorl, officer, and staff are thinking, and vice versa. The
issues may involve matters that are or could be,;the subject of legislation or other
governmental action. If such communications are considered to be "attempts to
influence legislation" or propaganda, it could leaye a carefully ,administered
orpnization in a real straitjacket.

Many public charities, partiCularly the large national bodies, are "membership"
organizations, that is, they charge dues to individuals who become members and
rive certain rights, such as the right to vote for officers and- on matters of policy,
to receive publications, and to attend various seminars. In this regard, it may be
important ,to distinguish the Rational organization-from its affiliated or subsidiarb4
chapters. For example, a national health organization might have many regiopal or
state chapters, and it might also have many individual members sometimes of the
regional chapter, sometimes both. At the national levp1 present law may create
difficulties in distinguishing between communications with members and grass-roots
lobbying. In any event, the officers and staff of the organization cannot represent
the membership unless there is a relatively free flow of information and opinion
back and forth.

Congressman Joe D. Waggoner (D-La.) has expressed the fear that thb spokesmen
of organizations may be presentirig-their own views rather than those of the people
they represent.23 This fear, rather than being persuasive Argument against
corrective legislation, pants to the benefit of permitting arc organization to
communicate freely with its members. In this connection, Dr. Elvis J. Stahr stated:

It seems to me, that , in restricting the. Opt of an organization to
communicate with and within its own membership, one is striking at the very

of a public charity by cutting the .flow of information between a national
staff and its constituent members around the country.

This runs the risks of detaching the staff from the very people that proVide
the resources with which the organization pursues its purposes.24

The problerir arising from distinguishing between such communication and .
grassroots lobbying can be resolved by an appropriate definition of members that
insures against misuse of the privilege.
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Major Arguments Against Corrective
7 Liberalizing Legislation

Al.
The Right to Lobby Should Be Restricted Rather'
than Increased . .

Althoygh there are areas in which lobbying can be quite helpful to govinmental
officials, it should not be allowed to "rueet wild"; particularly it should not be
subsidized, either directly or indirectly. Ldbbyists have their own special axes to grind,
And necessarily take 'a tremendous amount of time out of the busy days of
governmental officials and their key assistants.Lobbying can be gopd, buf it should be
severely restricted or the harm outweighs the good. Section 162(e) was a mistake.
Perhaps charities should be given the same "rights" as trade associations and business
corporations, but this should be done by forcing everyone io lobby with after-tax
dollars. Thus, it has been argued that lobbying expenditures of a corporation should
not be deductible, section 162(e) should be repelled, and section 501(c)(3) should be
tightened.

Although it Might Well -Be That the Law Should Be
Clarified, the Clarification Should Not Result
intharilies Being Allowed Additional Rights ,

The heart of-the problem is the underlying lic rItl,licy that grants the favored tax
statut. Historically the ground has been thatAceLfslvdred tax status is justified because
the charity relieves financial burdens that0olild otherwise fall on the government, The
predominant theory is reflected in ,the fpllowing statement from the report of the
Committee, on Ways and Means in 1938:

The exemption from 'taxation of money or pr rty devoted to charitable
and other .purposes, is based uptont,:,the t or that the Government is
compensked for the loss of revenue by its relief f 'rom financial burden which ,

would otherwise have to be met by appropriation from public funds, and by the
benefits resulting from the promotion of the general welfare.2 s -

When charities are influencing legislation, te frequent objective is to promote the
expenditure of funds for a particular purpose4,,While this sort of activity may help the
legislators better realize the needs of the country, it does not provide any of theuids
that are vital to satisfy the need to whiclt the charity has drawn attention.

This would lead to the limitation'on charities of lobbying when the concern is the
ability of the charity to conduct its grogram. For example, the charity has a direct
interest.in the allowance of the charitable deduction. A charity would have,a direct
interest in the application of building codes to structures it proposes to erect or
minimum wages paid its employees. On the other hand, this line of=reasoning would

-not permit an effort by the charity to secure funds from the goyernment to carrybut
prbgrams that it conceives to be in the national interest.

The proponents of this line of reasoningfeel that section 162(e) should not be a
precedent for allowing a massive lobbying effort by charities.26 Rather,.they regard

.secifon )62(e) with reservations and feel that the sort of activities appropriate for
__private foundations (Section 4945(e) and Regulation §53.4945-2(d)) is as much as-

:apy 'Charitable organization should be permitted.
It should be noted that this .11-gument is not, as much opposed to changing present

law to assure greater certainty as it is to a liberalization of present law in favor of
perrnittirig more lobbying activities.--

415
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There Is No Need for Change: This Is One Area
of the Law in Which Vagueness Is an Attribute

_ .
The very vagueness deplo.red by the charities is actually an advantage rather than a

detriment. Despite their complaints, well-run charities have appeared to manage to get
their points across without being attacked by the Internal Revenue Service. Lobbying
is aad should be only a pinor part of the activities of a tax-exempt organization."'Such
organizations are compelled to take great care not to violate the vague regulations, and
do so. The result of this is that they are properly cautious and make themselves heard
only on matters of extreme importance to them. at that point, they can be assured of
la good hearing, as thqse they are addressing know the importanc of the matter to theeL
charity. Those who wish to use tax-exempt dollars (both income a contributions) to
Ido a substantial amount of lobbying can then be compelled ta change their status.
Thus, the failure of the Service to promulgate Regulations that would give a more
precise definition to the word "substantial" represents a sound policy decision, not
just a fear to come to grips with a difficult problem.

Major Arguments in Favor of Careful Itestriction of
Any Corrective Legislation

The Right to Lobby Directly Slic101d Be Severely
Restricted (Though Allowed Under More Definite'
Rules Than at Present) Otherwise There Would
Be Available a Gigantic "Slush Fund" for
Charitable Lobbying

4Proponents of this theory accept the proposition that vagueness is undesirable and
therefore that tests should be mathematical rather than philosophical, but point out
that failure to impose specific and rather severe limitations, particularly on direct
lobbying, could result in creation of a monster. Budgets of large charitie are
enormous, and expenditure of a substantial percentage (such as 20 percent) of s ch
budgets could result in deluging Congress and other governmental bodies th
lobbyists operating with tax:free dollars. Assistant Secretary Cohen noted
forcefully in his testimony in 1972 and produced figures incllgating that 20 percent
could result in a lobbying fund of $6 billion.2' This is far more than public charities
should need.

A solution offered was'adoption of a principle of "reverse graduation," that is, the
greater the budget, the smaller the percentage allowed to be spent on direct lobbying,
combined with an overall ?In dollar Ceiling for each charitable organization. Adoption
of such a solution could, however, lead to the use of affiliated organizations.to avoid
thy lower limitations. Appropriate restricJons might protect against such practice.28

The Right to Deal wjth MembersiShould Be Restricted,
for Fear of "Grass Roots" Lobbying

. Recognizing that a certain amount of,communication,with members on matters
relating to actual or proposed legislation is important to many charities, tyre should
nonetheless be careful limitations placed on this right. The danger of not so limiting
these activities is that a "membership list" can eAaily become simply an enormous
mailing list, so that letters or flyers sent to the .members" become only a t
disguised effort at grass-roots lobbying. Any liberalizing legislation should p otect
carefully against this possibility, _14_,

)
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Any New Legislation Should Be Carefullt*ThtuFed_l
Toimpose Narrow Limits on "Grass koOts byini

True grass-roots lobbying should be severely restricted. This is a direct attempt to
influence the public and should not be an important part of the activity of any
tax-exempt organization (or, at least, any organizations, contributions to which are tax
deductible). Thus, while ,allowable, the limitations should be even more severe than
under present law. In addition there should be a certain amount of vagueness left in at
least this area, so that qualitative as well as quantitative tests could be used.

4.
,

925

Public Charities That Lose Their Section 501(c)(3)-
Exemption Should Not Be Allowed to "Walk Away"
With a Large Endowment Created With Tax-Deductible
Dollars -

Under present law, a s
A.,

harity which has built up a large fund with tax-deductible
contributions and then lost its section 501(c)(3) status because of unreasonable
lobbying activities could, under certain citcumstances, become a section 501(c)(4)
organization with unrestricted use of the endowment fund so created. Such use for
lobbying activities beyond the scope of present law (or any new law relating to the
lobbying rights of section 501(c)(3) organizations) would destroy the purpose of such
law. Careful provision should be made in any new law ,to protect against such a
possibility.

41
Areas of Apparent Agreement

Areas of "Self-Protection" Analogy to
Provision for Private Foundations .

Ir) 1969, Congress, while radically altering the law with respect to private
foundations as a result of years of severe criticism of the activities of many of them,
nonetheless passed section 4945(e),'which specifically gave them the right to lobby' to
protect their existence and tax status. It seems to be taken for granted that public-
charities have that right under present law, and that any new law shodid contain ,a
specific provision granting such right.

Providing Technical Advice to Governmental Bodies

Many charities have, la4e and competent staffs which have engaged in extensive
u

research, the results of which can often be helpful to governmental_ bodies. It appears
to be agreed that furnishing such information upon request of a legislative 68'4 shotild
not "count against" whatever amount of lobbyi9g activity the chariot is allowed.2 9

N 0

Making Available Research Results

. Furnishing the results of nonpartisan study should not be treated as "legislative
activity." The argument for such treatment for requested technical advice is equally
applicable to research results 30

I '7
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Iniluencing Erections

There is agreement that, there should be no liberalization of the prohibition against
any attempt to influence an\,, election involving candidates for public office.

III

RECENT LEGISLATIVE' PROPOSALS

On August 2, 1974, the Ways and Means Committee gave tentative approval to a
proposal put forth by Congressman Barber B. Conable (R-N.Y.) to amend section 501
by ingErMg a new section 501(0.31 The new section would have the effect of defining
the term "substantial" for all organizations electing to come under its provisions. Mr.
COnable's- proposal-was the tact in a series of bills which had been introduced in the
preceding several years in both Houses of Congress, all seeking to achieVe essentially
the same goal. A brief look at the succession of proposals and their terms highlights
-some of the issues involving legislative activity by tax-exempt organizations.

All of the proposals have distinguished between public charities and private
foundations, They ai-came that the former, by virtue of their public nature and their,.
openness to public scrutiny, are unlikely to require detailed legislative regulation,
whereas the latter were dean with specifically in the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

The first of these proposals was introduced by Senator Edmund S. Muskie (D-Me.)
and 'Congresman James W. Symington (D-Mo.) on March 31, 1971.32 They found
inconsistent the policy of permitting the businesses to lobby under section 162(e)
while effectively denying the same right to charities.

The Muskie-SycningtOn bill was based on an American Bar Association resolution
adopted in 1969.33 It permitted charities tojobby with respect to legislation or
proposed legislation, go long, as it was of direct interest to-the organization. It also
permitted communications between the organizations and their members or con-
tributors on those matters. It did restrict "grass roots" lobbying and political campaign
activities, but contained no other limitations.

Although there was broid support for the Muskie- Symington bill, concern was
expressed that the .bill "might be interpreted to pertilit a public charity to devote its
predominant activities to legislative efforts."34 As a result, Senators Muskie and Hugh
Scott (R-Pa.) introduced a new bill on January 24, 1972, which was identical to the
Muskie-Symington bill except for one additional limitation. The organization must be
one that "norm4ly" devoted "substantially more than one-half" of its expenditures in
pursuance of ifs exempt functions other than lobbying.35 The Tax Reform Act of
1969 interpreted "substantially more than one-half" as_65 percent, and "normally" as
requiring, generally, reference to a four-year period of an organization's experience.36

Discussion on the ,Muskie -Scott bill led to further comprOmise and considerable
'refinement which culminated in the introduction on March 9, 1972, of a bill by
Congressmen A! Ueman (D-Oreg.) and Herman Schneebeli (R-Pa.). This bill not only
permitted direct lobbying; it also permitted charities to undertake a limited amount of
"grass roots" activity. In addition, any attempt to influence legislation of ,directiinterest to he organization through communication of information between the
organization and one or more of its members was also considered a part of the
Charity's total lobbying effort. .

So long as amounts paid for grass-roots activities did not exceed 5 percent of total
current expenditur'es and amounts expended for all types of lobbying did not exceed
20 percent, thecharity would not lose its preferred status.

The bill further provided that making available the results of nonpartisan analysis,
study, research) providing technical advice or assistance to a governmental body in
response to a written request, or appearances, before legislative bodies with respect to

4 i 8
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decisionS that could affect an organization's e*isten or status were not to be
considered "attempts to influence legislation.". Eve bsequent bill proposing
.arnendmenof.section 01 has Contained similar exclusions.

This bill was the subject of three days of hearings, on May 4, and 5, 1972, before
the House Committee on Ways and Means. In those headings, Russell Train, the
chairman of the President's Council on'EnviFonmental Quality, supported liberaliia-
tion of existing law.3 _However, the Treasury Department, though supporting, the
objectives of the bill, objected to certain features, expressing particular concern-that
its 20 percent limitation could make possible the accumulaticin of immense lobbying
"slush funds."3 8 The charitable organizations, on thiother hanpA, supported thg bill's
quantitative tests with its 20 percent - 5 percent feature. The tests were considerably
more specific than the substantiality test and could be easily translated into dollars,

On March 1, 1973, Congressmen, Ullman and Schnegbeli introduced a new bill,
reflecting the testimony given in the hearings.3? This bill made some dramatic
changes. It adopted a reverse graduation feature to limit expenditures for direct
lobbying. This feature responded to the "slush fund" argument.'The bill then grouped
all other lobbying activities together, thereby including-grass-roots activities with
'activities involving communication between the organization and its members. The bill
proscribed 411 but an "insignificant" amount of such activities. The bill also contained
a penalty clause that in effect fined charitable organizations whieh- undertook
proscribed legislative activities in tddition to revoking their preferred status under
section 501(c)(3;).4° This provision was inserted to protect against the.possibility of a

.publit charity losing its section 501(c)(3) status with a large end8Wment fund, created
with tax-deductible dollars, that could ,then be expended without limitation.on
lobbying activities.4

Another feature of the Ullman-Schneebeli bill was a new provision relating to
affiliated organizations. This provision required that if two or more organizaticips are
effectively controlled,' directly or indirectly, by the same person or persons, one of
which was a section 301(c)(3) organization electing to have it lobbying activities
regulated in accordance with the amendment, ttio two organizations would be treated
as one Incrthe same for purposes of the bill. Some such provision would appear to be
required so long as a "reversegraduation" principle is used.42

The bill also had a provision relating to section 501(c)(4) organizations43 and a
self-terminating provision .44

There was objection on the part of Charitable organizations to certain features of

the second Ullman-Schneebeli bill. While they accepted in principle the reverse
gradqation feature, they were greatly concerned with the penalty clause and with the
fact that communication With .their memforship was effectively deriied.to them. In
response to that expressed concern, Congressman Barber B. Conathe (R-N.Y.)
introduced a compromise bill on December 19, 1973.4s The Conable retained
most of the provisions of the second Ullman-Schneebelibill, but excluded communica-
tions with members from the definition of influencing legislation, and deleted the

c:penalty tax provision, the provision relating to section 501'(c)(4) organizations, and
the self-terminating provision.

When the bill reached the WaysAnd Means Committee, the ,committee tentatively
adopted- it with the addition of tine provisions. The first reintroduced the
self - terminating provision of. the second Ullman-Schneebeli bill. The second related to
the problem of removal of the "pre-tax endowment fund" and represented an effort to
solve this problem without the severe provisions of the penalty tax of the second
Ullman-Schneebeli bill, which the charities had condemned as being unduljr harsh. The
substitute provision has only prospective effect on the charity and its accumulated
contributions. Upon loss of 501(c)(3) status an organization would be prevented frOm
obtaining exempt status tinder section 501(c)(4) or from making a" liquidating
distribution cifits assets to any related or affiliated organization.
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Finallythemovisckninkaffiliated organizations Ohich had first surfaced in
the second Ullman-Schneebeli bill) was expanded. The committee set forth a

.tWo-prorged -test for affiliation 501.(e)(3)-organizations would be deemed affiliates if
,.(1) one organization could, tinder Jts______governing instrument, impose upon another,

contrQt, ffic.ienkrnembers in common on the governing
decisions on natters orreValiVe Polierr (2) the organizations were under common

Old of each organization who by aggregating their votes had voting power to,c4ise
or prevent action by both organizations on legislative.issues.

The draft of the bill prepared for final action by the Ways and Means Committee
departed from the Conable Bill in several respects. It changed the approath of previous
drafts, making it difficult to -compare them. In dot% this, it introduced wo new
terms', "qualified lobbying amounts" and::exerriptpurpose expenditures." The former
term included" difEtTrabyirifilidcerfarri communications with members.

These and other changes from the Conable Bill appeared sufficiently far-reaching
that it was impossible to arrive at an acceptable draft to include in the final bill
approved, under much time pressure, by the committee. Accordirtly, the committee,
at the suggestion of Congressman Conable, deleted the entire proposal from its bill.

Iv

CONCLUSION

The bill preliminarily approved by the Ways and Means Committee appeared to
have considerable merit as a solution to the troublesome pFoblems considered herein.
Like all compromise proposals (and it represents a compromise on a compromise on a
compromise on a compromise) it does not coMpletely satisfy anyone. The charities
naturally prefer, in that order, the Muskie Symington bill, the Muskie-SFott bill, and
the first Ullman-Schneebeli bill and see no important reason for the additional
restriction placed upon them, particularly as thty observe thiti no such restrictions are
placed on trade associations and business organizations. Cer in charities find certain
provisions of the bill repugnant (notably the low percentage dollar figures #1Iowed for
direct lobbying) or difficult to work with on their particular set 6f facts. There is also
considerable dispute over the penalty provisions. At the same time, those who favor
further !Imitations on lobbying, or favor the (perhaps intentional) vagueness of present
law could not be counted in support of this measure.

On the other hand, the propoted bill would accomplish a great deal. It woad take
care of the major concerns of the charities by allowineetee things:

I

1. Definite provision with respect to direct lobbying. Though restricted by the
reverse graduation feature, most charities fief they can accomplish_their proper
objectives within these limits.

.-2. Freedom to ommunicate on 'proper subjects with bona fide members; The
important defini ons in this area are left to Treasury Regulations, with whatever
guidance the dep tment might get from the Committee Reports.

3. Some residual protes,tion for any combination<3f gray-roots lobbying antl Minor
expenditures in any 'other area. The charities are, of course, unhappy about the
prospect of another vague test, but nonetheless are given some kind of "security
blanket" in this catch-all provision. Again, the Committee, Reporg and Regulations

. should be helpful in this area.

At the same time, the proposed bill undertook to answer nearly all the objections
voiced to the earlier, broader prqposals by those who fat/Or the general objectives of
the original ABA proposal and Muskie-Symington bills, but who, at the sanie time,
desired various restrictions to prevent abuses:
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to The reverse graduation principle answers the argument of the'lush fund," and the
affiliated organization provision should prevent avoidance of the principle by use of
multi-organizations.

Communications with members, a proper,and necessary part of the function of the
charities, will be carefully limited to bona fide members to prevent back-door
grass-roots lobbying.

The "insignificant" catch-all prolision leaves some vagueness in the law as a warning
to charities, and will be interpreted as less than "substantial."

Charities loing their exefription will not be allowed to take with them a lobbying
slush fund creates with' tax-dedUctible dollars.

4
.

The self-terminating provision compels Congress and -the' administration to review
the operations of the bill within five years and determine whether its objectives
have been accomplished and what, if any, amendments should be Made.

Proponents of broader change may consider the proposed bill deficient in several
aspects. For example, the bill does rot place charitable organizations on total parity
with trade associations, and continuos to provide loss_of exempt status as-the only
available sanction for' violations. On the other side ,of the coin, some may believe the
bill to be too liberal; for example, the bill places no limitation on the use of volunteer
help for direct lobbying activities. Nevertheless, the bill represents a vast improvement.
over present lawit provides reasonably definite standards for the Internal Revenue
Service.and'ttle courts, Nillo must enforce the law, as well as for the organizations who
must complywith the lav/.

'Consideration of future legi,5latadn plight well start with a comparision of the first
Ullman-Schneebeli bill (H.R. 13720, 1972), and the Conable Bill (H.R. 12037, 1973)
with the amendments tentatively accepted by the Ways and Means Committee. An
acceptabje solution 'somewhere,in this area should be capable of being reached.

J
V

RECOMMENDATIONS: LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES OF CHARITABLE
ORGANIZATIONS OTHER THAN PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS A,

We believe there are three fundamental portions of any legislative recommendation:

1. In* order to give charities that arelcquite interested in the legislative field clegr
guidelines, an expenditure test should be expressed in the statute.

2. The expenditure guidblines are meaningless unless they are combined with a
cleadefinition of what constitutes "influencing legislation."

3. For the great majority of charities, the present statute does not pose a problem
and there are sound policy reasogs for permitting theln Jo continue under the existing
rules. The principal policy reason is that an expenditure jest requires a careful auditing
of the totality of the charity's receipts and diibursements, and this involves an
undesirable involvement of the government in affairs of religious organizations.

In making specific recommendations, we are relying upon the legislative proposals
made in 1974. These represent substantial progress in meeting the three criteria.

We recommend a bill which would spell out more specifically than present law the
limits within which those public charities that elected to come within its provisions
could participate inthe legislative,process. The bill would also be, in our opinion, more
liberal+ than present law with respect to the rights of such charities to influence
legislation.46._ On the -other hand, the' bill would be broader than present law in
determining whatonstitutes influencing legislation. A

1
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-1. Instead of the ''substantial" test of present law, our proposal would be based
upon specific expenditures of the charity. 4,.

Totar;Npenditures to influence legislation ("lobbyipg") would be restricted to a
percentage that would graduate downwards. For example 20 percent of the first
$500,000 of aoss receipts, 15 percent of the next $500,000, 10 percent of the next
$500,000; 5 pfrcent of the next $500,000; 2 percent of all over $2,000,000.41

Grass-roots lobbying would tie restricted to a percentage that would also graduate
downwards. For example. 5 percent of the first $500,000, 4 pertent of the next
$500,000; 3 percept of the next $500,000, 2.percent of all over $1,500,00048

Explanation. Early bills (including the one recommended by the American Bar
Association) gave charities unlimited rights to lobby in matters of direct interest to
them, to equate their position with that of trade associations and business
organizations under section 162(e) of the Internal Revenue Code. However, this might
make itipossible for legislative:oriented organizations to expend their entire treasury
on legislativE efforts. The objective of the new law should IFttiallow public charities
whose primary mission is functional, but which can not properly '0Frform thatmission
without undertaking to influence legislation, to be able to do so, with enough
"cushion" so that reasonable lobbying activities will not even come under serious
question. The reverse graduation principle is adOptea to prevent abuse of the.privilege.

2. Public charities should be allowed to elect whether to come under this bIll or
remain under present law.44 The separation of electing and non-electing charities
should be so clear, that no inference could be drawn that provisions of the, new law
were in any way declaratory of the law which would still govern the activities of
non-electing charities.

Explanation. Church groups appear to be disturbed at the possibility of a "taint"
that might result from definitions in the proposed legislation. Example-. the definition
of ,"influencing legislation." A complete separation, such as'placing electing charities in
a new 501(c) category similar in all other respects to present lafv:Would perhaps solve
the problem. Where the new law was specifically intended to be declaratory of present
law (as might be true of some of the exclusions) the Committee Report could so state.

3. Conduct intended to influence legislation car be much broader than direct
contacts of legislators. On the other hand, almost any statement issued with regarcPto

a matter of public interest has a potential imOact on legislation so that some way must
be found to draw a line. The term "legislation" should 6e defined as including action
by Congress, state legislators,,,or loci bodies with legislative powers and should not
extend to regulatorymmatteu such as the issuance of regulations by the Treasury
Department; and the term "action" would include the introduction, amendment, or
defeat of acts, bills, and resolutions. It would encompass any attemprto influence any
legislation, specifically including an attempt to affect the opinion of the general

.public.-This broad definition oP influencing legislation would be subject to specific
exceptioris:s 0

-z

Making available the r s Its of nonpartisan an4lysis, study, orlesearch.
Providing technical a vice, aspecivested, to governmental bodies.
Activity with respect to the existence, powers and, duties, and tax `status of the
charities, their members and contributors.
Communication; between the organization and its bona fide mer4ers wt,b. respect
to legisptivf nutters of direct interest.

-
/ With regard to the definition 0 "' ring legislation" the proposed definition'
( contained in paragraph (f)(5) -o section 1 of H.R. 97213 (attached hereto as an

appendix) would encompass attempts to influente legislation nor only by direct
approaches to legislators but also efforts t9 affect the opinion of the general public or
through cOmmunication with any governmental official or employee who may

4 2
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participate in the eorrnulation of legislation. This would cover effortsto influence the
Executive Department in the recommendations that it formulates for submission to
Congress as well as meetings with Congressional staff members.

Explanotker The broad concept of influencing legislation is essential to a realistic
test of total.logislative \activities. The first three exclusions are generally consi,dered to
be declaratory of presOt law. The fourth is critical to large public charities, and a
good definition of "bona fide member" will prevent abuse.

4. An "affiliated ofganization" provision,51 which would prevent evasion of the
reverse graduation principle.

Explanation: Someffiliaied organizations" provision is in keeping w ith the
"principle of reverse gradttgion, which could otherwise be defeated by a multitude of
similar organizations utilizing the relatively high starting brackets.
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Appendix A

Text of H.R. 13720, H.R. 5095, and H.R. 12037
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- H. R. 13720

. IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

' Marth 9, 1972

Mr. ULLMAN (for himself, Mr. cORMAN, Mr. BETTS, Mr. SCHNEEBELI, and M7. CONABL E)
introduced the following bill, which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

Bill
. To aiiiend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to lobbying by certain, types of exempt.

organizations.'
Be it enacted-by the Senate,,and Houle of Repreentatil.es of the United States of America in

Congress assembled,

SEC1ON 1. LOSS OF EXEMPT STATUS.

(a) Section 501 of the-Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to exemption from income
tax) is amended by redesignatipg subsection (f) as subsection (g) and,mserting after subsection (e)
the following new subsection:

r
"(f) EXPENDITURES BY PUBLIC CHARITIES TO `INFLUENCE' LEGISLATION.

"(,1) GENERAL ROLCIn the case of an organiiation described in paragraph,(2) that has
erected under paragraph (3) to have this subsection apply, exemption from taxation under
section 501(0 shall not be denied because a substantial part of the activities of such
organization consists of carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence

" legislation, unless, with respect to the total of the amounts (including administrative expenses)
paid by such organization (other than amounts charg able to capital account) to accomplish
one or more purposes described in 'section 170(c)(2)( ) (relating to religious, charitable, etc.,
ptfrposes)

"(A) amounts paid or incurred by such organizati qs during each taxable year to influence
legislation(as +defined in paragraph (5)) normally exce 20 percent, or

"(B) amounts paid or incurred by such organizati resluring each taxable year to influence
legislation (within the meaning of paragraph (5)(A)) n rmally exceed 5 percent.

"(2) ORGANIZATIONS TO WpICH THIS PROVISION APPLIES. An election udder
paragraph (3) to have this subsection apply may be made by any organization described in

"
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"(A) section 170(b)(1)(A)(i) (relating to ,ch_urcl4es and conventions or associations of .
churches),

"(8) section 170(b)())(A)(ii) (relating to educational institutions),
"(C),section 170(b)(1)(A)(m) (relating to hospitals and medical research organiiations),
"(D) section 170(b)(11(A)(iv) (relating to organizations supportin government schools),

"(E) section 170(b)(1)(A)(v) (relating to_govemmentaf
"(F) section 170(b0(1)(A)(vt) (relating to organizations publicly su ported by charitable

contributions),
JIG) section 509(a)(2.) (relating to organizations publicly supported by admissions, sales,

etc.),-tir
"(H) section 509(a)(3) (relating to organiapuoz supporting certain types of public

charities), except that for purposes of this subsecan, section 509(a)(3) shall be applied
without regard to the last sentence of section 509(a).
"(3) ELECTIONS.Any organization described in paragraph (2) may'elect, in such manner

and at such time as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe,Tnave the proOsions of this
subsection apply to such organization.

"(4) YEARS FOR WHICH ELECTION IS EFFECTIVE.An electiori by an organization
under paragraph (3) shall be effective for all taxable years of such organization which

"(A) end after the date the election is made, and
"(B) begin before the earlier of (i) the date the election is revoked (under regulations

prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) or (ii) the date such organization ceases to be

described in paragraph (2). 'cs
"(5) INFLUENCING I.EGIS4.ATION.For purposes of this subsection the term 'influenc-

ing legislation:. with reard to an organization, means
"(A) any 'attempt (other than an attempt described in subparagraph (B) or (C)) to

influence any legislation (including an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or

any segment thereof),
"(8) any attempt to influence legislation, on a matter which directly affects any purpose

for whicih such organization is organized and operated, through communication with any
member or employee of a legislative body,, or with any other government official or
employee who may participate in the formulation of the legislation; and

"(C) any attempt to influence legislation, on a matter which directly affects any purpose
for whlth such organization is organized and opeated through direct communication.of
information between such organization and one or more of its members, other than through

making available the results of nonpartrsan.analysis, study, or research; the term 'influencing'
legislation', with regard ,tq an organization, does not include the providing of technical
advice or assistance to a governmental body or to a committee or other subdivision thereof

in response to a written request by such body;or subdivision, as the case may be, nor does it
include an appearance before, or communication to, any legislative body with respect to a
possible decision of such body which might affect she existence of the organization, its

powers and duties, tts tax-exempt status, or the deduction of contributions to such
organization; the term 'legislation' includes action with respect to acts, bills, resolutions, Or

similar items.by the Congress, any State legislature, any local council, or-similar governing
body, by any similar governing body outside the United States, or by the public in a
referendum, initiative, constitutional amendment; or similar procedure; the term 'action' is

limited to the introduction, amendment; enactment, defeat, or repeal of acts, bills,

resolutions, or similar items."
(b) Section 501(c)(3) of such Code is amendedrby striking out "no substantial part of the

aftivities of which is carrying on propaganda, of othenkise attempting to influence legislation," and
inserting In f?tu thereof Inc, substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propagaricia or

9therwlse attempting to influence legislation (except as otherwise provided in subsection (f)),".

SEC. 2. DISALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.

(a) Section, 170(f) of such Code (relating to disallowance of charitablecontribution deductions
in certain cases) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(7) CONTRIBUTIONS TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.No deduction shall be allowed

under this section for a contribution for the use of and Organization described in subsectioni(c)

if the contribution is made for the purpose of

4

influencing legislation (al defined in section

501(f)(5))"
4 2+
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'SEC': 3. CONFORMING AM ..qIDMENTS.

.(a)(1) The following sections of such Code are amended by sulking out "no,substantial part of
the activities of which is-carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation,"
whereever it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "no substantial part of the activities of
which is carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation (within the
meaning of section 501(c)(3)),": 4

.

' (A) Section 170(c)(2)(D) (relating to the definition of charitable contributions);
(B) Section 2055(a)(2) relating to transfers for public, charitable, and religiouruses);
(C) Section 2106(a)(2)(A)(10 .(relating to. transfers for public, charitable, and religious

°uses);
(D) Section 2522(a)(Yhrelating to charitable and similar gifts of citizens or residents), and
(E) Section 2522(b)(2) (relating to charitable and similar gifts of nonresidents)..

-
(2) Sections 2055(a)(3) and 2106(a),(3) of such Code (relating to transfers foi: public,

charitable, and religjous uses) are .eath amended by striking out "no substantial part of the
activities of such trustee or:trustees, or of such fraterbal society, order, or association, is carrying,
on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation," wherever it appears therein and
inserting in lieu thereof "no substantial part.of the ittiv(ties of such trustee or trustees, or of such
fraternal society, order, or Sssociation, is carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to
influence legislation (within the meaning of section 501(c)(3)),".

(b) Sections 2055(e)" and 2522(6) of such ^Code (relating to disallowance of charitable
contributions in certain cases) are each, amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph: - 0

4,6 -

"(3) CONTRIBUTIONS TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION,No deduction shall be allowed /

under this section fof Aontribution for the use of an organization described in section 1170 if
the contribution is made the purpose of influencing legislation (as defined in section/
501(f)(5))"

.t.
SEC. 4. EFFECTIVE DATE.

The amendments made by this Act shall be applicable to taxable years liegirming after the d to
of the enaCtrtient thereof and to estates of decedents dying after the date of the enactment there f.

4
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H. R. 5095

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES '
4t.`vsa*, March 1, 1973

Mr. -ULLMAN (for himself, Mr. SCI-fNEEBELI, Mr. CORMAN, and Mr. GREE,N0iinnsylvania)
introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

- ,

A BILL
,

. - A

Tb amend the Internal Revenue Code of 195424th -respect tprlobbying by certain typee t exempt
organizations.

,-:.
_

.
- /

41,

Be*
,

enacted by the Senate ang House of Representatives of the United Stotes of America in. .

' Congress assembled, - , .

, SECTIO1 1. LOSS OF EXEMPT STATUS. ': ,
.

N .

(a) Section 50'1 of the Internal R evenue Code of 1954.(relating to exemption from incorrie
tax) is amended by,redesignating subseOnn. (f) as subsection (g) and Inserting after subsection (e)
the following new subsection: .

/-.4
I it 2'5 ;',
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"(f) EXPENDITURES BY PUBLIC CHARITIES TO INFLUENC,. LEGISLATION.-
"(4) GENERAL RULE.- In the case of an organization described in paragraph (2) that has

elected under paragraph (3) to have,this subsection apply, exemption from taxation under
section 501(a) shall not be denied because of substantial part of the activities of such
organization consists of carry ing on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence

legislation, unless-
"(A)(1) with respect to the total of the amounts (including administrative expenses) paid

by such organization (other than amounts chargeable to capital account) to accomplish one

or more purposes described in section I 70(c )(2)(B) ( retting to religious, charitable,

educational, etc., purposes),
"(ii) amounts paid or incurred by such organization during each taxable year to

influence legislation on a matter which )directly` affects any purpose for which such
organization is organized and operated, through communication with any member or
employee of a legislative body or with any other government official or employee

who may participate in the formulation of the legislation normally exceeds, or
4'(iii) the lesser of $500,000 or the sumof 15 percent of the first $200,000 of the

amounts described in clause (i),
10 percent of the next $200,000 of the amounts described in clause (1), 5 percent of the next
$200,000 of the amounts described in clause (i), and 1 percent of the excess over $600,000 of

the amounts described in clause (i), or
"(B) a significant portion of the activities of such organization (other than activities the

expenditures for which are described in subparagraph (A) (ii)) consists of carrying on
propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation.
"(2) ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH THIS PROVISION APPLIES.-An election under

paragraph (3) to have this subsection apply may be made by any organization described in-
"( A) section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii) (-relating to educational institutions),
"(B) section 170(b)(1)(A)(iii) (relating to hospitals and medical research organizations),

"(C) section 170(b)(1)(A)(iv) (relating to organizations supporting government schools),,

"(D) section 170(b)(1)(A)(v) (relating to governmental units), or
"(E) (i) section 1.70(b)(1)(A)(vi) (relatag to organizations publicly supported by

charitable contributions), section 509(3)(2) (relating to organizations publicly supported by

admissions, sales,,etc.), or section 509(a)(3) (relating ,to organizations supporting certain
types of public charities)., (except that fcri purposes of this subsection, section 509(a)(3)

shall be applied without regard to the last sentence of section 509(a)),
w,Ilich is neither described in section 170(b)(1)(A) (relating to egtirches and

conventions or associations of churches) nor is an integrated auxiliary of a church
"(3) ELECTIONS. -Any organization described in paragraph (2) may elect, in such manner

and at such time as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe, to have the provisions of this;

subsection apply to such organization.
"(4) YEARS FOR WHfGH ELECTION IS EFFECTIVE.-An election by an organization

under paragraph (3) shall be effective for all taxable years of such organization whit
"(A) end after the date the-election is made, and
"( 8) begin before the earlier of (i) the date the election is revoked by such organiz,ation

(under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or is delegate) or (ii) the date such

organizatiotreeases to be described in paragraph (2).
"(5) INFLUENCING LEGISLATION.-For purposes of this subsection-

"(A) the term 'influencing legislation', with regard to an organization, does not
include-

lo.making available the results of nonpartisan analysis, study, or research,
"(11) providing of4Ochnical advice or assistance to a governmental body or to a

committee or other subdivision thereof in response to a written request by such body or

subdivision, as the case may be, and
"(m) appearances before, or communications to any legislative body with respect to

a possible decision of such body which might affect the existence of the_organization, its
powers and duties, its tax-exempt status, or the deduction of contributions to such

organization;
"(B) the term 'legislation' includes action with respect to acts, bills, resolutions, or

similar items by the Congress, any State legislature, any local council, or similar governing

- body, by any similar\governing body outside the United States, or by the public in a
referendum initiative, constitutional amendment, or similar procedure;

"(C) the term 'action' is limited to the introduction, amendment, enactment,defeat, or

repeal of ac CS, bills, resolutions, or similar items; and
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"(D) expcnditureS' for entertainment shall not be treated as amounts in
graph (1f(A) but, to the extent such entertainment was an activity engaged for the

rpoSe dr propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation (or was e aged in in
c nnection with an'actiyity described in subparagraph (A)), such entertainment shall be
regarded as an activity to which.paragraph (1)(B) 'applies.
"(6) AFFILIATED OFGANIZATIONS.If for a' taxable year two or more organizations

are effectively contOed (directly or indirectly) by the same personor person% and an election
under paragraph (3) isi,effective for at least one such organization for such year, then such
organizations shall be treated as constituting one organization in applying paragraph (1)(A)
-(relating -to .eXpenditures limits) and if the expenditure limits of that paragraph are exceeded,
such organizations shalt be treated as constituting one organization for purposes of.applying
subsestionsja) and (c)(3), and this'subsection."
(b) Section 501(c)(3) of such Code is amended by striking chit "no substantial part of the

activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attemptidg to influence legislation," and
ihserdrig in lieu thereof "no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda or
otherwise attempting to influence legislation (except as otherwise provided in subsection.(f)),".

SEC, 2t1ISAL LOWANCE OF DEDUCTION FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.

Section 170(f) of such Code (relating to disallowance of charitable contribution deductions in
certain cases) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(7) CONTRIBUTIONS TO INFLUENCE LEG1SLATION. No deduction shall be allowed
under this section- for an expenditure on behalf of an organization described In subsection (c) if the
contribution is made for the purpose of influencing legislation."

SEC. 3. TERMINATION OF CHARITABLE DONEE STATUS.r
(a) Part I of subchapter F of chapter 1 of such Code (relating to general rules as to exempt

organizations) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:.

"SEC. 504. TERMINATION OF EXEMPT STATUS.
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"(a) GENERAL RULE.There is hereby imposed on each organization whiCh ceases to be
described in section 501(c)(3), a tax equal to the lesser of-

4- "(I) 30 percent of the value of the net assets of such organization, or :1,
"(2) the amou t which the organization substantiates by adequate records or other

corroborating evideice as the aggregate tax benefit resulting from the exempt status of such
organization. rr

"(b) AGGREGATE TAX BENEFIT.For purposes of subsection (a), the aggregate tax benefit
resulting from the exempt status of an organization is the sum of .4

"(1) the aggregate increase in tax under- chapters 1, 11, and 12 (or the corresponding
"provisions of prior law) which wobld have been imposed with respect to all contributors to the
organization if deduationi for all contributions made by such contributors to the organization
after May 10, 1914, had been disallowed,

"(2) the aggregate increases in tax under chapter 1 (or the corresponding provisions of prior
law) which would have been imposed with respect to the income of the organization for taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1913, if (A) it had not been exempt from tax under section
501(a) (or the corresponding provisions of prior law), and (B) in thecase of a trust, deductions
under section 642(c) (or the corresponding provisions of prior law) had been limited to 20
percent-of the ta#able income of the trust (computed without the benefit of section 642(c) but
with the benefit of section 170(b)(1 )), and

"(3) interest on the increases' tax determined under, paragraphs (1) and (2) from the first
date on which each such increa would have,been due and payable to the date on which the
organization ceases to be described in section 501(c)(3).

Paragraph (2) shall not apply to an organization that is exempt under section 501(a) and is
described in section'501(c) (otherOan paragraph (3) thereof).

"(c) SPECIAL RULES.
"(1) ror purposes of this section, the determination as to whether and to what extent there

Would have been any increase in tax shall be made in accordance with regulationsrescribed by
the Secretary orhis delegate.

.4i2s,
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12) For purposes of subsection (a), the value of the net assets shall be determined at
whichever time such value is higher. (A} the first day on which action is taken by the
organization which culminates in its ceasing to be' described in section 501(c)(3), or (B) the
date on which it ceases to be'described in section 501(c)(3).

"(3) The Secfetary or his delegate may abate the unpaid portion of the assessment of any
tax imposed by subsection (a), or any liability thereof, if

"(A) the organization distributes all of its net assets to one or more organizations
described in section 170(b)(1)(A) (other than clauses (vii) and (OM) each of which has been
in existence and so described for a continuous period of at least 60 calendar monthsoan,c1

none of which is effectively controlled (directly or indirectly) by the same person or persons

that control the disfiibuting organization, or
"(8) following the notification pres'cribei in section 6104(c) to the appropriate State

officer, such State officer within one`ttar,notifies the Secre.tary or his delegate, in such
manner as the Secretary or his delegate pay by regulations prescribe, that corrective action
has been initiated pursuant to State law.,:to insure that the assets of the organization are
pteserved for such charitable or other purposes specified in section 501(c)(3) as.may be
ordered or approved by a court of competent jurisdiction, and upon completion of the
corrective action, the. Secret or his delegate receives certification from the appropriate
State officer That such action has resulted idsuch preservation of assets.
"(4) For purposes of ,this subsection, in the case of .a transfer of assets of any organization

to another organization pursuant to any liquidation, merger, redemption, recapitalization, or
other adjustment, organization, or reqrganization, the transferee brganization shall not be

treated as a newly created organization.
"(5) For purposes of determining liability for the tax imposed by subsection (a) in the case

of assets transferred by the organization, such tax shall be deemed to have been imposed on the

first day on which action is take by the organization which culminates in its ceasing to be
described in section 501(c)(3).

"(6) No tax shall be imposed on an organization by subsection (a) on account of the same
actions taken by such organization which give rise to a tax imposed on such organization by
section 507, except to the extent that the tax determined by subsection (a) exceeds the tax

imposed by section 507." A

(b) The table of sections for such part is amended by adding at the end thereof, the'following

new item:,

"Sec. 504. Termination of exempt status."

SEC. 4. ELECTIONEERING BY CIVIC LEAGUES, ETC.

Section 501(c)(4) of such Code (relating to exempt status of civic leagues and certain kinds of
local associations of employees) is amendetl by striking out "recreation purposes." and inserting in

lieu thereof "recreation purposes, but onq if such civic league or organization, or local association
of employees does not participate in, or/Intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of
statements), any political campaign on bepalf of any candidate for public office."

SEC. 5. CONFORMING AMENDMENT.
-----

(a)(1) The following sections of sych Code are amended by striking out "no substantial part of

the activities of which' is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence

legislation," whenever it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "no substantial part of the

activities of which is carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation

(within the meaning e section 501(c)(3)),":
(A) Section 170(c)(2)(D) (relating to the definition of charitable contributions);
NJ Section 2055(a)(2) (relating to transfers for public, charitable, and religious uses);
(C) Section 2106(a)(2)(A)(ii) (relating to transfers for public, charitable, and religious

uses);
(D) Section 2522(a)(2) (relating to charitable and similar gifts: of citizens or residents);a
(E) Section 2522(b)(2) (relating to charitable and similar gifts Of nonresidents).

(2) Sections 2055(a)(3) and 2196(a)(3) of such Code (relating to transfers for" public,
charitable, and religious uses),ard each amended by striking out "no substantial part of the
activities of such trustee or tresteesic r of such.fraternal society, order, or association, is carrying

on propaganda, or otherwise attempting t fluence legislation," wherever it appears therein and

inserting in lieu thereof "no substantial p tiof the activities of such trustee and trustees, or of such

fraternal society, order,. ot_assf/j
#

is carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to
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influence legislation (within the meaning of section 501(c)(3)),".
(b) Sections 2055(e) and 2522(c) of such Code (relating to disallowance of charitable

contributions in certain cases) are each amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:

"(3) CONTRIBUTIONS TO INFLUENCE EGISLATION.-No deduction shall be allowed
under this section for an expenditure on behalf of an organization described in section 170 if
the contribution is Made for the purpose of influencing legislation."
(c) Section 61041c)(1)(B) of such Code (relating to notification to State officials) is amended

by striking gut "sectitn 507" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 504 or 507". ,
(d) Section 6214(c) of such Code (relating to determinations by the Tax Court) is amended-

, (1) b9 Striking out,in the heading thereof L'Section 507" and inserting in lieu thereof
- "Section 504 or 507" and

(2) by striking outin the text thereof ;'section 507" and inserting in lieu thereof "section

504 or-507". :

(e) Section 6501(c) of such Code (relating to limitations on assessment and collection) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the follbwing new paragraph:

"(8), TERMINATION OF EXEMPT STATUS.-In the case of a tax on ceasing to be
described in section 501(c)(3), such tax may be-assessed, or a proceeding in court for the
collection of such tax*may-be begun without assessment, at any time."
(f) Section 6503(h) of such Code (relating to suspension of limitations period pending

correction) is amended by striking out "section507"ixd "section 507(g)(2)" and inserting in lieu
,,,,:.,,thereof "section 504 or 507" and "section 504(c)(3) or 507(g)(2)", respectively. .

SEC.6. EFFECTIVE DATE.

(a) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b), the amendments made by this Act shall be
applicable to taxable years beginning after December 31,1973, and before January 1, 1979, and to"'
estatesof deqdents dying after December 31, 1973, and before January 1, 1929.,..

(b) The amendments made by section 3 of this Act shall apply to any organilation that-
(1) at aretime after the date of enactment of this Act and before' January 1, 1979, is

exempt from taxation under section 501(a) as an organization described in section 501(c)(3),

and
(2) at any time thereafter, and before January 1, 1979, ceases to be exempt from taxation

under section 501(a) as an organization described in section 501 (0(3).

.93c1 CONGRESS
1st Session

H. R.12037

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

December 19, 1973 ,
*17

Mr. CONABLE (for himself, Mr. ULLMAN, Mr. SCHNEEBELI, Mr. CORMAN, Mr. GIBBONS,
and Mr. PETTIS) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on

Ways and Means

"BiLL

, To amend th e. Internal Revenue Code of 1954 'with respect to lobbying by certain types of

'exempt organizations.

Be It enacted by the Senate and House ,of Representatives of the United States of America

In Crgress assembled,

4`44
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SECTION I. LOSS OF EXEMPT STATUS.

(a) Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to exemption from income
tax) is amended by redesignating subsection (f) as 'Subsection (g) and inserting after subsection
(e) the following new subsection:

"(f) EXPENDITURtS BY PUBLIC CHARITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.
"(1) GENERAL RULE.In the case of an organization described in paragraph (2) that

has elected under paragraph (3) to have this subsection apply,,exemption from taxation
under section 501(a) shall not be denied because of substantial part of the activities of such
organization consists of carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting lo influence
legislation, unless .

"(A)(i) with respect to the total of the amounts (including administrative expenses)
paid by such organization (other than amounts chargeable to capital account) to accom-
plish one or more purposes described in section 170(c)(2)(B) (relating to religious, charitable,
educational, etc., purposes).

"(ii) amounts paid or incurred by such organization during each taxable year to
influence legislation on a matter which directly affects any purpose for which such
organization is organized and operated, through communication with any member or
employee of a legislative body or with any other government official or employee who
may participate in the formulation of the legislation, normally exceed

"(iii) the lesser of $500,000 or the sum of 15 percent of the first $200,000 of the
amounts described m clause (i), 10 percent of the next $200,000 of the amounts
described in clause (i), 5 percent of the next $200,000 of the amounts described .in
clause (i), and I percent of the excess over $600,000 of the amounts described in clause
(i), or

"(B) a significant portion of the activities of such organization (other than activities
the expenditures for which are described in subparagraph (A)(1i)) consists of carryingcm
propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation.
"(2) ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH THIS PROVISION APPLIES.An election under

paragraph (3) to have this subsec'tion apply may be made by:any organization described in
"(A) section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii) (relating to educational institutions),
"(B) section I 70(b)( 1)(A)(111) (ref.cting to hospitals and medical research organza -,

tions), Asection 170( b)(1)(A)(1v) (relating to organizations supporting government
schools),

ID) section 170(b)(1)(A)(v) (relating to governmental units), or
"(E)(i) section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) (relating to organizations publicly supported by

charitable contributions), section 509(a)(2) (relating to organizations putflicly supported
by admissions, sales, etc.), qr section 509(a)(3) (relating to organizations supporting
certain types of public charities) (except that for ptirposes of .this subsection, section
509(a)(3) shall be applied without regard to the last sentence of 'section 509(a)),,

"(ii) which is neither described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(i) (relating to churches and
conventions or associations of churches) nor is an integrated auxiliary of a church.
"(3) ELECTIONS.Any organization described in paragraph ,(2) may elect, in such

manner, and at such time as the Secretary or his delegate mar _prescribe, to shave the
t provisions of this subsection apply to such organization.

"(4) YEARS FOR WHICH ELECTION IS EFFECTIVE.An election by an organization
under paragraph (3) shall be effective for all taxable years of,such organization which

"(A) end after the date the election is made, and .
"(B) begin before the earlier of (i).the date the election is revoked by such organita-

tion (under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) or (ii) the date such
organization ceases to be described in paragraph (2).
"(5) INFLUENCING LEGISLATION.For purposes of this subsection

"CA) the term 'influencing legislation', with regard to an organization, does not
include

"(i) making available the results of nonpartisan analysis, study, or research,
"(4i) providing of technical advice or assistance to a governmental body or to a

committee or other subdivision thereof in response to a written request by such body
or subdivision,,as the case maybe,

" ('iii) appearances before, or communications to, Any legislative body with respect
fiya possible decision of such body which might affect the existence of the organiza-
tion, its powers and duties, its tax -exempt status, the deduction of contributions to
the organization, or such attributes of members .of the organization; and
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"(iv) communication of information between the organization and its bona.fisie
members with respect to legislation or proposed legislatiob of direct interest to the

organization and such members;
"(B) rm 'legislation' includes.action with respect to Acts, bills, resolutions, or

similar ite s the Congress, and State legislature, any local council, or similar governing

body, by ny similar governing body outside the United States, or by the public in a
referendum i tiative, constitutional amendment, or similar procedure;

"(C) th t rm °action' is limited to the introduction, amendment, enactment, defeat,
gr repeal of actsbills, resolutions, or similar items; and

"(I)) expenditures for entertainment shall not be treated as amounts described in
paragraph (1)(A) but, to the extent such entertainment was an activity engaged in for the

purpose of propaganda of otherwise attempting to influence legiqation (or was engaged in
connection with an activity described in subparagraph (A)), such*ehtertainment shall be

regarded as an activity to which paragraph (1)(B) applies.
(6) AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS.If for a taxable year two or more organizations

are effectively controlled (directly or indirectly) by the same person or persons and an
election under paragraph (3) is effective for at least one such organization tor such year,
then such organizations shall be treated as constituting one organizatien in applying
paragraph (1)(A) (relating to expenditures limits k nd if the expenditure' limits of that
paragraph are exceeded, such organizations shall be tr ted as constituting one organization
for purposes of applying susections.(a) and (c)(3), and,this subsection."
(b) Section 501(c)(3) of such Code is amended by striking out "no substantial part of the

activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation,"

and Inserting in lieu thereof "no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on
propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation (except as otherwise provided in

subsection (f)),".

SEC. 2. DISALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO INFLUENCE

LEGISLATION.

Section 170(f) of such Code (relating to disallowance of charitable contribution deductions
in certain cases) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(7) CONTRIBUTtOt4S TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.No deduction shad be

allowed under this section for, an expenditure on behalf of an organization described in

subsection (c)If the contribution is made for the purpose of influencing legislation (defined

in'accordahce with section 501(f)(5) (A), (B), and (C))."

SEC. 3, CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a)(1) The following sections of such Code are amended by striking out "no substantial,part

of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence
legslation," whenever it appears`therein and inserting in lieu thereof "which is not disqualified
for tax exemption under section 501(0(3) by reason of attempting to influence legislation,":

(A) Section 170(0(2).(D) (refatfrfg-to the definition of charitable contributions);
(B) Section 2055(a)(2) (relating to transfers for public, charitable, and religious uses);

(C) Section /106(a)(2)(A)(4 (relating to transfers for public, charitable, and religious

uses);
(D) Section 2522(a)(2) (relating to charitable and similar gifts of citizens or residents);

and
(E). Section 2522(b)(2) (relating to charitable and similar gifts of nonresidents)ir

(2) Sections 20554"a)(3) and 2106(a)(2) of such Code (relating to transfers for public,
charitable, and religious uses) are each amended by striking out "no substantial, part of the
activities of such trustee or trustees, or of such fraternal society, order, or association, is
carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation," wherever it appears

therein and inserting at the end of each such Section "and such trust, fraternal society, order, or
association would not be disqualified for tax exemption under section 501(c)(3) by reason of

attempting to influence, legislation,".
(b) Sections 2055(e) and 2522(c) of such Code (relating to disallowance of charitable

-contributions in certain cases) are each amended by adding at the end thefeof the following new

paragraph: .
"(3) CONTRIBUTIONS TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.No deduction shall be

allowed under this section for an expenditure on-behalf of an organization described in
section 170 if the contribution is made for the purpose of Influencing legislation (defined in

accordance with section 501(f)(5),,(A), (B), ancl
tee::-'ff '4 34
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SEC. 4. EFFECTIVE DATE.

'The amendments made by this Act shall be applicable to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1973, and to estates of decedents dying after December 31, line.

Appendix B

Legislative Activities of Prjvate Foundations

Introduction

A private foundation by definition must qualify- as an organization described in section
501(c)(3). Thus the prior discussion concerning what constitutes a "substantial" part of its
income is relevant, In theory, a private foundation can lose its section 501(c)(3) status lust as
readily as any other organization if a "substantial" part of its activities were the influencing of
legislation. In practice, there have been only isolated instances of private foundation interest in
legislation. This relative disinterest didn't equate with total disinterest and Congress made
,certain by restriction,s added in the 1969 Tax Reform Act that4foundations would pot be
tempted.

The 1969 act introduced several new sections relevant to the conduct of legislative activities
by private foundations in addition to those contained in section.501(c)(3). Most directly in
point is ,section 4945 which provides a tax on "taxable expenditures" of 10 percent of the
amount expended' plus a tax on foundation management of 2.5 percent if the expenditure was
voluntary, conscious, and intentional. Also relevant in determining thee consequences of
legislative expenditures are the provisions in section 4940, for the imposition of a 4 percent tax
on net investment income. Presumably, net, investment income is to be determined after
deduction of some expenses by analogy to section 162(e). Third, section 4942 imposes a tax on
failure to distribute income. The tax (at an initial level of 15 percent) is imposed on the
difference between the "distributable amount" and the "qualifying distributions." The latter
term includes bOth charitable grants and direr ex nditures of the foundation for charitable'
purposes. Thus, legislative activities could eas y arise as an amount paid to accomplish a
purpose described in section 170(c)(2)(B).

The interplay of the sections produces some rather difficult distinctions. For example, a
private foundation can properly seek an amendment to chapter 42 to ease the strictures on
annual distributions. This would permit 'it to adopt more flexible plans that would lead to a
more effitient discharge of its charitable purposes. On the other hand, the organization could.
-not lobby for additional appropriations for medical research although this might,be the best
way to fulfill the section 170 objective. Turning to sections 4940 and 4942, such an expense
would seem to be a qualifying distributi9n since it was paid to accomplish a section 170
objective as distinguished from the management of its investment portfolio. This analysisAeflects
the fact that a Charity actually has two levels of activity. (1) the conduct of charitable fctivities
which are the exclusive purpose for which it is organized and operated, to paraphrase section
501(c)(3); and (2) raising the funds whether through soliciting donations or managing endowment
so that it is possible to carry on the charitable activities which are its uttimate purpose.

In general, an expenditure that analogizes to a business expense reduces the foundation's
income that is subject to the 4 percent tax imposed by section 4940; an expenditure to
accomplish its charitable purpose is treated as a qualifying distribution. The Rhulations point
out that sbme expenditures will be allocated so that a portion is in one category and the
balante in the other.

The prcriision in section 4940'siS4Ohe lax Is imposed on the "net investment income" of
the foundation. This is further defWd as penitting deduction for "all the ordinary and
necessary expenses paid or incurred for the production or collection of gross investment income,
Qr for the management, conservation, or maintenance of property held for the production of
such income." (Section 4940(c)(3)(A).) Thus, the reference to the term ,"ordinary and

4 necessary" suggests a relationship to section 162, in spite of the fact that a private foundation
doesortot have a business motive of the sort associated' with section 162. It logically'follows that
any legislative activities of the sort that would be an appropriate deduction when incurred by a
business w,ould be an appropriate deduction in computing the.4 percent tax. On the other hand,
legislative activity that is concerned with the performance of the charitable function would not
come within this scope. It could be argued that expenseS relating to the disposition of the assets

0 c?
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of the foundation qualifies as a deduction as permitted by section 4940, but other types of
legislative activities permitted by section 4945 would seem to involve the performance of its
charitable function 'idler than the production of its.income.

Section 4942 imposes a tax on failure to distribute income and defines the "distributable
amount" as "the minimum investment return or the adjusted net income reduced by taxes
imposed under Section 4940"- and less "qualifying distributions." (Section 4942(c) and (g).)
This term is in turn defined as "any amount (including administrative expenses) paid to

- accomplish one or more purposes described in Section 170(c)2b ...." The Regulations under. ,1/4

section 4942 are not very helpful in distinguishing betiveen expenses that are deductible in
.-arriving at the tax under section 4940 and those that are deemed qualifying distributions under

section 4942. The Regulations refer to the expenses described in section 4942 as including
administrative expenses and items of overhead attributable to activities of employees directly
involved in the grants program or other charitable activity. It does not specifically refer to

leifilitive activities. Regulations 53.4942 (a)-3 (a)-8, Example 1, assumes an allocation
(presumably between sections 4940 and 4942) without specifying the nature of the activities or

,-,otherwise being helpful.
An instance of an expense of a dual nature (as distinguished from an allocable expense)

would be activities relating to disposition of excess business holdings, since such activity relates
to a duty of the foundation (this is permitted by section 4945(e)), to the production of income
(since the sale or retention of income producing assets is clearly an investment expense), and
also to its Charitable functions, since A disposition of the asset may Well jeopardize its ability
to conduct future charitable programs as anticipated. However, the, Regulations of section 4940
make no reference to legislative activities. Just as an argument can be made that some expenses
qualify, for purposes of both section 4940 and section (942, an argument could be made that
'some expenses do not fall into either basket, although they are not taxable expenditures for,
purposes of section 4945.

From the point of view of practitioners required to advise fodndations, it would be most
heipf01 to have an express statement with regard to expenditures. The most reasonable one (and
the one that seems to be consistent with published Service positions and the informal
discussions with. the authors) is that all expenditures that are not taxable expenditures
constitute either a deduction under. section 4940 or a qualifying distribution under section
4942, but do not qualify for both. The only logical exception to such a rule would be items

. such as Wet expenses that would reduce the amount realized when an investment asset is
disposed of. *,;,;,,

Criticism of Statute

A beginning point in any consideration of the restrictions on private foundations must start
with the dubious constitutional, basis upon which the taxes rest. are imposed that have
nothing to do with either Ow generation of the income of the foundation or the retention of
the income by the charitable organization. Thus, the pattern of penalties that is inconsistent

.with thpse outside the private foundation area and with thegeneral structure of the ttx law
suggests that Congress was in a state of panic when it enacted the'1969 legislation and that the
whole sanctions structure is suspect. 1See Troyer, "Charities, Law-Making and the Constitutidn:
The Validity of the Restrictions on Influencing Legislation," 31 N.Y.b Inst. on Fed. Tax 1415
419f3)-)

Private fdundations have never been prominent in the legislative field, so the authors believe
the restrictions imposed hamper foundation legislative activity in only isolated cases. Never -
*Mess, the situation that Senator Hartke used in a recent speech (address to OMI meeting)
concerned two heilth foundations with similar purposes. When a bill was before Congress, one
worked to get appropriations to expand research and one did not. The Senator applauded the

, former and criticized the latter. Presumably, the foundations were public charities and outside
section 4945 but the public-private distinction seems cornpletely unrelated to the ability to seek
fundS to further research. This is lust one more way that the second-class citizenshirof private
foundations,is a Potential hindrance.

The second problem, is the difficulty of determining which expenditures are deductible in
,computing net investment income and which are qualifying distributions. If a good faith error is
made, a tax will be imposed regardless of the bona fides of the'allocation, A correction without
penalty Is provided wheni assets are valued erroneously but not when .a disbursement is
erroneously allocated. hi zthe case of income tax deficiencies an error that reflects neither fraud
,nor negligence does not generate a penalty. Even a personal holding company (certainly not a

=4 3 3
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type of entity favored by the tax laws) can declare a deficiency dividend to correct a mistake.
. Thus to impose a penalty tax when an action is taken on advice of counsel (see Regulation
''.453.4945-1(a)(2)(vi)) is inconsistent with the general tax pattern. tt

-Vioatlyt counsel faced with advising private foundations find that the Re ations leave many
ortaitsweIked, questions and there are few published rulings to fill the gap "s" his is particularly

''.Aroublescrinewhen the consequences of being wrong are so onerous. .,

'.--,.... -

aecoinmendations

Congress has expressed the basic policy that private foundations should remain out of the
Tegisiative area with the exceptions (elaborately defined in the statute) of nonpaftisan.research
and self-preservation. (See Section 4945.) Numerous new and difficult distinctions are presented
and the imposition of penalty taxes for good faith errors seems unjustified. At a minimum, the
Treasury should explain its views on the distinctions in much greater detail, and preferably. the
rule relatihg to errors in valuation should be expanded to cover all good-faith errors.

While other charities may engage in much broader legislative activities and social welfare or-
ganizations (described in section 501(0(4)) have no limitations on legislative activities, a distinc-
tion may be justified by the "private" nature of the private foundation. Thus the proper role of
the Treasury is to clarify the distinction, and the proper audit function is to correct good-fai
errors not to impose penalties when there is no intent to avoid the'broad policies of the statu!!
Thus the recommendation is to retain the pattern of the statute but to strip, it of its obscurity and
to remove the penalty on good-faith errors that are corrected.

I, Footnotes
'...'

-1. identical language prohibiting charitable organizations from engaging in substantial lobbying

activities is also contained in 'section) .170(c)(2)(D), 2055(a)(2), 2106(a)(2)(A)(ii), and
2522(a)(2), which sections permit income, estate, and gift tax deductions for charitable contribu-
tions. These sections also fail to provide a definition of substantial activities,

2. 22 T.C. 1091 (1954), acq. 1954.7 C.B. 4.

3. 227 F.2d 907 (6th Cir. 1955), rev'g 22 T.C. 671.

-4. 470 F.2d 849, 855 (10th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 864 (19P)..

148 Ct. Cl. 561,...180 F. Supp. 379 (1960).

6. 195 F.2d 948 (8th Cir., 1952).

'7. Supra note 4..

8. Supra note 2, at 1099.

9. 3,14. US. 326 (1941).

10. 358 U.S. 498 (1959).

"11. S. Rep.. No. 1881, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 226962).
T

12. Seasongood v. Commissioner, supra note 4, and discus

13. The Service later adnlinistratively withdrew its position.

14. Statement of Mortimer M. Caplin, Washington, D.C., in Hearings before the Committee on

_ Ways and Means on H.R. 13720 to Amend the internal Revenue Code with Respect to
Lobbying by Certain Types of Exempt Organizations, 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. 40 (1972) [herein-

after cited as Hearings).

15.-Under present4w an organization faced with loss of its 501(c)(3) status cannot obtain.

immediate judicial review of an adverse determination by the Se/vice. Rather, it must wait until
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It receives a deficiency notice (or a' denial of a claim for refund) and then corttest its tax
_liabilItInsThe Ways and Means Committee has tentatively agreed (Press Release'No. 6, May 20,
1974) to provide a procedure for declaratory judgment In the Tax Court as to the tax exempt
*status of an organization. This would make the problem less critical, but would still not provide

a complete, solution.

16. Support for the proposition that a vague and uncertain standard is inappropriate where the
gpenalty for violation of the standard is loss of exemption is found in the legislative history of
section 4942 of -the Code. Previously vague standards were made more definite, and the

.penalties were ch'inged. The Treasury Department Report to the House Ways and Means
Committee recommended more specific guidetines in, the area of unreasonable accumulation of
income, noting: ',Fourteen years of experience have indicated that in this context standards

, ,,such as 'unreasonable,' sub,stantiai.' and 'jeopardize' are inadequate as well as difficult, and
expensive to administer. The lack of definite rules leads to uncertainty, not only in the minds
of those charged with the reSponsibility,of, administering this provision, but also in the minds of
foundation managers who ate aware that departure from the uncertain path of 'reasonable'
ccumulahons may result in lass of exemption." The Ways and Msips-ebmmittee Report

_explain g the new provisions slated: "Although a number of court cases have begun to set
guide! es as to the circumstances under which an accumulation becomes unreasonable, in many
cases the determination is essentially subjective. Moreover ... it frequently happens that the
only available sanction (loss of exempt status) either is largely ineffective or else is unduly.

." (H.R. Rep. No. 413, Pt. 1, 91st Cong. 1st Sess., 25 (1969)1. Identical language is con-

tain d in the Senate Finance Committee Report (S. Rep. to. 552, 91st Cong., 1st SesS. 35 (1969)).

17. ee, Statement of -Stanley S. Weithorn, counsel, National Assembly for Social Policy and
De lopment in Hearings; supra note 14, at 60.

Section 162(e)(1) permits deductions with respect to direct lobbying activities by ihe'
ess and communication of information between the business and any organization of which
a member. Stich organizations themselves are often classified as tax exempt under section

(c)(6) of the'dode. ,

9, Supra page 2919.

20. This inconsistency has become increasingly_ apparent.as the various administrative agencies

have been granted broader regulatory authority by Congress:"

21. A more -detailed discussion of recent legislative proposals is presented infra page 25, et seq.

22. Remarks of Senator Muskie, 117 41 Rec. 8517 (1971).

23, Hearings Before the Committee on Ways andllean n the Subject of General Tax Refolln;
h93d Cong., 1st Sess., 1496 (1973).-

24. Statement of Elvis j. Stahr, tbairman, Coalition of Concerned Charities, Hearings, supra

note 23, at 1483.
-r

25. H./Rept. No. 1860, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938).

26. Indeed, it was suggested at one point that lobbying rights of charities be limited to areas of
"confrontatidn" with business. See Hearings, mina note 14, at 1 1. However, this suggestion was
not pressed.an'd has not been incorpora'ted in any proposed legislation.

27. See Statement of Edwin S. Cohen, in Hearings, supra note 14, at 8.

ill. For example, -see section 1561 of the Code, limiting multiple surtax exemptions and
accumulated earnings credits in the case of component members of a controlled group of

. ediporations.

29; See, for -example, H.R. 5095, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973).,

30. Ibid.

31. KR. 12037, 93rd Cringcist Sess.. (1973). 4 3 5
;
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32. S. 1408, 92nd Cong., 1st Ses,s.'(1971)N.R..8920, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).

.33.The AdA proposal is reprinted along with S. 1408 in 117 Cong. Rec. 8518,(1971).

34.1 Remarks of Senator Muskie, 118 Cong. Rec. 843 (1972).

35. S. 3063, d Conga, 2d Sess. (1972).

36 118 Cong. Rec, 4 (1972).

3 See Hearings, supra no 14, at 27.

See Cohen, kupra note 27.

39k. H.R. 5095, 93rd Cong., 1st Se . (1973).

40. The penalty was affixed as th
organization, or the amount subs
resulting from its exempt status.

41. See In Chapter of this pape
Corrective Legislation" (fourth arg

42. Mid first argument).

lesser of 30 percent of, the value of the net assets of such
ntiated by the organization as the aggregate tax benefit

, "Malor Arguments in Favor ttCareful Restriction of Any
mint).

43. Se'cilon 5 c)(4) ruzations could not`tngage in political camin activities'on behalf
of candidates for pu lic office.

44. The amendments of the act would have been effective for only five taxableyears (taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1973, and before January 1, 1979), in order to compel
congressional review of the act's effect. .

45. H.R. 12037, supra note 31.
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LIMITATIONS ON LOBBYING BY
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

Ah Analysis Prepared for the Commissiog on
Private' Philanthropy and Public NeedsT

BACKGROUND: RECENT LEGISLATIVE'
AND LITIGATING ACIMTY

From 1934 to the present, the Internal Revenue Code has prohibited individuals
from obtiining income tax deductions for contributions to substantial lob6ying
efforts carried on by charitable organizations.' This restriction in turn prevents
those charities that seek only tax-deductible contributions from carrying on more
than "insubstantial" lobbying activities with the deductible donations they have
received. By contrast, an <, organization receiving "nondedUctible" donations may
carry on all the lobbying activities affordable by the nondeductible donation.2

Donors are 'pore willing to cegtribute if they will thereby obtain tax deductions.
Donee organizations, then, view as potentially more efficient those fund-raising
efforts aimed at obtaining deductible donations."4Acardingly, most charitable
organizations choose to 4eek donations .exclusively on a deductible basis. Having
chosen not to seek nondeductibk_sontribtreldris, these organizations thus preknt
themselves from cornmenc_ing an acme lobbying program.

_
-- Charities that have interests at stake in legislative controversies would naturally pre-

fer to be able to use deductible donations to carry on lobbying programs despite the
restrictions. In order to do some lobbying, a number of charitable groups have
organized themselves into two tax entities a "deductible" organization which does
not lobby, and a "nondeductible" organization, operating in tandem, wgich does
lobbil. Other charitable organizations, which' may have looked with diSfaVor on
adopting such internal organizational distinctions, have carried on lobbying programs
with deductible funds and have contested/the ialidity of the restriction on audit or
in litigation.3 The professional and scholarly literature includes articles that show a
similar hostility. to the restrictions, on constitutional grounds and on the ground
that donatiOns to the lobbying funds of charities' ought to be deductiblp because,
business lobbying expenses are deductible;4

For the last seven years, charitable and ,bar organizations have been seeking
legislation to modify the restrictions so as to enable donors to obtain deductions for
gifts to',tharities' lobbying_ programs. In 1969 the American Bat Association
fornially proposed liberalization of the Code's restrictions on deductions to charity
lobbying activities. In 1972 the Ways and Means Committee held hearings on a bill
(H.R. 13720) to modify the. restrictions. In 1973 a lengthy brief by Thomas-A.
Troyer, Esq.,' against the constitutionality of the Revenue Code's restrictions on
the 'deductibility of donations to charities' lobbying programs appeared in the

a. proceedings of the New York University Institute on Federal Taxation.6 This article

Thi; analysis derives from suggestions and comments made to the Commission by Associate
Professor Michael J. Graetz and Assistant Professor John Calvin feffrlds, Jr., of the University
of Virginia School of Law. Preliminary research, editorial advice, and occasional drafting
assistance, were contributed by Professors Graetz and Jeffries. The Commission staff undertook

additional research and assumed responsibility for and control over the form and content of the
manuscript. Accordingly, these two consultants are not specifically responsible for this paper;
nor are the points of view in this discussion intended to represent viewpoints' of the
Commission.
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touched on most of the arguments against the deductibility restrictions and will be

extensively referred to in this paper. The article discussed the major litigating
activity underway at that time, the "Amenefin United" case,'-and the article, itself
inspired further litigating efforts to test the constitutionality of the restrictions.'

in 1974 the Ways and Means Committee gave tentative approval to H.R. 12037,
a nich-modified version of the earlier legislation, but the bill dOnot pass. Sup-
porters of deductions -for charitable lobbying are currently (1976) working for en-
actment of the provisions of H.R. 8021, introduced in 1975 with the sponsorship of
a majority of the Ways and Means Cothmittee. Responding to the arguments that
deductions should be allowed for some clearly defined amount of direct8 lobbying
activities by charities, th'e current bill, while retaining some of the restrictive lan-
guage from existing law, does define the quantum of allowable lobbying activities.

Many charitable organizations support the principles of H.R. 8021, but some reli-
gious organizations have opposed the legislation because they believe their lobbying
activities are better protected tly the existing, more ambiguous statutory provisions,
which in some churches' view have the advantage of not giving the IRS any specific

bench' rk for determining'whether lobbying expenses are "substantial."

II

THE STATUTORY FRAMEWORK
,

The Revenue Code offers two major benefits to charity groups it allows such
groups to be exempt from income tax and rt provides the groups' supporters with
tax deductions for their donations.
1 Code section 501 provides that charities are not taxed on their investment or

charity-related business income ("unrelated" business income, is taxable). Code
section 170 allows donors to take deductions and describes the types of charity
groups that may receive such deductible donations. (The Code does not directly
confer the privilege of eligibility fOr deductible donations on the charity groups;
instead, it confers the deductibility privilege on the persons who make donations to
certain kinds of organizations).

Code section 170(9)(2) describes the kinds of deductible organizations, which are
among the best-known charities, such as a "trust or community chest, fynd or
foundation ... for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes

or'for the prevention of cruelty to animals ..." This language in section 170(c)(2)

is largely mirrored in section 501(c)(3), which concerns tax exemption of charitable
organizations. Most of the typical charity groups organize themselves under both of
these two section. However, these two sections offer their tax benefits Only to, and
only to donors to organizations "no substantial part of the activities of which is
propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation."9 Thus, organizations
that are tax exempt under section 501(c)(3), or that receive donations from donors
who are taking deductions under section 170(c)'(2), may not carry on lobbying with
their exempt income or the previously deduted donations. In order to carry on\
lobbying, such groupS- must establish separate funds, which are tax exempt but are

not eligible for deductible donations.1°
Such separate groups are organiszed under a different tax exemption provision,

section 501(c)(4). Some 501(c)(4) lobby groups are affiliated with 501(c)(3) groups;
other 501(c)(4) groups are independent of 501(c)(3) groups. Whether affiliated or
independent, the 501(c) j4) organizations are usually called "social welfare" groups
because the statute rcfers to them this way. However, except in this tax sense, the
terms "charitable" and "social welfare" generally refer to_similar activities.

Most' of the typical section 501(c)(3) charities are largely supported by the
public and thus are treated by the Revenue Service or in tree Code as "public char-
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ities." Some, of these organizations, howeyer, are supported by only a few (usually
affluent) donors and are considered "private foundations." Foundations (herein the
term "foundation" is used for the statutorially defined term "private foundation"),
being section 501(0(3) organizations, are forbidden to carry on "substantial ...
activities ... to influence legislation" with° deductible doNitions., 'Foundations,
though, are subject to an additional restriction, that of Ode section 4945, which
completely bins foundation lobbying, even "insubstantial" lobbying, on general
legislative issues.'' Furthermore, the Revenue Service has never stated that founda-
tions have the ability to lobby by means of an affiliated but separate fund.

Within the category of typical (section 501(c)13)) charities, then, there are two
subcategories: public charities and foundations. Of these, public charities maylobby
by means of separate funds, but foundations, it would seem, 6y nA

This study uses the term "conventional Charities" for conventional public char-
ities in distinguishing these groups from social welfare groupsprivate foundations,
and other types of charities.-12., .

In summary, there e three principal kinds of organizations to be kept in mind
in discussing charity I bbying:

. Section 501W(3) conventional chariti,es, which. are eligible for deductible
donations, but which may lobby, as a practical matter, only by means of an affil-
iated nondeductible fund;

2. Section 501(c)(4) groups, which may lobby, but which may, only be eligible
for deductible donations if the group directs the donations to an affiliated non-.
lobbying fund (this is'"the converse of case 1 above); and

3. 'Private foundations, which may not lobby on general issues ir any circum-
stances.

Thug 'far, this discussion has focused on the organizations themselves. It is also
useful to discuss the subject from the point of view of the donors and their eligibil-
ity to take charitable deductions.

Donors to a conventional charity may deduct their donations if the charity car-
.

ries on its lobbying program in a separate fund and uses none of the deductible
donations for lobbying.' DonOrs to a social welfare group may, deduct their dona-
tions if the group directs those donations to a separate nonlobbying public- charity-
type fund. Donors to lobbying activities carried on directly by a' conventional char-
ity, and donors to lobbying activities of a social welfare group, may not deduct
,their donations. Donors. to a foundation can under no circumstances obtain deduc-
tions for donations to the foundation's general lobbying activities;

The Code provisions relating to the three Sfferent kinds of charity groups are
written in such a way as to impose more lobbying restrictions on 4;4ganizationsthat
are more clearly complied by a few individuals. Private foundations are by defini-
tion established by a relatively few donations from a few, usually affluent, individ-
uals. The closer an organiiation comes to private foundation status, the more likely-
it is that the organikation's choice of the charitable ends it will serve is no more
than the personal choice of its donors:

This poses no problem for eligibility for deductible donations unless the organiza-
tion desires to advance its ends by lobbying. When, for example, a founda 'on does
so, Congress seems to view the lobbying as merely lobbying on donors' "per nal-
choice" issues.

This is less so in the case of public charities, and - so-1mc...organizations are
specifically permitted to have separate fund' arrangements. Nevertheless, even in the
case of public charities and social welfare ,groups, donors are by and large not
allowed deductions for donations to the lobbying activity.
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The disallowance of deductions fOr such donations suggests that the general rule

concerning the statutory scheme is that Congress .does not permit deductions for
personal-choice lobbying, no matter how charitable are the ends served by the
lobbying means. This general rule will be referred to repeatedly in the ensuing

pages. The view that charity lobbying is personal-choice lobbying is supported by
the widely held view that charitable donationS are a form of personal onsump-

tion,"'
The Code does not offer tax-exempt status to any businesses (except, generally,

partnerships or mutual associations), but it does, at section 501(c)(5) and (6),
confer tax exemption on trade, business, and professional societies, without restrict-

ing the lobbying activities of such organizations. This exemption is comparable to
the exemption available for lobbying charitable groups under section 501(c)(4).

The Code also offers, to both individuals and corporations, deductions for
business-related lobbying activity. Code section 162(e) allows deductions for direct

but not indirect) business lobbying. Individuals and companies may also take

deductions for payment! to the direct lobbying activities of their trade associations

or labor unions. How comparable the treatment of these business expenses is to the

treatment of expenses relating tol charity lobbying is the subject of the next
chapter.

III

NO PREFERENCE FOR BUSINESS LOBBYING IN PRESENT LAW

The Revenue Code denies deductions to individuals for their personal- choice

lobbying, whether-11'4(y do it on their own or whether they do it thrdugh a charity
group. The Code -grants deductions to individuals (and businesses) for' business

lobbying. For example, a citizen who cares about wildlife- gets no declUdtion for
lobbying against ,the Alaska pipeline, but the pipeline company can fully deduct its
direct lobbying for the pipeline. This strikes many people as unfair. (If it is unfair,

whether it is .4inconstitutional is still another story.) Do these provisions of the
Revenue Code discriminate against charity?

Answering this question requires a recognition that expenditure for person)"

choice lobbying, as.pposed to business lobbying, play wholly different roles in the
computation of net 'income. Business expenditures of any sort are always deduc-
tible, from a theoretical point of view, in the computation of net income; personal-
choice expenditures- are never deductible. Since our income tax is levied on net
income, then business expenses should, and personil-choice wenditures should not,

reduce one's tax. Lobbying expenses should ,be no diffe?ent from, any other
expenses as far as this distinction is,concerned.

Answering the discrimination question also requires' an unders nding of a
"neutral" incomse tax .system. A "neutral" net income tax system i one in which
the statute exactly follows the best economic definition of net i c e. The concept

of a neutral tax .system provides a benchmark against which one can measure

statute- to determine whether Congress is subsidizing br penalizing taxpayers by
means of provisions in the Revenue Codes A neutral tax concept is not in all cases

an ideal; a number of practical dettartures from it are justifiable such as the per- '
centage,standard deduction and the delondent's exemption. Other departures from

a neutral system are justified on public policy gicounds such as the deductibility

of donations to charity.
A neutral system would glow full deductions,for business lobbying, but would

allow no deductions for lobbying on behalf of a charitable cause, which is personal-

choice lobbying.'s Persons who argue for dedudtions for charity lobbying are

arguing for a greater subsidy for charity, not for an' end to discrimination. As far-as
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fiscal analysis is concerned, en, there is no discrimination against charity lobbying.
The contrast in fiscal treat nt between charity and business- lobbying gives rise to

argument of discrimination and has little bearing on a constitutional analysis.

Iv

CONSTITUTIONALITY:
THE DOCTRINE OF UNCONSTITUTIONAL CONDITIONS

Much of the recent debate. over the lobbying restrictions concerns their constitu-
tionality. Recent articles and litigation16 have advanced three arguments in support
of the view- that the lobbying restrictions are unconstitutional. First, there is the
argument, based on what is called the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions, that

'Congress may not condition eligibility for receipt of deductible contributions by a
conventional Fharity on forbearance from engaging in a protected First Amendment
activity such as lobbying. Second, some persons suggest that the equal protection
guirantees in the Constitution forbid Congress to grant unequal' tax subsidies for
legislative activities by different kinds of charities, or unequal subsidies to donors to
different kinds of charities. Third, there is the view that the pretent statutory
scheme is impermissibly vague. Ttiis chapter analyzes the doctrine of unconstitu-

t1 tional conditions. The other two constitutional arguments are dealt with in the two
' succeeding chapters.

Preliminarily' it will be useful to review the doctrine of unconstitutional condi-
tions and to summarize the atturrients made by critics of the existing law. A
relatively recent proposed statement of the unconstitutional -conditions.doctrine is
Professor Van Alstyne's article entitled "The Demise of :the Right - Privilege- --

in Constitutional Law.' The N.Y.U. article mentioned in .Chapter I
relies extensively on the Van Alstyne analysis, as does this chapter.

Van Alstyne quotes an early statement of the idea of unconstitutiojSenditions
by Mr.tjustice Sutherland In Frost v. Railroad Commission:'

It d be a palpable incongruity to strike down an act of state legislai,lo
whicei, by words of express divestment, seeks to strip the citizen of ri
guaranteed by the fedettil constitution but to uphold an art by which the
same result is accomplished under the guise of a surrender of a right inr '
exchange for a valuable privilege which the states threpten otherwise to with-
hold . If the state may compel the surrender of one constitutional right as:a
Condition of its favor, it ,may, in like manner, compe a surrender of all. It is
inconceivable that guarantees embedded ,In the Co utlon of the United
States may thus be (manipulated out of ,existence.

Van Alstyne restate the doctrine Must

I -
1411 hatever ah express constitutional provision foiblds, government tojio

directly It equally forbidslgowemment to do Indirectly. As a consequence, t
seems to follow that the first amendment' forbidsItte government to condition
Its largess upon the willingess of the petitioner to surrender lt right which he
would otherwise be entitled to exercise asa private citizen

.'..The doctrine would appear to apply equally well to every other case where
the 'enidyment of a gotJemment-connected Interest is conditioned on a rule .
requiring that one abstain from' the exercise of some right protected, by an
express clause In the Constitution.' I
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Man Alstyne admits, to only one "major?" limitation on the doctrine: the
petitioner must demonstrate that the condition of which he or she complains is

unreasonable in the special sense that it prohibits or abridges the exercise of a right
protected by the Constitution. In applying the doctrine, according to thitview,2u a
court need simply apply a given constitutional provision. in order to for* govern-
ment from conditioning its largesse on any waiver of such a provision regardless of
the circumstae.. " ... a court may seem to have but a single straightforward
question to resole; did the regulation in' question condition the petitioner's privi-
lege upon the waiver of a named constitutional right?' I Usually, courts have
applied the doctrine only to statutes or regulations that directly forbid the enjoy-
ment of an explicit constitutional right, rather than where the conditions of the
government benefit have only an indirect effect on such a right and do not directly
and' wholly forbid its exercise. However, where a statute indirectly burdens a right,
the courts may balance the governmental concern against the extent of the burden
to determine whether the statute is constitutional.2 2

Critics of existing law have suggested that the doctine of, unconstitutional
conditions is clearly applicable to the statutory restrictions on receipt of tax
deductible contributions by conventional charities. Simply stated, the argument runs
as follows. Lobbying is constitutionall?protected by the First Amendment right to
petition the government and by broader guarantee of freedom of speech. The
lobbying restrictions for conve nal-charities condition a valuable governmental
benefit entitlement to receiv and use contributions deductible to the donors
on forbearance from exercise of a constitutionally protected right. "Deductible"
charities must indeed-forbear from active lobbying; more precisely, if they choose
to carry on lobbying programs, they must do so by means of affiliated funds rather
than directly. Therefore, the unconstitutional conditions,, argument concludes, the
statutes governing receipt of deductible contributions by charities are indirectly
equivalent to a direct and explicit-legislative proscription of lobbying. Presumably, a

direct ban on lobbying 'would violate the First Amendment. Therefore, the tax
statutes are also unconstitutional because "Whatever an express constitutional
provision forbids government to do,directly it equally forbids the government to do

Indirectly."
This argument is appealing. Analysis, however, suggests that it is seriously flawed.

The doctrine,of unconstitutional conditions, while essentially sound, is susceptible

to overstatement. It seems clear that the government should not be allowed to
eviscerate constitutional gtiarantees by indirection and subterfuge. This is not say,
however, thlt every act of government reguption indirectly or tangentially affecting
the manner of exercising constitutional rights is equivalent to -direct legislative
negation of protected freedoms. Many .government actiontja,nit or affect some
aspect of self-expression or political discourse. Even in the more,probleMatical con-
text or governmental largesse explicitly conditioned on forbearance from protected
activity, there is much that government may do. For example, a political appointee
may be told that continued employment is conditioned on forbearance from public
criticism of official ,policy. l-fowever undesirable this n)ay seem, it is not equivalent

to a flat governmental, 'prohibition on public comment. Sirhilarly, a public school

may tell its teachers that their jobs are at risk if they make racist comments in the
classroom. Such a policy is, in constitutional terms, not tantamount to, a law pro-
hibiting such comnients generally. .

Recent authority from the Supreme Court confirms the view that the do ctrine or
uhconstitutional conditions means rather less than, is sometimes supposed, In Civil
Service Commission v. Natibnal Association of Letter Carriers23 the court con-
fronted a claim of unconstitutional conditions more persuasive than that of a char-

t ity'required t6 establish a separate fund in order to lobby. Iry Letter Carriers, the

principal plaintiff, a labor union of federal employees, sued to invalidate 5 U.S.C.

section. 7,324(a)(2), which forbids certain partisan political activities by such

.4 4 2
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employees. The Court concluded that the elimination of political favoritism from
the Programs of government waS a valuable purpose and. ':unhesitatingly" reaffirmed _

that' Congress has the power, to prevent civil servants from engaging in partisan
political activity. Thus, the Court in Letter Carriers upheld its similar 1947 decision
in United Public Workers v. Mitchell.' Significantly, that earlier case was identified
by Van Alystyne as inCorrectly decided under a literal aPplication of his rules.25 At
the very least, Letter Carriers signals a brake on the overstatement implicit in an
abstract formulation of the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions. The crucial
considerations are the context of the government action and the content of its
impact on protected freedoms. It is worth noting that United Public Workers and

,Letter Carriers involved statutes flatly prohibiting partisan political activities by
persons holding civil service positions. M the next sectiortof this chapter will show,
nothing comparable is involved here.

ixcept by Means of an expansive statement of the doctrine of unconstitutional
*conditions, 'the doctrine is largely inapplicable to the charity lobbying issue. To
demonstrate Nary this is so, one must consider hoW the lobbying restrictions apply

-to charities ,receiving deductible contributions, the consequences of those restric-
tions, and 'e strength of the federal policy behind the restrictions.

The N. article follows the Van Alstyne kalysis at its broadest formulation.
According , the impact of the lobbying restrictions is phrased this way: "The

`effect of the restrictions ... is. to withhold or- withdraw th j'privileges of: tax
exempti and qualification to receive deductible contributions feom charities which
engage n specified First Amendment activities of more than an insubstantial
arnoun ."26 In 'fact, the Code does not forbid tax exemptions for charitable
organi tioni that engage in more than in insubstantial amount of lobbying. Section
501( (4) allow-s such organizations to retain tax-exempt status.

O course,',many eleemosynary groups want more than tax exemption, of their
'rico e. They also wish to be eligible to receive deductible contributions under
sic ion 170(c). For this reason, most conventional charities, sir tax -exemption not*
under section 501(c)(4), which permits lobbying, but rather u der 501(c)(3), which
p Bels the provision authorizing -deductibility of contributions by ,donors and .

w ich does restrict lobbying. Thus, it is not really tax exemption of the charity
which is at stake but rather deductibility of,,contributions,by donors.

Once attention is squarely focused on the deductibility of contributions by
,donors, the unconstitutional conditicinS argument seems less strong. Donors do
obtiin tax benefits if they channel Weir donations to charities that do not-engage in
lobbying. Such channeling is a condition for receiving the government benefit of a
tax deduction for contributions. But where is the unconstjtution I condition?,
DontOrs-are,not required to give Bp -their protected right, to lobby return for
obtaining deductions. On the contrary, the right of donors to lob unimpaired.
They may spend their funds to lobby on any personal-choice issue just as yrnay
use 'their resources to purchase any otherilitem of consumption. Butthey m st lobby
with after-tax dollars. This is true whether the donors lobby individually through

:.Ttax-exempt4.charitable organiiations or in any other way not related the net
incorne"concept underlying. the tax laws: Thus, the availability of ded tions for
contributions tO.charities is not conditioned -in any way on forbearance /by donors
of exercise of Their constitutional rights.

It is true, of course, that lobbying activities are not lieated as favorably as they
Might be. The government could establish the policy that it would subsidize lobby-
ing -as 4- particularly favored form of personal consumption. For . purposes ,of con;
stituiional analysii, however, this point is irrelevant. The fact that the government
Could -favor lobbying by authorizing deduCtions for lobbying expenditures does not
mean that it has to do' so. Simply,to ask the question whether donors have a First
Amendment right to insiston deductibility of lobbying expenditures 'provides its
6intanswer. Neither the N.Y.U. article nor any other commentator of note has
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suggested that the denial of deductions for lobbying expenditures not incidental to
the production of income contravenes any constitutional principle. Yet in a real
sense that is all that is involved in the lobbying restriction__ imposed on charities
receiving deductible contributions.

The argument is made that although lobbying restrictions do not infringe the
rights of donor's, ,they do infringe on the First Amendment rights of the charities
themselves. The position advanced is that the proper focus,of,analysis is the charity
as an independent entity, which is denied the valuable benefit of receiving tax
deductible contributions unless it forbears from more than an insubstantial amount
of lobbying. This argument is rebuttable on two grounds. First, it places form over
substance. The practical consequence of removing the. lobbying restrictions on
section 501(0(3) organizations would be to allow donors to deduct expenses for
personal-choice lobbying so long as the funds are pooled together with donations
from other like-minded individuals. Congress instead chose to ignore the formality
of an independent legal entity, particularly in the case.of,foundations, and concen-
trate on the reality of the situtation. Otherwise, the decision not to subsidize
personal-choice lobbying would be effectively undertut laiithe use of a charitable
organization to make lobbying expenditures. Second, the restriction on lobbying
applicable to section 501(c)(3) organizations, which receive deductible funds, does
not apply to such organizations which take the trouble to reorganize themseNes so
as to be affiliated with section 501(c)(4) organizations to pursue the same charitable
ends by means of lobbying with nondeductible contributions. Specifically, under

4Revenue Ruling 54-243,'7 a section 501(00) organization would seemto be free
to reconstitute itself as a section .501(0(3) group affiliated with a separately
organized 501(c)(4) entity. The Service will insist that none of the operations and
resources of the section 501(c)(3) fund be employed to support loltysing activities
of the section 501(c)(4) fund and may even take an expansive view of what
activities are related to lobbying. If, however, a lobbying group obtains non-
deductible contributions on its own, the section 501(0(3) part of the entity will
definitely continue to be eligible for deductible contributions, This is surely the case
where the work of the section 501(c)(3) effort is not merely Tor exploitation by the
affiliated lobbying fund.

The ,N.Y.U. analysis analogizes setting up an affiliated lobbying fund to creating
another person to exercise protected liberties. This analogy is intended to set up the
argument, that conditioning a government benefit on forbearance from exercising
constitutional rights by one person is not cured by the fact that another person
may exercise.-those rights. A separate section 501(c)(4) organization, however, is not
another persori but is rather only an affiliated entity controlled by the same persons
who run the section 561(c)(3) charity and serving the same charitable purposes. As
a practical matter, creating a separate 501(c)(4) organization for lobbying only has
the consequence of requiring that lobbying be conducted with nondeductible
contributions. The administrative burden of creating a separate fund is small. Thus,
the tax statutes create a scheme with a minimum burden required to effect the
policy, judgment against tax subsidies for personal-choice lobbying. The only burden
imposed on a charity is that it cannot elicit deductible contributions and engage in
substantial lobbying with those contributions. But it can create a separate but
affiliated fund to lobby with nondeductible contributions. In either event, the
income of the charity itself is tafexeopt.'

Also requiring analysis is the federal interest in disallowing deductibility of
donbrs' personal-choice lobbying. The government policy behind the lobbying
restrictions is typically described as the judgment that the public fist should not
subsidize lobbying, which is simply one form of consumption by the donors. The
classic statement of this rationale comes from Judge Learned Hand's opinion in Slee
v. Commissioner:28 "Political agitation as such is outside the statute, however
innocent the aim ... Controversies of that sort must be conducted without public
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subvention; the Treasury stands aside froni them." Slee bars deductions by
Individuals for donations to charities heavily engaged in noneducational lobbying.
The definition of eductional seems to connote an effort to provide _a legislative
body with all the facts on a particular issue as distinct from an effort to-proselytize
for one side of any of "the many causes in which ardent persons engage."29

Quoting Slee, the Supreme Court, in Cammarano v. United States, 30 added that
"Nondiscriminatory denial of deduction ... is ... a determination by Congress that
since purchased publicity can influence the fate of legislation which will affect,
"directly or Indirectly, all in the community, everyone in the community should
stand on the same footing as regards its purchase so. far as the Treasury of the
United States is concerned." According to Commissioner, this is a "sharply defined
national policy.':3' Commissioner involved restrictions on deductibility of business

.lobbying (in that case, indirect lobbying); Slee was a charitable donor case.
JUdge Hand's reference in Slee to "ardent persons" rather than to organizations

and the fact that' Slee was a donor's case are important. Contributions to charities
are personal expenditures by the donors. Mowing deductibility of such contri-
butions amounts to a tax subsidy for specified forms of consumption. Disallowing
deductibility for lobbying expenses, whether incurred directly by individuals or
through a charity entitled to receive deductible contributions, represents a federal
policy against ptiblic subveniion of personal-choice lobbying. Charity lobbying is
personal-choice lobbying even though the issues involved may be matters of public
concern. The donor chooses the issue or interest which he seeks to advance through
lobbying. Thus, for example, a contributor to a conservation organization chooses
to spend his ocher resources on behalf of conservation efforts. A goal of the federal
policy of denying public subsidieS. to the latter form of consumption is to avoid
public subsidy to lobbying on behalf of the political preferences of persons most able
to make donations to their personal causes. The policy is directed at donors
rather than at the charities themselves, is consideration of the provision fa`r tax-
exempt lobbying organizations uncle; section 501(c)(4) makes clear.

oft,
The policy against public subsidy of lobbying on personal-choice issues has been

part of the Internal Revenue Code for 42 years. For 16 years.prior to that,' business
deductions for lobbying were prohibited under Treasury regulations. Most
recently, as part of the Tax Reform Act 6f1969, Congress enacted section 4945 of
the Code which deals with lobbying activities by private foundations. Recognizing
that foundation lobbying play represent nothing more than the personal political
preferences of fours , major donors, and managers, Congress enacted section 4945
to' forbid foundai : ;lobbying. Thus, it, is now impossible for a donor to obtain a
deduction for a contribution To the lob'byi'ng efforts of a foundation or for a
iftWpdation to receive deductible contributions to its lobbyingiactivities. The

,orallonale, of coArtse," is the same as that 'reflected in the lobbying restrictions on
conventional public charities. the public shduld not subsidile political preferences of
individuals, whether through direct personalplobbying or through use of some

.intermediate entity to accor plish the same recut.

CONSTITUTIONALITY: EQUAL PROTEtTIln,

A frequent criticism, of the deductibility restrictions on lobbying is that they
abridge the right to equal protection of the laws.33 The right to equal protection is,
generally, the right not to be discriminated against where there is rxigproper basis
for discrimination. Exactly what is a "proper basis" is a `-federal 'constitutional
question.

Critics of the restrictions argue that conventional charities.(which', of course, are
exempt organizations) are discriminated against as compared with tax-exempt
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business trade associations, tax-exempt labor unions, and businesses generally.
Another argument is that conventional shanties are discriminated against as com-
pared with fraternal and veterans organizations. A third argument is that donors to
conventional charities are discriminated against as compared with persons making
payments to or donations to other organizations.34 -

The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees to all citizens the right of, equal protec-
tion under state laws. No provision of the Constitution similarly states that,citizens
have this right under federal laws, but the guarantee of due process in the Fifth
Amendment, which protects the rights of citizens relative tb federal laws, is gen-
erally agreed to "incorporate" a guarantee of equal protection. The Supreme Court
has never flatly stated that the due process clause of the 'Fifth Amendment incor-
porate the equal protection guarantees of the FourteenteAmendment, but it has
gone so 'tar as to say, in the recent case of Johnson v. Robison, that "if a classifica-

, non would be invalid under the Ewa! Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, it is also inconsistent with the due process requirement of the Fifth Amend-
ment."35 The usual way of framing an equal protection argument is to contend
that a benefit is being granted to some persons'and not to others on a basis which
is arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise not supported by a valid difference between
the two classes of persons, hence constituting an impermissible discrimination.

Due process standards do apply to the federal taxing power.36 However, the
Supreme Court has ruled that due process standards will require the invalidation of
tax statutes only in "rare and special,circyrnstances." TO be invalid, a statute must
be sufficiently excessively"arbitrary and capricibus" that it is "so wanting in basis for
classification as to produce ... a [confiscatory] gross and patent inequality."37

In due process challenges to federal income tax statutes, the classification must,
then, be arbitrary in the extreme in brder to violate the Eifth Amendment. In fact,J
the Supreme Court has never struck down the substance of a federal income tax
statute on due process grounds.38

A recent statement of the due process standards applicable to the federal tax
power is in United States v. Maryland Savings-Share Ins. Corpotation.39 This case
arose when Maryland Savings-Share, a state-established institution which insured
deposits in state-chartered savings and loan associatibns, sought an exemption from
federal income tax. All such institutions were granted tax exepaptions until 1960,
when Congress, by statute, limited exemptions to institut%Ths organized before
September 1957. The Maryland insuror was organized in 1962. The Court sustained

the cutoff date, holding that a legislative classification will normally be upheld "if
any state of fact rationally justifying is demonstrated to or perceived by the
courts."'" (There 'were some such facts available in the legislative record.)

The Code's restrictions on charity lobbying are constitutional under this test if
there are any factual distinctions between conventional charities and the various
other kinds of tax-exempt charities and organizations to which charities are con-

trasted (with respect to lobbying), or any 'distinctions between p(eis-s-ons making

donations to conventional charities and persons making payments or donations to
the other organizations, which would justify different treatment in relation to
lobbying.

In Cammarano ,v. United States 41 the taxpayer, a Washington State beer
distributor, made contributions to help finance a statewide publicity program to
defeat an initiative to place retail wine and beer sales under state rFontrol. The tax-
payer argued that the Treasury regulations which denied deductions for such
contributions placed such a burden on a form of speech that the regulations
violated the First Ame ?dment. The Court held that this argument was meritless,
stating that the taxpayer was "simply being required to pay for those activities out
of [its] own pockets, as everyone else engaging in similar activities is required to
do" on a ondiscriminatory" basis. The Court stated that everyone in the
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community should stand on the same footing as regards purchased lobbying so far as
the .Treasury of the United States was concerned, and called this a "sharply defined
national-poliCy.."4 2 '

Cammarono was decided three years pripr to the Revenue Act of 1962,. which
added subsection 162(e) to the Code, allowing deductions for direct business
lobbying. In light of the 1962 Revenue Act, a lobbying charitable organization
could now direct the Supreme Court's atttOon to the denial to its donors of
deductions, and the simultaneous allowance of deductions for business lobbying. Is
this situation sufficiently discriminatory to require, under the Maryland Savings-
Share, test; invalidation of the deductibility restrictions?

The answer'. is surely no. Even the most hostile, critic of the lobbying restrictions
would concede that there are factual distinctions between conventional charities,
and trade associations, labor unions, and ordinary businesses which provide at least
some support for different treatment in relation to lobbying. Not only are there
such factual distinctions, but there are also fundamental analytical differences

n these-argahrzations; as elaborated upon in Chapter III. Differences among
oups serve equally to differentiate persons making payments (for example,
to such groups. There is no doubt that these differences enable Code
70(c)(2) and its counterparts to withstand,, under the Maryland Savings-
, arr equal pratection attack in this context.`'
the viewpoint of fiscal analysis, there are fewer differences between

conventional charitabfe:organizations and veterans and fraternal organizations. How-
ever, the factual differences .among them also Are sufficient to enable congressional
distihctions along the same lined to withstand an equal protection .attack 43 The
codkressio nal distinction among various kinds of charitable groups is not a daiiitia:
don system that burdens constitutional rights in any material way. All donors may
direct their donations to lobbying activities; some donors, to ordinary charitable
Causes, will receive no tax deductions for doing so; others,_donors- to fraternal and
veterans organizationsovill receive tax deductions; but no one's right to expression
is burdened. All charitable causes may carry on lobbying activities; conventional
charitable organizations must conform to certain administrative requirements
establishing an affiliated fund in order to do so. Any such administrative require-
menttare not burdens-Sufeent to require the kind of strict judicial scrdtinr
applied, for example, in the 1968 equal protection case of Shapiro v. Thompson,44:
to determine that they are supported by a sufficently strong federal interest. How-
per,. the federal interest in denying deductions for personal-choice lobbying should
be iuTficient to withstand such scrutiny, being, according to Cammarano, aaswlarply

...defined national-Policy."
ClaSsificatiOns based pn criteria over which an individual has no control, such as

race-br,hational origin, also trigger special judicial scrutiny under the equal protec-
tion clatise.,Such classifications are considered "suspect" or "invidious."45 A court
will very Carefully examine a1 statute embodying an acknowledgedlt suspect
'Classificalion bel* it will uphold it.

The only possitile, suspect class issue concerning charity lobbying relates to a
distinction.between large and_small charities. It has been argued that large charities;
even though a "substantial" part of their activities may not consist of deductible x_

lobbying, can nevertheLess carry on effective lobbying programs because even an _

"insubstantial" part of the activities of a large charity may be considerable on ari
absolute scale. By contras it is argued, since any part of a small charity's activities
may be .'substantial" in re Lion its total activities such a charity may never permis-
sibly carry on an effective I bying program. This classification may be suspect or

' invidious betaUse, the ability. exercise First Amendment protected rights seems to
turn on the relative "wealth" of the organizations, a distinction which seems, on
first examination, to be distasteful. In the U.S. Court of Appeals (D.C. Circuit)
proceedings in "Americans United" Inc. v. Walters the charity plaintiff argued that
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the "size" of a conventional charitable organization is "directly related to its wealth

and power structure ... allowing larger, richer organizations more "dollar
punch'...."4 6 The court of appeals concluded that this argument raised a "substan-
tial constitutional question" under 28 L4S,C. section 2201.

The Supreme Court has since defined sigpect wealth classifications in such a way
as to eliminate the possibility that this argument has any validity, in San Anton7*-/
Independent School District v. Rodriguez," which was handed down about two
months after the Court of Appeals considered "Americans United."'

Rodriguez involved an action by certain Texas school students from poorer
school districts. They argued that the state system of financing pUblic schools (by
means of realty taxes on tax bases which varied markedly among school districts)
had the effect of providing low-quality education to poor families resident in poor

districts, and high-quality education to affluent families, resident in affluent
districts. If this premise were accepted, then the Texas system discriminated, on the
bases of wealth, in the provision of education. If the right to a, public education
were a fundamental constitutional right, and if Wealth was a suspect classification,
then the school finance system violated the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court
held that discrimination based on wealth would only be tvhere a statutory
framework had the effect of completely barring eligibility for a valuable benefit
because of individuals' inability to pay.4 8

The Revenue Code's restrictions on charities' lobbying with deductible funds do
not have the effect of depriving indigents of benefits, Which would seem to be the
limits of the wealth classification doctrine as defined in Rodriguez. No Supreme
Court opinion reviewed in this research has intimated that wealth might ever be a
suspect classification for legal entities other than natural persons. Accordingly, the
wealth ,classification argument in "Americans United" would fail as an attack on the
deductibility restrictions in the Code..

VI

CONSTITUTIONALITY: VAGUENESS

A third major argument for the proposition that the deductibility restrictions
violate the Constitution is that the language of the restrictions is impermissibly
vague. Critics of the restriction the term "substantial part" as being
particularly ambiguous. .Litigati nges have also focused on the term
"propaganda" and the phrase "attempting to influence legislation."

Vagueness arguments are based on the principle that the due process guarantee of
the Constitution requires that the ordinaryt4tizenliave notice of a law before he or
she may be subject to its exactions." A Wading article on unconstitutional Vague-
ness,50 by Professorlikrithony Amsterdam, suggests that those statutes most likely to
be judicially struck down as vague are those that appeal o judgment or that involve
a question of degree. Critics of the deductibility restri ions suggest that the term
"substantial" is such a term and therefore it-lay be d ectively vague.

They New York University articles' exa 'nes- e language of Code' sections
170(c)(2) and 401(c)(3) in the context of the regulation of constiCutionally pro-
tected activities, in this case, primarily, speech. Statutes which regulate protected
activities are held to higher standards of specificity-. A vague statute requires the
citizen to restrict his or her conduct to a greater 'extent than Congress' may have
intended or than Congress could' explicitly command. A vague statute lerids itself to

subjective enforcement. In the case of the deductibility limitations, deductible
activities may be reclassified as, nondeductible activities simply:by virtue of being
carried on simultaneously with an "attempt ito influence legislation." The critics" of
the deductibility restrictions argue that the statute has all these faults. They also
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argue that if the use of "substantial part" refers to som fixed_ proportion or per-
centage, it is impossible to discern this percentage, or of what it is a percentage,
from the statutory language:

As an initial matter-, the critics have a difficult task in establishing that a federal
statute is unconstitutionally .vague. To 1960, in fact, the Supreme Court had
nullified only two federal statutes on vagueness grounds. Most statutory terminol-
ogy, of course, is more or less readily definable, Terms definable by reference to
Objects of common experience are less likely to be found unacceptably 'vague.
Terms found in the common law, in, adriiinistered statues, in civil rather than
criminal statutes, or in older statutory provisions have historically been less likely to
be found deficient." Terms in statutes having the effect of regulating speech,
however, have indeed been held to a higher ilandard of precision.

The case seems strong that the two concepts of ''propaganda" and "attempting
-to influence legislation" are in the category of "abstractions of common certainty"
found in the Amsterdam article not have been struck down by the Supreme
Court. Webster's Third New :International Dictionary defines "propaganda," gen-
erally, as one-sided advocacy; The Supreme Court has defined "to influence ...
legislation'in United States v. Harriss and in United States v. Rumely, both cases
from the 1950's.5.3 Both terms are defined in detail in the Income Tax Regulations
at section 1.5Q;1(c)(3)-1(c) and -1(d).

The critics would argue thatthe term "substantial part,", however, is not an
"abstraction of common certainty." Instead ,they argue, "substantial part" is a
member of a class of terms which, accordin§ to Amsterdam, is more likely to be
struck down by the Supreme Court on vagueness grounds terms which involve an
appeal to judgment or a question of degree. Webster's offers as various synonyms
for "substantial" such terms. as material, real, important, essential; considerable; and
carrying weight, as in "substantial evidence." Block's Law Dictionary (4th ed. 1968)
offers as synonyms such terms as real, considerable, actual, something of worth, and
material. . .

Interpretations of "substantial part"'appearing in past" decisions construing the
deductibility restrictions are, for example, "essential," "not incidental;"" signif-
icant;s5 not "minor;"56 and not "small," more than "sporadic," and of
"consequence."57 In none of these cases, however, did a court 'rule on any
Constitutional challenge to the 'term of vagueness grounds.

The major role played by the "substantial" test is to placi a procedural require-
! ment on the principals (the officers, who may also be the donors) of a conventional

charity.58.-Such persons may not use the deductible donations the group is receiving
that is, gifts from persons who are taking charitable deductions for the gifts for

a regular lobbying program. When these officers of a charity wish to commence
"substantial" lobbying activities, they must establish an affiliated I'ection 501(c)(4)
fund to accept nondeductible contributio9s, which may be spent on lobbying.
Nothing tells such'persoiis how much lobbyinithey may do without setting up an
affiliated fund. On the other hand, nothing in the Code prevenis them from setting
Up such a fund. Nothing in the Code prevents them or the charitable enterprise
from lobbying. There is no restriction on the speech of the donors, of the charity
group officers, or of the charitable enterprise. It is simply that in the case of donors
to or principals of a conventional charity, they must comply with an administrative
requjrement before the may start a regular lobbying program.

There is no authority involVjng precisely this situation.; The most cleirly anal-
ogous situation involves lobby registration. Under 2 U.S.C. Section 267, no one may
become a full -time lobbyist without registering with the Congress. Registration ,Its

for disclosure of, the lobbyist's associates' names, employment situation, specric
activities, and expenditures, and is required every three months. These requirements,
considerably more onerous than a requirement to channel nondeductible iobbying
donations through a separate lobbying fund, were upheld in United States v Harriss.
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Harriss is strong authority that ire "substantial" test of Code section 170(c)(2) is not
defectively vague. This is especially so because in Harass the statute was under attack
as an abridgement of First Amendment freedoms of speech and of the right to petition
the government because-the statutory terms "to be used principally to aid" and
"the principal purpose" .appearing in 2 U.S.C. section 266 were allegedto be fatally
vague.

TheCourt cited the legislative history of the act to indicate th t the term
"principal" was adopted merely to exclude from the scope o,f section 266 those
persons and contributions having only an incidental purpose of intluenci legisla-
tion. The deCision went on to distinguish between incidental apd primary pu se as
follows:

[T]he 'principal purpose' requirement does not exclude from the coverage,
of the Act a contribution which in substantial part is to be used to influence.

', legislation through direct communication with Congress or a person whose
- activities in substantial part are directed to influencing legislatiOn through

directkommunication with Congress ., ,s.? t

The case of Civil Service Commission v. Nat'l Ass'n of Letter Carriers6°
involved, in part, a vagueness challenge to a provision6' of the Hatch Act, which
limits efforts by federal employees to influence, politically, other persons and to
influence the electoral process. The Hatch Act comprises an extensive and detailed
legislative framework designed to regulate participation in activity which is clearly
protected under the Bill of Rights. Thus the act imposes drastically stronger
restrictions on First Amendment-protected activity than does Code sec don
170(c)(2). In such a situation, vague terms were much more likely to be struck
down than in the case of the Revenue Code restrictions.

Prior -to Supreme Court consideration of the case, a three-judge district court had
invalidated the act on vagueness grounds,62 in the process referring to principal
preettents setting forth the vagueness doctrinet63 The Supreme Court, however,
reversed the district court and upheld the statute. The challenged portion,of the act
imposesquenalties on political activity which is "active" (as opposed; presumably, to
"inactive''3)*64 the act also restricts activity which is "specifically" (as opposed to
"generally") identified, with a political party." Pursuant to regulations, the act
places restrictions on activity the "real" purpose of which is indirectly .-to evade the
act;66 on being identified "prominently" with politieaf movements;" and on cer-
tain activity which "materially" compromises the federal service.68

"active, ,even when it define y terms such as "reel" and "material," which
The few that in Letter Carrier :the Supreme quit upheld the use of the term ,

are synonymous with `}substantial; :strongly indicates that a challenge to the phrase
"substantial part" in deductibi4 restrictions would not be successful."

Words and Phr#
t

(West, pepanent edition) lists only two federal cases in
which the opinions discuss phrallenges to the term "substantial" as being so vague as
to be constitutionally defectNe. in both, these cases, the courtld that.the term
was sufficiently specific. ( 4,- -,' -tt .,+-,,,,,t A04.,;... .

In United States v. Whyel et al., 70 the taxpayer alleged, that section 240(b) of
the Revenue Act of 1918 was unconstitutional because the statute fixed no definite
percentage of stock, but instead used the expression "substantially all the.stock" in
setting the degree of common ownership deemed to rendee'corpor'ations affiliated;
affiliated corporations were potentially liable for higher excess profits ;axes. The
opinion of the district court does not unambiguously describe the challenge to the
term as 43 vagueness challenge on constitutional grounds. The court held the
statutory ph ase to be synonymous witho'effectivelly)" all and "actually" all, and
did not dwe on any constitutional considerations.
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In Newman v. Piggie Park Enterprises" the district court sustained the constitu-
tionality of the term "substantial portion" which appeared in the public
accomodations provisions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act."
.Plaintiffs brought suit against the corporate defendant alleging that the defendant

violated the Civil Rights Act by denying service to the plaintiffs at several fast food
barbeque restaurants solely upon the grounds that they were Negroes. As one of its
defenses, the defendant contended that the phrase "substantial portion of the food
which it' setves. ..has moved in commerce" was so vague and indefinite as to make
it impossible to determine whether a person came within the act.1.3

The court, in determining that the term "substantial" was not 4ague, used the
definition contained in Black's Law Dictionary (supra), which the court said was the
term's' "usual and customary" meaning.74 The court apparently felt that regulatory
language capable of routine definition necessarily survived the constitutional vague-
ness argun1nts apparently raised by the defendant, for the court did not go beyond

i; the dictionary in defining the term and holding the term to be sufficiently definite.
Examination of entries in Words and Phrases for the synonyms nominal, actual,

valua,ble, worthwhile ;finite, and material do not reveal a federal case, where any of
these terms hlrie been held vague."

As in the cases construing the term "substantial," the courts have interpreted the
meanings of 'similar modifiers according to the factual considerations of the cases
before them and in line with their plain meanine°

1
In addition to construing the term "substantial" as it Is used in the conte of

th.charitable contributions provisions, the federal courts hbe interpreted the t m
in other statutes by reference to, for example, legislative history," administrative
interpretation,18 ratio or relative value,79 and a factual jor case law determination.80
The term "substantial" and its cognates,appear in- the Revenue Code, 271 times
(1972)81 and have never.been held unduly ambiguoas.

Given the authority of Hamss and Letter Carrieri, reference to the cases sub-.
sequently 'discussed is, almost unnecessary. In Harriss, ,administrative restrictions on
lobbying, even when ..the restrictions contained imprecise terms, were uph'eld. In
,Letter Carriers, actual prohibitions on First Amendment-protected activity were
upheld in the face of the contention that, the prohibitions were vague. Both cases
involved terms simil'ar to the terms of the deductibility restrictions.

D

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS RAISED BY ALLOWING
DEDUCTIONS FOR PERSONAL-CHOICE LOBBYING

If Congress were to provide tax subsidies for personal-choice lobbying by individ-
_pals, it would create constitutional problems in at least two areas. One problem
raised by repealing the restrictions concerns the relationship between !ndividual
wealth and The exercise of First Amendment-protected rights and freedOrns.;A
second problem concerns the role of religious organizations in political debate.
These problems would seem not to be of a magnitude sufficient to, invalidate 'a
statute granting charitabte deductions for lobbying, but do raise questions as to
whether such a statute would embody sound constitutional policy.

Th*4 first such problem in'olves the varying. impacts oh different economic le4ls
lot donors of a fax subsidy for donations to charity lobbying. The /we'. arises be-
case of the way the Oaritable deduction system Works. This deduction is pfinarily
of ,benefit to, those individual taxpayers whose itemized deductions are gr,eater than
theif standard deductions.82 As a practical matter, this meafis that the- charitable..
deduction is not'of benefit .to any indigent or poor families no matter hilw muchbenefit
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they give to charity, because such families receive no tax subsidies," and it is not
of obvious benefit to the roughly one half of individuals (and families) who do not
iterluze their deductions. For taxpayers who do itemize their dediktions, the
deduction 'reduces their taxes.by an amount ranging from 14 percent to.70 per-
cent." of /hi/ total of the contributions. The wealthier the contributors, generally,
the larger the tax subsidies, in dollar terms, for the contributions."

Tax deductions for lobbyt,pg.on personal-choice issues would subsidize the First
Amehdment-protected activities of some taxpayers However, a system of such
deductions would completely deny subsidies to poor individuals and families, and
deny subsidies to many middle-income taxpayers who do not itemize their
deductions. Briefly put, such a system subsidizes First Amendment-protected
activities of individuals in direct relation to their wealth. Subsidizing the political
activities of the wealthy may impinge on the protected freedoms of the 03or by
making their rights less valuable.86

As an initial matter, this system seems repugnant to American principles of fair
play.

In the analysis of such a subsidy program, the Suprelne Court's opinion in
Rodriguez (supra) seems a useful starting point. As the Court there stated,84 the
individuals who were discriminated against in pre Rodriguez cases in which the
Court struck down statutory or regulatory schemes relating to wealth "shared two
distinguishing Oa teristics. because of their inipecunity they were completely
unable to pay for one desired benefit, and as a. consequence, they sustained an
absolute deprivation a meaningful opportunity, to enjoy that benefit". Typically,
in the cases cited or discussed in Rodriguez, a showing of indigency sufficed to
demonstrate that an individual simply could not pay for something-a transcript,8

\ counsel," a fine," or an election filing fee" and as a result the individual was
\ disadvantaged in a setting in which constitutional protections play a foremost role,
such as a criminal trial and appeal" or a campaign for public office."

In the case of a deductible contribution to a charitable lobbying cause, the
federal government, generally, would benefit the donor by ,refunding a portion (14
percent to 70 percent) of the donation. Howeverari indigent donor, for no reason
other than indigency, would be ineligible for a benefit.

Deductible .status for charities' lobbying would be a result,of a decision by
Congress to Vilitate the exercise of a right or freedom with cash subsidies, but to
deny eligibility for the subsidies to all poor individuals and families. The indigent
individual would not be eligible for a subsidy and as a consequence would be
disadvantaged in a setting-the exercise of First Amendment-prdtected rightsin
which constitutional protections play a major role. Thus tax expenditures for
lobbing on personal-choice, issues, because of the peculiar operation of the tax
subs(dy system, might embody a constitutionally questionable classification."

A second constitutional problem which would arise if all organizations were
allowed to lobby with deductible donations lies in the resulting increased
involvement of churches in legislative controversies.

It is-a well-known maxim that the government shall not, under the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment, become "entangled" in religious affairs. An equally-
important First Amendment-inspired principle, however, is that religious
organizations should not become excessively entangled in politics. This second rule
is articulated in a number of opinions of the Supreme Court

The 1971 decision in Lemon v. Kurtzman9,5 includes a succinct statement of this
principle. "Under our system the choice has been made that government is to be
entirely,,AxcrudeA from the area of religious instruction and churChes excluded from
the affairs of gavernmentiln this case, the Court struck down, on establishment
grounds, PennsylvaniA and Rhode kland programs which. paid a portion of salaries
of,teactiers in parochial schools. The Court held that it was forbidden for a state to

.
1
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Y ,., 4fay, salary money t ese chers add that the programs created excessrye

entailiement" between the:sta fi and -the chuges, in the''''form",of enforpement.Ign
additional type of entanglement' invalidating the programs was the potential for

'involvement of religion' in lobbying Ad campaign activities relating to state aid:
, ''.t " . , ;,, ,. t 4 ,1, 0.+"'"' c ' '''

Ordinarily politital debate and division, however vigorous of even partisan,
'are.' hormal: and' °healthy manifestationi, of our democratic system of
,government, but political division along religious lines...is a threat to the,
normal political process... It conflicts with our .giole history and tradition

'' toi permit questions of the Religion Clauses to assume such importance in our
legislatures and in our elections... The history of many countries-attests to the
hazards of religion's intruding into-the political arena... 96 .

. In Committee 4:*Public Education v. Plyquist 97 the Court struck down, as? -

,*violiting die EstabliSfitnent Clause's.. prohibition against financial support for
religion, a wide-ranging New York State aid prograin for private and parochial
education. In litt ofd this holding the Court did not feel it necessary to decide
-whether the aid program, would also result in excessive entanglement of the state ----...-,,,-,:with religion, in the sense of comprehen ive and specific state enforcenient.
However, as the Court observed, aid to cllu li schools carries grave potential for

4, entanglement in the broader sense of contihui g political strife over aid to religion,
ckWactefized by aressive and diviiive"tobbying to get, maintain, or `increase
appropriations and tax relief,.98

. - Justice Black, dissenting in Board of Education v. Allen,99 a decision which
g. appro'ved a statute authorizing a stale to supply textbooks to students in parochial

schools, focused more specifically onrobbying: "The same powerful sectarian
religious propagandists who have succeeded iq securing passage of the pr,esent
law. . .doubtless will continue their propaganda, looking 'toward complete'
domination and supremacy of their particular brand of religion." And Justice
Jackson,,,dissenting in` Everson v. Board of Education (supra), argued that a purpose' of the First Amendment, above all, was the "great end" of keeping "bitter religious

. controversy out-of public life b7' denying to every denomination any advantage
from getting.control of pdblic policy or public purse." 100 These analyses are as
'applicable to the statutes which the Court has struck dowroas to the two statutes
upheld over Justices Brack's and Jackson's strong dissents. .

These opinions discussed the dangers of church involvement in legislative activity
at a time (as at present) when' mpst church organizations were federally tax
deductible and therefore not; able te gage in lobbying activity with -deductible

, funds -(funds wh* comprr The larger., part of their budgets). The policy against
-..Tligibus involvem t in egislative controversies would present an even greater

, challenge to sta aid ,to 'religious school's if churches generally could lobby with
I'deductible,ftinds, simply because there would be more of this lobbying. -

These cases do not lad to a concluiterA that ending the Code's restrictions on
church lobbying with deductible funds would itself be unconstitutional. These
authorities suggest, however, that Congress would be well advised to consider this
aspect of the entanglement doctrine before extending subsidies to church lobbying.
(In any case,, it seenjogical that-Congress should look to SuPrerne.Courtdecisions
for policy gui nce when.legislating, in an area affearng religion, even though there 'V
is n'- con 't Tonal command that it should do so.) The legislation presently before

ess pu' off a legislative resolution of this problem by not allowing churches
elect to c e within the percentage or dollar allowances for lobbying activities,

although it does allow independent nondenominational religious 'organizations to
. become involved in-lobbying with deductible funds.10' 6
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VIII

PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES,

To this point, this discussion has dealt exclusively with constitutional issues
involved in the charity lobbying restrictions. Chapters IV, V, and VI analyze
contentions that the restrictions in the Code are unconstitutional. Chapter VII .

explores policy issues which relate to constitutional concerns.

this final chapter pi.esents several points of view which generally do not relate to

constitutionally protected charity activities'°3 but which should be advanced
against proposals to allow donors to charity lobbying activities to be eligible for

deductions.
A first policy problem with deductible charily lobbying is its unfavorable impact

on the tenor of debate over charitable concerns. A mayor argument for allowing

deductions for donations to charity lobbying activities is that legislative bodies need

every bit of information obtainable so as to make decisions on legislative proposals

based o n a full record.' 03 However, charities may already make lobbying

presentations to committees and members, using deductible funds, upon official
request.' 04 Charities may already, even when there is no official invitation, present
impartial analyses and offer conclusions on issues before legislative bodies; 'this is

considered not tope lobbying but rather to be educational activity.' °5 Permitted
action of this type even includes drafting and presenting model legislation.'" If
these activitie are permissible under existing law, there arises the question as to

how the c duct of charity involvement in the legislative process would differ after

passa: liberalizing legislation.
rom the point of view of the public perception of the change, the most

important new deidopment would be that charity groups would be able to testify

on an uninvited basis and advocate legislative action consistent with and intrinsic to

the charitable purposes for which the groups were formed. Additionally, the groups

would be able to exhort,their members or the general public to take individual
actions for the same ends. The charity groups would no longebe required, if they
wished to enter the public debate on a bill, to present an impartial analysis of the

issues, or an analysis of both the advantages and disadvantages'of the proposed
ttgislatidin. Under some 'proposals for change in the lobbying restrictions, charitable
organizations would be able to use deductible donations to purchase advertisements
advocatingLthe4r points of view on legislative issues; business interests may do this

under existingtode section 162(e) but may not do sowith deductible funds.10

Out of sight of the public at large, the charity organizations would be able to

carry on lobbying activities such as "whipping" (taking steps to ensure that

legislators attertd key sessions and vote for a lobbyist's interest): "corridor"
lobbying or "buttonholing" (maintaining a presence in hallways and anterooms in a

legislature so as to have as many chances as possible to persuade legislators to

accept a pro-charity view); and- entertaining the legislators. Again, business interests

are permitted to carry on such activities, but, under section 162(e)1 may not do so

s4ith deductible funds. ( Sortie businesses probably 'srao take deductions for such

activity, however.) .'Even if the restrictions in section 16.2(e) were repealed,

deductibility for such business expenditures would not constitute a subsidy (as

would deductibility for 'charity lobbying) but rather would, provide a sounder
rhithocroLcomputation of net income41° 8

Charitable institutions exist to serve the public at large, or- a portion of the

public at large, and exist to carry out activities which are eleemosynary rather than

activities serving pecuniary self-interests or serving only to inflate the reputations of
..the principals of the charitable organizations. The public* has the right to ask of
charitable Organizations that they meet higher standards of debate than the
standards prevailing in the commercial and campaign marketplaces. Accordingly, it is
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appropriate that the ,Treasury regulations require charities, when they are acting with
deductible donations, to restrict themselves to "nonpartisan analysis,""° and the
pretentation of "a sufficiently full and fair exposition of zhe pertinent facts às to
permit an individual or the public to form an independent opinion or
conclusion."' ° It seems reasonable that a requirement for fair analysis should be
consistent with the very nature of charity. The kinds of lobbying to be permissible
under some proposals for example, charity groups using *deductible donations. to
send out mass mailings or `to purchase television advertisements which ignore
reasonable arguments on the opposite side of an issue will provide a dramatic
contrast to "nonpartisan analysis." This kind ofIctivity could diminish public

. .confidence in charitable organizations.

Stronger examples of the kind of controversies. which could impair citizen
confidence in charitable organizations are provided by referenda or initiatives which
arouse conflicting views Within the nonprofit community itself. Under some
proposals for ,liberalization of the lobbying rules, a scientific organization and an
environmental organization could engage in public campaigns against e'ath other's
positions on nuclear power regulatipn. Alternatively, a pro-public-schools
organization and a private-school coalition could engage in newspaper or television

. campaigns against each other's- views on a proposed constitutional amendment
allowing federal aid to nonpublic education. No side would be obliged to do more
than advocate' the soundness of its own position (although any side could focus
primarily, instead, on the supposed 'dangers of the opposition's position). All sides
would be carrying on their campaigns with 'tax subsidies: Presumably, the public

'would be able eventually to make a' reasoned judgment on the arguments and
counterarguments,' f' but might question whether this kind of debate would
increase potential donors' confidence in The charitable system.

A second policy problem relates to the independence of the charitable sector. It
seems logical that the largest part of the charity lobbying which would take .place, if
the Code restrictions were loosened, would be lobbying by educational, cultural,
and social service organizations which operate programs for the public to obtain '
government furfds. 2 Increased lobbying for government funding will Place new
lOurdens on efforts to preserve the independence of private charities. erosion of the
independence Of the charjtable institutional sector will most affect those activities
which that sector does uniquely well or which it alone an do, from, for example,
engaging in controversial research to monitoring the affairs of government itself.

A third public policy problem with deductible charity lobbying is the danger that
such a policy will erode the strength of the charitable institutional sector. To
survive, a public charity must provide a service (for example, education) to a
syfficient number of beneficikies who Can provide whatever matching fee (tuition,
in this example) is necessary. Alternatively, a charity must sufficiently translate into
action the altruistic impulses of donors, so Ihe,gtoup will continue to garner enough
contributions to meet its budget. 113

The need for citizen support imposes' an invigorating discipline on charitable
institutions. One of the "strengths and vitalities of public giving" is that such giving
reflects the. sfiifting priorities of out. society. If because of inertia or self-interest.an
organization does not provide the services or the goodwill which beneficiaries or
donors seek, the organization will lose its private support.* 4 Indeed, the private'
charitable sector may be judged by -how effectively it meets new public needs." s

Nevertheless, it is understandable that the principals of an organization are
reluctant to become persuaded that the task they set out to perform has priced

.itself beyond practicality (as some, suggest private education has) or is no longer
4esponding to a widely shared charitable impulse." 6 Instead of abandoning the
charitable enterprise because of a lack of payors or donors, it is more likely that the
principals will turn to the legislatures for funds. °

. ,



If, in the future, citizen organizations are allowed to lobby with their deductible
funds, the test for survival for such organizatiohs`may be not how well their goals

. reflect a strongly, supported pu6lic need, but rather how adroit the prinipals are at
currying legislative favor.' ' 7

Successful access to the appropriatitins process may shield charitable institutions
from the discipline of the shifting priorities of citizen giving. When institutions can

no longer interest enough citizen donors, or are offering a social service (the

example of education is appropriate), however critical, at too high a fee, the,f
institutions ,will seek legislative aid to continue, extending governmental controfsto
such institutions and perhaps ossifying them in the process.

The Cominission Report describes" how the charitable sector changes' over
time. This change is characterized by governmeht taking over services and functions,

and the emergence of new focuses of nonprofit activity. Removing limitations on
the ability of charitable organizations to.become participants. in the appropriations '

process may have the effect of hastening the pace of this evolution. Successful
access to the appropriations process, or successful efforts to lobby the government

to undertake desired activities on its own, will result jn the extension of

-government' '? rather than in the diversification of private and citizen actiViff.
Diversification of governmental effort is not intrinsically undeskable; however,
expansion of governmental activity at the expense of the charitable sector, a trend
foierd by the Commission to be in effect already,' 2° can only increase the relative
strength of government, vis -a -vis that of charitable institutions, eroding the societal
pluralisthwhich is important to all citizens. . -

Last, the Commission has expressed its strong concern that citizens' impulses to

give may be diminishing, and the Commission Report. recounts some phenomena
which may indicate why donor support is not keeping pace.' 21..-

One factor suggested by the Commission as contributing to a decline in citizen
support is confusion about the overlapping roles of charity and government. Heavy

involvement of charitable organizations in the lawmaking process may confuse the

public even more about the activities of citizen organizations. To the extent that
charitable access to thi appropriation process is enhanced, the philanthropic impulse

may be diluted a percepticin that what individual donors do not provide,

government will.
This discussion has already referred to another factor which may diminish public

confidence in the charitable sector and thus erode the impulse to give: the

occurrence of spirited media controversies with charity organizations cm one or both

sides.' 2 2

In the ease of established charitable institutions, informed 'donors have made

contributions for years in the knowledge that deductible contributions couldnot be

used for lobbying purposes. Were charities allowed to lobby, however, the donee

institution could take funds given when lobbying was restricted, or income Warp

principal given when) legislative activity was foreclosed, and use the funds for

lobbying. Donors who made general-purpose gifts in prkor years beliei,ing that such
funds would not be used for lobbying, or even strongly preferring that their gifts

not be used for lobbying, would see their funds diveyted. This seems yet another

factor that might diminish the philanthr,opic impuls on the part of substantial

individual donors. -
In the final' analysis, then, there are policy reasons why charitable organizations

should approach lobbying activity with restraint. Media campaigns propagandizing"

on one side of an issue may -be, perceived by the put lic as inconsistent-with the

nature of the charity. Greater access to the appropriltions process poses threat to

the independence and strength of the charitable sector. Government funding ay

shield nonprofit, organizationi from the healthy discipline of changing rignor

- priorities.

4 5 6
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All these factors, and additional concerns such as increased confusion between
the roles of charity and government and the diversion of past donations to future
lobbying activity, may discourage the impulse to give. Thus, from this point of
view, extensive involvement by charities in the legislative area may lead not toward
a stronger voluntary sector but to continued erosion of private giving itself.
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was in the sense of "free market price" in a factual situation where there was no free market.
The term was not used in the sense of "real" value as opposed to "no" value, which is the sense
in which 'fear may be synonymous with "substantial." in any case, at present under Code
section 2031 and comparable statutes, courts routinely determine real value where there is no
single dispositive index of such value,,so whether International Harvester would be decided be
same waY today is questionablp.

7,6. E.g., U.S. v. North Cdiolina Granite Corp., 288 F.2d 232 (4th Cir. 1961).

77. Sherar v. United States, 413 F.2d 986 (9th Cir. 1969); Price v. Flemming, 280 r2c1 956
(3'rd Cir. T960); and Trenton Cotton Oil Corp. v. Commissioner, 148 F.2d 208 (6th Cir. 1945).

7$. Anderson v. Manhattan Lighterage Corp., 148 F.2d 971 (2nd Cir. 1945), and Anuchick v.,
Transamerican Freight Lines, 46 F. Supp. 861 (E. D. Mich. 1942).

79. pinta Livestock Corp. 'v. United States, 355 F.2d 761 (10th Cir. 1966); Bodell v.
Commissioner, 154 F.2d 4b7 (1st Cir. 1946); and Anderson v: Manhattan Lighterage Corp., 148
F.2d 971 02nd Cir. 1945).

/
80. Commissioner v. Zongker, 334 F.2d 44 (10th Cir. 1964); United States v. Paw lak, 352 F.

.Supp, 794 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).
at.g#' -

81. According to a comfiuter-generated listing prepared for the National Office of thi IRS.

82. The amount of'the standard deduction probably has some relation to the average amounts
of potential itemized deductigns, so there may be a sense in which a "shadow" charitable
deduction is available to standard deductors. For example, if "the charitable deduction were
available as a deduction from gross income, the standard deduction might be reduced, parity in
recognition gf the fact tat after both statdtory changes, many,itandard deduction families will
be no worse off than be ore the two changes in-the law.

83. Such families can only receive tax subsidies when tax credits are "refundable" as was, for
example, the Earned Income Credit available pursuant to the Tax Reduc/ion Act 975.

84. Subject to the limitations on the charitable deduction as a percentage of, generally, adjustgd
gross income, contained in Code section 170 and the regulations thereunder:

85. On the other hand, thevalue to the donor of the marginal dollar of subsidy declines with
wealth, so the marginal value of everlarger (in dollar terms) subsidies,may,be level or decreasing
In relation to wealth. Furthermore, in ferns of tax rate reduction, the wealthier the taxpayer,
the smaller the reduction in effective 4ate. These are counterarguments to the "upside down"
contentionszconceming charitable (and other) deducstions%

86. Tax Analysts and Advocgtes v. Shultz, 376 F. Supp. 889, 898.895 (1924), injunction
vacated as moot 75.1 US.T.C.113,052 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (per curiam).

87. San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriquez, 411 U.S. 1, 20.22 (1973).
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88. E.gGfiffin y..filingls, 351 U.S. 12 (1956).

89. Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963).

90., E.g:, Williams v. Illinois, 399 U.S. 235 (1970).

.,91. Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134 (1972).

92'. Griffin, Douglas-and Williams, op. cit.

93. Bullock v. Carter, op. cit.

94. Congress may have become more cognizant of this problem in the last, few years. The
addition of section 4945 to the Revenue Code, in 1969, is certainly an effort to deny tax
subsidies to wealthy donors to lobbying activities. A more systematic approkth for "equalizing"
tax subsidies for First Amendment protected activities, however, is embodied in Code Sections
41 and 218, added by the Revenue Act of 1971; which presently allow, alternatively, a tax
credit of up to $25 ($50 in the case of -a joint return) for half of an individual's campaign
contributionl, or a deductions of up to $100 ($2'00 in the case of a joint return) for sued,
contributions. The credit is nonrefundable, so the poor do not benefit from these provisions.',
Middleincome and affluent taxpayers benefit proportionally in relation to their wealth, with tax
subsidies ranging up to $70 for ,an individual in the highest income bracket. Congress long
resisted tax subsidies for donations to political campaigns. Now that Congress has seen-fit to
grant such tax benefits, it is doing so in a way that more nearly awards equal, benefits regardless
of income class. This system provides a complete contrast to a provision fYlf deductions for
contributions to the lobbying campaigns of charities and would amply retfut any argument, irr
defense of such a charitable contribution deduction, that no less restrictive, statutory scheme is
available to subsidize the First Amendment protected activities of charitieV,and their donors.

\V. Lemony. Kurtzman, 403
a

U.S. 602, 625 (1971).

96. Ibid.,sat 622-23.

97. Committee for Public Education v-.--Nyquist,"413 US. 756 (1973).

98. Ibid., at 794-798. For additional formulations of this ban on the interference of either
institutidn into the affairs of the other, see Everson v. Board of Education, 830 U.S. 1,415,46,
(1974), a decision which, however, upheld a statute authorizing reimbursements for bus fares of
parochial school students. \ '
99. Board of Education v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236, 251 (1968).

100. Everson, op cit., at 27.
1

101. However, sectarian organizations (other than corporations) which eschew deductible
contributions, tax exemptions, and other governmental benefits are already free to engage in

lobbying and campaigning to an unlimited extent.

102. These points of view relate to the nature and health of the charitable sector generally.

,103. N.Y.U., at 1431, quoting Sen. Rep. No. 1881, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 22 (1962).

104. Cf. Rev. Rul. 70-449, 1970-2 CA3. 111:

105. Cf. Res., §§1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(3)(iv) and 1(d)(3)(i)(b); Rev. Rul. 64-195, 1964.2 C.B. 138.

106. Rev: Rul 64-195, op cit.

107. There is speculation that businesses do take deductions for much such advertising. See
U.S: Senate Committee on Finance, "Energy and Environmental Objectives," Hearings, 93rd
Von& 2d Sess. (1974); N.Y.U., at 1432-34.

10'8. Sec Chapter III.
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1.09. Reg. §1.501(c) 3)-1(c1(3)(iv)..

110. Reg. §1,501(c)(3)1(d)(3)(i)(b).

111. One of theallegations likely .to be made would be that the other side's media campaign
was being financed with private foundation grants. Under some proposals for loosening the
lobbying festrictions, public charities could use general purpose foundation grants as a source of
funds for lobbying unless Vie terms of the grant entirely forbade use of the funds for lobbying.
If the grant forbade all but insubstantial lobbying, then under some proposals the money could
be used for- lobbying within prOportional dollar limits. The possibility of such allegations
receiving _widespread publicity does not seem likely to enhance the public standing of the
foundation community. °

s t
112. At present, such lobbying is restricted to the executive branch or takes plaCe only
pursuant to invitations from legislative bodies.

113. These generalizations do not apply in the same way to private foundations.

114. See Giving in America. Toward a Stronger Voluntary Sector, Report of the Commission
on Private Philanthropy ani Publio Needs, 1975 (hsteinafter cited as "Report"), at 75, 121.

4

115. See Ibid., at 33.

11.6. Alternatively, the principals of a charity may simply feel
f

they are only receiving a
minimum 0 funds from the public, they may feel that more money is needed to carry out theil'
specific charitable aim.

423:2

117. On the other hand. support from government is support from the public, and legislators
wotild presumably not long support projects for which there was little public support.
Restrictions currently allow citizen organizations to curry executive favor for budgetary' support;
the logical extension of the argument set forth in the text would be to bar citizen groups from
access to the executivebranch as well as to the legislative branch.

118. Report, at 40.41.

119. Albeit, perhaps, its diversification.

120. See Report, Chapter IV,

12141 Report, at 71.75. scr

122. One the other hand, it may be that more vigorous public charity activity along these lines
will attract more donations than it would discourage.
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OVERVIEW OF GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT AND
FINANCIAL REGULATION OF PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATIONS 9

IN SELECTED NATIONS

Arthur Andersen & Co.

--- Int;oduction

This report provides a broad overview of the support and financial yegula-
non of public philanthropic organizations by the governmehts of eight
industrialized nations The nations selected by the staff of the Commission on
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs for study were Australia, Canada,
England, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan, and Sweden The questions that
they requested be addressed are as follows:

1.1Does the government provide tax incentives for individuals and busi esses
to contribute to charities? If so, do the incentives apply to contrib tions
made during an individual's lifetime? Do they apply to bequests? f e the
incentives in the form of tax credits, deductions allowed in arriving at
taxable income, okspecified income exemptions?

2. Does the government have a program under which it matches, in the form
ctgrants, all or part of certain contributions to private charities?

3 Does the government provide financial aid to private charities in aryy form
other than those described above?

4. Are private charitable organizations-exempt from income, property and/or
other axes?,..

5. -What methods and,Or agencies, are used by the government to regulate the
financial aspects of philanthrOpic organizations?

6. What special rules, if 'any, exist relative to tax incentives pertaining to
religious organizations?

We found that direct and indirat governmental support of the private
philanthropic sector vanes inversely with the involvement of government
itself in providing social services For gxample, direct government grants as
well as tax incentives for private giving are significant in Australia, while such
suport is extremely limited in Sweden. While the forms of government support
vary, none of the selected countries has a general togram for matching
private giving with government grants

We also found that governmental ,supervision and regulation of private ,
charitable organizations exists to some degree in all of the countries, with
particular emphasis on organizations receiving direct governmental grants
Japan, in particular, has a comprehensive program for monitoring the
financial and charitable activities of charities.

The tax incentivo s available to charities and their contributors are gen-
erally also available to religious group*However, direct government support
is not given these groups except in Sweden and Getrnany Governmental
regulation of religious groups is limited in most cases.

The following chart summarizes our findings by country While the regula-
tions are complex in many cases and exceptions exist in several areas, the
indicated status reflects the substance of the regulations at the time of our ..,

review. The remainder of the paper describes briefly for each of the eight
countries the forms and type of governmental supp.ort'and financial regulation
of philanthropic orgiloczations

41j5
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,/Overvie4 of Governmental Support and Firutncfal Regulation of Philanthropic Organizations
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Australia Canada England . 'France West Germany
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Yes '
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Occasional No

3. Other forms of govern-
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4. Organizations exempt fr
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Charity-related income
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Other taxes

5. Governmental supervision

-1
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_. .
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. -
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AUSTRALIA

Scope of Actividei of Private Philanthropic Organizations

Private charitable activities in Australia encompass the following
1 Relief to the disabled, which includes the ,blind, the deaf and dumb,

spastic and mentally handicapped.
2 Relief to the poor, which includes homes for the aged, assistance with food
- and clothing, and homes for homeless men.

3. Education, which includes pre-school, primary, secondary,and tertiary
education, and in particular the provision of funds for educational
buildings and equipment.

4. Private and public hospitals.

5 'Child welfare, which includes boys' and girls' homes and child care
centers...

' Overseas aid:

7. Youth and activities.
.8. edical research

assistance to.war Veterans.

Australia does not presently have, extensive gcniernment operated social
welfare programs, as is the case in several European\countries. Genuine
private charitable social welfare activities are supporta by government,
rather than such activities being supplementary to government programs.
Accordingly, the majority of social programs are conducted by nonprofit,
private sector Charitable organizations

. Tax Incentives' .
Thezovernfrient provides tax incentives for both individuals and businesses

to contribute to r.esiderit charities. Incentives for such contributioits during an
indiviilukstlifetime are in the form of a deduction in arriving at taxable
income Inceintives for businesses are also in the form of deductions from
taxable income, A .ded ctioe, is allowable under a spekific pr vision,of the ,;
inc me tax legislation wh re the contribution is fck "pu lic ,charitable
Pur oses " These ded ctioris are not limited to,a, specific ercentage of
tax ble income Contributions which may not come within t e broad cate-
gor nation of "for public charitable purposes" are, however,' normally
all able"as an ordinary exp' nse deduction to business organizations.

furtlw incentive is gra Jed in the form of a deduction, for death duty
pu oses,*frorn the estate o a deceased perSon of bequests made for public
Ch eitablepurposes

The -government does no
which it matches contributi
ihstaiices, however, where

atching Grant Programs

have a general matching grant program under
ns to charitable organizations. There have been
ch a matching program has been implemented.

. 4 6 7
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Financing of Charities

Other than through tax incentives, the government finances charities by the
following methods.

1 Directly- by government departments upon application by the charitable
organization The application, which is made for a specified sum, is con-
sidered by the department and a grant is then wade according to what the
department considers reasonable in the circumstances

2. Directly by government departments without application by the chari-
table organization In these cases, the grant is made by the government
department as a matter of course Such grants, which' are generally for the
care of wards of the State, are made on a per capita basis directly to the_
ganization caring for the children.

3. The government provides funds-to the Hospital and Charities Commission,
which is an organization established to administer public funds provided
for various charitable organizations Grants are made-upon assessment by
the commission of applications to rt. by the charitable organizations The
grants available fall into two categories maintenance grants for the every-
day running of an orgarnntrOn, and capital grants for the financing of
equipment and building projects.

Taxation of Charitable Organizations

haritablg organizations are exempt from the following taxes (1) income
tax, irrespective of the source or nature of such income,, (2) payroll tax;
(3) sales tax in respect of goods purchased fOr use and not resale, (4) property
taxes, referred to in Australia as "rates and land taxes"; and (5) stamp duties

1 on otherwise dutiable transactions (such as checks, leases)

Administrative and Governmental Control
III '4

°Government (federal and state) supervision, of private charities is largely
limited to chanties receiving grants from a 'government department This
.supervision is directed towards assuring that the grants were spent for the
purpose specifted.,The Hospital and Charities Commission' administers the
grants -it makes to charitable organizations and the specific government
departments administer the grants they make in their respective fields of

1 welfare.
Organizations receiving grants for operating!

t the a
subsidies are gen rally

required to'submit audited income statements. ministering bo y -in
support of grar t expenditures ,Grants made for ajor, building projec s are
directly controlled by-the grantor, that is, revi w of contractor's inv ices,
progress reports, and so forth. .

Charities conducted through an incorporated body are required to have an
annual audit, file financial statements with the State Government COmPanies
Registry, file a tax return,, and follow accounting and!reporting policies con-
tained in the State Companies Act

Unincorporated charities, not receiving government grants, are required
only to fil an annual 'federal tax return.
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Special Rules Applicable to Religiou's Croups

The income of a religious group is qempt under a specific proviston of the
income tax legislation Such groups ar#also exempt from payroll tax, property
taxes, sales tax, and stamp duties

A religious group does not receive any financial assistance from the gov-
ernment where the funds are for the purpose of promoting that religion
However, religious groups which operate various charitable organizations are
entitled to the government assistance provided for those charitable purposes.

II

CANADA
A

° Scope of Activities gf Private Philanthropic Organizations,

Canada does not have a highly developed -government sponsored social
welfare program Accordingly, the scope of activities of private charitable
entities is similar to.,that of comparable entities operating in the United States.
Activities include cultural, charitable, educational, and religious groups on
both the national and local level.

Tax Incentives
.

In Cinada the government provides tax incentives for individuals and
corporations to contribute fo charities by allowing these taxpayers to deduct
from taxable income contributions made to registered Canadian charitable
organizations and certain other institutions, Deductions are permitted to a
maximum of 20 percent of nerincome for the year, if receipts containing the
prescribed information are filed with the tax return If the taxpayer has excess
donations which are' ot deductible in the current year, he is allowed to carry
forward this excess for one taxation year. In lieu of itemizing his deductions
the individual taxpayer may claim a standard deduction of $100 for which no
receipts need be filed. .

40-
. The tax system is also favorable totaxpayers who Take charitable bequests
upon death,The,provincial governments have their own succession duty taxes
which vary considerably However,, they generally allow charitable beques8
to be d ducted in Computin succession duties. For example, in Ontario,
property bequeathed to a rel gious, charitable, or educational organization
working-solely in Canada is n t taxed br inclirded in the value of the estate.
Howeve , the Province of British Columbia has very narrow exemptions in that
the exemption limits the value of the gift to a charitable organization which
qualifies under the Federal Income Tax Act to 10percent of the net value of all
property passing on-the individual's death. In Ontario there is no restriction as

_to the percentage, of the estate that is contributed to the charitable oiganiza-
tion,tt isti; the entire contribution is tax exempt.. :- ,

....

Th co e Tax Act (Cana a) allows a charitable gift by will to be deducted
from the taxpayer's income n the year of death, equal to the amount of
earned income, for the taxati

1 (?9
8
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Matching Grani Programs

The provincial and federal governments do not have matching giant
programs under wiloch the governments match private contributions to
charitable organizations

`.,

Financing of Charities

The governments make - grants under statutory authority to voluntary or-
ganizations, agencies, and foundations Certain sections of the Municipal Act
enable.municipalities to make'grarits to charitable institutions and patriotic
organizations and to other groups and organizations for a variety of purposes,
among them community recreation programs and facilities, health or com-
munity centers, aiding indigent persons, cultural and athletic activities, and
the promotion of military science Organizations need not be incorporated to

,,apply, unless they are collecting funds for distribution to other groups

Taxation of Charitable Organizations

4 k '7
The Income Tax Act provides forthe exemption from tax of the income of

charitable organizations, nonprofit corporations and charitable trusts The
groups whose activities are exclusively of a charitable nature may apply for
registration as a charitable organization under the Canada Income Tax Act
These organizatiorts do not have to be registered in order to'be tax exempt,
but registr ion is necessary if the cdntributor is to obtain a deduction for his
contributio s to the organization Charitable organizations are generally
exempt fro .property tax but this may vary among the provinces since

property..ta s are legislated by provincial statutes

Administrative and Governmental Control

The governing body responsible for administering the tax laws for charitable
Organizations is the Charitable and Non- Profit Organizations Section of

s.R.eyenue Canada, Taxation It is to this department that application for

registration is made The reqdirements placed on charitable organizations for

re istration are that application for registration ust includethe most recent
ft ancial statements, a copy of the incorprati n document, a statement of

aims and objectives, and details of the organiz ' tructure. All organiza-

tions are subject to revocation of registration if t e organization 'teases to

comply with the requirements, fails to file an inforfnation return, issues an
invalid receipt, or fails to kepp adequate books arc records.

In addition, the frganizaiion is _required to maintain duplicates of donatio
receipts issued as well as have available for inspection sufficient records t

r enable the donation receipts and disbursements to be verified.

A completed Return of Information (Form 72052) accompanied by a copy of
the financial statements for the period must be filed within three months from
the end of each fiscal period of each registered Canadian chailtable organiza-
tion. Failure to comply may also result in revocation ofitegistration

In Canada at present there is very little provided under the Canatla
Corpogations Act in requirements as to the form 11 content of financial
statenients or financial disclosure with respect to c 'table organizations
However, the applicable provisions make it man ory to keep prqper
accounting records and to appoint an auditor. An annual audit, leading to art

aCi 0
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'auditor's report, of the organization's financial statements must be carried
out.

" Special Rules Applicable to Religious Groups

In Canada there are no specific tax laws relating to religious groups.
"'However, the Income Tax Act exempts members of religious orders from
paying income tax on 'their earned income if a vow of perpetual poverty has
been taken and the member has paid this income to the order. Religiogs
orders would be subject to the same regulations as charitable organizatioWs
since religion falls under one of the broadly categorized headings of clwi-
table organizations.

ENGLAND

Scope of Activities of Private Philanthropic Organizations

i
England operates a "welfare state" in which medical, housing, unemploy-

ment, sporting alad recreational benefits are provided to at least a basic level
Ipt, thegovernment Therefore, government expenditures for these benefits are
substantially in excess (4_,the expenditures by charitable entities. /

The law relating to institutions, and the procedures Administering
charities, is embodied in the Charities Act of 1960. This act c firmed a body
of Charity_ Commissioners for England and Wales to have au hority over the
registration and control of all organizations seeking and obtaining charitable
status.

,

Id order to qualify for the tax and other benefits afforded to charities, an
organization must register with the Charity Commissioners and its objectives
must fall exclusively within one of the following. (1) the relief of poverty, (2)
the advancement of educatibn, (3).- the advancement of religion, (4) other-
purposes, beneficial to the community. . .

There are over 107,000 registered charities. No reliable figures exist, but it is
estimated that the total income of these-eharities,is in excess of L150 million
($360 million) each year and that the total of investments owned by them
approximates £2,000 million ($4,800 milliorr). ...

Charities may,raise funds in any legal manner, but in practice the rriajor
sources are investment income, direct donations, deeds of covenant, and
str et collections.

. .''' , ,i. 1

.

Tax Incentives

. . . I

i
Incothe tax and corporation tax. In general, charitable contributions are not

deductible for individual if-IcorIle anthcorporation tax purposes. Business
profitsmaly be reduced, for tax purposes, by contributions which are wholly
and exclusively for the purposes of the business. This does not have wide
application because the test restricts the type of charity to one closely'
'conneCted with and capable of benefiting the business.

Limited tax relief is Acailable,by use of the deed of covenant (a legally tn-
forceable agreement to give away a pbrtion of future income) and this is a
widely used me ns of raising funds.. An individual or corporation may undeir

471.
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Cake to make contributions by. this method, which in effect constitutes a
deduction of the payment from taxable income To be valid, a deed must be
for a period capable of exceeding six years and pure income in the hands of
the recipient. Payments to' chanty are treated as income from which tax has
been deducted at the basic rate income tax The deed of covenant provides an
individual with tax relief at only the basic rate of income tax (33 percent for
1974-75). No relief is available for covenanted contributions against higher
rate tax, the rate of which extends up to 98 percent Contributions by a cor-
poration are treated in a similar manner to those made by/an individual A net
amount is paid to the chanty and the tax deducted at basic rate is paid over to
the Inland Revenue The gross payment is deductible from the corporation's
profits

Gift,of assets: capital gains tax and estate duty. The gift, or the sale for a
consideration not in excess of.its base cost, of an asset to a charity is exempt
from capital gains tax

A gift made to charity more than one year before death is exempt from
estate duty Gifts made within one year of death or bequeathed on death are
exempt from duty, provided the total does not exceed L50,000. Any excess
over £50,000 will be the object of an estate duty charge

The government has introduced a finance, bill to replace the estate duty
with a capital transfer tax in order to include lifetime gifts In general, Similar
reliefs will be available under the proposed capital transfer tax as for estate
duty, but the details will not be finalized until the bill becomes law

,
Matching Grant Programs

. The gotiernment has no program's for matching private contributions to
charities.

Financing of Charities

The government makes grants to specific major charities, for example,
British Museum, but does not generally provide financial support to charities,

Taxation of Charitable Organizations

Charities are in some measure exempt from-the majority of direct and
indirect taxes provided' the income or gains are applied_for charitable pur-
poses. The primary taxes concerned and-the dc5gree of charitable exemption
available are as follows.

r I

Income t4 nd corporation tax. A charitable body is exempt fro income

tax and corpbr I n tax on most sources of income The exemption Vends to
trading incom ly when the tradeis exercised in the course of actually
carrying at a rr purpose of the chanty or the work invo4ved is carried
out by the benefi ries of the charity. e

Capiital gains to . No gaih accruing to a charity is a taxable gain provided it
is applicable and applied to charitable purposes.

Real estate tax. The general rate Ievial on the occupier of property in the
United Kingdom is reduced with respect to property occupied charffy to

.

4 4)
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one half of the amount otherwise payable Rating authorities have discretion-
ary powers to reduce in part or totally the balance of the rate that may be
payable.

, -

Value added tax. Value added tax is levied at a rate of 8 percent on the
supply of goods or services in the United Kingdom. There is no general ex-
emption from this tax for charities.

Administrative and Governmental ContrOir'

Applications for charitable" status and the regulation of charities is
controlled by the Charity Commissioners. It is the responsibility of the trustees
of a charity to ensure that all of its acts fall within the confines of the trust
deed and conform with-the provisions of the Charities Act. The commissioners
hive the power under the act to advise the trustees on any matter affecting
the charity and to investigate and-check any abuses. In addition, the Inland
Revenue reviews the tax status of charities and ensures that the property
giving use to the income and gains is ownt,c1 by the charity and that the
income qualifies for tax exemption and is applied solely for charitable '-
purposes.

Financial deporting. There is a general obligation on the trustees of a charity
to keep proper books of account and to prepare, for consecutive periods of
not more than 15 monthg duration, accounts which must consist of an income
and aperulliture account and a balance sheet There is no general requirement
that accounts be professionally audited or published. The commissioners may
order, at their own expense a professional audit ,to be carried out for such
period as they consider necessary The accounts must be transmitted to .the
Charity Commissioners by the charity. trustees on request. Charities with a
permanent endowment are obliged to_ submit accounts, annually to the com-
missioners.

Other regulatory techniques. There are extensive powers undei-tlie act
which empower the,commissioners to institute inquirieg into a charity or clasg
of charity, either.generally or for particular purposes In this connection, the
commissioners may require any person to furnish accounts and statements on
any relevant matter and to produce relevant documents in that person's
custody or control

Where the commissioners are satisfied after such inquiry that there has
been misconduct or mismanagement in die administration of a charity and
that action must be taken to protect the property of the charity or properly
apply its funds, they may takech action as they consider appropriate within
the limits of the act.

Special' Rules Applicable to Religious Groups

There are no ecial rules Mr religious groups, which usually qualify as
charities and are trerated in the same way at other charities.

4
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IV
.

. FRANCE

At. I

Scope of Activities of Private Philanthropic Organizations

As a consequence o f t hkhighly developed, state-sponsored social welfare
programs, charitable instAtions operating in France have a much more
limited scope of activities than comparable entitles operating in the United
States.

The two types of charitable institutions operating in France are the
association reconne d'utilite publique and the fondation The principal

,,activities of these entities are (1) relief for the poor, (2) relief for aged persons,
(3) health (including hospitals), (4) charity and-other social activities, (5)
research ill intellectual, medical, scientific fields, (6) ,teaching, and (7)
.museums and cultural activities

Tax Incentives

The government makes available tax incentives for contributors to such
entities in the form of expense deductions in arriving at taxable income For
individuals such deductions, are limited to from 0 5 percent to 1 percent of
taxable income For business entities or individuals carrying on commercial
activities such deductions are limited to from 0 1 percent to 0.3 percent of
sale. These incentives generally do not apply to charitable bequests

Matching Grant Programs

The government does not provide a grant prOgram under which private con-
tributions to charitable organization's are matched

Financing of Charities

Cash grants may be obtained from the government by private charitable
institutions upon requtst2ln 1969, a special foundation called the Fondatior
'de France was create0oc the government to receive charitable contribution!
from the public and to redistribute the money collected to other existinE

'charitable institutions

I

Taxation of Charitable Or anizations
g

I L
iThe revenues of charitable institutions are normally, exempt froni Fren

t rporote income tax. However, the corporate income tax is appli d at t (

sriecial rate of 24 percent on rent. income, agricultural income, an certair
interest and dividencincome of charitable institutions,' Moreoy r if thi.,
charitable institution organizes operations for which the intention i deemeE

- .. more commercial than philanthropic, and if &tIch activity is not directly con
4 nectect with the purpose of the institution, the profit may be taxed at thi

-normal cqyporate income tax rate of %percent. -

Property taxes are generally applicable to charitable institutions Registra
. tion taxes on charitable gifts are generally reduceid or not appliCable, vtifli

1,4'_
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such taxes do the purchase of buildings are generally reduced. The business
license tax is normally not payable by,such institutions, except if the activity is
deemed commercial and if the normal corporate income tax is applicable.
Depending an the nature of the activity and the purpose of the charitable
institution, the tax on value added may be applicable.

Administrative and Governmental Control

Foundations as well as associations are private institutions managed by the
foundators (foundation) or committee members (associations). No adminis-
trative or governmental agencies are used as such to supervise these institu-
tions However, certain controls ate exercised at inception by the govern-
ment, represented by the Ministere de l'interieur.

Financial reports must be submitted on an annual basis to the Ministere de
l'interieurby the foundations or associations ileyearl \tax return must also be
s.ubmitted -to the Tax Administration.

Special Rules Applicable to Religious Groups

Twq different types of religious groups exist in France, the congregation and
the association cultuelle The congregation is a special association for a group
of members exercising the religious profession. In. order to have a legal
existence, the congregation has to be authorized by a governmental agree-
ment in tht form of a decree signed by the AdministrOve Supreme Court.
Yearly financial statements must be submitted oThese entities are subject to
the same French corporate income tax rules as other charitable institutions.

Associations cultuelles are institutions created in aaord'ance with the 1905
lave providing foie the full independence of the State and the Church. This type
of organization is used by Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and Mohammedans.
The qbjectives, which are strictly limited, of such organizations are to deal
with any administrative and financial problems of he various 'religious bodies.
The major part of their revenues is from public cbllections. The receiving of .
gifts or bequests i5 generally prohibited except if it is deemed to contribute to
the strict objective of the association. From a tax viewpoint, there are no
property .taxes if the buildings used for public worship are owned by public
collectivities (State or cities).

Compulsory yearly financial statements prepared on the cash basis of
accounting are required by the Ministere de rEconomie et det Finances.

. .

V
-k,

WES GERMANY

Scope of At-Vides Irliate Philanthropic Orz ations

German social security laws, which cover the majority of the population,
provide for assistance in case of sickness, unemployment, disability, and
retirement, as well as for the payment of medical expenses. Those not insured
tinder the Social Secutity System are legally entitled to social welfare pay-
ments financed by governmental boards. Social welfare payments, hoWever,
do not exceed a levetregarded'to be the minimum to maintain human dignity.

Under these circumstances t activities of private charities are p imarily
directed toward subsidizing pu is servic**4at are not sufficiently p ovided

1

4
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for by federal, state, and municipal authorities. Thus, private charitable
organizations finance or co-finance the construction and running costs of
hospitals and convalescent homes, old peoples' homes and nursing centers,
vacation homes for mothers with many children, kindergartens and rehabili-
tation centers, They also render advice and practical help to people who have
difficulties being integrated into the society, such as those afflicted with a
disease and ex- convicts. Private charitable organizations are also a strong
force in providing immediate help in ases of catastrophe in and outside
Germany Under certain conditions, o time or recurring payments are made
to individuals in case social welfare payments are not sufficient to maintain
human dignity

All the activities described above are coordinated ty five large organiza-
tions the Welfare Organization of the Protestant Church, the Welfare Or-
ganization of the Roman Catholic Church, the Welfare Organization of the
Jewish Community, the Welfare Organization of the Trade Unions, and the
German Red Cross In addition, there are numerous small private charitable
activities, all of which are organized as associations.

The most important sources'of funds for these,crganizations are member-
ship fees, private donations, governmental grantslbd investment income. In
addition, the organizations of the religious grup'§.rfiNioned 'above receive
grants from their respective churches, whicha4ourit 4.or a considerable
portion of their total income -.

4:'40; ,. ,...
_-AP

Tax Incentives

Under German income tax regulations membership fees and donations by
individuals or corporations are deductible from taxable income if the
foll wing conditions are met.

1 e articles Of' the recen, mg organization must provide that charitable,
ligious, scientific, or other activities of pilblic benefit are the omapiza-

ion's sole objective
2. The acteal conduct of activities of the organization ust be in agrerent

with thepbjectives:of the articles.
3. Incase of "other activities oPpublic benefit," the benefit to the community

trough -such activities must be explicitly confirmed by the tax office in ad-
vance. These organizations are included in a special list which is published
in the German income tax regulations The tax deductibility of member-
ship fees anddonations is limited to 10 percent of the individual's or cor-
poration's annual taxable income irk case of scientific organizations, and
to 5 percent in the case of all other organizations.

No-such progra

Matchin Graht Programs

s,are provided in Germany

Financing of Charities

Federal, state, and friunicipak authoefties often subsidize the recurring
activities of charitable institutions and grant contributions for capital expendi-
tures of these organizations. Such grants have to be included in the budget of
the respective ministry and are,.subject to parliamentary approval.

4



Taxation of Charitable Oronizatioris
,

In principle, all organizations and associations in Germany are subject to.
the same taxes as business corporationscorporate income tax, property tax,

and so forth. If, however, the articles of an organization specify that chari-
table, religious, scientifit, or the activities of public benefit are to be the sole
objective of the organiTation and if that organization is actually run to meet
this objective, these organizations are exempt from income taxes on membei-
ship fees, donations, governmental grants, and capital income I come from
business activities is, however, subject.to income taxes,

Charitable organizations that abet the above requirements are also exempt
from property taxes. Further, under German tax laws, taxes are not levied on a
bequest as such, but on the enrichment of each heir. Charitable organiza-
dons, are exempt from this tax,

Nonprofit organizations are not exempt from taxes other the on income,
property, and bequests, except as follows. (1) Real estate tax is not levied, on
real estate ofiGned by these organizatioAs if it is directly used for the organi,
zations' objectives, (2) turnover tax is not levied on services of these organi-
zations which are rendered in accordance with their statutory objettiVes.

t

Administrative and Govern ental Control 4

_ s ,

In principle, private charitable organizations are not subject tb any goy-
ernmental administration or supervision. Government grants, however, ar,e
audited by federal or state audit' departments to determine that they have
been used for the purpose for which they haVe been granted Reports, includ-
ing financial reports, do not have to be presented to governmental agencies

Books and financial statements, as well as the articles of association and the: °
actual conduct of activities of charitable organizations, are subject to tax.
rdvIews. The purpose of these reviews is to determine that all those conditions
have been met that are requirectin order_to_make contributions tax deductible
for the contributing individuals and businesses and to grant tax exemption, to
the organization itself.

2987

Special Rules Applicable to:Religious GroUps

_The Official Protestant Church, the RomaoCatholic Chur4h, and thejewish
ComMunity are public corporations entitled4O, levy a church tax, on their_
members, which varies from 8 percent to 1( :'percent of those members'
personal income tax. This tax is administered on behalf of these churches by
the--German tax authorities. The revenue from this tax is so material that these
churches are able toallocate sufficient fund to their own charitab e orgaciip-
ti The church-es are exempt from into e and property taxes. he churph
ta4 is fully deductible from the taxpayer's axable income. *r:

H other religious groups are organize as private associate ns.
ncing sources of these groups are restri ted-to voluntary mem ershipf40 ;
d donations. Since, under normal circu stances, th'e articles of these-41-V,

ganizations determine religious activities as the sole objective, they afe'1,.V
exempt froh. income and property taxes and their members are authoriied to `..4.,,q,
deduct contributions from taxable income up to 5 percent thereof.-

Both churches and religious groups are not required to publicly report di,
their finaneial situation.

r.
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VI .

ITALY

Scope of Activities of Private Philanthropic ganizations

The majority of social welfare programs in Italy are conducted by govern-
ment, and accordingly, the scope of private charitable activities in Italy is
relatively limited. Donating to Charity is bot common or customary practice in
Italy.

The main types of charitable organizations.operating in Italy are

1 Organizations rendering public assistance to specific needy groups, for
example, assistance to indigent and invalid persons, protection of women
and children, socral redemption, assistance to orphans, abandoned
children,.. and old people

2,, Religious organizations which also carry out charitable activities

3. (*facto foundations whose objectives are normally very specific and have
well-defined time and scope limits,, for example, assistance to victims of a
flood or earthqbake

4,. Private foundations for sistance to particular categories of disabled
persons (blind, deaf,, sp stics) These foundations often originate from
bequests.-

5 Foundations that realize their objectives by directly operating institutes for
children, old persons, orphans; and so forth.

6. School assistance foundations having as a main objective the assistance
\ of students

7 Military foondations,, assisting orphans of soldiers, old soldiers, and so

I
411° Tax. Incentives

. -
Tax incentives for individuals and businesses who contribute to ehkties are

as follows. (1) No income tax incl tve is prdfided for individual, con-
tributing to charities, (2) Enterprises ntributing to charities are allowed to
deduct from their taxable income amounts of such contributions up to a
maximum of 2 percent of,declared-taxable income, '(3) Gifts-and bequests in
favor of recognized associations and foundations having charitable or other,
public assistance purposes'are exempt gift and succession taxes Gifts
and beqdests of real estate ar also exempt from the t4 on increase in val e of
land and buildings (lNy,IM).

I '
1

- ,
1

j Matching Grant Programs

The . italian governmerrt has no matOhing 'grant program for private
charitable contributigns. 1 / ....

/.. r -
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,Financing of Charities

The law relating to theannual State Budget has spOsific provisions relating
to the amounts to be granted by the various ministries to public and private
charitable organizations operating on a national scale. The funds
appropriated for such uses are granted subject, to control by the ministerial
authorities The Ministsy of Interior administers charitable activities through
the Department of Public Assistance

Other finantIng of charities is provided in the fdrm of special governmental
or regional contributions on the, request of the charitable organizations for
expenses incurred of an exceptional nature

Taxation of Charitable Organizations

Charitable'organizations are exempt from income taxes on contributions,
however, revenue-producing activities are subject to income taxes computed
at one half of the State, income tax rate, plus local tax` Income from the
oWnershfp of real estate is subject to income taxes Contributions of:personal
Property to charitable associations and foundations are exempt fromthe value
added tax As noted above, gifts and bequestsin favor of charitable associa-
tions and foundations are exempt from-gift and succession taxes. If such gifts
and bequests relate to real estate, they are also exempt from the related tax on
increased value.

Administrative and Governmental Control

The activities of private charities are regulated by several laws some of
which were enacted years ago. A

Private charitable activities are regulated by the Italian Civil Code which
--provrctes for two forms of organization. -(1) associations groups of
individuals who associate themselves for the purpose of giving assistance and
performing charitable activities, (2) foundationsendowments of assets
destined for-assistance and charitable purposes.

A private legal entity status (ente morale) for associations and fo ations
is acquired through recognition by a decree of the President of the Republic. ,
A private or, public charity cannot be a corporation, since that form of
organization can -only-be used for commercial or industrial activities

Charitable organizations which are legal entities are subject to control by
the Ministry of Interior Among these controls is a requirement that purchases
of real estate and receipts of donations are subject to government reviews.

Such control is delegated to regional and provincial authorities to which
charitable organizations must present their.annual financial statements. The
controlling authorities seldom audit such statements Private, nonprofit
entities are required to file tax returns with financial statements attached
thereto.

pecial-Rules Applicable to Religious Groups

There are no special tax rules'for religious organisations. They are treated as
any other private charitable ci.ganization. Thus, religious organizations are
subject to Income taxes if the operate hospitals, schools, or perform other
reyenue-producing activities ( xed at e half of the State inc me rate, plus
local tax). However, building that ar devoted solely .to worship are not

479 .-
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considered to be income-producing properties and therefore are exempt from
any related. income tax

VII

JAPAN

.
Scope of Activities of Private Philinthropic Organiz tions

The social welfare program in Japan is somewhat limited Approximately BO
percent of the program is controlled and.'or subsidized by national or local
government agencies, with the remainder carried ok by private charitable
organizations. Social welfare whittraFe limited by statute to
solely charitable activities account for out one half of the private charitable
settor, with nonprofit corporations (which may also engage in profitable
activities) and ifichviduals accounting for'the rest. Approximately 65 percent
of the activities conducted by private charitable organiz'ations are concerned
with the care of working mothers' children. Other activities include providing

,domes and services for the aged, handicapped, and orphaned.

c Tax Incentives '
.. . .

The government allows lax deductions to individuals and corporations for
certain charitable contriNftions ContribtAtions by individuals to the Commun-
ity Chest Society and to social welfare corporatl'ons are deductible up to 25
percent of gross income less the lower of 3 percent of gross income or Y
100,000 ($333) .

Corporations are allowed unlimited deductions for contribi'tions to the
iipivity Chest Society Deductions for contributisms to social welfare

co ra ions are limited to 1.25 percent of. taxable income for the difrent
accounting period plus .125 percent of the paid-in capital at balance sheet

,date. .

'Bequests in Japan are generally taxed to the recipient rather than the donor.
Certain pr'ivate charitable organizations are exempted from otucli tax on
bequests, they receive. ,

0

Matching Grant Programs

The government does not have a matching grant program.

I

Financing of charities

Government financing of charities other than through tax incenti Fs as
follows. (1) National and local governments give subsidies to soolial !fare
corporations, (2) The Social Welfare Improvement Society makes loa Avail-
able, under certain conditions, to social welfare-Lc-Orporations and ertain
nonprofit andietigious.s.orporations.

4 a 0
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Taxation ofCharitable Otganizations

*Income tax. Income from nonprofit activities of social welfare corporations
and nonprofit corporations are exempted from income tax. Income of the
Social Welfare Improvement Society is also exempt from income tax, A
national corporate income tax rate of 23 percent is applied to income from
profit-oriented activities .of social welfare coseorations and nonprofit
corporations. The normal corporate tax rate is 40 percent.

Property tax. Properties used for charitable activities and owned by social
welfare corporations, nonprofit corporation and the Social Welfare Improve-,
ment Society are exempt from property tax.

Inheritance and gift tax. Properties acquired through inheritance or bequest
and gift by.social welfare corpoiations, nonprbfit corporations and individuals
whose activities improve charities are not subject to inheritance and gift tax.

Other taxes. Social welfare corporations are not subject to the revenue
stamp, registration, real property acquisition, and admission taxes.

Administrative and Governmental Control

a

The Ministry of Public Welfare is the federal agency to which locagovern-
ments report Local governments supervise charitable activities, as follows. ,

Social welfare corporations. The designated accounting period for social
welfare corporations is the fiscal year ended March 31. Prior to June 30, the
followinvepoas must be submitted, to the Minister of Public Welfare through
the local government summary of operations, list of properties, statement of
receipts and expenditures for the current year, estimated statement of receipts
and expenditures for the coming year, summary of collateral held for loans.

An internal audit is performed by an inspector elected by the corporation.
An audit performed by local government is reported to the Ministry of Public
Welfare. This,yearly audit covets operations and accounting'.

The initial establishment of the corporation must be approved by the local
,government. Registration with thir-Nationdl Registration' Office at the time of
establishment of the charity is required.

Public welfare corporations. The establishment of the corporation must be
approved by the Minister of Public Welfare. Registration with the National
Registration Officeat the time of establishment is required. Public welfare

.corporations.may als-o be required to submit to the Minister of Pub is Welfare,
within three months of the end of the fiscal yedr, a listing of rties owned
hand members.

Special .Rules Applicable to Religious Groups J

Religious -corporations engaged in publicinterest-ac,tivities are treated in a
similar manner for tax purposes as other charitable entities.

As notecf above, a religious corporation engaged in charitable activities may
borrow funds from the Social Welfare Improvement Society. Generally,
religious corporations are not required to submit financial statements to any

-governing bady.
"to
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SWEDEN

e of Activities of Private Philanthropic Organizations

Private charitable activities in Sweden are very limited because of the .
highly developed social security program ,,of the government, which in
principle guarantees everyone acceptable living conditions The view that the
government takes care of everyone is one of the basic theses of the Sw.edish
Social Democratic Goyernment The climate for private charity is consequent-
ly not very good and the incentives are few

However, several charitable organizations" dO exist and supplement with
their activities the government in areas where it has failed or where additipnal
help is considered necessary, fpr example, criminals, alcoholics; drug addicts,

..international aid to underdeveloped countries, and areas of catastrophies:i-t

ate`Tax Incentives
) .

The legislators have shown a rather restrictive attitude when granting tax
incentives to contributors to charitable organizations for the reasons
explained above The general rule is that donations or contributions tä
charitable organizations are not tax deductible Consequently, charitable
organizations do not pay . any income- tax on such contributions from,
individuals or businesses Neither do they pay 6x on charitable bequests
Income from property or a business owned by a charitable organization is
taxed at reduced rates

It is also possible to direct charitable bequests to a special foundation
existing or formed by the donbr with a recognized purpose' Such charitable
bequests are tax free

. .

If the donor is an individual person or a company and the donee is an
individual person, the dorfor can get an expense deduction 'within certain
limitations in arriving at table income, if the payment is classified as a'
periodic charity The payments must then be given to the same donee
regularly and at short intervals The donee is required to pay income tax on
the same amour*

Matching Grant Program

The government does not have a matching grant program for matching'
private contributions to charitable organizations

Financing of Charities

Chat-stable organizations may obtain subsidies from the government to
cover costs that they have incurred in connection with charitable activities
They can also receive grants and contributions from the governmenCto cover
charitable activities Such subsidies and grants are not taxable to the
organiztion.

4
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,'2,9Taxation of Charitable Organizations

ChAritable organizations pay local income tax On real esfateAd business
income; Business income i also subject to 'national taxes. Certain types of
income, such as membership fees'and subsidies from the government, are
exempt from all income taxes. .f, ,

Taxes on income of charitable organizatio ns are computed at Ismer, rates
than taxes on income of corporations The charitable organizations are
subject to added value tax but are not subject to property tax

Administrative and Governmental Co ntrol

Charitable organizations are -required to file tax returns applicable to
income from real estate and business In orderlo obtain grants,,subsidues, and
contributions, charitable owanizations t submit financial Statements to
the government.

.1,-.4"*.--c

Special Rules Applicable to Religious Groups

Religious grourls are subject to the same tax rules as other charitable or-.
ganizations They pay local tax on income from real estate and national and.
local tax on business income, based on the same determinations as for other
charitable organikations./Religious groups finance most of tow activities
from membership fees, which are not taxable The, Swedish Lutheran, Church
(the national church) is financed through a special tax paid by all taxpayers.

483
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TAXATION AND PHILANTHROPY IN CANADA

R.M. Birdt-and M.W, BeicovetsiCyt--,
, ,

Introduction

The tax scene in Canada Over the last few`years has been a tumultous one:
Royal Commissions have come and gone, Official White Papers 8n taxation
have been launched and sunk, hearings have been held, countless articles
written, and, not so finally, a good deal of new tax legislation has in fact been
enacted While in many respects the odtcome of all this activity has been
much less fundamental change than was initially expected,11,there have
nevertheless been a number of significant revisions in the structure of both
federal and provindal taxes The present paper focuses on the implications of
several of these recent developments for private philanthropy

One point which must be borne in mind, 'particularly by American readers,
in asessing this recent Canadian experience is that there is tittle evidence that
concern with the effects of taxation oh private philanthropy has weighed very
heavily on anyone's mind Viing the past decade of intensive concern with tax
reform That few appear to be concerned with such effects, however, does not
mean that they are nonexistent On the contrary, it seems highly probable that
several of the recent tax changes have affected charitable giving and lie,quests
to a significant degree -Three changes stand out in this respect the increase in
the limit for charitable contributions as a deduction from income, the intro-
duction of a capital-gains tax with deemed.(or constructive) realization at
death or gift, and the closely related phenomenon of the abolition of the

2 federal estate tax and the consequent peregrinations of the various provincial
succession duties The bulk of the prespnt paper is therefore concerned with
describing and evaluating these measures.

It is important to emphasize from the begin g that deemed realization
cannot considered without simultaneously considering the recent startling
changes in Canadian death taxes. In turn, this point brings out the much
greater significance of the provinces in Canada than of the states in the United
States only in terms of The dominance of the federal-provincial issue in all
Canadian public finance'can one hope to grasp exactly what has happened in
Canada and why.

. ,

Chapter I of this paper sketches briefly the dimensions of private charity in
Canada Relative to the public sector, philanthropy is much less important in
Canada than in th4'United States One reason why there has not been much
concern with the effects of taxation on private philanthropy in Canada may
thus simply be because private philanthropy is, on the whole correctly not

summarizes
to be very important. Against this general background, Chapter II

-s'4Aummarizes the course of tax reform in Canada since the mid-1960s with
respect to those tax changes that can be explicitly, related to charitable giving..
This review of the facts includes a brief look at the attitudes? towards

_,philanthropy and to me extent towards private wealth7-.revealed in the
course of tax reform C apter III then discusses in some detail the debate on
the federal capital gains tax, particularly the deemed realization provisions,
and its-close connection,with the death tax field. Some aspects of the imple-
mentation of deemed realization are then sketched in Chapter IV. The final
.chapter appraises briefly the probable effects of these measures on private
philanthropy. In view of the very short time that most of the relevant legisla-
tion has been on the books, this appraisal is largely qualitative rather than

1pstitute for Policy Analysis, University of Toronto.
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quantitative A few reflections on possible implications of the Canadian ex-
perInce for the United States conclude the paper

THE DIMENSIONS OF PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY IN CANADA

-One of the most striking differences between Canada and the United States
is the relatively larger role that the government sector has long played in
Canada 2 In 1972, for example, total government expenditure in the United
States came to 32 2 percent of G N P compared with 38 5 percent in Canada
(see Table 1) A significant part of this differerice is attributable to the greater
importance of transfer, payments to persons and of government expenditures
on hospitals in Canada As shown below, this larger public s'ector.rs mirrored
by the much smaller role of private philanthropy in Canada This relationship
is not accidenl, rather, it reflects a fundamentally different division in the
two countri9eletween the public and private shares in those activities that
may be broadly( considered to have philanthropic" attributes The voluntar-
istic tradition in Canada has always been less significant than in the United
States, and the tendency to turn to government correspondingly greater As
one perceptive American observer tias noted "Canada, with ,its greater stress
on elitism and particularism than,the United States, would be somewhat more
collectivity-orient d than this country "3 The course of recent political
events, and the st tistics, both lend support to this observation

Table 1

e United States and Canada: Selected Comparisons, 1972

Total vernment expenditure as percent of G. N. P.

Go,,eri,mert transfer payments to persons as percent
of G. N. P.

Total personat apenditure on goods and services
,) s percent of

United
States

4/4,

Canada

32.2

,

8.5

62.9

38.5

9.5 ,

' 58.3

Per capita $3,479 $2,761

Persoiiat expenditures on "Medical Care"

As percent of G. N. P. 5.0 1,7

As percent of total personal spending 7.9 218

Per capita . $ 278 $ 79

Government purchagesV goods and services for
hosintals

As percent of G. N. P. 1.4 2.8

As percent of total government expenditure 4.5 7.3

a. The U.S. figure refers to all purchases for "health and hospitals" and is thus
, more inclusive than the Canadian figure, which is for hospitals alone.

Sources. Canada - Statistics Canada, Revised National Inconie and Expenditure
Accounts (computer printout).

u. S. - U. S. Department of Commerce. Survey of Current Business,.
C

Vol. 53 (July 1973). .
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Although the proportion of total government expenditure (inCluding

transfer payments) accounted for by health, social welfare, education, recrea-
tion, and housingassuming these categorieS, to embrace the relevant
activities is about the same in Canada as in the United StateS, the larger size
of the government-sec-tor as a-whole ensures that the public share in these
activities is substantially more significant in Canada 4 The comparison is
particularly striking with regard to .family allowances, health and welfare
expenditures, and, to a lesser.exterit, education. Since 1945, for example, the
Canadian federat government has paid a monthly alloWance to the mother of

. every resident child. at present this grant averages $20.00 per month, subject
to cost-of-living escalation, for every child under 18. In addition, comprehen-

. sive government-administered'insurance covers most hospital and medical
care in Canada. The result is that while total peCcapita expenditure-on health
in 1971 was $306,5 private medical expenditure came,to only $73, compared
with $251 in the United States in the same-tear.

1

So far as education is concerned, in 1970-71 only 2 percent of elementary
and secondary school pupils in Canada were enrolled in private schools.6 This
low proportion in a country with such ..a high proportion of children in
religious schools is, of course, due to the fact that the "public': schools, which
are- paid for out of tax revenues, include most of ,the numerous Roman
Catholic separate schools.7 Even at the, university level, less than 10 percent
of total spending in the most recent year for which ,data are available came
.from' private sources (other than fees)

I'n short, there is a much stronger emphasis On p' ublic sector spending in the
traditional philanthropic fields in Canada than.in the United States ,Another
statistic:reflecting this difference is that personal expenditure on goods and
services amounted to only 58 percent.of G.N1 P in Canada to 1972, compared
with 63 percent in the United States in the same year (Table 1) Canadians, thus
have less Mcorne at their disposal to,spend on charity,or'anything else, They
also, as we have seen, have less need to depend bn private sources for
financing many of the activities in which private philanthropy traditionally
_plays a significant role Whichever way the causality runs, however, it remains
that the relatively larger. tax burden and size of the government sector on the
one hand i;,matched by ,a lower level Of private giving and philanthropic
activity on the other.

Although the lesser importance of private philanthropy in Canada' appears
to'be neatly matched by the lesser availability.of information on the subject;
the available data suggest that annual private giving in the United States is
likely to be close to three,times that in Canada, whether measured in terms of
shares of G.N.P. or per capita, The remainder of this section provides the
evidence leading, to this conclusion.

Individual Donations

Four separate,estimates have been made, covering respectWely annual
giving by. individuals, annual, corporate giving, bequests, and foundations.
Table 2 contains the basic data available with respect to indiVidual charitable
contributions in Canada. As shown in that table, the amount of itemized
charitable.deduetions claimed for-income tax purposes in 1971 (the.year for .
which a global estimate has been made) was $281 million, or an average of
$319 pet return making a specific claim for the charitable deduction Only 9.2

'prercerif _of those filing income tax returns. claimed this deduction in 1971,
_down fibm 12.2 percent in 1968. ponations made by those claiming the
standard deduction aremot; of course, !elected in these figures.-In 1956, for
exarriple", the year before the stan

.,.
oolgduction came into effect, the total
0 P

k.
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donations clai ed for $284 million, or more than the itemized donations in
any year fro66 to 1971 8

The inariitude,of the adjustment required is suggeSfed by some intorma-
, tion cli,allable for 1967,, when a sample study of expenditures by urban families

pund that.c'haf-ttable contributions averaged $7:3.20 per family, or 1 1 percent
of expenditure q If one makes the heroic assumption that this ratio can be
extended to total personal expenditure as shown in the national accdunts, the
implied estimate of personal charitable contributions in 1967 is $454 rrof+ion,
or about 87 percent more than that shown in Table 2 as itemized for income
tax. purposes in that year

O

Table 2
t.

Individual Charitable Contributions, Canada, 1961-J972

Amount of
Number ut Amount of Specified

Number of Returns with Standard Charitable
Foul 'Cumber Returs with specitic Deductions Donations
of Return, spec if it Ch.0 Rabic Claimed (in Claimed in

1 1,,,,hon (1 txable ,tad Nledical Donation nulliorys of millions of
Year Non- larable) Claim, Clam, dollar's) . dollars)

yam.
.'

/
'141961 -,, 96 ,.3',3 \, X. ",.. \.. $450.0 fr312.2

192 ,, 137,227 \. X. N..X. 196.9 307.3

1963 6,3;0,913 \. X. N. X. ,44'. 1 117.3

.1961 6.719.512 Ni X. N. X. 3o`.4 - 333.9

110 5 7,163,.1m) \. X. N.A. 562. 305.0

1966 7 733.12-, \ X: \, X, 650.4 223.7

1967 '4,133, 5,95 \. \. N. \ 66-,,4 242.6

193. 7,195.1.4 .29,710 1,039 794 711.5 2:21.1

1969 ,, 9,62,066 '`6!,9, 040 , 9:0,, 910 763.4 259.6

1971) 9.193,407 496,249 919,139 805.6 266.5

1971 9!533 292 364,366 979,635 r 961.1 .. 260.8.

197,...2 10.392,005. 269,354 939,211 , 93-3.3 e 345:4

Source Department ut National Revenue, Taxation Sta tistics, annual.

AINg

It is not possible, however, to blow up the figures for other years by the
same proportion because of the interrelation between the charitable and
,medical deductions and the standard deduction Table 2 indicates clearly that
the rapid spread of government-provided health care in the la te19605 resulted
in an equally rapid decline in the number of returns with itemized medical
claims It follows that the amount of charitable donations which is not
separately itemized has probably been increasing in recent years, that is, more
taxpayers are finding that tFf% combined total of allowable medical and
charitable deductions and, in sharp contrast to the United States, these are
the only personal expense deductions allowed in Canada is'less -than the
standard deduction, the amount of which ($100) was not changed over this
period.10 This phenomenon would also explain the otherwise puzzling
decline in both the number of returns claiming the itemized charitable deduc-
tion and the amount of deductions so claimed

A simple way of getting around this problem is to note that if the 1967 esti-
mate for total personal contribution's based on the above-mentioned survey is
accepted, then the average charitable contribution made by each taxpayer
claiming thr standard deduction in that year would have been just under $31
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(assuming no contributions were rriade by non-taxfilerS). If this /eve/ of
contribution, is assumed tbhave been maintained in subsequent years, given
the' number of returns claiming the 'Standard _deduction, total individual
donations in 1971 pay be estimated at $543.0 Million. 'In per capita terms, this
amountsto $25, a figure which can be compared to estimated per capita
individual giving 'in th'e Untied5tates in 1971 of about $74.11

The assumption that the absolute amount of giving remained constant from
1967 to 1971 may be thought to lead to an understatement, just, as the
assumptionthat rural families give as much as urban families may perhaps
lead to some (N./41-statement. On the other hand' the assumption of constancy
is supported by the results of the only expenditure surveys reporting roughly
comparable data on givjng, which showed, for example, that average
contributions to charitable organizations by urban families of two or mete
persons were $76 in 1959, $81 in 1964, and $79 in 1967, with about the same
proportion of families reporting such contributions in each year. For all
families, the -figures were $75 in 1964 and $73 in 1967; this figure is not
available for 1959. F

The surprising constancy of tliese figures over time may perhaps suggest
that for'marly people charitable donation are really in the nature of "social
dues." T t is there is a socially acceptable minimum contribution level
which is efined largely in absolute nominal terms rather than as a proportion

7 of into e or in "real"lerrn. The fact that most donations by most people go
to eithe religbus organizations or "general welfare" appeals, such as the
United f nd or the heart fund strengthens this argument. The family that puts
$1 in the weekly church collection'or,giies $5 to the annual appeal for this or
that iS unlikely to adjust its goatEibutiob level to take .account af' either
gradual changes in its income ley!" or the value of money. Although irregular
jumps from -time to time can be expectedwho puts a quarter in the
collection plate these days?it therefore seems quite reasonable to expect
that the low level of contributions which make up the bulk of individual giving,
will remain fixed in absolute terms over periods of a few years. (Incidentally, it
should perhaps be noted that this argument in, no way depends pn "money

lusion". what the donor i; btiying is no) less of a real good or service but the
sa e amount of self-respect, social prestige, or however,else one wishes to
eha,:acterize it. Only when the purchase price of this "good' goes up for him

'will he pay more for unless, indeed, he my does,suffer from "money
illusion ". At any rate, this assumption has b en made for purposes of the
present estimates.)

Corporate-Donations

Corpzate charitable donations give rise to fewer pioblems. Both claims for
tax pi.irpoes and donations recorded in company book's are available for
recent years. as shown in Table 3, the two series are not very, far apart:
Although the ratio of these donations to corporate boOk profit (before direct
taxes and 'non-recurring items) is not very high being_ only 0.74 percent in
19f9 and 0.81ercent in 1970it is not much lower than the similar ratio in
the United States (1.08 percent in 1970).12 Corporate .charity in the United
States was thus only modestly higher than in Canada, in shar,p contr,ast to the
much higher2,1evel of individual giving in the former country. ,

4
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Table 3

Corporate Chiritable Donations, Canada, 1956-1970

1

Fiscal Year

(in millions of

Charitable Donations
Reported Tof Tax Purposes

dollars)

e'
Charitable Donations

Recorded on Company Books

1956

1057

1958

e
- 332:0.

04.94,
' 38.3/1

'
3N. A'.

N.A.

N.4.

'1959 42.4 *: S.A.

1960- 38.6 S.A.

-- 1961 38.1 i i....
N.A.

1962 39.8 N.A.

1963 41.7 ' S.A.
s,

1964 46.2 \ S.A%

1965 . N'. A. 64.7 '
1966 N.A. 64.3

1 Or

1967 is...A. 74.4

1968 68.4 73.2
4,

p969 62:7 ,. \ 66.5

1970 59'.7 68.5

Source: Data prior to 1966'from Department of National Revenge: Taxation
Statistics Part 2, annual; Data for 1965 and later years from Sta-

.tistics Canada: Corporation Financsial Statistics, annual.

f ), 1

8
Charitable Bequests

Curiously; there are no published figures on the amount of charitable.
bequests in Canada It appears, however, that the "exempt property" category
tabulated in the annual federal estate tax statistics (until 1971) is approxi-
mately coterminous with bequests to 'charitable institutions. These figures are
therefore used in Table 4 as the basis for an estimate of the amount of
charitablebequests This estimate is unquestionably understated, however,
both because these figures do not include estates under -$50,000sand because
they do not include bequests, to nonexempt organizations, which can be
considered philanthropic in' character. The federal data have therefore been

on the basis of ciata available for one province (Ontario) in one year
11963-64).13 Crude as this adjustment inevitably is; it.is not as bad as one
might think both because,Ontario residents consOtute such a large fraction of
the wealthy who die in Canadain 1971, for exafnple, Ontario estates paid 45_
percent orthe total federal estate taxand-because the relative composition
of the total estate base in terms of both size and donations to nonexempt .
Philanthropies is unlikely to change very rapidly over a period of a few years, -
In any event, rip other procedure is available on the basis of existipg data.

-489:
fg,



Fiscal Year

r
Estimates of Charitable Bequests, Can a,. 960-1971

(in millions of dollars)

Amount of Property "Exempt
from Federal Estate Tax"

E imate of Total
Cha to Bequests

1%0 $11.9 $ 17.4

1961 3l.2 50. 0

1962 14.7 21.5

1963 22.5 32.9

1964 33. 5 49..1

1965 29;9 4348

1966 0. 103. 7, 151.

19670 37. 9 55.4

- 1968 43.5 .63.7

11969 73. 5 107.6

1970 41.4 60.6

1971. 50.5' 73.9

Column 1; Department of National, Revenue, Taxation Statistics, annual.
Entryundet "lessexempt properly" of Assessed Estates.

-
Column 2; Column 1, blown up on the basis of data for 196'3.64 from K.

, ' Cheng, J.A.G. Grant and H.M. Ploeger, Ontario Estates, in
1963.64. A study prepared for the Ontario Committee'on Taxa-,
tion (Toronto: Queen's Printer, 1968). (See note 13 tin text on
theRtecise nature of the adjustment made.)

.

.3001

Despite the age and restricted scopeof the Ontario study cited above, there
is no other ,corpparable source available in Canada. Tables 5 and 6 have
therefor. been included here in part to illustrate that While the level of
charitable bequests may be different in Canada than in the United States, the
pattern is very similar. The dominance of educational aneeligious purposes
in ,charitable bequests (41 and 28 percent,lespectively), for example, is clear
from Tfole 6 Also as in the, United States, the larger estates gave relatively
snore to education and relafivel)%much less to religion than the,,smaller (under

-$100,000) estates 14 Becuase the very largest estates left much mere to charity
than the smaller estates (see Table 5),_education8l institutions were the largest
single recipients of bequest in 1963-64. In view of the rapid expansioh of
government funding of higher education during the subsequentdecadeA is
not clear whether this pattern still exits today.

.

The most speculative, of all the spectulative estimates in this Section
. .

concerns the foundation sector, which is clearly a particularly under-
developed region in Canada Although a beginning.has recently been made in
this area, with the issuance of a foundation directory and the establishment of
a new periQdical concelned with foundations,:15 data en foundation' activities

.ark -still very hard to come by. The, situation is indicated by the recent report

Fogsidations

1. I 490
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0 -.-'. Table 5, --,,,,...- .,
Summary by Size Class of AU Ontario-Domiciled Estate. Assessed for Prpnncial Successidn Duties in Fiscal Year 1963-64'

,...0-w

I
tiloovipb11-ittvili,4.p ,eirit-ii f Net ;kis* of Estate Percent`of

..., Value (in Duties Paid
Suaeisiothfri Bequeathed to Charity

Making
Total Net Estates

Number of thousands Nonexempt Exemptitr, thousands -\ Dutyr Exempt
Sizeuf Estate . Estates , of dollars) of dollars) ° Donations - Donations Donations

Uncle/ $25,000 1,173

925,000-49,999

S50,400-19,999

9100:000-199,999

'
9200,000-499,999

$500,000-999.999

$1 'to $7 million

754

1,189

554

235

. 51

4

, .
4 . Total % 3,983 ,

tr

8

S 16,312.3 '
'26, 5651. 7 I

84, 261.3 -

74,617,9
70,316.s
35,713.6

5/, 292'. 1

9365,307.4

,$ 1,225.9
24416.1

5,380,2
6,896.9
8,418.1
5,364,7
9,985.3

$39,67,942

k,

.

1.8%

3. 4
).--

1.6 *"

3.5
5. 0

2.9
1

16,7'

5,2

.

.,.

4

0.4%

0.6
0.2

6.1

0.3

0.9

0.1
,-

0.2 ,.

C

19.6%

26.2

16.,6

22.0
33.2

54.9

59.2
,

21:8

. '.3

Source K. pri --"' and H.M. Ploeger, Ontario Estates ip 1963-69, A study prepared for theCintarip Copmuttee on
Taiatio rZinto: Queen's Printer, 1968). . ,



Table 6 ;
DutyExempt Charitable Bequests by Beneficiary Class

(AllOntdrio Estates Assessed for -Provincial Succeision Duties
in Fiscal Year 1963.64)

,r

Categor of Recipient

Amount of
Duty-Exempt
Donations On
thousands of

dollars)

I

Percent of
Total

Duty- Exempt
Donations

Percent of
Total Net
Value of
Estates

Universities S 2,149:4 11.1, 0.

Other educational institutions 5.677.7 29.9 1..t)

Religious purposes a 'thin Ontario 5.019.7 ''26.4 1.4

Religious.purposes in,Canada,
outside Ontario 229.9 1.2 0.1

Religious purposes outside Canada 55.5 0.3 , 0.0

Hospitals, general medical 1.014.
.

1.3-
.

0.3

Government anti government )

hospitals 136.2. 0.7, 0.0

Oilier medical 1,600.7 '3.5 0.5

ether donations 2.693.1 15.2 0.8

Total 81,4.977.2 100.0 . 5.2

* , Squrce: See Table 5.

that only three of the ten provinces(Which are responsijle for supervision, of
foundations) cgald even identify with any degree of certainty the foundations
located with-ffi their boundaries 16 CSnadian foundations seem extremely
relactant,to'divulge infilmation on their finances and activities The only
financiarinformation which could be located consists of isolated references,
such as thefact that the "largest" of Canada's estimated 1,400 Iodndations
hOld over $700 million in assets17 or (same author) that the largest 15 founda-
tions accoont for $400 million in assets.8 The largest single private
foundation in Carteda, the W McConnell Foundation, distributed, $5.1
million in 1969. There are also a few communityfoundations, with $43 nikIlion
in assets and grants of $3 million in 1971.19 Unlike the pattern in the United
States, corporate foundations are small in number and even smaller in
impertance, according to the scanty available information. In total, it would
appeal; that a very generous estimate would be that all"foundationsn Canada
have total assets of about $.1 billion, with annuaj grants on the order of $75
million or so:20

= The results of these four separate estimates may
1971 calendar yeat (which requires, a few further.

IndividUal donation
Corporate donations

(excluding corporate foundations)
Bfkqueks
Foundations

Total cheAle giving

5d

now be pat together for the
adjustments), as followsa

$543 million
71 million

64 million
- 75 million ,

$753 million.). '

492
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For whatever s is worth, the only similar estimate which has been located is
roughly comparable in magnitude, although there.is no information on how it
was derived 21 Annual charitable giving in Canada, according td these
figures, thus amounts tp about 8,:10ths of one percent of G N.P or $35 per
capita. These figures mapsbe compared with the 1971 U figures of about 2
percent of G.N P and $103 per capita.22 No matter how; rough the estimat
in this section, it is thusclearthae.the level of private philanthropic activity n
Canada is well below that in the United States.As noted before with respect to
charitable bequests, howe\,er, the pattern is very similar, with individual
donations "accounting for 72 percent of the totali(71 percept in the U S ),
corporate Cloriatio-ns 9 percent (4 percent), bequeIts 8 percent (14 percent
and foundations 10 percent (14 percent) The major difference from the U S
pattern is that bequests , are relatively less important and corporate

4 donations;though, as seen above, less as a proportion of profits than in the
LI,S are relatively larger

- II

TAX MEASURES EXPLICITLY RELKVED TO PHILANTHROPY

In the mid-1960s the main characteristics of the Canadian tax system so far,
as its effects on philanthropy are concerned consisted of a limited income tax
deduction for charitable donations, no tax at all on capital gains,23 and
significant death taxation at both' tbejederal and provincial levels, with more
or less general exemptions for charitable bequests Ten years later, the income
tax deduction was larger, the death taxes-were,much smaller, and capital gains
were taxed not only on realization but also on death or gift The central
concern of this paper is the evolution of these measures over this period, with
special attention to the attitudes towards private philanthropy (and the role of
public policy towards private philanthropy) revealed in the course of the
extensive debate on tax reform which has taken place in Canada The present
section deals with those tax changes that can be related specifically to
charitable giving, 'Chapter III then deals more brOadly with the capital gdins

.tax and death taxes While much of the discussion may appear to bear down
rather heavily on minor details, it is, after all, m the details that bask issues
find their resolution. Moreo;er, since the basic issues have not really been dis-
cussed in Cantida, one must in any xcase infer the prevalent attitudes toward
them from'an exaVnation of the details

The,Charitable Deduction
- 4

The deduction for charitable contributions first appeared in the Canadian
incpme tax in 1930 It has chariged little suite. As'was the'case when a similar
..deuction was introduced in the U*ted"States in 1917, the parliamentary
discussion of this measure machs..httle explicit reference to its rationale or
ptifpose Indeed, ane reason for this laok of discussion was. apparently
because the previous U.S. example was taken to prove the case 24 The Prime
Minister, Mr. Bennett, made it clear, however, that the intent of the
deduction was to encourage wealthy taxpayers to contribute' to "useful,
philanthropic and religious purposes."25 As in the United Sfates, the purpose
of the exemption for charitable d'Onations was thus " to promote-
munificence or at least to,protect charities against the indirect consequenee
of high rates of income tax on thOse who sustain them."26

!!" ' .

4-j 3
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Despite the appprent intention to favour the wealthy most,. from the
beginning the-size of the charitable deduction which could be claimed was
limited, for many years to 10 percenst of income. Although no clear reason was
given for introducing such a ceiling, it seems highly prghable that this limita-
tion was motivated by the desire to reduce the possibility of abuse of the
deduetion for purposes of tax avoidance Unlike the case in the United States,
the same ceiling has alp been applied from the beginning to individual and
corporate taxpayers alike As noted in the previojis chapter, corporate
donations have customarily been far below this ceilingless than 1 percent in
1970, for example Table 7 shows clearly that individual taxpayers too have, as
a zroup, been in little clanger of exceeding this limit.27

A particularly, interesting feature of Table 7 is that taxpayers with the lowest
incomes appear to be the group most likely to approach any ceiling.28 This
result may well reflect the strong "social dies" aspect of many -charitable
donations which was 'rioted earlier in connection with the estimates of
individual giving If it is correct that the socially acceptable minimum
contribution level is defined to alarge extent in absqlute rather than relative
terms, it will form a relatively larger proportion of the income of lowef than of
higher income groups This is exactly what one sees in Table 7, with the
important' xception of the upward turn of the ratio for the highest income
group (though Bien then-it remains well below that for those under $10,000).
In these rather aggregative,data, it thus appears that the "price effect" of
higher tax rates is no* very strong, especially if one recalls that marginal rates
are much higher in the middle income ranges in Canada than in the United
States (for example, the rate is 55 percent on taxable income of $24,000).29
Very similar results emerge in the survey data referred to earlier, that is, as
incomes rise, a.larger proportion of people give, but they give less in relation
to income. Neither this argument nor the statistics in, Table 7, however,
should be taken to deny the possibility that some individual contributors,
particularly at the highe income levels, may indeed have approached and
even exceeded th ce g.

This possibility in any case clearly been oftei in the mind of policy
makers, as is evidenced by the Way in which the limit of deductibility has in
facebeen extended over time. First, the income base with reference to which
the limit is calculated, was altered from the original "net taxablejncome" to
,just "income," which presumably meant assessed income.30 Second, a
one-year carryfbrward for contributions which exceeded the limit in arty one
year was introduced in 1957 Third, unlimited contributions to certain institu-
tionsat first just federal government museums and certain other federal
institutions, but - after 1968 also simile-1- provincial institutionswere

topermitted. In view of the extensive role of the public sector in the cultural
field in Canada, the potential scope of this extension would appear to be quite
wide, although it appears no have yet been tested much in practiie,

The Royal Comlnission on Tax tion (Carter Commission) which reported in
.1967 did not recommend any bstantial change in this system, nor did it
discuss the rationale of the deduction except to note that charitable giving
was "a socially desirable objective ';31 The possibility of substituting a credit
approach for the deductiorrNwhile said to be more equitable, was dismissed
without discussion as tending ". .. to stifle charitable giving, by upper
income individuals and families. "32 A flopr of, say, .1 percent On charitable
contributions, with only the excess being deductible was also rejected on the
reasoning (?) that". . a limit of this nature might tend to restrain charitable
giving by upper income taxpayers that 9the allowance is designed to
gncourage."33

4.94

1.
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Table 7-

e,
Charitable Donatiqns Itemized on Income Tax Returns,

.
1972

. a.

.
%..

'Income Class
Number of

Returns

Charitable
Donations

(in thousands
of dollars)

Estimated
-Assesses!
Income

(in thousands
of dollars)

,....

Donations as
Percent of
Estimated

Income

Average
Donatibn
per 'Return .

Proportion of
, Returns with

Itemized
Donations

50- 5,000 211,745 $ 42,365 $ 542,491 7.8% $ 200 4.3%

$5,000 - 10,000. 333,161 100,234 2,421,747 411 301 9.5

510,000-20,000 284,307 106,196 3,663,296 2.9 374 17.6

520,000-50,000 92,111 1 60,025 2,533,697
21,1'

- 652 46.0

$50,000-100,000 14,137 21,705/ 923,302 2.4 1,535 66.6

$100,000 and over 2,750 14,843 416,672 3.6 5,397 78.0
. .

Total 938,211 $345,368 $10,501,205 3.3 408. 9.0

S.

A

a. The average assessed income on all returns itemizing charita a nation is assumed to be the same asihe average for all
returns in the same income clasp.

Source: Revenue Canada, Taxation. Taxation Statistics, 1974 Edition (Ottawa, 1974).
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In the end, all the 'commission recommended was that the existing 10
percent limit be raised to 15 percent, for individuals only.34 No reason was
given for introduting this first differentiation between individuals and cor-
.porations in Canadian law, though one may perhaps surmise that the authors
of the ,report may have had the U S. precedent in mind, o hat, in line with
their view of the corporation as simply a conduit for inco they simply saw
no real rationale for any corporate contributions other han as business
expenses All in all, as was noted at the time,35 the Royal Commission's
discussion of the charitable deduction left much to be desired and fell well
below the standard of analysis set in the report as a whole. Unfortunately, .the
scattered, later discussion of this provision seldom rose even to this height.

The major, documents in the tax reform debate which appeared between the
R arrof the Royal Commission and the 1971 Tax Reform Actthe govern-

ent's White Paper in 1969 and the reports of the Senate and Copmons
Committees in 1970made no mention of the limit on the charitable)cleduc-
tion at all Instead, these documents confined themselves to adding certain
kinds of organizations (amateur athletic associations, civic improvement
clubs) to the list of eligible organizations (see below) and also to suggesting
that donations to privately owned museums open to the public be exempted
from the limit, as was already the case for similar publicly owned facilities.36
Not too surprisingly, the only one of these suggestions that carried through to
the act was the federal government's own White Paper proposal to include
national amateur athletic associations as eligible organizations. In addition-,
however, the Royal CommissioWs proposal to extend the limit generally was
taken up and made more generous, with the new limit being set at 20 tiercent.
The commission's suggestion to leave the limit at 10 percent for corporations
was ig* noted, however, again without any reasprisbeing given, so the epanded
limit applies to all taxpayers whether corporate or individual.

Despi,te the failure of the Senate and House reports to mention the question'
of the limit, several,witnesses who appeared before these committees did' so.
Two witnesses noted, for example, that in effect the standard deduction
discriminated against those low-incbme taxpayers who actually did make
contributions, because everyone got the benefit kif the deduction whether he
contributed or not.37 (No. one went on to draw the logical conclusion,
however, that the introduction of a floor on charitable contributions eligible

,for deduction would provide a suitable occasion for the elimination of the
trivial standard deduction existing in Canada or its explicit incorporation into
the personal exemption.) One of the same witnesses also expressed some
doubts about the possibility of increasing the limit because, he said, it ,might
act as an "inducement to abuse."38 It is perhaps worth noting that this witness
was one of the very few (which means three or four opt of several hundred)
heard by the committees who did not represent a special interest business
group. A more common sentiment would appear to be that noted above.with
respect to the museums, that is, the desire to raise the limit, even above the 20
percent This point was brow

Commons on the tax refo ill by one of the very few members to mention
ri out strongly in the later debate in the House

the implications of the tax reform for charity, Mr. R; N. Thdmpson, who made
a special point of comparing the new 20 percent limit unfavourably to the
recently increased (larger) U S limits 39 Once again, the inveterate Canadian
habit of looking abroad, and especially to the south, for guidance appears to
have been at work, for Mr. Thompson provided no other basis for his
comment.' . ? , i _ ..,

, , ,

Turning to a more important point, as iscussed in the next chapter, one of
the most important innovations in the ew act was the provision for taxing
most capital gains at death (other than n assets transferred to.spouses or

1
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spouse trusts) This prov ision immediately gage rise to an ob'v IOUS difficulty
with regard to charitable bequests Capital gains on property \bequeathed to
charity would be brought into inc me in the year of death, but it was not at all
clear whether the value otisuch i&quests Would IN deductible from t e same
year's income nor, if,they were, whether the 22percent limit wobld ly The
new Minister of Finance, Mr Turner,. therefore had-to rectify the w in this
respect in his first budget in 19'2, by making it dear that he value of
charitable bequests was indeed to be deducted from the taxpaye 's income in
the year of death, subiectto the normal limit 40 ,

i.,The government thus reiected the representations Which ha reportedly
been made to it in tavour of permitting deduction without limit of such
bequests on the grounds that it was not in tact uncommon for a testator to
leave much more than 20 percent of his ,estate to chaYities.41 The govern-
ment's decision may perhaps have been influenced by the scanty available
evidencesee, for example, Table 5 whith suggested that even the
wealthiest of decedents seldom left as much as 20' percent of their estates
beyond the confines of their tamily circle Of course, 20 percent of the estate
is by no means the lame thing as 20 percent of the last year's income, and in
fact some large donors would seem likely to.exceed the limit. Furthermore, it
deserves notice that the 20 percent limit imposed in the year of death is in fact
more stringent than the usual limit as the taxpayer cannot, ,for obvi
reasons carry forward any excess contributions to future yeari' Nonet ess,
the spirit of the amendment accepts the broad "logic" of repres .tations
made to the government to the effect that.aholition of a tax (the federal estate
tax) shoUld not preclude continuation in some form of deductions forrrffrly
permitted against the base of that tax

As ingicateol earlier, there has fromi the beginning of the charitable
J,JeciRctii:5n in Canada been a good deal of4corccern it the possibility of abuse
of the system Most of this concern has been directed at the most obvious
kind of abuse, namely, the claiming of false deductions The approach.which
has been taken to control this practice is to require that all specific claims for,
charitable deductions must tie supported by receipts issued by registered
CAnadian charitable organizations The administrative focus has thus shifted
froni the control of donations per se to the control of the organizations that

..-Th receive the donations The new income tax law carries forward and
strengthens this emphasis on the registration of charitable organizations and
on the requirements which must be satisfied for registration.

Ihere were 34,682 such-registered Charitable organizations (plus 38 amateur
athletic associations) in Septem,ber 1973, With about 2,444,0 new organizations
applyihg for registration each Year and about 1,300 r them attaining the
desired stitus 42 Despite this eagerness to register, it apkars that these or-
ganizatiofis maintain the general Canadian traditionnoted earlier with
respect, o foundationsof being reluctant to divulge any informatioh about
their annual operations, At any rate, only a little more than half of the
registered organizations file the required annual return on time, and some
2,500 of them had their registration revoked in 1971 for persistent delipquency
in this regard. Despite the considerableemphasis inJe law on the need for
these organizations to have certain characteristics (lot instance, 90 percent of
their income must be spent on charitable activities), no inforniation on them
other than that noted above has been released by the government, perhaps in

'Illustration of another honored Canadian tradition of official secrecy in as
many areas as can be gotten away. with (It is oily fair to add that this latter
tradition, if it can be called such, is bolstered by the general laCk of Triterest in
such matters, in Canada, 4 country long noted for its lack of indigegous
muckrakers end "public interest" advocates 43)
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In any event, a recent review of the situation, in Canada with respect to/the
taxatiop of charitable organizations does not seem to have been far off th
mark vhen it stressed ". . . the obsession of the legislation with t e
charitable character of the recipient organization" and concluded that ". . .

the tax administration system is more concerned about policing the orga/za-
tions than they [sic] are about the charitable ,character of the gift."4 The
generalithrust of this conclusion is reinforced by statements such,as de made
by the Minister of Finance (Mr. Benson) in 1971 when he anno nced a
reexamination'of the charitable deduction "to determine whether, the tradi- ,

tiogal definition of charitable organizations is broad enough to reflect real
need in the 1970's."45 An interdepartmental committee was in facii.,apparently
s,et up for this purpose and was reported to be still functioning in November
1973.46 it has as yet made no report, however, or at least nq public report.

Tax Treatment of Gifts of Appreciated Pro rty

Moire subtle possibilities of abuse of the charitable duction than outright
fraud, of the sort which have long given rise to conc n in the United States,
were,of ,littie importance in Canada until recently, rincipally because there
was, "on the one hand, no tax on capital gains d, on the other, judicial
interpretation appeared to render gif8-in-kind enerally ineligible for the
deduction anyway.47 In sharp contrast to the U ited States, where since 1917
there has been clear legal provision for ,t e iieductiOn of gifts-in-kind
(generally at "fair market valuel, there was o specific,-,mention, of such gifts
in Canadian income tax law before 1972. While the Income Tax Act did not
require deductions tg be in cash, in the early ,1960s the Department of
National Revenue, with the support of,the courts, did ,not "except in special
cases of substantial gifts with an acct.! ately ascertainable value" allow gifts-

toqualify.48 When such:gifts were permitted, however, they could be
deducted at fair market value. By the time the Carter Report, practices had
apparently become somewhat more liberal although certain types of gifts'.`
(inventory that had been expensed and second-hand goods, fbr example) were
clearly prohibited by regulation,49 Nevertheless, gifts-in-kind were, still very
rare-indeed, as was evidenced by the stir caused by a case in which a taxpayer
donated a yacht to a university fqr research purposes and -has granted a
deduction.50 The introduction of a tax. on,capital gains in 1972 hasbrought

)

'this whole area into,,much treater -piomnence.
The Royal-CO-mission, which had recommended a much stronger, form of

capital gains tax than that finally enacted,' had made it very clear that
dispositions of capital assets by gift or bequest should be brought into income
as though the assets had been sold atitheir appreciated value.51 It was also
made clear in the Report that donations-in-kind exceeding $500 in value in
any year (to avoid the, "old clothing" problem.) Should-be deductible for
purposes of the inco e tax at the same value, as they were brought into
income; namely, their apprliated value.

The 1971 act brcia ty accepted this Position. Giftg-in-kind ).1itere made
clearly eligible_for tlidnor 0 percent deduction, while property passed by
gift or bequest to anydne other than a spouse was deemed to be disposed of at
fair market value 52 the only exception was that depreciable property passed
by bebuest.was to b valued at an amount midway between the fair market
value of the propert and its undepreciated capital cost.53 The result of this
provision could be recapture of capital cost allowances which would
taxable at ordinary ates under the new acta capital gain, both the fore-
going, or a claimab loss. These provisions were to apply to all gifts and
sa
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bequests (except interspousal transters) regardless of whether the beneficiary
was a charitable organization or not

The earlier discussion of the White Paper proposals had made it plain,
however, that there was what the Minister of Finance later called "a general
fear that gifts and bequests of appreciated property will be discouraged if
the're is a deemed realization of the capital gain "54 Both the House and the
'Senate committees in their reports on tax reform had been influenced by rep-
resentations to this effect and had suggested more favourable treatment of
gifts-in-kind In both cases, the parliamentary bodies appear to have favoured
complete exemption of some (Commons) or all (Senate) charitable bequests
and gifts from the tax on 'capital gains,55

There was also in the heanngs before these committees some degree of
acceptance of the position put forward by several participants in the tax
reform discussion, notably the representatives of the private museums, that
not only should the donor not be taxed on the gains but he should also be
able to deduct the fair market value of the gift for income tax purposes.56 A
principal reason for the stance taken by the museum representatives in-favour
of permitting deductions for "appropriate"' gifts-in-kind at fair market value
preterably not subject to the 20 percent limitas well as no capital gains tax
was that the "competition," that is, the United States, offered such induce-
ments and that Canadian museums, which were in competition with American
museums for gifts of art, Were falling behind because of their inability to offer
similar tax incentives 57 To quote the brief of the Canadian Art Museum
Directors' Organization, in this matter of the comparative quality of world's
museums, our competition gives no quarter . "58 To the constraints on
tax reform in Canada imposed by the relatively unified capital market of North
America it thus appears that one must add the constraint imposed by a unified
art. market!

Whatev er_the merits of this argumentwhich, it should be noted, affected
less than 1 percent of Canadian philanthropy even according to its pro-
ponents59 the government was clearly persuaded of the need to at least-
appear to make some response to such pressures, even though the Sehate
Report explicitly and _the Commons Report implicitly favoured allowing
deduction of the cost basis only, as had been recommended by several other
witnesses 60 The original 1971 provision requiring taxation at market value of
gifts and bequests,,-and permitting deduction at the same valuewas
therefore amended in 1973 "in those cases where the property to be gifted is
not a Substitute for money -that is, where the property gifted to the
charitable organization is suitable for actual use -in its, charitable activities,"
such 'as the bequest of an art collection to an art gallery.61 The donor of
qualifying tangible -capital property was by this amendment given the option
to claim as a deduction any amount not greater than the-fair market value of
the property and not less than its adjusted cost basis to ,him, provided that he
would also, be treated for purposes of capital gains tax as having disposed of
the property at the same value

Although no one in the C na Ian discussion appears to have explicitly
referred to the almost oonte poraneous U.S. discussion of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969, the system, that was adopted in Canna was in fact really the same
as that proposed for alltangible personal property in the House version of that
act, apparently largely in an attempt 4 reduce the valuation'problems which
had long afflicted the world of art ts.62 After the Senate rejected this
proposal (in part or the grounds that the valuation problems would still exist
even if the gains were taxed),_the Conference Committee adopted the
so -calved "unrelated use" rule as a compromise. This rule permits the market
valtie deduction, without subjecting any gain to tax, when the donee's use of
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the property is "related," which appears to mearf something'very ciche to what
is intended in, the present Canadian law. (Whereas only 50 percent of the
appreciation on "unrelatedgifts may be deducted in the United States, their
_full-value can be deducted in Canada, although the gain is also fully taxable.)
There lias as yet apparently been no pressure to extend the "use" option in
Canada,- although some American observers have labeled the failure to grant a
broad exemption for charitable transfers' "the most striking feature" of the
_Canadian deemed realization rule.63 )
-; How one views this option depends very much_upbn what is compared with
what. It is clear that by electing the adjusted cost basis, the donor can avoid
capital gains tax, on the other hand, 'he loses the benefit of the deduction. Al
a general rule, it ;would appeal' advantageous for a taxpayer to opt for the
`highest value even though he hasto pay the capital gains tax, provided he can

"deduct the full amount Of the gift from taxable income. The reason is. simply
that he gains a $1.00 in deductionfor each $0.50 added to his income because
of the half-inclusion rule on capital gains.64 On the other hand, if the
taxpayer cannot make any usepf the increased deduction he would obtain by
choosing the high option because his other gifts-have put-him up to the
deduction limit already, he should choose the cost basis (ignoring the carry-
over possibility). If the gift will bring him up to the limit, t appropriate value
to choose will lie between these extremes.

This argument assumes, however, that the 'taxpayer Is for some reason
determined to give the appreciated property away. P more interesting
question is whether the existence of this option has affected the incentive to
give appreciated property rather than cash for assets that can be sold by the
donee for cash). Actually, one can think of the donor as having several
alto/natives: 1

1. He can give cash (Out of taxed income) equal to the value of the appre-
ciated asset.
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iHe can give the appreciated asset to charity at cost.

. He can give the asset to t harity at market value.
4. 'He 'can keep his asset, and his cash.

5. He can sell the asset 'and give the net proceeds.

§. He can sell the asset and keep the net proceeds.

7. He can give the asset to .a non-charity other than- his spouse.

8. He can Sell the asset and give the charity the equivalent of its market
value (that is, the proceeds before tax, making up the difference out of
other income).

Table 8 illustrates the relative positions or the donor and the charity for a
particular hypothetical situation, the, possibility of a carryforward of unused,
charitable contributions is Pored. As the table indicates, the best option for
the donor who can claim a full deduction i5 always to give the appreciated
asset to the charity at fair market value and pay the tax. If he cannot claim any
,deduction at all he though not the charity! should be indifferent to giving
the asset at cost and not giving it at all. If his position is between these ex-
ti rues, he may in some circumstances be indifferent between selling the asset
and giving full sales proceeds to the charity. In the general case, however, it
seems clear that the new tax situation shouldencourage the gifting of appre-

' tiAtted 'assets to charities, simplk because -only halU of the gain is taxed at',
ordinary income tax rates while the entire Value of the gift can be deducted
from income,(subject to the percentage limitation). The option is, in effect a
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Table 8

illustration of the Effects of Taxing Appreciated Property Giftsa

Tax Saving to Lonorb

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8

(A) (B)

$-5,500

0

-2,500

0

-2,500

-2,500

-2,500

-3,750 ' 4

Value Received
by Charity

$ 0

500

3,000

0

1,750

-2,500

-2,500

1,750

$11,000

11,000

11,000

, 0

8,500

0

0

11,000
i.

a. Assumptions. marginal tie rate of 50 percent, In column (4),all contribu-
tions are fully deductiple while in column (B) none are, adjusted cost basis of
asset $1,000; fair.markA value of asset $11,000.

b. The tax saving is calffulated as the value of the deduction (50 piercenleoelthe
antaunt received by tile charity) less the taxes paid by the donor (either 25
percent on capital gains or 50 percent plarditfary income).

device to maintain this relative incentive for those close to the deduCtion
limit, at least up to the point at'which the gift becomes completely non-
deductible While the introduction of the capitaWins tax on such gifts Would
clearly detethem relative to a situation in whkiMliere was no such tax as in
the United States, the combination of introducItig the tax and making such
gifts eligible for the charitable deduction as R,Canada has,tilted the balance
the other way.

There are, of course, many other probleihs in the tax treatment Orappre,
ciated property gifts which are well known ithe United States and still for the
most part .lurk in the future for Canadiartaxadministrators, such as the
possibility of claiming deductioWs while retaining lifetime control over the
property. It appears, despite a warning by the Royal ComMission on this
point,65 that remainder interests can still be given in this way.66 Ingenious thx
practitioners can no doubt continue to be counted on to stay one step (at
least) ahead of the Revenue.67 For this and the other reasons noted abovg,
one mighetherefore expect increased exploitation in he future of the various
avoidance possibilities connected with gifting appreciated propeity to chari7
table institutions. Once again, it appears that Canada has little to teach the
United States except the possibly important lesson that taxing gains on such
property simply reduces,. but does not abolish, these pro lems.

The. Exemption of Charitable Bequests
0

Since the inception of the provincial succession duties in the'rrineteenth
century, charitable bequests have generally been exempted from death taxes
in Canada. M of 1974 the treatment of charitable bgquests in those provinces
in which death taxes survived (see Chapter Ill) was as folloWs.68 Quebec's
provisions are the most liberal, granting exemption to all legacies for religious,
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charitable, or educational purposes without limitation. -Alt the other
provincial statutes limit the exemption in some way. Ontario, for eAmple,
grants exemption only to the extent that the organizatiori,concerned,carried
on its work in Canada While Saskatchewan -and Manitoba both exec*
bequests to registered Canadaian charitable organizations (that is, those kegis-
.tered for federal income tax purposes, which does not mean they need to
carry on their work in Canada), the latter further limits the exemption of
charitable bequests (not inter vivos gifts) to the greater of 20 percent of the
aggregate net value ofthe estate or $150,000 less the total value of all succes-
sions by preferred successors.69 The strictest limitations by far, howeVer, are

, found in British Columbia, where bequests and gifts to registered chdritable
organizations are restricted to 10 percent of net value and then only if the
property- is devoted exclusively to charitable activities within British
Columbia. The restrictions on the amount of charitable exemptions in both.
Manitoba and British Columbia have» been attributed to thd fact that "the
prevailing political philosophy would seem to attribute relatively less im
portance to private enterprise."70 Why, Saskatchewan, which also has a
socialist government, does not similarly indulge its prejudices is not explained
by this approach Presurriably, the territorial limitations in most of the statutes
reflect the belief that charity not only begins at home but should stop there
too.

The narrow definition of the scope of charity...in British Columbia is
somewhat alleviated by the.fact that artistic works and artifacts passing to
public institutions in British Cotumbia are exempt from duty and valued
nominally at one dollar for all purposes of the act. Ontario in effect *vides
similar treatment to all charitable bequests since they are excluded ittpm the
estate for purposes or calculating the appropriate rate of duty applicable to
taxable bequests The result, as the Ontario Committee cin Taxation noted in
1967, is that by making a charity the residuary legatee it is possible to reduce
the duties palitbypther successors.71 The committee considered' this result
inequitable and unneutr.al and therefore recommended the introduction of
the system used in the then federal estate tax, under whith.property going to, a
charitable body was exempted only after taxes were paid.7.2 Although the data
in Table 5 suggest that few estates in Ontario made charitable donations for
any reason, good or bad, this same point was taken up by the later Ontario
Advisory Committee on Succession Duties, which recommended in contrast
that the existing system be continued and_even that the practice of charitable
remainders beencouraged, while taking some measures to reduce thed,bVious
tax avoidance possibilities 73 Indeed, in its concern for "things of-tbeauty,
symbols or artifacts of our history" which are "capable of uplifting- and
inspiring generations of Canadians," the committee went quite a bit further
its efforts to persuade the wealthy to leave their pbssessions for the public, by
proposinethat the owner be permitted to get,the tax exemption even though
the gift (or bequest) was subject under certain conditions to up to two,follow-
int life interests.74 Apart from the stipulation that the remainderman must be

byinstitution
of the federal or provincial government, the system envisaged

,by the committee would apparently work very much like that which exists in
the United State and has been so often eritieized.75

Attitudes towards Philanthropy

It
4
was noted at the beginning of this chapter that-there has in general been

--i'rharkably little discussion or justification df the various, changes that have
been made over the years in the .tax measures affecting philanthropy. The
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attitudes reported above are not a summary of what has,been said on this
subject in Canada in the course of the tax debate they are more or less what
has been said. A mildly favourable but very vague official attitude towards
philanthropy, coupled with some concern about the possibility of abuse,
emerges from the preceding discussion, as does the expected concern about
the possibly adverse effects of the tax reforms on giving on the part of repre-

- .sentativ es of recipient roups such as museums and universities.76 These
attitudes are not surpn g, nor are those of other groups mckre'critica I of the
role of the private p lanthropic sector, which characterize corporate
philanthropy, for instance, as "morally deceptkve", 7 or which suggest that an
unlimited charitable deduction might be misused for the adoration of
the individual in establishing memorials to himself which might well have
limited social vale for the broad number of Canadians ,778

It is perhaps more surprising, and for that reason more interesting, to find
even'experienced.tax prac.)titioners making statements such as the following
from a well -known accountant "A lifelong attachment to their wealth seems
characteristic of Canadians Those, few, who do give,, often create the
impression that their real motive is to do Revenue in the eye "79 This note of
skepticism about.the significance and propriety of the Whole charitable game
is even more marked' in a remark attributed to an experienced Toritp
lawyer'. In the first place7 one has to realize that there is no element of virtue
in creating a\harita,ble trustty a testamentary instrument Since no one . .

claims to have_discovered a method by which the 'acWantages of wealth can be
carried over rn the next world, it is clear that anyone who is being charitable
by will, is being.so vv ith somebody,else's money and is actuated by vanity, that
is by a belief that he knows better than future living persons what will be good
for the community "80

That the attitudes expressed in these last quotations go. well beyond the
official v iew is suggested by some remarks made some years ago by Louis St -
Laurent, then Prime Minister, of Canada, in a debate concerning the reasons
underlying the creation of the Canada Council (a body approximately
equivalent to the National Science Foundatuan, although it Looms much larger
in the Canadian grant scene because of the absence of privAte competitor,$),
with an endowment of $50 million for the "encouragement of the arts;
humanities and social sciences '' Because Mr St Laurent's remarks contain,
despite their meandering nature, the fullest discussion at'his political level of
the relation between private philanthropy, public largesse, and estate taxes
which appears to exist, they warrant quotation here.

I might say that one of the considerations which I had in mindit was
not the governing consideration was the fact that there had been at the
time we were preparing this recommendation for parliament two very
unusually large estates [those of 4saak Walton Killam and Sir James Dunn]
from which the collktions of succession duties had ,been made in
amounts that could not be considered to be recurring amounts. In corn
nection with one estate the statement had been made more than once by
the *ceased during his lifetime that he was not making any provision
during his lifetime or apt to make any under his will for benefactions to
public institutions because the succession duties were so high, the pro-
portion of his estate which would be taken in succession duties, if itwere
thought fit, could be employed on the recommendation of the
goverment by parliament for like purposeS. In the case of the other
estate it is not to my knowledge that the deceased had made a similar
declaration, but it is to my knowledge that he made modest contribu-
tions to institutrolis of the character of those envisaged by the legisla-
tion 81
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Surely it is rare, for thetlected leader of a country thus to publicly j is

government's use of the taxes collected from. particular esta for
"charitable" purpOsAs in part on the groundSthat.fte deceased would have
liked ie that way! If nothing else, this quotation serves tb remind us that
Canada jts after all, a sluilrcountry in many way'sa. fact. whiCh comes lup
again in connection with the current state of death taxes in the Atlantic
provinces, as seen in the next section' --or=-4a

The Prime Minister's statertent also conveys something of the flav or__

Canadian attitudes to wealth As Seym,bur Upset put it some years ago in d
fascinating comparative study. of the value systems in the English-speayng
democracies, "Canadians, have always been less intolerant of economic in-
quality" than Amelicans.82)This attitude showed tip clearly in the recent

Oath tax "reform" (see below) when no official voice 'or significant public
outcry was, raised while death taxes were substantially reduced. Even in

,prOVinces st.4ch as Manitoba, where the._ Orevious Conservative government's
stated interl{'to abolish the death tax was a (minor) election issue, the newly
eleFted socialist government quietly acquiesced in the effective lowering of
taxes at death, as did its sister socialist governments in Saskatchewan and
British Columbia No voice of radical principle or even mild egalitarianism
was heard in the land, nor should one have been expected in view of-the calm
acceptance of inequality by most citizens which has lqp,g characterized

'Canadian soclety.83

III

CAPITAL GAINS TAXES AND DEATH TAXES

The Debate on Capital Gains

capital gains were not taxed in Canada until 1972' Prior to that time, the
pros and cons of taxing capital gains under the income tax had; of course, long
been discussed But the first full-fledged and at least semi-official 'proposal to
tax gains was that made in the Report of the'Royal Commission on Taxation;
which appeared in early 1967.84 The Commission more than made eip for the
past neglect of capital gains taxation by proposing as' one key part of its
comprehensive reform of income taxation to tax gains at the ordinary income
tax rotes not only'when they were realized butilso when appreciated assets
were given dr bequeathed outside the proposed family unit (or the taxpayer
gave up Canadian residence).

As might be expected, these proposals gave rise to a tremendous public
discussion, with academics for tht.'most part favoring them and "taxpayers"
or at least that select group of taxpayers which gets heard on such occasions
being against them. (Interestingly, much of the. akack on capital gains was in
fact disguised as an attack on the closely related psroposal for the integration
of personal and corporate taxes, a proposal which in itself woul0 have favored
many of itp most vociferous 2pponents.65) In view of the relative. weight
which appears customarily to be given the opinions of these two groups in the
Canadian political processit is somewhat surprising that the Carter proposals
for taxing capital gains at realization like any other form of income
reappeared, relatively unscathed, in the government's White Paper on' tax
Mprm in_I-9,rurthermorei. deemed realization at gift and on giving up
Canadian residence also reaj5peared, although the family unit concept had

1 been dropped. Deemed realization4at death, however,. was dropped in the
- I
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White Paper, instead, ther'e was to be a carryoyet of basis (plus death duties
applAble to any accrued gain) at death The stated reason for this change
was to avoid the possibility of two.taxes the capital gains tax and the estate
taxapplying at the same "most inconvtment time "86

, This White Paper variant on Carter was, of course, immediately attacked by'.
knowledgeable observers, who pointed to the various ptoblems (notably the
increased lock ,in) to which such, a cary,over of basis would give rise `and
advocated a return to the-cleemed.realization at death proposed by the 'Royal,
Commission 87 During the hearings on the White Paper proposals it quickly
became apparent that,most witnesses had either been convinced by such
arguments or thought for some other reason that the White Paper's deferral oF
accrued capital gains at death would not in fact be enacted Even a number
business oriented witnesses therefore suggested thacthe carryover should be
replaced by deemed realization at death This suggestion, hOwever., was
almost invariably accompanied by some proposal to reduce die burden of the
estate fax, either by lowering its rates orthe favorite of mostby elimina-

. tang compretely.88 It thus became apparent that A key issue in the debate
was the level of taxes levied at death.

This themethe linking of the taxation of capital gains at death and the
death tax per sewhich was, as seen above, presaged in the White Paper
Itself, 'carried through to the reports of the House and Senate corroittees,
with the former recommending.the 'reduction of the estate tax .1nd the latter
its eventual abolition (even though they alio recommen ded against deemed
realization too). The other recurrent Theme in the testimny of the business
and investment communityfor favorable rates on capital gains tax in any
case (usually at half the ordinary rates)also 'emerged in both comtnittee-
reports All in all, as-a leading tax accountant noted in 1970, "the:only way in
which large sections of our business community seem prepared to adopt any
change is if the change proposed is either so heavily wat cidown as to make
it completely ineffectual, or else'the change can be sh n to be something
that the United states did 20 years ago "89

The capitSI gains tax .which finally emerged out of all this discuision bears
witness to the 'truth pf this observation, for it resembles nothing so much as
the tax which has long been in existence in the United States Certairily, it is
much closer to the U S model than to that set forth in the Carter Report 90
One notable difference, however, is that'nine of the provinces share in th
proceeds of the Capital gains -tax (as they do in all personal income taxes
While the.tenth (Quebec) has enacted a very similar'tax on capital gaills as-pa

. of its own income tax
I

In general the 1971 act provides that half of realized gains are tobe reported
as income and taxed at the applicable .peisonal or corporate rate Half of
realized capital losses may be offset again-it the half of gains currently taxable
In addition, incliviicluals are permitte4to deduct up to $1,000 of any, exces
allowable loss against other income oZ the same year' (The $1,000 limitd s

not apply in the year of death ) Any unabsorbed losses may be carried back
one year and then forward irxlefinitely in the same mannef The general rules
also provide for deemed realization of accrued gains to occur at death,91
when -an asset is gifted, and when the owner gives up Canadian residence
Capitatgains on gifts and bequests passkrg to a spouse are deferred, however,
and the basis is carried over until the Spouse disposes- of the asset; or is
deemed to do so. f

In addition to the general interspousal exemption, capital gains realized on
a taxpayer's principal retidenc_e and up to one acre of surrounding land are not
-taxable..Farmers have the option of deducting $1,000 for each year,after 1971
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they have owned the farm and during 1hich /heir principal residence was Orr,
-rt, fagainst gains realized from the' sale of farm property Finally, a gains
realized on personal-use property are taxed only if the proceeds exceed
$1.0004rEheyt do, the cost basis of the asset is presumed to lie not less than
$1,000 I .

At 130 point in the entire Canadian discussion was it'seriously proposed to
tax retroactive gains. Assets are therefore valued as of a -Valuation Day" of
December 22 1971, for shares traded on Canadian markets, and December /
31, 1971, for all other assets. Individual taxpayers have the choice of two
methods for determining the base value of assets owned on January 1, 1972,
yv,ith reference to which gains and losses are determined, with the restriction
that the election made the first time gains or losses are reported is bindingfor
all future dispositions The first alternative base for determining gams and
losses is the (air market.yalue on Valuation Day The second, which most tax-
payers \yyoitJd probably use (and which corporations must use),Is the "tax- free
zone" method under which gains are based on the greater of historic cost or
Valuation Day value, while losses are based on the lesser of the two.

Apart from the.important provision for deemed realization at death, this
system resemblesfkapresent U,S system more than it does that envisaged in
the Carter Report. Moreover, a substantial price was paid for this advance (if if
be considered as such) in that a concomitant of.deemed realization at death
was the abolition of the federal estate and 'gift taxes, with the further result

'that death taxes are well on their way to vanishing in -much of Canada.
Two factors appear to account for this unipticipated result The,fh'st is that,

as suggested earlier and developed in the next chapter, there has never been
much force behind the egalitarian argument for death taxes in Canada. The
second is that, as indicated above, deemed realization at death was seen by
many, including the government itself, ,as in.effect a substitute for death
taxes. Few were as logical about the relation between the two as Pea Brown,
who argued that estate taxes should be reduced when capitakgains wereitaxed
at death, but went pn to note that the estate tax should certainly not 'be
eliminated on this account because it 'was really quite a different tax. "In any
event," Mr Brown said, "the government will be quick to' visualize the
horrible prospect of a multi-millionaire putting all his funds into government
bonds so that he will never realize any further capital gains, And then
transmitting his property from generation to generation, and it will likely
argue that some. toll on the transmission..of wealth between generations
should be retained., ."92 As it turned out, the, government was not so .

quick as all that, or at least was.not unduly concerned latifh the sort of j5roblern
Mr. Brown envisaged

. . , ,

I . Death Taxes: A Casualty of Tax Reform

The first death taxes levied in Canada took the ,fo6"of succession duties
impdsed by four provinces in 1892 Subsequently, 411 .other provinces
introduced similar duties. As a rule, these taxes, while modeled after the
inheritance taxes _enacted earlier ..in New York and Pennsylvania, imposed ,
rates in accordje with the aggregate 14 value of the estate, with the rates

varying 1-.4 "Orss of _beneficiary as well as by the size of the individual
legacy,9 Wheh,estates iyere subject to tax in different provinces the
application o his complex structure gave'rise to considerable difficulty, and
1,,,,as-a taus o&lconcern in the 1930s Most problems in this area, however,
wergjesOlv tofter the federal government imposed a death tax in 1,14,140A
federal gift tax ad keen imposed earlier, in 1935.) The federal taxtoo took the
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form of a succession duty until it was changed to an estate tax in:1959 In
exchange for a rental'. payment from the federal government equal to the
revenues they had collected in 1940, all provinces renounced their succession
duties for the wartime period Aftei the war, only Quebec and Ontario again
levied their on inheritance taxes, in much the same form as before, with
credit being given for these taxes against the federal. tax up to a maximum of
one half the latter The other provinces continued to reCeivea share (for many
years, 50 percent) of the federal estate tax collections which were allocated to
them 94 to 1963, however, British COlumbia withdrew from this agreement
and reintroduced its on succession duty, largely on the grounds that the-
province had been losing revenue owing to the particular way in which the
sails rules of the federal act operated 9 5 The next year, when the federal
government increased to 75 percent the-share of the estate tax yield &rig to
the provinces, .both Ontario and Quebec accepted 25 of ,estate tax
collections on a direct federaipayinent British Columbia, however, increased)
its succession duty rates to pick up_the full 75 percent, abatement and also
took the occasion to introduce a considerably simplified, rate schedule 96

The situation at the time of the Carter, Report in 1967 was therefore that the
federal government levied an estate tax but paid 25 percent of the yield from
provincially domiciled estates to all provinces except British Columbia and an
additional 50 percent to all other provinces, except Ontario and Quebec,
These three provinces levied their on succession duties,, with the duty being
credited against the federal tax up to a maximum of 59 percent ((earl° and
Quebec) or 75 percent (British Colur4ra) This structure is depicted in Table
9, which shlows that total death taxes collected in 1966, for example, were
$219 million, with $118 million being collected directly by the three taxing
provinces ($58 million by Ontario alone) and the balance by the federal

_government, with the latter transferring.olose to half the proceeds to the,
provinces (for example; $20 million to Ontario).

Against this background, the Carter Commission Report recommended in
early 1967 that gifts and bequests be henceforth treated like any other form of
incomesto the recipientand, incidentally, th.at 'the separate taxes on gifts
and estates be dropped 97 Shortly after the Royal Commission reported, two
significant events took place in the death tax field The first was that the
Province of Alberta (which has sometimes been called' ,the Texas of Canada ")"
introduced in 1967 an Estate Tax Abatement Act,' by which, in effect, that
portion of the federal estate tax on Alberta estates which was transferred to
the province by the federal government was to be rebated to the estates by the
province Death taxes in Alberta thus became at most 25 percent of tho'se
levied elsewhere in the country A similar step was taken by Alberta's
neighbor, Saskatchewan, in 1969 Furthermdre, the third prairie province,
Manitoba, also announced its intention to rebate estate taxes in that year
unless the federal government resolved this .:'competition for economic
advantage satisfactorily98=althoughin fact Manitoba did not do so, mainly
because a socialist government came to povveren that province in the interim.

The second event, which appeared even more significant at the time, was
that the federal ,gov ernment ;substantially revised its transfer tax system in
1968 by exempting interspousal transfers, raising rates on other transfers to
maintain revenues, and integratinge,state, and gift taxes into a cumulative
progressive tax In taking this step, the government appeared to have
decisively rejected the Roy,a1 Commission's argument for taxing bequegs and
gifts as income Nevertheless though far less radical than the Carter proposal,
the changes, particularly the rate increases, gave rise to considerable public
outcry,, to the point ohere it appears the whole experience may have made the
government particularly sensitive to this area when designing' its major tax
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Table 9

Revenues from Death Taxes, 1956-1973
(in millions of dollars)

, Proportion of
. , Revenues

Federal Ainounts Provincial Total Going to
Estate Transferred Death Death Federal
Tax to Taxes - Taxes Government

Year Collected Provinces Collected Collected '(percent)

3019.,

$ 79.7 5 64.6 444.3 .

1957 71.6 , 52.6 124.2

1958 72.5 55.8 128.3

1959 88.4 . 56.2 144.6
, ^

1960 84. 9 60.5 C...,v 145.4

1961 84.6 \ 65.9 150.5 ,
1962 87.1 $16:6 72.0 159.1 44.3% ',
1963 90.7 10.5 85.7 176.4 45.5
1964 88.6 40.9 92.2

.
180.8 26.5

1965 108.4 42.7 107.944 , 216.3 430.4

1966 101.1 48.1 117.6 . 218.6 24.2

-1967 102.2 55.4 109k3 211.5 22.1

1968 112.4 55.1 121.9 234.3 ' 24.3

1969 100.6 59.9 140.5 241.1 16.9

1970 119.8 60.4 158.1 277.9 21.4 ''.

1971 132.0 65.9 137.9 269.8, 24.5
41 1F°1972 60.9 12.4 160.0 220.9 22.0

1973 133.9 , 196.0 N.A.

Sources and notes. All columns are based on Statistics Canada data on the
consolidated Government Finance basis and refer to the fiscal year starting in
the calendar year indicated. The figure for "provincial death taxes collected"
in 1973 is an estimate from official sources: it appears to be too low according
to the partial actuals now available. Aft& 1967, some of the decal taxes
transferred to the provinces were infact rebated to theestates concerned so
that the net tax collections were sUghtly less than those shown.

(reform over the next few years. Be that as it may, in 1969 the federal govern-
.

rrient once again made a strong statement on the need for a..strong federal' role
in the death tax field.99 Six reasons were given in support of this case. (1)
Parliament must retain its constitutional. right to impose such taxes, 'which
were, besides, "a reasonable and an equitable way to raise ,,public
revenues'', 100 (2) death taxes had to be linked to gift taxes to avoid evasion
and only' the federal goverinfiferit could really do this, (3) death taxes also

.acted as a check, on income tax avoidance, (4rthe federal death tax limited .

the chances of avoiding the death taxes of, those provinces that
them, (sit also enabled the collection of the tax for those provinceerthat did
not want" the complications of levying their own, and .(6) only fre federal..
,government could deal with the international aspects of death taxation.

, In light of this position, it was *us a coniplete surprise to everyone when
L_ ,the federal government announced\in 1971 its decision to vacate the estate

and gift tax field completely at the end of the year. Three reasons were offered
1, Apr this decision. the abatement movement 'in the prairie provinces, the low
.,,,,,,,,r,evenues received by the federa' government from estate taxes (see Table 9),

arid, most important, the desireto avoid "substantial tax impact arising on the
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death of a taxpayer as a result of the new capital gains tax on deer ed
realizations at death 101 The first of these factors was said to make national
uniformity impossible anyway, while the second factor was considered to
make it impossible to adequately allow for the third, shlitt of abolishing the
whole tax \A hile the tederal, government subsequently offered to continue to
collect succession duties for those provinces which decide to re -enter the
field for a period of three years, provided at least four priv:zriCes, irripoised
more ur less uniform taxes, the nature and firmness of ,1t,s decision toleave-tile,
deatk tax field completely NociS made crystal clear by,one condition. imposed
un those who would take advantage of this offer "thaf the presentation to the
public would make clear that it is a provincial not a'ifederal tax '102

The academic-teat tic il.tothis action was, as might be expected, generally
one ot surprise and of-denial of the postulated connection between death
taxes and capital gains taxes levied at death 103 Yet in the light of hindsight,
there was already a good deal of evidence pn hand demonstrating that
Canadian taxpayers and politicians alike do irfLfkct see a clear connection
between there levies, whatever the econormstmight say In addition to _the
various references cited earlier, even ,a.thinoray report to the Royal Commis-
sion Report had labeled the situation 'IdouiSle taxation "104 Although made
little of at the time, Mr fieatTvais s attitude tuvied, out to be more

,representative of that of the 6Ulk of "'informed Canadians" (to use one of the
commission s favorite terms) than the cavalier disregard of this position in the
majority report, . 4

*,

One reason tur this politically potent reaction appears to be that the only
accepted rationale turdeatn taxes in Cahada has always been simply revenue
While more tar reaching social purposes .have occasionally been mentioned
once in a while even by official sources--:on the whole it is clear That revenue
is the main purpose ot death' taxes se; far as most Canadians and Canadian

, governments are concerned Another reason for this reaction appears to have
been that another accepted rationale for taxing at death was simply to make
up for some of thAnadequacies of the income tax which had been levied

. during life this point of view was expressed, for example,, in the 1969 federal
defense of the federal death tax cited above In an earlier discussion in 1940,
the Royal cOmmission on Dominion-Provincial Relations had put the position
very simply capital gams are best taxed through the succession duties "105 It
follows from these argNments that when capital gains were taxed directly, as

. in the 1971 act, there was much less need for death taxes for eitber, rexem)e or
catch-up- reasons 106 Whateer the explanation, it is clear that.hone.df the

Canadian academic proponents of taxing capital gains at death gave sulfiCient
weight to the strong political pressures which quickly emerged to offset this
"new" tax by getting rid of thf ancleht death tax . ,.

Thai these pressures did not stop at the federal level was clearly demo\i-
strated by the subsequent peregrinations of the provincial succession dutie's
The immediate reaction of most provinces was one of great uncertainty, even, '
thoUgh some of themnotably Quebec107,-had long, urged, the federal
government to leave taxation to the provinces Ontario's reaction to the
federal move was pahicularly interesting and is discussed at/more length
below. Alberta having already in effect opted out of the estate tax, was
indifferent to the fide issue and decided to stay out of the death tax field
completely Sask1 hewan, however, where a 'socialist government had
recently come to p er, decided to join Manitoba and the four Atlantic
provinces in imposing \a new, more or less unifdrm death tax, which the
federal government had, as noted above, offered to collect for them, under
certain conditions, for three.years It is worth noting that, according to an
authoritative account rather than social philosophy, "revenue considerations
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were of primary concern to these six provinces, they concluded that they
simply could not afford to give up this source of revenue."108 This was
particularly true in the case of the poor Atlantic provinces, which were very
apprehensive about getting into the death tax field in the first pia& and which

*imposed the new tax °nil' as a transitional measure "until capital gains talce
-full effeet."109

In 1972, then, the federal government was collecting _a new "uniform"
succession duty for six provinces, three continued to levy .their own duties,
and one (Alberta) had no death tax at all. Although in all cases except that of
Ontario, where. the provincial rates were raised to make up for the federal
withdrawal, the new death tax rates were generally ,lower than those before
1972 (see Table 9), it appeared that what had happened was not too important
after q11 because in effect the provinces had made up for the federal lapse in
`this field, The situation was by no-means static, however. Since 1972, for
Instance, all fobr Atlantic'provinces, terrified, it appears, by the prospect of
capital f light,110 have withdrawn frOm the death tax field. In fact, Prince.
Edward Island never even collected the tax in 1972, ancrits early withdrawal
led directly to that of the three neighbouring provinces, apparently largely for
competitive reasons,. for fear of Joss of investment to the island "tax
haven."111 Several of the other taxing provinces have,substantially reduced
the rates of their succession duties or raised the exemptions. British Columbia,
for example, raised exemptions in 1972, as did Quebec in 1972 and 1973,
Saskatchewan in 1574, and Op,tario in 1973 and 1974. Quebec also reduced
rates by 20 percent in 1973 and by another 20 percent in 1974.112

.
The situation at present is thus that thereare succession duties in onty, five

of the ten provinces, although admittedly these are the five of the large-st
provinces Even fat these provinces the situation is far from certain sinceat
Various times Quebec, Ontario, and British Columbia have all announced
their intention to vacate the succession duty field in the future,,although
Ontario has recently changed its time in this regard and the recent election Qf
a' socialist government in British Columbia has presumably rendered the
Previous announcement inoperativetFere also. What will happen over the
next few years thus remains quite uncertain, but it seems highly improbable
thatithe general downward trendin death taxes will be reversed. It is thus cle4r

'that the resulof the federal abandonment of the estate tax has been con-
siderably increased national disparity in death taxes, on the one hand, and a
subsiantially lower levetof death taxes, even in those provinces that retain
them, on the orr (see Table 9).

A few years agO, a U S. Treasury paper argued that "the failure to see clearly-4,
that the estate and gift taxes are not substitutes for income taxes has led to
adoption of rules with regard to property transferred at death which subverts
the goal of income taxation." 113 Ironically, it seems that precisely the,
oppersite criticismthat the failure.to see clearly that the intOme-tax fs no`f a
substitute for the estate tax has led to policies which have subverted the entire
Canadian death tax systemmay be made in Canada, not only with regard to
what has in fact happened, but even with regard to the august aQd impeccAly
academieCarter Report which followed, albeit for very different reasons, a
Jong-standing Canadian tradition in failing to recognize any separate role for
death and gift taxes apart from that of the income tax.114 It -seems unlikely
,thareither the Royal Colnmission or any other proponent of improving the
incrifn'e tax by taxing capital gain5 at death thought that a death blow to death

"'taxes would be the price that would have to be paid for this reform. Indeed,
most of those who,have argued for taxation of deemed realizations seem to
think it would be a l'Costless" improvement.115 In Canada at least, those who
thought this way hatie clearly been proved wrong. ,
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)
A wd noted about the fureire aroused in 1969 by the relatively minor

federal death tax revisions which took place then, the reaction to such
measures cannot, it appears, be understood in narrowly "rationarterMS

o. alone 11, 6,Much of the emphasis in the discussion on deemed realization (see
Chapter IV) 'On the- particular problems of family business aid farms,JOr
example, may have reflected the fact that many Canadians really have a
dyhastic rather than nuclear concept of the family they do not that is; agree
with the traditional wealth-redistributing objective of death"TaxeS-ATtsifude-S-

lincs,,,wl-vich- were certainly expressed at least implicitly many
tines in the cOurse.of the tax reform debates, could well explain the very
strong observed resistance to increasing the taxes levied on the occasion of
death The fact that the reaction went so far as actually to lower-the taxes paid
at death for most estates can perhaps similarly be explained in part By the
considerable seinsitivity to the whole issue of death and taxes which had been
stimulated in Canada by the very recent federal changes the wounds caused
in 1968 had not had time.to heal before the "double whammy" of 1969117
,opened them up againand the continual discussion of this point through

41, 1970 and, 1971 exacerbated the felt hurt All in all, the whole epispde
illustrates the importance of fiscal psychology as weU as economic ,fact in the
design, presentation, and implementation of tax reforms Thosio,,Ao would
Introduce a tax on deemed realizations should, it appears, clearly be aware of
the psychologbcal distaste for a capital gains tax at death"116 which was so
clearly revealed in the Canadian eAperience

The Case of Ontario

Ontario is Canada's most populous and wealthy province, accounting, for
example, for'45 percent of the total federal estate tax assessed on*Canadian-
domiciled estates in 1971 119 Both because of its dominant role in the country
and because the province has long been governed by the Conservative party,
relations between the federal Liberal government and Ontario have often
been somewhat strained in recent years One arena in Mitch some of this
strain was revealed was that in which the question of the relation between the
'capital gains tax and the death tax was fought out Ontario's shifting attitudes
on death taxes in relation to capital gains taxes therefore make particularly
interesting , if ssr9 t baffling, reading. The story is spelled out here in
some detail both he'E to it is fairly well documented and because it reveals
concretely, nnapf-- ftt e attitudes discussed in more general terms in the
preceding sectio

More or less contemporaneously with the federal Royal Commission an
Taxation, the Ontario government appointed its own taxation committee,
which also reported in 1967 -This report, a' generally reasonable and
well-argued document in most respects, contained an interesting analysis of
weals taxes It was noted, for example, that a.reasonable taxation of wealth
in ge eral, and death taxes in particular, had,a significant role to play in con-
trol!' g extremes of wealth 120 While unexceptionable, this passage is never-
theless noteworthy as, being perhaps the most explicit non-revenue rationale
ever put forward under official auspices in Canada for taxing wealth at
'death.121 The repoit went on to make detailed aroposalsfor the revision of
the Succession Duty Act (which, it will be remembered, was in form very
similar to that firk introduced in 1892), and to suggest that the federal
government should withdraw; from the death tax field completely, basically
because it got little revenue froms_this source anyway 122 The recommenda-
tions of this committee were Considered in detail in 1968 by a Select
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Cmnittee Of aie Legislature, which generally agreed with this .part of the
reporr-tas7rfurned qut,tater, did the federal government itself, at least so far

its withdrawal was concerned.
-"Nevertheless, ir0969, following the revision, of the federal estate taxi the,

17.4iice,pratifible):1`.to, take the opposite Path to that recommended by the ,

''..cpinmitee and ,to relinquish' its own succession duty in exchange for 75
percent of the revenues from the federal tax. At the sane time, however, the
provincial gdvernment noted, that all death taxes should be eliminated "as
capital gains taxation becomes fully mature in th years ahead."123 The

a,ith, oUnced, its intention of imposing aS, part of its n income tax. Shortly
-Eapital gains taxes referred to, here were those hich the province had _

thereafter, the federal government came out with its own capital
:PrOposal, whiCh iriitialty included periodic accrual taxation of share gains.
Ontario immediately criticized:these p opotals as not involving 'compensa-
tin& changes in estates (sic) t ation, Which we believe is in critical need of

.",r'eform in terms of the total taxa n of wealth."124 "Our principle is simpler'
said the Ontario Treasurer, "if cap accumulation is taxed on a pay-as-you-

*basis it should not be taxed again . eavily at death."125 As "immediate
, telierfrom the debilitating effects of templating a capital gains tax?
`Ate province in 1970 therefore increased exemption's for spouses to $125,006
'ifiOin the previous $75,000.. . -N .il ,.

13y the following year, when the federal withdrawal from the death tax field
had been announced, the province continued to be Concerned with the need

,,,,,o establish a- connection between estate taxation and capital gains
taxation." It therefore announced its intention to stay in the death tax field in.
order to make its weight felt with regard to thiS connection and also to get a

;`fair share of the revenue.126 Although the intention to eliminate the succes-
SiOn duties within five years in order to avoid "confiscatory taxation of
wealth" Oas .reaffirmed, the reduction was to be gradUal and progressive.
Cater, in 1971, the spousal exemption was doubled (to $250,000) and several

,.cither changes were made preskiably in furtherance of this goaland also to
benefit. small firms and family farms.127--4 the end of 1971, _the provincial,''''

,government had decided to make up for the federal withdrawal by doubling
,its own tax rates in order to make up for the loStrevenue and also, interestingly

- -
enough, "for equity reasons," namely that thecatikal gains tax was- not yet
fury in operation. t28 The anomaly of a Conservative government being,the

y'orA one in Canada not to lower death taxesas all the socialist provincial...
goverrimpnts in effect did by not _raising the rates to offset the federal
withdrawalrapPears to have struck no one..To soften the blow, however, the

general exemption was raised to $100,000 arid. the spousal exemption to
$500,000, reducing the number ocdutiable estates to about 2,000 a year.
Ontario's reactions continued to be somewhat guarded in 1972..althoughthe
Policy a rethicing the level of succession duties -as the capital gains tax
matured was restated, do changes were actually made and a special advisory
committee was set up to examine the succession duty field.129

This advisory committee reported early in 1973. Its report can best be
_described as a curious one To begin with, the committeewhich consisted
almost entirely of lawyers and accountantssimply accepted that the capital
gains tax plus thesuctession duty constituted a "double tax burden."130 the
Pest way to alleviate this problem, it was seriously suggested, was for the'

, federal government simply to eliminate,emed realization at death and allow
,..eitb,er a tax7free transfer at death or the carryover of basis.131 A less desirable,
,,,but presumably more feasible, solution was to allow a credit against the.suc-
' cession duty for taxes 134-on deemed realizations (and recaptured deprecia-paid

- ..
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tion) Interestingly, the opposite solutionthe crediting of death tax
against capital gain taxes had been considered by the Commons Commit e
and rejected on the grounds that it would make the deemed realiza on
proposal pointless 132 One may perhaps infer that the advisory comma tee
had a similar end result of duty and liberalization of the exemptio s,
especially for farms, as well as an extension of the payment period to 10 yea
'(with interest at the general borrowing rate)

In short, the entire report was overwhelmingly concerned with solving "the
problem of the deeply felt burden of two, separate, unintegrated, different
death taxes -133 What makes this line of argument particularly hard to follow
is that the report itself makes it clear that at most very few estates were likely
to encounter aQ), substantial tax or liquidity difficulties Appendix C of the
report, for example, which reports on a study of all estates in 1970 and 1971
(when many more estates were taxed than in later .years), fpund almost no
evidence at all of the oft-alleged tax-induced sales of family' businesses and
firms 134 But this evidence rs not cited in the body of the report itself, which
instead appears to be concerned entirely with the (totally undemOnstrated),
possible deterrents to "acti.ve risk-taking enterpreneurs," of whom there are
said to bb "only a few." Yet these are death/ the vital few in the committee's
eyes, for whose benefit and nurture the eltire death tax systeni needed to be

. restructured In thus ignoring its own evidence, the Advisory Committee
followed the precedent set by other commentators on this subject 133 facts, it
appears, can never shake beliefs.

Without responding explicitly to this report, the government felt it
necessary to restate yet again in its 1973 budget the policy of decreasing death
taxes both because of the "undesirable impact on small businesses, family
farms and Canadian ownership" and because other provinces were already
vacating the field 136 In addition, several flirther alleviations were
introduced, some of which followed, lines guggestK1 by the Advisory,
Committee In the first place, complete 'interspousal exemptionas in the
federal capital :gains taxwas introduced Second, a syStern of gradual
forgiveness of succession duties on farm assets over a 25-year period was
initiated, provided thgt the farm continues to operate as a working family
farm. Third, _farmers were also perMitted to make a once-in -lifetime gift Of
up to $50,000 of an interest in a family farm to their children, ee of gift tax.
Finally, family firms were given six years to pay the duty, with e option of
paying in shares at the fair market value (the shares to go to he Ontario
Heritage FouridatiOn.) 137

By 1974, although there was a completq, (and completely unexplained)
reversal of the stated goal of policy in this area` "we intend to continue to tax
large accumulations of wealth"138in fact the direction of change continued
,to be liberalization, with estates of less than $150,000 (compared with the
.previous $100,000) being exempted and various exemptions, fojr dependents
being increased, as was the scope of the forgiveable farm duty introduced in
the previous year In short, after five years of saying the opposite, Ontario has
appare,ntly completely reversed its general position on the independent role of
death taxes, at least in 'principle' In practice, however, it has continued to
lighfen the burden of six'? taxes in response, on the one hand, to the usual
family farm and firm arguments, and on the other, to its long-held belief that
capital gains taxes and death taxes are at least partial substitutes. While only a
fool would predict the future, it seems fairlyjafe to say that whatever the
changes in the political rhetoric, Ontario seen1 unlikely to increase its death
taxes m the near future. In this", as we have seen, itseems not atypical of the
other provinces which still have such taxes.



IV

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DEEMED REALIZATION

The taxation of capital gains at death has long been considered by many in
the United States to be either impractical or undesirable. The argurnents
which have been put forth in support of this.'position have recently been con-
veniently summarized under seven headings. (1) constitutionality, (2) no
traditional realization event, ,(3) liquidity, (4) deterrent to wealth accumula-
tion and investment, (5) compounding the tax on inflation, (6) regressivity,
and (7) basis problems.139 This , framework is, used here to review the
Canadian experience with the implementation of deemed realization both
because all the arguments that have been raised in Canada can be
accomodated within it and because doing so makes plain some of the relevant
differentes between Canada apd the United States. 41: ,

The constitutional issue, considered "the most important attack on a
proposed gains tax at death" in the United States,140 is of course one of the
principal differences since there simply is no such issue in Canada. Indeed,
the only mention of the constitution encountered- in the entire literature
reviewed here came in a 1969 statement by the federal Minister of Finance in
which he putforward as an argument for the federal presence in the death tax
field the notion that "Parliament's power under the Constitution to` Impose
taxes ought not to be reduced unless powerful reasons ace advanced for doing
so. "141 Two yearslater, as seen above, the same Minister appeared to be
convinced that these "powerful reasons" had indeed been found. th

The second argument put forward against deemed eealizatiori alr death is
that death is not a traditional realization event. Fundamentally, the point here
appears to be that "Americans are accustomed to viewing..income from this
liquid- ability to -payperspective.,'142 As suggested earlier, the same appears
to be true of many Canadians. Not the Haig-Simons concept of hroad

,,income the comprehensive tax base of the Carter Commissionbut the
simple flow-of-money concept as the appropriate tax base appeared to be in
the minds, if. not on the tongues, of many of, those who testified or
commented on the. tax proppsals at various stages. As the Commons Com-

. mitteeput the point, albeit with reference to the Whitt Paper proposal for a
cOrtkpuennial revaluation of shares tather than_deemed realization at death:
"The ax system is based.on the realization principle so that this is an excep-
tion-lb a generally accepted rule, and there should be stronger reasons for
adopting it than have so far been presented."141 Nevertheless, except in the
form of the constantly reiterated concern with liquidity (see below), this
argument received little explicit attention in Canado, perhaps because the
long discussion in the United. States appeared.to have convinced Almost
everyo6e that a capital gainS tax which aijowed tax-free transfers at death was
so undesirable that some recognition of gains at death was an essential part of
any capital gains tax.

The third problem, liquidity, undoubtedly caused the greatest concern both
b ore and after the passage of the tax reform act, even though the exemption

.O all gains accrued before the end of 1971 presumably gave ample time to
taxpayers to plan for any forthcoming liquidity squeeze. This concern was

.,,,particularly marked with respect to family firms and, especially, farms, both
because of the almost mythological value attributed to these components of
society and because of the considerable valuation problems in these areAs.144

'The immediate reaction of the Ontario government in 1971, for example,
was, as,shown above, to relieve the.liquidity strain allegedly caused by levying

.,
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two' taxes--the capital gains taSk and the succession dutyat the same time
ken further measures in this respect were urged by the special advisory com-
mittee which.reported in 1973, even though its own report clearly showeel the
relative unimportance of the liquidity problem on which o much emphasis
was. being placed Similar recognition of the practical u importahce of the
problem similarly had no connection with the conclusions drawn by other
commenttitors as to the "need" to modify the implementation of the new law

,because of its liquidity effects One and all appeared to agree that, for some'
unexplained reason, the fact that the occasional family firm, or even worse,
farm, *night be forced to sell to pay)taxes even though in most cases the
combined burden of the two taxes would at least for some years be rev thin
that. of the former death taxes alonewas quite enough reason to metlify the
legislation, or even to get rid of-one of the taxes in question. Curiously, while
most of those who argued this way were quick to recognize that the carry -
ov of basis under the interspousal exemption would accentuate the liquidity,
problem in the long run, few noted that in most cases the taxes levied at death
after the 1971 reform were in fact less than those before the refbrms (see
below) 145 0

Whatever the merits of the case, it is clear, as shown in the previous
section, that concern for the liquidity effect was a principal reason under-

,,lying the federal abandonment of, the estate tax It was also one important
;factor behind the subsequent reduction and, in half the country; abandon-
ment of the provincial succession duties as well The fact that th,6?e were
apparently few "hard cases" of the sort envisaged in the usual horror tales
weighted less heavily in the political balance than the fact that there were
anyor even could be any The precise'reason for this great emphasis on a
relatively minor component of the tax base is hard to discern. It could be, of
course, that "small business': is simply code for the quite understandable
opposition of the wealthy But this does not explain the obvious widespread
support for this pqsition ,from a broad segment of the population, most of
whom would never be lucky enough tq have the chance to pay death taxes.
This broader support appears in pact to be closely related to some mystique
(generally ntst very clearly articulated, but none the less real) of "small,
business" and the "family farm" as the backbone of the country in some sense.
Once again a logical approach to this )ssue, whether in the )dnited States146
or Canada,147 does not appear to turn the psychological key which is
apparently locked in the minds- of many by the mention of these magical
terms The fact that,Poth the political left 4nd the political right agree 9n the
importanZ:e of these institutions to the country as a twhble reinforces the
point 148 Anything that can be shown to impinge in some way on- these-
fundamehtals is, for that reason alone, bad and needs to be changed.

e

And changes there were, both in the capital gains tax itself and in the
remaining death taxes, The federal government, for instance,. rntroduced ip
1973 an amendment to permit gains taxes assessed at death to be paid'in six
annual installmentsalthough it should be noted that this treatment was still
less generba1han that afforded to capital gams realized during life, for which,
it is possible through the device of "forward averaging" tOliostpone the full
payment of tax for up to 15 years 149 In addition, a special system was intro-

a duced with respect to farms Basically, this system amounts to a rollover at
death if certain farm assets. were used by the deceased, his wife, or children
and are bequeathed to his children or grandchildren Quebec introduced a
similar swem for its capital gains tax in 1973 As noted earlier, the Ontario
goverr4nent also created in 1973 a special death tax regime for farms as well as
the option of paying tax in shares rather than cash for farTly businesses more
generally In addition Ontario permits installment payments over a six-year
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period, While Quebec has had a four-year period since 1969, and British
Columbia provides for ten installments for both farms and family businesses,
as_Soeil as permitting% deferral similar to that in the federal act for farm takes.
The most sophisticated of these systems appears to bthat in Ontario, which
recitiires, for example, that the annual deferral of 1/25th of the duty otherwise
due on farm assets will be continued (until exhausted) long as these assets
continue to be used as such by members of the family. In contrast, the federal
rdllOver dOes_not contain a similar restriction.150 A

vArneliorative measures of this' kind colild certainly be expanded in scope
and nature' if there were indeed serious, Liquidity problems 5s a result' of the
deemed realization provision (in combination with death taxes).151 Yet what
has been done to date in Canada in this respect has not, apparently, satisfied
many of those who are worried about these problems.152 ,Nor have U.S.
oppbnprits of deemed realization shown themselves to be easily satisfied by
such liquidity-oriented solutions 153 Indeed, as /Guested at several earlier
points, it is not clear that anything short of abolition of the taxes at death will ,
ever satisNsorne of those who voice such objections. More generally, it may
again be suggested that the difficulty in devising politically satisfactory
solutions to the liquidity problem in large part reflects the fact that the
problems are not really those of liquidity at all, but rather are of a Are ,

deep-seated psychologital nature. One can on selfish grounds alone explain e

WhV the rich do not want to be tated, for example, but without appeal to some
such fundamentally irrational notion as the mystique of the small business
yerianry one cannot easily explain the apparent breadth and depth of the
po itically potent support which they can so easily arouse on the capital gains
.ati,d death tax issue.

The other arguments againit taxing deemed realizations at death listed at
the beginning of this section May be dealt with more briefly since they have,
for the most part, not received mtAch attentioq in the Canadian disdission.
'The argument that this proposal acts as a det4ent to wealth accumulation,
and investment has, of course, often come up in the form of the family farm
and firm diatribes mentioned above, as -well as in a more general "taxing
capital" context The conventional economic .rebuttals to this position
"Froman-econom ic point of view it is difficult to think of a less efficient way
of ,encouraging savings and risk-taking investment than eliminating the death
tax,"154 for examplehave proved to be as unconvincing to the public mind
for the most part as have the similar rebuttals of the common notion that the
capital gains tax at death and the death tax per se really amount to the same
thing No metier .hoW often it is repeated that taxes cannot directly destroy
real capital, the news that some prominent local capitalist is thinking of taking
up residence in the Bahamas inevitably brings to mind visions of dosed
f ctories d unemployed workersOr at least such seemed to be the case in
the Atla is Provinces, where some well-publicized insinuations along these
lines fro some prominent local interests appear to have been'a major factor
leading to the speedy abandonment of the succession 'duties. which had .

'initially been ingbdu.ced after federal withdrawal from the death tax field.
Somewhat curiously in View of the subsequent actions in Canada with

respect to inflation (notably the partial indexing of the personal income tax),
there appears to have been no real consideration at any time in the tax reform
debate of' the alleged "compounding of the tax by inflation which has been ",

sometimes offered as an argument against deemed realization in the United
States. Similarly, the rather odd notion of "regressivity7 in the sense that the
actual cost of the gains-tax is less to the taxpayer the higher the marginal rate
Of the death tex to which he is subject, came up only once in Canaq, in the
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Report of the Ontarib Advisory Comrollitee on Succession Duties, where it
received only passim; mention" 155

The final point in the list at the head of this sectionbasis problems
received somewhat more attention, however, as was only natural given that
Canada had no 'previous experience with a capital gains tax of any variety An
in all, the various valuation problems connected with the introduction of
capital gains taxation have occupied a good deal of space in-the professional
iournals over the last few years 156 They- also led to an expansion of the
valuation section of the Department of National Revenue157 and resulted in
the foundation of ,a new Canadian Associaon of Business,Valuators NeVer-
thelest whilett is no doubt true that valuation problems OccuPt a larger role

am the work ofsrofessional tax advisers than before the 1971,tax act, there do
not appear to,have been any special difficulties encountered.* this account
in implementing either the capifal-gain fax in_general or the'deem0 realiia-
don provisions in particular 158

A oumber of reasons may be suggested for this apparentlfeasy birth whpre
once a long and' r,,duous .delivery was expected In the first place,. There
appears to be no doubt that the use of an end-1971 valuatiOn day to establish
the basis for calculating capital gains and losses facilitated the process,
despite the fact that this technique has been characterized by some as
cumbersome and inequitable 159 Inequitable in a way it certainly is; but in
practice it seems to have worked fairly well The Department of National
Revenue issued an official list of publicly quoted V-day share prices; private
sources have issued a similar (unofficial) manual on building costs The major
areas of difficulty thus are the traditional ones of closely, held companies,
controlling blocks of shares, and the like The fact that the valuation problems
in these ace-as die very similar to tho'Se long faced in the estate tax, and that
the valuers trawled in the latter field were now generally available for the
capital gains tax, appears to have enabled .1fpth the government and the
private sector to cope with these problerng:as well as could be expected,
although reportedly the government is taking;a4ough line on V-day prices (the
basis). Finally, although there was a good deal of talk about the increased
valuation problems as a result of the tax, it is eiuite possible that the Itghter
burden of taxes on many estates after the reform in fact alleviated the pressure
in- this area, as it did with respect to liquidity

Whatever the reasons, it appears that the Pntroduction of the deemed
realization provisions of the capital gains tax has so far given rise to no serious
problems in Canada with respect to either valuation or liquidity, or any of the
other argumentsfustomarily made against this measure in the linited States
Instead, what in (be Canadian experience turned out to be the most impcSrtant
problem in the introduction of deemed teali2ation is that there appears to be
an inextricable connection in the popular mind between death taxes and taxes
at death To repeat an earlier point, it is ironic that one of the principal results
of successfully introducing a measure long lauded as a necessary
component of a truly fair income taxthe taxation of capital gains at death
has come dose in Canada to putting an end to one of the oldest and, most
economists -would say, fairest and economically least harmful' forms of
taxation the death tax a

Quantitative Aspects of the Capital Gains Tax

Tables 10 and 11 contain the first publicly available information on the
capital gains tax assessed on individuals in Canada (No information is yet
available,on corporate gains.) The pattern shown in these data is more or less
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''what was exPected on the basis of United States experience and the informa-
', ticin available in Canada before the (tax was introduced gains are most,

..important in ihe upper-income classes an shares are by far the largest source
,of gains IncreMental taxes attributable to capital gains in 1972 and collected-
'by' the federal government may be estimated at $61.1 million, (or less than 1

160 In addition,percent of total income taxes assessed in thatyear). Quebec,
which levies its own income tax, may have collected another $5.5 million, for
'a national totalof $66.6 million in capital gains taxes in 1972161 The other
nine prdvinces may be estimated to get $12.4 million as their share, of the ,
federal capital gains tax. Of the total capital gains tax collected by ottawa,
some 24 percent was ;paid by those with ilicomes over $100,000..compared
with only 2 percent,of, total taxes paid by this group, while 52,percent of the
capital gains tax (comparecrwith 9 perc ntpf total taxes) came from the over
$40,000 grow. It is very clear that g s (and; to a lesser extent, losses) are

I, highly kewed towards the higher TS' ge of the. ipcome scale.
, .

Table 10

Capital Gains Reported ih 1972, by Income Class
(in thousands of`dollars)

Returns
Showing

Number of 'Capital
Returns Gains As Capital Gains
Showing Percent of Net Capital as Percent of
Capital Total Gains Assessed
Gains . Returns Reported IncomeIncome Class

$0 -5,000 44, 463 0.* $ 29,184 0.0% St

$5,000- 10,000 59,862 1.7 44,670 0.0

$10, 000-20, 000 . 79,516 4.9 76,081 0.0
onk

40, 000-50, 000 37,, 994 19.0 9, 236 1.7

$50,000-169,000 7,324 34.5 53,895 3.9

$100,000 and over 1,703 48.3 52,831 9.9
t

P 230,862 2.2% $351,897 0.5%

Notes:

In addition, 75,098 returns reported a total capital loss of $162.6 mlllion, of
Which $26.9 million was allowtble in 1972. Total net taxable gain was there-
fore $149.0 millien (50 percent of $351.9 million leas $26.9 million).

_.1._ .. 1 - -'The assessed ilzpome figures include only net taxable gains in assessed incomj --
so that th percentages shown in the last figure of the table, which ignore losses/
and the percentinclusion rule, are overstated in this regard.

Source' National Revenue, Taxationr 19 74 Taxation Statistics.

These figure may also be used as a basis for estim4ing the yield of the tax
levied on deemed realizations at death. The only previously published
estimates .on this matter (by Kul Bhatia162) assumedOn the basis of U.S.
evidence that half of reported net gains could be attributed to the dead (of
whom 55,322 filed,income tax returnsin 1972)*. This ratio is certainly too high"'
fdr.Canada in 1972, however, and a more plausible estimate for that year

--''would appear tobe in the range of 10-20 percent.
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Capital Gains Reported in 1972, b Type of Asset
, (h millions of dollar 4.

Type of Asset reportitigi-e. Net Gain or Loss

Shares 200;121 4 $194.6

Real estate 27,604 -21.7

Bonds'and other properties 27,425 .-6.5

All others
*

Total

76,534 . ---

$189.4c.305,960b

a This category includes personal-use property ..n51 listed personal property.

b. This column does not add to this total because some returns showed gains
or losses oh more thin oni asset class.

... e. As noted lh previous table, the nee taxable'gain is ,in fact lesS than this
(S149.9 million).

"*14:

Source: National. Revenue, Taxation, 1974 Taxation Statistics.

thi

This estimate was constructed as follows As seen in Table 11, reported net
gains on shares-in 4972 were $195 million. in preyious years, when the value-Of
stocks and shares in ,Canadian estates was reported, the figure remained
amazingly constant over time (an average of $240 million 1961 prices for
the last 11 years). If this figure is adjusted (using the 1963-64 Ontario data
cited earlier163) to account for the omission of smaller estates and also
adjusted to 1972 values by means of the "investor's index" constructed by'

. Statistics Canada, the asset valisie of shares bequeathed in 1972 may be
estimaled'ioughly at $441 million. The gain on these shares was then
estimated (on the basis of,. the same index) at $49 million. A significant
fraction of this amount would be exempt.troni tax, however, because it was
left to spouses or spouse trusts. The only Canadian data bearing on this pain
again.come from the Ontario study, which showecthat, 24 percent of asse
were left to spouses in 1%3-64, when the spousal exemption was very low.
seems reasonable,to.assume that a ratio of at least 30 and perhaps as muc
as 50 percent is more plausible for 1972 On this basis, the deemed realization'
at death of share gains may be estimated at $24,6 to $34.5 million, or 13 to 18
percent of the'net capital gains op shares-reported in 1972. e

Shares aEithe only asset group for which this calculation can be made. If,
however, the same proportion (say, 15 percentOn average)' is assumed to
apply across the board, the implication is that the total t. es collected on
deemed realizations at dealkipay have been around $1 ion in total, or $9
million ignoring collections .by Quebec, with $2 i ion going to /the other
nine provinces.

A final rough calculation may now be made to compare the taxiiigtimated
"above to be attributable to capital gains deemed at death to the death taxes

foregone. One simple way to make this comparison is to regress the national
accounts data on death taxes on time and to project this trend to "Predict'
.death tax collections in 1972 and later years. Such a regression ,on 1956-1971
data was used to construct the following predicted values; ttk actual 'are
taken froi*national accounts and are not the same as thcAe shown irr Table 9,

-*for reasons noted earlier: . r
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Difference as
Percent of

ACtual Difference - Prediction
.

1972 '1272 231 41 15.2%
1§73 . 282 205 77 27.4
1974, first

quarter 72
--- -;--

44 28- - 39.0
-.:-V

Rough as these figures are, they suggej, as dog Table 9, that there has been a
'significant decline in death taxes sine 1971. If these figures are combined
with the earlier estimates, it may be roughly estimated that the total revenue

'- loss (or lighter burden on estates) consequent on the tax reform was of the
order of $30 million in 1972.164 it has probably become larger since then,
gicien the depressed state of the stock market This particular estimate`may be
quite far off, given the many assumptions underlying it but it semis., incon-
testable on the face of matters that the immediate effect of The various tax
'changes which have taken place in Canada since 1971 has been to lighten the
4ax burden imposed, at death, not to increase it Although the federal
Ilovernment too would have lost on this account in 1972, it can be expected to
do bettersirtlalartice-as time goes on and the- capital gins tax matures, simply
becausgat 110W gets to keep a much larger fraction (over 75 percent) of the

"revenues from deemed realizations at death than it did of the estate tax (25
percent) 165 The provinces, however, seem likely to be permanent losers from
the exchange for the same reason Since the significant withdrawal of the
provinces from the death tax field will thus result in a loss in revenue for them
on balance, it can probably be explained only it terms of interprovincial
competition andlhe fear of "capital flight," with, as usual, the weaker (the
Atlantic provinces) going to the wall first in the absence of the shield formerly
provided by the fede?-al estate tax. i...... `-.

, -- i

V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper outlines the implications for private giv g of a number of
changes which have taken place in the Canadian t sfem in recent years.
The most important of these changes are the increase i e income tax limit
for-charitable deductions, the introduction df a capital gain with deemed
realization at death or gift, and the closely related changes in federal and
provincial death taxes.

By way of background, it is first demonstrated that private philanthropy is
much less importantand public sector activity in traditionally philanthropic
fields correspondingly much more importantin Canada than in the United
States Although the lesser importance of the subject is faithfully reflected*,
the miniscule explicit consideration of tax effects on philanthropy which has
long characterized Canadian tax policy, the paper explores in detail the

-various tax developments explicitly affecting philanthropy over the last
decade.

On balance, it seems likely that the net impact of the set of tax measures
explicitly related to philanthropy which have been enacted in the last few
yearS will be to reduce tb some extent the charitable giving of the well-to-do
The regons for this conclusion are threefold. First, tile extension to the 20

Al 1
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percent limit is assumed to afford little if any positive stimulus to giving and to
tree tew, if any, would-be donors from a previously felt, inhibition to give '
beyond- the old 10 percent limit SeCond, despite some recent moves
apparently intended to soften thecapital gains treatment of some Charitable
gitts, such .gifts will still generally give rise to tax, where previously they did 1

not On the,other hand, the new system has created an artificial inducement
to gifts in kind rather tha.)-1 in cash, although it 'does not go so far in this
dieettion as is done in the United 'States Third, the first 'point is reinforced
with respect to charitable bequAts, where the percentage limit seems indeed
to be most likely to bite, by the fact that capital gains assessed at death must
be paid more quickly than gains assessed on lifetime gifts Since experience
suggests that wealthy donors are more likely to give large amounts at dea,th
than during life, and there is apparently little substitutability between
bequests and gifts, the harsher treatment of gains deemed realized at death
may be expected to act as something of a deterreht to charitable bequests,
and hence to giving in general 166° Even more important in this respect is the
reduction ltit-death taxes, and tie consequent increase in the "price" of
charitable bequests

The attitudes on public policy towards private philanthropy revealed in the
.course of the long recent debate on tax reform are also summarized in the
paper While there is no clearly articulated offiCial philosophy oh this point
and indeed, official Policy seems to be concerned as much with limIting
abuses as with anything elseit emerges, interestingly enough, that Canadian
policy in this area (as in others) has from tie beginning been partly dominated
by the image of the United States as leader-and competitor

More important tax determinants of the likely future course of philanthropy ,
in Canada than the few measures explicitly concerned with the subject,
however, are`thesIgnificant changes that have taken place in the capital gains
and death tax arra5 The remainder of the paper is therefore concerned)
primarily with a tullerdescriptioneznd preliminary evaluation of these changes
and their likely effects on private giving

Several interesting points emerge from this review First, there are two
important ,factors whiCh may limit the relevance of the recent Canadian'
experiences so far as American readers are concerned One such factor is the
overriding importance of the federal-provincial issue in Canadian public
finance unless the reader is aware of the much greater importance of the
provinces than of the states, he cannot really grasp exactly what has happened
in Canada and why The second, and not unrelated, factorsince the
provincial governments_serve to articulate clearly such issues in the Canadian
political discussionis that the introduction of a capital gains tax at death (or
gift) has been inextricably related in the Carladian context with the reduction,
almost to the poirit of abolition, of other taxes levied on gratuitous transfers
None of the Canadian academic proponents of.4Ning capital gains at death as
part of an imprOed income fax appear to have given sufficient weight to the
very strong political pressures which quickly emerged to offset this "new" tax.
by getting rid of the ancient death tax Although this result may reflect some
Canadian peculiarity, it-may perhaps a'so suggest the need for more careful
consideration of the political,as well as economic implications of such "tax
reforms

Another interesting point is that the precise timing of the intrbduction of
deemed realization at death has also turned out to be significant Although
the stock market was buoyant in 1972, its.subsequent doldrums Mean that in
tact' tew net taxable gains have,in fact been'realized in the short period since
the introduction of the new law. The structure of the new tax also ensured that
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'there has as yet been surprisingly little difficulty in .its implementation. In
particular, the complete exemption of interspousal transfers and the fact that
only gains since a designated valuation. day (at the end of 1971) are counted

-. means that there have apparently been few problems with either valuation or
liquiditythe two areas in which the forebodings of difficulty had been
greates't Of, course, the concurrent changes in the death tax field also
alleviated both problems by freeing, valuers on the one hand and by providing
liquidity on the,other. .

Despite this generally favourable situation, it is nevertheless interesting to
note that the ajor amendments since the new law was enacted were in the
directioli o xtending favorable treatment to family farms and small
businesses ose perennial, sorepoints of Canadian tax policyand
extending the payment period for capital gains taxes deemed at death. Ther0
have also been several changes intended to lighten the burden on charitable
gifts;papticularly gifts-in-kind, thus suggesting that, while this issue received
little attention befoie the reform, the new gains tax was felt to restrict such
gijq unduly: , , ,

4.'" IS summary, while very bake quantitative information is yet available, it
may be concluded' that the introduction of a capital gains tax including
deerried realization at death and gift has giyen rise to no great difficulties in
Canada. One:reasOn for this is that in fact the tax has as yet probably been

- applied in relatively feW Instant'es (especially because of the interspousal
exemption) Another is that the substantial reduction in death taxes has
removed one of the main sources from which difficultie's might be expected.
In fact, on balance there is really no question that the combined effect of
these measures in Canada to date has been to favor substantially the
well-do-do, rather than to hurt them, a's one might have expected. Whether
the net result of this part of -,the Canadian tax reform is judged as an

.improvement'or a deterioration thus depends both on one's predilections and
on one's,,epectafions as to the future course of events,.

With respect to the effects 51 the tax reforms on private philanthropy, there
is again no quantitative evidence, but our expectations are that on the whole
the net effect may have been mildly negative This expectation is to some
extent supported by the amendments since 1971 intended in part to restore
theattractiveness,of charitable giving It rests primarily, however, on' the fact
that the reduction in death and gift taxes has, in effect, raised the ',price" of,
charitable givirtg to an extent unlikely to be offset by the counterbalancing
"income effect" of the larger disposable amounts now (11,/lable. Charitable
bequests are therefore likely to be smaller than befor Since there is no
reason to expect corporate givjng tb be changed, and since that small
proportion of individual giving affected by tax considerations has probably
also been adversely affected by the capital gains tax, it seems likely that on
balance there ,has been, if anything, a small reduction in total giving as a
consequence of the tax reforms of recent years. While it seems improbable on
the 'basis of previous experience that this outcome Will give rise to much
concern in Canada, the present examination of the relation between taxation
and philanthropy does suggest that it may at least be time for a more compre-
hensive and explicit review of the role of private philanthropy and of the
effects of public policy on it, more or less along the lines of that now taking

,plaCe in the United States.
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1. Fdrareview of the tax reform process up to 1974 see M W covetsky and R M Bird, "Tax
Reform jrr Canada. A Progress Report," National Tax Journal, XV (March 1972) 15-42

2. Coriware, for example, the historic data in R M. Bird, The Growth of Government Spending
in Canada (Toronto. Canadian Tax Foundation, 1970), Table 25, p 266, with thtdata in R A
Musgraite and J M Culbertson, "The Growth of Publit Expenditures in the United States,

Jaz Journal, VI (June 1953), Table-17-137-98-.--

. S.M. Liptet, The first New Nation (Garden City, N Y.. Anchor Books, 1%7), p 309

4. The data on government expenditure by function in Canada come from a different official
source, which cannot readily be reconciled with the national accountsidata in Table 1 See Bird,

\ op. Ca , pp. 227-228, on the differences The same study (pp 27-32, 160-167) also documents in
s detail the rapid rise of government expenditures on social services in the postwar period and

offers some reasons for this striking growth.

5. See Marc Lalonde, A New Perspective on the ffealth of Canadians (Ottawa, 1974), p 27

6. The data on education come from Statistics Canada, CanadaYear Book 1972, and other
StatCan publications. While 46 percent of the Canadian population was Roman Catholic
according to the 1971 census, only 1 percent of school pupils were enrolled in private schools ,
under Roman Catholic cqntrol in 1972-73

7., See David Stager, "Religion, Politics, and School Finance in Cepada," paper presented to
International Institute of Public Finance, New York, September 1972

8. The 1957-66 period has been omitted from Table 2 because it is not possible to separate
charitable donations for those years.

9. Statistics Canada, Urban Family Expenditure 1967, No 62-530, is the source of the survey
data. In order to make the results of the survey usable for present purposes it was necessary to
adjust the "expenditure" concept used there to be roughly comparable to that covered by the
national accounts concept of personal expenditure on goods and services It is of interest to note
that total gifts and contributions per family in this survey averaged 5204, butperhaps in
illustration of the adage that"charity begins at home"--552 went to support of relatives and 578
/o Christmas gifts and the like "Pure" charity thus accounted for only about one third of total
giving

10. As Paul McDaniel ("Study of Federal Matching Grants for Charitable Contributions,"
prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs) has noted, one might
expect 98 percent of present U.S. itemizers of charitable deductions to shift to the standard
deduction if the charitable deduction were the only one, Canada comes close to this situation,
although the small size of the standard 'cial.ction makes it worthwhile for'"a substantially larger
fraction of the taxpaying populace to itemize

11. The U.S. figure is based on data in Allan Arlett, A Canadian Directory to Fpundations and
her Granting Agencies, 3rd ed (Ottawa Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada,

1973), p.,.30.

12. The U.S. figure comes from Foundation News (May-June 1974), p. 5.

13. K. Cheng, J.A.G Grant, and H.M. Ploeger, Ontario Estates in 1963-64, A Study prepared for
the Ontario Committee on Taxation (Toronto Queen's Printer, 1968), hereafter CcP The
procedure used to estimate column (2) in Table 4 was as follows. Column (1) was multiplied by
BxF /ExL, where B = total bequests in Ontario in 1963/64 (according to CGP), .F = the aggregate
net value of Ontario estates in 1963/64, according to federal data (from Taxation Statistics), E =

empt property for Ontario in 1963-64, according to federal data, and L = the total net value of
On io estat with value over 550,00(1,000 in 1963-64, according to CGP. In principle,'
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i , .
assuming that this fraction is constant throughout the period, this calculation yields an annual
,iitirnate of all charitiblelbequests for all Pro Gimes and all sizes of estates..,

VI/
4. See Cheng, CIL anchrtoege.prei(ii., p:-16., ti ,

.,,-. s

1 SekAr lett, op.cit.; also Allan Arlett, "Canaoian Foundations: An Overview," Foundation
Newc(May -June 1971), pp. 97.1100.ihe periodical is The Philanthropist, established in 1972 and
sponsored by the Wills and Trusts Section of the Canadian Bar Association through a recently
constituted National Commiftrieion Charitable Organizations.

2':
16. Arlett, A.Canadian Directory t9 Foundations, op. cit., p. 26.

;IF
Il.'.% ;41'

s:

., 17. -Ibid,-p. 18.

18. Arlett, Foundation News, opt clk, p.. 98.

'V,
19. Arlett, A Canadian Directory to Foundations, op. cit., *P. 20.

. .

20. The current inflation has reportedly forced many foundations to retrench.(Financial Post,
Octobei. 19, 1974, p. C-2). It must ofcourse be remembered that major U.S. foundations such as
Ford and Rockefeller have also disbursed significant amounts within Canada. ' Q*

21. According to.Arlett in Foundatiori News, op. cit., pp. 99-100: "A leading fund-raising firm in
,.:J__Canada_-estimates -total Canadian giving for the year 1969 at $550 million or about $28 per

capita."
4,1

22. The U5. data are based on Arlett, A Canadian Directory to Foundations, op. cit., p. 30.
`', . ,

(

23_ It is worth noting, however, that perhaps 25 percent of what would be "gains" in the U.S::
'were taxed as "income" in Canada,(Bucovetsky and Bird, op. cit., p. 16).

. .
24. Cwyneth 'McGregor, "Charitable Contributions," Canadian Tax Journal, IX (November-.

'- December 4961) 448.
r,,

25. Quoted in James A. Rendall, "Taxation of Contributors to Charitable Organizations under;
the Income Tax Act," 1973 Conference Report (Toronto. Canadian Tax Foundation, 1974),.p.
153. t !:,"

:`Report of the Royal Commission on Dominion-Prbvincial Relations (Ottawa, 1940), II, 1611
2 ..,

V. A similar calculation for 1971 (when the ceiling was 10 percent rather than 20 percent}
,- reveals an identical pattern, although all the ratios are slightly lower. --

-,
28. The similar pattern seen in U.S. data is explained in part by Marlin Feldstein on the grounds
that "low-income individuals who file itemized returns are an unusual group with a dispropor- ,
tionately high fraction of aged persons and those with substantial negative transitorj, income" .
("on.the Effects of the Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Contributions: Some Preliminary ;
Results," prepared for Ole Commilsion on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, September,
1974, p. 12). for this reason, he omits itemizers with adjusted gross income of lesi'than $4,00:r

j: from his analysis. This procedure would not seem nearly as suitable for Canada, where, fop
example, the estimated contribution ratios are substantially higher than in the U.S. up tb $10,000 .
range`; whffe the standard deduction is much lower, and where a larger3,4raction of both
donations and taxpayers are to be found at the lower end of 'he scale. , ,,,,,

If, i Ai: .. ;
.;

29-- As-an ,extension of the comment in the preceding note, what is perhapt rciost interesting
about the Canadian data is thus the very much lower contribution ratios found at the upper end -
of income Scale, although the "price" of contributions is comparable or higher. A more detailed
,anajys4 of, the Canada data along the lines mapped out by Feldstein might prove most
filtiminating. ..0,..,

11

n) *' 'ani i

. . .

fri.10..1 971, for.ex plettotal assessed n come ;nounteCi to $56 billion compared wldronly $38
billion in taxable income (Department of National Revenue; (973 Taxation Statistics, p. 39).

524-
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31. Royal Commission on Taxation, Report (Ottawa Queen's Printer, 1967), III, p 235

Hereafter cited as Royal-Commissibn, Report.

32 Ibid., p. 222.

33. !bid , p. 224. It should be noted that the "social dues" theory of contributions put forward
earlier supports.such a floor, as does the point noted below with reference to the standard
deduction.

I, ,

34 The report also recomm ed that the limit be stated as a percent of income before the
deduction of medical and charitable expenses but after the deduction of losses carried forward

(p 239)
. ,

35 R.M Bird, "Equity and Taxes in the Carter Report," 1967 Conference Report (Toronto
Canadian Tax Fiiundatio'n, 1968), p. 261

36 This last change waspf courseiparticularly urged by the representatives of these museums

See their testimony in Senate of Canada, Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on
Banking, Trade and Commerce, 1969-70, No 23, May 12, 1970,.pp 40-197 (hereafter cited as

*ate Proceedings) .

X
wfk.

Senate Proceedings, No 22, May 7, 1970, pp 54-55 (James Richardson and Sons), and No
30, June 4, 1970, p 241 (Canadian Welfare Council)

38. Senate Proceedings, NO' 30, June 4, 1970, p 242 (Since there is no index to these proceed-
ings, which are several thousand pages long, it is quite possible some other references to this

point have, been missed.)

39. Housd of Commons Debates, 3rd session,,-28th Parliament, June 25, 1971,-p 7354 (Since
these debates are indexed, none of the few references to the subject are likely to have been

missed )

40. I-ton John N Turner, Budget Speech, May 8, 1972, Finance Release, p 16 This change was

in fact not enacted until 1973 (as section 110 (2 1) of the Income Tax Act) owing to the inter-
vention of an election and other delays.

41. J.A Langforli, ''The Tax Reform Bill and the Death of a Taxpayer," Canadian Tax Journal, XIX

(November-December 1971) 513

42. LA Chater, "Administrative Aspects of the Taxation of Charitable Organizations under the
Income Tax Act," 1973 Conference Report, pp 176-81 Tht registration rules are set out Tri De-

partment of National Revenue, Information CirCular No 73-11, May 14, 1973.

43. It is typical that what is apparently the only Canadian study of the origins of "old wealth"
was by an American (Gustavus Myers, A History'of Canadian Wealth, 1914) and that the first
Canadian edition of this book was published in 1972! As noted later, Canadians have never been

much exercised ,about the wealthy.

44; John G Smith, "Taxation of Charitable Organizations under the Income Tax Act," 1973

Conference Report, p. 175.

45. Hon. E.J. Benson, Budget Speech, June 18, 1971, Departmentof Finance News Release, p.

46. Chater, op cit , p. 179

47., See Rendall, op cit., p 155.

48. McGregor, op cit., p. 449.

49. Royal Commission, Report, Ill, p. 240.

50. Smith, op. cit., P. 1$2; Rendall, or tt.,p5:155.

r.
I
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31: Royal Commission Report, III, pp. 225-226 It shouldl:le noted tbat one Commissioner (Mr.
Beauvais) declared himself against deeming capital gains on gifts of appreciated property to

, universities, museums, etc. (Report, I, pp. 55-56).

52. Alth?ugh Iro minimum amount was specified in the law, administrative interpretation (see
Information Circular 73-11, cited in note 42, supra) has made it clear that "old clothes," etc, will
not be allowed'a. dedtictible contributions. .`
53. National Revinue, Taxation, Tax Refbrm and You: Capital Gains (n.d.), p. 40; see also H.O.
Spindler, "Gifts and Executives," 1971 Conference Report (Toronto. Canadian Tax Foundation,
19V.), pp. 511-17.

.54. Turner, op. cit., p. 16.

55. Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce, Report on the White Paper
Proposals for Tax R orm Presented to the Senate of Canada (Ottawa, 1970), p. 61; also
Eighteenth Re of the Standing Committee on Finance, Trade and Economic Hairs
Respeciing the White Paper -on Tax Reforin, House of Commons, Second Sessi 28th
Parliament (Ottawa, 1970), p. 19 (hereafter cited as Commons Report).

56. In addition to 'the reference in note 36, supra, see the similar testimony'in House of
Commons Standing Committee on Finance, Trade and Economic Affairs, Minutes of Proceedings
and Evidence, June 15, 1970, No. 61 (hereafter cited as Commons Minutes), and the discussion
with the Minister of Finance in ibid , No. Ausut 5, 1970. Mr. Thompson, the opposition M.P.
noted earlier for his apparent interest in philanthropy, offered a aoposal for deduction at fair
market value with no deemed realization and a five-year carry-forward (Hous f, Commons
Debates, Oct. 18, 1971, p 8789), but it was apparently never offictally,put forwa as an
amendment.

' *7 This position emerges clearly in the statement of the Director of the Moptreal Museum of
Fine 'Arts in Commons Minutes No 60, pp. 62-65. The ase of the Hirshhorn collection (now in

tWashington) was specificaliy4entioned in this connection (p. 71). C,

58r Commons Minutes, No. 61, p. 131.

59. Senate Proceedings, Not,23, p 49. That the argument is somewhat shortsighted has been
suggested by those who argue that the effect of the U.S provisions have sirriply been to raise the
price of art works (mostly to the benefit of other ther2 their creators). On the other hand, if the

- Canadian museurps have to operate in the same market they get the bad without the,"good"
unless Canada too has a similar provision.

60 For example, The Canadian Institute o' Chartered Accountants, Senate Proceedings, Na ; 32,
June 11, 1970, p.'126, and the spokesman for the Canadian Welfare Council, ibid., No..30, p: 67.

''61.4 Turner, op cit , p 16. To be eligible for this option,the "tangible capital property" involved
must "reasonably be regarded as being suitable for use by thedonee directly in the course of
carryingon its charitable, public service or similar activities" (Income Tax Act, Sec. 110 (2.2)).

62. The discussion in this paragraph is largely based on Harry Mansfield, "Charitable Contribu-
tions of Appreciated Property," paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and
Public Needs, pages 2254-55.

63. See Richard B covey, "Estate and Gift TaxationCanadian ancl.S. Systems and Proposals
/for _Change," Proceedings of National Tax AssociationTax Institute of America 1973

(Columbus, Ohio, 1974), 176,

64, This is the advice given in Sheldon Silver and Stanley taube, "Estate Planning in Canada,"
Canadian Tax Journal, XXII (September-October 1974) 473.

65. ,Royal.gommission Report, III, p. 225. ,
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66. Sheldon Silver and Stanley_Taube, "Estate Planning in Canada,"_,XXII Canadian Tax Journal

(July-August 1974), p. 395. According to the Ontario Advisory Committee on Succession Duties,

Report (Toronto, 1973), p. 97, the practiceof charitable remainders is in fact already a common

tax avoidance device in Canada

67.. See, fo; example, Wolfe D. Goodman, "Trinsactions in Reversionary Interests," Canadian
Tax Journal,. XXI (May-June 1973) 251-257 A recent book suggests that when the new rules

bkome more widely known.,.." . we will'undoubtedly see the National Aichives deluged with

the private papers of cabinet ministers and civil servants" (Donald J Johnston, Fiscalarnity How
to Survive Canada's Tax Chaos (Don Mills, Ontario Paperiacks, 1974), p 70) Shades of the

Nixon tax returns!

68 This paragraph is based largely on Maurice Cuility, "Charitable Exemptions and Succession

Duty," 1973 Conference Report, pp 182-189 See also Canadian Tax FoundationProvincial and
Municipal Finances 1973 (Toronto, 1973), p. 88.

69. The Atlantic provinces, which have now vacated the succession duty field, had an
exemption similar to that in Saskatchewan (see Wolfe D Goodman, The New Provincial
Succession Duty System (Toronto. Canadian Tax Foundation, 1972), pp 32-33)

70 Cullity, op.cit , p 187

111 Ontario Committee on Taxation, Report (Toronto Queen's Printer, 1967), III, pp :174-176

72 On the federal act, see W Ivan Linton, A Review of the Estate Tax Act, 1961 Edition
(Toronto Canadian Tax Foundation, 1961), pp 10-11 This act limited the exemption to
bequests to organizations in CAnada and also requiied an independent determination of whether

the beneficiary was indeed an organization constituted exclusively for charitable purposes "

73 Advisory Committee, Report, p. 97

74 !bid , pp 28-31; the quoted phrases are on p 28

75. For example, by an M P (Mr Kaplan) curing the Commons Committee Hearings as a "phony
private museum" which is "really nothing more than a taxgimmick"(Commonildinutes, No 61,

4°- li5ne 15, 1970, p. 68).

76. See_notes 36 and 56, supra, and also the brief of the University-1)f British Columbia, in
Commons Minutes, No. 85, July 29, 1970

77.. From a report cited in The Philanthropist, I, No 2 (Fall 1973)!,'

78. From testimony by a representative of tht.Canadian Welfare Council in Senate Proceedings;

,No. 30, p. 66.

79: Spindler, op cit.,, p. 511.

80. Quoted by Cullity, op: cit., pp 188-89.

81. House of Commons Debates, February 9, 1957, p. 977. 41'

82. Lipset, op. cit., p. 287. See also note 43, supra. a /

&3. On Canadian soci4Imyth and reality, see also John Porter, The Vertical Mosaic An Analysis
of Social Class and Power in Cariada (Toronto. University of Toronto Press, 1965)

.84. 'Royal Commission Report,, Ill, Chapter 15.

85. See Bucovetsky and Bird, op cit., p. 30

5z;7i
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86 E J Benson, Proposals for Tax Reform (Ottawa, 1969), p 42. There were also a number pf
other changes in the form of capital gains tax proposed see Bucovetsky and Bird, op, cit., 13149.
The present discussion deliberately, oversimplifies a very complicated discussion.

I
87 See especially JosephjB Katche0, "Deemed Realization A Proposal," Canadian Tax foUrnal,
XVIII (July- August 1970) 342-366.

88 The Senate.Proceedings, for'exathple, offer a number of examples James Richardson and
Sons Ltd (Nil 22, May 7, 1970, pp 68-69), Board of Trade Metorpolitan Toronto (No. 35, June
'18, 1970, p 122), Trust Companies Association of Canada (No. 37, June 24, 1970, pp. 110-111),
-Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (No 32, June 11, 1970, p. 103), Canadian, Bar
Association (No 34, June 17, 1970, p 86) It is of interest to note a somewhat similar position
has been taken by The American Banker's Association (see Covey, op. cit., pp. 160-194).

89 R D Brown, "Problems in the Timing and Measurement of Capital Cams," awn TaY ((In-
ference (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1971), p. 74.

90, The next few paragraphs follow closely Bucovetsky and Bird, op. cit., pp. 23-24.

91 Subsequently, a special six-year payment period for gains taxes levied at death was intro-
duced, as had been suggested by the Commons, Committee (and had existed for some years in

'-: the federal estate tax).

92. Brown, op. cit., p. 74.

93. J Harvey Perry, Taxation in Canada, 3rd ed (Toronto
pp. 183-185.

University of Toronto Press, 1961),

54. The various changs which took place in these arrangements over the post-war period are
described in A M Moore, J H Perry, and D.I Beach, The Financing of Canadian Federation,
(Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1966).

.95. Canadian TaX Journal, XI (March-April 1963) 87.
_ .

96. Canadian Tax journal, XII (May-June 1964) 150-151

97. Royal Commission, Report, Vol. III, Chapter 17
0

98. Cali adian Tax Journal, XVII (March-April 1969) 164.

99, E 1 .Benson, The Taxing-Powers and the Constitution of Canada (Ottawa, 1969), pp..30-36.

100, Ibid., p. 34.
/a

101 E 1 Benson, Summary Of 1971 Tax Reform Legislation (Ottawa, 1971), p. 33,
a

102 Statement by Parliamentary Secretary to Minister of Finance, House of Commons Debates, .
(October 19, 1971), p. 8851.

103. For a good example of this reaction, see Bucovetsky and Bird, o13. cit., pp. 37-38, see. also
GeorgeE Carter, "Federndonment of The Estate Tax the Intergovernmental Fiscal Di-
mension," Canadian Tax Jam' (Marflitte 1973) 239..a"'
104. Mr. Beauvais, in Royal Commission, Report, 1,, p. 62.

105 gePort of The ROyaL Commission on Dominion Provincial Relations, II, p. 160. It is of
interest to note that the later attitude expressed by Ontario (see below) could be put more or less
the, Other way, that is, "successions are best taxed through capital gains taxes." . .

106,_This line of argument may be found in different forrns,.in House of Commons Debates
February 2e, 1971, p 3803 (Mr Thompson), Charles MacNaughton, in Ontario Proposals for Tax
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Reform in Canada (Toronto Department of Treasury and Economics, 1970), p 29, Commons
Minutes, No 79 (Professional Art Dealers Association), p 138, and Ontario Advisory Committee
on Succession Duties, Report, p. 14

107 Benson, Taxing Powers, op cit p 34

108 Wolfe D Goodman, The New Provincial Succession Duty System .(Toronto Canadian Tax
Foundation, 1972), p 1

109 Mr Simard, New Brunswick Minister of Finance, Hansard, 1972, p 18.r .

110 Even though, as has been noted, the basis of the new successions duties made avoidance of
the tax possible.only if the heirs moved too (see John Bossons, The Effect of Income Tax Reform
on Estate Taxes in Canada," Proceedings of National Tax Association 1973, p 150)

111. -for references to tbe'tax,haven" problem, see the report of the 8th Meeting of the Council
of Maritime Premiers in Canadian News Facts, December 1-15, 1972, p 933, and the exchange
between an opposition member and the provincial Minister of Finance in Nova Scotia, House of
Assembly, Debates and Proceedings, February 23, 1973, p 936 (Incidentally, Prince Edward
Island, Canada:5 smallest province estimated that total collections from the new death tax over
the three years would amount to only $240,000!)

4
112 information taken from various publications of the Canadian Tax Foundation, especially
the "Check Liit" which appears in the bimonthly Canadian Tax journal

113 Cited in Graham Goldstein, ed , Readings in Death and Gift Taxation (Mineola, N Y
Foundation Press, 1971), p 160

114. For a well-taken critique of the Royal Commission on this point, see Gerald R Jantscher,
'"Proposal to Tax Gifts and Bequests as Income to the Recipient," 1%7 Conference Report, pp
417-423.

115 Martin David, however, has recognized the connection, noting that "if the present income
and transfer taxes 'achieve a satisfactory balance, the increased income taxation associated with
the presumAive realization of gains at gift or death would have to be offsetsby Seduced transfer
taxation" (Alternative Approaches to Capital Gains Taxation (Washington, D C The Brookings.

, _Institution, 196a), m 161-162) Elsewhere David refers to the "psychological barriers to
increased taxes assessed at death" (p 163) Canadian experience lends strong weight to the views
along these lines which he attributes primarily to "investment counsellors "and lawyers" (p
1(r3n.), suggesting, perhaps, that such groups are Much more important in the tax reform process

.,
than economists like to think , A '

116 See R M Bird, "The Ta Kateidoscoae. Perspectives on Tax Reform in Canada," Canadian

Tax Journal, XVIII (Septemb - October 1970) 458 ,

117. Brown, op c , p attributes this expression to the Minister of Finance, Mr Benson For
a similar, if less colourful, statement by Mr. Benson, see Budget Speech, June 18, 1971, p 13

1,18. P.. Allen Grumbine, "Alternative Gains Tax Treatments of Decedents' Appreciated Capital
..eklsets," Vanderbilt Law Review, XXVII (April 1974) 519.

119 National Revenue, 1973 Taxation Statistics, p. 204

120. Ontario Committee on Taxation, Report, III, pp 134-136

.
121. An earlier Instance may be found in Report of the Royal Commission on Dominion

j Provincial Relations, II, pp 119, 157.

12.2 OntarioCommittee on Taxation, Report, III, p 207 No mention was made of the dangeil of
a return to the "tax jungle" of the 1930s, although this mayhiavetieh what one reviewer of the

`Report had in mind whey he drew the opposite conclusion, namely, that Oiltatio should get out

9 ,0
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of the field and leave it to the federal government See Michael Jameson, Death and Gift
Taxes," Cahadian Tax Journal, XV (November-December 1967) 543

123. 1969 OntarioBudget (Toronto, 1%91, p 58 *.

:424. 1970 Ontario Budger(Toronto, 1970), p 29

125 Charles Mac Naughton, Ontario Proposals foc Tax Reform in Canada ?Toronto, 1970), p 29

126. 1971 tario Budget (Toronto, 1971) p 27

127 Darcy 'MCeough, The Reconstruction of Economic and Fiscal Policy in Canada (Toronto,
1971), p. 25 '0*

128 'Darcy McKeough, Introduction to Supplementary Estimates and Tax Legislation (Toronto,
k 1971), p 27.

gfto

129 1972 Ontario Budget (Toronto, 1972), p 37 A new gift tax was introduced, however

130 Advisory Committee on Succession Duties, Report (Toronto, 1973), p V For a similar
position, see Covey, p. 163

131 Ibid., pp. 10-11

132. Commons Report,, p 34

133 .Advisory Committee, Report, p 1,4

134 Appendix C found that only 4 percent (10) of the farms and 10 percent (12) of the family
controlled busibesses included in the dutiable estates in 1970 and 1971 were reportedly sold to
pay taxes It is also noteworthy that less than 600 of the 10,000 estates taxed in those two years
reported such assets In no case were these sales to foreign owners

135 For another striking example of the truth of this proposition, see ).K. Savage- and D. Van
den Bulcke, Transfer faxes Their Effect on Productivity and Control of Our Economy (Toronto.
Ontario Economic Council, 1%8), Even William E Crawford0ayment of Death Duties," 1973
Conference Report, pp 244-254, who recognizes on p 244 that capital gains and death taxes are

.,quite different taxes and on p 246 that there are very few real liquidity problems and that these
can be alleviated in several ways, proceeds to spend the bulk of his p,aper talking about this
terrible problem

Ali
'

136. 1973 Ontario Budget (Toronto, 1973), p 29

137 Sinte this Foundation is a Crown agPncy, bequests to if are presumably al*.;x not subject to
the 20 percent deduction Iimit\under the inc me tax , 9 4 V 4

1

138: 1974 ,Ontario Budget (Toronto, 1974), p , . "fr'
Grurribine, op cit , pp 505-514

-140 Ibid , p 505

Benson, Taxing Powers, op cit., p 34

142 Grumbine, op cit , p. 508,

143. Commons'Repon, p 32.

1

144 For a lengthy exposition of the relevant provincial and fpdera rules, withiespett to farms,
seeGDF Skerrett;,"Interspousal Transfers and Family Firrii Transfers, 1973 Conference
Report, pp. 260-301

530
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145 As noted above (note 135) the 1973 paper by Crawford is particUlarly interesting in this
regard because he shows much more awareness of the arguments going the other way than do

most authors He even cites, for example, one of the few efforts to explicitly demythologize the
family-firm issue (see R M Bird, The Case for Taxing Personal Wealth,' 1971 Conference

Report, pp 20-41). Yet somehow he is able simply to ignore both argument anti evidence and
discuss at length the "liquidity problems occasioned by the combined effect of death duties and

tax on deemed capital gains" (the subtitle of his paper) Other commentators took the easier
rou-of simply ignoring any fact or optnion contrary to their own

146 See, for example, the references to thespapers by Kurtz and Surrey and Waterbury in

Grumbtne, op cit , rip 507-510

147 See Bird, 1971 Conference Report, pp 20-21

A

148 On the left, s "Minor
pt.;

y Report of the Membeq of the New Democratic Party on The

House of Common tanding Committee on Finance, Trade, and Economic Affairs Regarding the

White Paper.on Taxation," October 5, 1970, which advoated taxatibn of capital gains at full rates

and treating gifts and bequests as income but wanted specially favourable rules for

family farms (Traditionally,'the Western farmers proaiorie-of-the.strongest supPOrts for the
NDP (socialist) party.) On the right, see the brief of Alberta in Commons Minutes, No 92, pp 45,

62, 94-%, which argued that the combined effect of capital gains and eslate taxes was confis-

catory and would destroy family farm units

149. This point is made by Crawford, op. at , p 247 See also R E McKay; "Forward
;Averaging,Z Canadian Tax Journal, XXI (March-April 1973) 134-143, for an outline of this system,
4'W'hich permits the postponement of taxation on certain kinds of income (including capital gains)

through the purchase of an income-averaging annuity contract Vladimir Salyzyn, Inconit-
Averaging,and Canadian Tax Reform (Don Mills, Ontario CCH Canadian Ltd ,, 1971), describes

tke,',02,averaging system as a whole.

150Arithese various provisions, see Crawford, pp 151-252 The *me author (p 253)

characterizes the Ontario proVision for share payment (which appears to havebeen based on the

- , British experience with EDITH) as probably unwotkable

151. For one interesting suggestion along these lines, see John Bossons, "The Impact of Tax

Fates on The Effegt,of Reform," 1970 Conference Report, pp 26-27, where a system of
-autornatic loans (ato ingest rate higher than the government borrowing rate) was suggested to

alleviate any liquidity.problems arising from deemed realization

t,.:152 See, for ample, John M Fuke, "Post-Mortem Estate Planning," 1972 Conference Report,

p. 267, wh omplains, that at an interest rate tied to the yield. on gbvernment bonds, the

installment scheme is no bargain r.
.,

153. GrumTilne op cit, pp 509-512 reviews the reaons usually advanced to show the
inadequacy of such solutions

154 John ss s, "Economic Overview of the Tax Refor egislation," 1971 Conference

Report, p. 5 See Bird, 1971 Conference Report, pp 16-1 for an attack on the "deterrent"

view

155 Advisory Commetee, Report, p 7

156 See, in particular, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, Solving he Valuation
Problem (Toronto, 1972) (a reprinted series of articles from the Canadian Chartered Accountant);
ialso George Ovens, "Preliminary Notes on Canadian Price and Value Problems Resulting from

Tax Reforms," Canadian Tax Journal, XIX (September-October 1971) 401-409,. and Graham W

Wright "Fair Market Value and Security Valuations under The Tax Reform Bill," Canadian Tax

Journal, XIX (November-December 1971) 500-507.

157. Ten regional offices were established, compared with the previous" three (A M Align, 'Tax
Reform and Valuation for Capital Gams," 1972 Conference Report, Pp 407-493, also Department

of National Revenue, Taxation, Information Circular No 72-4 September 12, 1972),
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158 This assessment is based on communication with the Canadian Association of Business.
Valuators As well as on discussion with other tax practitioners.

159. David, op. cit , pp. 149-150.

1.1 is amount has"beenficalculated by applying the appropriate marginal tax rate for the
aye : taxable income for each class to the net taxable capital gains fore each income &lass

161 Theca
that the propo
to Quebec residen

:-

162 Kt Bhatta,
_Report: pp. 91-103.

anon for Quebec is derived by applying Quebec marginal rates and assuming
n of net gains taxed in each class is th.e same proportion that total gal taxed .,

by the federal government is to total gains.I... -
filiation and Taxation of Capital Gains in Canada," 1971 Conference-"E

163. See note 13, supra.

tly be reduced furthei, say, to $22 rpillion, tq'"allow for the fact that
katchewn refunded the death taxes collected on their behalf to the

.
.0verview," op cit., pp 55-57.

rs,to be almost no relevant research on the substitutability of lifetimefor
, dea time transf s,.the observed reluctance of most wealthy people to-Avoid death tax by
'lifting that there is something to argument in the' tezct See Carl S Shoup, Federal''

Estate a0d Gift Taxes (Washington, D C ThOrookings Institution, 1966), pp 21:25, on some
,'possible reasons for the lack of lifetime giving ,See also the interesting argument attrnbuted to

One of the wealthiest Canadians of recent times in the quotation at note 81 supra.
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THE SYSTEM FOR. REGULATION- AND ASSISTANCE OF CHARITY
IN ENGLAND AND WALES, WITH RECOMMENDATIONS
ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL COMMISSION

ON PHILANTHROPY IN THE UNITED STATES

Donald R. Sguehlert

Introduction

.;The 1972 Ditchley Conference

1n-1972 the Coupcil on Foundations sponsored a discussioryat Ditchley Park
near Oxford, England, on the gengral subject of charity, or philanthropy, and
its proper role in fulfilling societal needs. The results of the conference were
published by the council in -Philanthropy in the Seventies: An
AnglorAmerican Discussion" (1973). (Summary papers on the English and U.S.
Systeffis of cbarity were prepared by Christopher P. Hill, f irst Chief Charities

'Cbmmissidner under the 1960 ,Reconstituted Charity Commission, and F.
Elerson Andrews*...President Emeritus of The Foundation Center. Also
included in the published report were summaries of the debates and

rncomments on the conference by Ha V. Hodson, for the British, and John ).
1,, Corson, for the tiniteriStates.)

Perhaps, mote' important than tie published material on theDitchley
Conference was the strong feeling arried'back to the United States by those
responsible for directing charitable efforts that certain_aspects of British
treatment of charity might be applied in some form in tire United States for
the general benefit of charities and the public. In hearings before the Sub-
tommittee on Foundations of the Senate Committee on Finance in October
1973, Alan Pifer, President of Carnegie Corporation of-New York (which

;`sort
to finance the Ditchley Conference), testified as to the need for some

riOrt of supervisory center, sympathetic to the needs of charity and tie public,
which would have the following principal functions. (1) power to determine

ktOeritable status; (2) maintenance of a central register of charities, with list-
'4.IA itigs in the register being a guarantee of tax-exempt, charitable status; (3)

conducting audits of charities; (4) assuring that legal standards applying to
Viarities were enforced; (5) issuing advisory opinions on legal consequences
Of:Prooposed actions by charitable organizations; (6) periodic gathering and
publication of information on activities and assets of charitable organizations,
;(7) advising Congress and the executive branch on charitable matters.

As amplified by Marion Fremont-Smith in the 1973 hearings, the functions
4'of such a supervisory body as spelled out by Alan Pifer Are part of a structure

with ".striking similarities to the English systeen." Ms. Fremont-Smith pointed
that .this was no accident but rather a result of those testifying before

COngress having attended the Ditchley Conference and their further thoughts
Orithe.possibility of adopting some parts of the English system in the U.S. In
'fati.;- the creation of a National Commission on Philanthropy recommended

SheldOn, Cohen, another Ditcbley participant, as an organization
independent of, the Treasury Department and any oher existing organization

;appears to be modeled on one particular part of- the English system, the
*Charity Commigsion. .

914elyeny & Myers, Los Angeles.
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This paper is designed to stimulate further thought as to the desirability and
potential scope of national commission on philanthropy or equivalent ,
organization. It is based on a number of interviews with representatives of the
Charity Commission, the Inland Revenue Service, solicitors, and others
interested in the charitable area in England-and on discussions with the man
on the street, conducted during a sabbatical year spent in London

A Summary D,escription of English Practice
and Assistand of Charities

The assistance function is taken quite keriously in the English system and is
perhaps the greatest cause of envy of the British system, by U S. charitijes,
which feel that most of the emphasis in this country is on regulation with little
attention given to assistance.

An pnderstanding of the English charitable landscape is almost impossible'

-
nwithout an historical perspective. This paper isnot aimed 'at a scholarly

analysii of the history. Two-of the best works in this area are
Owen, English
W. K. Jordan,

! Philanthropy in England 1480-1660 (New York, 195qand David
'Philanthropy 1660-1960 (Cambridge, 1964). Tivo standard wo 's on the legal
aspects of this area are Tudor on Charities, sixth edition (Lo don 1967) and
Keeton and Sheridan, The Modern Law of Charities,, second ition (Belfast,
1971),

Ailhas been pointed out by most commentators, until the lite nineteenth
century the English government depended upon private charitable initiative to
bear the chief responsibility for social improvement, with the state assuming
an interstitial role in the development of what we would consider modern
social welfare services, This is true of welfare payments to the' pooi, estabig
lishment of hospitals, development of education, and almost all other fields in
the area of social welfare. The mark of history on English charities is of more
than academic interest. The strict view of the Charity Commission and English
courts generally as to the scope of cy ores may be traced to gifts in medieval
times made more for the benefit of the soul of_the, donor in purgatory than for
the specific purposes of the church or relief of the poor. Under this general
philosophy, the "dead hand" of the donor could be expected to be, was, and
is respected in a Way that seems restrictive in modern-day circumstances. A
substantial portion of the work carried on by the Charity Commission consists
of ?flaking modern sense out of gifts and bequests made in trust some two or
three centuries ago And the present English system for regulation and
assistance of charities and pressure for reform of the system, which cogtinues
to date, cannot be understood without considering past history in this area

With the rise of towns in the sixteenth century, the dissolutiOn-,or tli
\ monasteries, the distribution of the lands of the rich by Henry VI I and a h6st

of other economic andpolitical factOrs, the existence of poverty a national
problem vas recognized in the Pdor Relief Act of 1601 which al wed total
authorities to levy a compul property tax for the relief of po rty The
Statute ofCharitable Uses, enact n the same year, constitutes the starting

--point of themodern law of charities.
,

The process begun by the Statute of Charitable, Uses was twofold. First, it
was felt -necessary to establish a system for reforming. abuses in the
administration of property contributQd for charitable-purposes. A system was
set up for the appointment of ad hoc commissioners to inquire into allegations
of negligence, maladministration, sand eliverrsiOn Yif ctfaritable Wads to non-
charitable objects. Second, the preimble to the Statute of C ritable Uses,
still the basis for thesiefinitibn of charitable purposes/ set out a 'de variety of

%fir'

. 534.
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purposes that were deemed charitable, the list was not intended to be
exhaustivebut to serve as a guide to stimulate donors in devoting their
resources to improvement of social conditions. 1.--3

The regulatory and reformatory aspect of the system set up by the Statute of
Charitable Uses eventually proved to be an yawieldygnethod of controlling
charitable administration By the early nineteenth #entury, it was generally
suspected and confirmed that there,was substantial maladministration in the
Charitable area. In 1818 Parliament set up a commission under Henry
'Brougham which was limited to an investigation, and recordation of .all
charitable trusts for the education of the poor,in England and Wales In the 19
years during which the Brougham Commission functioned numerous cases
calling for reform were discovered (the costs of the inquiry were in excess of
200,000 Pounds Sterling, a staggering amoont at that time). Perhaps more
important, the commission inquiry established the variety of existing
charitable trusts ancsuggested to the SelectSommittee which reviewed its
findings that some ?system of systematic control snould, be established.
Although the report of the Select Committee on the need for systerhatic
supervision of charities was .published in 1,835, influential and strong
resistance of some of the most ,importantctVies, to any control prevented a
statute from being _

The Charitable Trust Act,pf '1853 and it,sir'nehling'`aCt -O-f-i85?eTtar1177lisheali
the first Chanty Dmmisssion The commission was not subordinated to any
government dep rtment Two of the thin corn issiotess- vvergiull-titne
professional and salaried appointments, the third,rnem er normally being a
member of Parliament who acted as the commIssion's ,representative, in
answering parliamentary questions on charities and in Lintroducing bills
proMpted by the commissioners.

The 1853 Charity Commission had wide powers of investigation and inquiry
To put into perspective the modern Charity ,Comm,issiqn, established by the
Charities Act of 1960, it is useful to consider the powers of the original com-
mission Under the 1853 legislation and other miscellaneous acts promulgated
through 1939, the Charity Commission had 'the folfawing pOwers:

1. The commission could give advice upon the application of the trustees
or others concerned in administration of thecharitable trust, the trustee could
rely on advice given, an indemnity essentially being given to those who acted
upon an opinion of the commissioners.

2 Upon application by trustees 4trothers, the Charity Commission could
Control dealings with the propertof trusts, control legal proceedings by
trustees, and act with respect to. compromise of claims, -

3. Thfficommission could investigate adminikratio4pf charities, requiring
nTsaccouand other information and taking flytt,e-csaction through the courts

or atttnilys.general that appeared pronef, =K

4_ Yhetommission had power to 4priomt or remove trustees or officers and
could make schemes within the limits of the cy pres dodririe as applied by the
courtsisubject to appeal to the Chancery Division.

How did the Anginal Charity Cornmission system perform in practice? By
admission of thecommission itself and on analysis by the Nathan Committee,
whose report was the precursor of the 1960 Charities Act,ithe-eswer has to be
that it did not viork very well.

For exarnplelunder the Charitable-Tr t Ame dment Act of 1855 an
obligation was imposed upon .all charitable trips not specifically exempted

to submit accounts annually to the Charity Commission. A striking illustration-
Vet. 5 35

,41
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of the kind of problemrxisting was that 'less/Flan a-third of the trusts known
to the Commissionekisubmitted their accounts,-die partly to the ignorance of
some trustees abourther obligation, partly to shortage of staff in the Charity
Commission itself, but principally because the absence of any specific penalty
for failure to submit them seems to suggest that the obligation was not
regarded very seriously "1 A major problem was, that of staffing, exacerbated
by the absence of any cabinet officer to represent the interests of the Charity
Commission before Parliament. In 1860, with responsibility for about 32,500
trusts, the commission had a staff of approximately SO, with the legal staff
numbering 25 In 1950, with an estimated 80,000 charitable trusts under its
iunsdiction, the commission staff had grown to 125 but the legal staff had
shrunk to about 20 The 1950 legal staff consisted of two commissioners
(excluding the Parliamentary commissioner), eight people in the position of
chief clerk, principal clerk, or senior legal assistant, and ten other clerks or
legal assistants 2 Given the limited staffing,. it is no surprise that the pre-1960
Charity Commission . acted almost entirely by responding to requests' of
trustees or, in rare cases, acting when some specific problem in the charitable
area attracted public notice Many suggestions for amending the charities law
were recommended by the commissioners, but with no contacts with
Parliarrfente?sc.epl through the back-bencher who worked as Parliamentary
c.ommissioner, few of the commissioners' suggestions bore fruit in legislation.
As the Nathan Committee noted, since the last major le station had occurred
in 1869 the c,ornfnissioners may swell have simply despair& of making changes
in the structuie of their relations' with government

Finally, a very narrow con'SOction of the doctrine of cy ores in the courts
limited the ability of the C Commission to make "schelnes," in English
parlance,for the application% flhe funds of ancient trust for purposes more
consistent with modern chailti le theory The typical problem in this area is
that of a trust for distribution of bread or flannel petticoats or other payments.
in-kind to tiv poor inhabitants of a local parish While admitting the
outmoded nature,of this. sort of gift, the courts tended to remain adamantly
tied to the principle that the expressed intention of the original donor must
prevail

The following section examines the extent to which the Ampletely revised
Charities Act of 1960 and the reestablished Charity Com m issIbn corrected the
defects of the system that existed prior to 1960 At this point it is enough to
not that the present Charity Commission must be seen as a successor in
function to the original commission and to previous efforts aimed at
encouraging charity and imposing some sort of control over potential abuses.

The commission continues primarily a a public body charged with assuring
that charitable trustees act in ,accordanCe-,with their trusts The commission
also acts in many ways, formally or informall s a government-paid advisor
to trustees and, in t ormection with the off' al cus dian function, as a means
for pro iding free managerial services to chanty major change made by the
Ni60 act is that the Charity Commission is the fi al arbiter, within its jurisdic-
tion, as to the charitable, status of organ' ions for all parposes. Under
section j of the 1960 'act, "an institution shall for all purposes other than
rectification of the register, be conclusively presumed to be or have been
charity at any time wheli it is or was on the register of chanties."

The, effect of Charily Commission registration as creating a conclusive
presumption for all ptirposes" extends to the ar'ea of taxation In particular,
charities are, by,virtue,of theirctatus, relieved from 50 percent of property
taxes otherwise payable The local authority may at its discretion allow up to
an additional 50 percent relief from such taxes .

5 3 6'
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In the income tax area, registration of the charity potentially exempts the
registered organization from all income taxes including capital gains taxes. To
actually be entitled to full tax exemption, the ch ity must not have "trading
income," analogous to unrelated trade or business ncome under the Internal
Revenue Code, and the Inland Revenue must be sat ied that all funds going
to the charity are in fact expeaderfor charitable purposes.

To greatly oversimplify the relation between the Charity Commission and
Inland Revenue, it can be said that the commission is primarily interested in
an "organizational test" of whether an entity is organized for exclusively
charitable purposes, while Inland Revenue is more concerned. with an
"operational test" of whether, for tax purposes, the activities and expenditures
of the charity are such that tax exemption is Justified. In the case of a trustee
who acts outside the scope of his trust, the Charity commission can institute
pr.dceedings to surcharge the trustee individually for amounts misspent..,The
sanction of Inland Revenue for noncharitable activities is the denial of tax
lxemption on all or part of the charity's receipts.

Except in egregious cases, the Charity Commission is not directly involved
with control over methods of solicitation employed by charities.
House-to-house Collections and, street collections are generally within the
policepower exercised at the cabinet level 14y the Secretary of State for Home
Affairs. Certain national collections are authorized on a national basis by, the
HomeOffice. Other local collections would be authorized upon application
o thelocal police. authority. General regulations are apprOved bY- the Hom6*

Office...4 sane way as for collection box placement and regulation,
Curiously, ex t foi' very general fraud prevention legislation, nmfirect ,,
control is eXerci d over mail solicitations. When dis,cussing this with charities
and the regulators, the rationale given was that no,regulation was necessary 4.

1 -

% 7siriceSuch solicitations are basidally ineffective. .....

y

THE CHARITY COMMISSION UNDER
THE CHARITIES ACT OF 1960 " /

.

. /-General Structure .

- . . .

The Charity Commission, under its ,three commissioners, has a staff of
,approximately 350 and a budget of ova 1,000,000 Pounds Sterling a year,
Onder eneral government,decentralizWn procedures, approximately one
third of he total, staff is located in Liverpool., Fbr the. molt- part, national

-. charitie are hindled out.df the London office, with the Liverpool office carry-
ing on registration and advisory functions with respect to Northern England.
Sinte the Chief Inspector of Taxes (Charity) and his staff of 180 are located in
Liverpool, the small Accounts Scrutiny Section of the Charity Commission is

.4, .,-, .. ,:also located there, i .-
(N -

Of the three charity commissioners, twd are required, to be barristers or,.
solicitors-.." Interestingly,, the position of Chief Charity Commisioner has, to. : .---

date, beeh held liy the non - lawyer memPer of the commission. The first Chief
,Commissioner was Christopher P.,Hill, assigned to the Charity Commission
frOm.the Home Office to draft what eventually became the 1960 Charities Act.
;the present _Chief Commissione ?, T.C.., Green, assumed the position uipn ..
Rill's retirement in 1965.. .

- 5.3 L.,
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To appreciate Hill's effort in drafting the Charities Act of 1960 one need
only not"' that there have been no amendments to the act and no call for
amendments. This is somewhat.astounding in that all of the substantive law
directly applicable to charities and their definition is contained in the act and
thaiall prior legislation, involving some 200 enactments including those.with

.,. respect to mortmain, were repealed or amended by the,1960 act In addition,
the annual reports of the pre-1960 commissioners, which had largely become

;were statistical reports, were turned by Hill into relevant descriptions of the
commission's general work with detailed analysis of problems facing the
commission

The following Mescription of the operation of the Charity Commission is
organized according to the functions carried out within the commission's
different departments Snce compulsory registration was a major change
instituted by the 1960 .act and carries with it the conclusive presumption pf

khantable status, this area of commission work is examined first Other
advisory and assistance functions are then outlined, along with consideration
of relevant provisions pf the Charities Act.

Registration

When the 1 Charities Act was passed, concurrent jurisdiction was given
to the Chant(han Comniission and the Secretary of State for Education And
Science for certain kinds of chanties. Educational charities of all types were
administered by the latter, a situation that created certain conflicts within the
office of the Secretary itself For exarryple, as administrator of educational
institutions, the office might be pressing for a change in the educational
or charitable purposes of a'n organization, and as administrator under the
ChantiesAct, it would be required to judge whether changed purposes were
permissible The Education Act of 1973 terminated the powers'of the Secretary
of State for Education and Science under the Charities Act, giving the Charity
Commission sole jurisdiction

As of December 31, 1973, 94,501.charities were listed on the central register
maintained by the Charity Cpmmission T9 increase the usefulness of the
central register, 10' regional registers have been established for,,,, national
chanties end numerous registers with local authorities are Maintained which
list local charities of partic,plar interest to donors and donees in the locality In
additiOn, certain veteran Ind disabled-person charities mus register with the
local authority in which their head office is located, as well as with the Charity

mmission, primarily for control of solicitation practices

. Registration of Existing Charities

At the time the Charities Act was' being considered by Parliament, it was
estimated that there might be some 150,000 charities to be registered under
section 4 of the act Section 4 requires charity trustees of any charity ,to apply
for registration unless they are excepted by the act or by regulation of the
Charity Commission. 1p early reports, the commission expressed its hope that
registration of existing charities would proceed at the rate of somethibg like
30,000 a year.. In fact, because of difficulty in communicating the regis'tration'
requirement to trustees, thg, number registered per Year reached a peak- of
16:,400 in 19.64 with about 15,000 charities being registered in 1962 and 1963
Considerable ingenuity was exercised by the Charity Commission staff in
contacting- organizations required to register who had hot done so "For-

)
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example, the Brougham reports of the early nineteenth century were
examined to locate parochial charities existing at that time, these were then
pursued with the help of the National Council of Social Service and local

_authorities. Considerable difficulties were encountered with the registration
of smaller charities whose trustdocuments may have been lost or misplaced
or, in many circumstances, where older trusts were established orally.

The registration card prepared for each charity lists the name, governing
instruments, objects, geographical area benefited, income, Inland Revenue
referOnce number if applicable, person in charge, and various geographical
identification. material Three indexes are maintained in the central London

oOffice, one on a geographical basis, another alphabetically, and the third
filed in accordance with the purposes of the charity. In addition, cards are
prepared for local authorities to be kept in a local index and additional copies
9f slips for national charities are held at the 10 regional centers. Typical of the
practical problems involved, the Charity Commission has made it clear that
existing organizations "Which had'been accepted as being charitable were in
fact registered without too close a scrutiny of their objeas."3 In essence, a
more stringent standgrd is applied to new charities seeking registration for the

'first time simply because Parliamentary sentiment during debate of the 1960
act was that organizations that had long been treated as charities for tax and
other purposes should be sympathetically treated when applying for
registration. -

With ilespect to statutory provisions, it should be pointed out that although
charity trustees are required to register, the only initial penalty for non-

, registration is that the trustee "may be required by order of the Conlmissioners
to make,good that default." In an extreme case, the commissioners can report
a refusal to register to the Attorney General, but consistent with a low-key,

.7,persuasiye approach in asserting its powers under the- 1960 , act, the
commis ion has not resorted to`this type of pressure.

Registration requirements, and other aspects of the 1960 act as to powers of
the Charity Commission, do not extend to all charities. The second schedule
Co the 1460 act lists a number of organizations that are exempt from registra-
tion and regulation universities exempted by order oF the Queen (all
universities are, in fact, exempted), othe British Museum, certain, employee
benefit and Friendl' Societies. The commission also has Power to except

' certain charities by order or regulation. This has been done in the tale of
organizations like the boy scouts and girl scouts, most voluntary scitoeils, and
a,large number of religious charities. Finally, all charities that do mit, have a
permanent endowment, 'income from 'property amounting to more than 15
Pounds Sterling a year, or the use and occupation of any land are exempt. This
would eXcept a,large number of collecting charities which merely gather funds
,snot considered as income in the sense of the statute) and disburse them to,
other charities. The sublianFe of exceptions contained in the'act or in orders
or regulations is that charities that are already adequately supervised that
is, religious funds supervised by a central church authority and de minimis
chgritable activities are relieved of the registration requirements. One
useful aspect of registration, however, is that it establishes under section 5 df
the act the conclusive presumption of charitable status. Section 4 allows an
otherwise exempt organization to register in order tb claim the benefits of a
registration number and the publicity which indexing may afford.

egiitratiolt of New Charities ,

Of some surprise to the Charity Commission has seen the large number of
newly formed charities seeking registrationsome 1,000 to 1,500 a year. The

.539
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pruces followed in registration is worthy of some detailed examination, not
only, because it illustrates many of the attitudes expressed in other
commission actions, but because it is the focus for contact between the

_wmmission and Inland Revenud
The Registration Division of the commission has approximately 42 in staff in

Loiclon and 15 in Liverpool' (Although its functions are quasi judicial, the
division is headed by a person who is neither a barrister nor solicitor, which
apparently poses no problems ) To understand the registration process, it is
necessary to consider how an organization is classified as charitable or
noncharitable Section 46 of ,the 1960 act provides that "charitable purposes
means purposes which are exclusively charitable according to the law of
England and Wales To an American lawyer accustomed to the Internal
Revenue Code, Regulations, Revenue Rulings, letter rulings, and the rest, this
simple and naive definition of charity solely be reference to judicial decisions
seems just short of incredible However, that is in fact the way charity is
defined in England From discussions with senior staff on the Board of
Commissioners of Inland Revenue, we learned that this present system.ts no
different from the one applied by Inland Revenue prior to 1960 and still
applied by it with respect to charities that are not required to be registered'
with the Charity Commission.

Mention has already been made of the preamble to the Statute of Charitable
Uses of 1601 which has been the touchstone of charitable definition in the
myriad court case in English law The catechism most often used by lawyers'
working in the area and by Inland Revenue and the Charity Commission is the,.
summary on charitable purposes announced by Lord Macnaghten in Com-
missioners for Special Purposes of Income Tax v. Pemsel, A.C. 531, 583,,
( 1891) In his presentation, Macnaghten categorized "charity" as relief of
poverty, advancement, of education, advancement of religion, and other:
purposes beneficial to the community not falling under any of the preceding..
In the hearings leading to the Nathan Repo(t, it was suggested by many that a,
statutory definition of charity should be attempted The final decision of the,
Nathan Committee was that a statutory definition should be attempted; but-fin
the course of Parliamentary ,debate no attempt was successful and 4-eYase:
law prevailed, A decision the Charity Commission found comforts le enough,
to work with. In its 1973 annual report the commission states that NAzebelieve
that any statutory definition.of charity would be likely to raise as many pro15-,
lems as it mightsolve.-:"4 ,

'
In an extensive discussion: of i'ts attitude 'toward defining "charity," the'

commission stated as its general position that it was simply exercising the kin0
of power that Would be exercised by a court' in interpreting prior_ court:,
decisions and, dirktly or by analogy, applying those decisions to the case:
before the .cominission 5 The commission stated, "it is our hope that by
constant attention to previous court decisions, we shall succeed in developz,
ing trom them, with the approval of the court if there is an appeal, such
once.pt of the field of charity as may meet the needs of the community.',
As might be expected with judicial precedent being the only reference poin

,for defining what is charitable, the scope of purposes recognized as charitable
in England is not the*ame as that in the U S Since "the relief pf aged" is
specifically mentioned in the preamble to the 1601 Statute of Charitable UseS7
an organization established with that purpose- is by definition charitable;
without there'being any showing of poverty or need on behalf of the aged
being maintained Since the courts have held, under an 1895 decision, that
fostering of an.attitude of mind "cannot be a valid charitable purpose, the
United Nations Association_is-not exempt in England and the "'promotion of
international understanding" is not a charitable purpose. On the same
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.+e
grounds, an organiiation established to prevent discrimination will not be
exempt, but an organization "to promote good citizenship-in a multi-racial
society" will be granted charitable status. While personnel of the commis-
sion's Registration Division admit some lack of logic in the rules, their actual

`lapplication of the rules is the.application which would be made by a court tied
Wide! precedent.

Summarizing the registration objectives, the commission has stated, "our
:prirnary concern under the Act is to see that the purposes of an organization

as set out in its governing instrument are charitable in law, and we are not
entitled to look much beyond that unless we have some reason to doubt
whether the organization genuinely intends to pursue a course of activity that
lies within those purposes On a reasonable construction of the words used."6
The commission takes the position that as long as a charity meets certain basic
reqUirements, it, cannot be refused registration. Thus, for example,

,,registration will not be refused an organization even though its name is similar
to r the ,same as that of another registered charity. ,A; 4

illuitrate the registration process, let us assume that a group.wishesi to
est blish an organization for some charitable purpose. The first contact of the
grow rth the Registration, Division may e dap informal one, to solicit,

iiii0rnatiOn on the governing instrument of like organizations which are
'clorst tc their purposes and which have been approved by the Charity tam-

overning, instruments are 'public doCuments, under section 9(2) of
act specifically authorizing supply of copies, the' commission haS a

sta dard charge per page for duplicating and sending exemplars to potential
Vapp icants. -

ually the next s ep for the new charity is the presentatio'n'' to the
stration Division f*draft copy of its governing instrcment together with

lany additional information that the applicant thinks might be helpful to the
missipn. Normally, the governing instrument will be a trust. Although se

of e Companies Act is becoming more freqUent, England has no gene al-
*Inonprolit corporation law equivalent to that found in rno'st of our states, andd

ppticatiop of corporate _doctrines designed for profit companies can be
'"awkward in-the charitable area., .1

"There no reOfied form for application to the Charity Commission.. If The
et'Ve !of the etrarity is specific, for example, "aid of the blind through

ottransportation services as required by the foundation for the
, iheleust.itself may be the, only flocument necespifor registration. If

oses are rriOre general "aid of the blind"-kthe ;Registration Division
ormally request additionalinforMation on,,the specific means to be used
e-thirity in fulfilling its objectives. After the. governing instrument and

.4rty other required information .are received, the Registration , Division
prepares a memorandum on ak,potential problems with the registration or, in ,
comPlex cases, sends the infoination to a soticitbr in the Legal Department of
he commission for additional comMents. The comments of the .Charity
omMission are sent, alo rirWith applicable documents, to the Chiefl nspector .

f 'taxes (Charity) in Liverpool-46r resew. Relevant Inland Revenue and
hasty Commission comments are then gdisiissed with the applicant., n

ra Mitting comments to the applicant, theiC Iiirity Commission tends, to
discount any, remarks of the Inland Revenue. hat are believed to relat o

nistratiVe- problems within Inland,' ReNfenue father,. than to proper
fkition of the applicant as a charity.
I rare cases, Inland Revenue in LiverpoortayAllsagree with the comas-

sio tbat the applicant is qualified as a charAyiJtAthe,Regtstration Divisio0s,
lipcib review, gill -of the view that the appliCant is a legitimate charity; a
t.rev w within the Inland Revenue is iiiitiateelfthe Chief Inspeotorcontinfies

;

1
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to feel that noncharitable status should ',be recommended, the file, is

forwardectto the Board.of Commissioners of Inland Revenue in London, if the
board's staff agrees with the noncharitable status- finding, a furthereview is
initiated in the board to consider whether the, importance in precedential
value or money justifies further argument with the Charity Commission In the
eventit is decided that protest is, justified, a formal memorandum of-dissent
from proposed registration is sent to the commission and considered by the
commissioners.

Since many charitable applicants find they are able to yield to negative
Inland Revenue comments without basically affecting their future operations
and since the process of review within-Inland Revenue winnows out many
initial objections, these formal memoranda of Inland Revenue to theiCharity
Commissioners are rare. The exact numbers are not known, but the Chief
Commissidner and the Msistant Secretary or,the Board of Inland Revenue
Commissioners both agreed that the number of such memoranda would have
been less ti an 12 in the first 13 years of operation of the 1960 act. This does
not mean, however., that differences do not exist. Under its general, power to

,challenge registration- in the ;courts, Inland Revenue has notified the
commission that it plans to request from the court deregistration of two chari-,
ties in the "promotion of sports" area.

Accounts
i

1

i

Section 8 of the 1960 act requires that statements of account "shall be
.

transmitted to the Commissioners by the charity trustees on request; and, in
the case of a charity having a permanent endowment, such a statement
relating to the permanent endowment shall be transmitted yearly without any
request, unless the charity is excepted by order or regulations.

If the visitor to the London offices of the Charity Commission piCks out a
file of index cards at randofn, it quickly becomes apparent that a large number
of cards are incomplete. Many have no Inland Revenue ,referenceinumbeiancl,
a great number have no information on kokrual, income It was pointed out
that one of the failings of the pie-1960 Charity Commission was' the laCk" of
power to enforce the annual account requirement This defect still exists:
under section 8(6) of the act the,remedy for failure to transmit any statement
of- account is that "the-Corbmissioners may by order give to that person or to
the charity trustees fOr the time being such directions as the Commissioners
think appropriate for securing that the default, is made,, good." Of course,
resort can be had to the Attorney General and courts, bUt this procedure is
awkward, considered too onerous, and has not ISe_eaSsed except in connec-
tion with the institution of inquiries under egregious circumstances. The
question as to what percent of chanties had complied with the annual
accounts requirement was met by coomissioners and.con2mission staff with
embarrassed silence. "Not for the record" guesses by the staff would indicate
that between 40 percent and 501,percent of regitstered charities required to
submit accounts are in default. i

, ,

. The lack of zeal in pursuing cliarities that do not file accounts ca be ex-
plained by a number of factors. shortage of staff in the initial reg stration
process, added pressure on staff as a result of tiansfer of functions rom the
Department of Education, a general feeling that, on the basis of the 'scrutiny
of accounts to daft?, abuses cleF not exist; and, perhaps Most important, a
practical approach by the commission to the charitable population they
administer. ,

I (
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One of the few published statistical summaries-of the charitable population
,administered by the commission is found in the commission's 1970 annual
"report An analysis of annual income of charities for which information was
available showed that 85 percent had an annual income of less than 250
Pounds Sterling. Twenty-three percent of all charities had a yearly income
below 5 Pounds Sterling, 11 percent had an income between 5 and 10,Pounds
SterlingOnly 3 percent of registered charities had annual incomes in excess
of 10,000 Pounds Sterling.

The distribution of charities by yearly income fits with the
development of charities set out above There are an immense number o
parochial charities, administered by the reverenckof the local parish or by,
citizens' of the community, whose resources are small and with respect to
which the commission has little reason to suspect abuse of the trust position.

In 1966 an accounts scrutiny procedure was established, and it is clear Irom
commission reports that a large number of trustees had to be reminded of
their duty to submit accounts. (The commission found it encouraging,
.however, that in only about 15 percent of account request cases was a second
reminder necessary ) In 1967, in connection with the move of personnel to
Liverpool, accounts scrutiny was discontinued. The findings on accounts that
had been examined were that no cases of fraud or dishonesty had been
discovered, that some,funds had been expended for purposes not strictly
authorized, and that some helpful advice might be given to trustees still
providing Christmas doles and investing in 2.5 Sr 3.5 percent government
consols. In its 1973 annual report, the commission noted that a small
Accounts Scrutiny Section had been established in Liverpool. During 1973 the
accounts of approximately 8,500 charities were examined. Again, no major
abases were found, although in some cases payments had been made for
Purposes not covered by the trusts and the perennial problem of
uneconomically small distributions and poor investments still existed.

ihe commission does not take its supervisory 'position lightly. All major
cliailties with substantial assets and income report,on an annual basis and are
reviewed by one of the five Charities Divisions of the commission assigned to
charities by charitable purposes or geographical location. In addition, new

"grants are requested to or automatically file ann ally.
charities and charities with broad powers in opetlation or hi the making of

Drawing attention to the "assistance" function of the commission, it might
Ixe noted that commission reports indicate that Accounts Scrutiny did reveal

.f,,z.flig use of funds for non-trust purposes. An example is a typical parochial,
.chg purposes that makes A contribution to the local
foot team. lithe expenditure came to the attention of the Inland Revenue,
some x liability might result Commission staff Were quite clear that their
responsi it)/ in tht case of such an expenditure-was to warn the trustees as to
their mistake, but that this responsibility did not extend under the
Cooperation with Inland Revenue provisions of section 9 of the 1960 act to

- furnishing information discovered to Inland Revenue. The attitude of the"
commission is that any such action would have a serious "chilling effect" on
trustee-commission relations. .

The Official Custodian for Charities

,The 1960 act created the Office of Official Custodian for Charities,
,replacing the Official Trustee of Charity Lands and the Official Trustee of
:Charity Funds established under pre-1960 acts. The position of the Official

-,Custodian is of a holder of bare title only. The actual management and

1
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control of property transferred remains with the charity trustees All expenselk
of the Official Custodian are defrayed by the commission

Approximately 60 people staff the Office of the Official Custoifian The
advantages for thrity of the work of this office are threefold First, manage-
ment and administrative work which would otherwise fall to cliarity staff are
carried on by the Official Custodian's staff Second; and this is important
because the preferred form of charity in England is the trustproperty can be
vested in the Official Custodian avoiding the necessity for periodical transfers
of land and security upon appointment of new trustees Finally, through
informal arrangements with Inland Revenue, the Official Custodian can remit
dividends and interest to the charity without deduction of U K tax

The need for the Custodian is attested to by the "roughly 50,000-charity
accounts that he maintains and by the amount of funds, nearly, 200,000,000
Pounds Sterling in 1973, held by him.

The use of the Custodian to avoid management expense and transfers with
change of trustees are both obvious, but further explanation is necessary with
respect to the tax benefits attributable to security and bondholding by the
Custodian

'A key-stone of the present British income tax system is the satisfaqion of
most income tax liability by withholding In the earned income area, P A Y.E.
(Pay-As-You-Earn) withholding provisions are similar to their U.S equivalents.
But unlike the American system (except in the foreign area), payors of most of
the periodic payments, including dividends and interest, are required to
withhold at the so-called "basic rate" of approximately 30 percent. If a charity
receives dividends, it must file with Inland Revenue to recover tax withheld.
Ordinarily, the charity may-ftot receive this reclaimed tax for a period of any-
where from six months to two years The Official Custddian, strictly by grace
of successive Chief Inspectors, shortcircuits the ordinary reclamation process
As dividends are received, showing tax withheld, the,Custodian "tops up" his
dividend account by requesting from Inland Revenue funds equal to the

.a.amount of tax withheld Dividends received, grossed up to include tax
withheld, are thus remitted almost immediately to Charities, increasing the
cash flow of the charity and voiding the necessity for separate application by
the charities to Inl d At the end of each government fiscal year,
the OffrciaF Cus d Inland Revenue make adjustments, to keep
accounts current However, since in the view of the Custodian and the
commission the point of the exercise is to save administrative work for Inland
.Revenue and since all property held by the,Custodian belongs to charities
registered yvith the commission, .Inland Revenue 'has no contact with
indiv_thial charities through their application for reclamation of tax Since, as
ampliNtd below, Inland Revenue may never have its attention drawn tq a
charity except through a request for re lamation of tax, the Custodian system
constitutes a politcal barrief to Inlan Revenue's examination and review of
the use of funds by chariti

As indicated above, the Q Clistodian ,holds only, bare legal title to
charity assets and is not legally responsible for administration of assets held
Despite this formal structure, the Custodian's, office is often the focus for
requests from trustees for investment advice. While nqt officially responsible
for such advice, the Custodian and his staff regt,larly refer charity trustees to
investment advisors or, in some cases, counsel them as to better investment
choices In this connection,, the Custodian's staff examines the governing
instriiment of each charity for which it holds account If a request is made
for capital distributions where the trust does ot allow capital distributions,

`,,the CustOdian will point this out to the trust es. -
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As part of the general charity recommendations ot, the Nathan Report,
though clot embodied in the Charities Act of 1960, restrictions on charity
trustee investments have been greatly liberalized by the TrusteVInvestments
Act of 1961 F.,.rior to that act, charity trustees were restricted for the most part
to government stocks and certain other first-cla securities providing fixed
income and having' a fixed redemption value. A7er the Trustee Investment
Act" charities were allowed to invest up to one half trust property in a wide
range of industrial and commercial ordrary shay , the other half to be
invested in a somewhat expanded list of "gilt s curities." The,.Officiak
Cc stodian is often asked by charity trustees to the k compliance with th
1961 act.

The Nathan Committee deliberations resulted in s ction 22 of the 1960
Charities Act whichigows the court or commission establish common
investment funds for.participating ,charities The first such fund was set up by
the commission to serve almshouse charities and at the end of 1970 had assets
worth approximately 3,500,000 Pounds Sterling. In January 1963 the Charities
Official Investment Fund was established for the investment of assets of
charities generally Investments in the .fund may be made by charities only

-through the Official Custodian.
The Charities Official Investment Fund has independent trustees and is

profesionally managed, expenses being charged against earnings. The Charity
Commission has general powers of supervision and the right to discharge

_ _trustees, but in practice; meetings of trustees of the fund and commission are
advisory and informational in nature Pursuant to section 22(Vof-the 1960
act, the Charities OfficiaTInvestment Fund is itself a charity and registered as
such with the commission Under an arrangement premised on the same
administrative convenience that characterizes relations between the Official
Custodian and Inland Revenue, the fund recovers income tax withheld on a
monthly basis so that income is appropriated to participating charities on a rr.,
almost immediate gross basis Despite generally bad performance of the stock
Market in the UnOd KingdoM, distributions of income amaxiting to a yield
of 6.85 ercent cm the cost of ashare in the pool as of January 1, 1974, were
realized during 1973.

-"--.7."'"

t
The Consents Division

Under the 1960 act, there are a number of actions hat may not be taken by
charity -trustees without the specific conse or order of the Charity

/Commission It is the function of the staff of approximately 40 in the Consents
'Division to supply necessary approval under the statute.

Section 29 of the -1960 act contains a flat prohibition against. certain
dealings,in charity property without the specific order of the commission. In
the areas covered by the act, unauthorized action 'by charity trustees Will,
with fewi exceptions, be held void. Under section 29, approval of the corn-
mission is required for any mortgaging of property forming pait of the
permanent endowment of the charity and for the sale, leas& or other
disposition of land in England or Wales that is part of the permanent
endowment Some protection is given bona fide purchasers of so- called
functional landland used or occupied by the charity at Resent or,,inittPlr
past. Ode, from this narrow exception,,, which applies to land where tKe.
purchaser may not by inspection or investigation be able to determine the
facts with respect to property, exceptions are also made for transf&s
permitted by other acts of ,Parliament, for leases of not more. than 22, years' \61
duration, and for transfers specifically excepted by order of the commission.

°
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The reason given forlimposing restrictions on sale orland, which do not

exist with p%spect to sale of securities, is the difficulty of evaluating real estate
and the often radical change in charity purpose which is the result of a sale of
land

Since a purchaser of land covered by section 29 of he act cannot receive
good title without a commis order, charity trustees are forced to come to
the commission with rive offer Very often, ccording to Charity
Division staff, a char rst come to the attention of the commission
upon its application fo r to sell land 1n such cases, where the charity,

c has not regularly filed acco ...s with the commission or is t on the register, -
defaults in accounting are first corrected Then, unless, th 'commission is
satisfied that the proposed sale has been made after solicitation of competi-
tive bids, the charity is instructed by the commission to publish notices
advertising the price offered and inviting higher offers The substitution of`
commission judgment for charity judgement with -regard to sale of charity
land has been the subject of some criticism However, in its 1970 annual
report the commission noted the conclusion of the Nathan Committee that
watchdog status in this area was necessary and justified its procedures on the
pragmatic ground that "higher offers for property received during 1970 resulted
in an increase in the selling price varying' in general between 5% and 25%, but
in one case property for which the original offer was 28,500 Pounds Sterling
was sold for 38,650 Pounds Sterling."

Certain transactions of branches of religious bodies' are e,xceptecifrom the
provisions of seciion 29 Other exceptions are given on specific transactions
or to specific charities where land held represents the proceeds of income
which may be spent for general purposes of the charity.

Many., older charities are often funded by rent charges, payable , in
perpetuity by the fee owner,014the land In the course of multiple transfers of
land, the rent-charge obligati is often lost sight of Moreover,since 'the

.cliarge'is most, often a 'fixed sutra, dr dependability of the income is minimal
and actual receipts small: Underdsection, 27 of the 1960 act, 'a general
procetture for redemption.pf renttKirges is provided, and where such charges
come to the attention of thrcominission, the commission works with the
cMilty ,through otder or,n/cessary consents to.have rent charges redeemed 'I

tilhen'SSIablishing "scher'nes" under the 1860 amendment to the 1853 act,
the 4.6rnissibners very often imposed an obligation on charities to notify the
Eomirusslan as too pointment of trustees, the appointment being made
conditi al ..up tin commission a proVal After more than 100 years'

exper sa and agains charities being controlled by unsuitable
pers has be clged unnecessa When requests for approval of appoint-
ments*tre m,icie he commission or when thecommission makes "schemes"
for charitiescharities,"Fni ed by the old appoi tment rules, an invitation is issued to the
trustees to re uest abolishment of t, notification requirement This is part 61
the routine function of the Conserds Division

Two other miscellaneous areas aftike: handled by the Consents Division, First,
it gives advice on certain aspectsypf charity administration, in particular,
matters pertaining to salaries, pensions, and other payments to officers and
employees of the charity. The division also responds to requests for
information about a charity, except where, the matter can be more
appropriately handled in the Cengral Charities,Divisions.

Likal Review
t 4

In 1883 Parliament provided inlhe Parochial Charities Act for the estab-
lishment of the City Parochial F purOation under the general jurisdiction of the



A
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Charity Commission A confu1ed mass of parochial charities existed in the
London area Their services, were restricted to the population of parishes and
Often involved expenditure of most income-on doles or payments in kind. The
Charity Commission was authorized under the 1883 act to classify the various
operating charities and to place the assets of moribund charities in a central
foundation for the `benefit of education and other charitable purposes
throughout the London area. The City Parochial Foundation was a great

.success, building capital to roughly 4,500,000 Pounds Sterling by the early
1900s and substantially benefiting educational and other, organizations in the
London area. .

An example of Parliamentary bending of the judicial cy pres dacirine is
found in the Endowed Schools Acts, 1869 to 1948. These acts empowered the
schools covered to bring about a better geographical distribution of existing
endowments in the educational area by allowing transfers of schools or i
endowments `to parts of the country having insufficient facilities. Broad
scheme-making powers were granted independent °commissioners whose
decisions were clearly made on the basis of economic factors outside the
terms of trusts establishing the various endowments. .

The City Parochial Foundation and Endowed Schools Acts were clearly in
the minds of the Nathan Committee- in its consideration the charitable
landscape in England, in the 195Qs There were numerous exa le ncient
trusts for the provision of gioles, and in the context of the welfa tate many
trusts found themselves With outmoded purposespurposes that were eing
largely satisfied' by government departMents.

The Nathan Committee recommended that local authorities be given th
right to take the initiative in applying for schemes for local trusts in their terri-

. tory. This was rejected by the GovernMent in its White Paper which was the
predecessor to the 1960 act. Instead sections 10, 11, and,12 provide for a
cooperative effort On the part of ocaf authorities and local charities.. Section

charities, the index to be i'uppli. by the Charity Commission free 8f Charge,
10 allows the maintenance in a y county or borough of an index gif local

and 'tuft* natio:Ws the :local aiithority to appoint,, a local voluntary
organization as its agent to maintain and publicize the index. Section 12 of n..--
th act provides generally for cooperation of charities and local ,,,-.0.
satisfying the needs of the community and authorizes charities, notwith7.i.
standing anythingin their trusts, to make appropriate expenditures for coop-
eration inloar review of charitable activities, for coordination of charitable
activities/nand forpublication of, information about other charities. , j -

1

Section 11 permits the local authority to initiate reviews of the operations'of
,

any group of local charities with the same or similar purposes and to make
recommendations on ways of coordinating activities of these charities to the
Charity Commission. However, section 11(3) provides "no review
initiated by a council under this section shall extend to anyy charity without

Plhe consent of the,charity,triistees, no to any etcleslastical charity.,
The con fission' has stressed the fact that cooperation of both the local

authority and the charity trustees is necessary for local review to beffective.
The local review section of Charity Commission, through its contact with
local authorities and its encouragement of the review process, has attempted,
within the trustee consent provisions', to make section 11 of the act Meaning-
Ail. Sixhundred seventy schemes for combination or change of localcharities .

were established through 1973. The commis on emphasizes the benefit of
local) r' eviews even where no combination of assets of trusts results. The

1,- .commission often finds new registrants tkpugh local meetings and hopes that
.the$0 meetings make charity trustees more aware of their obligations in invest-,

ent, 'reporting; and other areas. 5 4 7fw
$.
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Despite the number of schemes resulting horn', Iota! reviews and the
generally optimistic reports of the commission, it is' apparent that the local

;review program has not been a great successif success is measured by more
efficient marshalling of local parish charitable assets In its 1968 annual report
the commission reports a general pattern of parochial charities being
unwilling to combine forces 8 The individual charities are afraid of losing their
separate identities and consider it their duty to the donor to preserve gifts in
the donor's name. Charities, often with income of less than 5 Pounds Sterling
to distribute each year, insist that their yearly distributions are a tradition of
the locality Those charities whose sole purpose is to distribute the equivalent
of $1 00 apiece cse20 of the loCil poor or to distributeolcread, blankets, or
flannel. petticoats argue that local beneficiaries have become accustomed to
receiving these gifts. 'Another major part cif the problem is the social status
attached to ,the position of trustee of a parochial trust and the feared loss of
status when merging with a larger group of trustees. It must be concluded that
efficiency in use of charitable assets has not been substaVially furthered by
local review under the 1960 act

General Supervisiop and Assistance '

The specific functions of the Charity Commission required by the Charities
,Act, which are outlined above, occupy approximately half of the
commission's staff of 350 The remainder of-the staff is concentrated in five
charities divisions; assisted by a legal consultant dWision and a drafting
section The divisions are divided by geographic jurisdictional responsibility
or by function with,respect to national charities, educational charities, war
charities, and so forth'. The five charities divisions carry out the broader

I purposes entrusted to the Charity Commission under the 1960 act.
Before describing the responsibilities of the charities divisions, it is useful to

set out the general goals established for tote commission in sections 1(3) and
1(4)*qf the 1960 act.

§ 1(3) The Commissioners shall (without prejudice to their specific
powers and duties under other enactments) have the general function of
promoting the effective use of chahtable resources by encouroging the
development of better methods of administration, by giving charity
trustees information or advice on any matter affecting the charity and by
investigating and checking abuses.

§ 1(4) It shall be th enerd object of the Cdmmissioners so to act in
the case of any cha y (unless it is a matter of altering its purposes) as
best to promote an make effettive the work of the charity in meeting
the needs designated y its trusts, but the Commissioners shall not them-
selves have power to act in the administration of a charity:

General Functions

. In general, the charities divisions see their role as qne of encouragemerg
without control Registration of charities under the 1960 act has been much
more successful than wider the 1853 act, since registration provides the
benefit ofoof of tax exemption and ability to state to the public that the
orgarczation is a "registered charity." From the Charity Commis'sion's st.and-
point, its registered charities are constituents whose best interests, are to be
served by the commission.

In 1974 a Commission for Study of Charities was set up under the Chair-
manship of lord Goodman The criticisms'of the Charity, Commission which,
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to LOrdtpociman's study are reportedly that the commission (1) has
-applied ihe15604ct outmocied charities and under rules set 4.1P by the

_.:Statute Charitabre Uses, 1601, has been to cautious and avoided innova-
Vilim an: `(2} not been aggrestive in using its powers under the"1960 act to

,,,forc.e amalgamation of Sinai' charities, "Whietlave become more and more
ineffettive_as inflation, has reduced the velem of their endowments.9

.
The War the charities divisiOns can be broken d9wn into four major

(1), Advice of tru$tees; (2).api?lication of cy ,,ores and the 'making of
icheMes; (3) inquiry and audit ofcharities;land (4) general supervision and
aSslitince. It `should be pointed out that the, charities divisions will also be
invciVedirtwork of the commissron'ecither divisions When important changes
occur with -respect to .charities_ allocated tp -those, divisions. For example,
'Whirelted that 'forms partof the eridoWinernt of a charity ,r-,has greatly

;appreciated and the charity applies for sale ofthe lard, the charity .divis)on
rnay,,stetrin to review-whether the funds, generated by The .galetwitbe
effectwjy used within the terms or -die :Charity's _trust instrument. Or with
resttect to 'registration of 4ocal branthes of. a national charity,, the tharjVes
diVision may work with the registration divisiOn and the national', c atity in

:;establishing a model trust for u e by the local charity.

Advice to trustees..Undetsec on 24 of the 1960 act the commissioners may
adve-I-charity "trustee or give their opinion on any matter affecting the
performance of the trustee's duties. Unless there has been a misstatement of
Material fact and untilo decision of the court has bheen obtained that super-

=ledes the opinion or adviCeliven, the charity trustee is considered by law to
acting in accordance with his trust. A great number of requests for advice,

Most of which are standard, are bandied by the charities divisions. Requekt.s
may involve, for example, 'questions as to how broadly a "relief of the poor"
Clause in a trust can be interpreted, that is, which persons in the local
community' are to be defined as poor. In many cases, there may be no written
trust instrument, which is allowable under British law, although there is a
fairly clear understanding of what the endowment fund was megnt to cover.
In these cases`, particularly, the 'parish minister or local trustee may want to
obtain,the insurance policy of written advite from the-commission.,

-Appli on oic the Making of schemes. Section 18 of the 1960
act gives he comtv_7., ant rrent jurisdiction with the court in establishing
scheme f. the reoz"4, b...,.. ion of a charity (essentially, restructuring the .
tr sts.uni,.. 4hic the ty operatesso as to adapt it to specific problems
f gth lb: ), in ..,..:, ting or removing a charity trustee, and in dealing

the pripetty of a 'arfty. The 1960 act gives the court the power to refer
h matters to the comMission. _

.r.,
In -general, the commMiOners are not to exercise their powers-under

section 18 of the act except on the application of the charity or where the
r i referred

,

mattes rejerrea to the commission by a court. For those charities with an
income of less than 50 Pounds Sterling a year.,4jurisdiction may be exercised by
the commission oka'pplication to the Attorney General by .one or more.of the
Charity trustees, by a iany person interested in the charity, or by two r more,_Charity

of the local, area in which the charity operates (section 18(5)).
..Section 38(6) proVides that where the Cbmmission believes the charity trustees

, Ought to apply for a ,scheme and they have "unreasonably refused and
neglected to do so" the commission may on its own motion proceed with,neglected

(after approprjate hearings have been afforded the charity
trustees). This power of the commission is, limited to charities that are more

liait 410 year's Old. ,« 6-
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The commission has never used its powers under section 18(6), contending
that to do so would jeopardize the amicable relations between the commis-
sion and charity trustees which are essential to the effectiveness of the
commission's work

Inquiry and audit of charities. The accounts that charities are required to
submit to the commission are unaudited Where there has been a complaint
as to operation or administration of a charity, the commission has broad
powers to institute inquiries under section 6 of the 1960 act The commission
has powers to take testimony, to order an audit by a recognized body of
accountants, and to obtain information from the charity In the commission's
first ten years of operation, there were only seven formal inquiries under the
sec,tion 6 provisions. Only one of these inquiries resulted in formal action to
replace trustees and to place the charity under commission..control as
provided for in section 20 of the act The small number,of formal pfpceed-
ings does not mean that the inquiry and audit powers_of the commission are
ineffective As pointed out by the commission in its 1970 annual report,, it
practice is to use informal inquiry and discussion with trustees in.:etteniPting,
to Ding about desired changes, without the publicity attendant to formal
inquiry proceedings. Examples given by the commissioniare problems faced
by charities which have overextended themselves financially or, at the other .

extreme, charities whose trustees concentrate on maintaining a surplus to the
detriment of the objects that,the trust is to perform The generaLappcoach of
the,commission is best illustrated in 'this quote from their own analysis of
procedure: 1

complaint,
can be dealt with simply by sending a copy of the

ctimplaint, with the writer's conseriCib the charity in question for the
trustees' comments or by asking the trustees for information required to
clarify the situation. In most other cases discussion with the trustees has,
been sufficient to set the administration on the right path and it has not
been necessary even to suggest the possibility of a formal inquiry 10

General supervision and assistance. One criticism of the Charity Com=
, mission under the 1853 act, was that it had little communication with its

charitable constituents except those in the City of London, who had ready
access to commission offices. The reconstituted commission Ltarl'Ctively

- worked to inform all charities of what it can do for charity trustees
Soon after passage of the 1960 act, the commission issued a number of

informational leaflets to charity trustee. The annual reports have outlined the
work of the commission and indicated the generally friendly attitude of the

.ommission toward chanties Some information bulletins have ,been sent to
charities with respect to certain problem areas such as political activities and

r the need for trustees to be aware of strict self dealing rules which. prohibit
their receiving any salary or selling or rehting property to the trust,

With the;udimentary state of accounts scrutiny and analysis, the commis-
sion has not to date been an effective body in collection and publication of
statistical information on charities Much more information is available from
publications of the National Council of Social Services or the Charities Aid
Fund, described in some detail below.

.
Aid in Interaction with Government
The Almshouse Example

A favorite seventeenth-century charity in England was the almshouse, a,
self-contained apartment or house for the care of the aged in a community
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Typically, a structure was left in the control of the loc I council or parish
together with an endowment for maintenance and for yinents of pensions

'to the inhabitants of the almshouse.
The period after World War II was one of crisis for m y almshouses, which

might be picturesque and important architectural Monuments but are without
plumbing and other amenities considered necessary in the twentieth century
As part of the attempt to make maximum use of the varipus almshouse
charities around Britain, and to coordinate .their improvement within the
concept of the welfare state, the National Association of Almshouses was
fOrmed in 1951 as an outgrowth of the London Association.

The Charity Commission, as reconstituted_by the Charities Act of 1960,
focused on the subject of almshouses in its 1960 annual report. The
commission found in working with the National Association of Almshouses
that the trust instruments of many df the almshouses were out of step with
changed conditions. Small endowments had been eaten away by inflation and
by required investment in low-interest government bonds, many trust instru-
ments required that there bg no charge to the almshouse inhabitants, various
restrictions existed on sales of property in mid-city locations when it was clear
that cheaper land for construction of new facilities could be found out of the
city if valuable land in the city could be sold and th`e proceeds used for that
purpose.

The welfare state brought with it numerous new grant programs applicable
to the aged and poor,..and the.cOmmission saw as its duty to get the maximum
benefit of these tax-paid programs for the 'partiCular charities involved.
Improvemerit grants were available from the government to put in amenities
such as inside plumbing and cooking facilities. Many trusts were restructured
by the commission so that the almshouse could take maximum Iadvantage.of,
these grant programs. As part of the National Assistance Act, local authorities,
were authorized to contribute to die voluntary organizations providing care
for the aged, and the commission again restructured the governing instru-
ments of almshouses to take maximum advantage of this form of aid. Finally,
direct pensions to the aged were available from the N'ational Government.
With somejine mathematical balancing, almshouse trustees were authorized
not only to cut down pensions provided from almshouse trust funds, but to
make.charges for almshouse occupancy. This resulted in release of funds for
repairs, or amortization of debt, with the almshouse inhabitant being no worse
off since charges to him or reduction of his pension from the voluntary asso-
ciation Were replaced by national grants.

A specific. Case repbrted in the 1965 annual report 'illustrates the
commission's work in this area. A Somerset almshouse charity,"whose struc-
tures wereover 250 years old. had received a notice under the Housing Act,
1957, which would have required demolition or closing down of the facility.
The charity's endowment was clearly inadequate to undertake the necessary
repairs. Modernization was accomplished by means of an Extraordinary
Repair Fund of the National Associatibn of Almshouses, 'national assistance
grants, and a loan from the rural district council secured by a mortgage on the
charitable property. A new scheme for management of the almshouse
included the "usual clause enabling the trustees to obtain contributions from
inmates towards maintenance and essential services." Within two years.), an
antiquated structure had been brought up to modern standards by taking 'full

--advantage benefits available under the welfare state.
An er exarrfple is the Esther Doe Memorial Almshouse established by a

cha ty founded in 1868. After attempts at modernization through .expansion
of powers of The charity in 1963, the charity trustees had encountered
problems in establishing a modernization scheme that could be financed with
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vailable funds and that would provide 'temporary accommodations fo; the
hen occupants 'of the 12 almshouses involved The trustees informed the

commission ir*t1971 that a builder had been found who was prepared to
/ construct modern almshouses on the charity's land in exchange for a/
conveyance to.him of the real property for commercial development of part of

/
the property The commission, under its supervisory powers with respect to
transfer of land, made a finding that the value of the new houses to be
providecho charity would be 65,000Pounds Sterling whereas the value of the
land conveyed would be 60,000 Pounds Sterling The developer had also
agreed to schedule building so that occupants could continue to occupy the
old structure until new accommodations were available. The commission
approved a general scheme for transfer of the property and restructuring
(including charges to inhabitailts) operation of the charity, providing accom-
modation for "poor spinsters of good character who are not less tharC55 years
of age and of the Protestant faith, preference being given to persons who were
born in Bethnal Green, Whitechapel or Streatham.'

ModernizationOutmoded Purposes o

i
In 1768 the Magdalen Ffospitaf Act established a hospital-in Southwark for-

the reception, maintenance, and employment of penitenpr/Ostitutes. This
was a p6pular cause at the time In the nineteenth century, the corporation
established by the act had sold the first hospital and acquired a new structure,
which in the 1930s was used as a "senior approved, school" for girls under the
Children and Young Persons Act (1933) The nineteenth-century structure
became unsuitable for this use and after the building was closed, th,e Charity
Commission authorized sale of the property for 250,000 Pounds Sterling.
Under procedures set forth in the 1960 Charities Act, the commission estab-
lished a scheme (which was.laid before ParliaMent since the original corpora-
tion had been set up by Parliament, an expeditious method .for doing this
being set out under section 19 of the Charities Act) under which the income of
the charity was to be used after 1973 "for promoting the welfare of young
persons who are exposed to moral danger, or are prevented. by reason of
mental or bodilVdiseaseor infirmity or other incapacity, or any other circum-
stances, frOm providing proper accommodation, maintenance or training for
themselves or their children," any excess income to be used in preventing,
crime and delinquency among youth or for research into the causes of
delinquency .

A second example of needed modernization of charitable- pUrposes is given
by Lord Craven's Charity which by will in 1647 established a fund for mainte-
nance of certain scholars with the residue of the gift to be paid,", , . towards
the redemption of English chhstian captive prisoners in. Algiers pr Other places
under the dominion of the Turks ' Though no income was spent on captives
after 1886, and though court orders Fad widened the scope of educational
purposes of the charity during the nineteenth century, a substantial amount of
the corpus was still contained in a separate endowment entitled "Lord
Craven's Charity for Christian Captives" when.the matter came up`for recon-
sideration by the commissioners in 1968 Under amended terms of the fund,
income from this fund is currently.to be used "for the relief Of persons of
British nationality and of the Christian faith.who are or have been prisoners of
war in any, of the countries bordering on the Mediterranean Sea and are in
distress or who, not being or, having been prisoners of war haVe otherwise
suffered severe!distress in any of those countries," The com ssiorr, in its 1971
annual report, stated that this application "seemed to be as se as one could
get to the original intention of the founder in modern conditions. . ."11
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In these] and similar cases, the Charity Commission is a far, cheaper and
more expeditious Means of applying cy pres than are the courts. The corn-

missioh sees its powers as being limited by the general judicial doctrine of cy
pres-and,; as is clear from the above examples, is quite timid in going beyond
or amending the original purpose of established charities. Under section 13 of
thel act, the cy pres power of both the courts and the commission was
extend to s!tuations'"where the original purposes, in whole or in part, have,
since t ey were laid down, (i) been adequately provided for by other
Means; or (ii) ceased, 'as being useless or harmful to the community or for
other asons, to be in law charitable, or (iii) ceased in any other way to
provide a suitable and effective method of using the property available by
virtue of the gift, regard being had to the spirit of the gift." Critics of the
commission have often focused on section 13 of the act and cited the
commission for being too conservative with respect-to the scope of new
activities afforded outmoded charities. The commi?sion's 'interpretation is
that "the paramount principle that the donor's intention must be followed as

' closely as possible has been preserved, but his intention is now interpreted irt
the light of modern conditions and having regard to the spirit of his gift." A
common complaint by charity trustees of; for example, having a hospital
charity in an area where there are sufficient hospital facilities is that broader
community welfare objects should be, allowed to such a charity. The com-
mission will often strain to'provide interstitial medical aid to the poor for the
charity involved and will clearly not allow the charity to enter a "quite
different field of charitable activity." This problem as to statutory restrictions
On or non-exercise of discretion by the co mission under present law is likely
to be a prime focus of the Goodman Comniission in its current examination of
the Charity Commission and British charity.

W,.-. ,7 ' .

r Aid to Charities- Investment Policies
, .

. .,
As mentioned earlier, the Trustee Investments Act of 1961 was established

to modernize investment policy for all trusts, whether charitable or private.
Prior to that act, trustees were authorized to invest only in government stocks
and first-class securities with fixed income at a fixed redemption value, .
subject to express powers givervin the trust instrument. With many charitable

,,trust instruments not providing for broad investment powers, the real value of
resources ofolany charities had decreased considerably by,, the twentieth
century through the inability, of the Mist to provide any inflation hedge
through investments in equity seyrities.

As part of itscgeneral functio0 to disseminate information, the Charity
-Commission in its annual report,for 1960 printed the full text of the 1961
'TruStee Investments Act, along with e detailed explanation of the rights and
'duties of trustees under the act. The act generally allowed charities to divide
their assets into two portions, one to be invested in a somewhat stand,* list

7-tif fiXeCHnlome securities and the other to be invested in a wide range of
'..ificluStrial and commercial ordinary shares. With greeter latitude given the

trustees, the 1961 Investments Act imposed obligations of seekinstinvestment
'Coimsel and specifically required investment counsel with respect to certain
t.l'ustee actio .s. ..

. .

White the 1961 investments` Act was sufficient for large charities, many
IOW chariti s simply did not have a large enough fund to justify investment

"-ce.Kiii-iset and to permit diversification. Under section 22 of the 1960 Charities
f,---''`Acf-thi tliprity Commission. Was authorized to (concurr with the court)
rt7;i8-te.blish Common investment funds. The first fund e lished was the

... 4
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National Association of Almshouse Common Investment Fund, set up by a
scheme of the commission in May 1962 Beginning in January 1963, another
fund, Charities Official Investment Fund, opened with 6,000,000 Pounds
Sterling in assets contributed by 5,344 charities. As of Januefy 1974, the fund's
assets had grown to nearly, 48,000,000 Pounds Sterling Only registered
chanties were allowed to participate in this fund through assets held for them
by the Official Custodian. As previousIV\ pointed out, membeship in the
Charities Official Investment Fund, carries with it the advantage of receiving
gross dividends on a current basis and withOurHaving to reclaim tax from the
Inland Revenue k

A continuin& problem exists in that many,parochial charities continue to
hold 2.'5 percent or 3.5 percent government consols due in 1999. Whenever
the commission becomes aware of these situations, on application of charity
trustees for advice or for an order, it explains to the charity the benefits of
placing funds in the Charities Official Investment Fund or, where the charity is
of sufficient size, making use of the 1961 Investments Act.

GeneralAid, Assistance, and Admonition
of Charity

The ' oral suasion" approach of the Charity Commission is evident in the
aforementioned examples of commission actions. Througft its annual re0orts,
the commission informs Parliament and its charitable trUit anistituency of its
activities, and informs trustees as to new legislation or important new cases
that may be relevant to charitable activity generally.

The Charity Commission, simply by being estab)ished and known to the
public, has become a focus for actions affecting charities A few examples
may help to illustrate this.

Under the Finance Bill, 1966, there was introduced a Selective Employment
Tax from which charities tvere not excepted but were instead allowed to
receive reimbursement from the Government for payments made by them.
The Selective Employment Payments Act, 1%6, specifically provided for
refunds to charities that were either registered under section 4 of the 1960
Charities Act or were certified as charities by the Charity Commissioners or the
Secretary of State for Education and Science. , . _ .,

Intareas of common concern to Inland Revenue and the Charity Commis -
ion, Joint meetings are 'often held with charitable representatiVes on what are
elt to be important problems. Thus, in its 1963 annual report, the commis-
ion reported that a letter had been set to charities operating overseas

, stressing the importance of- adhering to the requirements of both charitable
trust and tax law The commission emphasized that if-a public appeal is made
for a specific purpose, such as relief of distress in an earthquake abroad,
unless the appeal clearly states that unused funds will be used for another
purpose, such funds cannot be used for any purpose other than that specified
without application to the commission. It was also stressed that the "benefit
of community" test applied only to benefits related to the people of the
United Kingdom, a different standard was to be applied in using ateritable
funds in Britain or the Commonwealth as opposed to non:Commonwealth
countries In this overseas charity area and in the political activity area, the
commissioners work closely with Inland Revenue in communicating to
trustees- the dangers of loss of tax exemption and possible surcharge for
violation of trust obligations.

in exercising its moral suasion and low-key advisory approach to charities in
the international area,, the commission is clearly in favor of established
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'registered charities providing overseas disaster aid rather than new charities
'being set up for each crisis. Thus the commission supports the Disasters
IEMergency Committee set up in 1964 by five major British charities operating
:irrilie overseas area fer coordinating disaster relief.

,.

The commission receives a number of complaints each year from
,fnembers of the gen,eral public that fulid-raising cats, of charities are too high
or that charities spend, too much on overhead. In its 1970 annual report, the
commission pointed Out that there was no pOisibility of setting a firm rule
about the percentage of .a Charity's income which could reasonably be spent
on administration, since these costs depended on the type of charity. The
commission does foil& up on complaints by checking the facts involved and,

herew warranted, discussing any problems with the charity trustees.

Summary

Other American observers of the operations of the Charity Commission
often express surprise at the relatively large number of commission staff who
deal with general charitable problems. Yet tile. large number of ancient
charitable trusts in great'need of trust-instrument updating could supply suf-.
ficient work to keep a staff occupied fall-time for many years to came. Atthis
point, the commission does not actively seek out these charities, but waits for
the trustees to come to them. Even this process generates a considerable
backload of cases.

Some short-circuiting of case-by-case analysis is provided by general
publicity efforts aimed at educating charity trustees as to use of their funds
which can be made without application to the commission. Thbs, in 1965,. the
Commission, recognizing that the National Health Service had. preeMpfed
much of the health services field, listed objects for charities that would be
considered relief of the sick and would be.supplementary to existing national-7'
health services . .

The commission has dearly not exercised to the fullest its powers to
trustees to modernize.; in the Christmas dOle and low-income investment
areas, for example, it has exhorted but not forced trustees to act. To some
extent, this cautious uSe of powers stems from the commission's attitude of
being a "friend of the trustee" and from its attempt to allaythe fears .o.f,
trustee* that the commission- was a super-regulator. From another point §f, _

view,the commission is severely restricted by its budget from becoming
initiating body. From occasional conferences with Inland Revenue_ on
common problems to mare frequent contacts with voluntary bodies like the
National Association of Almshouses or the National Council for Soci.41_-...,-,..
Services, the commission with its present staffing, budget, and philosophy,
will continue to be ar ely an instrument of persuasion rather than one .cit
control.

II

TAX TREATMENT OF CHARITIES AND THEIR DONORS

. - General Tax Principles
,

7 In one sense, the British system for 'charities established by the 1960
Charities Act is.much simpler than its .U.S. counterpart. Once a charity is
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registered with the Charity Commission, it is,"conclusively presumed to be
. . a charity . ," until it is removed from the register Under the Rating

.Act, 1967, such an entity is automatically exempt from,50 percent of property
taxes otherwise assessable against land occupied° by it and used forchditable.
puroses. The local authority is given the option of relieving the charity of the
remaining tax, and this is often done where the charity is clearly of benefit to
the locality, such as in the case of almshouses The Selective Employment Tax
reimbursement of charities has already been mentioned. And where a charity
is registered as such with the commission, Inland Revenue cannot contest the
basic charitable nature of the organization

That registration with the commission confirms charitable status for all
purposes does not mean that local tax authorities, with respect to property
tax, or inland Revenue, with respeCt to income tax, may not deny partially or
totally the tax exemption. Thus, for example, many local authorities are taking
the position that the thrjft shops run. by charities are not entitled to the
property ta*x exemption because the premises are not being used for chafitable
purposes but for "feeder" purposes Although Inland Revenue may not take
the position that a registered charity is not a charity for tax purposes (Inland
Revenue or local authorities may bring an action for deregistration of a
charity), it can deny in whole or in part the tax exemption for a charity's
income if that income is,not used for 'charitable purposes.

Taxation of Charities

Exempt and Unrelated Income

The exemption of charities from income tax and the principle of taxation of
donors to charities date back to British laws of 1799 and 1803. Currently,
section 360 of the Income and Corporations Taxes Act, 1970, prolvides, for a
general exemption for certain'tategories of income realized by charities,
which are much like the kinds of income exempt from tax in.the United States
rents from real estate, "so far as the same are applied to charitable purposes
only", interest, dividends, annuities and like income, subject to the same
exception, and, capital gains Section 360(1)(e) of I C T A. 1970 also states the
"unrelated business income" rule that profits of any trade owned by a charity
are exernpt only if the trade is exercised in the course of 'the actual implemen-
tation of the charity's primary purpose(s) or if the work in connection with the
trade is carried out primarily by beneficiaries of thecharity. ,

Taking unrelated business income first, the British are quite generous in the
.interpretation of section, 360(1)(e). For example, substantial British estates
may be given to the Crown which comprise not only a house of some
historical interest but substantial farmlands and income-earning assets.
Generally, pseservation of the estate as a whole is taken to justify the
exemption or income earned from running the estate if it is earned by he
charity trustees and devoted to upkeep of the property An example. Oxfam
runs a large number ofIhrift shops in almost every community in Britain To
the extent that the goods sold are received by Oxfam as contributions, Inland
Revenue accepts the position that no"trade" is carried on, in that the ordinary
business only sells property that has been purchased by it The'tax authorities
at Inland Revenue indicate that because of this narrow interpretation of
"unrelated" business income, there has been very little assertion of ordinary
income tax against charities on the ground of unrelated trade.
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The "covenants" system veil) be described more fully below in connection
with the treatment of donbrs contributing property to charities. In this
examination of unrelated, trade questions affecting charities, it is only
necessary to point out that income transferred to charity by a written instru-
ment of commitment that satisfies covenant requirements will be allowed as a
deduction against trading income of a corporation or proprietorship Oxfam
has in recent years set up, in addition to its thrift shops, other shops where
products purhased froen artisans overseas are sold to the public, the proceeds
to be used for overseas relief These shops are setup in separate corporate
form and:are subject to regular tax on their income However, each of these
tai-able entities covenants 100 percent of its net income, before taxes, to the
charity and is allowed a deduction for the full amount It is not surprising, in
view of the unchallenged use of this system, that unrelated trade income is
rarely an issue in audit of British charities.

What is the attitude of Inland Revenue to this clear evasion of the unrelated
business income provisions of the Tax Act? While admitting that the purpose
of the tax provisions is to prevent unfair competition with taxable businesses,
the general position of all levels of personnel in Inland Revenue, from
inspectors to the Board of Commissioners itself, agpears to be that the 100
percent covenant approach has "not been abused thus far While technically
,businesses, the profit-making subsidiaries that enter into these covenants are
somehow closely enough related (as in the Oxfam example) to the main
purpose of the charity that no public outcry has arisen and no Parliamentary
action is considered necessary.

Denial of Income Tax Relief

In conversations with the Office of Chief Inspector of Taxes (Charity),
whose staff of 180 is responsible for all charity operations in Britain, I was told
that there were some 250,000 index. cards in Inland Revenue covering British
charities, Inland Revenue's file covers more charities than that of the Charity
Comntisiion, for two reasons First, numerous ecclesiastical and educational
charities are exempted from registration with the Charity Commission but
appear on Inland Revenue files Second, many simple trusts set up for special
purposesfor example, a fund established by a group of parents to provide a
swimming pool for a state-supported schoolare recorded as charities on
Inland Revenuerecords even though they are not required ttiregister with the
Charitycommission since they are not permanent endowed charities.

Before examining .the present responsibilities of Inland Revenue in the
charitable area, it is useful to review its position prior to the 1%0 Charities
A'ct. Then, nland Revenue had total responsibility foAetermining whether an
'organization was a charity or not. Like the CharitiV Commission, Inland
Revenue never published any pamphlets or guidelines on charitable status,
relying _entirely on judicial precedent and reasonable extension of such
precedent

The majority of tax in Britain has been traditionally collected through
withholding on wages, a method that is also common to the United States.
However,, in the U.S no tax creditable against individual income tax is
normally withheld from payme to U.S. residents by U.S. corporations
whereas, in Britain, tax has been Mthheld at an approximate 30 percent rate
Tax is also withheld on most interest payments, on annuity payments of
various sorts, and on rental income from property where such property is,
managed by a renial agent Prior to 1960, organizations did not become
qualified as charities through a process of registration with Inland Revenue.
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The first contact that Inland Revenue had with most charities was through
their application for reclamation of tax withheld on payments to them. At the
time the application form was filed, Inland Revenue requested copies of the
basic governing documents of the charity and its accountsi, and based on
examination of this material and any other necessary inforMation obtained
from the charity, decided whether tax withheld should be refunded to the
charity.

re; the rare instances in which a charity received no income subject to with-
holding tax, Inland Revenue might never have known the charity existed. No
regular reports were, or are under present law, filed, and althbugh charities
like all other taxpayers are liable for reporting income, whatever its source,
penalties are seldom imposed for failure to report, particularly where an
organization- believes in good faith that it is entitled to exemption because of
its charitable status. -

Prior to 1%0 Inland Revenue thus had the responsibility for defining a
charity and for examining the continuing operations of the charity to assure
that it met the requirement of section 360 I.C.T.A. 1970 that incorqe on which
exemption was claimed was "applied to charitable purposes only.'fter 1960
the Charity Commission had definitional responsibility with respect to
charities subject to registration. As pointed out above, there may be
additional charities not required to register whose status is still defined by
Inland Revenue Section 9 of the Charities Act of 1960 provides .that the
Charity Commissioner may ,furriish Inland Revenue and other government
departs cents and local authorities information on napes ,and addresses of
institutions treated as charitable entities and that Oland Revenue, other
government departments, and local authorities ma ish like information
to the Charity Commission An index card on each, a t y registered with the

'CharitKornmission is automatically forwarded to Inland Revenue. However,
the commission has not pressed Inland Revenue, nor has Inland Revenue
volunteered, to provide information from Inland Revenue files on charities
not registered with the commission. There is a general feeling, despite the
permissive language of the 1960 act, that tax information is confidential.
Common action by Inland Revenue and the Charity Commission thus
normally occurs in publicqed cases Again, the backlcig of registration work at
the Charity Commission and limited staff may eventually necessitate a cross-
check of Inland Revenue files to identify charities that should register under
the'1960 act.

Inland Revenue does become aware of the operations of most charities
through the process of application for reclamation of tax. The Chief
Inspector's office spot checks charities on which information is available
through the approximately 5,000 inspectors who audit local activities. And /
while accounts may not be required of smaller charities on an annual basis,
larger charities, as is the case with the Charity Commission, do submit such
accounts each year. Unlike the U.S. system where revocation of exemption
may be the only form of sanction in cases where funds have been used by:a
charity for noncharitable purposes, Inland Revenue simply denies reclamation
of tax with respect to that part of the income that has been misused. In any
egregious case, the matter might be reported to the Charity Commission and
the trustees could be personally liable for a surcharge. It has been noted
above that the Charity Commission, in its role as "friend of the trustee," may
decide not to report to Inland Revenue a minor deviation from the charitable
purpose of the trust if the transgression was not willful and the trustees agree
to correct, the error. Inland Revenue, on the other hand, sees its role in
overseeing the operations of charities as one of protecting the revenue but not
of ensuring correct implementation of charitable trusts. As was stated by the
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Chief Inspector's repiesentative, if a trust for thebenefit of dogs uses funds in .

a charitable way for the benefit of cats, no question is raised by Inland
Revenue and no report is filed with the Chafity Commission.

The Private Settlethent Trust-,
The PrivaltFoundiiion Emerging in .Britain

_ The RegiStration Division of the Charity Commission advised the author that
approximately 10 percent of the 1,500 or so new charities being registered
each year are "private settlement trusts." These *usts are normally general
grant-making charities funded with assets of a .family or of a business, with
family members or officers of the business serving as trustees. The general
purpose of these trusts is the establishment of a separate charitable entity to
receive assets which then, after one year, will be free of estate duty. The
attitude of the Charity Commission towards these trusts is interesting. The
commission tends to take a somewhat easier view of qualification of private
settlemerft trusts than it does of trusts that solicit money from the public,
noting that with the former type of trusts "the public does not have the same
need to be protected." -*Or

In conversations with Inland Revenue staff it was noted that the private
settlement trust is not "iewed with alarm at this time." It is recognized that
private settlement trusts could possibly be used to perpetuate fart y,',control
of closely held businesses with the advantage of avoidance or estate duty.
However, both the Charity Commission, in its role of assuring that income is
used for charitable purposes, and Inland Revenue, in reviewing the extent to
which private settlement trusts are used, normally require annual accounts
from these, private grant-making bodies. The general attitude of the
commission and Inland Revenue seems to be that the placing of fanOly assets
in a charitable trust serves a legitimate purpose of increasing gifts to charity by
avoiding individual :surtax on asset income and by providing greater flexi-

' bility apart from covenant restrictions for satisfying charitable objectiveS of
the donor-trustors. inland ReveiTue is clear, however, that if these British
private foundations were to be' used primarily for the purpose of controlling
family business some Parliamentary action would be taken.

From conversations with member's of the Tax Bar in Britain, it does not
appPar that aggressive use of private settlement trusts by 'clients is
encouraged. Most practitioners queried indicated that this approach would
"not be playing the game." Another reason cited was the resulting adverse
publicity if a particular client'scase became the rationale for Parliamentary
action.

Effectiveness of Inland Revenue's'
Surveillante of Charity

As-pointed out above, Inland Revenue maintains its contact with large
charities through their annual submission of accounts and is made aware of
other charities through their applications for reclamation of tax. In, addition,

. some spot checking is done. Overall, however, there is clearly not the kind of
surveillance of charities in Britain that is afforded by the annual reporting
requirement, in the United States.

The Internal Revenue Service would, I suspect, feel somewhat uncomfort-
able with the partial informationjeceived -by Inland Revenue. However,
Inland Revenue's response to questions in this area is the same as that of the
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Charity Commission, which after a short period of scrutinizing accounts,
turned its attention- to other matters. Both the Charity Commission andin-land
Revenue would simply state that "chanties are in general well-behaved."
Both realize that many of the small parochial charities may, to some degree,
misunderstand what is charitable and what their tax and trust obligatioos are
under the 1960 act and the various Finance Acts However, unlike the U.S.
system where the cannon of chapter 42 excise taxes applies to even the
smallest private foundation, the British tax and regulatory authorities are
rather willing to forgive minor ttansgressiOns.

The general question of abuse in the charitable area was raised with ,

practitioners and with charity trustees or advisors to ,charity trustees. in
general, those persons directly inolvecLwith charity seem to have the same
feeling as tilt regulatory and tax bodiesthat little abuse of charitable trusts
exists.

It is only in the context of this generally held belief, that a curious institu-
tional umbrella protecting charities from scrutiny can be understood. This
protection is provided by the previously discussed Office of the Official
Custodian in the Charity Commosion. He holds the assets of .marly small
charities, and through him, 100'percent of the assets of registered charities
may be invested in the Charities Official Investment Fund. By administrative
arrangement between the Official Custodian and Inland Fievenue, tax
withheld from payments to the Custodtan or the Charities Official Investment
Fund is remitted directly to the Custodian or the fund, and payments are made
to the registered charities in the gross amount of dividend plus tax reclaimed.
While Inland Revenue, the Custodian, and the fund balance out the relative
amounts owed each other at the end of each government fiscal year, no listing
of those charities that have been paid is made by the Official Custodian on the
ground that this would destroy the administrative simplicity which is the basis
of the whole system The effect of the system is that charities whose assets are
held by the Custodian manot come to the attention of Inland Revenue,
except though gpot-checks; since they may never have to approach Inland
Revenue lor the reclamation of tax. The author looks with awe on this system
which js built largely on faith in the general integrity of charity trustees and
the charitable trust system

Tax Treatment of Donors

Estate Duty

In Britain, something like our unlimited charitable deduction for estates is
afforded property given to a very narrow range of what are essentially national
charities listed in schedule 25 td the Finance Act, 11972. These include the
National Gallery, the British Museum and like national institutions, certain
museums and art galleries maintained by local authorities or universities in
the United Kingdom, and certain libraries. A deduction is given from the
principal value of the estate for gifts to other charities, but only up to a limit
of 50,000 Pounds Sterling for all charitable gifts from the estate.

Capital Gains Tax

When the 1965 Finance Act was passed, imposing capital gains on transfers
of appreciated property, there was no exception made for gifts to charities.
Thus, under this act a donor who contributed appreciated property to a
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charity was liable as transferor for capital gains tax. With the.fkiance Act,of
1972, an exception was passed which allowed avoidance of&ital gains on
transfers of property to a charity.

,

Gift Tax
0<,

The 1974 Finance Act 'has established in principle a transfer tax on inter
vivos transfers of property. The details of the tax had not been fipally.
determined at the writing of this report. Preliminary indications of the'
kovernment were that exceptions will be built into the transfer tax something
like the excel-506A existing for estate duty. Under present law, this may mean
an exemption for'gift tax for lifetime gifts limited,to 50,00 Pounds Sterling.

The General. Income Tax Rule
NcftDeduction for Charitable Gifts

. .

Turning back to income tax treatment of donors to charity, iris easiest to
start with the proposition of British..taxlaw stated by a'tax solicitor in Britain:
"a gift: to charity under British law is to be treated like any other gift, a transfer
to another person without restrictions and with no benefit other. than the
emotional benefits which generosity can generate." As somewhat more
formally put by an advisory group on charities and taxation analyzing the
proposed 1972 revenue changes in Britain, "generally speaking, ordinary
donations by an individual to a charity are notillowable as a deduction for tax
purposes. This follows from the principle that the tax system does not in
general take account of the way in which the taxpayer spends his money."

The rule, following the above basic principles, is quite simple: except for
assignments of income under deedofcovenant,

principles,
below, there is no

income taxadvantage for an individual or corporate donor in giving income or
property to a charity. There is, of course, the advantage that gifts of property
to charity given more than one year prior to the date of death are excluded,
fiom the date of the donor, effectively an election between the governments
And the charity.

To the American tax lawyer accustomed to 30 percent adjustdd gross
income deductions for capital gain prdpertyt50 percent adjusted gross income
deductions for cash, basic deductions for Mort-term capital gain property,
Carry-overs, and the rest, the British system is charming in its simplicity. In
addition, British charities and donors, while aware of the American charitable
contribution deduction exam* and equivalent charitable contribution
deduction principles, in maruntries in Europe, are not exerting strong
pressure for a change to the American system. To some extent, this may
simply be the result of-175 years of history. There is also a feeling on the part
of donors and their advisoW that the P.S. system under which appreciated
property contributions generate a deduction against current ordinary income
is An unfair gift to the wealthy. Finally, from the point of view of charities,
there are advantages in the present covenant system in terms of knowing in
advance the flow of income to the charity and in minimizing year -by- year.
fund raising. A

e Deed of Covenant
4101

The deed of covenant is ',a.most pervasive and distinctive aspect of
charitable fund raising/and charitable giving in Britain. Whether a potential
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; .. .
societyoldonor, is approached by atmaior cancer prevention or a children's

puppet theatre, the form of solicitation (aside .from door-to-door collection
through coin boxes) istikely to be a request for a deed of covenant, often in -.
amounts down to 1 Pound Sterling a year

In its Simplest form, a deed of covenant n agreement signed by the
donor which provides for an annual payment (normally on a fixed date) for
seven years from-the date of the covenant, unless death intervenes, of a fixed'
amount to a named charity, (tt is for this reason that covenants are normally
spoken of as "7-year covenants.") The 7-year covenant is the metliOd of--
avoiding tax that would otherwise be imposed under section 434 of the
Income and Corporation Taxes Act (1970) if a disposition is made "for a period
which cannot exceed six years." For a charitable covenant to be effective, the
annual payments must be "like," payable for a period which may exceed six
years, and not terminable without the consent of the charity entitled to
ka_yments except where termination is caused by circumstances outside the
powers of the doncl, such as death ThiS statement of the covenant principle
makes it much brbader than it might at first appear, (1) covenants may be
drafted for the period of the donor's life, (2) covenants may only apply to
annual periods when the donor is liable to income tax on an equivalent
amount covenanted (see below), (3) covenants may depend on marital status,
holding of a specified office or employment, or the exceeding of a certain
income level, (4) to satisfy the "like" payment requirement, the sum must be
calculated in the same way each yearfor example, a percentage of gros's Or
net income or profits . a

The concept of the covenant goes back to 1803 income tax laws which
stated that a taxpayer who made annual payments of a certain amount per
year was regarded as having his taxable income decreased by such payments,
the payments being added for tax purpos to the income of the recipienteThe
effect of adding these sums to the inco e o a charity, the charity being taxed
at a nil rate, is that the sum transfer d becomes non-taxable. While this
simple basic principle remained in effect when the so-called supertax was
introduced in 1910, the -changes in revenue laws in 1946 applied the
exemption from tax only tb. basic tax and not to Surtax.

To illustrate, assume a donor has entered into a covenant with respect to
100 Pounds Sterling per year payable to a named charity The basic tax is 30
percent, but because of the income level of the donor, he pays a surtax of 40
percent, thus being liable to a tax of 70 percent on his general income
received. If the covenant it a net-deed type (under which a stated sum is paid
each year), the giffto the charity will be from after-tax income, that is, from
the 30 percent of gross- income left after paying, tax. The ckwarity, after
receiving necessary assurances that basic tax has been paid on the income
paid over to it by the ,donor, may reclaim the basic tax of 30 percent from
Inland Revenue. The effect of this is that the charity will receive, in Addition
to the 100 Pounds Sterlkig from the donor, 42.86 Pounds Sterling from Inland
Revenue repiesenting The 30 percent basic tax.

it was stated_byfrepresentatives of British ch'arity that the net deed of
cove ant systewleV'ery. uch like the American charitable contributions
syste e British dono bre to contribute 143 Pounds Sterling by a net
gift Of Pounds Sterling because of the tax recoverable from the govern-
ment. The '.S. donor is able to give a greater amount to the charity because,
for the purposes of a tax return filed after the year of gift, he will receive an
income tax deduction benefit which will allow him to effectively increase his
charitable 'contribution. This analysis, while it has a surface appeal,
understates the tax advantages to the donor in the U S, system where the

deduction allowed is against the highest marginal income tax 'rate and deduc-
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tioriS may be allowed for the full fair market Gali,re of proberty contributed
slibjectto applicable adjusted, gross income limits...

'Certain traps exist in the 7:year covenant system, ,f9r, both 'donors and
Charities. The donor is under a contractual commitmeor 'deliver to the
charity income on which at least the basic tax has beenVaid. If, because of
deductions orsome other factor in the tax picture of the donor, he does not
pay tax of at least the basic rate, he must pay over to Inland Revenue tax at the
basic rate at least sa'fficient to cover the income covenanted to the charity.
Essentially then, there may be a manufacture of taxable income to a donor by
use of the covenant. Frdin the point Of view of the charity, it is normally
desirable to obtaiA a so-called "gross" 4ovenant the payment to the charity
of a sum:out of grossincome, or income prior to payment of basic rate tax.-
The donor pays the sum, less basic rate tax, to the charity and the charity then
adds to the an-Ioint donated the basic rate tax reclaimed from the;
government. If gross deed is not used, there can be a remed6us
disadvantage to charities when the basic" ax rate isshanged..This, in fact, was
the case When.the bask tax rate went from 38.75 percent to 30 percent. On
100 Pounds Sterling het deed at the 38.75 percent 'rate, the charity was able to
recbver juit over 63 Pdunds Sterling in tax. At the 30Aercent rate, tax
retoveral3le on 100 Pounds Sterling net would be ,ap:ppaimately 43 Pounds
Sterling. Of course, when the basic rate goes up, as has:be& the case recently
when the ratOroved from, 30 percent to 33 percent, charities, ain instead of
lose. ,

The curious result of a tax decrease, working to the detriment of charties
1.41iagliecogniied by Parliament, and trOsitionatselief for charities in thgform
Of a direct claim against the government for part of the tax-reclamation loss
was -provided for in the Finance Mt, 1973. .

The CiAnant may not only be used -by 'individuals but may be Used-by
corporations, and under 1%5 regulations of inland 'Revenue, covenanted
paYmeati are allowed as a deduction from a corporation's income for
'purposes of computing corporation tax. The corporation must withhold tax
tic:an payinent5 to the charities as it would have to ih the case of individuals

the charity reclaims such tax from Inland Revenue in the same manner, As
outlined above, in discussion of unrelated trading income of charities,Inland
Revenue has, so far, allowed situations where -business corporations
i5titrolled by charities or by "friends" of the charities are allowed to covenant
1(tOpercent of their n'ef incorrie before taxes over to the charity, allowing the .
CharitYtci do.indirectly whit it could not do directly without tax. As, also'
Slited ,above, I any large-scale abuse of this privilege would probably-he
Corrected by Inland Revenue or Parliament, . . .

I-TOsulniniiiikeithe covenantsy em, the Sdvapitage to the-donor is that he
May 'hoose his charity an direct payer funds -o the extent of the basic tax
tio Su *ent his gift. Fr m the point of view of the charity, the covenant
,pros lure' allows a certa ii amount of budgeting since legally committed
pled es are assured. One f the basic problems fdr a charity's administering its
coir, nants directly is cash flow: it must submit evidence. of the covenant to
inland Revenue, ,iand Inland 'Revenue may,

up
of the necessity of

aSOUring that donors have paid basic tax, hold up paymentoftax to the charity
*Willie individual situation o1 the donor has been checked. In thjs"covenant,
area arid':viith respect to reclamation of tax on dividends, interest; and so
forthi'earned directly hy the charity, tax reclamation from Inland Revenue
iiiky take vx months tolwo years, Thistime facfor underlines the usefulness of
the trninedige rttilamation procedure of the Official Custodian of the Charity
C.onirrilS.Sion ah&of the trustees of the Charities Official Investment Fund. It
riasi:alidsreated a need in the 7-year covenant 'area, which is part of the

for atareaS n bli hment of. he Charities Aid Fund discussed_next.
f

.,
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THE CHARITIES AID FUNDA UNIQUE INSTITUTIONAL
APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF CHARITIES AND DONORS

The Charities Aid Fund is a child of the National'Council of Social Service
and its origins are as unique as the functions it performs and the new role i
recently assume&

The National Council of Social Service, a conglomerate. of nationa
voluntary organizations, is a registered charity set up in 1919 It is a policy
making body in that it is able to speak for social services organization
throughout the United Kingdom Partially supported by the British Govern
ment, it still receives a substantial amount of aid-from member organization
and from the general public,

As an-administrative body; the National Council of Social Service does no
have the same appeal in raising funds from the public that is enjoyed b,
organizations such as those for, the blind, the RSPCA, or the Royal Nationa
LifebOat Institution. Recogniiing this, the Charites Aid Fund (CAF) wa
established in 1924 to perform what was seen as necessary services fo
charities and to raise funds for the council. In 1974 the Charities Aid Fund wa
reestablished as the Charities Aid Foundation independent Of the Nationa
Cpuncil. The foundation continues the functibris of its predecessor, the
Charities Aid Fund, in addition to undertaking new and expanded functions

The Charities Aid Fund has performed four major functions (each of whicl
should be understood as a part of the CAF's purposes as a registered charity fo
all purposes).

. )
A major service provided by CAF is its availability as an intermediar

between corporate and individual covenanting donors and the charities whicl
the donors wish to benefit. In our description of the normal 7-year covenant
it was pointed out that the deed of covenant was accomplished by a forrnz
instrument in favor of a named charity. The use of CAF by a donor avoids thi
restriction on donors. By making a covenant for the benefit of the Charitie
Aid Fund, a donor is able to esta4lish a charitable bank account on which h
may draw vouchers. Upon direction of the donor, funds are sent by CAF to th
desjgnated charity with CAF recommending that the charity send a reeeip
directly to the donor.

There are numerous advantages in using CAF as the charity named in
covenant, aside from the flexibility it affords the donor in making c'ontribt
tions. Under British Jaw, only a charity established in the United Kingdor
may reclaim basic tax, ,A direct covenant by ,U.K. resident to a U S. charit
would give the U.S. charity no benefit from the basic rate tax paid by the U<

c donor. However, if the same gift is ma through CAFand the U S. charity
purposes are recognized as charitable un, r British judicial concepts, CAF i

able to reclaim tax and the gross amount Ca be paid over to the U S. charity
(T.his advantage of CAF 'is more than acaderhic since this type of drawing on
CAF account is often used by U.K. dbnors.) Another advantage is th'z

anonymous gifts Mat include reclaimed tax may be directed through CAF
This could not be the case where a specific charity was named in a covenani
As an example of the .type of gift which might be involved, a corporatio
.sensitive to shareholder criticism would, if it so desired, be able to make gift
to sectarian bodies on an anonymous basis out of its CAF funds.

In the &nos service area, substantial administrative advantages accrue il' use of .CAF. Through good relations with Inland Revenue, CAF recovers tax o
near-current basis, making. gross amourits available for donor distributior7

: GG 4
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froin their accounts. At the end of each year the CAF lists distributions to
Inland Revenue and in some cases there may be,, questions.-., o cite one
example, a "Christian Sailing League," ostensibly formeed to instruct youth in
the use of sailboats, turned but to be a rather elaborately financed yacht for
private us-e. The tax reclaimed was replaced by the users of the yacht.

CAF has served as a major champion for donors and charities. Thus, with
respect to the Finance Act of 1973, CAF conducted a campaign, including
distribution of over 40,000 leaflets, working. toward provision of the transition-j
at tax relief for charities to compensate them for loss of income due to
reduced basic rates in the personal income tax area 'Another provision of the
1973 Finance Act was that annual submiision of tax certificates for
covenanted sums not-exceeding 15 Pounds Sterling a year would no longer be
required. This has been of great benefit to donors, charities, and the Inland
Revenue in that it avoids the burden of paperwork on perhaps 90 percent of all

xcovenants in the U.K'
in the past the services of CAF were available only,to donors wh6 agreed to

covenant a certain percentage (normally the greater of 3 percent of the annual
covenanted sum or 1 Pound Sterling) to the National Council of Social
Service. This intimate connection and trustee control was abolished on the
transition of CAF into the Charities Aid Foundation. Some funds will probably
stilt flow to the National Council from general earnings of CAF. Since funds
are continually corning to CAF from covenanting donors and since these funds
are only called upon from time to time, approximately half of covenanted
Sums are on hand at any given time and CAF is able to invest these in .money
market instruments, earning enough for provision, of its services -WO some
surplus left over for expansion of operationsor, under the old organization,,
distribution to the National Council. With this surcilus available; the 3 percent
approach is likely to continue in the future but the monies raised from this will
probably be directed to the Social Service Council which4s, responsible for
directing gifts to CAF.

A second Inajoi service performed by CAF is the collection of cotenant
income for the benefit of specific charities. CAF is set up on a well:automated.
system which makes it easier for CAF to remind donors of their covenants and

,to- administer collection of income.' Since there is no "float" in this area as
there is in the direct donor covenants to CAF, there is a flat charge of Y2
PoUntbSterling per_account collected.

A,third major area in which CAF has carried out functions which one might
have expected to be lodged in the Charity Commission is the collection and
publication of statistics'on British charities. The most notable publication is
the'Directory of Grant-Making Trusts" which is relied on by both donors and ),

th6se seeking contributions for charitable purposes in particular areas. Now
corn uterized, the threctoryis kept current on a regul r basis, and CAF hopes
to, .a d reports giving better 'statistical information donatiOns to British

than now exist.
A fourth service provided by CAF is the acCeptan e of ,so-called "deposit.,

accounts" for donors. A donor may be committed o donation of a capital
amount to charity but may not be in a position to irrevocably commit himself

,,t6 the particular donee. A capital sum can be placed with the Charities Aid
Jdnd where normally itwill be held on investment for a, 12-month period (the

,periodidurfng which, if the donor dies the property would be intleided in his
estate and the assets chargeable with etate duty), after which it is available
for distribution'.to charity at the direction of the donor. It is the creation of a

7fgr" plat' efabilitY for cion6rs to give capital amounts that generally epresents.the
=':,expabsibn of purposes under the newly formed Charities Aid Fo n atiOn. The

I
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new foundation will continue to provide services already provided by CAF to
dorkirs and charities However, in addition to these services, the foundation
will accept contributions of capital amounts which will be used to fund
endowments for the benefit of a particular charity or for such charities as shalt
be named from time to time by the donors or their designates and, failing
direction, to charities designated by trustees of the Charities Aid Foundation
itself. In essence, the Charities Aid Foundation will provide the services inhe
United Kingdom that a typical community foundation would provide for a
local area in the United States.

The addition of new directions in establishment of the Charities Aid
,Foundation is described in the 1973 report of the Charities Aid Fund as
follows. "Such facilities would be more attractive'`without, the legal costs of

aestablishment and the administrative costs of operation, and the diversifica-
tion and lack of expertise so often characterizing the small charitable settle-
rh-ent." This statement underscores a philosophy whiCh dOes not become
evident in a mere description of CAF's operations. In thepast, CAF has been a
major innovator in educating-donors.as to broader use of the 7-year covenant.
CAF's chief executive, J. D. Livingston Booth, has been active in explaining
broad use of the covenant and his work is the basis for much of the back-
ground description of_the -covenant contained in the income tax section
,,above. A keynote in tAF's aid to donors and charity has been "activity." CAF
does not merely serve as a passive intermediary, it offers to donors under its
present program covenants that meet their particular needs, amount-of-
income covenants for persons whose incomes are subject to fluctuation, and
Various other alternatives for maximum use of .the covenant principle. It is
likehrthat this same active role will be continued by the new foundation, the
objective always being to channel the maximum aid to charity with the
minimum of cost.

IV

BRITISH ATTITUDES TOWARD THE CHARITABLE, SYSTEM

From the point of view of the regulators, it seems universally assumed that
there are few flagrant abuses in the administration of charities by charitable
trustees:Questions could be raised about this assumption by the Charity
Commission and Inland Revenue in View of the sampling method of
inspection and limitedIstrutiny o operations of British charities. It is likely
that more regular inspection & a count will take pla-ce in the future as the
registration process in the Charity fission slows down and staff become
available for accounts scrutiny id Liverpool. The assumption of the Charity
Commission at this time is that such scrutiny will reveal mistakes due to
ignorance of parochial trustees but that, on the rhole, trustees rill be, found
to be conscientiously attempting to discharge their trust duties. !rikand
Revenue is "keeping its eye" on the private settlement trust as a possible
development of private foundation abuse but will probably continue its basic
assumption that all is well.

The fact that the regulators believe there is little fraud or "tax fiddling" in
thepresent system does not imply a similarly favorable judgment on their part
that the British charitable system is efficien4.1nland Revenue,' as pointed out
earlier, is not concerned with the efficiency concept. The Charity Commission
is concerned and has attempted on an. informal basis through local reviews
and moral suoion to influence the attitude of trustees without attempting to
appear as a super-regulator One of the effects of the Goodman Commission

.1
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may be to force the Charity Commission to use more vigorously the powers it
has under the 1960 Charities Act to force trustees of outmoded trusts or of
inefficientsPrope to modernize.

Irrom the point of view of existing or future charities, it does not appear to
`the author that much friction has been generated between pre-1960 charities
and the Charity Commission in view of the .general hands-off procedural
methods of the commission. However, for 'certain established charities and for
new organizations who think they shbuld be charities,, an area of publicized
antagonism exists with regard to the scope of political activity afforded
'charitable organizations. It has been clear to man.y.charities operating in the
overseas areas that more good could be done by appropriate influence of
Parliament to aid underdeveloped areas than could be done* substantial
'fund - 'raising or charitable efforts. Many "political" organizations haye solved
the problem by establishing charitable funds for limited.pumoses recognized
as such by the Charity Commission. The 'United NationsAsSociation which is

'not recognized as a charity has an educational trust whiCh is so recognized, a
pattern not unknown in the United.States. This "political" argument appears
to be part the general argument that a new definition of charity should be
attempted. This agatp is an area which will probably be examined by the
Goodman Commission and the author is of the opinion that the advantages of
an elastic semi-judicial definition of chirity will prevail as it did in
Parliament's final darting of the 1960 act despite recommendations of the

--- Nathan Committee. .

Astor the general public, there teems an almost universal faith that British
charitiesier4.doing a good job and that the basic rate income tax exemption
they enjoy iMbt a great burden on the taxpayer. TheBritish, despile.the lack
Of tax incentives, are likely to dig into their pockets for victims of disasters.

And the activities of charities like Oxfam, which is highly visible on a local
level, are well publicized. The commission receives complaints from the

_Public that fund-raising costs are too high, but investigation by the commis-
Sion has revealed little abuse in this area'. There are some complaints
,regarding the exemption from property tax for charitiei,. but despite some
efforts of local authorities to curtail the exemption, there seems tae no
gioundsWell of public opinion that prOperty tax relief should be done away
With.

.Thus, in general, charity regulators and the public seem to regard; British
charity as a useful institution, not overly privileged and respectabijr3eMng
public 'needs. If anything, it appears likely that be-befits afforded charities_may
well increase in the near future rather than additional iestrictionsol&ing
imposed on them. One area that charities are very likely to push for will be a
reform of value-added tax t6 exempt charities from collection and reporting.
With the generally favorable British attitude toward charities, they may well
SAW.teed.

7,7
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V

THE FRUITS OF BRITISH EXPERIENCE FOR THE
UNITED STATESA UNITED STATES CHARITY ;COMMISSION?

Proposed Functions of National Commission on Philanthropy

At the beginning of this paper, we noted the testimony of Alan Pifer which
stressed the need for some s of supervisory center in the United States
sympathetic to the needs of charity. It may be useful at this point to repeat

Abe outline of principal functions of such a center as described by Pifer, along
with. an elaborating set of characteristics and functiCins set forth by John S.
Noland and Thomas A. Troyer and described in the draft of the report, "Fed-
eral Oversight of Philanthropy," prepared by Ginsburg, Feldman, and Bress for
the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs.

The functions outlined by Alan Pifer are as follows:

1. Po Wer to determine charitable status.

2. Maintenance of a central registec.of charities with listings in the register
being a guarantee of tax-exempt charitable status.

3. Conduct of audit of charities.
4. Assurance that legal standards applying tb charity are enforced.

5. ISsuance of advisory opinions with rgpect to legal consequences of pro-
posed actions by charitable organizations.

6. Gthering of information and periodic publication of such information on
activities and.assets of charity.

7. Advice to Congress and the executive branch on charitable matters

The Nolan-Troyer plan calls for a new agency, perhaps called the National
Commission on Philanthropy,- set up on an S.E.0 model, supervised by
commissioners appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate It
would have the following characteristics and functions: . -

1. The commission would be responsible for both the ruling and audit
functions now performed by the Service, its determination that an organiza-
tion' meets the standards of section 501(c)(3) would be conclusive upon the
Service for _exemption and deduction purposes. Applicant organizations
would have a statutory right of prompt access to the Tax ?ourt for review of
adverse determinations. However, the Service would continue to administer
tie unrelated business income tax for 501(c) organizations;

1 2. The commission would issue advance rulings on proposed transactions,
receive annual information returiir and have several regional offices from

.:which fi -level audit personnel would operate;
'3. In cordance with its duties to promote phiqnthropy, the commission

.. would mpile and publish data annualh, on philanthropic organizations and
their eipts 4nd activities, maintain a publicly available register of all
exempt charities, and advise Congress and the executive branch on charitable

et matters; -- i
1

4. The commission would have t e duty to enforce Substant've standards-
established, by statute for the vanou classe of 501(c)(3) organi ationi Th4se

1
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,"--*lards might Continue much of the substantive content of-the 1%9 regis-

on for privatefoundations, and might also direct the commission to estab-
i rules for the uniform disclosure to the public of financial information by
anizations making public solicitations .forfunds;

i. Sanctions fOr enforcing the standards would include civil actions before
U,SYDistrict Courts to invoke br6ad equity powers of the kind possessed

the state courts enforcing state fiduciary law. In recognition of the states'
veers and reskonsibilities in regard to charity, the statute conferring such
wars upon the federal courts would provide for stay of the federal equity
ion brought by the commission if state' officials initiate parallel state court
ion, with the fedeial court then authorized only to take action consistent
h any final state court action, much as the Treasury Department proposed
the -Ways and Means Committee In 1969;

The commission should be nonpartisan, objective, fairininded and inde-
;dent in its operations; and .

r. The commission should be maimed both at policy anctgaff levels by
It- trained individuals with the necessary educational Background and
oerience to deal competently with the needs and problems of the charitable

rhe basic reasons for transfer of the regulatory functions-of the IRS teia
tiOnal Commission on Philanthropy as articulated by proponents are
nmarized in the Ginsburg study as follows: (1) The Service's basic mission
:ax collection means that a charity is given a low priority; (2) the IRS is not
ffedby professionals with broad liberal arts background, which is desirable
dealing with basic questions of definition of charity, and the exempt or-
Illation charity area is a dead-end for IRS or post-IRS careers; (3) The IRS
snot be a leader in improved administration of charity; (4j The revenue-
lection procedures and rules of the IRS do not meet charity needs, "the
Herviton of charities requires greater responsiveness and perhaps, infor-
lity in providing advice (general as well as legal) to charitable organiza-

stich as that provided by the 'British Charities Commission"; (5) A new
legal agenci is needed to fulfill functions not performed by the states in
ieryIsibn of charities.
Ile Ginsburg study contains an extensive and _useful analysis of the
IgresSional baCkground and details of the statutory establishment. of the
dstant Commissioner (Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations) under
Employment Retirement Income Security Act of WA. With the promise of

).idance of procedural delays and the upgrading of Personnel under the new
iistant Commissioner, and from analysis of past Internal Revenueervice
jormance in the exempt organization area, the Ginsburg study concludes
,t there should be no transfer of IRS functions to a new national cOrnfIlis
ri. The IRS has been able to exp nd the charitable concept, and,. perhapS
:ause the charitable definition unction is a small part of a basic n n-
°logical bureaucracy, the expa sion has to en place with little adve e
)lic -action. The conclusion of the Ginsburg study is further buttressed y
to ieal, exus,between tax collection and th making of the exempt sta us

ibn.establishing the ri ht of the char ty to be tax free and the right
the donot- for a charitable contribution ded c ion.
orjeatOng' more fully stated below, I woulcLagree entirely with the
i.auSions of the Ginsburg study,as far as they gb. To return to the principal
sons articulated by proponents of a national commission, as summarized
we, the IRS in the past may have been slow, acting on charitablestatus

44o#c ,569
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but in general it has appeared to me as a practitioner and I think the public
believesthat except in rate instances, the IRS Weill) be fair within the context
of the statutes it is required to administer I share the -concer -of the Ginsburg
study that the present system, which does p good job and v hich promises to
do a better job under the new f4kssiotant Commissioher, is referable to the
creation of a new bureaucracy for the qualification, audit, and examination of
charities whose character can not-be determined at this time.

While somewhat anticipating the discussion below, it should-be pointed out
that the Charity Commission ''in 'Britain was not a new organization
supplanting the functions of the tax authorities. The Charity Commission
under the 1960 act was much more a stronger body c ( tinuing the activities of
the Charity Commission under the 1853 act. The regis ation of charities under
the 1960 act was aimed at establishing the constituency of the Charity
Commission whose interests were to be promoted and served by the commis-
sion. The provision of section 4 of the 1960 act creating the presumption that
a registered charity was a charity for all puEppses, including tax, was notthe
introduction of a novel concept into British law In Commissioners for Specia,
Purposes of the Income Tax v. Pemsel, [18911 A.C. 531, it was held that the
meaning of "charity" applied by Courts of Equity in administering and en
forcing trusts applies' equally for the purpose of applying income ta.)
legislation. Institution of the 1960 Charities .Act by Parliament simply
transferred responsibility for designation of an organization as charitable tc
the Charity 'Commission, The basic definition of what constitutes a charitable
organization was not changed.

Tu ning back to the Ginsburg study, its negative conclusion with respect tc
tran er of IRS functions to a new national commission does not answer the
arti ulated arguments of proporieAts of p national commission as to the
inability of the IRS to gi positive advice to charity and to fill the vacuum left
by failure of the states t supervise charities. While I can believe that the IRS
is fair in determination of haritable status and efficient in enforcement of the
revenue laws (including he regulatory functions imposed on the IRS by
chapter 42. taxes introduc d by the Tax Reform Act of 1969), I find it diffica
to believe that auditing agents of the IRS, eyeri as reconstituted under the nevi
Assistant Commissioner, are going to take on the function of giving positive
advice to charities or of advising them as to their charitable trust responsibil
ities under state law. ,

Summarizing the ,Ginsburg study conclusions, I `would agree whole
heartedly that, present IRS fuWions should be retained in the IRS. But I be

- lieve ther is 'still room feF p olitive action to assist, rather than control
charities grid that the IRS is an inappropriate body for such assistance

In Search of a Function for a National Commission on
Philanthropy The Charity Commission'Example

i

Those who tespfied before the Senate Finance Comrpitte in October 197:
rn favor of estab shing a national commission clearly had i mind something
like the: British Charity Commission. I would submit t at many of tho
functions of the Charity CommiSsion would be undesirabl unnecessary, o
inappropriate functions of a National Commission, on P lanthropy in thl
United States, I would further submit that any adoption of hose 'Charit
Commission, functions that are considered useful will have q take account o
institutional and attitudinal differences between the two countries

-_
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Charity Commission Purposes Considered Undesirable
for the United States.

:Rettrictions on real property 'transfers. As _described in this paper, the
Charity Commission, both pre-1960 and post-1960, is required to approve
Most real property transfers by charities. The rationale is simple the govern-
ment body knows best. I have little doubt that U.S. charitable trustees would
not look with favor on adoption of this part of the British system.

Strict trust in solicitations. Perhaps because of the quasi-judicial attitude
which characterizes the.charity Commission and a rather strict trust theory in
court decisions, the Charity Commission tends to impose rather strict and,
narrow trust requirements on British charities. If funds are raised for
promotion of the arts in Brighton, such funds may not be used for the same
purpose in Bath, if funds are raiseVor prat motion of ballet, they may not be
used for orchestral concerts. I am'fiot at All sure that technically the United
Statestaw is that different fromBritish lam in this charitable trust area. I am
sure as a practitioner and observer of charitable entities that if the trustees of a
section 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation decided to change their purposes to
the extent given-in the two examples, they would make proper application to
the tax authorities and would probably never think of going to the courts or
worrying about restrictions imposed by the Attorney General. This is not to
say that some aid in the cy pres or charitable deviation of purpose area may,
not be needed by U.S. charities. I do submit that the extremely strict trust

"'concept of the British system would be an undesirable attitude to import into,
the U.S.

Functions of the Charity Commission Considered
Unnecessary for the U.S.

While I cannot speak with authority on East Coast practice, I believe we
have little cause for a U.S. statutory attack' on the redemptiOn of rent charges
in the charitable area. Without the substantial ancient charity history of
Britain and with a more practical view of the scope of charitable trust powers
in the United States, a National Commission for Philanthropy would belikely
to spend, little time on trusts for penitent. prostitUtes or other outmoded
functions, the reform of trust instruments in this area occupying a great many
man-years of the charities divisions of the Chad CoMmisgion. As outlined in
the bddy of this paper, an extremely useful fun tion of the Charity Commis-
sion.is performed thr,ough its Official Custodia . The vesting of title in the
Custodian prevents

be
need for transfer of ti le with changes in charity .

trustees. This could Be a useful function in the U ited States, but,my impres-
sion is that a substantial majority of charities in tne United States operate as
nonprofit co porations fo( which transfer f securities and other property is

.relatively a editipus. A major useful fu ction of the Official Custodian in
.., Britain, dire tly and thr6ugh investment of assets.in the Charities Official

investment Fund, is to remit 'income of c arities to them free of withholding
.,41c,,Without the withholding concept in e United States, this rationale for
"the Custodian function does not exist., , . I

... ,
I

*ChiritYiCommission Functions Possibly Useful to the U.S.
;, ,-,.., . -- )

Power to determine charitabl status of exempt bodies and duty' to submit
'accounts.' 4 set out above, would /agree with the conclusion that this

, )
,
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\. .
exemption and audit function should remain with the IRS. The comparison of

'a proposed system in the U S that would give regulatory powers to a national
commission with the Charity Commission misunderstandszthe functions and
attitudes of the Charity Commission. The Charity Commission does not see
itself as a super-controller, its audit of accounts have been sporadic and its
powers to force` charitable trustees to come to the commission have not been

hexercised The whole appro of the Charity Commission is low-key moral
suasion, premised on gaini g the confidence of its charitable constituents and
on the clearly stated as mption that no substantial abuses exist in the
charitable area While many feel that the UPS. Tax Reform Act of 1969 was,an
overreacVon, it is unlikely that examinallon and control of the kinds of
'activities that Congress proscribed in 1969 could be carried out in the informal
ways used by the Charity Commission.

Whatever the pros and cons, close surveillance of reports regularly
submitted, with penalties for non-reporting, will remain the order of the day
in the United States The Charity Commission is sirnply ndt alri appropriate
model for this kind of activity, nor, it can, be added, is Inland Revenue. Again,
faith in the system helps to expla a belie that present levels .of
inforitation received by Inland.ltRy ritai are sufficient to keep it
apprised of subqtantial changes Atiii an to regulate activities of
charitable bodies The system in kaitaml is'. ., of dual registration, with
responsibilities held by the Charity C-ommissi &I rid Revenife. There is
hodoubt in the minds of both regulators that I 4iti nue has the ultimate
responsibility for assuring that tax-exempt income received by charities goes
to tax-exempt purposes.

1 .
.

Registration of charities. As pad of o r argument ag4st transfer of IRS
functions to a national com ission, the concept of a registration by such a
commission which would gua ntee to xemption also is rejected. This is not
to say that some sort of registr tion an publicity function might not be useful

witc in the United States, In Britain the, arity Commission's index of charities is
widely available, but the directory of grant- making trusts and other informa-
tion provided by the Charities Aid fund is it seems much more useful to

4prospective donors and to organizations seeking funds fromilitharities than the
index fild of the Charity Commission In like manner, in the United States the
Council on foundations, the- Foundation Center, and The 'American
Associatibn of Fund-Raising Counsel have developed a good bit of very useful
information on charities. Sharing the view of writers of other papers for the

.-__Commission on Private Philanthropy' and Public-Needs, I Mel there is a sub-
, stantial ptIrpose to be served, for which expenditure of public funds is

justified, in trying to Obtain and organize material available but unassembled
in the Internal Revenue SeMce.

Loca review. A substantia hope in the minds of those drafting the 960
charities act was that Britis charities would be encouraged, to 'pa heir
resources and establish wo hwhile projects on a local basis. I am not
cony n ed that there is not s bstantial duplication or mutual help that fight
b given charities with com on or corAplementary purposes if infor ation
exiisted to make U S , charities aware of each other and of commo goals
which might be served.,Tby cooperation. This could be a useful ancillary
outcome of information gathering and dissemination by a. national com-,

0.

mission' , ,/ . ,

General superviilion of charitable activities. As opposed' to the British
system f9r England and Wales,. we must operate in the United States within
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e context of 50 sovereign states, each theoretically no lie wise use of
lockable assets within its borders.. As made c-1 r kw. e repOrl of the Ohio .4..

:torneyGenerat to Si Cornmiccinn exerrk if suiar state powers is only
eoretieal in the vastsuajorifV: f:i cases. There are exceptions. The California
terney.'Cjiteral examines carefully annual reports submitted to it.
dependen1 of any ta* considerations, questions will be raised promptly on
'tails of charitable activitiei, including requirement for distributions where
cumulations seem excessive and requirements tha; icUe funds be kept in
terest-bearing accounts. The California Attorneyteneral is also interested
and helpful withcespect to' proilems facing charities in the areas of cy pres

id deviation, a reasonable course of action for changebeing approved by his
f ice on a very informal basis.or, where it is felt wise, solved by joint applica- 4
m of the charity trustees and the Attorney General to the courts. In states .
here this sort of activity and interest is not evidenced there may ,be grounds
r assistance by a national commission, which must be tempered so as not to
scourage the good job be done by the few states which take these matters
riousty while encouraging better systems in other states. .

:.-..

Advice to trustet4. Ths. advisory function of the Charity Commitsion is
!rhaps one of its most useful functions, in aiding 'charity.;13y law, such advice
sures a trustee against liability nleskheackice given,is overturned by the

rarities at the state4evel, s sort of advisory function cbuld'he.a useful one
Rift. In the`Unitej. States ith uneven supervision and assistance 9f

a national level. Again, where the question is one of state law,the attorney
tneral or appropriate state body might be given a.certan period of time to t.

sume jurisdiction. Advice need not be restricted to what are essentially state f
iaritable trust questions. The new restrictions of chapter 42 of the Internal
!venue Code pu\ charitable trustees in jeopardy in man* situations where
e Internal Revenue Service, because of its general policy against ruling on
ctual issues, may either not issue'a ruling or be extremely slow in respond-
g. It appears to: me that an agency outside the Internal Revenue, Service
hick could give;ailcirce toWs,binding for trust and tax purposes iiould
i!. an extremely useful institution. ;;;-

Publicity and advice to the lawmakers. It has been nted out thdt:tife%
rarity Commission in its annual reports amity direct correspondence.with, z
earitable trustees attempts f0 _keep them current on national-legdoilion
rplicable to charities. The Chaiity,Commission; as part of government, as
!en encouraging to groups lobbying with Parliainent for legislation favorable
'charity but has not _itself become involved. The Charities Aid fund and-7 *
her independent or semi-independent bogies have been more yigorous in
is* area. I believe there is much good to be done in,establishment of a
ttionaI conimissiOn If one of its functions included information gathering,

c I problem in the ment I health area. Wh. state or fetierol %rants are

trust information about charities and their p rposespf infoxmation useful
charities. (For example, new charity is est blishe to attack a particular

,ailable? With a good deal oflegtwork and expense, the ans'wet,:,athiKkincr,
question can be found.) If information could flow from the,:ctiaritiOfo the,

Itionaf commission, the comm. ssion wotilchbe a more apprortrititemiehtle
the IRS for reporting proble s of charities to Congress and the'f0 ' ive

anch. Finally, if a national co issibn were well publicized it co., .
e,British, Charity Commission, b a foCal point for comments on allottc

W.::-` irAf.aints about charitable activities. ,7!;?.,Iif. .4,..

'Solicitation control. The Charity ommis ion may encourage other rglips
(et e No ionaltouncil of Social S ice. i t e establish pot of i.Aes,,

/ '
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for solicitation. However, the Charity Commission is not itself involved
directly in controlling solicitation, this being handled, by the Home Office
and/orlocal police authority. If a nati al commission is to be formed in the
United States, I would agree with oth s.(the Ginsburg study,. fop example)
that the solicitation control authority S Id be housed in a body other than
the commission. Such a commission s ould be an assisting body, not a
controlling body.

Recommendations for a National Commission

For reasons discussed above, I would recommend against the transfer from
the internal Revenue Service of exemption definition, audit, and compliance
function with respect to section 501(c)(3) organizations.

I, would strongly recommend the establishment by Congress of an organiza-
tion with a limited life of perhaps three years and funded to carry out the
following initial functions:

1. The premise of every student of charitable activities in the United States,
whether the author, this Commission, the executive branch or Congress, is
that .ve simply do net have sufficient information about charitable activities
to make informed judgments about their operations, problems, abuses,' d

. what actions by government are necessary. Taking as "a model the Foreign
Investment Study Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-479), there should be established a
National Commission on Philanthropy which, with force of law fOr non-
compliance, would be authorized to obtain a complete Sample of all section
501(c)(3) active organizations on file with Internal/RevenueService. The act
establishing the commission would authorize submission of a questionnaire to
thes'e charities, which would seek information on source of donatidns, use of
funds and other statistical information, on problems under local law , in
Internal Revenue- Service-relations or with revenue law compliance, and on
areas where the assistance of a permanent national body for aiding charities
might be useful. 4

2. The actttablishing the national commission would assure access of the
commission to all records of the Internal _Revenue Service, subject to
appropriate individual disclosure safeguards.-

3.' The act w4uld auV,ze a survey of the attorney gleral or appropriate
body of each state, ,the District of 'Columbia and the other U.S. controlled
areas for the purpose of further studying application of charitable trust super-'
vision and assistance at the local level. In this survey, the reaction of local
authorities to-a supplementary national system of assistance and advice or a
preemptive national 'system would be explored.

4. As part of the questionnaire requesting information on needs of charities
or through independent studies, the national commission would explore the
need for (a) a national registry of charities by geographical area, size;
charitable functions served, And such other information which charitiesor
potential grant recipients might find useful, (b) a mechanism for encouraging
cooperation between and/or amalgamation of assets of charities with
common goals, (c) in the area of cypres or deviation frdm purpose, assistance
to charities through national legislation which preempts or complements state
law; (01 advice from a national commission, binding for trust and tax.
purposes, with respect to correct action of-charitable trustees within,the terms
of their tfusti anti with respect to the freed tee actions from
chapter 42 taxes; te) information which could should be de available to
charities tihrougha national clearinf-house:

rb 4
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Finally, the commission's studies should seek to determine the proper con-

stitution of a peLmanent stational commis-sVn established for any or all of the
above:purposes. Should this body be active in promoting legislation for the
benefit of charities generally? How will smaller charities assure themselves a
voice with respect to their problems?

Within a specified time established by the act setting up the national
commission, the commission would report back to Congress with the results
of it studies, a statistical picture of charity and charitable objects, and its
recommendations as to whether a permanent national body should be estab-
lished and, if so, its recommendations as to the form and constitution of such
national body.

Perhaps, if the above recommendations are implemer_-d in their present or
varied form, we may succeed in establishing an effective zional body aimed .

primarily at assisting, rather than controlling and punishing, U.S. charity. Op._
the other hand, a possible conclusion of an exploratory study may be that
there is no justification for establishment of a permanent national
commission.

Whatever the outcome Qf recommendations with respect Id a National
Commission on Philanthropy, therelppears to be general agreement that the
IRS will. continue, perhaps more efficiently and with an( eye to the value of
charity, under the, new office of the Assistant Commissioner,= the function
presently performed by it. Taking this as a given, my last recommendation
would be the establishment within the IRS of an Ombudsman whose sole
function would be the investigation and prosecution of complaints from
Charities administered by the Internal Revenue Service.

In outlining areas where I believe a national commission could be useful, I
have stressed that such assistance functions dopot appear appropriate to the
IRS in the context of its tax and regulatory resp2nsibilities. It does appear to
in% however, that charities have the right to insist that IRS carry out its
functions efficently and faifly and that .it be aware of and investigate
instances where io ulated by. it feel that standards of efficiency and
'fairness are not met.
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